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Chapter 0Preliminary
0.1 Front Page SECOND EDITION

BRAIN-DISABLING TREATMENTSIN PSYCHIATRYDrugs, Eletroshok, and the Psyhopharmaeutial Complex
PETER R. BREGGIN, MD0.1.1 Bak PageFrom the author of Toxi Psyhiatry and Talking Bak to Proza\Peter Breggin is the onsiene of Amerian psyhiatry. One more he updates us on the realevidene with respet to the safety and e�etiveness of spei� psyhiatri mediations and ECT.This information is needed by all mental health professionals, as well as patients and families."-Bertram Karon, PhD, Professor of Psyhology,Mihigan State University,Author of The Psyhotherapy of Shizophrenia\Nowhere is the orret psyhiatri thinking more evident than in the books by Peter Breggin."-William Glasser, MD, psyhiatrist, author of Reality Therapy1



In Brain-DisablingTreatments in Psyhiatry, renowned psyhiatrist Peter R. Breggin, MD, presentsstartling sienti� researh on the dangerous behavioral abnormalities and brain dysfuntions pro-dued by the most widely used and newest psyhiatri drugs suh as Proza, Paxil, Zoloft, Cymbalta,E�exor, Xanax, Ativan, Ritalin, Adderall, Conerta, Strattera, Risperdal, Zyprexa, Geodon, Abilify,lithium, and Depakote.Many of Breggin's earlier �ndings have improved linial pratie, led to legal vitories againstdrug ompanies, and resulted in FDA-mandated hanges in what the manufaturers must admitabout their drugs.This greatly expanded seond edition, supported by the latest evidene-based researh, shows thatpsyhiatri drugs ahieve their primary or essential e�et by ausing brain dysfuntion, and that theytend to do far more harm than good.New sienti� analyses in this ompletely updated edition inlude:� Chapters overing every new antidepressant and stimulant drug� Twenty new guidelines for how to ondut non-drug therapy� A hapter desribing how to safely withdraw from psyhiatri drugs� A disussion of mediation spellbinding, explaining how patients fail to reognize their drug-indued mental dysfuntions� Doumentation of how the drug ompanies ontrol researh and the ow of information aboutpsyhiatri treatments0.2 Beginning ItemsFollow some items, that ame before the �rst hapter, in the original book.0.2.1 About the AuthorPeter R. Breggin, MD, has been alled \the onsiene of psyhiatry" for his e�orts to reform themental health �eld, inluding his promotion of aring psyhotherapeuti approahes and his opposi-tion to the esalating overuse of psyhiatri mediations, the oppressive diagnosing and drugging ofhildren, eletroshok, lobotomy, involuntary treatment, and false biologial theories.Dr. Breggin has been in the private pratie of psyhiatry sine 1968, �rst in the Washington,D.C., area, and now in Ithaa, New York. In his therapy pratie, he treats individuals, ouples, andhildren with their families without resort to psyhiatri drugs. As a linial psyhopharmaologist,he provides onsultations and is ative as a medial expert in riminal, malpratie, and produtliability lawsuits, often involving the harmful e�ets of psyhiatri drugs. He has been an expert inlandmark ases involving the rights of patients.Sine 1964, Dr. Breggin has written dozens of sienti� artiles and approximately 20 books.Some of his many books inlude Toxi Psyhiatry, The Heart of Being Helpful, Talking Bak toRitalin, The Antidepressant Fat Book, and, with oauthor Ginger Breggin, Talking Bak to Prozaand The War Against Children of Color. His forthoming book in early 2008 is Mediation Madness:True Stories About Mayhem, Murder and Suiide Caused by Psyhiatri Drugs.At various stages of his areer, he has been deades ahead of his time in warning about the dangersof lobotomy, eletroshok, and, more reently, antidepressant-indued suiide and violene as well2



as many other reently aknowledged risks assoiated with psyhiatri drugs. His views have beenovered in major media throughout the world inluding The New York Times and The Wall StreetJournal to Time and Newsweek, and from Larry King Live and Oprah to 60 Minutes and 20/20.In 1972, Dr. Breggin founded the International Center for the Study of Psyhiatry and Psyhology(ICSPP; http://www.ispp.org). Originally organized to support his suessful ampaign to stop theresurgene of lobotomy, ICSPP has beome a soure of support and inspiration for reform-mindedprofessionals and laypersons who wish to raise ethial and sienti� standards in the �eld of mentalhealth. In 1999, he and his wife, Ginger, founded ICSPP's peer-reviewed sienti� journal EthialHuman Psyhology and Psyhiatry. In 2002, they seleted younger professionals to take over theenter and the journal, although Dr. Breggin ontinues to partiipate in ICSPP ativities.Dr. Breggin's bakground inludes Harvard College, Case Western Reserve Medial Shool, ateahing fellowship at Harvard Medial Shool, 3 years of resideny training in psyhiatry, a 2-yearsta� assignment at the National Institute of Mental Health, and several teahing appointments, in-luding in the Johns Hopkins University Department of Counseling and the George Mason UniversityInstitute for Conit Analysis and Resolution.Dr. Breggin's Web site is http://www.breggin.om.0.2.2 Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publiation DataBreggin, Peter Roger.Brain-disabling treatments in psyhiatry: drugs, eletroshok, and the psyhopharmaeutial om-plex / Peter R. Breggin. - 2nd ed.Inludes bibliographial referenes and index.ISBN-13: 978-0-8261-2934-5ISBN-10: 0-8261-2934-X1. Psyhotropi drugs - Adverse and side e�ets.2. Brain damage aused by psyhotropi drugs.3. Eletroonvulsive therapy - Compliations.4. Diseases aused by psyhiatri treatments.5. Psyhotropi drug industry.6. Food and Drug Administration of United States.RC483.B726 2008616.89'122-d220.2.3 WarningPsyhiatri Drugs Are Dangerous to Take and Dangerous to StopThe psyhiatri drugs disussed in this book are far more dangerous to take than many dotorsand patients realize, but they an also beome hazardous during the withdrawal proess. In short,it is dangerous to start psyhiatri drugs and dangerous to stop them.3



Many are additive, and most an produe withdrawal symptoms that are emotionally and phys-ially distressing and sometimes life threatening. Tapering o� psyhiatri drugs should usually bedone gradually with the aid of experiened linial supervision.A book annot substitute for individualized medial or psyhologial are, and this book is notintended as a treatment guide. It provides a ritial analysis of biologial treatments in psyhiatrywritten from a sienti�, ethial, psyhologial, and soial viewpoint.Peter R. Breggin, MD
0.2.4 For Ginger BregginMy wife, best friend, partner in life, most trusted advisor, last human resort in all rises, and playmate
0.2.5 Professional Books by Peter R. Breggin, MDCollege Students in a Mental Hospital: Contributions to the Soial Rehabilitation of the MentallyIll (Jointly authored) (1962)Eletroshok: Its Brain-Disabling E�ets (1979)The Psyhology of Freedom: Liberty and Love as a Way of Life (1980)Psyhiatri Drugs: Hazards to the Brain (1983)Toxi Psyhiatry: Why Therapy, Empathy and Love Must Replae the Drugs, Eletroshok andBiohemial Theories of the \New Psyhiatry" (1991)Beyond Conit: From Self-Help and Psyhotherapy to Peaemaking (1992)Talking Bak to Proza (oauthor Ginger Breggin) (1994)Psyhosoial Approahes to Deeply Disturbed Persons (oeditor E. Mark Srern) (1996)Brain-Disabling Treatments in Psyhiatry: Drugs, Eletroshok, and the Role of the FDA (1997)The Heart of Being Helpful: Empathy and the Creation of a Healing Presene (1997)The War Against Children of Color: Psyhiatry Targets Inner City Children, Updated (oauthorGinger Breggin) (1998)Relaiming Our Children: A Healing Solution to a Nation in Crisis (2000)Talking Bak to Ritalin, Revised Edition (2001)The Antidepressant Fat Book (2001)Dimensions of Empathi Therapy (oeditors Ginger Breggin and Fred Bemak) (2002)The Ritalin Fat Book (2002)Your Drug May Be Your Problem: How and Why to Stop Taking Psyhiatri Mediations, Revisedand Updated Edition (oauthor David Cohen) (2007)Mediation Madness: True Stories of Mayhem, Murder and Suiide Caused by Psyhiatri Drugs(2008) 4



0.3 Prefae: A Word About WordsThroughout this book, I use diagnosti terms suh as attention-de�it / hyperativity disorder(ADHD), bipolar disorder, major depressive disorder, and shizophrenia. If I were to express my si-enti� skeptiism toward these terms eah time I used them, the book would be marred by onstantinterruptions. Instead, I want to establish from the beginning that I am using these diagnosti termsonly for the purpose of onsisteny with urrent usage in the various soures on whih I am drawing,suh as linial studies, researh reports, and Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved druglabels.As the book will indiate, these diagnosti ategories do not reet valid diseases or illnessesomparable to Alzheimer's disease, stroke, or diabetes. Despite laims to the ontrary, these psyhi-atri disorders have no proven geneti, hemial, or biologial basis. They annot be diagnosed withphysial symptoms or laboratory studies.Of ourse, no one denies that people an beome highly irrational, lose touh with ordinaryreality, or beome suiidal or violent; but an extreme emotional response, however destrutive, initself does not demand an explanation rooted in biologial dysfuntion. Without any underlyingmedial disorder, human beings have the apaity for extreme psyhologial reations, espeiallyunder stress.Of ourse, genuine diseases or disorders of the brain, suh as endorine disorders or dementia,an hange and disrupt human behavior. In this book and in Mediation Madness (in press), Idesribe how psyhiatri drugs ause brain disorders that lead to mayhem, murder, and suiide.Indeed, the FDA at long last has begun to on�rm observations that I made long ago onerningantidepressant-indued mental and behavioral abnormalities. However, exept for the brain dys-funtion and biohemial imbalanes aused by psyhiatri drugs, there are no known abnormalitiesin the brains of people who routinely seek help from psyhiatrists and who beome diagnosed withdisorders like ADHD, shizophrenia, and major depressive disorder.To label hildren with ADHD or to label adults with shizophrenia or major depressive disorderis to stigmatize them with damaging, disouraging labels and to enourage or oere them to submitto biopsyhiatri interventions suh as drugs and eletroshok. In my own psyhiatri pratie, I donot think in onventional diagnosti terms or tell patients that they have so-alled mental disorders.Instead, I try to understand the life story of eah individual-his or her personal biography - in all itssubtle omplexity. Often, I involve loved ones and family to help them understand eah other. Onthis basis of genuine understanding, instead of ookie-utter diagnoses, I am far more able to helpindividuals lead more satisfying, suessful lives.0.4 AknowledgmentsSpringer Publishing Company published my �rst medial book, Eletroshok: Its Brain-DisablingE�ets, a long time ago, in 1979. Now, almost 30 years later, this new edition of Brain-DisablingTreatments in Psyhiatry omes at a time when the publi's pereption of psyhiatri treatments hasome loser to many of the seemingly ontroversial positions taken in my earlier Springer books. Evenwithin the health are professions, there is growing reognition that the risks assoiated with psyhi-atri drugs and shok treatments are greater than originally antiipated and that their e�etivenessis more limited than hoped.None of the basi assertions in the original edition of this book or in its preursors, PsyhiatriDrugs: Hazards to the Brain (1983) and Eletroshok (1979), have been proven wrong. Instead, amountain of new evidene supports the main themes that I have been developing over the last deades.In a number of areas, the Food and Drug Administration has on�rmed assertions in the �rst edition5



that one seemed espeially ontroversial, for example, that antidepressants are ine�etive in hildrenand inrease the rate of suiide attempts and that they also inrease suiidality in young adults. Manyother onlusions made in my earlier books have been adopted by the mainstream, inluding reenton�rmation that eletroshok treatment auses permanent brain damage and dysfuntion.When Springer Publishing Company deided to bring out my �rst two medial books, Eletroshok(1979) and Psyhiatri Drugs (1983), it required ourage. The president of the ompany, Dr. UrsulaSpringer, and the senior editor at the time, Carole Saltz, had to be onerned about publishing aviewpoint so ritial of seemingly established onepts of treatment. The opportunity they gave mehas helped to enourage a lifetime of work in the �eld. From then until the present, nearly all of mypubliations have drawn energy and diretion from these �rst two books.I am grateful that Dr. Springer and her ompany found my �rst two medial books of suÆientmerit and importane to take the risk of publishing them. If they had not, my areer might havetaken a di�erent and ultimately less useful diretion.Nearly three deades later, and after the retirement of Dr. Springer, Springer Publishing Companyand Sheri W. Sussman, Senior Vie President, Editorial, have ontinued to support my work witha new paperbak edition of The Heart of Being Helpful (1997b) and now with this new editian ofBrain-Disabling Treatments in Psyhiatry.Springer Publishing Company also worked with me and my wife, Ginger, in developing the peer-reviewed sienti� journal Ethial Human Psyhology and Psyhiatry, sponsored by the InternationalCenter for the Study of Psyhiatry and Psyhology (ICSPP; www.ispp.org). The journal is nowenjoying a deade of publishing under the leadership of younger professionals and provides a uniqueopportunity for sientists and liniians to publish independent researh in the light beyond theshadow of the psyhopharmaeutial omplex.I also want to thank the many members of ICSPP who have been so supportive of my work andeah other's work in the reform movement.As in many of my books, my researh assistant Ian Goddard ontinued to provide muh-neededhelp obtaining original artiles, sometimes under onsiderable time pressure, often delivering themalong with a big dose of his own original ideas and remarkable insights. Beyond that, he read theentire manusript and made many useful editorial observations. This new edition is a better bookbeause of Ian.And now, approahing 25 years together, my wife, Ginger, ontinues to provide the strength andoften the inspiration behind so muh of what I do. It is beause of Ginger's enouragement that thebook now has two onluding hapters on treatment and my 20 guidelines for therapy with disturbedpatients. She insisted that I needed to write them, and then she helped to edit them.
0.5 Introdution0.5.1 Con�rming the Siene Behind the First EditionThis book is aimed at professional audienes, but it is hoped that it is written with suÆient larityand explanation to be read by nonprofessionals. The urrent edition has been very thoroughlyrevised, but the basi sienti� thrust remains essentially the same. The past several years haveon�rmed the brain-disabling prinipie of psyhiatri treatment, and many of the author's seeminglyontroversial onlusions have beome more widely aepted.6



0.5.2 A Thorough Update of the SieneFor this edition of the book, the onept of brain-disabling treatment has been updated and expandedwith the additional onept of mediation spellbinding (intoxiation anosognosia). The neuroleptihapters have been updated to inlude muh more material on the newer, atypial drugs as well asnew information on the neurotoxiity and ytotoxiity of all antipsyhoti drugs. A massive amountof new information about antidepressant drugs and the stimulant drugs has resulted in an additionalhapter on eah drug.The new edition onludes with two entirely new hapters on treatment - one on how to safelywithdraw from psyhiatri drugs, and the other about psyhosoial and eduational approahes tovery disturbed people, inluding 20 guidelines for therapy. I am pleased to inlude how-to treatmentinformation in the book for the �rst time.0.5.3 Growing Con�rmation of the Previous EditionMy observations that antidepressant drugs ause a spetrum of stimulant or ativation e�ets -inluding agitation, hostility, aggression, and mania as well as rashing into depression and suiidality- have been elevated to the status of oÆial dogma in the new Food and Drug Administration (FDA)- mandated hanges in antidepressant labels. The onept that psyhiatri drugs are neurotoxi isnow a widely aepted priniple in sienti� researh, espeially onerning the antipsyhoti drugsand mood stabilizers, and researh has mounted up that demonstrates similar neurotoxi e�ets in allategories of psyhiatri drugs. Many other medial experts have now joined in my ritiism of theFDA's failure to do its duty and my onern about the orrupting inuene of the drug ompanieson the theory and pratie of psyhiatry. Put simply, I am no longer quite suh a lonely voie ryingin the wilderness.0.5.4 Con�rming the Longer View Starting in 1983The lineage of this new edition began in 1983 with Psyhiatri Drugs: Hazards to the Brain, abook that broke new ground with the �rst extensive review of the subjet of neurolepti-indueddementia. It also took a �rm stand on the view that neuroleptis frequently ause tardive dyskinesia(TD) in young people. TD in hildren has beome an aepted reality, and so that setion hasbeen redued in size. Tardive psyhosis is gaining inreasing, if slow, reognition. Tardive dementiaremains ontroversial - although it should not be - and an inreasing amount of evidene supports myearlier observations on the ognitive de�its aused by neuroleptis. In addition, the neurotoxiityof psyhiatri drugs is being studied more openly in laboratories.In the 1970s, when I �rst began o�ering detailed ritiques of psyhiatri drugs, the medial model,and the psyhopharmaeutial omplex, I was, in many ases, breaking new ground, and initially,there were few supporters. By the time of the �rst edition of Brain-Disabling Treatments in Psyhi-atry in 1997, I ould already ite many books that voied strong ritiism of the biologial modeland physial treatments from a variety of perspetives (Armstrong, 1993 [67℄; Breeding, 1996 [171℄;Caplan, 1995 [255℄; Cohen, 1990 [293℄; Colbert, 1995 [299℄; Fisher et al., 1989 [444℄; Grobe, 1995[568℄; Jaobs, 1995 [660℄; Kirk et al., 1992 [763℄; Modrow, 1992 [938℄; Mosher et al., 1989 [954℄;Romme et al., 1993 [1096℄; Sharkey, 1994 [1162℄).Espeially in the last few years, an esalating number of authors, many from within the medialestablishment, have been o�ering strong ritiism of that onglomerate of powerful interest groups,and espeially the dominating inuene of the pharmaeutial industry (Abramson et al., 2005 [9℄;Angell, 2004 [53℄, 2007 [54℄; Glenmullen, 2000 [528℄, 2005 [529℄; Healy, 2004 [609℄; Jakson, 20057



[657℄; Kean, 2005 [747℄, 2006 [748℄; Medwar et al., 2004 [911℄; Monrie�, 2006a [940℄, 2006b [941℄;O'Meara, 2006 [1001℄; Rost, 2006 [1110℄).0.5.5 The Situation in Psyhiatry WorsensAlthough many of my ritiques and ritiisms of biologial psyhiatry and the psyhopharmaeutialomplex have a broader aeptane, in many ways, the situation has deteriorated as the strengthof the drug ompanies has grown. In the proess, my preditions about the growing power of thepsyhopharmaeutial omplex have ome true.The last two deades have seen esalating reliane on psyhiatri, drugs, not only within psyhiatrybut also throughout mediine, mental health, and even eduation. In private-pratie psyhiatry, itis ommon to give patients a mediation on the �rst visit and then instrut them that they will needdrugs for their lifetimes. Family pratitioners, internists, and other physiians liberally dispenseantidepressants and benzodiazepine tranquilizers. Nonmedial professionals, suh as psyhologistsand soial workers, feel obliged to refer their patients for drug evaluations. Managed are aggressivelypushes drugs to the exlusion of psyhotherapy. Adult mediations are inreasingly presribed tohildren. Hospitals fore psyhiatri drugs on patients against their will.There is a suessful movement within psyhiatry, implemented in many states, that makes it easyto fore lini outpatients to take long ating injetions of drugs. Under these outpatient ommitmentlaws, if the person refuses to ome to the lini, mental health workers an ome to the home toadminister the injetions by fore. At the same time, there is a movement to sreen shoolhildren,and even preshoolers, for so-alled mental illness. This potentially disastrous movement is drivenby drug ompany money and aims at inreasing the market for their produts.Laypersons have joined in the enthusiasm for drugs. Beause of media support for mediationas well as diret advertising and promotion to the publi, patients frequently arrive at the dotor'soÆe with the name of a psyhiatri drug already in mind. Teahers often reommend hildren fordrug evaluation or treatment.This drug revolution views psyhiatri mediations as far more helpful than harmful, even asan unmitigated blessing. Muh as insulin or peniillin, they are vigorously promoted as spei�treatments for spei� illnesses. Often, they are said to orret biohemial imbalanes in the brain.These beliefs have reated an environment in whih emphasis on adverse drug e�ets is greetedwithout enthusiasm, and ritiism of psyhiatri mediation in priniple is unommon heresy.Drug ompanies heavily promote that unproven speulation that the problems they treat arebiologial in origin and result from biohemial imbalanes. Advertising slogans are used to justify thepresription of mediations. For example, Janssen (2005) [668℄, the manufaturer of the antipsyhotidrug Risperdal, o�ers a setion \About Bipolar Disorder," downloaded from its Web site in February2006. It delares,\Mental illness is a medial illness, just like high blood pressure or heart disease."The Janssen Web site goes on to say, \It is also thought that bipolar disorder may be ausedby a geneti predisposition to the illness beause it tends to run in families". Notie again that nolaim to sienti� veraity is made. But the repetition of these unsienti� biohemial and genetispeulations nonetheless onditions people to believe that psyhiatri drugs are spei� treatmentsfor geneti, biohemial disorders, muh like antihypertensive drugs for high blood pressure or insulinfor diabetes.This book takes a deidedly di�erent viewpoint from that of biologial psyhiatry. It providestheory and evidene that psyhiatri drugs ahieve their primary or essential e�et by ausing brain8



dysfuntion and that they tend to do far more harm than good. I will show that psyhiatri drugs arenot spei� treatments for any partiular so-alled mental disorder. Instead of orreting biohemialimbalanes, psyhiatri drugs ause them, sometimes permanently.Health are providers and the general publi have also been bamboozled by the muh-advertisedspeulation that brain sans an demonstrate the existene of mental disorders, and even diagnosethem. In reality, no psyhiatri disorder is demonstrable or diagnosable by brain san (Jakson,2006a [658℄) or by any other medial or biologial means.This seond-edition book disusses how to stop taking psyhiatri drugs and presents 20 guidelinesfor therapy. Considerably more information on how to help disturbed and disturbing people withoutresort to drugs or eletroshok is readily available elsewhere (Breggin, 1991a [188℄, 1992a [191℄, 1997[198℄; Breggin et al., 1994a [195℄, 1996 [197℄, 2002 [222℄). Chapters in Relaiming Our Children(2000b [206℄), Talking Bak to Ritalin (2001 [209℄), The Antidepressant Fat Book (2001a [207℄),and The Ritalin Fat Book (2002b [211℄) also deal with therapeuti approahes. The best overallsummary of my approah to helping people an be found in The Heart of Being Helpful (1997b [199℄).Finally, Mediation Madness: True Stories of Mayhem, Murder and Suiide (in press) an be viewedas a ompanion to this book, providing real-life ases of the devastating impat of these drugs onindividual lives.
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Chapter 1The Brain-Disabling, Spellbinding E�etsof Psyhiatri DrugsModern psyhiatri drug treatment gains its redibility from a number of assumptions that profes-sionals and laypersons alike too often aept as sienti�ally proven. These underlying assumptionsqualify as myths: �tions that support a belief system and a set of praties. In ontrast to thesemyths, this book identi�es priniples of psyhopharmaology that are based on sienti� and linialevidene as well as on ommon sense.Together, these form the brain-disabling priniples or the braindisabling onept of biopsyhiatritreatment. While the book in its entirety provides the evidene for these priniples, this hapter willsummarize them, inluding the new priniple of intoxiation anosognosia, or mediation spellbinding(Breggin, 2006d [216℄, in press).In essene, the brain-disabling onept as a whole states that all psyhiatri treatments-drugs,eletroshok, and lobotomy - work by disrupting the funtion of the brain and mind, reating ef-fets that are then interpreted (or misinterpreted) as improvements. Mediation spellbinding is abrain-disabling e�et that renders individuals unable to pereive the degree of their drug-induedimpairment; auses individuals not to attribute any hange in themselves to an adverse drug e�et;often makes individuals believe that they are doing better than ever, when they are doing worse; andin the extreme, drives them into ompulsive ativities that harm themselves and others.
1.1 The Basi Four Brain-Disabling PriniplesI. All biopsyhiatri treatments share a ommon mode of ation: the disruption ofnormal brain funtion.Pharmaologists speak of a drug's therapeuti index, the dosage ratio between the bene�ial e�etand the toxi e�et. The �rst brain-disabling priniple of psyhiatri treatment reveals that the toxidose is the therapeuti dose - that brain disability auses the seemingly therapeuti e�et. This samepriniple applies to eletroshok and psyhosurgery.The brain-disabling priniple states that as soon as toxiity is reahed, the drug begins to have apsyhoative e�et; that is, it begins to a�et the brain and mind. Without toxiity, the drug wouldhave no psyhoative e�et.Psyhoative drugs, inluding psyhiatri drugs, vary in their toxiity. However, all of the majorategories of psyhiatri drugs - antidepressants, stimulants, tranquilizers (antianxiety drugs), moodstabilizers, and antipsyhotis - are neurotoxi. They poison neurons, and sometimes destroy them.11



II. All biopsyhiatri interventions ause generalized brain dysfuntion.Although spei� treatments do have reognizably di�erent e�ets on the brain, they share theapaity to produe generalized dysfuntion with some degree of impairment aross the spetrumof emotional and intelletual funtion. Beause the brain is so highly integrated, it is not possibleto disable irumsribed mental funtions without impairing a variety of other funtions, typiallyausing generalized dysfuntion of the brain and mind. For example, even the prodution of a slightemotional dullness, lethargy, or fatigue is likely to impair ognitive funtions suh as attention,onentration, alertness, self-onern or self-awareness, and soial sensitivity. These hanges anbe subtle, and the spellbound individual may fail to pereive them, but the hanges nonethelessadversely a�et the person's quality of life.Shok treatment and psyhosurgery always produe obvious generalized dysfuntion. Some medi-ations may not obviously produe these e�ets in their minimal dose range, but they may also lakany substantial so-alled therapeuti e�et in that range.III. Biopsyhiatri treatments exert their therapeuti e�et by impairing higher hu-man funtions, inluding emotional responsiveness, soial sensitivity, self-awareness orself-insight, autonomy, and selfdetermination. More drasti e�ets inlude apathy, eu-phoria and mania1, and lobotomy-like indi�erene.Higher mental, psyhologial, and spiritual funtioning are impaired by biopsyhiatri interven-tions as a result of generalized brain dysfuntion as well as spei� e�ets on the frontal lobe, limbisystem, and other strutures. Commonly, the result is a lobotomy-like indi�erene to self and toothers - a syndrome that I have alled deativation. Reent researh on�rms that these e�ets ourwith the SSRI antidepressants, suh as Proza, Zoloft, and Paxil; the stimulants, suh as Ritalin,Conerta, and Adderall; and the newer antipsyhotis, suh as Risperdal and Zyprexa2 (see hapters2, 4, and 7). Chroni use of any psyhoative or psyhiatri drug, inluding the benzodiazepines andmood stabilizers, will produe a degree of deativation.Spontaneous, self-generated, autonomous or voluntary ativity is the vital essene of living rea-tures, and espeially human beings. It an be viewed as the highest expression of human ativity.Beause it requires a fully funtioning brain, impairment of spontaneous behavior ours followingany injury to the highest enters of the brain, inluding the frontal lobes and limbi system, as wellas the deeper retiular ativating system.Beause higher brain funtions are fragile and dependent on overall physial well-being, a deati-vating loss of spontaneous, self-generated behavior is often the �rst sign of any physial impairmentor illness, from head injury and hroni fatigue to ulike illnesses, hormonal disorders, and braintumors. Similarly, deativation is one of the earliest and most essential e�ets of any psyhoativedrug - that is, any drug that disrupts the funtion of the brain and mind-inluding all psyhiatridrugs.A variety of adverse drug reations an be subsumed under the broader onept of deativation.Some of these reations inlude drug-indued diminished initiative, indi�erene, apathy, lethargy,psyhomotor retardation, and loss of interest. Drug-indued depression, sedation, drowsiness, emo-tional dulling or blunting, malaise, and passivity often reet a degree of deativation. In the animalliterature onerning psyhiatri drug e�ets, deativation is desribed as redutions in overall a-tivity, spontaneous ativity, soial interations, and exploration.Biopsyhiatri treatments are deemed e�etive when the physiian and/or the patient prefers1The term euphoria as used in psyhiatry indiates an exaggerated, irrational, an unrealisti sense of well-being.It an be psyhologial in origin but is ommonly aused by brain damage or drug toxiity.2Beause most laypersons and many physiians do not know the generi names for drugs, I will oasionally usetrade names, suh as Proza and Risperdal, throughout the book. However, the appendix o�ers a list of psyhiatridrugs by ategory, inluding both trade and generi names.12



a state of diminished brain funtion, with its narrowed or shallower range of mental apaity oremotional expression. If the drugged individual reports feeling more e�etive and powerful, it is mostlikely based on an unrealisti appraisal, impaired judgment, or euphoria assoiated with mediationspellbinding. When patients on so-alled maintenane doses do not experiene notieable e�ets,either the dose is too low to have a linial e�et, or the patient is unable to pereive the drug'simpat, again harateristi of mediation spellbinding.IV. Eah biopsyhiatri treatment produes its essential or primary brain-disablinge�et on all people, inluding normal volunteers and patients with varied psyhiatridiagnoses.Despite the deeply held onvitions of drug proponents, there are no spei� psyhoative drugtreatments for spei� mental disorders. There is, of ourse, a ertain amount of biologial andpsyhologial variation in the way people respond to drugs, shok treatment, or even lobotomyor an aidental head injury. However, as a general priniple, biopsyhiatri interventions have anonspei� impat that does not depend on the person's mental state or ondition. For example, itwill be shown that neuroleptis and lithium a�et animals and normal volunteers in muh the sameway as they a�et patients, in part by subduing their overall emotional responsiveness.1.2 Illustrative Researh Con�rming the Basi Four Brain-Disabling PriniplesThe �rst four priniples are the heart of the brain-disabling onept: basially, that all psyhiatridrugs ause a generalized impairment of brain funtion that redues overall mental and emotionfuntion; that this disabling e�et ours, as well, in normal volunteers; and that the e�et has nospei�ity for any psyhiatri disorder.On oasion, researh studies diretly on�rm the brain-disabling priniple, but without intendingto do so and without aknowledging it. In some ways, this is the most objetive kind of researhin that the researhers are unaware of the priniple that they are testing. The following threestudies involve the seond-generation or atypial neurolepti risperidone (Risperdal), whih is widelypresribed to hildren and adults.Peter Liddle and his olleagues (2000) [840℄ used positron emission tomography (PET) to studythe e�ets of risperidone on the rate of metabolism on the ventral striatum, thalamus, and frontalortex. Their subjets were eight neurolepti-naive patients diagnosed with their �rst episodes ofshizophrenia.First and foremost, Liddle et al. (2000) [840℄ found that \a single dose of risperidone produeddereases in metabolism in ventral striatum, thalamus and frontal ortex". The authors identi�ed thisregion as the ortio-striato-thalamo-ortial feedbak loop. This enompasses muh of the emotion-regulating enters in the limbi system and higher mental enters in the frontal lobes. Dopaminergineurotransmission plays a signi�ant role in this system and is profoundly bloked by risperidone.Clearly, this on�rms that risperidone, like all neuroleptis, auses a hemial lobotomy, with theinevitable prodution of rel ative degrees of apathy and indi�erene.Moreover, aording to Liddle et al. (2000) [840℄, \after six weeks' treatment with risperidone, thedereases in frontal lobe metabolism were more extensive". In other words, the risperidone produeda progressive hemial lobotomy with suppression of frontal lobe funtion.In keeping with the brain-disabling priniple, Liddle et al. (2000) [840℄ were able to orrelate aprogressive suppression of symptoms with the exposure to risperidone. Although they tested for avariety of symptoms, they only reported a dereased severity of reality distortion. Reality distortionturns out to be a global linial impression of the patient's delusions and halluinations. There is13



ertainly no question that a hemial lobotomy (or a surgial lobotomy) redues the individual'sexpression of delusions and halluinations. It does this by suppressing limbi system and frontal lobefuntion, ausing apathy and indi�erene. The patients no longer are enough to express their moreorid symptoms, but they also no longer are about anything. It is a global deativation.Liddle et al. (2000) [840℄ try to orrelate the redution in reality distortion with suppression ofa presumably overative region of the hippoampus, but this is a huge streth of the imagination.The fats are simple: The PET shows a global suppression of metabolism, and hene funtion, in thelimbi system and frontal lobes, with inreasing impat on the frontal lobes over a 6-week period,orrelated with the patients no longer ommuniating as muh about their symptoms. This is ademonstration of the brain-disabling onept of neurolepti treatment.Again using PET, Ngan et al. (2002) [985℄ measured erebral metaboli ativity in patients beforeneurolepti exposure, after an initial dose of risperidone and after 6 weeks of treatment. They founda redution of frontal lobe funtion, and, in keeping with my suggestion in the 1997 edition of thisbook, they alled it deativation. They onluded that this derease in frontal lobe metabolism is afuntion of the drug and not \shizophrenia" and that the mehanism of antipsyhoti drug ationis a \redution in ortial metabolism," espeially in the frontal and temporal regions. This is apillar of the brain-disabling onept: that psyhiatri drugs work by disabling the higher enters ofthe brain. The authors pointed out that a healthy ontrol group is needed to further demonstratethat the drug's primary e�et is separate from the patient's disorder and would our in any groupof individuals, normal or abnormal.Lane et al. (2004) [808℄ onduted a related study that ould have been planned for the spei�purpose of testing the brain-disabling priniple. Using PET, they measured hanges in regionalmetabolism produed by a single 2-mg dose of risperidone and by plaebo, administered in a ran-domized, double-blind study of nine healthy subjets. Their results on�rm that risperidone hasthe same e�et on normal people as people labeled shizophreni and that it ats by reduing brainfuntion in areas ritial to overall mental funtioning. They stated,Results: \Compared with plaebo, risperidone produed redutions in metabolism in the leftlateral frontal ortex and right medial frontal ortex in healthy subjets. Conjuntion analysisreveals that these hanges ourred at loations similar to the loi of hange produed risperidonewith shizophrenia."The researhers then onluded that there is a link between this redued metabolism (a brain-disabling e�et) and the redution of linial symptoms in patients diagnosed with shizophrenia:\Beause the redution in metabolism in the medial frontal ortex produed by risperidone isassoiated with alleviation of positive symptoms in patients with shizophrenia, the observationof a redution in metabolism at a similar site in healthy subjets supports the hypothesis thatthe antipsyhoti e�et of risperidone arises, at least in part, from a physiologi e�et thatours in both patients with shizophrenia and healthy subjets."The positive symptoms found in patients diagnosed with shizophrenia, suh as halluinationsand delusions, an be suppressed by any braindisabling trauma, from eletroshok and lobotomyto neurolepti drugs. This is in ontrast to the negative symptoms, suh as apathy, whih areworsened by disabling or suppressing brain funtion. If it had been measured, the deativation ofthe frontal lobes would also have orrelated with a redution in all spontaneous mental ativity andverbal expressions, whih is a ommonly observed linial phenomenon during neurolepti treatment.This suppressive e�et is often identi�ed as psyhomotor retardation, parkinsonian symptoms, or anapathylike syndrome of indi�erene. 14



Studies suh as these three involving risperidone ompletely on�rm the brain-disabling priniplesof psyhiatri treatment. There should no longer be any sienti� doubt about the orretness ofthe brain-disabling onept, although its general aeptane requires letting go of numerous mythssurrounding psyhiatri treatment.1.3 Six Additional Brain-Disabling PriniplesThe last series of brain-disabling priniples desribe linial phenomena assoiated with treatment-indued brain disability.V. Patients respond to brain-disabling treatments with their own psyhologial rea-tions suh as apathy, euphoria, ompliane, or resentment.There is some variation in the way individuals respond to drugs. For example, the same an-tidepressant will make one person sleepy and another energized. Ritalin quiets many hildren butagitates others.It an be very diÆult to separate out drug-indued from psyhologially indued responses. Forexample, all antidepressants an ause euphoria and mania3. At the same time, some of the peoplewho reeive these drugs have their own tendeny to develop these mental states. Similarly, a varietyof drugs are apable of generating agitation and hostility in patients, yet people an develop theseresponses without mediation. The doility and ompliane seen following the administration ofneurolepties an be aused by the drug-indued deativation syndrome but an also result from thepatient's realization that further resistane to psyhiatri authority and ontrol is futile or dangerous.VI. To the extent that a physial disorder of the brain a�its the individual, urrentlyavailable biopsyhiatri interventions will worsen or add to the disorder.The urrently available biopsyhiatri treatments are not spei� for any known disorder of thebrain. One and all, they disrupt normal brain funtion, without orreting any brain abnormal-ity. Therefore, if a patient is su�ering from a known physial disorder of the brain, biopsyhiatritreatment an only worsen or add to it. A lassi example involves giving Haldol to ontrol emo-tionally upset Alzheimer's patients. While subduing their behavior, the drug worsens their dementia(hapters 2-4).After psyhiatri drugs are developed and marketed by drug ompanies, attempts are made tojustify their use on the basis of orreting presumed biohemial imbalanes. For example, it islaimed that Proza helps by improving serotonergi neurotransmission. Even eletroshok andlobotomy are justi�ed on the grounds that they orret biohemial imbalanes. There is no likelihoodthat these intrusions orret a biohemial imbalane. A wide variety of brain-disabling agents areused to treat the same or similar disorders-everything from Proza to Xanax to eletroshok ispresribed for depression - and eah treatment ends up disrupting innumerable brain funtions. Inreality, all urrently available biopsyhiatri interventions ause diret harm to the brain and heneto the mind, without orreting any known malfuntion.The pharmaeutial industry has lobbied hard to onvine the U.S. Congress, the health profes-sions, and the publi that emotional problems suh as depression and anxiety are biologial in origin.The supposed biologial basis of psyhiatri disorders is then used to justify the widespread sale oftheir produts, psyhiatri drugs. But even if one or another psyhiatri disorder someday turns outto have a biologial basis, that in no way would justify initing psyhiatri drugs on these patients,thereby ompounding their underlying brain disorder with drug toxiity.3Euphoria is unusual in patients treated with the neuroleptis beause of the suppressive e�ets on the entralnervous system (see hapter 2). It is more ommon among patients treated with antidepressants, stimulants, andbenzodiazepine tranquilizers, espeially alprazolam. Drug-indued mania is an extreme of mediation spellbinding.15



VII. Individual biopsyhiatri treatments are not spei� for partiular mental dis-orders.It is often said that psyhiatry has spei� treatments for spei� diagnosti ategories of pa-tients, for example, neuroleptis for \shizophrenia"; antidepressants for depression; benzodiazepinetranquilizers for anxiety; lithium for mania; and stimulants, suh as Ritalin, for attention-de�ithyperativity. In atual pratie, many individual patients are given all of the above ategories ofdrugs at one time or another, and, inreasingly so, all at one. Often the reommended use of a drughanges over the years. While there is a general tendeny for patients labeled shizophreni to beinitially treated with neuroleptis or for depressed patients to be initially presribed antidepressants,this is, in part, a matter of onvention within the profession.When a drug seems more e�etive for a partiular disorder, it often depends on whether it hasa suppressive or an energizing e�et on the entral nervous system. For example, if depressedpatients are already emotionally and physially slowed down, giving them a neurolepti that ausespsyhomotor retardation would tend to make them look worse. These patients are more likely toseem improved when arti�ially energized. Conversely, if patients diagnosed with shizophreniabeome agitated and diÆult to ontrol, it would not make sense to give them stimulants. They aremore likely to be judged improved when taking a neurolepti that redues or attens their overallemotional responsiveness. Similarly, if a hild is bored and restless in the lassroom, stimulantssuh as Ritalin, Adderall, and Strattera will suppress spontaneous behavior and enfore obsessive-ompulsive behavior, giving an illusion of improvement (hapter 10). These gross behavioral e�ets,however, are a far ry from having a magi bullet for a spei� disease.VIII. The brain attempts to ompensate physially for the disabling e�ets of biopsy-hiatri interventions, frequently ausing additional adverse reations and withdrawalproblems.The brain does not welome psyhiatri mediations as nutrients. Instead, the brain reats againstthem as toxi agents and attempts to overome their disruptive impat. For example, when Prozaindues an exess of serotonin in the synapti left, the brain ompensates by reduing the outputof serotonin at the nerve endings, by reduing the number of reeptors in the synapse that anreeive the serotonin, and by inreasing the apaity of the transport system to remove serotoninfrom the synapse. Similarly, when antipsyhoti drugs suh as Risperdal, Zyprexa, or Haldol reduereativity in the dopaminergi system, the brain ompensates, produing hyperativity in the samesystem by inreasing the number and sensitivity of dopamine reeptors. All of these ompensatoryreations reate new abnormalities in brain funtion, sometimes ausing irreversible disorders, suhas antipsyhoti drug-indued tardive dyskinesia (hapter 4).It is diÆult, if not impossible, to determine aurately the underlying psyhologial onditionof a person who is taking psyhiatri drugs. There are too many ompliating fators, inludingthe drug's braindisabling e�et, the brain's ompensatory reations, and the patient's psyhologialresponses to taking the drug. I have evaluated many ases in whih patients have deterioratedunder the onslaught of multiple psyhiatri drugs without the presribing physiians attributing thepatients' deline to drug toxiity. Instead, physiians typially attribute their patients' worseningondition to \mental illness" when in reality the patient is su�ering from adverse drug reations.Beause the brain attempts to ompensate for the e�ets of most psyhoative drugs, patients anhave diÆulty withdrawing from them. Physially, the brain annot reover from the drug e�et asquikly as the drug is withdrawn so that the ompensatory mehanisms an require weeks or monthsto reover after the drug has been withdrawn. Sometimes, as in tardive dyskinesia, the brain failsto reover. In some ases, patients who have taken the newer antidepressants suh as Proza, Paxil,Zoloft, and Celexa for months or years annot withdraw from them owing to the emotional instabilityand physial symptoms produed by drug-indued hanges in the brain.16



IX. Physiians who presribe biopsyhiatri interventions often have an unrealistiappraisal of their risks and bene�ts.An entire book ould be written about how little physiians appreiate the risks assoiated withthe psyhiatri drugs that they presribe and how muh they overestimate their e�etiveness. TheFood and Drug Administration (FDA), medial and psyhiatri assoiations, experts with a vestedinterest in promoting drugs, and the pharmaeutial industry - the psyhopharmaeutial omplex -ombine to push dotors to presribe psyhiatri drugs to hildren and adults.What about the linial judgment of individual physiians? The individual physiian is not in agood position to assess the e�etiveness of psyhiatri drugs. In reent years, doubt has even beenthrown on the objetivity of ontrolled linial trials, in whih drugs are ompared to plaebo orto alternative mediations (see hapters 6-7). Too often, the investigators are inuened by theironsious or unonsious biases.If linial and sienti� studies an be distorted by bias, it is even more likely that routine linialpratie will be a�eted by the hopes and expetations of the presribing physiian. Physiiansin great numbers have presribed drugs with unbounded enthusiasm for years before the agentshave proven to be worthless or unaeptably dangerous. Amphetamines, for example, were freelydispensed for many years to millions of patients for both depression and weight ontrol, withoutregard for their lak of eÆay, long-term hazards, and additive potential (hapter 11). Althoughthere has been some inreased aution in reent years, benzodiazepines suh as Valium and Xanaxhave been overly presribed for anxiety, despite the fat that they worsen anxiety in long-term use,ause persisting memory and mental de�its, and frequently produe abuse and dependene (hapter12). Antidepressants ontinue to be given freely to hildren and adolesents, even though the FDAitself has admitted that multiple studies have failed to prove them useful (hapter 6). Indeed, thee�etiveness of antidepressants in treating depressed adults is also in doubt (hapters 6-7), whiletheir adverse e�ets an be life threatening and make withdrawal impossible, yet most physiiansthink of them as very safe and eÆaious. In even more extreme examples, both psyhosurgery andeletroshok ontinue to be utilized, despite obviously devastating e�ets on the mental lives of thepatients and the absene of proven eÆay (hapter 9).X. Patients subjeted to biopsyhiatri interventions often display poor judgmentabout the positive and negative e�ets of the treatment on their mental and emotionalfuntioning, often ausing intoxiation anosognosia (mediation spellbinding).4Generalized brain dysfuntion tends to redue the individual's ability to pereive the existene orimpat of the dysfuntion. This inapaity lies at the heart of spellbinding e�ets of drugs and isone of the main reasons that patients ontinue to take psyhiatri mediations when the drugs aredoing more harm than good.Anosognosia refers to the apaity of brain damage to ause denial of lost funtion. Anosognosia isa hallmark of entral nervous system disability from any ause (Breggin, 2006d [216℄; see subsequentsetions).Human beings are physially and psyhologially omplex, with varying reations to drugs. Asa result, no two ases of mediation spellbinding are idential, they vary widely in intensity, andnot all ases will display every harateristi. Nonetheless, spellbinding is a readily identi�ablelinial phenomenon that probably haraterizes all ases of drug intoxiation from mild to severeand probably an be found to some degree whenever a psyhoative agent is having an impat onbrain and mind.The following four harateristis of mediation spellbinding are taken from this author's book4The onept of mediation spellbinding ourred to me when I was reviewing a lifetime of linial and legal asesin the proess of writing a new book, Mediation Madness (Breggin, in press), whih desribes approximately 70 asesthat I had personally evaluated (see also Breggin, 2006e [217℄).17



Mediation Madness (Breggin, in press):\First, spellbound individuals fail to pereive the degree of mental or emotional impairmentthat the drugs are initing on them."\Seond, spellbound individuals tend to rationalize and justify their drug-indued mentaldistress, typially blaming negative feelings on themselves or on something else, sometimesleading to violene against themselves or others."\Third, spellbound individuals often feel as if they are doing better than ever when in realitythey are doing worse."\Fourth, extreme spellbinding produes mediation madness in whih the individual feelsdriven or ompelled to behave in out-of-harater and potentially disastrous ways-to murder herbeloved mother like Emily Ashton or to drive his ar into a polieman like Harry Henderson.The spellbound ations are typially arried out without the individual realizing that he or sheis drug impaired and without the individual stopping to onsider or grasping the disastrousonsequenes."To pratie applying the four priniples of spellbinding, the reader an simply reall how individu-als at when intoxiated with alohol. Typially, people intoxiated with alohols do not realize howimpaired they have beome; when they beome emotionally distressed, they blame it on someone orsomething other than alohol intoxiation, often beoming depressed or belligerent; they often thinkthat they feel better than ever when they are in reality mentally impaired and behaving badly; and�nally, they an do stupid things and even perpetrate violene that is wholly out of harater forthem when sober.Many individuals who hronially smoke marijuana believe that it improves their overall psy-hologial and soial funtioning, but if they withdraw from the drug, it may beome apparent tothem that their memory, mental alertness, emotional sensitivity, and soial skills have been impairedwhile using the drug. People intoxiated with stimulants, suh as amphetamine, may feel they havesuperior or even superhuman apaities, when they are often seriously impaired. The same is trueof all psyhiatri drugs. Often the patient will have little appreiation for the degree of mental oremotional impairment until the drug has been stopped for some time and the brain has had time toreover.In my linial pratie and in my work as a medial expert in legal ases, I often �nd that people aredismayed at how muh better they funtion when they have been safely withdrawn from psyhiatrimediations. Many of these patients have remained for years in severe states of intoxiation from oneor more psyhiatri drugs without realizing it. Attributing their ondition to their own emotionalreations or to stresses in the environment, they have asked their dotors for more mediation.Owing to brain damage-indued spellbinding, even after a devastating series of shok treatmentsor psyhosurgery, patients may fail to understand the iatrogeni soure of their mental dysfuntionand instead believe that they need repeated interventions.1.4 The Biologial Basis of Mediation SpellbindingSome degree of spellbinding is harateristi of any ompromise of frontal lobe funtion. Beer etal. (2006) [118℄ noted that orbitofrontal damage is \assoiated with objetive inappropriate soialbehavior". The patients \were aware of soial norms of intimay" but \they were unaware that theirtask performanes violated these norms". The authors all this an impairment of self-monitoring andself-insight. Bah and David (2006) [85℄ pointed out that self-awareness de�its are very ommonin patients with traumati brain injury and key to the development of behavior disturbanes: \Ourresearh found that lak of soial self-awareness predits behavioural disturbane in aquired andtraumati brain injury independent of ognitive and exeutive funtion."18



Lobotomized or eletroshoked patients as well as patients hemially lobotomized by neuroleptishave greatly impaired self-awareness. They often fail to pereive their mental dysfuntion and willneglet warning signs of physial illness in themselves. Consistent with spellbinding, they are likelyto report that they are doing better than they are. A study of the atypial neuroleptis, inludingrisperidone, olanzapine, and quetiapine, found that these patients unrealistially rated themselvesas improved in quality of life (Voruganti et al., 2000 [1304℄): \These pereived bene�ts, however,were not reeted in the liniian rated (objetive) measure of psyhosoial funtioning and qualityof life."These gross disruptions of the frontal lobes, inluding neurolepti toxiity, usually subdue indi-viduals, making them doile, thereby preventing dangerous disinhibition that might otherwise ourin the absene of self-monitoring and self-insight. However, many psyhoative drugs, inluding an-tidepressants, benzodiazepine tranquilizers, and stimulants, an markedly disinhibit and/or energizeand drive the individual to at in a ompulsively destrutive manner, sometimes leading to riminalbehavior, suiide, and violene (Breggin, 2006d [216℄, in press). When neuroleptis ause akathisia,they an also drive individuals toward out-of-ontrol behaviors.The biologial bases for the individual's failure to pereive adverse drug e�ets on his or her mentallife inlude the following interrelated phenomena:Drug-indued onfusion. Almost all biopsyhiatri interventions an at times indue onfusion,impairing the patient's awareness of the drug-indued mental dysfuntion.Drug-indued short-term memory loss. Psyhoative drugs frequently impair reall and alsodisrupt the order of past memories, making it more diÆult for individuals to reognize how adrug has been a�eting them.Drug-indued mental disturbanes5. All psyhiatri drugs an produe either indi�erene oreuphoria, and many - for example, the newer antidepressants, the stimulants and the benzodi-azepine Xanax - an produe both. Apathy and indi�erene make people less aware of and lessonerned about drug-indued impairments. If the person is su�ering a great deal, the apathymay be welomed. Euphoria and mania override any sense of impairment, instead making theindividual feel better, stronger, and more able than ever.Drug-indued onfabulation. Confabulation is a symptom of generalized brain dysfuntion withmarked memory impairment. The patient uses rationalizations and various over stories to hidethe extent of mental dysfuntion from himself and others. Confabulation is well understood inpsyhiatry and neurology but is generally ignored in regard to treatment-indued e�ets. Manypatients onfabulate good results from drug therapy, although they are obviously impaired byit.1.5 Psyhologial Inuenes on Mediation SpellbindingPsyhologial inuenes also play a role in the patient's tendeny to mispereive or misjudge the ef-fets of drugs, but they are not entral to the onept of mediation spellbinding, whih is biologiallybased. Psyhologial inuenes inlude the following:Psyhologial denial. Individuals overome by emotional su�ering are likely to deny the degreeof their psyhologial dysfuntion. They do not want to admit to being severely mentallyimpaired. If they are hoping to feel better with the use of a drug, or if the drug initially ausedeuphoria or emotional anesthesia, their denial an be further reinfored.19



Plaebo e�et. Patients have faith that biopsyhiatri interventions will be helpful, rather thanharmful, enouraging them to disregard drug-indued dysfuntion or to mistakenly attributeit to their emotional problems.Compliane. To an extraordinary extent, patients will tell dotors what the dotors want to hear.If a psyhiatrist learly wants to hear that a drug is helpful, and not harmful, many patientswill omply by giving false information or by withholding ontraditory evidene.Psyhologially indued onfusion. Emotionally upset individuals an easily lose their judgmentonerning the ause of their worsening onditions. They an easily mistake a negative druge�et, suh as rebound anxiety from a benzodiazepine tranquilizer like Xanax or Ativan ordepression from a neurolepti like Risperdal or Abilify, for a worsening of their emotionalproblems. Typially, they blame themselves rather than the mediation. This onfusion isabetted when the physiian exaggerates the drug's bene�ts and fails to inform the patient ofits potential adverse e�ets.1.6 Iatrogeni Helplessness and Denial in Authoritarian Psy-hiatryIn the previous edition of Brain-Disabling Treatments in Psyhiatry, I introdued the term iatrogenihelplessness and denial in authoritarian psyhiatry to designate a guiding priniple of biopsyhiatriinterventions (see also Breggin, 1983a [180℄). Although they may not reognize or admit what they aredoing, biologial psyhiatrists use authoritarian tehniques, enfored by brain-disabling interventions,to produe inreased helplessness and dependeny on the part of the patient. In their journals andonferenes they frequently speak of obtaining \mediation ompliane" - getting the patient totake drugs. In an e�ort to push their patients to take mediations, biologial psyhiatrists onvinethem that they have biohemial imbalanes, and even geneti disorders, that require treatment withdrugs. This reates a submissive, dependent relationship with the presribing physiian. Physially,the psyhiatrist presribes multiple drugs or eletroshok, ausing brain damage and dysfuntion thatinreases the patient's tendeny to be submissive and dependent. Often these dotors enourage theirpatients to enter mental hospitals, and sometimes they fore them into hospitals or into outpatientommitment in whih they are required to submit against their will to mediation.This may seem like a harsh inditment, but it is instead a harsh reality. While most psyhiatristsmay not realize that they are ausing dependeny and helplessness, millions of patients throughoutthe nation are misled into believing that they have biologial and geneti defets that an be orretedby mediation or eletroshok, in e�et making them feel helpless and dependent on their dotorsand on physial treatments. When many of these patients beome worse as a result of treatment,they are told that their underlying \mental illness" is surfaing. When multiple drugs lead toesalating adverse emotional e�ets, more drugs are added to the regimen, and too often the patientis hospitalized. Rarely do these dotors admit that the drugs are the soure of the patients' worseningproblems and that a drug-free period of time may lead to reovery. Throughout the proess, thepatients remain so spellbound that they annot pereive how badly there are doing or that the drugsare ruining their lives.The onept of iatrogeni helplessness and denial inludes the patient's and the dotor's mutualdenial of the damaging impat of the treatment as well as their mutual denial of the patient's under-lying psyhologial and situational problems. Overall, iatrogeni helplessness and denial aounts forthe frequeny with whih psyhiatry has been able to utilize brain-damaging tehnologies, suh aseletroshok and psyhosurgery, as well as toxi mediations. Spellbinding explains how the biologialimpat of the mediation reinfores iatrogeni helplessness and denial.20



1.7 Relationship Between Mediation Spellbinding and Ia-trogeni Helplessness and DenialThe onept of mediation spellbinding expands or elaborates on the onept of iatrogeni helpless-ness and denial. It spei�ally observes that patients exposed to psyhiatri drugs, eletroshok, orlobotomy display the following indiations of helplessness and denial: (a) impairment in their abilityto pereive their treatment-indued mental dysfuntion; (b) inability to identify that the drug, shok,or lobotomy is ausing their deterioration and a tendeny to attribute their distress to some othersoure, suh as their own so-alled mental illness or someone else's distressing e�et on them; () anunrealisti belief that they are doing better than ever, when they are doing worse; and (d) in extremeases, the development of ompulsive, destrutive, ego-alien ations, sometimes of a mani quality.Most people who seek psyhiatri treatment are already vulnerable to beoming helpless anddependent. Before the potential patient enounters a psyhiatrist, he or she has usually been feelinghelpless for some time. In my formulation, as desribed in The Heart of Being Helpful (1997b) [199℄,helplessness is the ommon denominator of all psyhologial failure. Helplessness is at the ore ofmost self-defeating approahes to life. People who feel helpless tend to give up using reason, love, andselfdetermination to overome their emotional su�ering, inner onits, and real-life stresses. Theyinstead seek answers from outside themselves. In modern times, this often means from so-alledexperts.Iatrogeni helplessness and denial, and mediation spellbinding, go far beyond relatively benignsuggestion (as used in mediine and psyhiatry, e.g., to help overome physial pain). First, iniatrogeni helplessness and denial, inluding mediation spellbinding, the psyhiatrist ompromisesthe brain of the patient, enforing the patient's submission to suggestion through mental and physialdysfuntion. Seond, in iatrogeni helplessness and denial, the psyhiatrist denies to himself or herselfthe damaging e�ets of the treatment as well as the patient's ontinuing psyhologial or situationalproblems.Brain damage and dysfuntion from any ause, inluding aidents and illness, frequently produehelplessness and denial, but only in psyhiatry is damage and dysfuntion used as treatment toprodue these disabling, spellbinding e�ets.1.8 Mental and Emotional Su�ering Routinely Treated withBiopsyhiatri Interventions Have No Known Genetior Biologial Causes6 Keep in mind that the validity of the brain-disabling onept does not depend on the origin ofpsyhiatri disorders but rather on the known e�ets of biopsyhiatri treatment. Even if one oranother psyhiatri disorder should turn out to have a biologial basis, it would not justify usingurrent mediations, all of whih disable the brain. Although most people who seek psyhiatri arehave nothing wrong with their brain funtion, some may have an underlying physial disorder (not amythial biohemial imbalane). If, for example, a patient has a thyroid disorder or diabetes thatis ausing feelings of depression, the patient should be given proper medial treatment to orret theunderlying physial disorder and not antidepressant drugs.6In the previous edition of this book, this subtitle was one of the brain-disabling priniples, but I have removed itfrom the priniples beause, even if some future psyhiatri disorder proves to have a geneti or biologial basis, theurrent treatments in use will nonetheless remain toxi and ause brain disability.21



So-alled shizophrenia is usually put forward as the best model for a biologial and genetiallybased psyhiatri disorder. For ritiques of the genetis of shizophrenia, see Breggin (1991b [189℄)and, more reently, Joseph (1999 [703℄, 2004a [704℄, 2004b [705℄, 2006 [706℄). There are manydetailed ritiisms of the brain disease model for shizophrenia (see, e.g., Siebert, 1999 [1179℄) andfor biohemial theories of psyhiatri disorders (Breggin, in press; Colbert, 2001 [300℄).Timothy Crow's (2007) artile \How and Why Geneti Linkage Has Not Solved the Problem ofPsyhosis: Review and Hypothesis" [321℄ on�rmed that even the geneti researhers admit theyhave not found a geneti linkage for shizophrenia. Meanwhile, the searh for a biologial basis,or a biologial marker, for depression also ontinues to run aground. \What Have We LearnedAbout the Neurobiology of Major Depression?" by Maria Oquendo and Ramin Parsey (2007) [1011℄demonstrated that as of April 2007, no geneti or biologial auses have as yet been disovered.As always, the editorial talks about how the searh must go on. All of this, of ourse, will feelintelletually jarring to most health are providers, who have been taught to believe that psyhiatridisorders have known biologial and geneti auses.Despite more than 200 years of intensive researh, no ommonly diagnosed psyhiatri disordershave been proven to be either geneti or biologial in origin, inluding the diagnosti ategories ofshizophrenia, major depressive disorder and bipolar disorder, the various anxiety disorders, andhildhood disorders suh as attention-de�it hyperativity.At present, there are no known biohemial imbalanes in the brain of typial psyhiatri patients- until they are given psyhiatri drugs. It is speulative and even naive to assert that antidepressantssuh as Proza orret underative serotonergi neurotransmission (a serotonin biohemial imbal-ane) or that neuroleptis suh as Risperdal or Seroquel orret overative dopaminergi neurotrans-mission (a dopamine imbalane). The failure to demonstrate the existene of any brain abnormalityin psyhiatri patients, despite deades of intensive e�ort, suggests that these defets do not exist.It seems theoretially possible that some of the problems treated by psyhiatrists and other healthpratitioners ould eventually be proven to have a biologial basis. As already mentioned, mentalfuntion often improves when ertain physial disorders, suh as hypothyroidism or Cushing's syn-drome, are adequately treated with appropriate medial interventions.However, the vast majority of problems routinely treated as so-alled mental disorders do notremotely resemble diseases of the brain or body. For example, they do not produe the ognitivede�its in short-term memory or abstrat reasoning harateristi of brain disorders. They are notaompanied by fever or laboratory signs of illness. Unlike many neurologial disorders, they are notdegenerative. To the ontrary, neurologial and neuropsyhologial testing usually indiates normal ifnot superior brain funtion, and the body is healthy-until the brain-damaging treatments are begun.There seems little likelihood that any of the routinely treated psyhiatri problems are based onbrain malfuntion, rather than on the life experienes of individuals with normal brains.To laim that an irrational or emotionally distressed state, however extreme, in itself amounts toimpaired brain funtion is simply false. An analogy to television sets and omputers may illustratewhy this is so. If a TV program or Internet site is o�ensive or irrational, it does not indiate thatanything is wrong with the eletronis of the television set or the hardware of the omputer. It makesno sense to attribute the bad programming or the o�ending Internet site to bad wiring. Similarly, aperson an be very disturbed psyhologially, without any orresponding defet in the wiring of thebrain.However, the argument is moot sine no ontemporary biopsyhiatri interventions an truthfullylaim to orret a brain malfuntion the way an expert an �x a broken TV set or omputer. Instead,we blindly init toxi substanes on a brain that is far more subtle and vulnerable to harm thanthe hardware of a TV or omputer. We even shok or mutilate the brain in ways that would appallTV or omputer repair persons or their ustomers, all of whom would instantly reognize that these22



treatments were ruining their TV sets or omputers.It is often suggested that persons su�ering from extremes of emotional disorder, suh as hallu-inations and delusions or suiidal and murderous impulses, are suÆiently abnormal to require abiologial explanation for their mental proesses or behavior. However, the emotional life of humanbeings has always inluded a wide spetrum of mental and behavioral ativity. Individual willingnessor ability to remain rational and to ontrol one's emotions varies enormously. That a partiular men-tal state or ation is espeially irrational or destrutive does not, per se, indiate a physial origin.If extremes require biologial explanation, then it would be more ompelling to asribe extremelyethial, rational, and loving behaviors to geneti and biologial auses sine they are espeially rarein human life.The fat that a drug works - that is, inuenes the brain and mind in a seemingly positive fashion- does not on�rm that the individual su�ers from an underlying biologial disorder. Throughoutreorded history, individuals have mediated themselves for a variety of spiritual and psyhologialreasons, from the quest for a higher state of onsiousness to a desire to make life more bearable.Aloholi beverages, o�ee and tea, tobao, and marijuana are ommonly onsumed by people toimprove their sense of wellness. Yet there is no reason to believe that the results they obtain are dueto an underlying biohemial imbalane.1.9 ConlusionAs I have disussed in earlier books (Breggin, 1991a [188℄; Breggin et al. 1994a [219℄, 1994b [220℄), Ibelieve that the onepts of mental illness and mental disorder are misleading and that none of theproblems ommonly treated by psyhiatrists are geneti or biologial in origin. The terms attentionde�it hyperativity disorder, shizophrenia, and major depressive disorder, for example, are basedon onepts whose validity an easily be hallenged. However, the brain-disabling priniples remainvalid, even if some of the mental phenomena that are being treated turn out to have a geneti orbiologial basis. All of the urrently available biopsyhiatri treatments-drugs, eletroshok, andpsyhosurgery - have their primary or \therapeuti" e�et by impairing or disabling normal brainfuntion, ausing iatrogeni helplessness and denial and, more spei�ally, intoxiation anosognosia(mediation spellbinding).
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Chapter 2Deativation Syndrome (ChemialLobotomy) Caused by Neuroleptis
In 2006, the so-alled atypial or newer neuroleptis inreased their dominane over the $11.5 billionbusiness for antipsyhoti drugs. As a group, the antipsyhotis plaed fourth in sales among allategories of drugs, inluding antiholesterol, antihypertension, and antidepressant drugs. That suhspeialized drugs for the treatment of psyhosis and mania ould garner suh a huge market shareis a tribute to drug ompany promotional skills in onvining dotors to use these mediations fora wide swath of psyhiatri problems, from behavior problems in hildren to insomnia in adults.Antipsyhoti drug sales have nearly doubled sine 2002.Individual antipsyhoti drugs earned the following market shares: Seroquel (26%), Risperdal(22%), Zyprexa (21%), Abilify (17%), and Geodon (6%), leaving a mere 8% for others (Vital Signs,2007). Aording to IMS Health (2007), Seroquel was ninth among all drugs in sales in the UnitedStates in 2006, with total revenues of $3 billion.In the United States, Seroquel has the growing market advantage of being approved not only totreat mania but also to treat the depression phase of bipolar disorder. It is expeted to generate $1.76billion from \global bipolar disorder sales" in 2008 (\New Hope," 2006). Meanwhile, the rest of theworld has not quite aught on to the Seroquel promotional ampaign, and Zyprexa and Risperdalledglobal sales for antipsyhoti drugs, with $4.7 billion and $4.6 billion in sales, respetively (IMSHealth, 2007 [648℄). They were seventh and eighth among all medial drugs.Despite enormous hype to the ontrary, it soon beame apparent that these newer mediationswere no less harmful than the older ones. Studies showing a lower rate of adverse e�ets simplyused omparatively lower doses (Smith, 2001 [1193℄). Given that these drugs are neither safernor more e�etive than older drugs like perphenazine (Trilafon; see the subsequent setions), andgiven that they ost a great deal more (Rosenhek et al., 2006 [1106℄), this was another triumph ofpharmaeutial marketing.2.1 The Myth that Atypial Antipsyhoti Drugs AreWeakerD2 BlokersMore than a dozen drugs, almost all of them in use for many years, an be lassi�ed as neuroleptis.The phenothiazine derivatives were originally the most ommonly used lass of neurolepti drugs.Chlorpromazine is the prototype, developed in Frane and introdued into North Ameria in 1953by Heinz Lehmann. Its brand name in Canada and England is Largatil, and in the United States,Thorazine. The antidepressant amoxapine (Asendin) is metabolized into a neurolepti and has similar25



e�ets and, more important, adverse e�ets, suh as tardive dyskinesia. All the lassi neuroleptisblok dopamine, but all of them also a�et other neurotransmitter systems.Most important, all of the newer antipsyhotis-aripiprazole (Abilify), ziprasidone (Geodon),paliperidone (Invega), risperidone (Risperdal), quetiapine (Seroquel), olanzapine plus Proza (Sym-byax), and olanzapine (Zyprexa) - also blok dopamine. In fat, they are pharmaologially lassi�edas having a high aÆnity for D2 - meaning that they bind strongly to D2 reeptors, ausing a strongblokade. The asual reader an �nd this information in Drug Fats and Comparisons (2007, p.1280 [379℄) and its table \Antipsyhoti Reeptor AÆnity"1 (see also Janssen, 2007 [669℄, regardingRisperdal).In addition to textbook summaries, many ontrolled researh studies show that atypials produehigh reeptor oupany. Shortly after olanzapine was introdued, Kapur et al. (1998) [738℄ usedpositron emission topography (PET) imaging with 12 patients diagnosed shizophreni to determineD2 reeptor oupany aused by the new atypial antipsyhoti at linial doses. The patients weremediated until steady state plasma levels were ahieved. Patients taking 5-20 mg/day showed 43%to 80% oupany, while patients taking 30-40 mg/day showed 83% to 88% oupany. In its usuallinial dose range of 10-20 mg, oupany varied from 71% to 80%. The authors desribed thisdegree of reeptor oupany as similar to that of risperidone.As a omparison, haloperidol (Haldol) is generally onsidered to be among the most potent neu-roleptis and the most likely to ause extra pyramidal reations. In a double-blind study of �rst-episode patients diagnosed with shizophrenia, the subjets were randomly assigned to take 1, 2, 3,or 5 mg/day (Kapur et al., 2000 [736℄). If the patients did not respond to the lower doses, they wereraised to the limit of 5 mg/day. These are relatively small doses. The reommended initial dose formoderate symptoms or geriatri or debilitated patients is 1-6 mg/day (Drug Fats and Comparisons,2007 [379℄). For severe or hroni patients, it is 6-15 mg/day, with higher doses for prompt ontrol.All patients were evaluated at 4 weeks. Patients showed a wide range of D2 oupany (38% to87%). The likelihood of extrapyramidai reations inreased when oupany exeeded 78%. Notethat all of these oupany �gures are within the same range as those found by the same team (Kapuret al., 1998 [738℄) for Zyprexa and Risperdal. This explodes the myth that atypials have weakeroupany of D2 reeptors.Remington et al. (2006) [1082℄ onduted a similar PET study of the long ating injetable formof risperidone at doses of 25, 50, or 75 mg every 2 weeks. After reahing stabilization, nine patientswith a diagnosis of shizophrenia or shizoa�etive disorder were sanned twie, 3 days postinjetionand 5 days before the next injetion. Aording to Remington et al. (2006) [1082℄, \all three doses ofinjetable risperidone showed peak D(2) oupany levels above the 65% threshold assoiated withoptimal linial response; the 75-mg dose approximated the 80% threshold linked to inreased riskof extrapyramidal reations". Clearly, it is all in the dose; all of the atypials are potent dopamineblokers.Indeed, some of the older neuroleptis have less aÆnity or impat on D2 than the newer ones.Molindone (Moban), for example, has a deidedly weak aÆnity for D2 (Drug Fats and Comparisons,2007 [379℄), but it is rarely used.Atypial neuroleptis are ommonly given to hildren. Moran-Gates et al. (2007) [946℄ from theMassahusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medial Shool examined the brain tissue of juvenileand adult rats treated with risperidone. They found that risperidone \has high aÆnity for D2reeptors in both age groups, whih is in agreement with other published reports" (p. 451). However,they found that long-term dosing (3 weeks) had a muh more profound impat on the D2 reeptorsof the juvenile animals, ausing an inrease in the number of these reeptors. There was a 90%1In the apparent oversight, the table fails to note that the original antipsyhoti, hlorpromazine (Thorazine), is apotent D2 bloker. 26



inrease in D2 reeptor binding in juvenile rats, ompared to 30% in adults, \whih further reetsthe greater sensitivity of developing animals" (p. 453) to longer-term exposure to risperidone. Thisup-regulation (inreased dopamine reeptors in response to dopamine blokade) is onsidered thelikely mehanism of extrapyramidal reation and tardive dyskinesia. Unfortunately, the presriptionof antipsyhoti or neurolepti drugs to hildren and youth ontinues to rise.Muh is also made of the observation that the newer atypial neuroleptis impat on a greatervariety of neurotransmitter systems than the older ones (e.g., Lieberman et al., 2005b [843℄). However,there is no reason to suspet that impating on multiple neurotransmitter systems would improveeither safety or eÆay. To the ontrary, it would seem bound to inrease the spetrum of adversee�ets. But even in regard to their inpat on multiple neurotransmitter systems, the atypials are notunique. All of the older neuroleptis a�et at least three neurotransmitter systems, suh as serotoninand histamine, and several a�et four or �ve of them. For example, old-fashioned thioridazine(Mellaril) impats at least �ve neurotransmitter systems.Despite these fats, establishment psyhiatry - inluding Lieberman et al. (2005a) [842℄, the mostited neurolepti study in years (see subsequent paragraphs) - ontinues to desribe the atypials aspossessing a signi�antly and linially important lower aÆnity forD2 reeptors. Why would so manyexperts buy into drug ompany propaganda that the atypials have a relatively low aÆnity for D2and that their greater impat on numerous reeptors is somehow an advantage? Beause the expertsare losely allied professionally and eonomially with the drug ompanies and their interests. As inthe giant National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) - sponsored Clinial Antipsyhoti Trials ofIntervention E�etiveness (CATIE) study by Lieberman et al. (2005a) [842℄, virtually all the expertshave a high aÆnity for drug ompany \reeptors," �nding way of making onsiderable money asonsultants, researhers, and speakers' bureau members. Je�rey Lieberman, �rst author in theCATIE study, reports having reeived researh funding from AstraZenea Pharmaeutials, Bristol-Myers Squib, GlaxoSmithKline, Janssen Pharmaeutia, and P�zer and onsulting and eduationalfees from AstraZenea, Bristol Myers Squid, Eli Lilly, Forest Pharmaeutials, GlaxoSmithKline,Janssen Pharmaeutia, Novartis, P�zer, and Solvay. The �rst seven CATIE authors report extensiveties to drug ompanies, and the eighth, Soni Davis, is an employee of Quintiles, a giant support �rmfor the drug industry, speializing in helping speed drugs to the market. The ninth author also hasties to drug ompanies, and the last three worked for the government. It is astonishing that NIMHwould ondut its most important study of antipsyhoti drugs by relying entirely and exlusivelyon experts with drug ompany ties.Although this fat seems to have been lost on most mediation presrition writers, the dopamine-bloking apaity of all the newer antipsyhoti drugs means that their adverse e�ets will inlude theworst e�ets of the older neuroleptis, inluding the prodution of tardive dyskinesia and neuroleptimalignant syndrome (hapter 4; see the individual drug labels in the Physiians' Desk Referene,1973, 1978, 1995-2007). It also helps to aount for their primary e�et of deativation. In addition,the newer antipsyhoti drugs pose even greater risks of ausing potentially life-threatening disorders,inluding marked obesity, elevated holesterol, and potentially lethal diabetes, ardiovasular disease,and panreatitis.Overall, the onept of atypial is a marketing ploy with little linial reality. These drugs ombinethe risks assoiated with the older neurolepties with very serious new risks. Nonetheless, health areproviders, inluding sophistiated physiians, seem taken in by the laims. Adamou and Hale (2004)[12℄, for example, expressed surprise when three of their patients developed extrapyramidal reations,inluding one severe ase with \oulo-gyri risis, dysarthria, tortiollis, dysphagia, tremor, andrigidity". (One wonders if he had an elevated temperature and a missed ase of neurolepti malignantsyndrome.) Di�erent neuroleptis require di�erent doses for similar e�ets and may exaggerate one oranother toxi e�et. They also vary in the length of time they remain ative in the body. Nonetheless,with some exeptions, most of these drugs an be desribed as a single group sharing the sameharateristis and side e�ets. There is no evidene that any of these drugs has a substantially27



di�erent impat on mental funtioning, other than the tendeny for some to produe more sedation.In my linial experiene, Zyprexa, Seroquel, Abilify, and Risperdal, for example, are at least aspotent in suppressing the will and motivation as any of the older antipsyhoti drugs.Various neuroleptis are also used for nonpsyhiatri purposes, usually in smaller doses for shorterdurations. However, severe e�ets an sometimes develop from these limited uses. Reserpine (Ser-pasil) is a neurolepti that is more often used to suppress the symptoms of tardive dyskinesia (hapter4). Prohlorperazine (Compazine) is used as an antiemeti and rarely as a neurolepti. If given insuÆient doses to manifest psyhoative e�ets, these drugs produe the same emotional indi�ereneas the other antipsyhoti drugs.Other nonpsyhiatri preparations with neurolepti e�ets inlude some antihistamines, suh asmethdilazine (Taaryl) and trimeprazine (Temaril); some antinausea drugs, suh as thiethylperazine(Torean); and adjunts to anesthesia, suh as propiomazine (Largon) and promethazine (Phener-gan), whih is also used as an antinausea, anti-motion-sikness agent. These drugs are less potentthan neuroleptis used in psyhiatry, but in suÆient doses, they have similar adverse e�ets.Metolopramide (Reglan) is used in gastroesophageal reux, diabeti gastri stasis, and as anantiemeti. Reglan is idential to older neuroleptis in its e�ets. It is well established that Reglan anause irreversible neurologial e�ets idential to the routinely used neuroleptis. Some researhersestimate the prevalene of Reglan-indued tardive dyskinesia to be 100 times more than the 0.2%reported in the Physiians' Desk Referene.I have evaluated numerous ases of infants and hildren who have been treated with Reglan forgastri problems, resulting in severe and varied neurologial disorders, apathy, retarded growth, anddevelopmental delay. In ases familiar to me, the dotors reognized that the ondition of the hildrenwas delining but failed to identify Reglan as the o�ending agent. While ontinuing the Reglan, theysubmitted the hildren to ostly, dangerous, and intrusive medial tests in searh of the elusive ause.In some of my forensi ases, dotors ended up blaming the mothers for \poisoning" their hildrenwhen, in reality, the dotors themselves were dispensing the poison.2.2 Examples of Di�erenes Among Atypial NeuroleptisAlthough in many ways they an be treated as a single group of drugs, espeially in regard to produ-ing lobotomy-like ativation, there are signi�ant di�erenes among the antipsyhoti or neuroleptidrugs. Risperidone and lozapine provide examples.2.2.1 Clozapine (Clozaril)The only atypial antipsyhoti drug that laks a high aÆnity for D2 i lozapine. It has a relativelyweak tendeny to blok D2, and therefore: is the only one that is less likely to produe ommonadverse neurologial e�ets like tardive dyskinesia. However, lozapine so often produe a dangerousand potentially lethal drop in the white blood ell ount (agranuloytosis) that it requires ontinuousmonitoring with blood test and is infrequently presribed. Ironially, while lassi�ed as an atypialneurolepti, lozapine is a very old drug that was originally taken o� the market in some Europeanountries beause of its toxiity, before it was later reintrodued into the U.S. market in 1989 withmuh fanfare, as if were a brand new drug with great promise.Clozapine auses a partiularly high rate of grand mal seizures, estimated at 4% to 5% in the �rstyear. This is a very serious hazard. The drug frequently produes severe low blood pressure andinreased heart rate, potentially resulting in ardiovasular ollapse. It an also ause hypertension.It an ause fever and a ulike syndrome. Respiratory arrest has been reported (Westlin, 199128



[1337℄). It an be partiularly hazardous for the elderly, who may risk falls, ardiovasular problems,or delirium (Pitner et al., 1995).Although not a potent D2 bloker, lozapine seems to be more potent in this regard in the limbi(emotion-regulating) system than in the striatal region (whih ontrols both emotion and voluntarymovement; Chiodo et al., 1983 [277℄). Beause of the drug's greater impat on the frontal lobes andlimbi system, it was thought that it would produe more \therapeuti" e�et with fewer extrapyra-midal side e�ets. The drug probably does produe a more profound deativation or lobotomy-likesyndrome in some patients, aounting for its reputation for sometimes working better than otherneuroleptis. As a result, it probably has a greater risk of produing permanent frontal lobe damageand tardive dementia or tardive psyhosis.Conern about lozapine's espeially damaging e�et on higher brain funtion was voied as earlyas 1977 by Ungerstedt and Ljungberg [1275℄, based on the European experiene. Chouinard andJones (1982) [282℄ pointed to observations on reative psyhoses following withdrawal from lozapineand ommented, \This onvining evidene of lozapine's ability to indue supersensitivity psyhosismight be related to both the short halife of the drug and its greater aÆnity for mesolimbi dopaminereeptors". Observations have also indiated that withdrawal psyhoses may be more frequent andsevere than with the older neuroleptis (see hapter 5). There is a report of a lozapine withdrawalsyndrome that inludes new symptoms of agitation, restlessness, shakiness, dyskinesia, onfusion,sweating, aggression, and suiidal behavior (\Clozapine Withdrawal Syndrome," 1994; Rihardsonet al., 1993 [1084℄). Supersensitive or withdrawal psyhoses our when the antipsyhoti drug doseis redued or stopped. It an be viewed as the mental equivalent of tardive dyskinesia, sine bothprobably result from a reative hyperativity of the previously bloked dopamine funtions (hapter5).Clozapine's antiholinergi e�ets an ause onfusion and delirium as well as sedation and lethargy.The severity of withdrawal psyhosis may be due to holinergi rebound. Clozapine an aggravate orause hypersalivation, glauoma, onstipation and ileus, and urinary retention (Baldessarini et al.,1991 [92℄). Weight gain is also a potentially very serious problem.While reportedly produing fewer extrapyramidal reations, lozapine an produe every one ofthe neurologial reations assoiated with neurolepti use, inluding neurolepti malignant syndrome(Anderson et al., 1991 [46℄; Dasgupta et al., 1991 [331℄) and tardive dyskinesia (Weller et al., 1993)[1332℄.Clozapine's eÆay has been highly touted to the publi but in reality is questionable, even byonventional standards (see omments of psyhiatrist Herbert Meltzer in Winslow, 1990 [1347℄).Furthermore, in the arena of neuroleptis, onsistent with the brain-disabling priniples, a better orstronger drug is in reality a more suppressive and potentially more destrutive drug.A basi tenet of the brain-disabling priniples is that all psyhiatri drugs a�et human beingsand animals in a like fashion, without spei�ity for any disorder. Sorge et al. (2004) [1204℄ foundthat lozapine a�ets human and rat physiology in similar ways, inluding disrupting the sleep-wakeyle and produing abnormal brain temperatures.2.2.2 Risperidone (Risperdal)Chapter 1 examined three risperidone studies that on�rm the brain disabling priniples of psy-hiatri treatment by demonstrating that the drug auses a metaboli suppression in the frontaland temporal lobes (deativation) that ours in both normal persons and patients diagnosed withshizophrenia, and that this disabling e�et orrelates with a redution in the expression of symp-toms, suh as halluinations and delusions, that require a fully funtioning brain. As previouslynoted, if measured, the e�et would also orrelate with an overall redution in spontaneous mental29



ativity and verbal expressions, whih are ommon linial phenomena in patients who experienepsyhomotor retardation in response to neuroleptis.Risperdal was �rst marketed in 1994 as an atypial neurolepti. The linial trials, most of whihlasted a few weeks, were too short to determine the rate of tardive dyskinesia and many otheradverse e�ets. Indeed, the brief ontrolled linial trials used for the approval of both lozapineand risperidone do not provide suÆient information to determine either eÆay or safety sine thedrugs would be used for months and years in individual patients, rather than for a few week (seehapter 13). Patients taking the mediations over the oming years will provide the experimentaldata. However, sine Risperdal is a potent dopamine bloker, it should have been antiipated thatit would ause similar adverse reations as the older neuroleptis. In my own experiene I haveevaluated many ases of tardive dyskinesia aused by Risperdal, Zyprexa, and Geodon. Meanwhile,the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has required the same tardive dyskinesia and neuroleptimalignant syndrome warnings on the labels of lozapine and risperidone as on the labels of the olderneuroleptis.Risperdal has a partiular tendeny to produe adverse stimulant e�ets, inluding insomnia,agitation, and anxiety. Probably beause of these stimulant e�ets, it may have an inreased riskof ausing mania (Dwight et al., 1994 [388℄). Stimulation may also aount for risperidone-induedrage attaks and the urge to resume substane abuse, although the author of the report believesthat these reations are due to despair from inreased psyhologial insight (Post, 1994 [1047℄). Inaddition to stimulation, the drug frequently auses fatigue, sleepiness, or insomnia.Risperdal auses all the extrapyramidal reations found with other neuroleptis, inluding tardivedyskinesia (Addington et al., 1995 [15℄) and neurolepti malignant syndrome (Mahendra, 1995 [865℄;Singer et al., 1995 [1184℄; see hapter 4). It is too early to tell if the rate of tardive dyskinesia willdi�er from that of other neuroleptis.A report found that even small doses of Risperdal (average dose of 1.7 mg/day) produed orworsened aute extrapyramidal reations in one-third of an elderly population su�ering from dementia(Baker, 1996 [88℄). Among 41 patients, 6 developed new parkinsonism, 5 had a worsening of previousparkinsonism, one developed ervial dystonia, and one developed neurolepti malignant syndromewhile also taking Tegretol and Mellaril.Like most neuroleptis, Risperdal an ause mammary aner in rats and mie, but this �ndinghas not been taken seriously enough by the FDA, the profession, or the drug ompanies.2.3 Clinial Antipsyhoti Trials of Intervention E�etive-ness (CATIE)In 2005, an NIMH multisite study alled CATIE ompared the older neurolepti perphenazine (Trila-fon) and atypial neuroleptis olanzapine (Zyprexa), quetiapine (Seroquel), risperidone (Risperdal),and ziprasidone (Geodon; Lieberman et al., 2005a [842℄; see also Nasrallah, 2007 [969℄; Rosenhek etal., 2006 [1106℄; Weiden, 2007a [1319℄). Phase I involved 1,460 patients diagnosed with shizophreniainitially randomly assigned in a doubleblind study to one of the �ve neuroleptis. The study lasted18 months, with safety and tolerability outomes evaluated at 1, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, and 18 months.In a shok to liniians and the pharmaeutial industry alike, there was little di�erene amongthe various mediations, inluding old-fashioned, inexpensive perphenazine, in regard to the primaryriterion for eÆay, the length of period that the patients remained on their randomly assigned initialmediation. Overall, a whopping 74% disontinued the study mediation before 18 months: 64% forolanzapine, 74% for risperidone, 75% for perphenazine, 79% for ziprasidone, and 82% for quetiapine.Aording to Lieberman (2005a) [842℄, \the majority of patients in eah group disontinued their30



assigned treatment owing to ineÆay or intolerable side e�ets or other reasons".Note that perphenazine (Trilafon) is in the middle of the pak; there was no statistial di�erenebetween it and the leader, olanzapine (Zprexa). But Zyprexa had the worst adverse e�et pro�le(see subsequent setions).In addition, over the length of the study, treatment e�ets equalize among all the mediations asmeasured on the Positive and Negative Syndrome Sale and the Clinial Global Impressions Sale.Again, there was no advantage to the newer antipsyhoti drugs. These two sales are among themost ommonly used to rate treatment e�etiveness of these mediations.The most poorly tolerated drug, quetiapine (Seroquel), is the most ommonly used in the UnitedStates and brings in the greatest revenue. Its suess is a marketing triumph, not a linial one.Clozapine (Clozaril) was also studied, but beause of the requirements for blood testing for agran-uloytosis, it was not double blind. One again demonstrating the power of linial bias, as the onlydrug that was not blinded, lozapine demonstrated some greater eÆay than the others.CATIE one again on�rmed that patients do not like to take these drugs, largely due to theiradverse e�ets, but also beause of their lak of helpfulness. As noted, at the ompletion of the18-month study, 74% of patients disontinued their original drug. Nasrallah (2007) [969℄ viewed thisas on�rmation that \both patients and liniians are often dissatis�ed with the outome ahieved".There were many alternative methods for evaluating this study (e.g., Weiden, 2007a [1319℄), butnone gave a partiular favorable piture of any of the drugs, and none gave a signi�ant advantageto any of the several atypials over the older drug, perphenazine.There has been muh hype about the newer antipsyhotis posing less risk of ausing extrapyrami-dal side e�ets and tardive dyskinesia. However as already disussed, with the exeption of lozapine,they are all potent dopamine blokers (subtype D2), and all D2 blokers ause extrapyramidal e�etsand tardive dyskinesia. Nasrallah (2007) [969℄ summed up, \There were no statistially signi�antdi�erenes between the rates of extrapyramidal side e�ets, movement disorders, or akathisia" (p. 9).However, more patients treated with perphenazine disontinued treatment beause of extrapyramidale�ets (Lieberman et al., 2005a [842℄), suggesting that they were more distressing. Lieberman et al.(2005a) stated in their disussion that \the proportion of patients with extrapyramidal symptoms didnot di�er signi�antly among those who reeived �rst-generation and seond generation drugs in ourstudy. Despite this �nding, more patients disontinued perphenazine than other mediations owingto extrapyramidal e�ets". Compared to the other drugs, 8% of perphenazine patients disontinuedbeause of extrapyramidal e�ets, versus 2% to 4% for the newer drugs.Antiholinergi drugs are typially given to patients with extrapyramidal symptoms in order toprovide relief. Aording to Lieberman et al. (2005a) [842℄, \fewer patients reeiving quetiapine werepresribed antiholinergi drugs (3% vs. 8 to 10%)". The real news is that patients taking the olderdrug, perphenazine, reeived roughly the same amount of antiholinergi drugs as patients takingall the newer drugs (exept for quetiapine), indiating again that there was little or no di�erenebetween the older drug and the newer one in regard to ausing extrapyramidal symptoms.A point that seems to missed is that sine the older drug, perphenazine, was in the middle ofthe pak in terms of how long patients remained on it, the extrapyramidal e�ets did not makeperphenazine overall less tolerable than the newer antipsyhotis. Aording to Lieberman et al.(2005a) [842℄, \there were no signi�ant di�erenes between groups in time until disontinuationdue to intolerable side e�ets". CATIE on�rmed the high risk of developing metaboli syndrome,an array of adverse e�ets related to weight gain, elevated blood sugar, and elevated holesterol,while exposed to atypial neuroleptis suh as Zyprexa, Risperdal, and Seroquel. CATIE measuredweight hange, proportion of patients gaining weight, average weight hange per month, blood gluoseinreased, hemoglobin A1 hange (a diabetes test), holesterol hange, and triglyeride hange. Theydid not measure another variable, blood pressure. The metaboli syndrome puts patients at risk for31



diabetes and ardiovasular disease. In a subtest of 689 patients, where the best data were available,the prevalene of metaboli syndrome was a shoking 40.9% to 42.7%, depending on the riteria,for the atypial antipsyhoti drugs. Shokingly, more than 50% of the females developed metabolisyndrome.Consistent with the huge numbers of lawsuits being settled by Eli Lilly for Zyprexa - indueddiabetes (hapter 14), Zyprexa was the worst o�ender in regard to ausing the metaboli syndrome.Zyprexa patients gained an average of 2 pounds/month. That would add up to 36 pounds in 18months. Zyprexa patients also had greater problems with elevated glyosylated hemoglobin, totalholesterol, and triglyerides. As a medial expert in produt liability ases against Eli Lilly, I haveevaluated ases in whih Zyprexa aused the sudden onset of lethal diabetes in relatively young adultpatients who were previously free of the disorder.If these drugs were not being presribed to so-alled mental patients, and espeially to those labeledas shizophreni, the �ndings on metaboli syndrome would probably lead the FDA to withdraw themfrom the market.We will examine reent studies, some involving atypial neuroleptis, on�rming that antipsyhotidrugs shorten the life span. The prodution of a metaboli syndrome undoubtedly ontributes tothis inreased risk of dying. However, this risk was also deteted in regard to the older neuroleptis.It is due, at least in part, to the indi�erene to oneself, inluding lak of self-are, aused by alllobotomizing agents, inluding the neuroleptis.2.4 Deativation SyndromeOne of the great myths within psyhiatry is the spei�ity of neuroleptis suh as Thorazine, Haldol,Prolixin, Zyprexa, Risperdal, Seroquel, or Geodon for the treatment of patients diagnosed withshizophrenia2. Despite a lak of on�rmatory studies (reviewed in Breggin, 1983b [181℄, 1991 [190℄;Jakson, 2005 [657℄), many liniians and researhers postulate a spei� antipsyhoti, and even anantishizophreni, e�et for these drugs. The onept is used to justify neurolepti treatment as alegitimate medial approah. Instead, the neuroleptis produe what an be alled a deativationsyndrome or e�et, a entral aspet of the lobotomy syndrome.To help organize the linial material that follows, it may be helpful to begin with a loser lookat the onept of deativation (Breggin, 1993 [194℄):\The term deativation will be used to designate a ontinuum of phenomena variously desribedas disinterest, indi�erene, diminished onern, blunting, lak of spontaneity, redued emotionalreativity, redued motivation or will, apathy, and, in the extreme, a rousable stupor."The deativation e�et is the essene of what is euphemistially alled the antipsyhoti e�et.Consistent with the brain-disabling priniples of psyhiatri treatment, this lobotomy-like impat isthe sought after, primary, and supposedly therapeuti e�et. Any spei� antipsyhoti e�et is veryspeulative ompared to the obvious and almost unvarying lobotomy-like deativation e�et.We will �nd that nearly all psyhiatri drugs an produe some degree of deativation. Evenstimulants, suh as Ritalin, an ause suÆient apathy or indi�erene in a hild to enable adults tomore easily ontrol or diret the hild (see hapter 11). The SSRIs, suh as Proza and Paxil, analso produe an apathy syndrome (hapter 7). However, deativation appears in its purest form inneurolepti treatment.Deativation is losely related to the frontal lobe syndrome; it desribes the a�etive or emotionalomponent. Adams and Vitor (1989) divide the manifestations of frontal lobe syndrome into (a)2A list of antipsyhoti or neurolepti drugs an be found in the appendix.32



ognitive and intelletual hanges suh as loss of abstrat reasoning and planning, (b) personalitydeterioration, and () \impairment or lak of initiative and spontaneity" [14℄ (p. 333). Deativationrefers to the impairment of initiative and spontaneity, whih Adams and Vitor all the most ommone�et of frontal lobe disease.Similarly, Stuss and Benson (1987) asribed two basi funtions to the anterior portion of thefrontal lobes: \sequene, set, and integration" and \drive, motivation, and will" [1225℄ (p. 241). The\most ommon alteration is apathy" [1225℄ (p. 242). Neurolepti-indued impairment of the frontallobes ats primarily by ausing apathy, along with a profound degree of spellbinding.Muh of what we know about the frontal lobe syndrome omes from studying the e�ets ofpsyhosurgery, whose primary linial e�et is the prodution of deativation, or what Kalinowsky(1973) alled \diminished onern" [724℄ (p. 20). My linial experiene and reviews of the literature(Breggin, 1975 [174℄, 1980 [176℄, 1981b [178℄) as well as neuropsyhologial researh (Hansen etal., 1982) [595℄ indiate that the newer stereotati proedures, suh as ingulotomy, amydalotomy,and thalamotomy, ontinue to produe a frontal lobe syndrome, espeially deativation. Hansen etal. (1982) desribed the impat of modern psyhosurgery in a way that is indistinguishable fromneurolepti deativation e�ets:\The patient's options for ation are redued by a weakening of initiative and ability to struturehis situation; emotionality fades, is organized more shallowly and is more dependent upon theimmediate situation. Contat with other people beomes more attened and the immediatebearing more mehanial." ([595℄ p. 115)Lobotomy patients literally do not know what hit them. They are so profoundly spellbound bythe injury that they often have no awareness that anything has been done to them. Some live ona euphori (super�ially silly) level, most lapse into deep apathy; none are left with the ability tounderstand what has happened to them.As we shall see, pioneers in the use of antipsyhoti drugs almost uniformly ited deativation asthe main linial e�et of neuroleptis. Beause of this, liniians often referred to the neuroleptie�et as a hemial lobotomy (Haase, 1959) [588℄. Bleuler (1978) observed that longterm neuroleptiuse \also often dampens the vitality and the initiative of the person" [148℄ (p. 301). He onluded, \Sowe see that long-term maintenane with neuroleptis is fraught with some of the same disadvantagesthat are asribed to lobotomies" (p. 301). Chapter 5 will disuss permanent ognitive impairmentand dementia from these drugs.2.5 Deativation and Mediation SpellbindingSine the hallmark of mediation spellbinding is a lak of appreiation or onern about adversemental e�ets, any substane that produes indi�erene or apathy is highly spellbinding. Patientstaking neuroleptis an beome so spellbound that they appear roboti or zombielike, with litleawareness of or interest in themselves or their environment. They ommonly think that they aredoing somewhat better on the drugs, despite the fat that they are grossly impaired by a parkinsonianemotional atness and psyhomotor retardation (hapter 4).2.5.1 The Anatomy of DeativationDeativation an result from dysfuntion in either the frontal lobes and limbi system (as an aspetof frontal lobe syndrome) or the basal ganglia (as an aspet of subortial dementia). It an alsoour through dampening down the retiular ativating system, a network in the lower portion of33



the brain that energizes all of its proesses. All neuroleptis, inluding the newer atypials, impairthe dopaminergi pathways to all of these regions.Dopamine is one of the most studied neurotransmitter systems in the brain. It has numerousreeptor subtypes, inluding D2, whih provides, nerve trunks from the region of their origin in thebasal ganglia to the limbi system, frontal lobes, and retiular ativating system. Blokade of D2is key to neurolepti e�ets, inluding deativation and some of the more serious adverse e�ets,inluding tardive dyskinesia and neurolepti malignant syndrome. All drugs that blok D2 an ausethese potentially disastrous e�ets.The neurolepti deativation e�et so losely resembles psyhosurgery in its linial impat beauseit disrupts the same regions of the brain. Classial lobotomy, for example, uts the desending �bersfrom the frontal lobes to deeper brain strutures, while the neuroleptis tend to impair the asendingdopaminergi �bers.2.5.2 Lobotomy-Like Neurolepti E�etsAny drug that bloks D2, inluding every newer antipsyhoti mediation, will, in suÆient doses,produe a lobotomy-like e�et.The very �rst report on the psyhiatri use of hlorpromazine was published in Frane by Delayand Deniker (1952 [343℄; translated in Jarvik, 1970 [671℄). Their artile desribed the atual state ofthe patient for a medial world that as yet had no familiarity with the drug:\Sitting or lying, the patient is motionless in his bed, often pale and with eyelids lowered. Heremains silent most of the time. If he is questioned, he answers slowly and deliberately in amonotonous, indi�erent voie; he expresses himself in a few words and beomes silent." (Jarvik,1970 [671℄)They also desribed the patient as \fairly appropriate and adaptable. . . . But he rarely initiates aquestion and he does not express his anxieties, desires or preferenes" (Jarvik, 1970 [671℄).Notie the nonspei� nature of these e�ets. Not only symptoms suh as anxiety, but also desiresand preferenes, are aborted or buried beneath indi�erene or apathy. As Delay and Deniker put it,there is an \apparent indi�erene or the slowing of responses to external stimuli" and \the diminutionof initiative and anxiety" (Jarvik, 1970) [671℄. One again, this is iatrogeni helplessness and denialwith spellbinding e�ets.Heinz Lehmann introdued hlorpromazine into North Ameria via Montreal in May 1953. Lehmannand Hanrahan (1954) [826℄ published the �rst artile in English promoting its psyhiatri use. Theystated,\The aim is to produe a state of motor retardation, emotional indi�erene, and somnolene,and the dose must be inreased aordingly as tolerane develops."The doses required for ahieving \retardation," \emotional indi�erene," and \lethargy" rarelyexeeded 800 mg/day, and sometimes did not exeed 100 mg/day. Muh larger doses-sometimesthousands of milligrams - were often used in the past and are sometimes used in ontemporarytreatment by psyhiatrists.Writing with that burst of honesty so harateristi of pioneers, Lehmann and Hanrahan (1954)[826℄ go on to say, 34



\The patients under treatment display a lak of spontaneous interest in the environment . . . theytend to remain silent and immobile when left alone and to reply to questions in a slow monotone.. . . Some patients dislike the treatment and omplain of their drowsiness and weakness. Somestate they feel `washed out,' as after an exhausting illness, a omplaint whih is indeed in keepingwith their appearane."Lehmann and Hanrahan (1954) [826℄ reognized that they were suppressing their patients withoutspei�ally a�eting or improving symptoms suh as halluinations and delusions: \We have notobserved a diret inuene of the drug on delusional symptoms or halluinatory phenomena".The following year, Lehmann (1955) [823℄ published his seond artile on hlorpromazine. Withrelatively small doses, he found the primary brain-disabling e�et: \Many patients dislike the `emptyfeeling' resulting from the redution of drive and spontaneity whih is apparently one of the mostharateristi e�ets of this substane". He also spoke of \lassitude" and ompared the e�ets tolobotomy: \In the management of pain in terminal aner ases, hlorpromazine may prove to be apharmaologial substitute for lobotomy".The �rst British report onerning hlorpromazine as a psyhiatri treatment (Anton-Stephens,1954 [56℄) on�rmed the impat of the drug using small doses (200 mg/day). Anton-Stephens alledit psyhi indi�erene and again ompared it to lobotomy.Throughout the 1950s, some psyhiatri texts ontinued to aurately desribe the impat of theneuroleptis on the mind. Here, for example, is the lobotomy-like linial piture of maximum bene�tdesribed by Noyes and Kolb [996℄ in the 1958 edition of Modern Clinial Psyhiatry:\If the patient responds well to the drug, he develops an attitude of indi�erene both to hissurroundings and to his symptoms. He shows dereased interest in response to his halluinatoryexperienes and a less assertive expression of his delusional ideas." ([996℄ p. 654, italis added)It has beome fashionable in ontemporary psyhiatry to deny the primary lobotomizing e�ets ofthe neuroleptis, but oasionally, reognition an be found in the literature. In a 1991 editorial inBiologial Psyhiatry titled \Neurolepti Dysphoria," [406℄ Emerih and Sanberg desribed variousadverse emotional reations to Haldol and other neuroleptis, inluding \ognitive blunting". Theeditorial desribes the self-administration of Haldol by Belmaker and Wald (1977) [123℄, in whih eahof these \normal experimental subjets" \omplained of a paralysis of volition, lak of physial andpsyhi energy. The subjets felt unable to read, telephone or perform household tasks of their will,but ould perform these tasks if demanded to do so". The editorial also mentioned reports of othermind-subduing e�ets, inluding \hemial straightjaketing," \lak of motivation," and a feeling\like a shade oming down". The editorial failed to make the obvious omparison to lobotomy, butits observations are entirely onsistent with and on�rm the brain-disabling priniples of psyhiatritreatment desribed in hapter 1.Given so many aknowledgments by researhers that neuroleptis work by subduing the brainand mind, and sometimes the body itself, it is remarkable that psyhiatri drug advoates ontinueto promote these drugs as if they have a spei�ally ameliorating e�et on psyhosis, mania, orshizophrenia.In linial disussions, the lobotomy e�et is now sometimes subsumed under neurolepti-induedde�it syndrome (NIDS). Malolm Lader (1993) [800℄, hairperson of an international symposium onthe subjet, wrote,\The bene�ts of treatment with lassial neuroleptis are, however, obtained at the expense ofa number of side e�ets, and many patients frequently omplain of feeling `drugged' or drowsyand of being unable to onentrate; they lak motivation and are emotionally unresponsive:35



they also appear slow-moving and physially rigid. Some patiems have omplained of `feelinglike a zombie.' " ([800℄ p. 493)The zombie e�et is the ultimate manifestation of mediation spellbinding as a entral aspet ofthe brain-disabling e�ets of psyhiatri drugs.At the symposium, Wolfgang Straus (as ited in Lader, 1993 [800℄) desribed a related neurolepti-indued dysognitive syndrome haraterized by \aphasia, thought disturbanes, emotional with-drawal, diÆulties in direting thought by will, ambivalene, thought deprivation, and redued re-ativity" ([800℄ pp. 495-496). Noting that early studies tried to demonstrate improved ognitivefuntioning on neuroleptis, Straus observed that more rigorous studies on�rmed a detrimentale�et.2.5.3 Atypial NeuroleptisChapter 1 provided examples of researh studies on�rming the braindisabling priniples in regardto risperidone, one of the most ommonly used atypial antipsyhotis.Regardless of the mehanism, all neuroleptis produe lobotomylike indi�erene or deativa-tion. This is the primary e�et of all drugs thus far developed for the ontrol of patients labeledshizophreni or autely mani. If the mediations failed to produe a deativation e�et, they wouldnot be useful for the ontrol of very diÆult or disturbed individuals. We shall �nd that these drugsare potent dopamine blokers, produing all of the more severe entral nervous system impairmentsaused by other neuroleptis.2.6 Soial Control with Antipsyhoti DrugsIf a drug is suÆiently deativating and spellbinding, it an be used on humans and animals alikeunder any irumstanes where an authority desires to impose ontrol. Thus the antipsyhoti drugsare used in every kind of authoritarian or totalitarian institution.2.6.1 Suppression of Nursing Home InmatesNeuroleptis are routinely used in every institution in whih soial ontrol and behavioral suppressionare a top priority and in whih drugs an replae human servies (see Breggin, 1983b [181℄, fordetails). Although Haldol and Mellaril have been largely displaed by newer drugs suh as Zyprexaand Risperdal, the intent remains the same-behavioral ontrol. For deades, the suppression ofelderly nursing home inmates with neuroleptis has been a national sandal (Hughes et al., 1979[639℄; Rogers, 1971 [1093℄). A study of nursing home residents in Tennessee found that 44% werebeing given the drugs (studies summarized in Bishop, 1989 [143℄). A 1989 Massahusetts study(Avorn et al., 1989 [77℄) found that 39% of patients were reeiving neuroleptis. Aording to thereport, \in most ases, the presriptions had been written in the remote past and were re�lledautomatially".When publi sandal did not substantially improve nursing homes over the years (Kolata, 1991[775℄), Congress passed regulations limiting the use of restraints and mediations in nursing homes.These statutes went into e�et in 1991, too often with spotty enforement and therefore in ompletesuess (Spiegel, 1991 [1206℄). However, when atually applied, the new regulations have reduedthe use of neuroleptis in nursing home settings (Semla et al., 1994 [1155℄).36



Two deades ago, there was a growing awareness of the inappropriateness and harmfulness ofpresribing neuroleptis to elderly patients (\Antipsyhoti Drug Therapy," 1988 [55℄; Gomez et al.,1990 [543℄; Sherman, 1987 [1172℄). The use of neuroleptis for the behavioral ontrol of the elderlyprodues toxiity even more readily than in younger patients, and it annot substitute for neededhuman servies. Sherman (1987) [1172℄ alled into question the pharmaeutial ompany pratie ofplaing advertisement for neuroleptis like Haldol and Navane in journals with a geriatri pratieorientation.Unfortunately, the drug ompanies have now sueeded in onvining health are providers thatthe newer neuroleptis are safer for the elderly than the older drugs, even though the FDA requiresthe labels for these drugs to display a blak box warning at the top with the bold heading, \InreasedMortality in Elderly Patients with Dementia-Related Psyhoses". The atypials suh as Risperdal,Zyprexa, and Geodon ause or inreased death rate in elderly patients with dementia as a result ofunexplained sudden death, stroke, heart attak, and pneumonia. These drugs also more frequentlyause ardia arrhythmias as well as the metaboli syndrome desribed earlier in the hapter, all ofwhih espeially threater the lives of the elderly.2.6.2 Deativating People and Animals in Varied SettingsIn 1983, in Psyhiatri Drugs: Hazards to the Brain, I devoted onsider able time to on�rming thebrain-disabling priniple of neurolepti treatment by pointing to its e�ets on a variety of diversepopulations. I also disussed other on�rmatory soures in the literature. The material in this setionthat draws on older itations is presented at greater length in my earlier book.The deativation syndrome produed by neuroleptis is on�rmed by their use in state mentalhospitals for the ontrol of patients regardless of their diagnoses and in psyhoprisons in the formerU.S.S.R. for the ontrol of politial dissidents (Blok et al., 1977 [149℄; \Exerpts From Statement,"1976 [412℄; Fireside, 1979 [441℄; \`Madhouse' Brainwashing," 1976 [863℄; Podrabinek, 1979 [1040℄).They have been used in prisons for the suppression of diÆult inmates (Booth, 1993 [158℄; Coleman,1974 [302℄; Greenhouse, 1979 [564℄; Kaufman, 1980 [745℄; MDonald, 1979 [904℄; Mitford, 1973 [935℄;Oregon State Prisoner, 1971 [1012℄; Prison Drug Bill, 1977 [1058℄). Convited prisoners have reportedthat the brain-numbing e�ets rendered them unable to make a proper defense in ourt (Espinosa,1993 [410℄; Ogilvie, 1992 [1004℄; Pund, 1993 [1063℄).Neuroleptis have been ommonly used in institutions for the developmentally disabled to suppressthe behavior of hildren and adults (Kuehnel et al., 1984 [794℄; Plotkin et al., 1979 [1039℄). Kuehneland Slama (1984) warned that neuroleptis an further ompromise the learning abilities of thedevelopmentally disabled and ause \the sedative 'snowed' e�et, whih an redue a lient's positiveresponse to learning ues" ([794℄ p. 94).Many ritial books have deried the use of neuroleptis and other drugs in the suppression ofhildren in hospitals and other settings (Armstrong, 1993 [67℄; Hughes et al., 1979 [639℄; Sharkey,1994 [1162℄; Wooden, 1976 [1364℄). The ontrol of hildren with neuroleptis will also be disussedin hapter 11 of this book.The use of neuroleptis in veterinary mediine to ontrol wild and domesti animals providesanother illustration of the deativation e�et and its independene from any presumed mental illnessin the individual being treated (Booth, 1977 [157℄; Hall, 1971 [590℄; Rosso�, 1974 [1109℄). Hartlage(1965) [603℄ found that Thorazine dampened the emotional responses of animals, \thereby perhapsproviding some lue to the widespread aeptane of the drug as e�etive in psyhiatri settings"(see also Mirsky, 1970 [933℄; Slikker et al., 1976 [1188℄). Jarvik (1970) [671℄ pointed out that theneuroleptis produe diminished spontaneous ativity and emotional indi�erene in all animal speies,inluding man, but he nonetheless argued for a spei� antipsyhoti e�et.37



Not surprisingly, a variety of studies on human beings, inluding normals, has also shown impair-ment of mental funtioning, inluding memory and learning (DiMasio et al., 1970 [363℄; Fishmanet al., 1976 [443℄; Gillis, 1975 [520℄; Seppala et al., 1976 [1156℄; Tee et al., 1975 [1242℄).Many former psyhiatri patients and inmates have desribed the brain- and mind-numbing e�etsof the neuroleptis (Burstow et al., 1988 [243℄; Chamberlin, 1978 [272℄; Frank, 1980 [483℄; Grobe,1995 [568℄; Hudson, 1980 [637℄; Millett, 1990 [930℄; Modrow, 1992 [938℄).I am not the �rst to suggest that neurolepti mediations are highl toxi. In fat, it was onsideredommon knowledge in the �rst deades of their use (Hunter et al., 1964 [642℄; Hunter et al., 1968[641℄). In support of the use of lithium, a number of investigators have ritiized the neurolepti fortheir stupefying e�ets. Fieve [432℄ (ited in Shah, 1973 [1160℄), for example, said that neuroleptis\zonk a person out" and put them in a \mental straight jaket". Fieve (1989) also referred tothe \zombielike appearane" ([432℄ p.4) produed by neuroleptis. A NIMH (1970 [971℄) brohureompared the drug unfavorably to lithium beause of their e�et of \wrapping the patient entiremind in a ooon of stupefation". Similarly, Prien et al. (1972) [1055℄ found that \most patientsreeiving hlorpromazine were sluggish or fatigued". Wittrig and Coopwood (1970) on�rmed thelobotomy-like e�et of impaired \initiative and planning" ([1352℄ p. 488), whih they alled thehemial straightjaket. Robitsher (1980) noted that patients frequent feel \dead or `like a zombie'" ([1091℄ p. 90).Perhaps in response to growing professional and publi ritiism, psyhiatrists have beome muhmore relutant to publish ritiism of any treatments or to mention their brain-disabling e�ets.Nowadays the neurolepti drugs are always desribed as having a spei� antipsyhoti e�et, ratherthan a numbing, lobotomy-like deativation e�et. In the words of my researh assistant, Ian God-dard, \This remarkable di�erene between histori and ontemporary ommentary on the e�ets ofneuroleptis learly reveals the existene of an all-pervasive denial that has onsumed the professionin modern times" (2007, unpublished).2.7 The Unique Funtion of the BrainSome proponents of brain disability as therapy assume that a little toxiity is helpful and that onlyexessive toxiity is harmful. They bring up preedents in mediine for drugs that redue funtionof one organ or another to improve its e�etiveness. Thus some ardia mediations atually weakenheart musle funtion in the interest of preventing , rhythmias. But the analogy falls short whendealing with the brain. When the strength of the heart musle is redued, nothing substantial isdone to the mind or personality of the person - unless, of ourse, the patient goes into heart failure.But when brain funtion is redued, the individual's apaities as a sentient being are diretly andproportionally redued. He or she beomes less able to think, feel, hoose, and initiate ativities -and ultimately spellbound.Beyond this, one must also look at the purposes of medial and psyhiatri interventions. Themedial intervention that disrupts one kind of heart funtion is intended to improve overall heart fun-tion. The psyhiatri intervention that disables the brain is aimed at suppressing ertain thoughts,emotions, or behaviors at the ost of reduing overall mental funtion. In doing so, it renders theindividual less self-aware and less self-determining, more helpless, and more manageable. The indi-vidual may appear to be less emotionally disturbed when he or she is, in reality, less emotionallyaware or vital.In summary, onsistent with the brain-disabling priniples of biopsyhiatri treatment presentedin hapter 1, the neurolepti or antipsyhoti drugs produe a lobotomy-like deativation syndromeharaterized by emotional indi�erene or apathy, redued spontaneity, and doility. This is the pri-mary or \therapeuti" impat of all neurolepti drugs inluding Haldol, Risperdal, Zyprexa, Geodon,38



and Seroquel.This linial result is obvious in the great majority of patients, some of whom are redued to azombielike state. It is doumented by reent researh studies involving the atypial antipsyhotiRisperdal and other neuroleptis. It is also on�rmed by studies of animals, normal human beings,politial dissenters, and rebellious hildren as well as by studies of the inmates of mental hospitals,institutions for the developmentally disabled, nursing homes, and prisons. Given an e�etive \thera-peuti" dose, all human beings and animals alike are emotionally stied and subdued by antipsyhotidrugs.Pioneers in the �eld reognized and wrote about the lobotomy-like e�ets of the neuroleptidrugs when they �rst ame into use, but in reent years drug advoates have promoted the falseimpression that these mediations have a spei� antipsyhoti or antishizophreni e�et. In reality,the overriding linial e�et of these highly toxi hemial agents is to render patients and inmatesmore emotionally at and indi�erent, more apatheti and doile, and less autonomous and self-direted.As a result, these patients and inmates some times seem less obviously in emotional pain, and theyare almost always muh more manageable. But the e�et has nothing to do with treating a psyhiatridisorder. Instead, the patients have been rendered emotionally and neurologially disabled by thedrugs.
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Chapter 3Neurolepti-Indued Anguish, InludingAgitation, Despair, and DepressionNot all drug e�ets on the entral nervous system an be ategorized as spellbinding, but all produedisability. Often the result is a worsening of the patient's overall ondition, and sometimes the resultis an extremely distressing or disabling psyhiatri reation. Ironially, psyhiatri drugs do not ureor ameliorate entral nervous system disorders; they ause them.Despite the lobotomy-like indi�erene to su�ering produed by neurolepti-indued deativation,many patients experiene varying degrees of physial and mental pain and torment in response tothese drugs. The deativation itself is often experiened as dreadful, a kind of living death or animprisonment within one's own brain.This hapter will desribe some of the most ommon, reversible, drug-indued neurologial re-ations: aute dystonia; aute akathisia; parkinsonism; and a broad, ill-de�ned ategory alleddysphoria. All of them tend to begin early in treatment but an start later on as well. Chapters 4and 5 will review the sometimes delayed and often persistent adverse reations, inluding irreversibleforms of akathisia and dystonia.Most of the neurologial disorders assoiated with the neuroleptis fall into the ategory of ex-trapyramidal reations or extrapyramidal symptoms, and are often designated EPS. The extrapyra-midal system of the brain is an extensive, omplex network that moderates and adjusts motor ontrol.Abnormalities in the system ause a variety of dysfuntions, inluding tremors, musular rigidity andspasms, and various involuntary movements.Casey (1993) [260℄ reported that aute extra pyramidal syndromes our in up to 90% of patientsreeiving neuroleptis, often ausing physial and mental impairment. Unfortunately, physiians toooften ontinue to inrease the patient's mediation, despite disomfort and su�ering, beause theyhave mistaken the toxi drug reation for a psyhiatri disorder. A young male patient, for severalmonths after termination of neurolepti treatment, su�ered from a dystonia that aused one arm torise above his shoulders. In family sessions, his parents persisted in viewing the disorder as a willfuland de�ant at. These aute symptoms may linger , onsiderable time after drug termination, evenin regard to newer neuroleptis thought to produe them less frequently or intensively (Kane et al.1994 [730℄). Often, they beome permanent.It has been known for some time that the neurotoxi e�ets desribed in this and the followinghapters beome even more frequent and disabling in the elderly (Gomez et al., 1990 [543℄; Simpson,1977; see hapter 4)
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3.1 Resistane to TreatmentVan Putten (1974) [1282℄ evaluated the attitudes of 85 patients toward a variet of neuroleptis.Dysphori responders were de�ned as individuals who \habitually omplained about the drug e�et"and who felt \miserable" and \ontinually pleaded to have the drug stopped or the dosage redued".A remarkable 38% of the patients fell into this extreme ategory of drug resistane. When theriteria for drug resistane were broadened to inlude anyone who had \to be pressured" into takingmediation, 46% were found to display \drug relutane".The study most likely underestimated the atual perentage of drug relutane among the totalpopulation of patients on the ward. Some and perhaps many, patients disguised their relutane toavoid angering the sta�, while quietly throwing away their pills.How easy is it to feign taking mediation in a typial psyhiatri hospital? Consider the Rosenhan(1973) [1105℄ study, in whih normal individuals had themselves admitted to various mental hospitalsby faking symptoms. \All told, the pseudopatients were administered nearly 2,100 pills, inludingElavil, Stelazine, Compazine, and Thorazine, to name but a few. . . . Only two were swallowed. Therest were either poketed or deposited in the toilet". This is a remarkable �gure indeed: Less than1 out of 1,000 dose were taken, and none of the hospital sta� were aware of it. The Rosenhal studyalso dislosed that regular patients were routinely disposing of their mediations in the same manner.Rosenhan believed that the failure of the sta� to detet what was happening reeted their tendenyto ignore everything done by the patients, unless it aused obvious trouble.3.2 Aute Dystoni ReationsVery little has been written about the su�ering assoiated with aute dystonia, a drug-induedneurologial disorder that auses painful musle spasms, most ommonly, but not exlusively, in thenek (tortiollis), and sometimes bending the entire bak in a rigid ar (opisthotonus). Similarly,insuÆient attention has been paid to the anguish of undergoing an oulogyri risis, in whih theeyes roll up in their sokets and beome loked in plae.The spasms an a�et any voluntary musles, inluding those involved with speeh, swallowing,and breathing, as well as gait. Simpson (1977) [1183℄ observed, \The masseter musles may be tightlyontrated so that the mouth annot be opened and, on rare oasions, this an lead to damage tothe teeth, tongue, or even the mandible. The possibility that suh reations an be fatal does exist,partiularly if they our during eating".Patients who have su�ered these experienes may remember them with pain, fear, and resentmentfor the rest of their lives. Needless to say, if their dotors originally blamed the reations on thepatient's psyhiatri problems, the patient an feel enormously betrayed. Often the attaks an beaborted with proper medial intervention, but they an go on endlessly if untreated or if they developinto an irreversible tardive dystonia (hapter 4).Silver et al. (1994) [1180℄ undersored the devastating impat of these disorders:\The most ommon feature of this syndrome inludes unontrollable tightening of the faeand nek, and spasm and distortions of the patient's head and/or bak (i.e., opisthotonos).If the extraoular museles are involved, an oulogyri risis may our, wherein the eyes areelevated and `loked' in this position. Laryngeal involvement [spasm℄ may lead to respiratoryand ventilatory diÆulties. These reations are often terrifying to the patient who has no priorexperiene with these problems or knowledge of this side e�et. When a patient with psyhosisexperienes a dystoni reation, the fragile trust developed between psyhiatrist and patientmay be irrevoably damaged" (pp. 909-910 [1180℄).42



Too often, these reations are mistakenly diagnosed as mental illness. Simpson (1977) [1183℄observed, \Aute dystoni reations are of sudden onset and onsist of bizarre musular spasms thathave been misdiagnosed as tetany or hysteria (partiularly beause emotional reations an ontributeto their preipitation and beause patients an oasionally be talked out of them)." Atually, I havenever seen a psyhologial reation ontribute to the \preipitation" or start of a dystoni reation;but psyhologial stress ommonly brings out or worsens a preexisting, mediation-indue dystonia.Stress will worsen almost any neurologial disorder.Consistent with psyhiatri denial of adverse drug e�ets, psyhiatrists often fail to diagnosedystonia. In a survey of 1,114 dystonia patients, only 1% of the 279 who saw a psyhiatrist wereorretly diagnose (\Survey Shows," 1992 [1229℄). Neurologists did onsiderably better, orretdiagnosing 44% of the patients who ame to them.3.3 Despair in Neurolepti-Indued ParkinsonismParkinson's disease tends to develop spontaneously in the middle and later years of life. Its symptomsinlude a masklike or rigid fae; a tremor of the extremities at rest; intermittent rigidity or spasms ofthe limbs, and a og-wheeling, ratheting of the arms when passively moved; a shu�ing, stooped gait;and overall retardation of musular or motor ativities. In its initial or more subtle forms, the diseasemay be manifested a slowness of motion, or motor retardation, alled bradykinesia. In extreme form,akinesia, it grossly impairs all ativity. Feelings of depression, lobotomy-like disinterest, and somedegree of dementia frequently aompany it.All drugs that blok dopamine - inluding nearly all of the old and newer neuroleptis { ommonlyprodue a reversible parkinsonian syndrome. They an also ause separate aspets of the syndrome,suh bradykinesia. Van Putten (1974) [1282℄ desribed the following reation:\After seven days she omplained of unbearable `fatigue' . . . `I have slowed down. I talk slowerand move slower (objetively this was apparent only after she alled our attention to it). Ifeellike an old lady. I get tired from walking around the blok. I feel disouraged about thefuture. I have no enthusiasm. I an't type nearly as fast at my job (lerk typist) . . . I want myown personality bak.' " (ellipses original)Drug-indued parkinsonism is sometimes onfused with a mere disorder like depression or shizophre-nia. Davis et al. (1975) [335℄ warned to psyhiatrists should \be aware that patients who appear ap-atheti, laking in spontaneity, relatively unable to partiipate in soial ativities, lifeless, zombielike,or drowsy may have subtle extrapyramidal side e�ets". As Lavin et al. (1992) [816℄ on�rmed, whenliniians mistakenly attribute these symptoms to the patient's mental disorder, they either inreasethe dose of neurolepti or add an antidepressant or stimulant to the regimen, further impairing thepatient's overall ondition.Similarly, The Amerian Psyhiatri Publishing Textbook of Clinial Psyhiatry (Marangell et al.,2003) [870℄ pointed out:\Akinesia is de�ned as a behavioral state of diminished spontaneity haraterized by dereasedgestures, unspontaneous speeh, apathy and diÆulty with initiating usual ativities. Akinesiamay appear after several weeks of therapy and often is an element of the Parkinsonism syn-drome. This drug-indued syndrome may be mistaken for depression or for negative symptomsof shizophrenia."Obviously, the overriding e�et of these drugs is a lobotomy-like rushing of will and spirit,resulting in profound spellbinding. When previously exited, voal, or disorderly patients beome43



subdued by akinesia, it is almost always onsidered a positive \therapeuti" e�et. The adverse e�etsare so spellbinding that many patients are redued to a zombie, like ondition without omplainingand without seeming to pereive the severity of their loss of funtion and will. Mental hospitals areliterally �lled with patients in one degree or another of this deplorable ondition.Typially, the parkinsonism remains for the duration of the drug therapy and takes days, weeks,or even months to lear after disontinuation of the drug. Klawans (as ited in Goetz et al., 1980)[533℄ attributed the delayed learing to the persistene of the drug in the patient's body. Althoughsome mediations an ameliorate the intensity of the symptoms, the e�et is usually partial, theunderlying abnormal neurologial ondition remains, and additional adverse drug e�ets frequentlyour.Van Putten and May (1978) [1286℄ found bradykinesia (slow movements) and akinesia, aspetsof parkinsonism, in 47% of their patients treated with relatively moderate doses of neurolepti orantipsyhoti drugs. Inluding relatively mild ases, Korzyn and Goldberg (1976) [781℄ found parkin-sonism in 61% of 66 patients reeiving a variety of neuroleptis. Klawans (as ited in Goetz et al.,1980 [533℄) noted that rates of a�ition vary in the literature from 5% to 60% of all patients treatedand o�ered his own �gure of 10% to 15% for \lear parkinsonian features". Klawans also notedthat some drugs produe parkinsonism more readily than others and that one of the most frequentlyused, haloperidol (Haldol), may produe parkinsonism in more than 90% of patients when sensitivedetetion methods are used.I have ommuniated with neurologists who �nd that neurolepti indued parkinsonism doessometimes beome permanent. This is onsistent with the lessons of lethargi enephalitis, a viralepidemi from the early twentieth entury in whih patients developed irreversible parkinsonism fromdamage to the same regions of the brain that are damaged by the neuroleptis (see hapters 4 and 5).While some onern about permanent drug-indued parkinsonism was voied in the �rst few deadesof neurolepti use (Crane, 1977 [317℄; Hall et al., 1956 [591℄; Hornykiewiz 1967 [631℄; Klawans,as ited in Goetz et al., 1980 [533℄; Korzyn et al., 1976 [781℄; Merritt, 1979 [924℄; Simpson, 1977[1183℄), little has been expressed in reent times.3.3.1 Parkinsonism as an Aspet of Brain-Disabling TherapyBefore the profession beame so onsious of improving its publi and professional image, many psy-hiatrists onneted the parkinsonism syndrome to the therapeuti e�et of neuroleptis (desribedin Davis et al. 1975 [335℄; Paulson, 1959 [1023℄). Cole (1960) [301℄ said that in some ases, the useo drug-indued parkinsonism to ontrol the patient was the equivalent of using toxiity as therapy.Cole went so far as to use the phrase pharmaologi straitjaket to desribe the drug e�et.3.4 Anguish in AkathisiaAkathisia is a drug-indued reation haraterized by ompelling feeling of restlessness, tension, oranxiety that drive a person to move his or her body (Jeste et al., 1986 [687℄; Weiner et al., 1983[1329℄). People with akathisia �nd it diÆult to sit or to keep their feet still. Some will walk inplae, pae frantially, or searh out ativities that keep them on the move. I have evaluated patientswith permanent akathisia (tardive akathisia; see hapter 4) who for their entire lives, are trapped inperpetual su�ering. The neurologial distress produed by this drug-indued ondition an beomeso extrem that even the most spellbound, relatively indi�erent patient will feel tortured.Patients su�ering from akathisia often use eletrial metaphors or desriptions suh as \eletriitygoing through my veins" or \shoks in my head". Words like exruiating, torture, and indesribableare ommonly used. Patients often say that they would rather die than live with akathisia, and the44



disorder an ause suiidality. Unlike patients su�ering from anxiety, these individuals seem to bedesribing physial phenomena as if they are being tortured from the inside out.Dotors are frequently relutant to aknowledge the disorder as akathisia if the patient is notfrantially moving about. A report titled \Using Antipsyhotis" (1989) [1278℄ summarized thelinial observations of several experts and onluded,\While it is ommonly believed that akathisia is haraterized by obvious signs of motor rest-lessness, it should be noted that behavioral symptoms may be limited to expressions of anxiety,impatiene, and hostility. Too often, this manifestation is misdiagnosed as reurrene of psy-hoti symptomatology." (p. 2)That akathisia an our in the absene of external bodily movements is linially and legallyimportant. Clinially, if mediated patients report a sense of inner pain or agitation that feelsdi�erent to them than anxiety, and if the desriptions have bizarre qualities often assoiated withakathisia, alert physiians should onsider a diagnose of akathisia. This an lead to a redution ortermination of the mediation and/or the presription of drugs to ameliorate the symptoms.In the legal arena, patients who ommit violene may be able to use akathisia as an exulpatory ormitigating fator. In ases of suiide and violene, produt liability suits may be brought against drugmanufaturers who fail to warn that their produts ause akathisia and that akathisia is assoiatedwith potentially disastrous onsequenes. The existene of akathisia in the absene of externalmovements an be a ritial diagnosti issue.The Amerian Psyhiatri Assoiation's (2000) Diagnasti and Statistial Manual of Mental Dis-orders (DSM-IV-TR) [44℄, as well as the earlier 1994 edition [43℄, desribe akathisia as a movementdisorder aused by both the antipsyhoti drugs and the SSRI antidepressants. Although a doumentwritten by prodrug experts, the DSM-IV-TR ites very high rates for akathisia: \The reported preva-lene of akathisia among individuals reeiving neurolepti mediation has varied widely (20%-70%)."Sahdev and Kruk (1994) [1116℄ evaluated 100 patients admitted to two inpatient psyhiatri unitsin teahing hospitals aÆliated with the University of New South Wales in Australia. Mild akathisiadeveloped in 41% of patients and moderate-to-severe akathisia in 21%. They ited studies indiatingrates as high as 90% with high-poteny neuroleptis suh as Haldol and Prolixin.Although estimates vary widely for the rates of neurolepti-indued akathisia, even the lowerestimates pose an astronomial risk to patients. Psyhiatry and mediine have paid far too little at-tention to the su�ering inited on patients by neurolepti-indued, and also antidepressant indued,akathisia.The DSM-IV-TR observes that atypial antipsyhoti drugs are less likely to ause akathisia thanthe new atypial drugs but that it does our. In my experiene, so-alled atypials like Risperdaland Zyprexa are equally likely to ause akathisia when given in doses equivalent to those used forthe older drugs.A single ase report (Byerly et al., 1995) [247℄ indiated that risperidone an produe severeakathisia, desribed as behavioral stimulation with anxiety and agitation. In a study of lozapine,2 of 29 patients develop akathisia, one mild and the other moderate in intensity (Chengappa et al.1994 [275℄).The onsequenes of akathisia an be devastating in terms individual su�ering and the poten-tial for violene and suiide. Under \Assoiated Features and Disorders," the DSM-IV-TR warnsthat \the subjetive distress result from akathisia is signi�ant. . . . Akathisia may be assoiatedwith dysphoria, irritability, aggression, or suiide attempts. Worsening of psyhoti symptoms orbehavioral dysontrol may lead to an inrease of neurolepti mediation". It is worth reemphasizingthat akathisia an ause dysphoria, irritability, aggression, or suiide attempts as well as psyhoti45



symptoms and behavioral dysontrol - a presription for suiide, violene, and mental deterioration.The same important observations were made in the 1994 edition of the DSM-IV [43℄.Akathisia an ause extreme iatrogeni helplessness and denial and, ultimately, a dangerous degreeof mediation spellbinding.Van Putten et al. (1974) [1282℄ found that 35% of their patients deompensated after one injetionof intramusular uphenazine, usually as a result of akathisia. In a striking illustration of mediationspellbinding, often even the patient wanted to blame the problem on his or her mental ondition:\The drug-indued regressions resemble the original psyhoses so preisely, that at the be-ginning of the study the treatment team (inluding the ward diretor) always explained thedeompensation in plausible dynami terms. Often, the patient himself agreed with the dy-nami formulation. . . . Thought proesses again beame fragmented, and several omplainedof abjet terror, the likes of whih they had never experiened. . . . Statements suh as `It's ahorrible feeling, I an't desribe it' or `If this feeling ontinues, I'd rather be dead' were notunusual."These anguished responses were rapid in onset. Van Putten et al. (1980) [1287℄ also desribedfrequent severe dysphori reations to single doses of hlorpromazine and thiothixene.Van Putten (1975b) [1284℄ found an extraordinarily high rate of akathisia, 45%, on dose examina-tion of a ward population. He desribed the distress in graphi terms, while demonstrating onernfor the patients' su�ering. He onluded,\Sine many of life's ativities require sitting, a sustained akathisia is a severe hardship. Thesubtler akathisias often go unreognized by the physiian - but not by the patient! Even amild akathisia an prelude sitting through the dinner hour, a movie, a therapy session, or asedentary job."Akathisia an literally drive a person razy. Barnes (1992) [101℄ pointed to 11 studies indiatingthat akathisia an indue psyhosis. He ited literature on�rming that it an ause aggression andviolene or suiide (see also Breggin et al., 1994a [219℄, for disussion of akathisia and suiide).Van Putten and Marder (1987) [1285℄ reviewed the literature and onluded that akathisia \in theextreme ase, an drive people to suiide or to homiide". Too often, dotors are likely to mistakethe akathisia for the patient's mental disorder and inrease the mediation, reating a viious yle.Mayerho� and Lieberman (1992) [894℄ observed,\One of the more troublesome side e�ets of the neuroleptis ited by many authors is a syn-drome involving restlessness, exitement and aggressive behavior that may or may not be dueto akathisia. . . . There is some evidene to suggest that violent behavior may be more frequenton moderately high-dose haloperidol than on moderate doses of low poteny neuroleptis."Haloperidol (Haldol) is among the most frequently used drugs in emergeny attempts to ontrolaggressive and violent behavior. One again, we onfront the tragi irony of treating patients withdrugs that an worsen their ondition. Haldol is also used to ontrol behavior in intensive are unitswhen postsurgery patients beome delirious, exposing these vulnerable individuals to onsiderableadditional risk and often exaerbating their disruptive behavior.As already noted in regard to dystonia, drug-indued neurologial abnormalities are often subjetto some degree of self-ontrol. They an sometimes be partially relieved by sedatives and may worsenin reation to emotional stress. Sahdev and Kruk (1994) [1116℄ found that the movements in mostpatients would lessen when they were distrated by something.46



3.5 Neurolepti-Indued Depression and SuiidalityIn Psyhiatri Drugs: Hazards to the Brain (Breggin, 1983b [181℄), I reviewed and evaluated earlierstudies at some length to doument the frequeny with whih neuroleptis an ause dysphori andpsyhoti responses, inluding shizophreni-like reations and depression, with or without aom-panying akathisia (e.g., DiMasio, 1970 [363℄; Marsden et al., 1977 [880℄; Rifkin et al., 1975 [1088℄;Singh, 1976 [1185℄; Van Putten et al., 1978 [1286℄). The studies typially involved drugs that are stillommonly in use, inluding Haldol. Clozapine has been reported to ause toxi delirium, espeiallyin the elderly (Pitner et al., 1995 [1037℄).Van Putten and May (1978) [1286℄ found that 47% of their patients developed akinesia andthat most of these beame depressed. Con�rming the brain-disabling priniple, as these patientsbeame depressed, they were rated as improved in their shizophrenia, probably beause they beamerelatively inative, retarded, withdrawn, and even mute.Depression is an espeially serious reation to neurolepti treatment (Aubree et al., 1980 [72℄;Quitkin et al., 1975 [1065℄; Van Putten et al., 1978 [1286℄). Simonson (1964) [1182℄ desribed howhis mother beame despairing and hopeless after one small dose of Compazine for nausea. Ayd(1975) [79℄ dislosed, \There is now general agreement that mild to severe depressions that may leadto suiide may happen during treatment with any depot [longating intramusular℄ neurolepti, justas they may our during treatment with any oral neurolepti."Small and Kellams (1974) [1189℄ noted reports of patients beoming suiidal as a result of treat-ment with the long-ating injetable form of Prolixin. Others have on�rmed that suiide an resultfrom neurolepti-indued depression (Alaron et al., 1969 [21℄; Hogan et al., 1983 [625℄).Neurolepti-indued depression was reognized as a problem by Mayerho� and Lieberman (1992)[894℄, who pointed out that reported inidene rates of neurolepti-indued so-alled akineti depres-sion reah as high as 50%, with an average of 25%. Frequeny probably inreases with the long-atingintramusular neuroleptis.Emerih and Sanberg (1991) [406℄ wrote an editorial in Biologial Psyhiatry that examined dys-phori reations to neuroleptis. They desribed an array of anguished reations, inluding dysphoria,anxiety, agitation, and pani. Two volunteer normals experiened severe anxiety as well as loss ofwillpower. They desribed a study in whih relatively small doses of Haldol, 2.5 mg/day, produed\mood swings, rying, sadness, depression and despondene" as well as \lak of motivation". Furtherlowering of the dose redued the reations. They summarized, \Agitation, anxiety attaks, paniattaks, work avoidane, shool phobia, separation anxiety and delusions are all antipsyhoti sidee�ets that have been reported following neurolepti treatment."3.6 Risks Assoiated with Atypial Antipsyhoti DrugsAs previously noted in hapter 2, the NIMH CATIE study summed up, \There were no statisti-ally signi�ant di�erenes between the rates of extrapyramidal side e�ets, movement disorders, orakathisia" (Nasrallah, 2007, p. 9 [969℄). Similarly, it is worth repeating that Lieberman et al. (2005a)[842℄ stated, \The proportion of patients with extrapyramidal symptoms did not di�er signi�antlyamong those who reeived �rst generation and seond-generation drugs in our study."Although relatively little has thus far been written about it, the newer neuroleptis an also auseakinesia, depression, psyhosis, and suiidality. Aripiprazole (Abilify) has already been reported toause or worsen psyhosis (Grover et al., 2006 [570℄; Raja, 2007 [1067℄). I have seen several ases inwhih olanzapine (Zyprexa) has aused zombielike behavior and profound depression. As hapter 2also doumented, all of the newer neuroleptis, inluding Risperdal, Geodon, and Seroquel, suppress47



dopaminergi funtion (dopamine D2), the most probable neurohemial ause of these linial states(Wu et al., 2007 [1365℄).Any di�erene between the older and the newer antipsyhoti drugs in regard to bloking dopamineand ausing adverse neurologial e�ets is at best a matter of degree. Seeman (2002) [1151℄, forexample, argued that \the newer, atypial antipsyhotis . . . all bind more loosely" to dopaminethan the older neuroleptis. Aording to this theory, they oupy their blokading position for abriefer period of time, thereby produing fewer adverse e�ets, suh as EPS. Weiden (2007b) [1320℄noted that \in theory" it might be possible to treat patients with the newer atypials without ausingas many EPS e�ets. But he onluded, \In pratie, however, EPS remain a signi�ant problem evenin the era of atypial or seond generation antipsyhotis. . . . Beause all of the post-lozapine SGAs[seond-generation antipsyhotis℄ still a�et the dopamine D2 reeptor, it may be more aurateto say these mediations have lower EPS liabilities" than the earlier antipsyhotis (p. 13) [1320℄.However, this therapeuti hope assumes that the newer drugs are not being given in larger loses toahieve the same e�et as the older drugs, thereby produing the same adverse e�ets. Chapter 4 willexamine evidene indiating that neurolepti-indued psyhoses an beome permanent in the formof tardive psyhosis and tardive dementia, leading to a tragi situation in whih worsening symptomsrequire greater doses of the o�ending mediation.3.7 The Issue of CoerionNone of the studies reviewed in this hapter onsidered whether the patients wanted to be in treatmentor whether they were being oered. None mentioned whether the patients were legally voluntary orinvoluntary, let alone whether ostensibly voluntary patients were undergoing treatment under duress,as frequently happens. The absene of suh onsiderations is partiularly startling in studies in whihdrug resistane and painful adverse drug reations are the issues under investigation. Psyhiatriststoo often seem to believe that resistane is wholly a matter of mental illness so that it does not matterif the patient resents being foribly subjeted to hospitalization, mediation, or even eletroshok.Nor do these studies take into aount the reality that patients warn eah other against omplainingabout treatment on the grounds that omplaints lead to inreased doses of drugs or other punishingresults.Publishing more than four deades ago, my 1964 study \Coerion of Voluntary Patients in an OpenHospital" [172℄ remains the only peer-reviewed sienti� artile that systematially investigated thevarious threats and outright forms of oerion used to ontrol mental patients, inluding drugs,eletroshok, and ommitment.In onlusion, the neuroleptis ause an enormous amount of physial and emotional su�ering,inluding anguish and psyhosis. Frequently, the drugs produe a feeling of deadness and depression,and they an ause suiide. Often the su�ering is assoiated with extrapyramidal reations suh asparkinsonism, dystonia, and akathisia. The result in most ases is a profound state of iatrogenihelplessness and denial. The patient is emotionally devastated without realizing what has happened.Many times, the patients beome spellbound, failing to reognize their degree of impairment, failingto attribute their mental ollapse to the drug, sometimes believing that they are doing better whenthey are in fat worse, and, on oasion, espeially when driven by akathisia, ommitting ompulsivesuiide or violene.Unfortunately, some of these painful and mentally disabling neurologial reations, inluding dys-tonia and akathisia, an also be aused by the newer antidepressants suh as Paxil, Proza, Zoloft,and Celexa. These distressing adverse drug reations sometimes ontribute to or ause violent andsuiidal behavior (hapters 6 and 7). 48



Chapter 4Severe and Potentially IrreversibleNeurologial Syndromes (TardiveDyskinesia and Neurolepti MalignantSyndrome) Caused by Neuroleptis
This hapter fouses on two well-known neurologial disorders aused by the neuroleptis - tardivedyskinesia (TD) and neurolepti malignant syndrome (NMS) - with emphasis on their frequenyand their destrutive impat on the physial and emotional life of the individual. It also disussesneurolepti withdrawal syndrome. The next hapter will explore irreversible damage to the brainthat primarily a�ets mental funtioning, inluding tardive psyhosis and tardive dementia. How-ever, as produts of neurolepti neurotoxiity, all these drug-indued abnormalities are linially andneurologially interrelated. Chapter 5 will examine the neurotoxi e�ets of these mediations thatause or ontribute to these adverse drug e�ets.The so-alled linial e�et of neuroleptis, their hemial lobotomizing impat, is primarily ausedby the blokade of dopaminergi nerves, espeially the D2 reeptors, in the ventral striatum, withtheir onnetions to the limbi system and frontal lobes (hapters 1 and 2). However, blokade of thesame D2 reeptors in the dorsal striatum is the probable ause of extrapyramidal reations, inludingTD (Ethier et al., 2004 [411℄; Seeman, 1995 [1150℄). Hene, as desribed in hapter 1, the so-alledtherapeuti e�et is inextriably entwined with some of the worst adverse e�ets.4.1 Tardive Dyskinesia (TD)4.1.1 Clinial Manifestations of TDTD often begins with unontrolled movements of the fae, inluding the eyes (blinking or ble-pharospasm), tongue, lips, mouth, and heeks, but it an start with almost any group of musles.The most ommon early sign is a quivering or urling of the tongue. Tongue protrusions and hewingmovements are also ommon and an beome serious enough to harm teeth and impair hewing andswallowing. The hands and feet, arms and legs, nek, bak, and torso an be involved.The movements displayed are highly variable and inlude rapid jerking movements (horea) orslower twisting movements (athetosis), tis, spasms, and tremors. The person's gait an be badlyimpaired. More subtle funtions an be a�eted and are easily overlooked: respiration (involvingthe diaphragm), swallowing (involving the pharyngeal and esophageal musulature as well as thetongue), the gag reex, and speeh (Yassa et al., 1985 [1371℄).49



The movements usually disappear during sleep, although I have seen exeptions. They sometimesan be partially suppressed by willpower, frequently are made worse by anxiety or tiredness, and anvary from time to time (see subsequent disussions).Many ases of TD appear to be relatively mild, often limited to movements of the tongue, mouth,jaw, fae, or eyelids. Nonetheless, they are frequently dis�guring and often embarrassing. Patientshave been known to ommit suiide (Yassa et al., 1985 [1371℄).The abnormal movements an some times beome totally disabling. Turner (1971) [1270℄ desribedpatients who annot eat and must have their teeth removed to failitate the entry of food into theirmouths. He also desribed patients who annot keep shoes on their feet beause they wear themout while sitting with the onstant foot-shu�ing ativity. I have evaluated a number of ases inwhih the TD was wholly disabling, inluding massive distortions of the position of the nek or body,roking and swaying, shoulder shrugging, and rotary or thrusting movements of the pelvis as well asdisturbanes of respiration, suh as periodi rapid breathing, irregular breathing, and grunting.Ironially, the disease makes the patient look very razy beause of the seemingly bizarre faialand bodily movements. Tragially, this has often led to patients being treated more vigorously withneuroleptis, ultimately worsening their TD.As in other neurologial disorders, the patient may attempt to hide the disorder by adding vol-untary movements to the involuntary ones to disguise them. For example, to over up a tendenyto move the arms ontinually, the patient may make grooming movements around the fae and hair.This an make it seem as if the individual su�ers from a psyhologial ompulsion instead of a neu-rologial disorder. Or the patient may lasp his or her arms together to ontrol the movements,making it seem as if he or she is trying to psyhologially hold onto himself.4.1.2 TD RatesAs the following setion will doument, rates for TD among patients treated with antipsyhoti drugsare astronomial. Otherwise healthy adults develop TD at the umulative rate of 3% to 8% per yearof exposure to neuroleptis. The elderly (over age 55) develop TD at a umulative rate that anexeed 20% per year of drug exposure. Children are at high risk as well.In 1980 the APA produed a detailed analysis of the iatrogeni disease in its Task Fore Report:Tardive Dyskinesia. The task fore made it lear that TD is a serious, usually irreversible, largelyuntreatable, and highly prevalent disease resulting from therapy with neuroleptis. The task foreestimated the prevalene rate for TD in routine treatment (several months to 2 years) as at least10% to 20% for more than minimal disease. For long-term exposure to neuroleptis, the rate was atleast 40% for more than minimal disease.Even after the publiation of the 1980 task fore report and a mountain of on�rmatory evidene,some biologially oriented psyhiatrists, suh as Nany Andreasen (1984) [48℄, in The Broken Brain:The Biologial Revolution in Psyhiatry, ontinued to misinform the publi that TD is \infrequent"(p. 210) and ours in \a few patients" (p. 211).A more reent APA (1992) [41℄ task fore report ited a rate of 5% per year, umulative overthe �rst several years of treatment. Jeste and Caligiuri (1993) [683℄ estimated the annual inidenerate among young adults at 4% to 5%. Aording to these two estimates, 12% to 15% of patientswill develop TD within the �rst 3 years of exposure to antipsyhoti drugs. In reality, the rates areprobably even higher.In a prospetive projet emanating from Yale, Glazer et al. (1993) [526℄ reported a long-termevaluation of 362 outpatient psyhiatri patients who were free of TD at baseline and who were beingmaintained on neuroleptis. For patients who are starting neuroleptis, aording to projetions from50



their data, the risk of TD will be 31.8% after 5 years of exposure - a rate of slightly over 6% peryear. The risk is 49.4% after 10 years, 56.7% after 15 years, 64.7% after 20 years, and 68.4% after25 years.Chouinard et al. (1986) [279℄ followed a group of 136 persons who had already been reeivingneuroleptis but had not yet manifested TD. Over 5 years, 35% - a rate of 7% per year - developedthe disorder.The Amerian Psyhiatri Assoiation is a onservative organization that tends to be self-protetiveof psyhiatri treatments. Nonetheless, the two most reent editions of the APAs Diagnosti andStatistial Manual of Mental Disorders (1994 [43℄, 2000 [44℄) �nd a prevalene of 20% to 30% for TDin long-term patients (meaning a few years or more). The estimated rate for \younger individuals"is 3% to 5% per year.Overall, in relatively young and healthy patients, the umulative risk of ontrating TD whenexposed to neuroleptis ranges from 4% to 7% per year during the �rst several years of treatment.Approximately one third of the patients will develop this largely irreversible disorder within the �rst5 years of treatment. This represents an astronomial risk for patients and should beome part of theawareness of all mental health professionals, their patients, and their patients' families. Furthermore,we shall �nd that TD brings with it the additional risk of irreversible ognitive dysfuntion anddementia (hapter 5).There is evidene that rates for TD inreased in the 1990s. It may have been aused by thetendeny to use drugs with seemingly more toxi e�ets on the extrapyramidal system suh asHaldol and Prolixin (see, Jeste et al., 1981 [688℄). These drugs also ome in long-ating intramusularpreparations that do not permit patients to independently lower their own dosages by taking fewerpills than presribed. The development of long-ating forms of newer neuroleptis, suh as Zyprexa,is likely to ontinue this trend.It is unusual for TD to develop in less than 3-6 months of treatment. However, as Tepper andHaas (1979) [1252℄ and others (e.g., Hollister, 1976 [627℄) noted, TD an develop even in low-dose,short-term treatment. DeVeaugh-Geiss (1979) [357℄ saw ases develop in a matter of weeks. I haveevaluated several ases of TD that developed at around 3 months of treatment. One patient developedTD after 1 month of reent exposure, with a history of 2 months' prior exposure several years earlier.I have also seen ases develop after a few doses of Compazine or Reglan for the ontrol of nausea,for example, 3-5 doses given over a several month period. In the elderly, many ases may developwithin a few weeks (see subsequent disussions).4.1.3 Atypial Neuroleptis Cause TD in AdultsAll the neuroleptis (see the appendix) an ause TD, inluding the atypial neuroleptis suh aslozapine (Weller et al., 1993 [1332℄), olanzapine (Herran, 1999 [620℄), and risperidone (Addington etal., 1995 [15℄; Buzan, 1996 [244℄; Kumar et al., 2000 [795℄; Kwon, 2004 [796℄). Aripiprazole (Abilify)has been onsidered one of the safer atypials, but there are already reports of tardive dyskinesia(Maytal et al., 2006 [897℄; Oommen et al., 2006 [1008℄). Given that the atypials, with the exeptionof lozapine, are all potent dopamine (D2) blokers (hapters 2 and 3), it is irrational to antiipatethat they willprodue a signi�antly lesser amount of TD when given at equivalent doses to the olderneuroleptis.As already noted, in the linial antipsyhoti trials of intervention e�etiveness among adultsexposed to older neuroleptis and several atypials (Nasrallah, 2007 [969℄), no di�erene was foundbetween the older antipsyhoti drugs and the newer ones in regard to produing extrapyramidale�ets, movement disorders, or akathisia.One variant of TD alled rabbit syndrome is haraterized by �ne, rapid, rhythmi movements51



along the vertial axis of the mouth. A reent review found 11 ases assoiated with atypials, mostlyrisperidone (Dell'Osso et al., 2007 [345℄). All of the FDA-approved atypial neurolepti labels arrythe same lass warning as the older neuroleptis.A key study in misleading the medial profession was published by the Amerian Journal ofPsyhiatry in 1997, omparing TD rates on olanzapine and on haloperidol. It seemed lost on psy-hiatrists that the �rst two authors, Gary Tollefson and Charles Beasley, were longtime employeesof Eli Lilly, the manufaturer of olanzapine, and well known for stepping into the fray in defense ofthe ompany's produts, going all the way bak to early days of the Proza ontroversies (Bregginet al., 1994a [219℄). The study purported to show that olanzazpine had a lower rate of TD over aseveral-month period. But three fators were noteworthy. At the last visit, 2.3% of the olanzapinepatients displayed treatment-emergent TD. But the average exposure time was less than a year. Ifthe atual annual rate of TD on olanzapine were alulated, it would be approximately 3%, whih iswithin the range of rates for lassi neuroleptis (3% to 8%).Furthermore, at the times they were being evaluated, the patients ontinued to take the olanzapine,whih, like all neuroleptis, suppresses the appearane of TD symptoms while at the same timeausing or worsening the underlying disorder (see subsequent setion). Therefore, the only way todetermine an aurate rate of TD is to withdraw the patients from the o�ending drug before the�nal evaluation. In this study, the atual rate of TD would have been muh higher than 3% per yearif the patients had been withdrawn from the olanzapine before the �nal TD evaluation.Finally, the dose of olanzapine was relatively low ompared to haloperidol, an old trik for makingone drug look safer than another. The reommended starting dose of olanzapine is 5-10 mg with theaim of ahieving 10 mg within several days. The reommended starting dose of haloperidol is 1-6mg/day (Drug Fats and Comparisons, 2007 [379℄). The patients were given up to 20 mg of eitherdrug as if they were of omparable strength milligram for milligram.The average physiian does not have the time or inlination to analyze a study in the depthwith whih I have evaluated the Tollefson et al. report [1258℄. Often physiians will not notie orgrasp that the main authors are drug ompany employees ogging their produt under the guise ofpublishing a sienti� study. Physiians are not likely to know that these partiular authors speializein �xing potential promotional problems as they surfae among professionals or with the publi. Asa result, this study onvined many physiians that Zyprexa is safer than it is.As of May 2006, two of the more knowledgeable TD experts, Daniel Tarsy and Ross Baldessarini[1239℄, onluded that the risk of TD with atypials had not been learly established to be less thanthat with the lassi neuroleptis and that patients should be treated with atypials with the usualaution onerning neurolepti treatment.4.1.4 Atypial Neuroleptis Cause TD in ChildrenIn 1983, while writing the earliest edition of this book, I beame one of the �rst to onlude andto emphasize that TD is a major risk in hildren. While too many psyhiatrists have ontinued tominimize the risk to hildren, awareness has grown. In the 2003 edition of The Amerian PsyhiatriPublishing Textbook of Clinial Psyhiatry, now in the era of the atypial antipsyhotis, Cozza etal. [315℄ explained,\Tardive or withdrawal dyskinesias, some transient but others irreversible, seen in 8%-51% ofantipsyhoti-treated hildren and adolesents, mandate aution regarding asual use of thesedrugs. Tardive dyskinesia has been doumented in hildren and adolesents after as brief a pe-riod of treatment as 5 months and may appear even during periods of onstant mediation dose.Cases of tardive dyskinesia have been reported in youths treated with risperidone, indiatingthat atypial antipsyhotis may also ause this serious adverse reation." (p. 1422) [315℄52



To further examine the risk of atypial neuroleptis ausing TD in hildren, Wonodi and a teamfrom the Maryland Psyhiatri Researh Center (2007) [1363℄ followed up 118 hildren who had beentaking neuroleptis, mostly atypials, for at least 6 months. As a sign of the irrational overpresrip-tion of these drugs, only 19% of the hildren on antipsyhoti drugs had ever displayed psyhotisymptoms.Eleven (9%) of the hildren developed TD, ompared to 0% in a mathed ontrol group (p = .003).The TD rate was partiularly high among Afrian Amerian hildren (15%). Given the relativelyshort period of exposure, these rates are astronomially high and should disourage any attempts togive neuroleptis, atypial or not, to hildren.4.1.5 History of TDWithin a few years after the development of the �rst neurolepti, it beame obvious that manypatients were not reovering from their drug indued neurologial disorders, even after terminationof the drug treatment. Reports were made in the late 1950s, and Delay and Deniker (1968) [344℄ datetheir awareness of irreversible neurologial syndromes to 1959. By 1968, they were able to providea vivid review of several varieties, inluding buolingual, trunal, and variable horei movements.In 1964, Faurbye et al. (1964) [422℄ named the disorder tardive dyskinesia.As if governed by one mind, psyhiatry as a profession for two deades refused to give any oÆialreognition to this potential tragedy. Then, nearly two deades after hlorpromazine initially oodedthe state mental hospitals of North Ameria, Crane (1973) [316℄ made it a personal rusade to gainthe profession's reognition of the problem. In the same year, the Amerian College of Neuropsy-hopharmaology / Food and Drug Administration Task Fore (1973) [31℄ desribed the syndrome ina speial report. Following 1973, everyone in the profession should have been alerted to the dangersof neurolepti-indued TD, but too many psyhiatrists have ontinued to at as if the risk is tooinonsequential to a�et their treatment deisions.In 1980, the Amerian Psyhiatri Assoiation (APA, 1980b [35℄) published a task fore reporton TD. In 1985, the FDA took the unusual step of setting spei�ally worded requirements for alass warning in assoiation with all neurolepti labeling and advertising (\Neuroleptis," 1985).The FDA's deision to reexamine the labeling for neuroleptis was driven in large part by the 1983publiation of the �rst edition of this book, Psyhiatri Drugs: Hazards to the Brain, and the nationalampaign I onduted to alert the nation and the profession to the dangers of TD, inluding a speialDan Rather report that highlighted my book and my onerns. In a wholly unpreedented move, inthe same year, the APA sent out a warning letter about the dangers of TD to its entire membership(see hapter 13 for further disussion of the FDA's role).4.1.6 Masking the Symptoms of TD with Continued Neurolepti Treat-mentThe symptoms of TD are paradoxially masked or suppressed by the drugs that ause them so thatthe disease symptoms do not fully appear until the patient has been removed from the treatment. Forthis reason, in addition to using the smallest possible dose for the shortest possible time, wheneverpossible, patients should periodially be removed from their neuroleptis, if only for a short period,to determine if they are developing ID. Permanent removal from the neuroleptis is a more diÆultmatter, often requiring many months of gradual withdrawal for the brain to adjust to the drug-freeenvironment. The best approah to neuroleptis, in this author's opinion, is never to use them(hapter 16).Beause the neuroleptis suppress TD symptoms, some physiians have advoated their use for53



the treatment of TD. Harold Klawans [766℄ has disussed the danger of trying to ontrol or treat TDwith the ausative agent. He asserts (in the disussion following Goetz et al., 1980 [533℄), \Treatmentof tardive dyskinesia with neuroleptis themselves is learly treatment with the presumed o�endingagent and should be avoided." He alls it short-sighted to use the neuroleptis in the treatment oftardive dyskinesia and onludes that the therapy \serves to aggravate its pathogenesis". Unhappily,Klawans himself, in the same artile, too readily reommends reserpine as a helpful agent in thetreatment of TD, beause it also has neurolepti e�ets and an ause the disorder.Despite my serious reservations, I have seen ases of TD that were so disabling that the onlyreourse was treatment with a neurolepti. But two points must be borne in mind about these ases.First, in eah instane, the ase beame so severe beause physiians failed to detet the TD when it�rst appeared and ontinued neurolepti treatment long after it should have been terminated. Thishas been true in nearly all the most disabling ases I have examined. Seond, the individuals inquestion were overome with su�ering and rendered wholly unable to funtion by the TD. They andtheir families were warned about the danger of worsening the TD and then made informed deisionsto ontinue the o�ending agent beause the TD was making life unbearable for the patient. Byontrast, most patients who develop severe ases of TD have not been warned about the risk.The antiholinergi drugs typially used to ameliorate the symptoms of drug-indued parkinsonismalso may aggravate the symptoms of TD (Yassa et al., 1992 [1373℄). They inlude benztropine(Cogentin), biperiden (Akineton), and trihexyphenidyl (Artane, Tremin). These agents are knownto worsen similar symptoms in Huntington's horea (Hunter et al., 1968 [641℄; Klawans, 1973 [766℄).At present, the role of these drugs in the development or exaerbation of TD is ontroversial andundetermined, but aution is required in giving them to patients on neuroleptis. These agents areoften used to treat aute extrapyramidal symptoms and may be mistakenly presribed for TD.4.1.7 Extrapyrarnidal Symptoms as Preditors of Future TDThe neuroleptis produe a variety of aute, temporary neurologial disorders referred to as extrapyra-midal symptoms (EPS) in the great majority of patients. As desribed in hapter 3, drug-induedparkinsonism is one of the most ommon, probably ourring to some degree in the vast majority ofpatients exposed to e�etive doses of neuroleptis; akathisia is also very ommon. Dystonia, oftenharaterized by ramping of the musles of the nek and shoulders, is less ommon but an beextremely painful and disabling.These aute EPS reations often resemble TD, and indeed, the dystonias and akathisia an beometardive (persistent) disorders. All of them, inluding parkinsonism, result from neurolepti e�ets onthe dopaminergi neurotransmitter system in the basal ganglia.I have already noted that the atypial neuroleptis an ause EPS and that studies indiating lowerrates have sometimes used lower equivalent doses. A Taiwanese researh team tried to determinethe omparative frequeny of EPS by examining the rates at whih patients taking one or more of14 di�erent neuroleptis were opresribed anti-Parkinson drugs (Yang et al., 2007 [1368℄). Theyfound a tendeny for the anti-Parkinson drugs to be presribed less frequently to patients takingatypials, but there was onsiderable overlap. Quetiapine had the lowest opresribing rate (27%),but risperidone had one of the highest (66.5%). Mellaril was lower (61%) than risperidone, andloxapine was the highest (96%). A onfounding fator, however, is the tendeny for dotors topresribe anti-Parkinson drugs as a prophylaxis and to presribe them more readily if they onsiderthe drug likely to ause EPS.The question naturally arises, Do aute EPS inrease the risk of TD? If aute EPS do preditan inrease in future TD, then the emergene of EPS indiates an inreased need to terminate themediation. These questions have been debated over the years, but reent researh gives the best54



informed answer to date. In 2006 a prospetive follow-up study of 9,298 patients by the EuropeanShizophrenia Outpatient Health Outomes (SOHO) Study found a statistially signi�ant orrela-tion between baseline EPS and later TD. Aording to Tenbak et al. (2006) [1251℄, \about half of thepatients who developed tardive dyskinesia had earlier extrapyramidal symptoms". They onludedthat \drug regimens. . . . that inrease extrapyramidal symptoms are likely to result in inreased riskof tardive dyskinesia. "4.1.8 The Elderly and Other Vulnerable PopulationsMediation adverse e�ets in general are more likely to develop in the elderly (Nolan et al., 1988[993℄). People who are elderly and people su�ering from dementia are at extreme risk for manydi�erent adverse e�ets when exposed to neuroleptis. A reent study of administrative data froma health are insurer in the United States examined 959 ases of patients at least 45 years oldwho had been diagnosed with dementia, who had made a laim for at least one presription drug,and who had been enrolled for 3 years (Kolanowski et al., 2006 [774℄). They found that 29% of thisommunity-dwelling population had been dispensed antipsyhoti treatment, with a disproportionatenumber being female. The atypials were the most ommonly presribed. Even when ontrolled forpolypharmay, age, and sex, the group treated with neuroleptis, either lassi or atypial, hadan inreased risk of adverse events, inluding delirium, depression, hip frature, falls, and synope.Combined with researh showing inreased rates of ardiovasular problems and death as well as themetaboli syndrome, neuroleptis should be ontraindiate in the elderly.The vulnerability of the elderly is nowhere more apparent than in regard to TD. The two mostreent editions of the Diagnosti and Statistial Manual of Mental Disorders (APA, 1994 [43℄, 2000[44℄) provide a onsensus statement that sums up the degree of risk in the elderly, noting \prevalene�gures reported up to 50% and an inidene of 25%-30% after an average of 1 year's umulativeexposure to neurolepti mediation". This is so hard to believe that it is worth paraphrasing: Morethan one-quarter of the elderly will develop TD within the �rst year of exposure!In addition to age, prior brain damage probably inreases the risk of TD (Breggin, 1983b [181℄;Chouinard et al., 1979 [280℄; MKeith et al., 1992 [907℄). Cohen and Cohen (1993) [296℄ found aorrelation between TD and prior organi brain disorder.Yassa et al. (1988) [1372℄ found that 41% of elderly patients developed TD over a period of only24 months and that none fully reovered. None of the non-drug-treated ontrols made up of elderlypatients developed spontaneous dyskinesias during the 2 years. Yassa et al. (1988) [1372℄ found TDin 45% of an outpatient lini population with a mean age of 60. Yassa et al. (1992) [1373℄ found that35.4% of patients developed TD after a mean exposure of 20.7 months. Saltz et al. (1991) [1119℄found that the inidene of TD was 31% following 43 weeks of umulative neurolepti treatmentin the elderly. The inidene was higher among patients who had previous eletroshok treatment.Patients with early signs of parkinsonism developed TD at a faster rate. Of great importane, in thisolder population, the mean umulative time while taking neuroleptis was very brief, a mere 22.7weeks. One patient developed TD at 2 weeks.Jeste et al. (1993) [681℄, in an ongoing prospetive study, found that 26% of middle-aged andelderly patients developed TD after 12 months. Reviewing the literature on neurolepti withdrawal,the authors found \that almost 60 perent of the patients withdrawn from neuroleptis did not relapseover a mean period of 6 months". They onluded, \It seems feasible to disontinue neurolepti med-iation from a selet population of older shizophreni patients, if it is done arefully with adequatemonitoring and follow up". They also experimented with brief 2-week plaebosubstituted withdrawalin their own group of patients, both younger and older patients, and found it relatively benign: Nonerelapsed or required resumption of neuroleptis. They onluded, \Given the heightened risk of TDin older patients, it seems that a trial of neurolepti withdrawal is warranted in this population." I55



would add that the same is true for all ages: Take as many as possible o� these drugs.Jeste et al. (1993) [681℄ emphasized, \The potential seriousness of neurolepti-indued TD war-rants obtaining ompetent, informed onsent to treatment from patients or guardians." They re-ommended that onsent be periodially renewed and ited other soures to on�rm their position.Woerner et al. (1998) [1353℄ studied a group of neurolepti-na��ve patients aged 55 and above,evaluated them at baseline before the start of neuroleptis, and followed up at 3-month intervals.Relatively low doses of onventional neuroleptis were used: \The rates of TD were 25%, 34%, and53% after 1, 2, and 3 years of umulative antipsyhoti treatment." One again, the rates wereastronomially high: \A greater risk of TD was assoiated with history of [eletroonvulsive therapy℄treatment, higher mean daily and umulative antipsyhoti doses, and presene of extrapyramidalsigns early in treatment."Jeste et al. (1999) [684℄ onluded, \The risk of tardive dyskinesia in older outpatients is high,even with relatively short treatment with low doses of onventional neuroleptis."Although there appear to be few, if any, studies of the rates of TD indued by atypial drugs inthe elderly, they, too, will undoubtedly be high. In the meanwhile, the other risks assoiated withatypial drugs in the elderly-inluding ognitive impairment, neurolepti malignant syndrome, EPS,stroke, sudden death, hypertension, diabetes, panreatitis, obesity, and elevated holesterol-provideample reason never to give these drugs to older people. Again, in rational and ethial mediine, theneuroleptis would be ontraindiated-forbidden-in the treatment of the elderly.
4.1.9 Relapse, Exaerbation, and Delayed Onset After TerminationTD typially waxes and wanes, both in the ourse of a day and in the ourse of weeks or months.Espeially in the elderly, both partial remissions and relapses are ommon (Laro et al., 1994 [797℄).As in many neurologial disorders, the manifestations of TD an worsen during stress and anbe somewhat almed with sedation (Jeste et al., 1993 [681℄). In my linial experiene, and ason�rmed by the literature, anxiety, exhaustion, and other general stresses to the mind and bodyan temporarily exaerbate the symptoms, while relaxation, when possible, an temporarily reduethem.With great e�ort, patients an sometimes suppress some of their symptoms for a short time. Asmentioned earlier in the book, they an also integrate their movements into more natural-lookingations, suh as grooming or smiling, to disguise them. One patient with whom I onsulted wouldhide her involuntary faial grimaes by trying to smile. Unfortunately, the e�et was to make herlook even stranger to the asual observer. Neither the fat that TD waxes and wanes, sometimes inresponse to stress, nor the patient's ability to partially suppress it with an exertion of will shouldmislead observers into believing that it is psyhologial or emotional in origin. Too often, the earlysigns of TD are overlooked, denied, or dismissed by physiians on these mistaken grounds.I have, on oasion, seen ases that did not beome apparent until several months or more aftertermination of treatment. Christensen et al. (1970) [286℄ have doumented that a signi�ant perent-age of TD ases may not show up at all until many months or even several years after disontinuationof the treatment. They believe that the symptoms are brought on by the interation between thedamage aused by the drugs and by the aging proess. If this is true, then a tragi reality maydevelop as we observe the evolution of TD in aging populations.56



4.1.10 Reversibility is RareIn the vast majority of ases, TD is irreversible, and there is no e�etive treatment. One reportindiated that among patients with persistent TD, followed for a period of 5 years, 82% showed nooverall signi�ant hange, 11% improved, and 7% beame worse (Bergen et al., 1989 [130℄).Another study followed 49 outpatient TD ases for a mean of 40 weeks (range 1-59 months)after disontinuation of mediation (Glazer et al., 1990 [526℄). Many patients showed notieableimprovement in their movements within the �rst year after stopping neuroleptis, but only 2%showed omplete and persistent reovery. The authors onlude, \A major �nding of this study isthat omplete reversal of TD following neurolepti disontinuation in hronially treated patientswas rare."With the inreasing number of hildren reeiving neuroleptis, in the last few years, I have evalu-ated several dozen ases of TD in youngsters. Atypials like Risperdal and Zyprexa ommonly auseTD in hildren. However, the rate of reovery in my experiene seems better than in regard to adults,and I have seen a few ases ompletely resolve. Nonetheless, TD remains a atastrophi disorder inhildren in terms of its frequeny, its inapaitating and dis�guring e�ets, its assoiated ognitivede�its, and the sheer number of hildren a�ited.
4.1.11 Physiian and Patient Denial of TDPhysiians understandably �nd it painful to fae the damaging e�ets of their treatments. Toooften, it is diÆult for them to onfront the damage done to patients by other physiians as well. Inaddition, physiians may onsiously seek to protet themselves or their olleagues from ritiism ormalpratie lawsuits by failing to aknowledge or to reord obvious symptoms of TD. I have seen manyhospital and outpatient reords in whih obvious, severe ases of TD have gone either unreognized orundoumented, some times by several physiians in suession. For example, the nurse's notes maymake lear that the patient is in onstant motion, yet the dotor's physial examination or progressnotes will give no indiation of the disorder. Even oÆial disharge summaries may fail to reordTD in patients who have been demonstrating the disorder throughout the period of hospital or linitreatment. Even when the TD diagnosis has been made during the hospitalization and an be foundburied inside the hart, the diagnosis may not be put in the disharge summary, even though it isritial for future physiians to be warned about the patient's ondition in order to avoid furtherexposure to neuroleptis. This denial of the obvious is mirrored within the profession itself, whihhas been very remiss in reognizing or emphasizing the seriousness of the problem (for an analysisof this history of denial, see Breggin, 1983b [181℄; Brown et al., 1986 [230℄; Cohen et al., 1990 [295℄;Wolf et al., 1987 [1355℄).Psyhiatrists sometimes ause patients of exaggerating their TD. In reality, most patients tendto deny the existene or severity of their TD. As disussed in detail in hapter 5, patient denial isaused in part by neurolepti-indued lobotomy e�ets and in part by denial assoiated with TDbrain damage. Patient nonreognition of TD symptoms is a reetion of the spellbinding e�ets ofthe drug when being taken and the ontinued spellbinding e�et of the biologial disorder itself.The mutual denial of TD by physiian and patient is an aspet of iatrogeni helplessness anddenial - the use of brain-disabling treatments in psyhiatry to enfore the patient's denial of both hisor her original personal problems as well as the iatrogeni brain dysfuntion and damage (hapter1). 57



4.1.12 The Size of the EpidemiIt is diÆult to determine the total number of TD ases. Van Putten (as ited in Lund, 1989 [858℄)estimated 400,000 - 1,000,000 in the United States. My own earlier estimate is higher, ranging inthe several millions (Breggin, 1983b [181℄). It is no exaggeration to all TD a widespread epidemiand possibly the worst medially indued atastrophe in history.4.2 Tardive DystoniaThere are at least two relatively ommon variants of TD: tardive dystonia and tardive akathisia.Aording to Burke et al. (1982) [239℄, tardive dystonia involves \sustained involuntary twistingmovements, generally slow, whih may a�et the limbs, trunk, nek, or fae" (p. 1335). The faeand nek are by far the most frequently a�eted areas of the body. Severe deformities of the nek(tortiollis) an ause extreme pain and disability. I have seen several ases a�eting the orbitalmusles of the eyes (blepharospasm) to the degree that the individual's vision was impaired, requiringbotulinum (Botox) injetions to paralyze the musles. I have also seen respiratory and abdominalmusles a�eted in a painful and debilitating manner.Tardive dystonia an produe ramplike, painful spasms that temporarily prevent the individualfrom arrying out normal ativities. Sometimes the spasms are so ontinuous that the individual islargely disabled. Damage to the joint and skeleton system, inluding fratures, an our (Burke etal., 1988 [240℄). The pain and musle tension as well as the e�ort to ompensate for the spasms anbe exhausting and demoralizing.The torsions (twisting movements, often involving the nek) an be worsened by ativity suh asattempts to write or walk. Sometimes they an be relieved by partiular movements suh as touhingthe hin to relieve tortiollis or touhing the brow to relieve blepharospasm.As Burke and Kang (1988) [240℄ pointed out, tardive dystonia an be mistakenly dismissed asa manifestation of hysteria or some other psyhologial problem: \In this regard it is importantto realize that dystonia, like many other neurologial disorders, an be inuened transiently bysuggestion, plaebo, or sedation (e.g., during an amobarbital interview) and suh maneuvers annotexlude a true dystonia." Also, like many other neurologial disorders, it an sometimes be partiallyontrolled by extreme exertions of will.Tardive dystonia an make an individual appear unsympatheti or bizarre, espeially to the un-informed observer, who equates the faial grimaes or nek distortions with being razy. As in allthe drug-indued dyskinesias, the individual may try to over up the disorder with additional move-ments that make the disorder seem voluntary and therefore not a produt of mental illness. Theresult an be very onfusing and even distressing to the observer. I have read several medial reordsin whih nurses reorded their omplaints about supposedly rude patients who seemingly stuk outtheir tongues or made faes at them. The patients had undiagnosed TD. The nurses' errors in linialjudgment delayed reognition of the disorder and speedy termination of the ausative drugs.In a 1988 review of tardive dystonia, Burke and Kang [240℄ found 21 reports desribing 131 patients(for reviews, see also Greenberg et al., 1985 [561℄; Kane et al., 1992 [728℄). As already emphasized,beause all the atypial neuroleptis are potent dopamine blokers (exept lozapine), it should havebeen assumed that all of them ould ause TD and tardive dystonia. Case reports on�rm thatrisperidone (Verueil et al., 1999 [1294℄; Narendran et al., 2000 [968℄) and olanzapine (Gunal et al.,2001 [581℄; Dunayevih et al., 1999 [385℄) an ause tardive dystonia.Tardive dystonia is a partiularly painful, disabling, and intratable disease often requiring inje-tions of Botox or even surgial exision of musle to relieve the spasms. In a review of 107 patients byKiriakakis et al. (1998) [762℄, only 14% had a remission over a mean of 5.2 years from onset and 2.658



years after disontinuation of neuroleptis (range 1 month to 9 years). Aording to Kiriakakis et al.(1998) [762℄, \disontinuation of neuroleptis inreased the hanes of remission fourfold". Patientswith 10 years or less exposure to neuroleptis had a 5 times greater hane of remission. Therefore,as in regard to TD in general, it is imperative to limit long-term exposure to neuroleptis and tostop them at the earliest sign of tardive dystonia.Kiriakakis et al. (1988) on�rmed my experiene that nek pain an be a preursor to ervialdystonia. Some patients also experiene \odd somati sensations heralding their tardive dystonia".The most ommon presentations were blepharospasm (with or without oromandibular dystonia) ortortioliis. Less ommon initial symptoms inluded pharyngeal dystonia, ausing dysphagia, andoromandibular dystonia, ausing severe disturbane. Other patients experiened dystonia of thelimbs or trunk. Five had \very bizarre" disturbanes of gait. The dystonia often progressed stepwise,involving additional parts of the body. Thirty perent of the patients also had TD, 22% had akathisia,27% had parkinsonism, and 9% had a prior aute dystoni reation.Kiriakakis et al. (1988) onluded, \Tardive dystonia an develop at any time between 4 daysand 23 years after exposure to [neuroleptis℄ and there is no 'safe' period." It an a�it anyoneindependently of their psyhiatri diagnosis, and patients with shizophrenia have aounted foronly half of reported TD ases. From assorted studies, they estimate the prevalene at 2.8% amongneurolepti-treated patients.In my linial and forensi pratie, I have onsulted with and evaluated many ases of tardivedystonia, mostly involving the fae, nek, and shoulders, but sometimes the torso. I see a dispropor-tionate number of dystonia ases, probably beause they su�er from onsiderable pain and disabilityand are therefore more likely to seek a linial onsultation or to hire me as a medial expert in amalpratie or produt liability ase.In my linial experiene, patients who develop permanent dystonias during neurolepti therapyare sometimes misdiagnosed with idiopathi (of unknown origin) dystonia. The argument is madethat neurolepti indued dystonia is rare ompared to dystonia of unknown origin in the generalpopulation. However, the reverse is true. Friedman et al. (1987) [495℄ found a prevalene rate oftardive dystonia of 1.5% among hronially hospitalized patients, but as they pointed out, the ratein the U.S. population as a whole is a mere 0.000003% (0.3 per 100,000). When a persistent dystoniaappears in assoiation with neurolepti exposure, by 500,000 to 1, the odds are overwhelming in favorof a diagnosis of tardive dystonia, rather than idiopathi dystonia.4.3 Tardive AkathisiaTardive akathisia involves a feeling of inner tension or anxiety that drives the individual into restlessativity, suh as paing (see hapter 3 for details), although on oasion, it an our with little or nodisplay of hyperativity. The �rst report of tardive akathisia that I was able to loate in the literaturewas published by Walter Kruse in 1960 [793℄. He desribed three ases of musular restlessnessthat persisted at least 3 months after disontinuation of treatment with the lassi neuroleptisuphenazine and triupromazine. The \akathisi syndrome . . . onsisted of inability to sit still, paingthe oor all day, jerky movements of arms and shoulders". One again, Delay and Deniker (1968)[344℄ were also among the �rst liniians to notie the disorder. In disussing \syndromes persistingafter essation of mediation," they mentioned \hyperkineti" ones. As early as 1977, Simpson [1183℄more de�nitively made an assoiation between TD and irreversible akathisia. Gualtieri and Sovner(1989) [579℄ reviewed the subjet of tardive akathisia, ited studies with prevalene rates of 13% to18% among neurolepti-treated patients, and alled it \a signi�ant publi health issue".The anguish assoiated with both aute and persistent akathisia should not be minimized. Con-sider Van Putten's (1974) [1282℄ desription of a mild, temporary akathisia or hyperkinesia: \Pa-59



tient feels 'all nerved up,' 'squirmy inside,' 'uptight,' 'nervous,' 'tense,' 'unomfortable,' 'impatient.'. . . Subjetive feeling of ill-being may be aompanied by restless hanges in posture."One reason that so little attention has been given to the mental disruption assoiated with thedyskinesias is the tendeny to blame the mental omponent on preexisting emotional problems at-tributed to the patient. Indeed, it has been ommonplae to blame the obvious motor disturbanes onthe so-alled mental illness, often resulting in inreased treatment, and a worsening of the symptoms,until neurolepti-indued immobility sets in, masking the entire proess.It takes no great imagination to grasp the su�ering of a patient ondemned to even a relativelymild tardive akathisia for a lifetime. I have seen ases of this kind that were previously mistaken forsevere anxiety or agitated depression. Chapter 3 reviewed researh indiating that aute akathisiaan drive a patient into psyhosis and to violene and/or suiide. Considering the millions of patientssubjeted to this torment, the problem takes on epidemi proportions.Tardive akathisia an be subtle. A woman in her mid-60s onsulted me beause of seeminglybizarre feelings that other dotors attributed to her depression and to delusions or halluinations.She had a feeling of \eletriity" going in periodi bursts throughout her body. Although she satquietly in the oÆe, she spoke of feeling �dgety and driven to move about.Her hospital and lini harts dislosed that 2 years earlier, she had been treated for approximately6 months with neuroleptis. The sensation she was desribing had �rst been noted while she wastaking the mediation. I onluded that she probably had tardive akathisia, a subtle ase that didnot fore her to move about. However, beause she did not show external signs of the disorder, otherphysiians were relutant to make the diagnosis. The patient felt \driven to distration" and evento suiide, but after my diagnosis, she felt somewhat relieved. At last, a physiian was taking herseriously and talking honestly to her.In 1993, Gualtieri [574℄ wrote,\In terms of linial treatment and the pub1i health, however, TDAK [tardive akathisia℄ is afat, not a question. It is one more serious side e�et of neurolepti treatment, like TD andthe Neurolepti Malignant Syndrome. Taken together, they de�ne neurolepti treatment as aneessary evi1, a treatment that should be administered with are and aution, and reservedfor patients who have no other reourse."I agree with Gualtieri about everything, exept for the \neessity" of this evil. It is entirelypossible and even preferable to treat hildren and adults without resort to these highly toxi agents(hapter 16).4.4 Compliations of Tardive DisordersTD is a omplex disorder with mental and emotional e�ets that are often overlooked by healthare providers. In my professional apaity as a dotor of last resort for patients with iatrogenidisorders, and as a medial expert on behalf of injured patients, I often am onfronted with thetask of evaluating the overall damage to patients and their families by the various tardive disorders,inluding lassi TD, tardive dystonia, and tardive akathisia.4.4.1 Physial ExhaustionFatigue to the point of exhaustion almost always aompanies tardive disorders of any severity.Patients often beome exhausted by the movements, by the e�ort to hide them, and by inreased60



diÆulty assoiated with arrying out daily ativities. The primary impat on the brain itself mayalso produe fatigue. Although the disorders tend to disappear in sleep, they an make it diÆultto fall asleep, adding to the exhaustion. Having to ontend with the physial pain assoiated withtardive akathisia (inner torment) and with tardive dystonia (musle spasms) an also wear a persondown.Beause of the fatigue, as well as any motor disabilities, patients are often unable to ontinueworking. Many give up rereational ativities suh as bike riding, walking, and swimming. As aresult, they gain weight and feel sluggish.4.4.2 Psyhologial Su�eringBeause TD often makes the su�erers look odd or even bizarre, they experiene shame and humilia-tion, typially leading to lowered self-esteem and soial withdrawal. Even a seemingly mild dyskinesiathat a�ets faial expression an be suÆiently humiliating to ause a person to want to stay at homeand away from people. Similarly, a speeh abnormality that makes a person \talk funny" an leadto the avoidane of ommuniating.The experiene of onstant pain from dystonia or inner torture from akathisia an drive a person tosuiidal despair. The physial disabilities assoiated with disorders an also beome very depressingto patients.In a linial report from the Mayo Clini by Rosenbaum (1979) [1102℄, depression was found to belosely linked to TD. Rosenbaum stated, \Almost all patients in our series had depressive symptomsaompanying the onset of tardive dyskinesia," and he ited other studies on�rming his observation.TD patients often feel very betrayed by the dotors who presribed the mediation or who failedto detet the disorder or to tell the patients about it. Too frequently, perhaps in a self-protetivestane toward their olleagues, several psyhiatrists or neurologists in a row will fail to inform thepatient or family about the obvious iatrogeni disorder. This neglet of the truth an leave patientsfeeling that they annot trust psyhiatrists.Chapter 5 will look at impairments to mental funtioning that are almost always found in patientswith drug-indued tardive disorders. Overall, even a slight or minimal degree of tardive disorder anend up seriously impairing an individual's quality of life.4.5 Neurolepti Withdrawal SymptomsWithdrawal frequently auses a worsening mental state, inluding tension and anxiety. Drugs thatprodue potent antiholinergi e�ets, suh as Thorazine and Mellaril, an ause holinergi reboundthat mimis the u, inluding emotional upset, insomnia, nausea and vomiting, diarrhea, anorexiaand weight loss, and musle ahes.Withdrawal symptoms often inlude a temporary worsening of dyskineti e�ets, both painful andfrightening. As doumented in hapter 5, withdrawal from neuroleptis ommonly produes a levelof emotional su�ering and disturbane more severe than anything the individual experiened priorto starting the mediation. In adults, this frequently manifests as psyhoti symptoms worse thananything experiened prior to starting on the mediation. In hildren, it an result in very disturbedbehavior.The atypial or newer neuroleptis are not free of withdrawal symptoms. In one of my ases, ayoung woman beame extremely fatigued, depressed, and suiidal when withdrawing from Zyprexa. Ihave seen severe dyskineti symptoms during withdrawal from Zyprexa, Risperdal, and Abilify. While61



on the drug, she was zombielike. Withdrawal took areful supervision over several months. Clozapinemay have an espeially marked withdrawal syndrome haraterized by a worsening psyhosis, angryor abusive language, hyperativity, agitation and restlessness, dyskinesia, onfusion, and aggressiveor suiidal behavior (\Clozapine," 1994). Chapter 5 will disuss a variety of neurolepti withdrawalsymptoms, inluding tardive psyhosis.How to withdraw from psyhiatri drugs is disussed in hapter 15.4.5.1 Are Neuroleptis Additive?While lassi addition to these substanes has not been demonstrated, the antipsyhoti drugs anause severe withdrawal symptoms, making it impossible for patients to stop taking them. For thisreason, I long ago suggested viewing these drugs as additive (Breggin, 1989a [185℄, 1989b [186℄). Ibelieve that my earlier observations need modi�ation. It is more aurate to say that neuroleptisreate dependene in the form of withdrawal reations that prevent patients from stopping them,but they do not ause the ompulsive drug-seeking behavior ommonly assoiated with dependeneand with the older term addition. Instead, individuals often �nd neuroleptis unpleasant, painful,or debilitating but annot endure the withdrawal proess.For lari�ation, it is neessary to disuss the terms dependene and addition. For generations,the term addition had been used to desribe the e�ets of drugs, suh as alohol, stimulants,and benzodiazepines, that ause physiologial tolerane, physial withdrawal symptoms, and, in theextreme, ompulsive drug taking that results in harmful physial, psyhologial, soial, and eonomionsequenes. Addition is a term that ontinues to be used in the professional ommunity that treatsaddits as well as in the lay ommunity. However, by one vote, a DSM ommittee voted to replaethe term addition with the term dependene in the DSM-III (APA, 1980a [34℄), in part to removesome of the stigma. The result has been enormous onfusion (O'Brien et al., 2006 [999℄).Many people exposed for months or years to psyhiatri drugs suh as the SSRI antidepressantsand the neuroleptis �nd that they annot easily withdraw from them, but they do not, like the lassiaddit, ompulsively pursue drug seeking. Similarly, people treated for pain often beome dependenton the opiates without neessarily seeking ever-inreasing doses. For larity, I propose using theterm dependene to desribe primary drug e�ets, suh as tolerane and withdrawal symptoms, whilereserving the term addition for ases that involve ompulsive, esalating, drug-seeking behavior. Inshort, antidepressants, neuroleptis, and some mood stabilizers ause dependene without ausingaddition; stimulants, benzodiazepine tranquilizers, and related sleeping mediations an ause bothdependene and addition.Beause of the withdrawal symptoms, it is often neessary to redue neurolepti drugs at a veryslow rate. Sometimes withdrawal seems to beome impossible. I desribe the priniples of safelywithdrawing from psyhiatri drugs in hapter 15.4.6 Other Adverse ReationsThe neuroleptis an produe a variety of other symptoms of entral nervous system dysfuntion,inluding abnormal eletroenephalogram (EEG) �ndings, an inreased frequeny of seizures, res-piratory depression, and disturbanes of body temperature ontrol (Davis, 1980 [334℄; Davis et al.1975 [335℄). Endorine disorders, espeially in females, may also be of entral nervous system origin(Davis, 1980). There is some evidene that autonomi dysfuntion an beome irreversible (tardiveautonomi disorders). 62



4.7 Neurolepti Malignant SyndromeThis devastating disorder was seemingly so bizarre, unexpeted, and inexpliable that physiiansfor years literally refused to believe their eyes. Seven years after the introdution of the drugs intoNorth Ameria, Leo Hollister (1961) [626℄ reviewed their side e�ets in the New England Journal ofMediine. In two separate plaes, he referred to syndromes that probably were NMS. He desribeda \bizarre" dystoni syndrome that an be \onfused with hysteria, tetanus, enephalitis or otheraute nervous-system disorders; a rare fatality may our". Later, he mentioned, \Other linial syn-dromes attributed to entral nervous-system e�ets of these drugs have resembled aute enephalitis,myasthenia gravis, bulbar palsy or pseudotabes".Although NMS was identi�ed in an English-language publiation by Delay and Deniker as earlyas 1968 [344℄, physiians ontinued to be relutant to reognize the syndrome. Delay and Denikerdelared that it was aused by the neuroleptis, spei�ally inluding haloperidol (Haldol) anduphenazine (Prolixin), although we now know that any neurolepti an ause NMS, inluding thenewer ones suh as Zyprexa and Risperdal. Cliniians have also found an inreased danger withlong-ating injetable neuroleptis, probably beause patients are unable to seretly ut bak on theamount they are taking.Delay and Deniker (1968) [344℄ were already able to identify many of the omponents of NMS,inluding pallor, hyperthermia, a severe psyhomotor syndrome with akinesia and stupor, or hyper-toniity with varying dyskinesias. They warn that at the �rst suspiion, \one must stop mediationimmediately and ompletely". They were already aware of fatalities. That the syndrome was namedand de�nitively identi�ed in English in 1968 is most remarkable in light of the failure of drug om-panies to give it formal reognition until ompelled to do so by the FDA almost 20 years later (seehapter 13 for further disussion).NMS is haraterized by \suh symptoms as severe dyskinesia or akinesia, temperature elevation,tahyardia, blood pressure utuations, diaphoresis, dyspnea, dysphagia, and urinary inontinene"(Coons et al., 1982 [311℄). The DSM-IV-TR establishes riteria of severe musle rigidity and elevatedtemperature plus 2 more of 10 assoiated features, inluding sweating, swallowing problems, tremor,inontinene, hanges in level of onsiousness from onfusion to oma, mutism, elevated heart rate,unstable blood pressure, elevated white ount, or laboratory evidene of musle injury (e.g., elevatedserum level of reatine phosphokinase, or CPK).In my linial and forensi experiene, rigidity is too narrow a riterion for establishing NMS.Instead, the liniian should look for any aute, severe inrease in abnormal movements, inludingany one or several of the movements assoiated with TD and tardive dystonia. Consistent with myexperiene, after reviewing episodes of NMS in 20 patients, Rosebush and Stewart (1989) [1101℄ foundthat most ases �t the following luster of symptoms: delirium; a high fever with diaphoresis; unstableardiovasular signs; an elevated respiratory rate; and an array of dyskinesias, inluding tremors,rigidity, dystonia, and horea. Patients spoke little during the aute illness and later reported thatthey had found themselves unable to express their anxiety and feelings of doom.Almost all patients were agitated shortly before developing NMS, suggesting to Rosebush andStewart (1989) [1101℄ that they were undergoing: akathisia. White blood ell ounts were elevatedin all ases, dehydration was ommon, and lab tests showed a broad spetrum of enzymati abnor-malities, inluding indiations of musle breakdown suh as an elevated CPK.If unreognized, as too often happens, NMS an be fatal in more than 20% of ases. The syndromefrequently leaves the surviving patient with permanent dyskinesias and dementia (see hapter 5).Most ases develop within the �rst few weeks of treatment (even within 45 minutes), but somedevelop after months or years or after inreased dosage (Gratz et al., 1992 [557℄).Estimates for rates of NMS vary widely, but studies indiate that they are very high. Pope et al.63



(1986) [1044℄ surveyed 500 patients admitted during a l-year period to a large psyhiatri hospitaland found a rate of 1.4%. The umulative rate for patients would be muh higher. The authorsremarked, \Neurolepti malignant syndrome may be more ommon than previously thought andmay be underdiagnosed."Addonizio et al. (1986) [16℄ arried out a retrospetive review of 82 harts of male inpatients andfound an even higher prevalene of 2.4% for diagnosed NMS. Again, the umulative rate over repeatedhospitalizations or years of treatment would be muh higher. Although it is sometimes alled \rare,"NMS should be desribed as ommon or frequent (1/100 is ommon by FDA standards).The rates for NMS, as well as its potential severity and lethality, make it an extreme risk forpatients reeiving antipsyhoti drugs. A risk of this size would probably result in most drugs ingeneral mediine being removed from the market.As a medial expert, I have reviewed ases in whih several physiians at a time missed makingthe orret diagnosis in what seemed, from my retrospetive analysis, like an obvious ase of NMS.The failure to stop the neurolepti and to institute proper treatment resulted in severe, permanentimpairments, or death. The mistaken idea that NMS is rare may ontribute to these errors injudgment. In several of my forensi ases, the tendeny to attribute anything strange to the patient'smental illness played an obvious role in physiian failure to make the proper diagnosis.There is little or nothing about aute NMS to distinguish it from an aute, severe episode ofenephalitis, espeially lethargi enephalitis (also alled von Eonomo's disease), exept for thefat of reent exposure to neurolepti therapy. I have previously ompared neurolepti toxiity andlethargi enephalitis in detail (Breggin, 1983b [181℄, 1993 [194℄; see also hapter 5).Although Rosebush and Stewart (1989) [1101℄ provided insuÆient data to draw exat paral-lels, their NMS patients also su�ered hroni impairments similar to those reported in lethargienephalitis patients. Of the 20 patients, 14 ontinued to have \extrapyramidal symptoms or mildabnormalities of vitals signs and musle enzymes at the time of disharge" (p. 721), but we arenot told how many of the 14 spei�ally had persistent extrapyramidal signs. In a striking parallelwith lethargi enephalitis, three patients displayed persistent parkinsonism symptoms until theywere lost to follow-up. One patient, who had mild ognitive impairment prior to NMS, developed apersistent worsening of her dementia.The DSM-IV-TR indiated,\The essential feature of Neurolepti Malignant Syndrome is the development of severe mus-le rigidity and elevated temperature in an individual using neurolepti mediation. This isaompanied by two (or more) of the following symptoms: diaphoresis, dysphagia, tremor,inontinene, hanges in level of onsiousness ranging from onfusion to oma, mutism, tahy-ardia, elevated or labile blood pressure, leukoytosis, and laboratory evidene of musle injury(e.g., elevated reatine phosphokinase [CPK℄)."1In my linial and forensi experiene, the emphasis on musle rigidity is muh too narrow. NMSan be aompanied by any kind of severe extrapyramidal reation. Espeially early in NMS, patientsan display any of the wide array of neurolepti-indued abnormal movements, inluding horeoa-thetoid movements, dystonia, and akinesia. Some ases look very muh like severe TD, and often,the patients are left with persistent symptoms of TD.NMS has been reported with the atypial neuroleptis lozapine (Anderson et al., 1991 [46℄;Dasgupta et al., 1991 [331℄) and risperidone (Dave, 1995 [332℄; Mahendra, 1995 [865℄; Raitasuo etal., 1994 [1066℄; Singer et al., 1995 [1184℄).1Myoglobinuria should be added to this list. 64



In 2007 Zarrouf and Bhanot [1379℄ published the most extensive reent review and identi�ed88 reports of NMS assoiated with six atypial neuroleptis: olanzapine, lozapine, risperidone,ziprasidone, quetiapine, and aripiprazole. As a warning to those dotors who avalierly resumeneuroleptis one the NMS has gone into remission, 20 ases showed a \lear history" of priorNMS, indiating that a patient's �rst ase of NMS predisposes toward another when reexposed toneuroleptis. Olanzapine (Zyprexa) has been touted as being relatively free of the risk of NMS, butthe authors loated 36 ases.Zarrouf and Bhanot (2007) [1379℄ on�rmed that NMS often leads to irreversible brain damagein the form of various manifestations of tardive dyskinesia; ataxia and balane problems; abnormalmovements of the trunk and limbs; speeh abnormalities; and violent, unilateral outbursts of move-ment (hemiballismus). NMS also left patients su�ering from multiple ognitive disabilities inludingdiÆulties omprehending ommands, attention problems, and persistent amnesia. Postmortemstudies revealed \erebellar degeneration, redution of the Purkinje and granule ells, and gliosis inthe dentate nuleus" (p. 93).Zarrouf and Bhanot orretly �nd that \no onlusive evidene indiates whih antipsyhotimight lower a patient's risk of reurrent NMS" (p. 94). NMS is one more devastating risk assoiatedwith all neuroleptis, inluding the newer atypials!Researh indiates that typial and atypial neurolepti drugs inrease the vulnerability of neuronsto ell death and even kill brain ells and that the risk inreases in patients already su�ering frombrain disorders suh as Alzheimer's (hapter 5). Consistent with this, Sehi et al. (2000) [1149℄reported on a ase of NMS following exposure of a patient with familial dementia with Lewy bodiesto low doses of risperidone.
4.8 Biologial Basis of Neurolepti-Indued Neurologial Syn-dromesDrug-indued parkinsonism apparently develops in part, but not wholly, from blokade of dopaminereeptors in the basal ganglia, spei�ally the striatal region or striatum (the audate and putamen),produing motor retardation, rigidity, and other symptoms. Damage and degeneration in the pig-mented neurons of the substantia nigra play a key role. These neurons terminate in the striatum,where, when funtioning normally, they release dopamine to at on striatal dopamine reeptors.TD is a more delayed reation, probably based in part on the development of reative supersensi-tivity or hyperativity in these same striatal dopamine reeptors following ontinuous blokade (seeAPA, 1980b [35℄; Fann et al., 1980 [415℄; Klawans, 1973 [766℄; and hapter 5 in this volume). Thissupersensitivity of the dopamine reeptors beomes most obvious when the drug is redued or elim-inated, terminating the blokade. The overative, unbloked reeptors produe the TD symptoms.Undoubtedly, a great deal more must be learned about the neuropathology of both these drug-indued diseases, whih probably involve multiple neurotransmitter system abnormalities. However,if health are providers were to stop presribing these drugs to patients, the problem would virtuallydisappear.More reent studies have indiated that TD may be the result of omplex interations betweendopamine and the holinergi system, whih beomes more ative when the suppressive or balaninge�et of the dopaminergi system is bloked by the neuroleptis. In addition, the neuroleptis arediretly toxi to neurons by means of disrupting a number of separate biohemial pathways (hapter5). 65



4.9 Children and NeuroleptisIn reent years, unsrupulous physiians have been pushing for the inreased presribing of neurolep-ti drugs to hildren. The main justi�ation has been the diagnosis of bipolar disorder in hildren,a omplete sham based on nothing more than the assumption that ertain ommon hildhood be-haviors, suh as anger and agitation, are preursors to adult bipolar disorder. These drug advoateshave largely ignored the manifold serious risks assoiated with giving neuroleptis to hildren, in-luding tardive dyskinesia (see previous disussion), brain ell damage and brain shrinkage (hapter5), obesity, and diabetes. Nor have these drug advoates onsidered the diÆult-to-measure risksassoiated with bathing the growing brain in toxins.In an editorial titled \Gaining: Pediatri Patients and Use of Atypial Antipsyhotis," publishedin the Amerian Journal of Psyhiatry in Deember 2006, Tobin [1257℄ stated:\Reent studies of overall pediatri use have shown a 6- to 20-fold inrease in presription ofatypial antipsyhotis in four state Mediaid programs and, nationally, a sixfold inrease inpediatri visits that inluded presriptions of antipsyhoti mediation, more than 90% of whihwere presriptions for atypial antipsyhotis."Tobin laims that there are some good justi�ations for presribing antipsyhoti drugs to hildrenbut warns about the drugs ausing exessive weight gain and type II diabetes. After showing thisonern, does the editorial reommend utting bak on presribing atypial antipsyhoti drugs tohildren? No. Does the editorial reommend stopping the drug when hildren and adolesents beginto show signs of drug-indued weight gain? No. The editorial reommends ontinuing the neuroleptiwhile adding the highly experimental and potentially dangerous drug metformin (Klein et al., 2006[767℄), whih is used for treating type II diabetes. As a result of its determination to presribeneurolepti drugs to tens of thousands of hildren, psyhiatry has reated a major publi healththreat to the physial health of Ameria's youth.There has also been an inrease in hildren displaying manilike symptoms onsistent with a maniepisode or bipolar disorder. Prior to the advent of Proza in 1989, I never saw a hild with genuinemani symptoms. Sine then, I have seen an inreasing number. Why? Every single ase of hildhoodbipolar disorder or mania that I have seen has resulted from an adverse drug reation, usually tothe newer antidepressants suh as Proza or Paxil, and on fewer oasions, to stimulants like Ritalinand Adderall. In no ase have the o�ending health are providers admitted that the disorder wasaused by their presribed mediations. At the most, they told parents that the drug had unmaskeda preexisting bipolar disorder, a laim wholly laking in sienti� foundation.As a result of the inreased presription of drugs like Zyprexa, Risperdal, and Geodon to hildren,I am seeing an inreasing number of TD ases in young people. I have personally evaluated well overa dozen ases involving Risperdal and an additional number aused by Zyprexa and Geodon, severalof whih I desribe in detail in Mediation Madness (in press).In my experiene, TD is no less frequent in hildren than in adults, and it an be more severe,often involving the torso and ausing diÆulties with gait (see Breggin, 1983b [181℄, for a review). Asalready mentioned, hildren seem more resilient than adults, and I have seen several ases that haveimproved dramatially and a limited few that have gone into remission after withdrawal of the drug.Sometimes the gradual improvement has required many months, subjeting the hild to a lengthydisability.The stigmatizing onsequenes of TD are even more devastating to hildren than to adults. Ievaluated one 10-year-old hild who largely reovered from a severe ase aused by Risperdal, leavingher only with an oasional abnormality of her eye musles that aused her eyes to briey roll upinside her head, showing the whites. Imagine how she is going to feel when she develops an interest66



in boys and realizes, on her own or through humiliating experienes, that little boys will not feelomfortable wathing a little girl's eyes roll up inside her head.4.9.1 Treating Childhood Tourette's with NeuroleptisOne of the most tragi situations in the treatment of hildren today involves the use of neuroleptisfor the ontrol of Tourette's disorder. Tourette's involves a ombination of tis and spontaneous,inapproprite voalizations, suh as urse words. While laims have been made for biologial origin,none has been demonstrated. On the other hand, it extremely well doumented that neuroleptisfrequently produe TD in hildren with far more disabling tis, spasms, and other abnormal move-ments.The devastating e�ets of neuroleptis in hildren diagnosed with Tourette's often go unreognized.Dulan (1994) [383℄ reported that the symptoms of Tourette's an be exaerbated for several monthsfollowing withrawal from neuroleptis. Bruun (1988) [233℄ reviewed 208 ases. She found that 34su�ered from drug-indued dysphoria that appeared in the form an \organi a�etive syndrome,"9 from a drug-indued worsening of their Tourette's, 5 from aggression and hostility, 3 from \fogstates," and from \frank psyhomotor seizures". A number of the hildren endured drug-induedakathisia, whih worsened their emotional and neurologial ondition. The author also noted theappearane of withdrawal dyskinesias. Three of the hildren developed symptoms of TD, whih, theauthor reported, resolved over a period of weeks or months.I have evaluated several hildren and young adults who developed severe ases of tardive dyskinesiafollowing neurolepti treatment for Tourette's. One, a 20-year-old man who had been treated withRisperdal, eventually reovered from Tourette's. However, his drug-indued severe abnormal tonguemovements and jaw spasms have required treatment with Botox, and he may never fully reover fromthem. He had been able to live a happy and largely unimpaired life with Tourette's; but the TD hasseverely impaired his shool, oupational, and soial life.The use of neuroleptis for the treatment of Tourette's does not meet a reasonable medial standardin terms of its risk:bene�t ratio.4.9.2 The Food and Drug Administration Opens the TD and NMSFloodgates for ChildrenOn Otober 6, 2006, the FDA [472℄ announed its approval of Risperdal for the treatment of \ex-treme irritability" in autisti hildren. The only way Risperdal an redue this so-alled extremeirritability (anger and temper tantrums) is by deativating the frontal lobes, limbi system, andretiular ativating system, ausing a hemial lobotomy with emotional blunting. Sine Risperdalis a potent dopamine bloker, it has this apaity.A primary e�et will be the further impairment of the autisti hild's already limited ability toare about and relate to other people. Risperdal will make hildren more autisti. In many ases,it will also worsen the hild's so-alled irritability by ausing agitation and akathisia. But in theproess of making hildren more roboti, it will make some seem less troublesome.Worst of all, the FDA's limited approval of the drug for treating extreme irritability in autistihildren will further enourage the widespread, o�-label use of this devastating drug in large numbersof hildren with behavior problems. Risperdal is already frequently presribed o� label with nosienti� justi�ation to a wide range of hildren, usually with the aim of suppressing unwantedbehaviors. The FDA's ation will greatly enourage this abusive use of the drug, ultimately ausinga new wave of TD, tardive dementia, and tardive psyhosis among hildren.67



After I had written these onerns about the inreasingly widespread use of Risperdal for treatinghildren, the FDA (2007d, August 22 [477℄) took an even more rekless step when it made thisannounement:\The U.S. Food and Drug Administration today approved Risperdal (risperidone) for the treat-ment of shizophrenia in adolesents, ages 13 to 17, and for the short-term treatment of manior mixed episodes of bipolar I disorder in hildren and adolesents ages 10 to 17. This is the �rstFDA approval of an atypial antipsyhoti drug to treat either disorder in these age groups."Risperdal, with its potent apaity to blok dopamine D2 reeptors, is the least \atypial" of allthe so-alled atypials. Most of the ases of TD in hildren that I have evaluated have been aused byRisperdal. As you read in hapters 2-5 about the devastating toxiity of the \antipsyhoti" drugs,keep in mind that Ameria's drug wathdog ageny has, turned on its hildren by unleashing one ofthe worst iatrogeni disorders upon them.4.10 Hurrying DeathUntil the advent of neurolepti drugs, it was observed that patients diagnosed with shizophrenialived normal life spans, unless subjeted to the violent and unhealthy environments of state mentalhospitals (Breggin, 1991 [190℄). Sine the advent of neuroleptis, almost every patient in the Westernworld diagnosed with shizophrenia ends up being a�ited with a variety of neurologial disordersindued by neuroleptis as well as the risk of many other serious disorders, suh as stroke, heartdisease, obesity, and diabetes.In 2006 Joukamaa [707℄ and olleagues, in the British Journal of Psyhiatry, examined the mor-tality rates for patients diagnosed with shizophrenia in a representative population sample of 7,217Finns age 30 and over. A omprehensive health and psyhiatri examination, inluding previousmedial reords, was utilized, and the patients were followed up for 17 years. At that time, 39 of 99individuals had died. The relative mortality risk between those with shizophrenia and others was2.84 (95% on�dene interval [CI℄ 2.06-3.90). Aording to the authors, \the number of neuroleptisused at the time of the baseline survey showed a graded relation to mortality". Still short of willingto fae the reality, the authors onluded, \There is an urgent need to asertain whether the highmortality in shizophrenia is attributable to the disorder itself or the antipsyhoti mediation."There annot be any question whether the lethal agent is shizophrenia or the neuroleptis. Thereare no known physial disorders, not even any abnormal lab tests, assoiated with the diagnosis ofshizophrenia, whereas the neurolepti drugs are ytotoxi and ause numerous physial disorders ofthe brain and body from diabetes and liver disease to unexplained sudden death. They also produeapathy and indi�erene as their primary e�et, greatly reduing the apaity of an individual torespond to the early onset signs of heart disease, stroke, and other illnesses that require immediatetreatment. In April 2005, the FDA (2005b) [468℄ issued a publi health advisory that the use ofatypial antipsyhotis to treat elderly patients with dementia was assoiated with an inreased riskof death in plaebo-ontrolled linial trials. In June 2005, Health Canada issued a similar warning.The trials that provided the data involved risperidone, olanzapine, quetiapine, and aripiprazole.Mortality was approximately 1.6 to 1.7 times higher when ompared to plaebo.In 2007 [519℄, Gill et al. examined antipsyhoti use and mortality in older adults with dementiain Ontario, Canada, over a 5-year period (see also Medline Plus, 2007 [910℄). A total 27,259 mathedpairs were identi�ed. Comparisons were made between atypial neurolepti exposure and no antipsy-hoti drug exposure and between atypial neurolepti drug exposure and onventional antipsyhotidrug exposure. Patients were in ommunity or in long-term are. The risk of death was assessedat 30, 60, 120, and 180 days after the initial dispensing of the antipsyhoti drug. Both the older68



and the atypial neuroleptis were assoiated with an inreased risk of death at all assessment times,inluding 180 days, by a fator of 1.31-1.55 times. Conventional antipsyhotis had a greater riskthan atypials at all points in time. The authors onluded,\Our study provides further evidene that use of atypial antipsyhotis is assoiated with asmall but signi�ant inrease in mortality among older patients with dementia. In addition, therisk of death assoiated with antipsyhotis is apparent after as little as 1 month of use andmay persist for six months."4.11 ConlusionThe widespread use of neuroleptis has unleashed an epidemi of neurologial disease on the world.Even if TD were the only irreversible disability produed by these drugs, this would be among theworst medially indued disasters in history. In reality, the antipsyhoti drugs also redue the qualityof life, ause multiple severe and potentially lethal physial disorders, and shorten the life span.Meltzer (1995) [921℄ urged that attempts be made to remove long-term patients from neuroleptisand tried to demonstrate its feasibility. Gualtieri (1993) [574℄, warning about the extreme dangers,suggested that neuroleptis be viewed as a neessary evil and a therapy of last resort. I believe thatthe profession should make every possible e�ort to avoid presribing antipsyhoti drugs. Meanwhile,the FDA-driven esalation in presribing these drugs to hildren and adolesents should be stopped.As a step toward a more ethial psyhiatry, the use of any neuroleptis in the treatment of hildrenshould be prohibited. In the long run, if psyhiatry entirely gave up the use of neuroleptis, it would�nd that psyhosoial approahes are muh less risky and muh more genuinely e�etive. Chapter16 will examine some of these better alternatives.
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Chapter 5Neurolepti-Indued Neurotoxiity, BrainDamage, Persistent Cognitive De�its,Dementia, and PsyhosisSine I �rst voied my onerns and reviewed the subjet (Breggin, 1983b [181℄), muh more evidenehas been aumulating that the neuroleplis an ause persistent damage or dysfuntion to the highestenters of the brain, inluding erebral atrophy. My onept that neuroleptis or antipsyhotis areneurotoxi and ytotoxi in general seemed radial at the time, but we will �nd that it is nowan aepted onept by the laboratory researhers who study these toxi e�ets. In the last fewyears, laboratories around the world have foused on the mehanisms of how typial and atypialneuroleptis ause neuronal ell death, but textbooks and liniians have largely turned a blind eyeon these ritial �ndings.
5.1 Demonstrating Neurolepti-Indued Brain Damage AndCell DeathA reent study involving primates has demonstrated that both the older and the atypial neuroleptisshrink brain tissue during routine linial exposure. Dorph-Petersen et al. (2005) [374℄, from theDepartment of Psyhiatry at the University of Pittsburgh, subjeted three groups of six maaquemonkeys eah to oral haloperidol (Haldol), olanzapine (Zyprexa), or sham for a 17-27 month period.The doses of Haldol and Zyprexa produed plasma onentrations similar to those used in linialpratie with human beings. After exposure, the researhers found an 8% to 11% redution in brainweight in both drug groups but not in the sham group. Shrinkage of the brain was observed \arossall major brain regions (frontal, parietal, temporal, oipital, and erebellum), but appeared mostrobust in frontal and parietal regions" (p. 1649). The frontal region is the most ritial in produinglobotomy-like brain-disabling e�ets (hapter 1).The authors onluded: \In summary, we found that hroni exposure of monkeys to haloperidolor olanzapine in a manner that mimis linial use is assoiated with a signi�ant redution in brainvolume that a�ets both gray and white matter" (p. 1659). A follow-up study onduted by thesame researh team (Konopaske et al., 2007) [780℄ and based on the same protool sought to identifythe spei� ellular damage assoiated with the brain shrinkage aused by Haldol and Zyprexa inlini doses. An examination of the gray matter in the parietal region found that a 14.6% redutionin gray matter was assoiated with a 14.2% redution in the glial ells. The numbers of neurons andendothelial ells were unhanged, resulting in their inreased density in the shrunken tissue.71



The authors onluded that their data raised the possibility that hanges seen in the brains ofpatients diagnosed with shizophrenia might be due at least in part to antipsyhoti mediation.This was a dramati suggestion from researhers who were sponsored by both NIH and Eli Lilly,the manufaturer of Zyprexa. As this hapter will on�rm, in fat there an be no serious sienti�doubt that the destrutive hanges seen in the brains of patients labeled shizophreni are whollyattributable to the mediations inited on them.By themselves, these studies should have been suÆient to raise warning ags of onern aboutiniting these drugs on human beings. NIH, the sponsoring federal ageny for the researh, heldno press onferene to warn about these ominous �ndings. Eli Lilly, the manufature of olanzapine,sent no \Dear Healthare Provider" letter warning about widespread shrinkage of the brain resultingfrom the death of brain ells. Despite this researh and the existene of earlier, on�rmatory animalstudies (see further in the hapter), the medial profession has yet to blink an eye over subjetingits patients to a lass of drugs, the neuroleptis that destroy a large perentage of brain ells andsubstantially shrink the brain size of its patients.Neuroleptis an damage or destroy brain ells through a variety of mehanisms. They not onlysuppress the gross funtion of dopaminergi neurons, they disrupt a variety of metaboli funtionswithin neurons and other ells throughout the body.It has been known for several deades that these drugs inhibit most enzyme systems in the mi-tohondria (Teller et al., 1970) [1245℄, whih are the prinipal sites for many of the most importantmetaboli proesses in the ell. Researh by Inuwa et al. (1994) [652℄ demonstrated that neurolep-tis are absorbed into human ell mitohondria, where they interfere with metaboli proesses andause strutural abnormalities. The authors suggested, \It is possible that suh interation may beytopathi leading to premature ell death" (p. 1091) [652℄.Reent researh has beome more sophistiated in studying the toxi e�et of neuroleptis on ellsof neuronal proesses. Ethier et al. (2004) [411℄ found that haloperidol impairs striatal neuropeptidegene expression. They orrelated this in rats with the prodution of atalepsy - a slowing down ofbodily movements - thereby reating a study of the braindisabling e�ets of neuroleptis. These drugsdamage ellular proesses and simultaneously inhibit spontaneous movement. The overall redutionof spontaneity in patients is losely related to the so-alled therapeuti e�et.Bonelli et al. (2005) [154℄ observed that \the inuene of psyhotropi drug mediation on auteell death has not been studied so far in vivo, although some experiments performed in vitro suggestthat antipsyhoti drugs are neurotoxi". Tissue transglutaminase (tTG) is a marker for apoptosis,a stage in the death of neurons. The researhers studied the ourene of this marker for ell deathin the spinal uid of patients exposed to lassi and atypial neuroleptis. Some of the patients hadAlzheimer's disease and other neurologial disorders, and some did not: \A signi�ant inuene (P <0.01) of antipsyhoti drugs for both the Alzheimer's and the non-Alzheimer's group was found withrespet to tTG protein levels in erebral spinal uid." A variety of other drugs, inluding tranquilizersand antidepressants, had no suh e�ets on \erebral ell death". The authors onluded, \The resultssuggest that typial and atypial antipsyhoti drugs may indue erebral ell death." The resultswere worse for females than for males.Consistent with Bonelli et al.'s biohemial �nding, Alzheimer patients given the newest neurolep-tis have a signi�antly greater loss of autobiographial memories than untreated patients (Harrison& Therrien, 2007) [601℄. Put simply, neuroleptis worsen Alzheimer's dementia.In an attempt to shed light on the mehanism by whih neuroleptis indue extrapyramidal rea-tions, Bishnoi et al. (2007) [142℄ hronially administered haloperidol (1 mg/kg) and hlorpromazine(5 mg/kg) to rats, resulting in a time-dependent inrease in orofaial hyperkineti movements. Theyfound a orresponaing time-dependent derease in extraellular levels of norepinephrine, dopamine,and serotonin in various ortial and subortial regions of the brain.72



Beause of their neurotoxiity, neuroleptis probably worsen any brain disorder. A ontrolledexperiment with rats subjeted to traumati brain injury demonstrated that hroni, high doses ofrisperidone or haloperidol were detrimental, ausing persistent ognitive de�its (Kline [771℄ et al.,2000).Consistent with my own linial observation that neuroleptis worsen Alzheimer's disease and otherdementing disorders, Bonelli et al. (2005) [154℄ warned that individuals with Alzheimer's disease areeven more vulnerable to neurolepti-indued ell death. The researhers stated, \A limit on the useof �rst- and seond-generation antipsyhotis in elderly patients is proposed." Finally, they saw apossible onnetion between \the observed inreased erebral ell death and tardive dyskinesia, themost threatening side e�et in antipsyhoti therapy".Jarskog et al. (2007) [670℄ studied the e�ets of haloperidol, lozapine, and quetiapine on numerousso-alled apoptoti markers to study the impat of these drugs on apoptosis. Essentially, theyexamined the neurotoxiity of neuroleptis, spei�ally their apaity to indue ell deteriorationtypial of the proess of ell death. They found that the neuroleptis, both the older ones and theatypials, aused ativation of aspase-3, a marker for apoptosis. They tried to reassure their readersthat \this ativity was probably non-lethal".Jarskog et al. (2007) [670℄ did not �nd evidene for faddish researh that tries to prove thatneuroleptis atually protet ells from trauma (see hapter 8 for the allegedly protetive e�etsof neuroleptis and mood stabilizers). Indeed, the evidene for the opposite ontinues to grow,on�rming that neuroleptis kill brain ells. Noting that haloperidol auses abnormal motor behavior,Kim et al. (2006) [759℄ sought to inrease knowledge about \how it triggers neuronal impairment".Citing Tseng and Lin-Shiau (2003) [1267℄, they pointed out that \hroni blokade of dopamine D2reeptors in the striatum results in persistently enhaned release of glutamate, whih kills striatalneurons". Using hippoampal neurons from mie, Kim et al. found that haloperidol indues aalium ion inux into the ell and that this renders neurons more suseptible to oxidative stress.Neuroleptis do not protet ells from stress, they indue toxi proesses that render them moresuseptible to stress, at times killing them.Neuroleptis are toxi to ells throughout the body. The linial observations have demonstratedthat atypials ause diabetes and weight gain (Jin et al., 2004) [692℄ and reently aused the FDAto inlude warnings in all atypial psyhoti labels (pakage inserts). This has led to researh ex-plorations of the underlying ytotoxi proesses. Vestri et al. (2007) [1297℄ ompared the e�ets oftwo older neuroleptis with the atypials risperidone, lozapine, olanzapine, and quetiapine in regardto gluose metabolism in ultured ells. All of the mediations interfered with some of the intra-ellular proesses. However, only the atypials \were able to impair the insulin-responsive gluosetransport system and to impair lipolysis in adipoytes. . . . These e�ets of SGAs [seond-generationantipsyhotis℄ on adipoytes ould explain, in part, the assoiation of SGAs with weight gain anddiabetes".Neuroleptis inrease the toxiity of the sunlight to human skin, ausing disolorations and otheradverse dermal reations. Researhers noted this phenomenon, alled phototoxiity, and set out tostudy its e�ets on ells loaded with the neuroleptis uphenazine, perphenazine, or thioridazine(Bastianon et al., 2005) [108℄. They found that exposure of these ells to light aused abnormalitiesin both the plasma membrane and mitohondria.Clozaril auses potentially fatal agranuloytosis of white blood ells due to bone marrow sup-pression. The mehanism is probably a diret toxi e�et on bone marrow ells. When tested, theneuroleptis hlorpromazine, olanzapine, and quetiapine were also toxi to bone marrow ells (Pereiraet al., 2006) [1028℄.Neuroleptis an ause sudden death that, at times, is related to ardia failure. Belhani et al.(2006) [120℄ demonstrated that numerous lassi and atypial neuroleptis produed ardia lesions73



and/or hypertrophy in rabbits treated for 3 months. For example, olanzapine (0.30 mg/kg/day)produed ventriular hypertrophy. The lesions were onsistent with toxi myoarditis. Again, neu-roleptis are generally ytotoxi.Dwyer et al. (2003) [389℄ reviewed the literature on antipsyhoti ytotoxiity and noted, \Theytotoxi properties of the older phenothiazine antipsyhoti drugs are well known." They itedstudies on�rming that these drugs \inhibit proliferation in a variety of ell lines and alter ellmorphology". They set out to ompare and evaluate the ytotoxi e�ets of the newer atypialsby studying the e�ets of gluose metabolism. They on�rmed that antipsyhotis produe some oftheir toxi e�et by inhibiting the utilization of gluose in ells. Although generally, the atypialswere less toxi, the results were inonsistent, but all displayed some toxiity. They desribed theomplexity:\Risperidone was a fairly potent inhibitor of gluose transport but was not very toxi for ells[in their tests℄ and olanzapine, a modest inhibitor of gluose transport, atually stimulatedproliferation of neuronal ells. Haloperidol was toxi for [experimental ells℄, however, it did nota�et gluose transporto On the other hand, this drug inhibited mitohondrial funtion (energymetabolism), whih may explain its toxiity."The researhers also pointed out that neuronal ells, unlike others, rely exlusively on gluosemetabolism, making them espeially vulnerable to the e�ets of antipsyhoti drug inhibition ofgluose metabolism. However, sine multiple toxi e�ets are produed by the antipsyhotis, theyonluded: \Taken together, the various data suggest that the ytotoxiity of the antipsyhotidrugs may result from a summation of e�ets on numerous independent pathways that onverse toompromise ell viability" (p. 37).Although the researhers do not disuss it, redued gluose utilization would produe the reduedmetaboli rate and hypoativity in the frontal lobes aused by neuroleptis, ausing or ontributingto their brain-disabling, lobotomy-like e�et. And they fall prey to wishful thinking, imagining thatthe abnormal proliferation of neural ells stimulated by olanzapine may be therapeuti.The reader will �nd little or nothing in the major psyhiatri and psyhopharmaologial textbooksabout these well-doumented neurolepti indued neurotoxi and ytotoxi proesses.5.1.1 PET SansIn the last two deades, positron emission tomography (PET) sanning has been used to measure themetaboli rate and blood ow of various parts of the brain. This instrument an detet dysfuntionthat does not neessarily manifest as gross pathology. It an also measure funtional hanges thathave no pathologial origin. When an individual pays attention, frontal lobe ativity will inrease.When the same individual looks at pitures, visual enters of the brain will beome ativated. Chapter1 analyzed three PET san studies involving the e�ets of risperidone (Lane et al., 2004 [808℄; Liddleet al., 2000 [840℄; Ngan et al., 2002 [985℄). Together these studies demonstrated the brain-disablingonept: �rst, that risperidone auses a generalized malfuntion (suppressed metabolism) in thefrontal and temporal lobes; seond, that this e�et takes plae in normal volunteers as well aspatients labeled shizophreni and is therefore not spei� for shizophrenia; and third, that thismalfuntion orrelated with so-alled improvement in the form of a redution in ommuniationsabout symptoms. The suppression of metabolism in the brain is a neurotoxi e�et.From the earliest studies, there has been a somewhat onsistent �nding of hypoativity in thefrontal lobes and frontal ortex of neurolepti treated people with shizophrenia (Buhsbaum et al.,1982 [237℄; Farkas et al., 1984 [419℄; Wolkin et al., 1988 [1358℄, as reviewed in Andreasen, 1988 [49℄;Wolkin et al. 1985 [1359℄). In most studies, the patients had long histories of neurolepti treatment74



prior to the PET sans, and the drugs were temporarily stopped at the time. However, temporarilystopping neurolepti treatment would not have reversed its long-standing and persistent suppressivee�ets on the frontal lobes.The PET san has been used to study spei� parts of the brain in whih the neuroleptis areknown to produe dysfuntion by blokade of the dopamine neurotransmitter system, inluding thebasal ganglia. A variety of studies show that the basal ganglia of neurolepti-treated patients developabnormalities (Farde et al., 1988 [418℄). However, there are also many negative PET studies (seeBuhsbaum et al., 1992 [236℄, and a lengthy summary table in Andreasen et al., 1992 [50℄; see alsoAndreasen, 1988 [49℄).One PET study involving unmediated patients found no frontal hypoativity (Sheppard et al.,1983 [1169℄). Another with unmediated patients showed inreased frontal metabolism (Cleghorn etal., 1989 [288℄). The failure to demonstrate hypoativity in the frontal lobes of unmediated patientson�rms that the e�et, when found, is probably aused by the antipsyhoti mediations. As anexeption to this, Buhsbaum et al. (1992) [236℄ found hypofrontality in never-mediated patientsdiagnosed with shizophrenia. However, the results were not de�nitive: \The hypofrontality e�etwas modestly sensitive and not strongly spei�."Some PET studies have measured erebral blood ow in patients labeled shizophreni who hadnever been exposed to neuroleptis. The PET measurements were made while the subjets wereasked to perform a task intended to ativate the frontal lobes. Andreasen et al. (1992) [50℄ foundthat \dereased ativation ourred only in the patients with high sores for negative symptoms.These results suggest that hypofrontality is related to negative symptoms and is not a long-terme�et of neurolepti treatment or of hroniity of illness".Andreasen et al.'s onlusion has an obvious aw. Negative symptoms of \shizophrenia" inludeapathy, indi�erene, lak of emotion, lak of willpower or volition, lak of verbal ommuniation,and soial withdrawal. High sores for negative symptoms mean that the patients were unable orunwilling to ooperate with the demands of the projet to perform the requested tests, thereforeputting less energy into the task that was supposed to eliit frontal lobe ativity. Notie as well thatall of these symptoms an be aused by the antipsyhoti drugs (hapters 1 and 2), suggesting thatthese patients may have been espeially heavily mediated, resulting in suppression of their frontallobe ativity.Overall, the �nding of subtle di�erenes in energy usage in the brains of any individuals, whetherdiagnosed shizophreni or not, ould have a psyhologial origin. It is well known, for example, thatdi�erent states of onsiousness a�et the amplitude and frequeny of eletrial waves in di�erentparts of the brain. For example, visual and auditory ativities are reeted in heightened eletrialativity in di�erent regions of the brain. Biofeedbak experiments have shown that people anonsiously ontrol some aspets of brain wave ativity.In most ases, however, the �nding of hypoativity in the frontal lobes of patients diagnosed withshizophrenia results from neurolepti-indued brain dysfuntion and damage. PET sans showinghypoativity in the frontal lobes of mediated and previously mediated patients on�rm the brain-disabling priniples of biopsyhiatri treatment.5.1.2 MRIIn her review of neuroimaging studies, Jakson (2005) [657℄ ommented on the inonsisteny ofresults. The ommon �nding is that studies of patients exposed to neuroleptis reveal a wide variety ofanatomial abnormalities in the brain. As Lang et al. (2004) [810℄ stated, \Antipsyhoti mediationsare known to alter the struture and metabolism of basal ganglia in humans and animals."Meanwhile, onsiderable evidene has aumulated that neuroleptis ause enlargement (inreased75



volume) of the striatum (audate, putamen, and globus pallidus; study results and review in Lang etal., 2004 [810℄.) Dopaminergi nerves predominate in this area, and the enlargement may representproliferation within the dopaminergi system in response to neurolepti blokade. On the other hand,the neuroleptis ause shrinkage of brain tissue in the frontal regions, with a ompensatory inreasein the volume of the ventriular spaes. This probably results from the destrution of brain ells.Magneti resonane imaging (MRI) has been replaing CT sans in reent years for studyingbrain morphology. Lieberman et al. (2005b) [843℄ assessed brain volume hanges in �rst-episodepatients diagnosed with shizophrenia and treated with haloperidol or olanzapine. The patientstreated with haloperidol \exhibited signi�ant dereases in gray matter volume, whereas olanzapine-treated patients did not". The authors suggested that the haloperidol \e�ets on brain morphologyould be due to haloperidol-assoiated toxiity". They ited three studies showing that haloperidolan \indue oxidative stress and exitatory neurotoxiity". That, of ourse, is the only reasonableonlusion, given that neuroleptis are toxi to brain ells. In addition, they observed an inreasein the size of the audate, whih they aknowledge is known to be due to treatment e�ets ofonventional drugs ausing ultrastrutural hanges in striatal neurons" (p. 368).However, Lieberman et al. (2005b) [843℄ wa�e, suggesting that the \greater therapeuti e�etsof olanzapine" threw o� the results. The seond author of the study, Gary Tollefson, has been alongtime onsultant and then sta� member of Eli Lilly, the manufaturer of olanzapine (Breggin etal., 2004 and author aÆliations at the end of the artile). Another author, Mauriio Tohen, is alsoa Lilly employee, and the projet reeived partial funding from the Lilly Foundation.The summary in the abstrat of the artile is also misleading. Olanzapine did ause some degreeof redution in the volume of the frontal lobes, but it was relatively less. In addition, the doses ofolanzapine were relatively mild ompared to those for haloperidol. The range of olanzapine doses(5-20 mg) was similar to that of haloperidol (2-20 mg), but milligram for milligram, haloperidol ismuh more potent and hene toxi. The reommended initial dose of olanzapine is 10-15 mg/day,and for haloperidol, the initial reommended dose is a fration of that amount at 1-6 mg/day (DrugFats and Comparisons, 2007 [379℄). The omparative doses of haloperidol were thus muh larger,indiating why it was ausing more damage to the frontal lobes. This is a ommon trik used bydrug ompanies when trying to show that their drug is less toxi than a ompetitor's drug: utilize aomparatively lower and hene less toxi dose for your drug.Khorram et al. (2006) [757℄ found that onventional antipsyhotis aused a dose-dependentinrease in the volume of the thalamus ompared to normal volunteers. The thalami volumesreturned to normal when the patients were swithed from the older antipsyhoti drugs to olanzapine.However, the doses of olanzapine are not provided. The authors onlude, \Antipsyhoti mediationould ontribute to the wide range of thalami volumes reported in shizophrenia" (p. 2007). Inother words, the drugs and not the disorder are ausing the brain struture abnormalities. This, ofourse, on�rms the brain-disabling priniples of neurolepti e�ets.5.2 CT Sans and Neuropsyhologial CorrelationsMany older studies involved omputerized axial tomography (CT) sans of psyhiatri patients, mostbut not all of whom were diagnosed shizophreni. They have found enlarged lateral ventriles andsometimes enlarged suli, indiating shrinkage or atrophy of the brain. Nearly all these studiesinvolved patients heavily treated with neuroleptis.A number of the CT san studies have found a orrelation between atrophy and persistent ognitivede�its or frank dementia in these neurolepti-treated patients (DeMeyer et al., 1984 [348℄; Famuyiwaet al., 1979 [413℄; Golden et al., 1980 [539℄; Johnstone et al., 1976 [697℄; Lawson et al., 1988 [817℄).Some of these studies used the Nebraska and Halstead-Reitan batteries, onsidered among the most76



sensitive for deteting brain damage and dysfuntion.While some of the studies laimed that drugs ould not have aused the observed brain abnormal-ities, they did not provide evidene that on�rmed this viewpoint (e.g., Johnstone et al., 1976 [697℄;Johnstone et al., 1978 [698℄; Lawson et al., 1988 [817℄; Shelton et al., 1988 [1166℄; Weinberger et al.,1980 [1323℄; Weinberger et al., 1979 [1326℄).Two studies that evaluated relatively young and relatively untreated patients diagnosed withshizophrenia found enlarged ventriles, a marker for brain atrophy (Shulz et al., 1983 [1144℄; Wein-berger et al., 1982 [1324℄; reviewed in detail in Breggin, 1990 [187℄). However, very small numbers ofpatients were involved, and other studies have not on�rmed their �ndings (Benes et al., 1982 [126℄;Iaono et al., 1988 [646℄; Jernigan et al., 1982 [678℄; Tanaka et al., 1981 [1238℄).5.2.1 Correlating Tardive Dyskinesias (TD) with Brain Damage andDementiaSurprisingly few studies have attempted to orrelate brain san �ndings with the presene of tardivedyskinesias (TD). Bartels and Themelis (1983) [105℄ found abnormalities in the basal ganglia of TDpatients, but overall, the results have been mixed and inonlusive (Besson et al., 1987 [137℄; Goetzet al., 1986 [534℄; Jeste et al., 1980 [686℄; Koshino et al., 1986 [782℄). However, as noted in hapter 4in regard to neurolepti malignant syndrome (NMS), patients with these more extreme reations toantipsyhoti drugs often show gross brain damage (Zarrouf and Bhanot, 2007 [1379℄).5.2.2 Summary of Brain Study DataMounting radiologial evidene from PET, MRI, and CT sans on�rms the presene of hroni braindysfuntion (PET sans) and brain atrophy (MRI and CT sans) in neurolepti-treated patientsdiagnosed with shizophrenia. It also on�rms the brain-disabling onept.By 1988, Kelso et al. [751℄ estimated the total number of relevant CT san studies to be over 90,most of whih show damage. Some studies impliate the total lifetime amount of neurolepti intake(DeMeyer et al., 1984 [348℄; Lyon et al., 1981 [859℄). A number of researhers try to attribute the�ndings to shizophrenia, but there is little justi�ation for this (see subsequent disussion).5.3 Rates of Tardive Dementia Based on Brain SansStudies indiate that the perentage of drug-treated patients diagnosed with shizophrenia whodemonstrate atrophy on CT sans varies from 0% to over 50%. If treatment has been lengthy andintensive, as in Suddath et al. (1990) [1226℄, most patients may show brain atrophy. Reported ratesare substantial, typially in a range of 10% to 40%. Coming to a similar onlusion, Andreasen(1988) [49℄ reviewed the literature and found a range of 6% to 40%. Andreasen noted that higherrates were reported with inreasing severity and length of illness. However, severity and length of\illness" would also orrelate with intensity and duration of treatment with neuroleptis.5.4 Clinial EvideneEvidene from several di�erent linial soures on�rms that the neuroleptis an permanently impairmental funtioning. 77



5.4.1 Early Correlations Between TD and Cognitive DysfuntionThe term dementia will be de�ned as a syndrome of organially based multiple ognitive de�its,inluding memory impairment as well as other brain dysfuntions, suh as emotional lability, person-ality hange, or impairments in abstrat thinking, judgment, and other higher ortial or exeutivefuntions (see Amerian Psyhiatri Assoiation, 2000 [44℄). The hapter fouses on gradually evolv-ing persistent brain damage and dysfuntion assoiated with hroni exposure to neuroleptis.An earlier review (Breggin, 1983b [181℄) dislosed that many patients with TD are also su�eringfrom severe ognitive dysfuntion (e.g., Edwards, 1970 [393℄; Hunter et al., 1964 [642℄; Ivnik, 1979[656℄; Rosenbaum, 1979 [1102℄). Often the data had to be ulled from harts and footnotes beausemost of the studies relegated this orrelation to obsurity within the artile. Other studies onluded,without evidene, that the brain damage must have predated the TD. However, multiple subsequentstudies have on�rmed my initial observations, and the orrelation between tardive dyskinesia andognitive funtion is now well established. (See subsequent setions).5.4.2 Tardive Dysmentia and Tardive DementiaMany linial studies have now on�rmed the existene of persistent ognitive de�its and dementiain assoiation with neurolepti use. However, to some extent, researhers have lost their enthusiasmfor demonstrating over and over again that neuroleptis ause ognitive de�its, and textbooks ofpsyhiatry simply do not want to mention it (e.g., Hales et al., 2003 [589℄). This is reminisent of thehistory of researh into the brain-damaging e�ets of shok treatment (hapter 9). When repeatedanimal studies showed that eletroonvulsive therapy aused brain damage, inluding sattered smallhemorrhages and ell death, the researh stopped, and textbooks ignored or denied its existene.A linial study of hospitalized drug-treated patients found many su�ering from mental deterio-ration typial of a hroni organi brain syndrome that the researhers labeled dysmentia (Wilson etal., 1983 [1346℄). Tardive dysmentia onsists of \unstable mood, loud speeh, and [inappropriatelylose℄ approah to the examiner". It is probably a variant of hypomani dementia1. The mentalabnormalities in the study by Wilson et al. (1983) [1346℄ orrelated positively with TD symptomsmeasured on the Abnormal Involuntary Movement Sale. In addition, length of neurolepti treat-ment orrelated with three measures of dementia: unstable mood, loud speeh, and euphoria. Theauthors stated, \It is our hypothesis that ertain of the behavioral hanges observed in shizophrenipatients over time represent a behavioral equivalent of tardive dyskinesia, whih we will all tardivedysmentia" (p. 188). The tendeny in the literature, perhaps in searh of a euphemism, has been touse the term tardive dysmentia even when a full-blown dementing syndrome is desribed.A variety of studies on�rmed the existene of tardive dysmenia (dementia; Goldberg, 1985 [536℄;Jones, 1985 [700℄; Mukherjee, 1984 [958℄; Mukherjee et al., 1985 [959℄; Myslobodsky, 1986 [965℄).Myslobodsky (1993) [966℄ summarized the triad of features of tardive dysmentia as \oasionalexessive emotional reativity, enhaned responsiveness to environmental stimuli, and indi�erentor redued awareness of abnormal involuntary movements". He reviewed a study indiating thatpatients diagnosed with shizophrenia with TD sore signi�antly higher on measures of aggressionand tension than similar patients without TD. He pointed out that some of these patients su�erfrom typial frontal lobe signs. He also warned that routine neuropsyhologial testing an miss thefrontal lobe syndrome assoiated with TD2.1Euphoria as well as apathy an result from frontal lobe damage and dysfuntion (Bradley et al., 1991 [166℄).2What is really needed is the kind of researh that demonstrated subtle yet devastating psyhologial hangesafter lobotomy (Tow, 1955 [1260℄) and newer forms of psyhosurgery (Hansen et al., 1982) [595℄, inluding varyingdegrees of the following: inability to spontaneously generate or to write autobiographial observations; impairedinsight, judgment, and self-reetion; redued reativity, fantasy life, and imagination; loss of autonomy and self-determination with a orresponding need for inreased diretion and supervision in tasks; redued abstrat reasoning78



In addition to Wilson et al. (1983) [1346℄, several other studies reported an assoiation betweenTD symptoms and generalized mental dysfuntion (Baribeau et al., 1993 [97℄; DeWolfe et al., 1988[358℄; Itil et al., 1981 [655℄; Spohn et al., 1993 [1208℄; Struve et al., 1983 [1224℄; Waddington etal., 1986a&b [1305℄ & [1306℄; Wolf et. 1982 [1356℄; many reviewed in Breggin, 1993 [194℄). Aftereliminating shizophrenia as a ausative fator, Waddington and Youssef (1988) [1307℄ also foundinreased ognitive de�its in neurolepti-treated bipolar patients with TD in omparison to thosewithout the disorder.Wade et al. (1987) [1308℄ pointed out that Huntington's and Parkinson's diseases provide arelated model for TD, inluding the development of ognitive impairments (see Koshino et al., 1986[782℄; Breggin, 1993 [194℄, for similar disussions). They studied 54 patients who were diagnosedwith mania or shizophrenia with TD and onluded that TD is one expression a larger \hronineurolepti-indued neurotoxi proess" (Wade et al., 1987, p. 395 [1308℄).Paulsen et al. (1994) [1022℄ reviewed the literature and found that \TD was generally reportedto be assoiated with ognitive impairment". Krabbendam et al. (2000) [785℄ found a partiularorrelation between orofaial TD and ognitive impairment, espeially delayed memory that may beaused by a \frontal subortial disturbane" related to orofaial TD. It is apparent that TD is notmerely a motor disorder but a�its a range of ognitive and emotional funtions.Palmer et al. (1999) [1017℄ foused on extrapyramidal symptoms (EPS) rather than TD andfound that severity of EPS orrelated with the severity of neuropsyhologial de�its, espeially inthe areas of learning and motor skills. Krausz et al. (1999) [788℄ found a similar orrelation betweenEPS and ognitive de�its on a self-rating sale. They believed the de�its were suÆient to ausepotential diÆulty with insight and everyday life skills.Gualtieri and Barnhill (1988) [576℄ pointed out, \In virtually every linial survey that has ad-dressed the question, it is found that TD patients, ompared to non-TD patients, have more inthe way of dementia" (p. 149). They believed that the dememia results from damage to the basalganglia aused by the TD (see subsequent disussion)3. Gualtieri (2002) [575℄, one of the most expe-riened researhers in the �eld, has ontinued to make the point that TD patients have more \signsof dementia" (p. 401) than similar patients who do not have TD.Sine the rates of TD are so high (see hapter 4), a�eting a large proportion of neurolepti-treatedpatients, its assoiation with ognitive dysfuntion and dementia is espeially ominous. These databy themselves provide suÆient evidene to onlude that neuroleptis frequently and irreversiblyimpair mental funtion. One again there is ample reason to be autious about presribing thesetoxi agents to adults and to prohibit giving them to hildren and youth.5.4.3 A Serendipitous Finding of Neurolepti-Indued Generalized Cog-nitive DysfuntionA multisite national researh projet evaluated brain dysfuntion aused by polydrug abuse, inlud-ing street drugs (for a more detailed analysis, see Breggin, 1983b [181℄). Using the Halstead-ReitanNeuropsyhologial Battery, the study unexpetedly unovered a signi�ant orrelation between gen-eralized brain dysfuntion and total lifetime psyhiatri drug onsumption in patients diagnosed withand inreased onrete thinking; shallow a�et; soial insensitivity and lak of empathy; the inability to are and tolove; and overall apathy and indi�erene. In linially e�etive doses, neuroleptis produe some degree of all of thesee�ets almost immediately. Doses suÆient to \ontrol" psyhosis or mania ause all of these lobotomy-like e�ets toa signi�ant degree. To a lesser degree, all psyhiatri drugs tend to produe some or all of these e�ets, partiularlyin long-term use and espeially apathy and indi�erene. However, mediation presribers and advoates almost nevernotie, reord, or evaluate these e�ets.3Gualtieri and Barnhill (1988) [576℄ delared that \neurolepti treatment is onsidered by enlightened pratitionersin the �eld to be an extraordinary intervention" (p. 137) requiring serious justi�ation.79



shizophrenia (Grant et al., 1978a& [553℄ & [555℄). More than one-fourth of the neurolepti-treatedpatients had persistent brain dysfuntion. The hroni brain dysfuntion was related more to life-time neurolepti intake than to the diagnosis of shizophrenia: \Neuropsyhologial abnormality wasassoiated with greater antipsyhoti drug experiene" (Grant et al., 1978, p. 1069 [555℄). In-deed, patients diagnosed with shizophrenia who abused street drugs rather than taking neuroleptisshowed no orrelation between the diagnosis of shizophrenia and inreased brain dysfuntion. Noneof the patients had been exposed to neuroleptis for more than 5 years.In an unpublished version of the paper presented at a professional meeting (Grant et al., 1978a[553℄), the authors undersored the onnetion between TD and ognitive de�its and warned in theironluding sentene, \It is also lear that the antipsyhoti drugs must ontinue to be srutinizedfor the possibility that their extensive onsumption might ause general erebral dysfuntion" (p.31). The version published in the Arhives of General Psyhiatry (Grant et al., 1978 [555℄) warnedof the possibility of long-term ognitive de�its assoiated with neurolepti use, but in somewhatless threatening language. The danger of neurolepti-indued hroni brain dysfuntion was expur-gated from the Amerian Journal of Psyhiatry version (Grant et al., 1978b [554℄). The misleadingorrelation with shizophrenia was highlighted. Prodrug editing made the risk disappear from thesupposedly sienti� artile.5.4.4 Neurolepti-Indued Mental and Behavioral Deterioration in Chil-drenReports by Gualtieri and his olleagues (Gualtieri, 2002 [575℄; Gualtieri et al., 1988 [576℄; Gualtieri etal., 1984 [577℄; Gualtieri et al., 1986 [578℄) indiated that many institutionalized hildren and youngadults go through a persistent period of worsening psyhiatri symptoms after withdrawal fromneuroleptis, typially impairing them more than their original symptoms prior to treatment. Thisourred in developmentally disabled patients in whom shizophrenia had not been diagnosed. Theresearhers attributed the withdrawal-emergent problems to a drug-indued dementing proess. Somepatients stabilized or improved if kept mediation-free, but others seemed permanently worsened bythe mediations. They required inreased mediation to ontrol their drug-indued symptoms.5.4.5 Denial of Symptoms in TD Patients as a Symptom of CognitiveDysfuntionClinial reports of denial or anosognosia among TD patients also on�rm that they are su�eringognitive dysfuntion and, in more severe ases, a dementing proess. Anosognosia involves denialof impaired or lost funtion following neurologial injury (hapter 1). My experiene oinides withthat of Fisher (1989) [444℄, who stated that anosognosia \may qualify as one of the general rules oferebral dysfuntion" (p. 128). Thus the presene of anosognosia in TD patients tends to on�rm theexistene of generalized erebral dysfuntion in these patients. Anosognosia, as desribed in hapter1, is an aspet of the broader onept of intoxiation anosognosia or mediation spellbinding. Thespellbinding e�et of neuroleptis is aused by their diret toxi e�ets and also by the irreversibledamage that they init upon the brain.Multiple publiations on�rm that most TD patients do not omplain about their symptomsand will even refuse to admit their existene when onfronted with them (Alexopoulos, 1979 [23℄;Breggin, 1983b [181℄, 1993 [194℄; Chard et al., as ited in Myslobodsky, 1993 [966℄; DeVeaugh-Geiss,1979 [357℄; Smith et al., 1979 [1194℄; Wojik et al., 1980 [1354℄).Patients with TD not only display indi�erene toward their symptoms, they sometimes onfabulateabout them. Smith et al. (1979) [1194℄ ited several studies showing that TD patients typially refuse80



to reognize their symptoms. They observed,\We were so onvined that many patients were aware of their symptoms but unwilling toreport them that toward the end of the projet we started to ask patients at the ompletionof the examination if they notied any abnormal movements in other patients. Several of thepatients desribed the symptoms of tardive dyskinesia in other patients in great detail. Althoughit is oneivable that these patients might have been unaware of their own tongue or mouthmovements, it is diÆult to see how they ould not have observed their own hand, feet, or legmovements."DeVeaugh-Geiss (1979) [357℄ on�rmed denial of symptoms as well as lobotomy-like indi�erenein TD patients. Despite repeated inquiries,\Seven of these [�fteen TD℄ patients onsistently and repeatedly denied that they had abnormalor involuntary movements, despite the fat that most of them had symptoms that were severeenough to ause some diÆulty with speeh, ambulation, or oordination of ordinary motormovements suh as those used in eating or dressing."Wojik et al. (1980) [1354℄ found that 44% of patients with TD denied awareness of their abnormalmovements. Joye Kobayashi (as ited in Patient May Not Be Cognizant, 1982) desribed the lak ofawareness or onern about their symptoms found in more than half the TD patients seleted fromfour words at the Bronx Veterans Administration Medial Center.Myslobodsky et al. (1985) [967℄ found that 88% of the TD patients \showed omplete lakof onern or anosognosia with regard to their involuntary movement" (p. 156). The study alsofound other indiations for ognitive de�its in these patients. Myslobodsky (1986) [965℄ reported\emotional indi�erene or frank anosognosia of abnormal movements" in 95% of TD patients. Hetheorized that the most probable ause was \some form of ognitive deline assoiated with dementiadisorder, probably owing to some neurolepti-indued de�ieny within the dopaminergi iruitry"(p. 4). In 1993, Myslobodsky [966℄ pointed out that patients su�er from denial of TD even while theyremain able to voie omplaints about their other medial problems and symptoms. He postulatedat that time that "TD patients lose the motor part of their 'road map of onsiousness.' "These studies of denial in TD patients strongly on�rm the assoiation between TD and ognitivedysfuntion. As mentioned earlier, the ause is probably twofold: the spellbinding e�et of the drugsthemselves, when the patients are still taking them, and the persistent e�et of the brain damageaused by the drugs.5.4.6 Permanent Lobotomy or DeativationChapter 2 desribed and doumented the primary lobotomizing or deativating e�et of the neu-roleptis. The anosognosia or denial exhibited by so many TD ases probably reets a permanentdeativation phenomenon as well as a more spei� intoxiation anosognosia (mediation spellbind-ing).Bleuler (1978) [148℄ suggested that long-term exposure to neuroleptis an produe an irreversiblefrontal lobe syndrome with apathy and indi�erene. The syndrome would seem an inevitable onse-quene of the permanent dysfuntion of dopaminergi neurons that frequently results from neuroleptitreatment. Some of these neurons (originating in the ventral tegmentum) projet to the limbi sys-tem and frontal lobes. Others (from the substantia nigra) projet to the striatum, where they alsointeronnet with the limbi system as well as with the retiular ativating system (Alheid et al.,1990 [24℄; see also Ethier et al., 2004 [411℄; Seeman, 1995 [1150℄). Injury in any of these regions ofthe brain tends to lead to deativation of the brain and mind (hapter 1).81



5.4.7 Tardive Psyhosis in Neurolepti-Treated PatientsChapter 3 doumented that the neuroleptis an produe aute depression and psyhosis. Thishapter has doumented the existene of tardive dysmentia and tardive dementia as well as tar-dive behavioral abnormalities in hildren. There is further evidene that the neuroleptis an alsoprodue irreversible, shizophreni-like psyhoses, variously alled supersensitivity psyhosis, tardivepsyhosis, and rebound psyhosis.When Chouinard and Jones [281℄ �rst announed their disovery of tardive or supersensitivitypsyhosis at the annual meeting of the Canadian Psyhiatri Assoiation (see Janin, 1979 [664℄),one psyhiatrist in the audiene protested,\I put my patients on neurolepti drugs beause they're psyhoti. Now you are saying thatthe same drug that ontrols their shizophrenia also auses a psyhosis and that on top of thatthe drug auses tardive dyskinesia one third of the time. It's a Hobson's hoie. My patientsare going to lose in the end either way."One of the panelists, Barry O. Jones, warned, \Some patients who seem to require lifelong neu-roleptis may atually do so beause of this therapy."In the published version (Chouinard et al., 1980 [281℄), the authors suggested that the irreversiblesupersensitivity psyhosis results from rebound hyperativity of the blokaded dopamine reeptors inthe limbi system. They ompared the mehanism of supersensitivity psyhosis to that of TD. Tardivepsyhosis may be a mental manifestation of the same proesses that ause the motor phenomena ofTD.Chouinard and Jones (1980) [281℄ noted that both the TD and the supersensitivity psyhosis aremasked, or hidden, when the patient is taking drugs. They further stated that ontinuous use ofthe drugs tends to worsen both diseases. Neurolepti-treated patients have often developed tardivepsyhoses that beame more severe than their original psyhiatri disorders (Chouinard et al., 1980[281℄; Chouinard et al., 1982 [282℄; Chouinard et al., 1978 [283℄; Csernansky et al., 1982 [324℄; Hunt etal., 1988; Mayerho� et al., 1992 [894℄; see also news reports by Janin, 1979 [664℄; \SupersensitivityPsyhosis," 1983). Tragially, patients an require lifetime mediation for a disorder that ould havehad a muh shorter and more benign natural history.Although Chouinard and Jones (1980) [281℄ found a prevalene of 30% to 40%, Hunt et al. (1988)reviewed the harts of 265 patients and loated only 12 probable and no de�nite ases of tardivepsyhosis. Kirkpatrik et al. (1992) [764℄ ast a ritial eye on the existene of tardive psyhosis.Researh ommonly fails to detet even the most obvious adverse drug e�ets, resulting in so manydrugs reahing the market without their most serious side e�ets being deteted. That so manyresearhers have doumented tardive psyhosis should, by now, on�rm its existene.5.4.8 Psyhiatry Avoids Faing Tardive PsyhosisSine my lengthy review of the subjet in Psyhiatri Drugs: Hazards to the Brain (1983b), andthen in the 1997 edition of this book, the literature on tardive psyhosis has beome sparser. Afteran initial burst of researh in this arena, muh like in researh onerning ognitive disorders anddementia, there has been a slowing down of interest. Not surprisingly, the psyhopharmaeutialomplex disourages researh that undermines its produts.The 2003 edition of The Amerian Psyhiatri Publishing Textbook of Clinial Psyhiatry makesno mention of tardive psyhosis or supersensitivity psyhosis in the disussion of adverse neuroleptie�ets, inluding in the setion \Tardive Disorders" (Hales et al., 2003 [589℄). Nor is there anydisussion of the many studies on ognitive de�its assoiated with neuroleptis and in partiular with82



TD. The only mention of tardive psyhosis ours within a disussion of mood disorders with itationsto three studies spanning 1991-1993. The 1993 study points to a possible biologial mehanism inthe death of striatal holinergi neurons, aused by prolonged exposure to neuroleptis (Miller et al.,1993 [929℄).It is as if the profession has found the onept intolerable - that taking so-alled antipsyhotidrugs for prolonged periods of time auses a persistent psyhosis worse than the original disorder -so it has hosen to ignore it. It is similar to the resistane we will �nd to admitting that so-alledantidepressants, even in the short run, ause depression and suiidality (hapters 6 and 7).Nonetheless, some studies ontinue to rop up, and onerns ontinue to be expressed. Llora et al.(2001) [848℄ desribed a ase of supersensitivity psyhosis following abrupt olanzapine withdrawal.Lu et al. (2002) [856℄ reported two ases of older patients who developed halluinations and delusionsfollowing withdrawal from metolopramide (Reglan).Stanilla et al. (1997) [1212℄ desribed three ases of delirium with psyhoti symptoms due tolozapine withdrawal (see also Adams et al., 1991 [13℄, for an early report of lozapine withdrawalpsyhosis). They believed that lozapine produes more severe withdrawal symptoms than typialantipsyhoti agents. In a 3-year open label study of quetiapine, Margolese et al. (2004) [875℄swithed 23 male patients from lassial antipsyhotis and risperidone to quetiapine: \Six of theseven patients who relapsed after being stabilized on quetiapine for at least three months met theriteria for supersensitivity psyhosis." This is a very high rate, again raising questions about whetheratypials may be more prone to ause tardive psyhosis.British psyhiatrist Monrie� (2006b) [941℄ reviewed the literature and found espeially strongevidene that lozapine auses withdrawal psyhoses. She observed that some reported ases ourredin people without a psyhiatri history and onluded, \These e�ets require further urgent researh."In another artile disussing why it is so diÆult for patients to stop psyhiatri mediation, Monrie�(2006a) [940℄ warned, \The impliations of these e�ets inlude the possibility that muh of theresearh on maintenane treatment is awed and that the reurrent nature of psyhiatri onditionsmay sometimes be iatrogeni." She noted studies indiating that 20% to 40% of people with severepsyhoti disorders \an stop long-term treatment without diÆulty" and urged onsideration forthe areful management of neurolepti withdrawal.5.4.9 Tardive Akathisia and Cognitive De�itsGualtieri (1993) [574℄ observed that the anxiety and emotional tension su�ered by tardive akathisiapatients are primary emotional and ognitive omponents of the disease. After reviewing the fun-tional neuroanatomy, Gualtieri onluded,\One is entitled to surmise, therefore, that a�etive instability and intelletual impairment maybe the onsequene of neuropathology at the level of the basal ganglia. . . . TDAK [tardiveakathisia℄ is one manifestation of that e�et. There are probably others."In other words, the existene of the syndrome of tardive akathisia demonstrates that the neurolep-tis an produe irreversible damage to the mental life of the individual.5.5 Human and Animal Autopsy StudiesAnimal autopsy data provide strong evidene that the neuroleptis frequently ause brain damage.Human autopsy studies are too few and ontraditory to lead to a de�nite onlusion. One again,interest in them has delined. 83



5.5.1 Animal Autopsy Studies of Brain Damage Indued by NeuroleptiEarlier in the hapter 1 summarized the �ndings of Dorph-Petersen et al. (2005) [374℄ that linialdoses of haloperidol and olanzapine in monkeys produed marked shrinkage of the brain tissue withell death through the brain, but most markedly in the frontal and parietal lobes. Multiple earlierontrolled animal studies indiate that long-term, and sometimes short-term, neurolepti treatmentause brain damage. Evidene of strutural damage, inluding ell degeneration and death in thebasal ganglia, is espeially onsistent after hroni administration of neuroleptis (Coln, 1975 [304℄;Jeste et al., 1992 [685℄; Makiewiz et al., 1964 [862℄; Nielsen et al., 1978 [988℄; Pakkenberg et al.,1973 [1016℄; Popova, 1967 [1045℄; Romasenko et al., 1969 [1095℄; reviewed in Breggin, 1983b [181℄).Far fewer studies have been negative (Fog et al., 1976 [452℄; Gerlah, 1975 [511℄).After one \omparatively low" dose of hlorpromazine, 0.5-5 mg/kg, Popova (1967) [1045℄ foundstrutural hanges in rat brains, inluding \swelling, hromatolysis and vauolization of the nerveell bodies" (p. 87) in many regions, inluding the sensory-motor ortex, midbrain, hypothalamus,thalamus, and retiular formation. In 1992, Jeste et al. [685℄ reviewed the literature and publishedthe results of exposing rats to uphenazine deanoate (5 mg/kg, intramusular) every 2 weeks for4, 8, or 12 months. The density of large neurons in the striatum was measured after sari�e by aomputerized image analysis system. This team found a redued density by 8 months of treatment.Most animal studies report irreversible neuronal damage, inluding ell death, after relatively briefexposure to neuroleptis. Of great importane, animal studies with longer durations of exposure toneuroleptis - 1 year (Pakkenberg et al., 1973 [1016℄), 8 months (Jeste et al., 1992 [685℄), and 36weeks (Nielsen et al., 1978 [988℄) - show the expeted neuronal deterioration in the basal ganglia.Animal researh provides de�nitive and apparently inontrovertible evidene that neuroleptisoften ause irreversible brain damage. This is onsistent with more reent studies reviewed earlierin the hapter that demonstrate how both older and newer atypial neuroleptis are highly toxi toliving ells in animals.5.5.2 Human Autopsy Evidene for Neurolepti-Indued Brain DamageThere are surprisingly few human autopsy reports examining the e�ets of hroni neurolepti ther-apy. Older studies have been reviewed by Braha and Kleinman (1986) [165℄, Brown et al. (1986)[231℄, Jeste et al. (1986) [687℄, and Rupniak et al. (1983) [1113℄. Although somewhat inonlusive,autopsy evidene does suggest that the neuroleptis an damage the basal ganglia, an area poten-tially ritial in the prodution of both TD and tardive dementia. But the literature, overall, issant, ontraditory, and not onlusive. The studies of Arai et al. (1987) [63℄, Brown et al. (1986)[231℄, Christensen et al. (1970) [286℄, Forrest et al. (1963) [479℄, Gross and Kaltenbak (1968) [569℄,Hunter et al. (1968) [641℄, Jellinger (1977) [674℄, Roizin et al. (1959) [1094℄, and Wildi et al. (1967)[1342℄ are reviewed in more detail in Breggin (1990 [187℄).5.6 Lessons of Lethargi Enephalitis4 Chapter 3 mentioned the similarity between neurolepti malignant syndrome and an aute episodeof the viral disorder, lethargi enephalitis (enephalitis lethargia, or von Eonomo's disease). Theparallel suggests that the neuroleptis, in their primary impat, produe a ontrolled hemial en-ephalitis, whih, when out of ontrol, beomes neurolepti malignant syndrome, indistinguishable4This subjet fasinated me suÆiently for me to devote an entire artile to it (Breggin, 1993).84



from a fulminating viral enephalitis (Breggin, 1993 [194℄).There are many other ways in whih neurolepti drug e�ets losely mimi those of lethargienephalitis, as reported during and after World War I (Breggin, 1993 [194℄). Both the neuroleptisand the viral disease produe mental apathy and indi�erene. In a 1970 retrospetive, Denikerobserved,\It was found that neuroleptis ould experimentally reprodue almost all symptoms of lethargienephalitis. In fat, it would be possible to ause true enephalitis epidemis with the newdrugs."The parallel between lethargi enephalitis and neurolepti toxiity is remarkable in several re-spets. Both groups of patients initially display apathy or disinterest, followed by the onset ofvarious dyskinesias. After a delay, the dyskinesias sometimes beome permanent in both groups.Many lethargi enephalitis patients seemed to reover, only to relapse into devastating neurologialdisorders years later. While a Parkinsone like disorder was the most ommon tardive, or delayed,motor disorder assoiated with lethargi enephalitis, other dyskinesias more similar to drug-induedTD were also known to develop.After an apparent reovery, many of the enephalitis vitims later went on to develop severepsyhoses and dementia (Abrahamson, 1935 [6℄; Matheson Commission, 1939 [884℄). Thus the om-pletion of the parallel between lethargi enephalitis and neurolepti e�ets awaited the disovery thatin addition to TD, tardive psyhosis and tardive dementia ould follow the exposure to neuroleptis.The parallel between the mediation e�ets and the viral enephalopathi e�ets sounded a warn-ing that similar mehanisms - and hene similar adverse outomes - were possible. Only a few yearsafter the advent of the neuroleptis, Paulson (1959) [1023℄ raised this onern when he wrote,\The sequelae of enephalitis inlude many musular, psyhi and autonomi re-sponses; and most of the neurologi ompliations from the phenothiazines are withinthe range of post-enephaliti Parkinsonism. (p. 800)"Other investigators also notied omparisons between neurolepti toxiity and lethargi enephali-tis (Brill, 1959 [226℄; Hunter et al., 1964 [642℄). Brill (1959) [226℄ doumented that the hardest hitareas in lethargi enephalitis are the ells of the basal ganglia and the substantia nigra, the areasmost a�eted by the neurolepti mediations in the prodution of TD (see Breggin, 1993 [194℄, fora further disussion of the anatomi pathways). There are multiple interonnetions between thebasal ganglia, retiular ativating system, limbi system, and erebral ortex, involving both motorand mental funtions (e.g., Adams et al., 1989 [13℄; Alheid et al., 1990 [24℄; Brodal, 1969 [229℄). Asa result of the interonnetions, neurolepti-indued damage to the basal ganglia, if severe enough,would be expeted to produe persistent ognitive de�its and dementia.The assoiation of mental deterioration with diseases of the basal ganglia and substantia nigraled to the onept of subortial dementia (Huber et al., 1985 [636℄), that is, dementia arising fromdamage to the basal ganglia and surrounding strutures. Patients with subortial dementia tendto be more depressed and apatheti, without as muh evidene gross impairment to higher ortialfuntions. Subortial damage to the basal ganglia is one of the brain-disabling mehanisms thatmake neurolepti-treated patients more doile and less troublesome to others. Beause higher ortialfuntions are less obviously damaged, observers an reassure themselves that the patients are notbeing grossly harmed, when in fat their overall energy level and quality of life are impaired bydamage to subortial funtions.Marsden (1976) [878℄ observed, \If long-term neurolepti therapy an ause an apparently per-manent hange in striatal dopamine-reeptor ation, then one must assume that the same an ourin the mesolimbi ortial dopamine reeptors" (p. 1079), that is, the highest enters of the brain.85



Marsden and Obeso (1994) [879℄ pointed out the omplex interonnetions between the basal gangliaand the frontal lobes and their possible role in higher mental funtioning.Animal researh on�rmed that supersensitivity of dopamine reeptors develops in the mesolimbiand erebral ortial areas, muh as it does in the striatum (Chiodo et al., 1983 [277℄; White et al.,1983 [1339℄), and that it an beome hroni after termination of neurolepti treatment (Jenner etal., 1983 [675℄; Rupniak et al., 1983 [1113℄). While TD is diÆult to reprodue in animals, Gunneand Haggstrom (1985) [582℄ were able to reate both aute and irreversible dyskinesias in monkeysand rats. With persistent dyskinesias, they found evidene of irreversible biohemial hanges in thebasal ganglia and related areas (substantia nigra, medial globus pallidus, and nuleus subthalamius).Many researhers remarked on the relationship between neurolepti-indued inhibition in themesolimbi and ortial dopamine system and the linial prodution of blunting or apathy (Lehman,1975 [825℄; White et al., 1983 [1339℄). Irreversible hanges to these biologial systems aount formany �ndings of permanent ognitive dysfuntion.Gualtieri and Barnhill (1988) [576℄ on�rmed these observations:\Persistent TD is probably the onsequene of irreversible striatal damage. But the orpusstriatum is responsible for more than motor ontrol; it is a omplex organ that inuenes a widerange of omplex human behaviors. No disease that a�its striatal tissue is known to have onlymotor onsequenes; Parkinson's disease and Huntington's disease are only two examples." (p.150)It is tragi that psyhiatry persists in promoting the antipsyhoti or neurolepti drugs as spei�treatments for \psyhosis," \shizophrenia," and \mania," when in fat the drugs ause severe braindamage and dysfution, e�etively disabling the brain and mind, rendering individuals more doileas well as relatively indi�erent to their own needs or su�ering. The use of the neuroleptis is, to agreat extent, a onveniene for physiians and aretakers at the expense of the patients' well-being.5.7 Can Shizophrenia Cause Dementia?There is a very ogent reason to believe that the atrophy found on CT sans annot be the produt ofshizophrenia. Brain atrophy is far more aurately and de�nitively evaluated by a diret postmortempathologial examination than on a CT or MRI brain san. The atual pathology, if it exists, anmore easily be identi�ed and aurately measured by diret observation and mirosopi analyses.The CT san and the MRI san apture images in the range of the human eye. The MRI san,for example, examines a slie of brain approximately 1-3 mm thik (Innis et al., 1995 [651℄). That isthe width of one to three penil leads. Furthermore, the images are limited to blak and white. Thebest MRI resolution only begins to approximate what an be seen with the naked eye on autopsy(Innis et al., 1995 [651℄).An autopsy an also obtain tissue slies for examination with a light mirosope or an eletronmirosope. Furthermore, on gross examination of the brain, instead of estimating tissue loss fromMRI pitures, an autopsy an atually weigh and measure the brain and examine ell density underthe mirosope. As a result, many diseases of the brain, suh as Alzheimer's, require an autopsyrather than an MRI or CT san to make the de�nitive diagnosis (Caine et al., 1995 [249℄).Despite the in�nitely greater sensitivity, usefulness, and relevane of autopsy examinations andmirosopi pathology studies, no onsistent �nding of brain atrophy or any other pathology hasbeen made despite hundreds of these studies performed on thousands of patients diagnosed withshizophrenia prior to the use of neuroleptis (e.g., Bleuler, 1978 [148℄; Niholi, 1978 [986℄; Noyes etal., 1958 [996℄). Arieti (1959) [66℄ onluded that hopes for �nding a neuropathology of shizophrenia86



\have remained unful�lled" (p. 488). Weinberger and Kleinman (1986) [1325℄ estimated that by1950, more than 250 studies had laimed to �nd a gross pathologial defet in shizophrenia, and\the overwhelming majority of these laims were either never repliated, unrepliable, or shown tobe artifats". The task proved so frustrating that \the e�ort stalled in the 1950s" (p. 52). Whenthe Task Fore on Tardive Dyskinesia (Amerian Psyhiatri Assoiation, 1980b [35℄) made a briefreferene to the initial CT san �ndings of brain atrophy in neurolepti-treated patients, it remarked,\This observation is quite surprising as it is not onsistent with earlier neurologi evaluations ofhroni shizophrenis; it requires further ritial evaluation" (p. 59).Furthermore, prior to the neuroleptis, there was no onsistent dementia syndrome that ould belinially identi�ed in assoiation with so-alled shizophrenia. In other words, until the advent ofneurolepti treatment, linial examination of patients labeled shizophreni had always failed to re-veal anything that looks like a brain disease suh as Alzheimer's or Huntington's horea. That is whyshizophrenia beame known as a funtional, rather than an organi, disorder and why a diagnosisof shizophrenia in fat requires �rst ruling out an underlying organi disorder. Shizophrenia is adiagnosis of exlusion-meaning that real diseases have been ruled out before making the diagnosis.Meanwhile, as this hapter and earlier hapters doument, the neuroleptis have indeed produedidenti�able physial or organi disorders in patients labeled shizophreni. Ironially, psyhiatry hasreated what it always sought to �nd-something wrong with the brains of people diagnosed withshizophrenia. Having found it, psyhiatry tends to deny the reality or to laim, one again, thatthe problem must emanate from the patients' preexisting shizophrenia. This laim is made despitea mountain of evidene proving that these same drugs are also toxi to the brains of animals.In reply to the question, Do patients diagnosed with shizophrenia have erebral atrophy, dilatedventriles, neurologial de�its, or dementia? Lidz (1981) [841℄ observed, \For 100 years investigatorshave reported a neuropathologial or physiopathologial ause of shizophrenia. The trouble is thatno suh �ndings have been repliated. If the patient su�ers from dementia, the diagnosis is notshizophrenia" (p. 854). Lidz reommended taking into aount the impat of mediations andshok treatment on the brain.In summary, the failure to obtain onsistent �ndings of erebral pathology on postmortem exam-ination prior to the drug era strongly indiates that more reent �ndings of atrophy on brain sansare the result not of so-alled shizophrenia but of some new threat to the brains of these patients.The new threat is the widespread use of the neurolepti drugs that are already known to ause braindiseases, inluding TD, neurolepti malignam syndrome, and tardive dementia.Other reasons to doubt that patients with shizophrenia have a deteriorating brain disorder werereviewed years ago by Manfred Bleuler (1978) [148℄. First, unless aused by a toxi agent, whih isthen removed, organi disorders haraterized by brain atrophy and dementia are usually progressive.Yet it is well doumented by Bleuler and others that many patients diagnosed with shizophreniaimprove over time; up to one-third or one-half show signi�ant reovery over the years. They donot tend to show the physial signs of deterioration usually assoiated with progressive neurologiallosses, suh as premature aging, in�rmity, seizures, or neurologial signs and symptoms. They die ofthe same diseases that a�it normal people. In following 208 patients for deades, Bleuler found thatmost of them remained in generally good health, \in spite of advaned age" (p. 450). Nowadays,of ourse, the widespread of neuroleptis results in anything but \generally good health" for thoseunfortunate enough to experiene months and years of exposure to these toxi agents.Seond, a dementing disorder, one it has progressed, would rarely, if ever, lear up spontaneously.Yet there are many examples, even before the advent of mediations, of patients abruptly andspontaneously improving for years at a time or for a lifetime. In addition, many patients wax andwane, showing great larity at one moment and extreme irrationality at another (see Bleuler, 1924[147℄; Bleuler, 1978 [148℄). These older observations are entirely onsistent with my own linialexperiene. Without using drugs, I am often able to help patients reover from halluinations,87



delusions, and other symptoms that would have earned them a diagnosis of shizophrenia and alifetime of drug treatment from most psyhiatrists. Nor am I alone in �nding that this supposedbiologial disorder an often be reversed by psyhosoial interventions (hapter 16).As another on�rmation that these patients do not su�er from an irreversible physial disorder ofthe brain, sometimes an emergeny will temporarily arouse a seemingly hroni and inapaitatedpatient into a state of aute awareness and rational behavior. As a resident, I was the admittingdotor for a patient diagnosed paranoid shizophreni. She refused to let me perform a routinephysial examination as a part of her admission to the psyhiatri ward, until I notied from herbreathing that she had signs of pneumonia. When I told her, in e�et, \You are really sik; I need toexamine you," she stopped abehaving irrationally and allowed me to listen to her lungs, on�rmingmy suspiion of pneumonia. When the exam was over, she reverted to her previous nearly atatonibehavior.Third, patients diagnosed with shizophrenia do not su�er from the typial signs of the earlierstages of a dementing disorder suh as short term memory dysfuntion. They are usually easyto distinguish, for example, from vitims of Alzheimer's disease, multi-infart dementia, and thedementias assoiated with Parkinson's disease, Huntington's horea, or multiple slerosis.Fourth, instead of deteriorating, the intelletual funtions in patients diagnosed with shizophreniabeome misdireted or psyhologially irrational. As I desribe in Toxi Psyhiatry, patients diag-nosed with shizophrenia often speak in unusual and omplex metaphors dealing with psyhologialand spiritual onits over the meaning of love, life, or God. Often they display enormous passionaround the onept of the own presumed evil or exalted nature. Quite frequently, only one or twospei� false ideas (delusions) will appear in an otherwise normal mental life. These delusions willbe defended with intelletual vigor and, a high degree of mental auity, indiating that overall brainfuntion itself is normal and often above average. Unless there has been exposure to neuroleptis, thepatient diagnosed with shizophrenia will have an unimpaired IQ and no signs of neuropsyhologi-al de�its. For this reason, neuropsyhologial testing aimed at disovering organi brain de�itsare of no use in diagnosing so-alled shizophrenia, exept to rule out other \real" diseases suh asdementia.In summary, there is little or no reason to believe that �ndings of brain atrophy and dementia areaused by so-alled shizophrenia, while there is overwhelming evidene to indit neurolepti therapy.Meanwhile, the question \What is shizophrenia?" remains ompliated and largely unanswered.In ontrast to the biologial theories now in vogue, many researhers have found that diagnosis holdslittle or no sienti� validity, while others believe it reets profound psyhologial disturbanesreahing bak into early hildhood. This is not the plae to disuss this question in any depth.However we view the diagnosis of shizophrenia, people given the label deserve to be proteted fromneuroleptis, a lass of drugs that would probably be taken o� the market if they weren't aimed atdefenseless, stigmatized mental patients.
5.8 Psyhiatri Denial of Neurolepti-Indued DementiaIt took psyhiatry 20 years to reognize TD as an iatrogeni illness, even as it a�ited half or more ofhospitalized patients (Gelman, 1984 [506℄). As noted in hapter 4, resistane to dealing adequatelywith TD ontinues (Breggin, 1983b [181℄; Brown et al., 1986 [230℄; Cohen et al., 1990 [295℄; Wolf etal. 1987 [1355℄). An even greater relutane to reognize tardive dementia and brain atrophy wasto be antiipated sine the damage is still more atastrophi. Furthermore, it is easier to overlookognitive de�its and dementia than to ignore dyskinesias, and easier as well to mistakenly attributethe mental symptoms to the patient's psyhiatri disorder.88



5.9 Drugs to Treat Aute Extrapyramidal Side E�etsA variety of drugs are used to ontrol neurolepti-indued aute extrapyramidal e�ets suh astremors, rigidity, akathisia, and dystonia. Most of these agents suppress the holinergi nervoussystem. They inlude benztropine (Cogentin), biperiden (Akineton), proylidine (Kemadrin), andtrihexyphenidyl (Artane). These agents produe multiple antiholinergi side e�ets, inluding glau-oma, severe onstipation, ileus, and the inability to empty the bladder. Sine many of the neurolep-tis also produe antiholinergi e�ets, the likelihood of these adverse reations is inreased whenthey are ombined.From the brain-disabling viewpoint, antiholinergi drugs an ause onfusion, organi brain syn-dromes, and psyhoses. Far too little attention has been paid to their adverse e�ets on memoryand learning, whih an interfere with everyday living, rehabilitation, or shool (Marus et al., 1988[873℄; MEvoy, 1987 [905℄). Furthermore, there is onern that the use of these drugs inreases therisk of TD (APA, 1992 [41℄).5.10 Withdrawal Problems and Informed ConsentAs desribed in hapter 4, the diÆulties assoiated with neurolepti ithdrawal have led me to raisethe issue of their potential to ause dependene (Breggin, 1989a [185℄, 1989b [186℄). Meanwhile,liniians have beome inreasingly aware of the diÆulty of removing patients from neuroleptis,partly beause of tardive psyhosis. Withdrawal from the drugs an also produe transient or per-sistent dyskinesias, dysphoria, and autonomi imbalanes, resulting in nausea and weight loss. Inaddition, underlying ognitive de�its beome more apparent to the patient and other observers asthe neurolepti fog is lifted. As previously desribed, neuroleptis possessing marked antiholinergie�ets an ause a severe ulike syndrome.Sine neuroleptis are extremely spellbinding, during or more likely after withdrawal the individualwill have to fae a variety of persistent or permanent adverse drug e�ets that went unnotied duringmonths and years under the inuene of the drugs. Many former psyhiatri patients feel betrayedby the dotors who inited these drugs on them, sometimes against their expressed will, and almostalways without fully informing them about the risks. Am I going too far in suggesting that patientsand their families are almost never fully informed by presribing physiians about the risks assoiatedwith neuroleptis? I don't believe that I am exaggerating. Years of experiene reviewing the medialreords and treatment histories of other dotors, as well as their sworn depositions in legal ases,have on�rmed the ommon sense onlusion that presribing physiians annot fully inform patientsabout the risks assoiated with neuroleptis beause no one exept the most self-destrutive patientwould knowingly take suh toxi drugs. Dotors have to hide the mountain of risks assoiated withthese drugs in order to get their patients to take them. In this sense, informed onsent is largely asham in regard to antipsyhoti drug administration.Chapter 15 desribes how to withdraw from psyhiatri drugs.5.11 ConlusionThe neurolepti drugs, inluding the newer atypials, are highly toxi to brain ells. They auseell death and tissue shrinkage throughout the brain and espeially impair dopamine neurons in thebasal ganglia. As a result, they produe a variety of potentially irreversible motor abnormalitiesin the form of TD, tardive dystonia, tardive akathisia, tardive dementia, and tardive psyhosis, aswell as the potentially lethal neurolepti malignant syndrome. They frequently ause a parkinsonian89



syndrome with retardation of both mental and motor proesses. Long-term treatment frequentlyprodues irreversible mental dysfuntion in the form of ognitive de�its, dementia, a worseningmental ondition, and psyhosis.The most onsistent information on the prevalene of marked or obvious brain damage has beengenerated by animal studies that demonstrate the mehanisms of toxiity within the ells as well asell death and brain shrinkage. The animal researh �ndings are on�rmed in humans by brain sansmeasuring brain atrophy. We an estimate a prevalene of 10% to 40% among neurolepti-treatedpatients. It probably exeeds 50% in older patients and after more intense, long-term treatment. Notsurprisingly, these �gures are somewhat parallel to those for TD, whih strikes the same anatomialregion of the brain, and an be found in 40% to 50% or more of relatively young long-term neurolepti-treated patients.In addition, numerous life-threatening adverse reations have ome to the forefront with the neweratypials, suh as hypertension; ardio vasular disease, inluding stroke in the elderly; obesity; ele-vated serum holesterol; elevated blood sugar; diabetes; and panreatitis. Finally, there is ompellingnew evidene linking neurolepti use to premature death.As desribed in earlier hapters, the \antipsyhoti" e�et of neuroleptis suh as Haldol, Zyprexa,Risperdal, Seroquel, Abilify, and Geodon is mythial. All of the neuroleptis, inluding the so-alledatypials or seond-generation drugs, produe a lobotomy-like disability of the brain, reduing theindividual's emotional responsiveness and willpower, and ausing apathy and indi�erene (hapter2). Consistent with the brain disabling priniples of biopsyhiatri treatment desribed in hapter1, these e�ets render the patient more manageable, less troublesome to others, and less aware orable to respond to his or her own needs and su�ering. The supposed treatment in reality entailsthe inition of a toxi disease proess upon the patient remarkably similar to the viral disorderalled lethargi enephalitis that a�its the same regions of the brain and also aused apathy andindi�erene, as well as EPS.All of the neuroleptis are profoundly mediation spellbinding (hapter 1), rendering the userunable to pereive the damage being done to his or her brain, mind, and body. Beause of this, theneuroleptis readily lend themselves to the reation of iatrogeni denial and helplessness, in whih thedotor uses drug-indued brain damage and dysfuntion to produe a more doile, less troublesomepatient.Sine the mid-1950s, neurolepti drugs have been presribed to hundreds of millions of patientsworldwide, produing an epidemi of iatrogeni brain damage, a broad spetrum of diseases, andan inreased death rate among its vitims. As suggested at the onlusion of hapter 4, an ethialand sienti� psyhiatry would devote itself to ending the use of these highly toxi agents. Instead,organized psyhiatry and the pharmaeutial ompanies, supported by the FDA, ontinue to pushsuessfully for an expanded use of these drugs, even in the treatment of hildren and youth.
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Chapter 6Reent Developments in AntidepressantLabel Changes\Depression is a highly prevalent disorder that a�ets 1 in 5 women and 1 in 10 men at sometime in their lives. At any point in time, 5% to 10% of adults are linially depressed, andanother 10% to 15% experiene sublinial levels or milder forms of depression."Statements like the above, this one from Johnson and Flake (2007) [696℄, are frequent in themental health �eld, and generally, they are taken at fae value. No one asks, \Is depression di�erentfrom unhappiness, beause I know a lot of people, maybe most, have unhappy times in their lives?"Or if the question is asked, it will be answered with a referene to the riteria in the oÆial diagnostimanual (Amerian Psyhiatri Assoiation, 2000 [44℄), as if ful�lling a heklist of items somehowelevates a person from the realm of human unhappiness to major depressive disorder. Few stop torealize that �gures like these are onoted and generally promoted in the interest of empoweringmental health professionals. And even if the partiular professionals are not pushing drugs, andJohnson and Flake are not, the �gures were originally generated to promote the market for psyhiatridrugs. In an e�ort to enlarge the market, the onept of sublinial depression was invented to justifypresribing antidepressants to people who do not meet the standard riteria for major depressivedisorder.The market has beome huge. In the United States in 2001, an estimated 24.5 million patient visitswere made for depression, with 69% of these visits resulting in presriptions for SSRIs (Fergusson etal., 2005 [429℄; Sta�ord et al., 2001 [1211℄). In 2002, about 6% of all boys were taking antidepressants,and the number has ontinued to grow. By 2004, an estimated 1 in 10 women was taking one of thenewer antidepressants (Vedantam, 2004 [1292℄).The antidepressants generate giganti revenues for the drug ompanies. In 2006, aording to IMSHealth (2007) [648℄, antidepressants were the most presribed among all lasses of drugs, with a totalof 227.3 million presriptions in the United States. They were third in revenue, with a total of $13.5billion. To give perspetive to these �gures, the widely presribed lipid regulators like Lipitor wereseond as a lass, with 203.0 million presriptions, and �rst in revenue, at $21.6 billion.Antidepressants have, however, been taking something of a liking, from the Food and DrugAdministration (FDA) and the media in the last few years, ulminating in 2004-2005 with a blak-boxwarning about antidepressant-indued suiidality in hildren and then in 2007 by another blak-boxwarning about inreased suiidality in young adults. But in reality, there was little impat on thepresription of these drugs. U.S. sales of antidepressants delined 1.4% in 2004 and 6% in 2005,followed by a 2% reovery in 2006, with industry determining that the blak-box warnings wereultimately \unlikely to signi�antly threaten, sales" (MManus, 2007). And as already mentioned,they are still number one when it omes to sales.91



6.1 Warning Signs From the BeginningSoon after the introdution of the �rst SSRI, uoxetine (Proza), into the United States marketplaein January 1988, published reports began desribing uoxetine-indued violene against self andothers.In 1990, Teiher et al. [1243℄ published their lassi artile \Emergene of Intense Suiidal Pre-oupations During Fluoxetine Treatment" in the Amerian Journal of Psyhiatry, desribing �vepatients who developed akathisia and beame obsessively suiidal on Proza, who felt relief whenthe mediation was stopped, and then a resumption of their agitation when it was resumed. InMay 1990, the FDA required the manufature of Proza, Eli Lilly and Company, to add suiidalideation and violent behaviors to the Postintrodution Reports setion of its label. The setion thatlisted violene and suiide as possible adverse drug reations began with a aveat that the reportedreations \may have no ausal relationship with the drug".On August 11, 1990, an editorial in The Lanet (5-HT Blokers, 1990 [1℄) inluded \the promotionof suiidal thoughts and behaviour" (p. 346) among the adverse e�ets of uoxetine. The journalwas ahead of its time in its autions:\Fluoxetine represents US know-how at its best and has been aired in the media at a time whenbiologial psyhiatry has beome supreme in North Ameria. However, we do not know whetherthe drug is better than earlier antidepressants, whether 5-HT is the main neurotransmitter indepression, and whether the 5-HT uptake blokers have aeptable side e�ets."The following year, the British National Formulary, a joint publiation of the British MedialAssoiation and Royal Pharmaeutial Soiety of Great Britain (1991) [228℄, listed suiidal ideationand violent behavior as uoxetine side e�ets. Also in 1991, I published Toxi Psyhiatry, in whih Iobserved for the �rst time that Proza was produing a ontinuum of overstimulation that inludedakathisia, agitation, anxiety, insomnia, depression and mania, and, in the extreme, suiide andviolene. I drew on previously sequestered FDA premarketing data on Proza, the sienti� literature,and my own linial and forensi ases.Subsequently, many books and reports have dealt with the subjet of SSRI-indued violene andsuiide (e.g., Breggin, 1992b [192℄, 1997 [198℄, 2001a [207℄; Breggin et al., 1994a [219℄; Glenmullen,2000 [528℄; Healy, 2000 [607℄; Teiher et al., 1993 [1244℄).Chapter 7 will present an extensive review and analysis of the literature on antidepressant-induedmental and behavior abnormalities. This hapter will look at the evolution and importane of urrenthanges in antidepressant labels.6.2 The Class of SSRIsThese seletive serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) inlude uoxetine (Proza), sertraline (Zoloft),paroxetine (Paxil), uvoxamine (Luvox), italopram (Celexa), and, most reently, esitalopram(Lexapro; see the appendix). These drugs blok the removal of the neurotransmitter seronin fromthe synapti left. A number of other antidepressants are potent nonseletive serotonin reuptakeinhibitors (NSRIs). These inlude the atypial venlafaxine (E�exor) and the triyli lomipramine(Anafranil). Nefazodone (Serzone) has been withdrawn from the market due to liver damage.When observations are made in linial pratie and in the sienti� literature onerning theimpat of SSRIs, they are typially treated as a single ategory or lass of pharmaologial agents.It is generally reognized that an adverse mental or behavioral reation, suh as agitation or mania,that is observed in regard to one SSRI is likely to be found with all the other SSRIs. When I initially92



testi�ed about this reality in deposition and trial as a medial expert, drug ompany lawyers andexperts ritiized my position, laiming that I ould not use data about one SSRI to draw onlusionsabout other SSRIs. Then, in 2004-2007, the FDA began issuing required lass warnings on adversepsyhiatri reations suh as suiidality, hostility, irritability, and mania that are idential for theentire lass of SSRIs.While usually examined as separate lasses of antidepressants, the SSRIs like E�exor also sharemany harateristis with the SSRIs, inluding the apaity to indue stimulation, anxiety, agitation,and mania.6.3 FDA Finds Inreased Suiidality in Children Exposedto AntidepressantsOn February 2, 2004, the FDA held an open meeting of the joint Psyhopharmaologial Drugs Advi-sory Committee and the Pediatri Subommittee of the Anti-Infetive Drugs Advisory Committee tohear publi testimony and explore the risk of suiidality assoiated with antidepressants in hildren.During September 13-14, 2004 [466℄, the FDA met again to present a re-evaluation of data on 4,582pediatri patients from 24 antidepressant ontrolled linial trials of 4-16 weeks in duration. Withone exeption, the studies were drawn from 23 industry sponsored trials. The exeption was oneNational Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) study, the Treatment for Adolesents With DepressionStudy (TADS), a 12-week trial involving 439 hildren age 12-17, omparing Proza alone, ognitivetherapy alone, ombined therapy, and plaebo (Marh et al., 2004 [872℄). Thus industry-sponsoredstudies dominated the data.Despite the handiap that the studies were largely developed and onduted with the aim ofproving the value of industry produts, a meta-analysis of the ombined data indiated that antide-pressants in hildren and youth inrease the suiide attempt rate and that an estimated 1% to 3%of patients would be at risk of antidepressant-indued suiidality (Hammad et al., 2006 [594℄). OnOtober 15, 2004, the FDA mandated a blak-box warning, and in early 2005, it was �nalized (FDA,2005a) [467℄. Aording to FDA requirements for desribing adverse drug reations, a risk of 1% ormore is onsidered ommon.6.4 Easy to Show Serious Adverse E�ets; DiÆult to ShowEÆayWe will �nd that the psyhiatri establishment ontinues to minimize the FDA �ndings. Even theFDA reently desribed the �nding as \modest" (see subsequent disussion). Thomas Insel, diretorof NIMH, weighed in on the side of drugs, desribing them as \mediations and of known bene�t andof questionable risks" (Vedantam, 2005 [1293℄), when the sienti� researh atually shows them tobe mediations of no bene�t and grave risk.The New England Journal of Mediine asked one of the panel members of the FDA Psyhopharma-ologial Drug Advisory Committee, physiian and epidemiologist Thomas B. Newman (2004) [984℄,to omment on the results of the studies onduted in the ontrolled linial trials to determine therisk of suiidality. He wrote,\The results were striking. When all the pediatri trials were pooled, the rate of de�niteor possible suiidality among hildren assigned to reeive antidepressants was twie that in theplaebo group. (The summary risk ratio was 2.19; 95 perent on�dene interval.) Although the93



FDA sta� did not provide this information to the ommittee, aording to my own alulations,suh a dramati result ould be expeted to our by hane only 1 time in 20,000 (p = 0.00005).. . . The fat that an assoiation emerged from a meta-analysis with a P value of 0.00005, for anoutome that the sponsors of the trials were not looking for, and presumably did not wish to�nd, was quite onvining."Notie that the FDA itself failed to provide the p value that made the result so stunning! Thepanel member had to alulate it for himself.Newman (2004) [984℄ also made the point that the FDA found that only 3 of the 15 availableontrolled linial trials showed eÆay for antidepressants in treating depressed hildren. He saidthat several FDA ommittee members spoke in favor of the antidepressants, iting either their ownexperiene or the TADS onduted by NIMH; \however, others and I found the evidene of eÆaymuh less onvining than the evidene of harm". Aording to Newman,\In reviewing TADS we were struk by the small size of the di�erene between uoxetineand plaebo as ompared with the e�et of plaebo alone. . . . It is easy to see why the personalexperiene of liniians and patients would lead them to believe the drug to be e�etive, sinethey would have no way of knowing that more than 85% of the bene�t they observed wouldhave also ourred with plaebo."\Randomized trials other than TADS have had less favorable results. The FDA indiatedthat only 3 of 15 trials of antidepressant use in hildren with depression had found a statisti-ally signi�ant bene�t. The ageny also provided us with a meta-analysis that showed that theestimated eÆay of antidepressants in hildren was minimal and likely to have been overesti-mated, beause published studies have muh more favorable results than unpublished studies.Thus, both linial experiene and published trials are likely to lead to inated estimates of theeÆay of these drugs."The ritique provided by the FDA was by Whittington et al. (2004) [1340℄, desribed in hapter7. Newman (2004) [984℄ also found many unanswered questions: \The FDA's meta-analysis suggestedthat the new antidepressants double the risk of suiidality, about 2.5 perent to 5 perent, in trialslasting two or three months. But what happens if you take them for a year?"Epidemiologist Newman's (2004) [984℄ omments summarize the essential problem of psyhiatridrugs in general: easy to show their serious adverse e�ets; diÆult to show their e�etiveness.6.5 Reent FDA Admissions and WarningsThus, in 2004, the FDA began to ath up with observations I had begun making in 1991 in ToxiPsyhiatry [190℄ and more elaborately doumented in the 1997 edition of this book, onerning therisks of antidepressant-indued suiide, at least in hildren, and later, the FDA would also aÆrmthe risk in adults, at least young ones. However, in some ways more important, and almost entirelyignored in the press and the medial ommunity, the FDA also on�rmed my major ritique of thenewer antidepressants: that they produe a stimulant-like syndrome or ativation that auses a wholearray of disorders, from agitation, anger, and hostility to outright mania.Following publi hearings in early 2004 [465℄, the FDA issued a press release for a Publi HealthAdvisory in regard to hildren and adults, in whih it stated, \The ageny is also advising that thesepatients be observed for ertain behaviors that are known to be assoiated with these drugs, suh as,agitation, pani attaks, insomnia, irritability, hostility, impulsivity, akathisia (severe restlessness),hypomania, and mania." 94



The FDA's desription and its �nal label hanges losely parallel what I had been saying formore than a deade and mimiked language from my 2003 [212℄ report \Suiide, Violene and ManiaCaused by Seletive Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors," in whih I onluded, \Mania with psyhosisis the extreme end of a stimulant ontinuum that often begins with lesser degrees of insomnia,nervousness, anxiety, hyperativity and irritability and then progresses toward more severe agitation,aggression, and varying degrees of mania." In that report, I also disussed akathisia and desribed theantidepressant-indued stimulant syndrome, inluding \hypomania/mania, insomnia, nervousness,anxiety, agitation, entral nervous system stimulation, emotional lability . . . as well as paranoidreation, psyhosis, hostility, and euphoria".6.5.1 The Final Class Label on Suiidality in Children and AdolesentsThe FDA published its �nal version of the lass label for all antidepressants on January 26, 2005[467℄. The FDA applied the new label hanges to all 34 antidepressants on the market, inludingolder, more sedating antidepressants suh as amoxapine (Asendin), trazodone (Desyrel), amitriptyline(Elavil), doxepin (Sinequan), and imipramine (Tofranil). The last-minute inlusion of the olderantidepressant was an at of deferene to the manufaturers of the newer antidepressants, in e�ettarring all antidepressants with a brush meant only for the newer ones.However, the ageny's onlusions were based on a limited number of new antidepressants, inlud-ing bupropion, italopram, uoxetine, uvoxamine, mirtazapine, nefazodone, paroxetine, sertraline,esitalopram, and venlafaxine, aording to an FDA Talk Paper (2004a) [465℄. These were the drugsmost often ited by the publi at the two FDA hearings.Although the labels are urrently being updated by the FDA to inlude a warning about antidepressant-indued suiidality in young adults, every antidepressant label until reently had a blak-box warningat the top titled \Suiidality in Children and Adolesents" that begins with the following statement:\Antidepressants inreased the risk of suiidal thinking and behavior (suiidality) in short-termstudies in hildren and adolesents with Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) and other psyhiatridisorders."This statement was already a ompromise between the FDA's original proposal and drug ompanyfeedbak. The FDA's original, stronger draft read, \A ausal role for antidepressants in induingsuiidality has been established in pediatri patients" (Lenzer, 2005) [828℄. The draft statement wentbeyond the linial trials themselves to say that suiidality had been established in general. It alsoused the dread phrase ausal role. In every ase in whih I have testi�ed against the drug ompaniesin deposition, the defendant ompanies have tried to dismiss any sienti� onlusions about drugsinduing suiidality, unless the onlusion used the term ausal. In reality, sienti� artiles andFDA-approved labels rarely use the onept of ausation, giving muh relief to the drug ompanies,who an then laim, however falsely, that ausality has not been established.Meanwhile, referring to the deision made by the FDA Psyhopharmaologial Drugs AdvisoryCommittee, even staunh advoates of antidepressants have to admit that \the ommittee onludedthat a ausal link exists between antidepressant treatment and pediatri suiidality and advised thatpoliies be implemented" (Pfe�er, 2007) [1033℄.6.5.2 The Stimulant SyndromeBeneath the blak box, a headline reads \WARNINGS-Clinial Worsening and Suiide Risk". With-out identifying it as suh, this setion ontains a warning about the stimulant or ativation syndromethat I �rst desribed in Toxi Psyhiatry in 1991 [190℄:95



\The following symptoms, anxiety, agitation, pani attaks, insomnia, irritability, hostility,aggressiveness, impulsivity, akathisia (psyhomotor restlessness), hypomania, and mania, havebeen reported in adult and pediatri patients being treated with antidepressants for majordepressive disorder as well as for other indiations, both psyhiatri and nonpsyhiatri."Note the spei� referenes to \irritability, hostility, aggressivenes, impulsivity, akathisia (psy-homotor restlessness), hypomania, and mania," a virtual presription for violene. This new ad-dition to the label, the impliations of whih having been largely overlooked, refers to hildren andadults. By indiating that nonpsyhiatri patients an develop these reations, the FDA lass labelhallenges the ommonly held belief that only patients with a bipolar history or vulnerability are atrisk for developing antidepressant overstimulation.The new label addresses information that should be given to patients and their aregivers whotake the newer antidepressants:\Clinial Worsening and Suiide Risk: Patients, their families and aregivers should be enour-aged to be alert to the emergene of anxiety, agitation, pani attaks, insomnia, irritability,hostility, aggressiveness, impulsivity, akathisia (psyhomotor restlessness), hypomania, mania,and other unusual hanges in behavior, worsening of depression, and suiidal ideation, espeiallyearly during antidepressant treatment and when the dose is adjusted up or down. Families andaregivers of patients should be advised to observe for the emergene of suh symptoms ona day-to-day basis, sine hanges may be abrupt. Suh symptoms should be reported to thepatient's presriber or health professional, espeially if they are severe, abrupt in onset, or werenot part of the patient's presenting symptoms."Most of the symptoms desribed in my previous publiations and by the FDA in its new labelare the result of ativation or stimulation, a syndrome similar to that aused by stimulants suhas amphetamine, methamphetamine, and methylphenidate, espeially in high doses. Compared toantidepressant-indued suiidality, ativation is bolstered by a muh larger sienti� literature andposes a far more ommon, and often disastrous, level of risk (see subsequent disussion).Ativation should be at the top of the di�erential diagnosis list when a patient's ondition deteri-orates while taking antidepressants. If the physiian misidenti�es drug-indued ativation as ausedby the patient's original psyhiatri disorder, the dotor is likely to ontinue, or even inrease, theantidepressant dose, ultimately ausing mania and psyhosis.6.5.3 The New FDA Mediation GuideSimultaneously with the new warnings, the FDA required physiians to provide the families of hil-dren reeiving antidepressants with a sheet of information titled \Mediation Guide: About UsingAntidepressants in Children and Teenagers" (Food and Drug Administration, 2005e [471℄). Thelabel is urrently being updated by the FDA to inlude young adults but otherwise remains largelyunhanged.In a setion titled \You Should Wath for Certain Signs If Your Child Is Taking an Antidepres-sant," the information sheet states, \Contat your hild's healthare provider right away if your hildexhibits any of the following signs for the �rst time, or if they seem worse, worry you, your hildren,or your hild's teaher." It lists the following danger signs:� Thoughts about suiide or dying� Attempts to ommit suiide 96



� New or worse depression� New or worse anxiety� Feeling very agitated or restless� Pani attaks� DiÆulty sleeping (insomnia)� New or worse irritability� Ating aggressive, being angry, or violent� Ating an dangerous impulses� An extreme inrease in ativity and talking� Other unusual hanges in behavior or moodExept for suiidality, the mediation guide does not spei�ally state that there is a ausallink between this list of reations and the mediations but learly implies that these reations areassoiated with taking mediation. Eah symptom is onsistent with the ativation or stimulationsyndrome. The inlusion of anger, aggression, and violene shows the FDA's well-justi�ed onernabout antidepressants posing a serious danger to others.6.5.4 The FDA's Final Word on Antidepressant-Indued Suiidality inChildrenIn Marh 2006, Hammad et al. [594℄ from the FDA Division of Neuropharmaologial Drug ProdutsCenter for Drug Evaluation and Researh published a summary of the ageny's methods and �ndings.Their onlusion minimized the importane of their �ndings: \Use of antidepressant drugs in pediatripatients is assoiated with a modestly inreased risk of suiidality."Compare this onlusion of a \modestly inreased risk of suiidality" to the previously mentionedobservations of the epidemiologist on the FDA's Psyhopharmaologial Drugs Advisory Committee,Thomas Newman (2004) [984℄, who said, \The results were striking. . . . The fat that an assoiationemerged from a meta-analysis with a P value of 0.00005, for an outome that the sponsors of thetrials were not looking for, and presumably did not wish to �nd, was quite onvining."In reality, sine the short-term, ompany-run linial trials were wholly unsuited to detetingsuiidality, the risk had to be muh more than \modest" to show up at all. In addition, Hammad etal. (2006) [594℄ admitted to a fat that I had been insisting on for years in publiations and testimony:that the drug ompany's premier measure of suiidality, the Hamilton Depression (Ham-D) Sale, isuseless in that regard. The investigator asks the subjet questions from the sale, only one of whihis related to suiidality. Obviously, the answers will depend on how seriously the question is asked,and rote questions are likely to eliit rote answers. The inventor of the Ham-D Sale did not himselfbelieve that it, ould be used as a sienti� tool in the manner that the drug ompanies have utilizedit (Hamilton, 1960) [592℄. 97



6.5.5 No Completed Suiides in the Clinial TrialsThe FDA report also mentioned that no ompleted suiides were reorded among all the trial subjets.The ageny failed to emphasize that the no suiides ourred on plaebo either. Leaving depressedhildren, drug-free did not produe a single suiide. This wholly ontradits the tendeny to givedrugs to prevent suiides.The drug ompanies, and their promoters at the Amerian Psyhiatri Assoiation (APA), havetried to emphasize that the linial trials evaluated by the FDA produed \suiidality" but no atualsuiides (Lenzer, 2005) [828℄. Although I have never seen this point made before, it is important torealize that in general, depressed people do not ommit suiide during linial trials. Depression isessentially a loss of hope. During linial trials, the partiipants are given hope that a new mediationmay �nally relieve their su�ering, they are given professional attention on at least a weekly basis, andthey are monitored for any deterioration in their ondition. Thus linial trials provide the essentialelements of any good therapy for depression: hope, professional attention, and lose monitoring. Nowonder plaebo turns out to be as good as the drug; partiipating in the trial is itself therapeuti,at least during its brief duration.In addition, atively suiidal patients are exluded from linial trials. They are the most vulner-able and therefore the ones that the drugs are most likely to push into ommitting suiide.The FDA authors onluded their report with an aknowledgment to \the drug ompanies thatsupplied the data needed for this work". At no point do they respond to the massive evidene thatsome drug ompanies, inluding the manufaturers of Proza and Paxil, purposely provide junk dataalulated to mislead, and espeially to minimize, the risks assoiated with their drugs (see hapter14).6.5.6 Canadian and British Regulatory WamingsOn June 3, 2004, before the FDA issued its formal label hanges onerning hildren, Health Canada(2004) [604℄ - the Canadian drug regulatory ageny-issued \stronger warnings" for SSRIs and othernewer antidepressants that were more enompassing than the U.S. version: \These new warningsindiate that patients of all ages taking these drugs may experiene behavioural and/or emotionalhanges that may put them at inreased risk of self-harm or harm to others." In dramati ontrastto the FDA, Health Canada applied the warning to hildren and adults in regard to suiidality, andit further warned about harm to self and to others (violene):\Patients, their families and aregivers should note that a small number of patients taking drugsof this type may feel worse instead of better, partiularly within the �rst few weeks of treatmentor when doses are adjusted. For example, they may experiene unusual feelings of agitation,hostility or anxiety, or have impulsive or disturbing thoughts that ould involve self-harm orharm to others" (emphasis added).This is onsistent with my testimony and publiations, beginning with Toxi Psyhiatry in 1991[190℄, in whih I warned about both suiide and violene aused by SSRIs and with my book Med-iation Madness (in press), whih will present dozens of ase histories illustrating harm to self andto others indued by the SSRIs. The FDA ontinues to lag behind, however, mentioning hostilityand aggression in the new labels as problems assoiated with SSRIs but without giving these direoutomes suÆient emphasis.In Great Britain, all SSRI antidepressants, exept uoxetine, have been banned for use in treatingdepression in hildren. The main onern surrounded suiidality that was inreased with SSRIs ingeneral, inluding uoxetine (Committee on Safety of Mediines, 2003).98



6.5.7 Expanding the Suiide Waming to Young AdultsI warned the publi and the health professions about the risk of SSRI antidepressant-indued suii-dality in adults in Toxi Psyhiatry [190℄ (1991) and again in 1997 [198℄ with a lengthy disussion inthe �rst edition of this book. I elaborate in muh greater detail on risk in 2003 [212℄ in my sienti�journal artile \Suiidality, Violene and Mania Caused by Seletive Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors(SSRIs): A Review and Analysis."In the meantime, in 2001, Houston, Texas, attorney Andy Vikery won a produt liability suitagainst GlaxoSmithKline in a Paxil murder-suiide suit (Tobin v. SmithKline Beeham, 2001 [1256℄).Donald Shell, age 60, had taken two doses of Paxil before shooting his wife, their daughter, and hisgranddaughter to death. The jury awarded $6.4 million to two surviving family members (Josefson,2001) [702℄.In �ghting the ase, GlaxoSmithKline laimed that there was no substantial evidene onnetingPaxil to suiide. After reviewing evidene presented by both sides, the judge found that there wassuÆient sienti� evidene for Paxil-indued suiide to proeed with the ase. Under intense pressurefrom the FDA to reevaluate its existing data, it would take the drug ompany 5 more years to omearound to the same onlusion. Growing onern about antidepressant-indued suiidality led theFDA to require the drug ompanies to revaluate their earlier ontrolled linial trials based on FDAstandards for ategorizing and reanalyzing data. In May GlaxoSmithKline (2006b) [524℄ published a\Dear Healthare Provider" announement onerning Paxil-indued suiidality in depressed adults.The letter emphasized the supposedly slight inrease in suiidality among young adults (throughage 30) who take Paxil for a variety of onditions, inluding depression, pani attaks, anxiety,and obsessive-ompulsive disorder. Far more important was the drug ompany's desription of astatistially signi�ant inrease in suiidality in all ages of adults in the ontrolled linial trials formajor depression. Depressed patients reeiving Paxil were 6.4 times more likely to display suiidalthoughts and behavior than depressed patients taking a sugar pill. In regard to suiide - the mostdevastating risk assoiated with antidepressants - it is safer for depressed persons to stay o� Paxil.The FDA allowed the Paxil manufaturer to soft-pedal the �ndings by laiming, for example, thatthe results ould be ompounded by the fat that suiide is an aspet of \psyhiatri illnesses". Thisis nonsense - and every sientist knows it. Sine both groups were depressed, and sine they di�eredonly in the substanes they were given to take in the blinded trials, Paxil, and not depression, wasthe ause of this astronomial inrease in the rate of suiidality.If depression had aused the inreased suiidality, then the plaebo patients - who laked the sup-posed bene�t of an antidepressant e�et - would have su�ered a muh higher rate of suiidality thanthe Paxil patients. Instead, they had a muh lower rate. In other words, beause the antidepressantswere supposed to be helping the depressed patients, the relative ine�etiveness of the sugar pill shouldhave led to more suiidality than the drug, not less. The FDA, the drug ompany, and the mediaignored this important fat. Conventional assumptions would have predited inreased suiidality onplaebo, instead of inreased suiidality on Paxil. It is a omplete reversal of the expeted outome,undersoring the seriousness of �nding inreased suiidality on the drug.Finally, in Deember 2006, the FDA held hearings onerning the potential addition of an adultsuiide warning to all antidepressant labels. The data generated in older ontrolled linial trialsindiated that not only hildren but also young adults to age 24 were developing inreased suiidalthoughts and ations when taking the newer antidepressants. The FDA's panel ended up reom-mending a blak-box warning about inreased suiidality in the 18- to 24-year-old age group. TheFDA's ommittee was rife with onits of interest (Pringle, 2007) [1057℄.Note that this onlusion onerning antidepressants in general ignored the Paxil data publishedin May 2006 by GlaxoSmithKline [524℄ indiating an inrease in suiidality in all ages for adultssu�ering from Major Depressive Disorder. 99



In May 2007 [475℄, the FDA gave published notie of its intention to add a warning about inreasedsuiidality aimed at \young adults" taking antidepressants. The FDA's new warnings required atthe top of eah antidepressant label are ontained in a blak box with the title \Suiidality and An-tidepressant Drugs". The warning begins, \Antidepressants inreased the risk ompared to plaeboof suiidal thinking and behavior (suiidality) in hildren, adolesents, and young adults in short-term studies of major depressive disorder (MDD) and other psyhiatri disorders" (GlaxoSmithKline,2007) [525℄.6.5.8 The FDA Helps Out the Drug CompaniesThe FDA's parsing of the suiidality warning into various age brakets meets drug ompany needsto obsure the basi reality that antideperessants ause suiide in hildren and adults. I don't knowof another example in whih a signal for a serious e�et like suiidality has been divided up by agebrakets, inluding some and exluding others. The distintions are too �ne to be made on the basisof ontrolled linial trials that, at best, an provide a gross signal of a problem.One again, to dilute its impat on market for the newer antidepressants, the warning will berequired for every drug approved for the treatment of depression, when in fat the data were generatedentirely from linial trials using the newer and more stimulating antidepressants. Beause everyantidepressant will arry the new warning, many dotors will be misled into believing that the olderantidepressants have a similar risk to the newer ones. These dotors will onlude that there are nosafer hoies than the big moneymakers like Proza, Paxil, Zoloft, Celexa, and E�exor.The FDA not only limited its suiidality warnings to hildren, adolesents, and young adults inthe new warning but also delared that there was no inrease in antidepressant-indued suiidalityin adults beyond age 24 and, furthermore, that \there was a redution in risk with antidepressantsompared to plaebo in adults age 65 and older" (GlaxoSmithKline, 2007) [525℄. The FDA is invitingdotors to believe, based on a small number of elderly patients in short-term linial trials, thatantidepressants might even redue the suiide rate among older patients.When insensitive linial trials signal a suiide risk in both hildren and younger adults, it is timeto admit at out that antidepressants ause suiidality in all age groups. Besides, the number ofpatients 65 and older who were tested was very small.Meanwhile, there is sienti� data ontraditing the FDA's suggestion that antidepressants mightprotet older adults against suiidality. A study published a few months before the FDA hearingsevaluated oroners' reords, presription data, physiian billing laims, and hospitalization data formore than 1.2 million Ontario residents age 66 and older from 1992 to 2000 (Juurlink et al., 2006)[715℄. After evaluating more than 1,000 deaths by suiide, they found that \SSRI antidepressantswere assoiated with a nearly �vefold higher risk of ompleted suiide than other antidepressants"(p. 813). This makes the FDA even more unsrupulous in ating as if antidepressants are safer inthe older population.As already mentioned, the FDA's new warning is atually weaker than the \Dear HealthareProvider" letter sent out by GlaxoSmithKline earlier in May 2006 [524℄. The Paxil trials as dislosedin the letter showed an inreased rate of suiidality in all ages of adults with major depressive disorder.6.5.9 Paxil Is the Most Dangerous for AdultsThe FDA's own analysis of all the adult ontrolled linial trials found that Paxil was the mostdangerous in regard to ausing suiide attempts (Stone and Jones, 2006, p. 26) [1218℄. With theexeption of Paxil, the individual antidepressants did not show a statistially signi�ant inrease inadult suiidality. The signi�ant result ame only after the data were pooled for all antidepressants.100



But in regard to Paxil, in adults of all ages and in all psyhiatri disorders, there was a statistiallysigni�ant inrease in suiidality (OR 2.76, 95% CI 1.16-6.60, p = 0.02).Paxil stood out from the pak in terms of dangerousness despite GlaxoSmithKline's e�orts overmany years to hide ases of Paxil-indued suiidality, to misidentify suiide attempts as emotionallability in their omputerized oding system, and to manipulate the suiidality data to make it seemless menaing (hapter 14; Breggin 2006a- [213℄ [214℄ [215℄). Despite the ompany's e�orts to thwartthe truth, even in short-term ontrolled linial trials that were skewed to avoid demonstrating Paxil-indued suiidality, there was a statistially signi�ant inreased rate of suiidality in patients takingthe drug ompared to patients taking the plaebo in all ages and all diagnosti ategories.6.5.10 The Real-Life Risk Is Muh Greater Than DesribedKeep in mind that ontrolled linial trials are planned by the drug ompanies, supervised by thedrug ompanies, and arried out by paid dotors known to ooperate with the drug ompanies.Keep in mind that all the data analysis is done at drug ompany headquarters by drug ompanyexeutives. Independent sientists play no role anywhere along the proess. Keep in mind that thetrials are onstruted to prove the usefulness of the drug and to minimize adverse e�ets suh assuiidality. Keep in mind that the ontrolled linial trials are very short, usually 4-6 weeks long, andthat presreening exludes suiidal and psyhoti patients from partiipating in the studies. Giventhese aveats, it is surprising that the suiidal signal was so strong that it ould shine in the ontextof these trials.In real-life medial pratie, the rate of drug-indued suiidality will be muh higher than in theresearh-oriented, ontrolled linial trials. In atual pratie, many patients are already suiidalwhen they are started on the drug, inreasing the likelihood that the drug will push them over intoself-injurious behavior. Similarly, in real-life linial pratie, ompared to ontrolled linial trialsused for researh, busy dotors provide muh less supervision or monitoring, the patients are almostnever tested or evaluated for suiidality, multiple drugs are often given at one, and the dotors knowlittle about looking for adverse e�ets on the mind.Given that Paxil inreased the rate of suiidality by more than 6 times in the drug ompany'sontrolled linial trials, it will be onsiderably inreased in atual pratie. We annot determineexatly how muh greater the risk will be in linial pratie, but it will be muh higher than in thebrief, highly seletive, and losely monitored ontrolled linial trials.6.6 The Psyhopharmaeutial Complex Responds6.6.1 The Amerian College of NeuropsyhopharmaologyThe Amerian College of Neuropsyhopharmaology (ACNP) onsiders itself the premier organiza-tion in the world of professionals onerned with researh and pratie in the �eld of psyhiatrimediations. What was its response to the dislosure that antidepressants in hildren are ine�etivein treating depression but that they an worsen the youngsters' overall ondition and ause inreasedsuiidality? This organization, bloated with dotors on the payrolls of drug ompanies, warned thatthe FDA was ausing a potential disaster. In what the Journal Psyhiatri Servies alled a \hillingsummary paragraph," the ACNP onluded (\ACNP Releases," 2006 [10℄; Mann et al., 2006 [869℄),\The FDA's reent blak box warning ould serve to initiate a natural publi health experiment.The hange in labeling may be aompanied by a redution in antidepressant presriptions,101



partiularly for youth. An unintended onsequene of this poliy ould be an inrease in youthsuiide. That is an empirial question to be examined in the near future."The real hilling experiment has been the drugging of millions of Ameria's hildren with toxiso-alled antidepressants, with no proven eÆay and with proven adverse e�ets, inluding maniaand suiidality. Of ourse, it should be hoped that the hange in label redues the number of hildrenexposed to these drugs. As for the empirial question onerning any potential inrease in youthsuiide from a redution in antidepressant use, it is hard enough to draw onlusions from plaebo-ontrolled linial trials, let alone from soietal experiments, where the variables are literally in�nite,subjetivity an run rampant, and the ontrols are nonexistent. There is already a plethora of suhepidemiologial studies, some laiming that suiide has inreased, and some laiming that it hasdereased (Van Pragg, 2003) [1281℄, sine the advent of antidepressant treatment for adults.Soiety-wide epidemiologial studies annot realistially answer empirial questions about drugeÆay and adverse e�ets; it is hard enough to do so in arefully ontrolled linial trials. Andbesides, the empirial question has already been answered by the linial trials. Antidepressantsinrease suiidality in hildren and youth as well as adults. But it is guaranteed that these sameACNP so-alled experts will start produing imsy and even ridiulous epidemiologial studies in anattempt to undermine the far more reliable data generated in ontrolled linial trials.Is it unfair to say that the ACNP represents the drug ompanies, rather than Ameria's hildren?At the end of the ACNP report, there is a list of Task Fore members (the report authors), with theirdislosures onerning potential onits of interest (Mann et al., 2006) [869℄. The list of industryaÆliations �lls one and three-fourth pages. Of the 11 authors, only 1, William Beardslee, the fourthname in the list, laims no industry aÆliation. Every one of the other 10 authors aknowledgesseveral drug ompany aÆliations, most have many aÆliations, and all 10 have onnetions to themanufaturers of antidepressants. And these are the professionals, the supposedly top experts, whoset the standards for the presription of psyhiatri drugs in Ameria and worldwide!I am familiar with a number of these men as a result of my work as a medial expert in produtliability suits against the drug ompanies. For example, the lead author, J. John Mann, listed aÆlia-tions with two of the leading manufaturers of antidepressants, GlaxoSmithKline (Paxil) and P�zer(Zoloft). He noted that he had been an expert trial witness on behalf of P�zer, and I have read hisprodrug ompany reports in that ontext. But he does not inlude an equally interesting onnetionunder his list of industrial aÆliations: the pharmaeutial giant, Janssen, funds his professorship atColumbia. He is the Paul Janssen Professor of Translational Neurosiene in Psyhiatry and Radi-ology. Janssen is now a part of Johnson & Johnson, the seond largest pharmaeutial ompany inthe world, with revenues of $50.514 billion in 2006 (CNN Money, 2007) [290℄.The Department of Neurosiene (Deember 2006) Web page for the Columbia University MedialCenter desribes the Paul Janssen Professorship and the Paul Janssen Sholars program as resultingfrom a \partnership" between the university and Johnson & Johnson. It is a frightening illustrationof how deeply embedded the pharmaeutial industry has beome in the nation's leading medialenters.Why would Mann fail to list his professorship as one of his industry aÆliations? I am sure hetakes great pride in his professorship, and he lists it as his university redential. I suspet that thiskind of hand-in-glove onnetion to industry is so ommonplae and so inherent in the lives of menlike Mann that they hardly onsider that it might be a onit of interest to have your job funded bya partnership between your university and the world's seond largest pharmaeutial ompany, evenwhen that job ostensibly involves providing objetive, independent evaluations of pharmaeutialproduts.As another example of someone familiar to me from my work as a produt liability expert, JanFawett has onduted numerous linial trials for drug ompanies over the years. He lists himself as a102



onsultant to ten pharmaeutial ompanies, as a Speaker's Bureau member for eight pharmaeutialompanies, and as reipient of grants and researh support from eight pharmaeutial ompanies.Curiously, Fawett lists a ninth institution, the NIMH, under industry aÆliations, on�rming myview that NIMH is now a part of the psyhopharmaeutial omplex and might as well be onsidereda branh of the pharmaeutial industry.For readers who want to see all this, and more, for themselves, the artile, inluding the list of in-dustrial aÆliations, an be found through the Neurapsyhopharmaology Web site (http://www.nature.om/npp).6.6.2 The Amerian Psyhiatri AssoiationThe APA has also been busy trying to dampen, and even to obliterate, the e�ets of the FDA blak-box warnings. A June 2007 editorial in the assoiation's Amerian Journal of Psyhiatry (Pfe�er,2007) [1033℄ lamented, \these poliy ations may have had the unintended e�et of disouragingthe presription of antidepressants for pediatri patients and pediatri utilization of antidepressantswithout ompensatory inreases in other spei� treatments" (p. 845). What was the purpose ofwarning about suiidality, if not to disourage the use of antidepressants?The viewpoint of the editorial is so warped that it does not even mention that the FDA alsofound that the vast majority of linial trials showed that antidepressants are ine�etive in treatingdepression in hildren. As already noted, only 3 of 15 plaebo-ontrolled linial trials showed anyeÆay. (Two of the three positive studies were sponsored by Eli Lilly, with Graham Emslie [407℄,a lose Lilly ollaborator, as the �rst author; see subsequent disussion.) Also remember FDAommittee member and epidemiologist Thomas Newman's (2004) [984℄ observations that the adversee�ets of the antidepressants were muh better established than their eÆay, whih ould largelybe aounted for by the plaebo e�et. Dangerous and ine�etive - that should disourage the useof a treatment in hildren.6.7 Antidepressants Lak EÆay in ChildrenThere was no need to wait for the FDA to onlude that most studies with hildren fail to displayany antidepressant eÆay. The issue had been deided in the sienti� literature years earlier, andadditional on�rmation was unfolding at the same time as the FDA hearings.I have observed for more than a deade (Breggin, 1991 [190℄, 1997a [198℄) that there is nosienti� evidene that antidepressants are helpful for depressed hildren. But as a headline inClinial Psyhiatry News indiated a dozen years ago, \Though Data Laking, Antidepressants UsedWidely in Children" (Baker, 1995 [87℄).Sommers-Flanagan and Sommers-Flanagan (1996) [1202℄ reviewed all double-blind, plaebo-ontrolledeÆay trials for triyli antidepressants (TCAs) with depressed young people published during theperiod 1985-1994. They summarized, \Results indiate that neither TCAs nor SSRIs have demon-strated greater eÆay than plaebo in alleviating depressive symptoms in hildren and adolesents,despite the use of researh strategies designed to give antidepressants an advantage over plaebo"(p. 145). They onluded, \There has never been a double-blind, plaebo ontrolled study pub-lished indiating that antidepressant mediations are more e�etive than plaebo in treating hild oradolesent depression" (p. 151).Fisher and Fisher (1996) [446℄ explored the ethial issues surrounding the use of antidepressantsin hildren. They pointed out how published reommendations for the use of antidepressants y inthe fae of data within the same publiations. They observed, \The presribing of antidepressantsfor hildren learly illustrates how a signi�ant group of pratitioners (hild psyhiatrists and pedi-103



atriians) an persist in using a proedure that is atually ontradited by researh data and at thesame time muster justi�ations for doing so" (p. 101).A meta-analysis study by Whittington et al. (2004) [1340℄ in The Lanet found that the ombi-nation of published and unpublished studies led to the onlusion that with the possible exeption ofProza, there was no indiation of eÆay for the antidepressant treatment of hildren. In addition,not noted in the artile is the fat that the two key studies in favor of Proza were supported byEli Lilly, one diretly and the other indiretly through funds funneled through NIMH1, and thatthe lead author in both was Graham Emslie (Emslie et al., 2002, 1997 [407℄ [408℄). Emslie wastask fore ohair and seond author of the ACNP's infamous defense of antidepressants. Emslie'sindustry aÆliations inluded \Grants/Researh Support: Eli Lilly, Novartis, Organon" and \Con-sultant/Speaker's Bureau: Bristol-Myers Squibb, Eli Lilly, Forest Laboratories, GlaxoSmithKline,MNeil, Otsuka, P�zer, In., and Wyeth-Ayerst".Whittington et al.'s (2004) [1340℄ meta-analysis led The Lanet to publish an editorial titled\Depressing Researh" (2004), in whih the world's oldest medial journal desribed the anguish offamilies who lose a hild to suiide. It went on:\That suh an event ould be preipitated by a supposedly bene�ial drug is a atastrophe.The idea of that drug's use being based on the seletive reporting of favourable researh shouldbe unimaginable. In this week's issue of The Lanet, however, a meta-analysis by Craig Whit-tington and olleagues suggests that this is what has been happening for researh into the useof antidepressants in hildhood. Their results illustrate an abuse of the trust patients plae intheir physiians."In the same year, the British Medial Journal (BMJ) published another review of studies andan overall ritique of antidepressant researh in regard to hildren (Jureidini et al., 2004) [714℄. Itssummary points stated the following:� Improvement in ontrol groups is strong; additional bene�t from drugs is of doubtful linialsigni�ane.� Adverse e�ets have been downplayed.� Antidepressant drugs annot on�dently be reommended as a treatment option for hildhooddepression.This report was followed by yet another editorial, this time in the British Journal of Psyhiatry(Tonkin et al., 2005) [1259℄. Conerning antidepressants: in hildren, it summed up the following:\The evidene for eÆay is weak. At least �ve unpublished trials using a plaebo ontrol havefailed to show an advantage of antidepressants over plaebo. Among eight published trials, fourfound no statistially signi�ant advantage for antidepressants over plaebo on any primaryoutome measure, and only about a third (17/52) of all published measures show an advantagefor drug over plaebo. Even the statistially signi�ant improvemems are of dubious linialimportane."This editorial in Britain's major psyhiatri journal onluded, \The urrently available evideneindiates that the SSRIs should not be reommended as �rst-line treatment in hildren with depres-sion."1Jureidini et al. (2004) [714℄ stated that the funding for Emslie et al. (1997) [408℄ was attributed to the NationalInstitute of Mental Health in the artile, but \[Food and Drug Administration℄ data show that study was sponsoredby Eli Lilly" (p. 880). 104



Given these striking researh reports and editorials in major journals in Great Britain, why wouldan editorial in Ameria's major psyhiatri journal, in de�ane of the FDA, reommend the use ofantidepressants in hildren? The answer, simply, is that psyhiatrists in the United States are muhmore in the poket of the drug ompanies than psyhiatrists in Great Britain.6.7.1 So-Called Alternative TreatmentsThe editorial in the Amerian Journal of Psyhiatry is mi�ed that the FDA warned about antidepressant-indued suiidality without providing another alternative. But the so-alled alternatives for treatingdepression in hildren-psyhosoial and eduational interventions-should have already beome theonly treatments for hildhood depression.As I desribe in The Heart of Being Helpful (1997b) [199℄ and in The Antidepressant Fat Book(2001a) [207℄, depression ultimately is loss of hope. It is despair over ever having a worthwhile orhappy life. A depressed, unhappy hild has lost hope and begun to give up trying to handle lifesuessfully.In hildren, the auses of this despair and loss of hope are almost always apparent in the �rst on-sultation session, providing it involves the family and inludes an evaluation of the hild's shool life.In hildren, depression almost always revolves around problems at shool and in the home, everythingfrom bullying at shool and abuse at home to aademi shool failure, painful peer relationships, andfamily onits over how to raise the hild. The treatment of depression in hildren requires, �rst,�nding out how and why the hild beame depressed and, seond, helping the hild, the family, theshool, and all the other partiipants in the hild's life restore hope in the hild. Children have manyneeds, inluding a stable family, rational disipline, unonditional love, stimulating eduational en-vironments, physial seurity, and emotional safety. The objet of therapy is to identify the unmetneeds and to help adults meet them.There is nothing in this Amerian Journal of Psyhiatry editorial about the hild's basi needsand how to meet them. It is all about promoting drugs. There is nothing about hildren as humanbeings in the editorial. Amerian psyhiatry's dependene on drugs has led to moral bankrupty andtherapeuti nihilism. When it omes to Ameria's hildren, psyhiatry is doing far more harm thangood.6.8 ConlusionOverall, there has been an important movement at the FDA in the diretion of warning the publiand the medial profession about the risks assoiated with antidepressants, but it has taken muhtoo long, and the ageny remains unable to ome to grips with the reality that antidepressantsare lethal and ine�etive. Meanwhile, organized psyhiatry has fought mightily against makingany hanges or aommodations in response to inreased knowledge about the lak of eÆay andextreme hazards assoiated with antidepressant treatment. Individual health are pratitioners toooften seem undaunted by the latest negative information about antidepressants. At the least, thesedrugs should be ontraindiated, in the treatment of depressed hildren, and in a more ideal world,dotors would stop presribing them for hildren or adults, instead turning to more e�etive and lessrisky psyhosoial interventions in the treatment of depressed people of all ages.
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Chapter 7Antidepressant-Indued Mental,Behavioral, and Cerebral AbnormalitiesThis hapter reviews the sienti� literature on adverse psyhiatri e�ets assoiated with antide-pressants, espeially the SSRIs and newer antidepressants. Many of the adverse psyhiatri reationsprodued by the newer antidepressants an be viewed as ourring along a ontinuum of ativationor stimulation, ulminating in mania and psyhosis. In addition, these drugs an produe a bluntingor lobotomy-like deativation in the form of an apathy syndrome, espeially after longer periods ofuse. They an also ause an obsessive syndrome that an lead to violene or suiide. Few drugsare as mediation spellbinding as the newer antidepressants. All antidepressants ause mania, andmania is an aknowledged adverse e�et in the FDA-approved label of all antidepressants. As notedin hapter 6 - and now built into the FDA-approved labels for antidepressants - mania is the extremeexpression of drug-indued overstimulation that inludes insomnia, anxiety, agitation, irritability,hostility and aggression, emotional lability, akathisia, and hypomania and mania. It an lead torashing into depression and suiidality.At one end of the ontinuum, the individual beomes mildly irritable, a little emotionally labile,or slightly agitated. At the other end of the ontinuum, the individual beomes lassially mani,at times perpetrating violene or rashing into depression and suiidality. On oasion an individualwill traverse the whole ontinuum, starting with irritability or insomnia, for example, and endingup in a mani state. At other times the individual may experiene only one of the drug-induedstimulant symptoms, suh as agitation, akathisia, or hostility.SSRI labels tend to be organized in ways alulated to avoid any impliation that the mediationsan ause a pattern of overstimulation, but detailed analyses of the labels dislose that these drugsdo in fat produe a ontinuum of stimulation (see Breggin, 2002a [210℄, for an analysis of the Luvoxlabel; Breggin et al., 1994a [219℄, for an analysis of the Proza label). Table 7.1 was ompiledto illustrate the spetrum of SSRI-indued adverse drug reations and illustrate the frequeny ofstimulant-like e�ets. All of the e�ets listed in the table an also our with stimulants suh asamphetamine and oaine, and many are typial of these stimulants, inluding hypomania/mania,euphoria, insomnia, nervousness, anxiety, agitation, entral nervous system stimulation, emotionallability, tremor, sweating, and palpitation. They also inlude paranoid reations, psyhosis, andhostility, all of whih are also assoiated with stimulant drugs.
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Mental and Behavioral Adverse Drug Reations in AdultsCaused by ParoxetineFrequent� Infrequent��Mania/hypomania (2.2% of bipolar patients) Paranoid reationMania/hypomania (1% of depressed pa-tients) PsyhosisInsomnia (13%) HostilityNervousness (5%) EuphoriaAnxiety (5%) DeliriumAgitation (1%) HalluinationsDrugged feeling (2%) Abnormal thinkingConfusion (1%) DepersonalizationCentral nervous system stimulation NeurosisEmotional lability Lak of emotionConentration impairment Libido inreasedAmnesiaDepressionTremor (8%)Sweating (11%)Palpitation (3%)� Frequent means at a rate of 1% or greater.�� Infrequent means at a rate between 1% and 0.1%. All adverse drug reations (ADRs) with perentages (%) arefor depressed patients in plaebo-ontrolled linial trials. ADRs without perentages are taken from the entire datapool of 7,678 patients administered Paxil, inluding 6,145 depressed patients.Note: From the 2001 FDA-approved label for Paxil. Table ompiled from the label by Peter R. Breggin.Con�rmation of the stimulant syndrome was provided in a previously undislosed internal dou-ment from Eli Lilly and Company, the manufaturer of uoxetine (Proza) [403℄. The doument wasobtained during disovery in produt liability suits against the ompany and is now available on myWeb site (http://www.breggin.om; Beasley, 1988 [114℄; Fentress Trial Exhibit 70, 1993). CharlesBeasley, of the ompany's Division of Clinial Neurosienes, evaluated what he alled ativation inpatients taking uoxetine or plaebo in the ontrolled linial trials used for FDA approval of Prozafor depression. Beasley de�ned ativation as inluding any of the following: nervousness, anxiety,agitation, and insomnia. Beasley found that 38% of uoxetine-treated patients developed ativation,but only 19% of plaebo patients developed these symptoms. The proportion of patients ativatedby uoxetine would have been higher if other expressions of stimulation had been inluded suhas akathisia, hyperativity, euphoria, and mania. It would have been further inreased if many ofthe patients had not been presribed sedative tranquilizers to quiet their symptoms of stimulation(Breggin et al., 1994a [219℄).7.1 The Risk of Agitated DepressionReports authored by psyhiatrist Rihard Kapit (1986b [732℄, 1986 [733℄), the FDA oÆial in hargeof evaluating adverse drug e�ets during the approval proess of Proza for depression, repeatedlywarned that uoxetine had a stimulant pro�le similar to amphetamines. He was onerned thatstimulant e�ets suh as insomnia, nervousness, anorexia, and weight loss would produe agitateddepression and worsen the ondition of some depressed patients (details about Kapit's reports are inhapter 14). 108



Clinially, agitated depression is an unstable ondition that an lead to violene against self orothers more frequently. A number of reports ited in the following setions will mention agitation inpatients who behave abnormally as a result of antidepressant e�ets.Koukopoulos and Koukopoulos (1999) [783℄ provided a remarkable disussion of varied manifes-tations of agitated depression and suggested that it should be viewed as a separate diagnosti entityalled mixed depression. They warned about the risk of giving antidepressants to patients withagitated depressions:\Today's extensive use of antidepressant drugs in the treatment of all forms of depression makesthe question of the real nature of agitated depression a ritial issue. Many of these patientsare seen to have suh adverse outomes as inreased agitation, intratable pani, heightenedrisk of suiide, manifestation of psyhoti symptoms, and warsening of subsequent ourse of theillness." (p. 547, emphasis added)In other words, antidepressants an worsen agitated depression.Koukopoulos and Koukopoulos (1999) [783℄ proposed a de�nition of agitated depression as amajor depressive episode with one of the following: motor agitation, psyhi agitation or intenseinner tension, and raing or rowded thoughts. This ondition, whih has also been referred to asblak mania, \an worsen dramatially under the e�et of antidepressants".Unfortunately, Koukopoulos and Koukopoulos (1999) [783℄ do not grasp that antidepressants,regardless of the patient's ondition, an by themselves ause an agitated depression, with all of theassoiated unfortunate outomes. In hapter 6, we found this linial reality embedded and expressedin the new lass labels for antidepressants that desribe the assoiation between antidepressants andinsomnia, agitation, anxiety, hostility, aggression, and mania as well as an overall worsening of thepatient's ondition. We will �nd illustrative ases in the review that follows.7.2 Similarity of Adverse Drug Reation Patterns AmongSSRIsIn general, the pattern of adverse reations is similar among all the SSRIs and some of the othernew antidepressants that blok the reuptake of serotonin, espeially venlafaxine. As a result, theFDA has required lass label warnings for them in regard to suiidality and to the array of stimulantadverse reations, from agitation and hostility to mania.A British study onduted on the basis of presription-even monitoring (PEM) involved ohortsexeeding 10,000 patients for paroxetine, uvoxamine, sertraline, and uoxetine (Makay et al.,1997 [861℄). The study on�rmed the general similarity of reported adverse events, with two possibleexeptions: Fluvoxamine (Luvox) had an inreased number of reported adverse events, and paroxetine(Paxil) had an inreased number of reported withdrawal reations.A Norwegian study by Olav Spigset [1207℄ utilizing that ountry's Adverse Drug Reations Moni-tor Center reviewed 1,202 reports desribing 1,861 adverse reations to SSRIs. Again, the pattern ofreports for the individual SSRIs (italopram, uoxetine, uvoxamine, paroxetine, and sertraline) wasvery similar, with three exeptions. Fluvoxamine reports were omparatively elevated for gastroin-testinal symptoms, uoxetine reports were inreased for dermatologial symptoms, and sertralinereports were elevated for psyhiatri symptoms. There was a broad range of antidepressant-induedpsyhiatri symptoms, with anxiety the most frequent, followed by onfusion, halluinations, sleepdisturbanes, hypomania/mania, depersonalization, amnesia, nightmares, aggression, insomnia, psy-hosis, onentration impairment, agitation, personality hange, euphoria, and pathologial inebria-tion. There were 13 reports of aggression, and they ourred more often in men.109



SSRIs ause a wide range of neurologial impairments. Spigset (1999) [1207℄ found the followingneurologial reports in order of frequeny: parethesias, headahe, dizziness, tremor, seizures, autedystonia, dyskinesia, musle ramps, musle weakness, parkinsonism, musle sti�ness, akathisia,myolonus, extrapyramidal reations, inreased musle tone, and migraine. There have been reportsof irreversible tardive dyskinesia aused by SSRIs (see subsequent setion).7.3 Studies Related to SSRI-Indued Depression and Suii-dality in Adults7.3.1 Epidemiologial Studies and Clinial Trials of SSRI-Indued De-pression and Suiidality in AdultsChapter 6 desribed the FDA-mandated studies of suiidality in adults that found an inreasedrate of suiidality in young adults taking SSRIs in plaebo-ontrolled linial trials. The hapteralso evaluated the May 2006 letter onerning Paxil sent by GlaxoSmithKline [524℄ to health areproviders desribing an inreased suiidality risk for adults of all ages with major depressive disorderwhen taking Paxil. In addition, hapter 6 examined evidene from the FDA's analysis (Stone andJones, 2006) [1218℄ that Paxil was the one antidepressant that by itself demonstrated a statistiallysigni�ant inrease in suiidality and that this inrease ourred in all diagnosti ategories and allage groups. The following setion deals with additional ogent evidene for a ausal onnetionbetween SSRI antidepressants and suiidality.An unpublished doument obtained during disovery in produt liability suits against the drugompany dislosed that Eli Lilly, the manufaturer of uoxetine (Proza) [403℄, had evaluated theomparative rates of suiide attempts on uoxetine, amitriptyline, and plaebo (the douments areavailable from http://www.breggin.om). The data were generated during ontrolled linial trialsonduted for the FDA approval proess for Proza for depression. On the basis of the ompany'sdata for ontrolled linial trials, patients taking uoxetine were 12 times more likely to attemptsuiide than a similar group of patients taking older antidepressants or plaebos (details in hapter14). An evaluation by a onsultant to the ompany, Avery Winokur, onluded that the inreasedrate might be due to uoxetine-indued overstimulation of the depressed patients.Aursnes et al. (2005) [73℄ disussed how the inlusion of unpublished data had been sheddingnew light on the risk of suiide assoiated with antidepressants presribed to hildren in ontrolledlinial trials. They loated unpublished data from ontrolled linial trials not previously availablefor a total of 16 studies in whih Paxil had been randomized against plaebo. They found a statisti-ally signi�ant total of seven suiide attempts among 916 patients given Paxil and one among 550patients reeiving plaebo. The data revealed that Paxil \is onneted with an inreased intensity ofsuiide attempts per year". Together with other published meta-analyses of antidepressant-induedsuiidality, they found \a strong ase for the onlusion, at least with a short time perspetive, thatadults have an inreased risk of suiide attempts" on Paxil. Aursnes et al. onluded, \Our �nd-ings support the results of reent meta-analyses. Patients and dotors should be warned that theinreased suiidal ativities observed in hildren and adolesents taking ertain antidepressant drugsmay also be present in adults."Fergusson et al. (2005) [429℄ searhed the literature and found 702 randomized linial trials(87,650 patients) omparing SSRIs with either plaebo or an ative non-SSRI ontrol mediation.They found a statistially signi�ant, more than two-fold inreased risk of suiide attempts in onSSRIs ompared to plaebo. The odds ratio of suiide attempts in SSRI-treated patients versusplaebo patients was 2.28 (p = 0.02) and a 95% on�dene interval (CI) of 1.14-4.55. They also foundan inreased suiide risk between SSRIs and other mediations, exluding triyli antidepressants.110



There was no di�erene between the SSRIs and triylis in suiide risk. Overall, their results\doumented an assoiation between suiide attempts and the use of SSRIs".Fergusson et al. (2005) [429℄ estimated the risk at 5.6 suiide attempts per 1,000 patient years.They observed, \Although small, the inremental risk remains a very important population healthissue beause of the widespread use of SSRIs." They also believed that suiide attempts wereunderreported. In addition, the trials averaged 10.8 weeks in duration, with only a fration ofpatients (fewer than 7%) followed for more than 6 months. Beause individual trials were relativelysmall, they dereased the likelihood of a partiular risk being identi�ed.Healy (2003) [608℄ reviewed and reanalyzed data omparing the number of suiides and suiideattempts per patient in worldwide plaebo-ontrolled linial trials used for the FDA antidepressantapproval proess (Khan et al., 2001 [755℄; Khan et al., 2000 [756℄). The drugs inluded four SSRIs(sertraline, paroxetine, italopram, and uoxetine). As a perentage of patient numbers, there was astatistially signi�ant di�erene between ombined suiides and suiide attempts among all SSRIspatients (1.55%) and among all SSRI trial plaebo patients (0.48%). There were also a signi�antlygreater number of ompleted suiides on SSRIs in the ombined suiide and suiide attempt groupas well as in the paroxetine group individually, ompared to plaebo. One set of data showed a 3times greater rate for suiide attempts on SSRIs ompared to other antidepressants.Donovan et al. (1999) [372℄ found a signi�antly inreased rate of suiide among patients treatedwith SSRIs ompared to those treated with triyli and other antidepressants. After orreting thedata for the number of presriptions for eah drug, SSRIs were 3.5 times more likely to be assoiatedwith suiide. The authors onluded, \The overall ourrene of suiide by any method was lowestin patients presribed TCAs [triyli antidepressants℄ and highest in those presribed SSRIs. Thisdi�erene s statistially signi�ant (p < 0.01)". The study was onduted in three regions of Englandand Ireland and involved 222 suiides.Donovan et al. (2000) [371℄ onduted a prospetive study of 2,776 onseutive ases of deliberateself-harm among subjets age 17 and older who were seen at the aident and emergeny depart-ment of Derbyshire Royal In�rmary as a onsequene of any at of deliberate self-harm during a2-year period (1995-1996). Ats of deliberate self-harm inluded overdoses, other forms of suiideattempts, and utting oneself. Of the 2,776 ases, 307 had reeived an antidepressant 30 days orless prior to the inident of deliberate self-harm. With the rate of presribing in Derbyshire takeninto aount, the relative inidene of deliberate self-harm was signi�antly higher (p < .001) inpatients who were presribed the SSRIs uoxetine, paroxetine, and sertraline ompared to patientswho were presribed the triylis amitriptyline, dothiepin, and imipramine. The relative inideneof deliberate self-harm per 10,000 presriptions was broken down in a table, as follows: uoxetine(19.8), sertraline (14.8), paroxetine (12.1), all SSRIs (16.6), imipramine (3.5), amitriptyline (3.0),and all triylis (5.6). Compared to amitryptyline, the relative risk for all SSRIs was onsiderablyhigher: uoxetine (6.6), sertraline (4.9), paroxetine (4.0), and all SSRIs (5.5). Patients on Paxilwere 4 times more likely to harm themselves than patients on the older non-SSRI antidepressants.Of interest in regard to ausation, the risk for the triyli lomipramine was very high as well,with a relative inidene of 13.8 and a relative risk ompared to amitryptyline of 4.6. Among thetriylis, lomipramine has the strongest inhibitory e�et on serotonin reuptake and great tendenytoward overstimulation (see, e.g., Drug Fats and Comparisons, 2003 [379℄). Jik et al. (1995) [691℄onduted an epidemiologial study of reports from general praties (primary are) in the UnitedKingdom involving 172,598 patients, inluding 143 who ommitted suiide, who had at least onepresription for 1 of 10 antidepressants. Rates of suiides were ompared for patients on the vari-ous antidepressants. Patients taking uoxetine were twie as likely to ommit suiide ompared topatients on other antidepressants. In omparison to three more sedating antidepressants-doxepin,imipramine, and amitryptyline-uoxetine was 4 times more likely to be assoiated with suiide. Therelative risk for patients taking Proza ompared to patients taking the non-SSRI antidepressantdothiepin was 3.8 (95% CI of 1.7-1.86). 111



Jik et al. (1995) [691℄ strethed beyond reason to take their position that Proza might not bethe ause of the suiides1. They found that \when the analysis was restrited to those without ahistory of having felt suiidal or who had taken only one antidepressant, the inreased risk for thosewho took uoxetine was redued". Thus, the inreased risk was redued by these manipulationsbut not eliminated. Data in a table show that after taking into aount a past history of suiidalbehavior and/or antidepressant use, Proza remained twie as likely to be assoiated with suiide asany other antidepressant. In fat, Proza beame the only antidepressant that was assoiated withinreased risk of suiide.Jik et al. (2004) [690℄ examined data on suiide attempts among 159,810 adults and hildrentaking Proza, Paxil, and the non-SSRI antidepressants amitriptyline or dothiepin. They found thatthe risk of suiide was inreased during the �rst month of mediation exposure, \espeially during the�rst 1 to 9 days". Comparing the �rst 9 days to the �rst 90 days, there was a statistially signi�antinrease in both suiide attempts and ompleted suiides. This is onsistent with observations thatI have made, as well as the reent FDA label hanges, and is onsistent with the drugs ausingsuiidality.Juurlink et al. (2006) [715℄ reviewed more than 1,000 ases of suiide and found that duringthe �rst month of therapy, SSRI antidepressants were assoiated with a nearly �vefold higher riskthan other antidepressants. The results were statistially signi�ant (OR 4.8, 95% CI 1.2-12.2.) Theauthors onluded that \initiation of SSRI therapy is assoiated with an inreased risk of suiideduring the �rst month of therapy ompared with other antidepressants".Muijen et al. (1988) [957℄ onduted a 6-week double-blind study omparing uoxetine, mianserin,and plaebo with 26, 27, and 28 starters, respetively, and 14, 14, and 16 �nishers, respetively. Twoof the uoxetine patients \took an overdose within two weeks of starting the study, and in both asesthis was related to a deteriorating linial state that neessitated hospitalization" (p. 386). None ofthe patients in the other drug group or the plaebo group su�ered from this deline and suiidality.Remarkably, the authors did not inlude these reations among the adverse drug e�ets. At thispoint in time, few researhers were aware of the onnetion between SSRIs and suiidality.Gorman et al. (1987) [549℄ onduted an open trial of uoxetine involving 16 patients with panidisorder. They reported, \Two of the non-responders beame depressed and had suiidal ideationwhile taking uoxetine. Only one of the two had a history of depression" (p. 331). Still in the erabefore reognition of SSRI-indued suiidality, the authors did not omment on this �nding.
7.3.2 Coroner Studies of Adult SuiidalityFranken�eld et al. (1994) [487℄ onduted a retrospetive ase review of all deaths in Maryland whereeither uoxetine or triyli antidepressants was forensially deteted. The study overed a 3.5-yearperiod of time. They found a statistially signi�ant inrease in violent suiides in assoiation withuoxetine (65% vs. 23%). Violene was de�ned to inlude \gunshot or shotgun wounds, su�oation,stabbing, strangulation, drowning, falls and jumping in front of a moving vehile" (p. 109). Theevaluations of the suiide attempts were blind to whih mediations were involved.Bost and Kemp (1992) [161℄ reviewed a series of oroner's reports in Dallas, Texas, involving 15suiides assoiated with uoxetine treatment. The study overed a 9-month period. While theyappreiated that their data were impressionisti, they warned that the proportion of patients takinguoxetine and ommitting suiide was high enough to be of onern to health are providers.1Aording to the Food and Drug Administration, an adverse drug reation rate of 1% is frequent or ommon.112



7.3.3 NIMH Con�rms that SSRIs Cause SuiidalityOn November 13, 2006, NIMH [974℄ announed a new NIMH initiative aimed at studying the on-netion between SSRIs and suiidality and in the proess made lear that onsensus exists withinthe psyhiatri establishment that SSRI antidepressants ause suiidality. NIMH diretor ThomasInsel, M.D., was quoted: \These new multi-year projets will larify the onnetion between SSRIuse and suiidality" and \they will help determine why and how SSRIs may trigger suiidal thinkingand behavior in some people but not others, and may lead to new tools that will help us sreen forthose who are most vulnerable".7.3.4 Case Reports of Mania, Violene, and Suiide in AdultsThere are many ase reports in the sienti� literature doumenting the apaity of SSRIs to ausemania in adults, often in assoiation with irritability and aggression. Some ases display overstimu-lation that falls short of mania.Medwar et al. (2002) [913℄ reviewed e-mails sent to the British TV show Panorama and desribedases of suiidality and withdrawal reations assoiated with SSRIs. Medwar et al. (2003-2004) [912℄ontinued their observations, omparing patient and physiian reports, and disussed the publihealth impliations of using these kinds of soures. The researhers were impressed with the greatnumbers of responses that were reeived in response to the TV show, and they advoated makinggreater use of these kinds of publi responses as signals of adverse drug reations. In reality, formany years Web sites throughout the world have been desribing adverse psyhiatri reations toSSRI antidepressants, inluding mania, violene, and suiide, while the pharmaeutial industry andorganized mediine ignored these \signals" that the drugs were ausing disastrous reations. Asanother, similar use of publi data, Talking Bak to Proza (Breggin et al., 1994a [219℄) listed dozensof newspaper reports desribing violene and suiide in assoiation with taking Proza; but the FDA,psyhiatry and the drug industry dismissed these data.Healy et al. (2006) [610℄ desribed nine ases in England, Sotland, Australia, and the UnitedStates as illustrations of antidepressant-indued violene. Two paroxetine, three sertraline, andone uoxetine ase resulted in homiide. One paroxetine ase resulted in assault, one venlafaxinease resulted in attempted murder, and one uoxetine ase resulted in assault and robbery. Somewere assoiated with manilike symptoms. They also evaluated linial trial data (see subsequentdisussion).Okada and Okajima (2001) [1005℄ desribed three ases of aggressive and violent behavior induedby uvoxamine. On 150 mg/day, a 32-year-old woman beame both irritable and aggressive, and sheexpressed impulsive violene during arguments with her family. She improved after her uvoxaminewas redued (but not stopped). A 29-year-old woman on 150 mg of uvoxamine daily beamenervous and irritable and then impulsively violent and was admitted to a psyhiatri hospital. Sheimproved with disontinuation of the drug and further treatment with other mediations. A 28-year-old woman reeiving 150 mg of uvoxamine daily exhibited signs of irritability and aggressive behaviorand expressed violene toward her mother. She improved when the uvoxamine was stopped andother mediations instituted. They warned about the existene of impulsive and aggressive behaviorindued by uvoxamine.Severe stimulation reations were reported in four of six uoxetine-treated patients with post-traumati stress disorder, requiring three of them to withdraw from the study: \Two experienedagitation and worsening of hyperarousal symptoms; one patient's pani symptoms markedly wors-ened. A fourth patient also su�ered severe agitation and greater anxiety" (Marshall et al., 1995, p.1238 [881℄).Mania and hostility frequently go together, and mania is one ause of Proza-indued violene.113



Crashing after mania an ause depression and suiide as well. There are many other reports ofvarying degrees of psyhosis aused by Proza (Chouinard et al., 1986 [279℄; Lebegue, 1987 [818℄;Settle et al., 1984 [1158℄; Turner et al., 1985 [1271℄). LaPorta et al. (1987) [813℄ desribed two asesand Mendhekar et al. (2003) [923℄ desribed one ase of mania aused by Zoloft.Ramasubbu (2001) [1069℄ desribed �ve ases of hypomani reations on SSRI antidepressants,inluding paroxetine (two) and italopram (three). A man who had a prior history of depression asso-iated with \one minor stroke and one transient ishemi attak" was put on italopram and beame\inreasingly verbally abusive, aggressive and exitable in soial situations". He also admitted tobeoming \more angry and irritable in soial situations for trivial reasons". But he also justi�ed hisangry outbursts on the basis of other people's behavior. (A typial mediation spellbinding e�et.)Reduing the dose from 40 to 20 mg/day \resolved is verbal aggression". Ramasubbu (2004) [1070℄also desribed two ases of dose-dependent mania in response to sertraline in patients with no bipolarhistory.Mundo et al. (1993) [961℄ gave a general desription of their experiene with patients who de-veloped mania while taking lomipramine, uoxetine, or uvoxamine in their obsessive ompulsivedisorder (OCD) lini. Aording to the authors, \when these patients were treated with prosero-tonergi antiobsessional drugs, they experiened redued impulse ontrol, dysphoria, and inreasedaggressiveness and rekless ats, symptoms similar to those found in mania".During the seventh week of italopram, a patient developed \a mani episode with insomnia,euphoria, psyhomotor agitation, logorrhea, ight of ideas, disinhibition, injudiious spending, anddelusional ideas of megalomania and perseution developed" (Bryois et al., 1994 [234℄). Bobo andGrammer (2003) [152℄ desribed a orid mania aused by esitalopram. Christensen (1995) [287℄reported on the ase of a 32-year-old man who developed his �rst mani episode while taking parox-etine. He beame psyhoti and \threatened his parents with physial harm" (p. 1400). Vesely etal. (1997) [1296℄ presented six ases of SSRI mania, one on paroxetine and �ve on italopram. Otherreports ite uvoxamine as a ausative agent (e.g., Burrai et al., 1991 [242℄; Dorevith et al., 1993[373℄; Okada et al., 2001 [1005℄).Dorevith et al. (1993) [373℄ desribed three ases of uvoxamine-indued mania. Eah asewas reognized quikly, and the drug was redued in dose or stopped so that potentially disastrousoutomes were avoided. Had the patients been more seretive or the monitoring less e�etive, theresults ould have been more drasti in outome. In the �rst ase, the patient developed a psyhotimani state with auditory halluinations. In the seond ase, the patient beame euphori; displayedinreased energy and inappropriate behavior, with sexual advanes toward other patients; was irrita-ble; and had fears that people were out to kill him. In the third ase, the patient developed multiplesigns of mania, from exessive sexual ativities to exessive talking and argumentativeness. Manipatients who are argumentative an sometimes beome very aggressive when thwarted.In another ase report, a woman taking uvoxamine beame suiidal and had to be hospitalized(Bastani et al., 1996 [107℄). In the hospital, the uvoxamine dose was inreased from 50 mg/day to150 mg/day, whereupon her ondition worsened and she began to experiene auditory halluinations.The uvoxamine was disontinued, and she reovered within 24 hours, on�rming that the mediationhad aused the depression and psyhosis.7.3.5 Case Reports of SSRI-Indued Akathisia, Suiidality, and Aggres-sion in AdultsThis hapter has already mentioned ases in whih SSRI-indued akathisia played a role in theworsening of the patient's ondition and suiidality. Akathisia is a painful inner agitation thatmanifests as the inability to sit still or stop moving. The hyperativity may manifest itself subtly as114



a feeling of jitteriness or grossly as franti paing or repeatedly sitting up and down.Akathisia was �rst desribed in assoiation with neurolepti drugs. The inner agitation assoiatedwith akathisia an beome extremely unomfortable, ausing the individual to feel tortured fromwithin (see vivid desriptions in Van Putten, 1974 [1282℄, 1975a&b [1283℄ & [1284℄; Breggin, 1997a[198℄), leading to extreme irritability and suiide or violene.In the neurolepti literature, Crowner et al. (1990) [323℄ drew a diret onnetion betweenakathisia and violene. They �lmed ativities on a psyhiatri unit 3 days a week, from 8:00 A.M.to noon, for 2 years. They sreened the �lms for inidents of violene \resulting in injury or withthe potential to do so". They only rated segments where the partiipants, and at least two nonpar-tiipating bystanders, were visible for at least 2 min of the 5-min rating period. Their �ndings areremarkable: \The assailants were akathisi before about half of all the assaults, as were the vitims."Only 4 out of 24 nonpartiipants displayed akathisia. This on�rms an observation I have madeover the years: that most violene on psyhiatri wards stems from the treatments, inluding drugtoxiity and (unstudied in this projet) provoation by sta�.Although akathisia by de�nition usually involves a hyperative movement omponent, linialexperiene indiates that it may be aompanied with a feeling of jitteriness without atual physialmovement; that is, the same jittery, agitated subjetive experiene, aompanied by irritability,violene, or suiidal feelings, an our without the spei� omponent of feeling driven to moveabout. Indeed, on earlier oasions, the individual may have experiened the assoiated ompulsiontoward hyperativity. Healy (1994) [606℄ made similar observations.Adler and Angrist (1995) [19℄ desribed a ase of a depressed patient who developed akathisiawith paing and roking foot to foot. The symptoms appeared 7 days after starting Paxil and 4days after the dose was inreased to 20 mg/day. The patient reported diÆulty standing still andwas so distressed that he onsidered signing out of the hospital beause of worsening depression.Rather than reduing the mediation, he was treated with the addition of propranolol and lorazepamto subdue the akathisia. This unfortunate pratie bombards the nervous system and ontinuesexposure to an agent that is ausing neurologial dysfuntion.Bonnet-Brilhault et al. (1998) [155℄ also presented a ase of paroxetine-indued akathisia. Theyterminated the treatment with a omplete resolution of the problem. They observed that in mostases the �rst and best option is to disontinue the o�ending agent. LaPorta (1993) [812℄ treatedtwo ases of sertraline-indued akathisia that leared up after terminating the mediation. Olivera(1996) [1007℄ desribed a ase of paroxetine-indued akathisia that was mistaken for an exaerbationof the patient's so-alled pani anxiety: The dose was doubled, and the ondition worsened. Theakathisia resolved when paroxetine was replaed by lomipramine.Baldassano et al. (1996) [89℄ desribed a depressed 18-year-old student who was started onparoxetine 20 mg/day and lonazepam 0.5 mg at night who developed worsening insomnia, a needto move about, restlessness, physial tiredness, and anxiety. The akathisia resolved on propranolol.The authors reviewed their harts and found 3 ases of akathisia among 67 patients (4%) treatedwith paroxetine. They onluded,\The gravest onsequene of akathisia is its reported assoiation with suiide. The patientpopulation reeiving antidepressants for a�etive illness are [si℄ at high risk for suiide, and theadditive e�et of untreated akathisia ould be tragi."Lipinski et al. (1989) [846℄ reported on �ve ases of akathisia aused by uoxetine. They alsoreviewed the literature and found rates of 9.7% to 25% for uoxetine-indued akathisia. They on-luded, \In summary, uoxetine, and perhaps other antidepressant drugs as well, may produe theside e�et of akathisia fairly frequently" (p. 342). The Publi Citizen's Health Researh Group115



(1990) [1059℄ estimated a rate of 15% to 25%. While studies of SSRI-indued akathisia vary greatlyin the frequeny with whih this disorder is observed, they on�rm that it is ommon.Lane (1998) [809℄ observed, \SSRI-indued akathisia may represent a form of serotonergi over-stimulation or serotonin toxiity" (p. 203). He also ited researh linking the phenomenon to theimpat of SSRIs on the dopaminergi system. He warned, \The emergene of symptoms of akathisiaould be mistaken for a worsening of depression, espeially the onversion of a non-agitated depres-sion to an agitated form" (p. 206). This error in judgment ould lead to the presription of inreaseddoses of the o�ending mediation, resulting in a severely worsened ondition. Lane ited studiesindiating that \uoxetine is not an appropriate hoie of antidepressant for depressed patients withagitation and restlessness" (p. 206) beause it an lead to inreased rates of agitation, anxiety, andmani reations. He noted that patients may feel \death is a welome result" when su�ering fromunbearable Proza-indued akathisia.Rothshild and Loke (1991) [1111℄ reported on three ases of uoxetine indued suiidality asso-iated with akathisia. Eah ase of suiidality developed on uoxetine (hallenge) and then resolvedwhen the drug was stopped (dehallenge). The suiidality then returned when the drug was starteda seond time (rehallenge) and stopped again when the drug was stopped (a seond dehallenge).During rehallenge, eah of the patients developed akathisia and reported that this feeling had ausedthem to beome suiidal eah time.Wirshing et al. (1992) [1348℄ reported on �ve ases of a uoxetine-indued syndrome onsisting ofakathisia and suiidality. In all �ve ases, the akathisia and the suiidality remitted when the drugwas stopped or redued in dosage. In one ase, a rehallenge with an inreased dose of uoxetineagain produed the syndrome. They onluded, \Our ases appear to on�rm that ertain subjetsexperiene akathisia while taking uoxetine and that this e�et is dose-related in the individualpatient. . . . Furthermore, like the akathisia in the neurolepti-treated shizophreni population, `u-oxetine akathisia' an apparently be assoiated with suiidal ideation, sometimes of a ruminativeintensity" (p. 581).Masand et al. (1991) [883℄ reported on two ases of suiidality in assoiation with uoxetine.One of the patients su�ered from akathisia. In both ases, the suiidal feelings subsided shortlyafter stopping the mediation. Neither patient had prior suiidal ideation. Both developed violentfantasies (hanging and jumping out a window).Hamilton and Opler (1992) [593℄ wrote about the linial qualities and potential biologial meha-nisms of antidepressant-indued akathisia. They desribed a depressed woman who developed \pani-like symptoms, anxiety, and palpitations" 10 days after starting uoxetine 20 mg/day. The dose wasredued to 5 mg, with resolution of those symptoms; but within 3 more weeks, she omplained ofsymptoms she had never before experiened, \feeling restless and out of ontrol. . . . I feel like I needto hold onto my hair or else I'll jump out of the window". Although she said she felt good, \shewas afraid that she would kill herself beause of these restless and out-of-ontrol feelings". Whileshe had experiened mild to moderate suiidal feelings in the past, without any intent or attempts,she now felt suiidal in a more \frightening manner". Her uoxine was stopped, and within severaldays, the restlessness and suiidal fellings stopped.Hamilton and Opler (1992) [593℄ suggested that akathisia results from the inuene of the sero-tonergi system on the dopaminergi system, with inhibition of the nigrostriatal dopamine trat,impating on the extrapyramidal system. They identi�ed the disorder as \Extrapyramidal-InduedDysphori Reation, one extreme manifestation of whih is the emergene of suiidal ideation".Leo (1996) [832℄ disussed the possible biologial mehanisms underlying akathisia in some detailand onluded that \SSRI-indued EPS [extrapyramidal symptoms℄ are probably related to agonismof serotonergi input to dopaminergi pathways within the [entral nervous system℄".In various ase reports in this hapter, we will �nd that akathisia an found in ombination with116



SSRI-indued mania and aggression.7.3.6 Case Reports of SSRI-Indued Obsessive , Suiidality and Aggres-sion in AdultsA number of linial reports have desribed a syndrome of obsessive SSRI-indued suiidality andaggression that seems partiular to these drugs, starting with Teiher et al. (1990) [1243℄. Theseases bear some similarity to akathisia-driven suiidality, but ompulsion toward self-harm is notaompanied by the spei� symptoms of akathisia. They summarized, \Six depressed patients freeof reent serious suiidal ideation developed intense, violent suiidal preoupation after 2-7 weeks ofuoxetine treatment" (p. 207). Additional ases and potential mehanisms of ation were analyzedby Teiher et al. (1993) [1244℄.Dasgupta (1990) [330℄ desribed a similar ase of \intense suiidal preoupation" (p. 1570) after4 weeks of uoxetine treatment in a woman who had not been previously suiidal. She, too, rapidlyreovered on stopping the uoxetine. Hoover (1990) [630℄ desribed another similar ase in whih thepatient developed intense, violent suiidality on the two oasions that he was exposed to uoxetine.Creaney et al. (1991) [318℄ desribed two patients who beame suiidal on SSRIs. One patientdeveloped dysphoria and mani symptoms on uoxetine and then developed a similar syndrome, thistime with suiidal feelings, on uvoxamine. Another patient beame intensely and violently suiidal16 days after starting uoxetine.Gualtieri (1991) [573℄ desribed the \ase of a mentally handiapped gentleman whose rates ofself-injurious behavior doubled on uoxetine, and then fell to baseline after the drug was withdrawn"(p. 393). Gualtieri pointed out that uoxetine an ause apathy and indi�erene in some patientsand, onversely, mania in others.Goder et al. (2000) [532℄ reported that a 32-year-old man with OCD with preexisting obsessive,aggressive impulses developed \nausea, a strong sense of guilt, aggression, fear of losing ontrol andinreasing restlessness" after his �rst dose of 10 mg of paroxetine. He also had severe restlessness.He was presribed neuroleptis and ontinued on paroxetine for 4 days, after whih he had to betransferred to a losed ward beause of his fear that he would give way to impulses to kill otherpeople. On the following day, he attempted to kill himself by jumping o� a wall and was severelyinjured. The paroxetine was terminated, he was treated with neuroleptis, and he reovered.7.3.7 SSRI-Indued Apathy Syndrome in AdultsThe linial phenomenon of SSRI apathy and indi�erene has beome of inreasing interest in theliterature. The mixture of apathy and disinhibited aggressiveness reported by Healy (2006) [610℄and other researhers is found in a portion of patients who at unharateristially suiidal or violentas a result of taking SSRIs (Breggin, in press). In my linial experiene, feelings of apathy andloss of interest are among the main reasons patients seek help in trying to withdraw from SSRIs.Unfortunately, by the time the spellbinding apathy syndrome is reognized, the individual has oftenbeen taking the drugs for years and thus has onsiderable diÆulty withdrawing from them.Hoehn-Sari et al. (1990) [623℄, who were among the �rst to report it, desribed \apathy andindi�erene in patients on uvoxamine and uoxetine" as well as loss of initiative and disinhibitionwith and without hypomania in �ve patients. Levine et al. (1987) [836℄ reported that 7% of 59nondepressed obese patients beame depressed following a rapid inrease in uoxetine to a dose of80 mg/day, but they did not identify apathy as an aspet of this drug-indued depression.Apathy was reported as an \infrequent" adverse reation during the testing of Proza for depres-117



sion (Physiians' Desk Referene, 2000 [1036℄). However, it has beome suÆiently ommon to bedesribed in The Amerian Psyhiatri Publishing Textbook of Clinial Psyhiatry (Marangell et al.,2003 [870℄; see also Marangell et al., 1999 [871℄):
\Apathy syndromes: We and others have noted an apathy syndrome in some patients aftermonths or years of suessful treatment with SSRIs. Patients often onfuse this syndromewith a reurrene of depression, but the two onditions are quite distint. The syndrome isharaterized by a loss of motivation, inreased passivity, and often feelings of lethargy and`atness'. . . .Mistakenly interpreting the apathy and lethargy for a relapse of depression, andhene inreasing the dose of mediation, will worsen the symptoms."

Note that the apathy syndrome is so spellbinding that patients \often onfuse this syndrome witha reurrene of depression". As the textbook indiates, dotors an make the same mistake of failingto identify the drug as ausal.In my linial experiene, apathy or indi�erene is one of the main reasons patients want to stoptaking SSRI antidepressants. Over months and years, they beame inreasingly unable to respondto loved ones and to the world around them, losing interest in favorite subjets and ativities andexisting in an emotionally dulled state. Usually, they have felt a return of their normal interest inlife after stopping the mediations. The lobotomy-like e�et usually renders people passive, ratherthan aggressive, but it may be mixed with irritability and anger that more often our during thestart of treatment, dose hanges, or withdrawal.Barnhart et al. (2004) [103℄ reviewed the literature on apathy syndrome and found 12 relevantase reports and one open-label treatment trial. They pointed out the diÆulty in distinguishingapathy from linial depression but noted that patients an often tell the di�erene. In my experiene,patients su�ering from SSRI-indued apathy experiene an indi�erene or lak of interest, even whentheir own rational assessment tells them that they do not feel sad or depressed, when in fat theywould like to feel more involved in life. Whereas depressed patients typially lapse into feeling helplessand withdrawn, these individuals want to beome more interested in their loved ones, friends, work,or hobbies but �nd themselves unaountably stied in their apaity to do so. They otten feelfrustrated rather than depressed. Or if spellbound, they may atually laim to feel \�ne," even whilethey display indi�erene to their surroundings.Furthermore, as Barnhart et al. (2004) [103℄ pointed out, \erebral blood ow hanges, evidenedby single proton emission omputed tomography, as well as the pattern demonstrated in neuropsyho-logial testing, support the hypothesis that the e�et in question is a reversible front lobe syndromerather than a residual omponent of mental illness". The evidene in this regard is very preliminarybut, in my opinion, probably will be on�rmed.In their review of 12 reported ases, Barnhart et al. (2004) [103℄ found three ases assoiatedwith uvoxamine, seven with uoxetine, and two with paroxetine. The apathy states improved orresolved with dose redution or disontinuation. The authors believed that the syndrome frequentlygoes undeteted \despite its signi�ant linial impat". Opbroek et al. (2002) reported that 80%of patients with SSRI-indued sexual dysfuntion reported su�ering from \treatment-emergent emo-tional blunting". This is onsistent with my linial observations that so-alled sexual dysfuntion inpatients reeiving antidepressants often involves a more generalized loss of interest in both sex andloved ones.The syndrome has been desribed in hildren (see subsequent setions).118



7.4 Identifying Antidepressant-InduedCompulsive Violene and Suiidality in Adults and Chil-drenOn the basis of the literature and my linial experiene, the syndrome of SSRI-indued obsessivesuiidality and violene inludes many, and sometimes all, of the following:� A relatively sudden onset and rapid esalation of the ompulsive aggression against self and/orothers� A reent (typially within a few months or less) initial exposure to the mediation, a reenthange in the dose of the mediation, or a reent addition or removal of another psyhoativesubstane to the regimen� The presene of other adverse drug reations, often involving akathisia or stimulation along aontinuum from irritability and agitation to agitated depression and mania, as well as indi�er-ene and apathy� Resolution of the syndrome after termination of the ausative mediation, often with a markedoverall improvement in the individual's mental status� An extremely violent and/or bizarre quality to thoughts and ations� An obsessive, ompelling, unrelenting quality to thoughts and ations� An out-of-harater quality for the individual, as determined by the individual's history� An alien or ego-dystoni quality, as determined by the individual's subjetive reportConerning the extremely violent and/or bizarre quality of patients overome with this syndrome,Grounds et al. (1995) [571℄ made interesting observations based on several of their own ases:\striking feature of this syndrome is that most of the patients do not want to die - they justwant to kill or harm themselves. None of our patients have atually suiided. . . . The su�erersdo not usually beome preoupied with taking overdoses, just with violent self injury. Quoteswhih illustrate this inlude: `I didn't want to die, I just felt like tearing my esh to piees. Isuddenly found myself purposely driving dangerously - suh as driving through a red light anddriving on the wrong side of the road. I got frightened but I had to do it. I got my 'ane utters'knife in my right hand and wanted to ut my left hand o� at the wrist.' "They also pointed out that the syndrome \tends to our soon after ommenement of treatment,or a dose inrease. Cessation of uoxetine results in abatement of the problem, and it usually reurson rehallenge".In my linial experiene, the sudden ompulsion to harm oneself or others an our after the�rst one or two doses of the antidepressant or within a day or two of a dose hange, espeially aninrease. It an also our shortly after the addition of another stimulating drug to the treatmentregimen. 119



7.5 Epidemiologial Studies and Clinial Trials of SSRI-InduedMania and Aggression in AdultsThe linial syndrome of mania is ommonly assoiated with inreased irritability, aggressiveness,physial violene, and a variety of antisoial and riminal behaviors (Amerian Psyhiatri Assoia-tion [APA℄, 2000, pp. 357-362 [44℄). Many studies of antidepressant-indued mania involve aggres-sion.7.5.1 Studies of Antidepressant-Indued Aggression in AdultsHealy et al. (2006b) [610℄ evaluated data produed by GlaxoSmithKline (2006b) [524℄ in response toa reent review by British regulators. They also examined the ompany's data on ontrolled linialtrials for hildren. The authors summarized,\In these trials, hostile events are found to exess in both adults and hildren on paroxetineompared with plaebo, and are found aross indiations, and both on therapy and duringwithdrawal. The rates were highest in hildren with obsessive ompulsive disorder (OCD),where the odds ratio of a hostile event was 17 times greater (95% on�dene interval [CI℄,2.22-130.0)."Healy et al. (2006) [610℄ posited a variety of possible mehanisms for SSRI-indued violene,inluding akathisia, emotional blunting (a lobotomy-like apathy syndrome), and mani or psyhotireations.Healy (2000) [607℄ onduted a randomized double-blind rossover study omparing the e�ets ofsertraline to a non-SSRI antidepressant (reboxetine) in a group of healthy volunteers. Many of the20 individuals developed adverse mental and neurologial e�ets while taking the sertraline, and twobeame severely disturbed. Case A, a 30-year-old woman, beame withdrawn and ruminated overimpulsive, disinhibited ations. She was also tearful and did not feel like herself. In addition, herdiary reorded impulsiveness, irritability, oversensitivity, and marked suspiion. She beame obsessedwith killing herself and almost threw herself beneath a ar or train. Case B, an otherwise peaeful28-year-old woman, experiened severe road rage and atually grabbed a teenage boy and threatenedto knok him down. On the SSRI, she felt aggressive and fearless. While emotionally disturbed andout of ontrol (disinhibited), the two individuals nonetheless felt and appeared emotionally blunted.The FDA onduted an epidemiologial study omparing uoxetine to a more sedating antidepres-sant, trazodone, in regard to spontaneous reports onerning hostility and intentional injury (Foodand Drug Administration [FDA℄, 1991 [460℄; available from http://www.breggin.om). When theFDA fatored in the greater number of presriptions for uoxetine, it still had a higher frequenyof reports for aggressive and violent behavior than trazodone. Furthermore, the reports began toaumulate before the ontroversy surrounding uoxetine and violene had beome publi.Fisher et al. (1993) [447℄ onduted a phone survey of pharmay patients taking various antide-pressants and ompared uoxetine to trazodone. They onluded that uoxetine aused \a higherinidene of psyhologi/psyhiatri adverse linial events, inluding delusions and halluinations,aggression, and suiidal ideation" (p. 235, emphasis added). In a follow up study, Fisher et al.(1995) [449℄ found that many of the same side e�ets reported in regard to Proza were also reportedfor Zoloft. Both drugs had equal numbers of reports for suiidality. Their researh on�rmed thehazards of SSRIs as a single lass of drug with similar adverse e�ets.120



7.5.2 Antidepressant-Indued Mania in Nonbipolar Adult PatientsThe following studies make lear that the newer antidepressants very ommonly ause mania. Toomany presribing health are providers seem oblivious to this risk or explain it away as an \unmask-ing" of an underlying mania, a rationalization that has no sienti� justi�ation.The initial euphoria assoiated with mild ases of drug-indued mania often o�er relief and hope,however unrealisti, to the patients who experiene it. If the euphoria does not progress to full-blownmania, it is likely to wear o�, and then apathy beomes more dominant over time. This often leadspatients to ask for one antidepressant after another in the hope of reapturing that brief \high".Some of the most tragi medial-legal ases I have evaluated began with the patient in e�ettelling the dotor shortly after starting the mediation, \I've never felt better in my life". Too oftenthis signals the start of a drug-indued mani reation, tehnially alled a substane-indued mooddisorder with mani features.As doumented in the FDA-approved labels for SSRIs, linial studies onduted for the FDAapproval proess have shown inreased rates of mania, but usually the rates are muh less than thosefound in sienti� reports based on presribing praties and onditions in omunity settings. Forexample, in the relatively short 4- to 6-week trials used for the approval of Proza for depression,slightly more than 1% of patients developed hypomania and mania (see, e.g., the 1990 label forProza for depression). An unpublished FDA report obtained through the Freedom of InformationAt indiated that uoxetine aused mania at a 3 times greater rate than triyli antidepressantsgiven in the same studies (Kapit, 1986 [733℄). Furthermore, in 23 of the 33 ases, uoxetine ausedmania in patients with no past history of mania. In no ases did the older antidepressants ausemania in patients with no prior history. This data ontradits the ommonly held linial notionthat SSRI-indued mania is limited to patients with an underlying bipolar disorder.Martin et al. (2004) [882℄ used an administrative national data base of more than 7 millionprivately insured individuals, aged 5-29 years, to �nd new diagnoses of bipolar illness made in as-soiation with antidepressant treatment. They found a statistially signi�ant orrelation betweenexposure to all ategories of antidepressants and the subsequent diagnosis of bipolar disorder. Duringa median follow-up of 41 weeks, mani onversion ourred in 5.4% of patients. The highest risk wasin 10- to 14-year-olds. This latter �nding highlights the risk of treating hildren with antidepressantsand helps to explain the esalating rate of bipolar disorder diagnoses in hildren. In my linialexperiene, nearly all manilike episodes in hildren, espeially preadolesents, our in reation topresribed mediations, usually antidepressants and sometimes stimulants.Preda et al. (2001) [1053℄ arried out a retrospetive study of 533 psyhiatri hospital admissionsover a 14-month period and found that 43 (8.1%) ould be attributed to antidepressant-induedmania and/or psyhosis. The SSRIs (70%) were the predominant o�enders, but E�exor, Serzone,Wellbutrin, and the other antidepressants were also represented. Twelve of the ases were new-onset mania or psyhosis, again ontraditing the mistaken notion that antidepressants only unmaskpreexisting mania. The three illustrative ases were severe, inluding two with marked suiidalpotential. A 52-year-old married woman with a past history of bipolar disorder developed \ommandauditory halluinations with suiidal ontent" (p. 31) while taking desipramine and uvoxamine aswell as risperidone, zolpidem, and oxazepam. A 42-year-old woman with a 1-year history of depression\began to experiene derogatory and then ommand auditory halluinations to kill herself" (p.31) while on uoxetine as well as lithium and thioridazine. Finally, a 49-year-old woman takingvenlafaxine for \low mood and anxiety" (p. 31) developed symptoms of paranoia, feelings of doom,and a delusion that television messages were being direted at her. All three patients improvedrapidly with treatment that inluded termination of the antidepressants.Morishita and Arita (2003) [948℄ arried out a retrospetive review of 79 patients treated fordepression with paroxetine and found that 7 (8.6%) developed hypomania or mania. Three of the121



seven patients were su�ering from unipolar depression.Howland (1996) [634℄ found 11 ases of SSRI-indued mania among approximately 184 (6%)patients treated at a university lini and hospital with a variety of SSRIs, inluding uoxetine,paroxetine, and sertraline. The episodes were \generally quite severe" (p. 426). Eight of the 11patients beame psyhoti, and 4 were so agitated that they had to be put in selusion, even thoughthey were probably reeiving additional mediation to ontrol their iatrogeni mania.Ebert et al. (1997) [391℄ attempted to develop a rate estimate for severe mental aberrationsaused by uvoxamine. They arried out a prospetive study of 200 inpatients over a total of8,200 treatment days with the SSRI. Fourteen patients (17%) developed hypomania aording toDiagnosti and Statistial Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV; APA, 1994 [43℄) riteria. Threepatients (1.5%) developed insomnia, agitation, onfusion, and inoherent thoughts. These patientsbeame potentially violent and suiidal. One, a 35-year-old man, developed agitation and restlesslegs that progressed to insomnia, onfusion, paranoid ideas, and halluinations. He reovered afteruvoxamine was stopped. Another patient, a 38-year-old man, developed psyhomotor agitation withinsomnia that progressed to aggressiveness, inoherent thoughts, onfusion, auditory halluinations,and paranoid ideas. He also reovered when uvoxamine was stopped. A third patient, another 35-year-old man, developed insomnia and then beame agitated with restless legs and severely depressedwith suiidal ideas. He was also inoherent and onfused with paranoid ideas. He, too, reoveredwithin a few days after stopping the mediation. On the basis of the linial desriptions, all threepatients may have su�ered from akathisia.Ebert et al. (1997) [391℄ summarized the syndrome of SSRI-indued manialike symptoms asonsisting of insomnia, onfusion, inoherent thoughts, agitation, halluinations, and paranoid ideas.They observed that it was espeially frequent in ombination with other drugs. They onsidered itrare, but their data indiate that it was ommon. Adding up the 14 hypomani patients and the 3psyhoti and aggressive patients, there were at least 17 severe psyhiatri adverse reations among200 patients, for a rate of 8.5%2.Troisi et al. (1995) [1266℄ used 20 mg/day of uoxetine to treat 19 inpatients with mental retar-dation and epilepsy and a urrent or reent history of aggressive behavior. All of them were takingother mediations as well. Using a standardized rating sale for assessing behavior before, during,and after treatment with uoxetine, they found an inrease in aggressive behavior in nine patientswhile taking the mediation. Unexpeteddly, the behavior dereased to below pretreatment levelsafter withdrawal of the uoxetine. The authors onluded that uoxetine an worsen aggression inpatients with mental retardation and impulsive aggressive behavior.Peyre et al. (1992) [1032℄ reviewed the histories of 189 patients treated with uvoxamine andfound a rate of 2.5% for mani swithes, that is, the development of mania during treatment formajor depression.Henry and Demotes-Mainard (2003) [615℄ reviewed the literature overing all ategories of antide-pressants in regard to onversion of depression to mania in unipolar as well as bipolar patients andduring antidepressant withdrawal. They found that with triyli antidepressants, swithes ouredshortly after the start of antidepressant treatment, with a mean of 5.8 weeks and a range from 3 to 10weeks; with SSRIs, swithes ourred later (mean of 12 weeks), and even later with seond-generationantidepressants when given with mood stabilizers. They on�rmed that patients with a personal orfamily history of mani episodes are more prone to swith from depression to mania when takingantidepressants (see the following setion).Levy et al. (1998) [837℄ arried out a blind retrospetive hart assessment of 167 patients withanxiety disorders, rather than depressive disorders, to see if antidepressants were related to emergene2A footnote explains that the \drug surveillane programme" is supported in part by 10 di�erent drug ompanies,at least one of whih makes an SSRI. However, Eli Lilly was not among them.122



of hypomania or mania in these patients. They reported, \Five patients (2.99%) were identi�ed ashaving an episode of antidepressant-assoiated mania within 3 months of initiation of treatment."Henry and Demotes-Mainard (2003) [615℄ ited Koukopoulos and Koukopoulos (1999) [783℄ on-erning the dangerousness of driving an ordinary depression into a more serious agitated depression.They disussed the role of agitation in depression in ausing aggression and suiidality. Many asesof violene and suiide our when an otherwise apatheti depression is onverted into an agitateddepression by antidepressants.Although the labels for all antidepressants mention the risk of induing mania, none of themmention the high frequeny of this adverse drug reation, and none desribe its potentially devastatingimpat on the vitim's life.7.5.3 Mani Conversion (Swithing) In Adult Bipolar PatientsThere are many studies of patients diagnosed with bipolar disorder onverting from depression tomania when being treated with antidepressants. The rates are astonishingly high, ontraditing theommon pratie of giving antidepressants to patients who have had previous hypomani or maniepisodes.Henry et al. (2001) [616℄ followed 44 patients meeting DSM-IV [43℄ riteria for bipolar disorder.They found that swithes from hypomania to mania ourred in 24% of patients treated with SSRIs.Most (16%) had frank mani episodes. Goldberg and Truman (2003) [537℄ reviewed the literature andfound that about 20% to 40% of bipolar patients were onverted into mani states by antidepressantsof all lasses. They onluded, \About one quarter to one-third of bipolar patients may be inherentlysuseptible to antidepressant indued manias."Bipolar patients with so-alled breakthrough major depressive episodes, despite adequate treat-ment, were plaed in a randomized double blind 10-week study and treated with bupropion, sertraline,or venlafaxine augmentation (Post et al., 2001 [1048℄). Swithes to hypomania or mania ourredin 14% of the patients. Those who responded positively to the treatment were ontinued for 1 yearin a blinded maintenane trial, and 33% swithed into hypomania or mania. In a seond phaseof their antidepressant augmentation studies, 18.2% swithed into hypomania or mania during theaute phase of treatment and 35.6% during the ontinuation phase (Post et al., 2003 [1049℄).Ghaemi et al. (2002) [513℄, who reviewed 85 harts of outpatients with a�etive disorder seen in alini, onluded that 37% had an undiagnosed bipolar disorder and that 23% of them had developed\a new or worsening rapid-yling ourse attributable to antidepressant use". They onluded,\Antidepressants seem to be assoiated with a worsened ourse of bipolar illness." Ghaemi et al.(2003) [514℄ reviewed the literature and looked further into the issue of mani onversion. They drewthe following onlusions:(i) There are signi�ant risks of mania and long-term worsening of bipolar illness with antide-pressants, (ii) Antidepressants should generally be reserved for severe ases of aute bipolardepression and not routinely used in mild to moderate ases and (iii) Antidepressants shouldbe disontinued after reovery from the depressive episode, and maintained only in those whorepeatedly relapse after antidepressant disontinuation (a minority we judge to represent onlyabout 15-20% of bipolar depressed patients). (emphasis added)Unfortunately, health are providers tell many of their patients, whether diagnosed with unipolaror bipolar depression, that they must take antidepressants for the remainder of their lives. Reogni-tion that this promotes future mani reations and even rapid yling episodes should greatly redueor stop this pratie. 123



7.6 Comparing Antidepressant-InduedMania and Spontaneous ManiaStroll et al. (1994) [1221℄, from Harvard's MLean Hospital, ompared the blinded harts of 49onseutive inpatient admissions with antidepressant-indued mania with 49 mathed ases of spon-taneous mania over a 1-year period, from Marh 1, 1990, to February 28, 1991. The patients hadbeen exposed to triylis (n = 19), uoxetine (n = 13), monoamine oxidase inhibitors (n = 8),bupropion (n = 6), and mixed antidepressants (n = 3). (lt is striking that these dotors were alreadyaware of the risk of Proza-indued mania approximately 2 years after the January 1988 introdutionof Proza into the market. Meanwhile, too many health are providers remain in denial about thissigni�ant risk.)The patients with antidepressant-assoiated mani states required monitoring and restritionsfor shorOter periods of time and had \signi�antly less severe levels of delusions, halluinations,psyhomotor agitation, and bizarre behavior" than patients with spontaneous mania. Stroll et al.(1994) [1221℄ onluded, \Antidepressant-assoiated mania appears to be a milder and more time-limited syndrome than spontaneous mania and may represent a distint linial entity."This study on�rmed my own observations from dozens of ases, many seen for medial-legalevaluations, that patients with antidepressant-indued mania reover quikly when the o�endingagent is removed (Breggin, in press). The study also on�rmed that antidepressant-indued maniais not merely an unmasking of a preexisting mani tendeny; its linial ourse is atually di�erent.Stroll et al. (1994) [1221℄ also observed that \MAOIs and bupropion may be assoiated withmilder mani states than either triyli drugs or uoxetine. . . . Clinial lore suggests that uoxetineprodues a more severe and prolonged mani state than other antidepressants, mainly beause of itslong duration of ation." This undersores a risk seldom onsidered within psyhiatry: that longer-ating mediations, inluding extended-release delivery systems, ause a more severe risk of lengthyadverse reations.7.7 Antidepressant-Indued Mania Desribed in Two Stan-dard SouresIn a variety of forensi ativities, inluding riminal and ivil ases, the ourts sometimes rely on au-thoritative or standard texts to demonstrate that the opinions rendered are supported by a signi�antportion of the medial or sienti� ommunity.7.7.1 The Diagnosti and Statistial Manual of Mental DisordersThe DSM-IV (1994) [43℄ and the fourth edition text revision (DSM-IV-TR; APA, 2000 [44℄) arewritten by ommittees made up of professionals onsidered experts by many of their olleaguesin their respetive �elds. The onlusions therefore provide a professional onsensus or body ofonventional wisdom in psyhiatry that an at times be useful in linial pratie and in forensis.Many aspets of the DSM-IV [43℄ are ontroversial. However, when suh an essentially onservativeonsensus doument provides evidene for SSRI-indued adverse reations related to mania, suiide,and violene, it should alert liniians to the existene of these linial phenomena and an providean avenue for ommuniating in the ourtroom onerning these risks.The DSM-IV [43℄ was published in 1994, several years after the advent of SSRI antidepressants,and makes lear that all antidepressants an ause mania. The �rst SSRI, uoxetine, was approved124



by the FDA in Deember 1987 and was in widespread use when the following observations aboutantidepressants were published in the manual.The DSM-IV [43℄ makes multiple referenes to the fat that antidepressants an ause mania ormanidike behavior. It states, for example, \Symptoms like those seen in a Mani Episode may bedue to the diret e�ets of antidepressant mediation" (p. 329). Similarly, it observes, \Symptomslike those seen in a Mani Episode may also be preipitated by antidepressant treatment suh asmediation" (p. 331). Referenes to antidepressant-indued mania and mood disorder an also befound elsewhere in the manual as well (e.g., pp. 332 [note at bottom of table℄, 334, 336, 337, 351,371, and 372). The DSM-IV-TR [44℄ ontains the same statements. It emphasizes that a diagnosis ofmania or bipolar disorder should not be made when the symptoms hypomania or mania �rst appearwhile taking a mediation that an ause them and \usually disapear when the individual is no longerexposed to the substane". Of great linial importane, it adds, \but resolution of symptoms antake weeks or months and may require treatment" (p. 191).The assoiation between mania and antisoial behavior, inluding violene, is undersored inthe DSM-IV [43℄. Aggression is spei�ally mentioned as a feature of mani behavior. It is notedthat \antisoial behaviors may aompany the Mani Episode," \ethial onerns may disregardedeven by those who are typially very onsientious," \the person may beome hostile and physiallythreatening to others" and \physially assaultive," and \the mood may shift rapidly to anger ordepression" (p. 330). The very next page in the DSM-IV [43℄ repeats the reminder that \symptomslike those seen in a Mani Episode may also be preipitated by antidepressant treatment suh asmediation" (p. 331).Mania is haraterized by \inreased involvement in goal-direted ativities" (DSM-IV, p. 328[43℄). Therefore the individual does not lak the apaity to plan and arry out inappropriate ordestrutive ations or to attempt to over them up one they have been enated. To the ontrary,individuals undergoing mania often feel driven to arry out elaborate plans, however bizarre, violent,or doomed they may be.Aording to the DSM-IV [43℄, an \elevated, euphori or irritable mood" is suÆient to qualifyfor a diagnosis of substane-indued mood disorder with mani features (pp. 370,375; DSM-IV-TR[44℄, pp. 405-406). This desriptor for mani features is suÆiently broad to enompass some orall symptoms assoiated with stimulation and aggression. Therefore an SSRI-indued stimulant-like or aggressive reation an often be diagnosed as a drug-indued mood disorder with manifeatures. When drug-indued mood swings our from mania to depression, sometimes aompaniedby swithes from violene to suiidality, the diagnosis an inlude both depressive and mani features.Irritability, as used in the DSM-IV [43℄, has a more ominous meaning than irritability as usedin ordinary language. During a disussion of depression, the DSM-IV [43℄ refers to the symptom of\inreased irritability (e.g., persistent anger, a tendeny to respond to events with angry outburstsor blaming others, or an exaggerated sense of frustration over minor matters)" (p. 321). Manyindividuals who ommit aggression while under the inuene of SSRIs will qualify for a substane-indued mood disorder with mani features on the basis of their obvious inrease in irritability whiletaking the drug.The apaity for SSRIs to indue akathisia - and for akathisia to ause suiidality, aggression, anda worsening mental ondition - is also reognized in the DSM-IV [43℄ and the DSM-IV-TR [44℄ inthe setion dealing with neurolepti-indued akathisia. The DSM-IV-TR observes, \Akathisia maybe assoiated with dysphoria, irritability, aggression, or suiide attempts." It also mentions \wors-ening of psyhoti symptoms or behavioral dysontrol". It then states, \Serotonin-spei� reuptakeinhibitor antidepressant mediations may produe akathisia that appears idential in phenomenologyand treatment response to Neurolepti-Indued Aute Akathisia" (p. 801).
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7.7.2 Pratie Guidelines for Major Depressive Disorder in AdultsThe APA (1993) [42℄ pratie guidelines, like the DSM-IV [43℄, attempt to arrive at a onsensusamong experts. The emphasis, however, is on treatment, rather than diagnosis. Like the DSM-IV,the pratie guidelines were published after the SSRIs were in use.Using several itations from the literature, the pratie guidelines state the following:\All antidepressant treatments, inluding ECT, may provoke mani or hypomani episodes.Individuais with a history of mania or hypomania are at partiular risk for this untoward e�et,although it may our even in patients with no suh history; this ompliation is estimated toour in 5%-20% of depressed patients treated with antidepressants." (p. 22)Reognition of antidepressant-indued manilike reations and akathisia in two of the most om-monly used manuals of psyhiatri diagnosis spanning 1993-2000 has important impliations forlinial pratie and forensis. Pratitioners should be aware that these adverse drug reations ourand that the patient should be diagnosed with a substane-indued disorder or with akathisia, ratherthan with a primary psyhiatri disorder suh as bipolar I disorder or an anxiety disorder. It shouldalert pratitioners to the need to stop antidepressants at the �rst sign of initial or reurring hypo-mani and mani symptoms or akathisia. In forensis, reognition of the existene of these adversedrug reations an help establish ausality in malpratie, produt liability, and riminal ases whenSSRIs indue abnormal mental and behavior reations. The body of literature reviewed in this reportand the on�rmation found in the DSM-IV [43℄ and DSM-IV-TR [44℄ help to establish a standardrequiring that physiians be aware of the potential for these drugs to ause mania and akathisia withthe assoiated risks of suiidality, violene, and extreme or bizarre behavior.7.8 Studies Related to SSRI-Indued Abnormal Behaviorin ChildrenMany ases of SSRI-indued violent or suiidal behavior involve hildren or young adults. However,even in regard to ases involving older persons, the literature on hildren and youth is important.Adverse behavioral e�ets tend to show up more frequently and severely in hildren, providing amagni�ed view of the same or similar e�ets that the drugs are ausing in adults.7.8.1 Clinial Case Studies Involving ChildrenAs previously noted, Medwar et al. (2002) [913℄ and Medwar et al. (2003-2004) [912℄ desribednumerous publi reports involving adults and hildren that were sent by e-mail to the British TVshow Panorama.An example of Proza-indued mania with potential violene was presented by Jerome (1991)[679℄, who desribed a 10-year-old boy who beame depressed when his family moved to a newneighborhood. The youngster was plaed on 20 mg of Proza by his family physiian and immediatelybeame \hyperative, agitated . . . [and℄ irritable," with pressured speeh. He gained energy, requiredless sleep, and developed a \somewhat grandiose assessment of his own abilities". Then he beganto make anonymous phone alls, threatening to kill a stranger in the neighborhood. When thetelephone alls were traed bak to him, the Proza was disontinued, and all of the hypomanisymptoms resolved within 2 weeks.A single ase study involving paroxetine desribed a 16-year-old who beame mani with angryoutbursts after 3 weeks on the drug (Oldroyd, 1997 [1006℄). Beeh (2000) [117℄ desribed an 8-126



year-old girl who beame hypomani on sertraline. The adverse drug reation had been originallymisdiagnosed as attention-de�it / hyperativity disorder. Diler and Avi (1999) [362℄ desribedthree ases of paroxetine-indued mania in hildren, two aged 9 and one aged 10, who were beingtreated for obsessive-ompulsive disorder. Guile (1996) desribed a ase of ativation that fell shortof the standards of hypomania in a 15-year-old treated with sertraline. Kat (1996) [744℄ reported ontwo teenage girls who beame mani on sertraline. One, age 14, developed the mania after two dosesand rapidly remitted after stopping the drug.Heimann and Marh (1996) [612℄ reported about a 15-year-old with a long history of \hroni, lowgrade depression" who beame mani after 1 month on sertraline. Her behaviors inluded \physialaggression toward a peer, intoxiation with alohol, and sexual promisuity". Behaviors suh as thisan, unfortunately, ruin a hild's life.Jafri and Greenberg (1991) [661℄ desribed the ase of a 15-year-old boy who beame psyhoti\diretly related to his reeiving uoxetine". After his mediation was stopped, he improved overabout 1 week's time. Hersh et al. (1991) [621℄, physiians from Cornell University Medial College,desribed an 11-year-old girl who developed a delusional system on Proza.In another single ase study, a 17-year-old with mild retardation was started on uvoxamine 50mg to treat depression and anxiety (Sim, 2000 [1181℄). After a single dose, he developed inreasingagitation and insomnia, followed in the next 24 hours by auditory and visual halluinations, a fearfulmood, and paranoid delusions about the devil. He required hospitalization and was treated with anantipsyhoti drug. The authors believed that uvoxamine aused the aute psyhosis. As a thirdexample of single-ase linial reports, Wilkinson (2000) [1344℄ desribed a harater hange withinreased aggression in a 15-year-old boy taking uoxetine. Unharateristially, he struk anotheryoungster in the fae. Fluoxetine, was stopped, and within a week, he was no longer aggressive. Theauthor identi�ed blunting, rather than akathisia, as the motivational state.Koizumi (1991) [773℄ desribed a 13.5-year-old boy who developed mani symptoms on 40 mg/dayof uoxetine. These side e�ets disappeared when the dose was lowered to 15 mg/day. However,after 15 months of uoxetine treatment, he then developed \explosive, angry outbursts over minormatters, whih was totally unlike him" (p. 695). He then experiened a \weird" and ego-alien voietelling him to kill himself. He reovered from these symptoms within 10 days of stopping uoxetine.Pravin et al. (2004) [1052℄ desribed four patients, age 6-15, who developed mania on italopram.One hild �rst developed mania when exposed to uoxetine and then again when given italopram.Three of the hildren required additional treatment with lithium or antipsyhoti drugs, and thefourth ended up being given ECT.7.8.2 Epidemiologial Studies and Clinial Trials Involving ChildrenChapter 6 desribed the meta-analyses used by the FDA to determine that the rate of suiidalitywas doubled in hildren taking SSRIs in plaebo-ontrolled linial trials.Earlier, this hapter reviewed Healy et al.'s (2006) [610℄ �nding that linial trials in paroxetinefor hildren found an inreased number of hostile events and that \the rates were highest in hildrenwith obsessive ompulsive disorder (OCD), where the odds ratio of a hostile event was l7 timesgreater (95% on�dene interval [CI℄, 2.22-130.0)".Numerous epidemiologial and linial study reports on�rm that SSRIs ause a high rate ofmania in hildren and youth. Again, as noted earlier in this hapter, Martin et al. (2004) [882℄ useda national data base of more than 7 million privately insured individuals, aged 5-29 years, and foundthat the highest risk of mani onversion while taking antidepressants was in the 10- to 14-year-oldgroup. 127



Aording to the FDA-approved label for uvoxamine (Luvox in the Physiians' Desk Referene,2001 [1036℄), the SSRI auses a 4% rate of mania in hildren under age 18, ompared to no ases ofmania produed in a similar group of hildren on plaebo. The rate was at least 4 times greater thanin adults (see Breggin, 2002a [210℄, for a more omplete analysis of the Luvox label). Moore (2004)[945℄ analyzed adverse event reports made to the FDA onerning hildren and adults in assoiationwith the six most ommonly presribed antidepressants: Zoloft, Paxil, Proza, Celexa, Wellbutrin,and E�exor. He reported the following:� Suiidal/aggressive behaviors were reported in hildren at more than twie the expeted rategiven the drugs' medial use in this age group. Suiidal/aggressive behaviors were also re-ported more frequently in hildren when ompared to other types of adverse events, whihwere reported in similar proportions in both adults and hildren.� Taken together, suiidal/aggressive behaviors and mania/euphoria desribe potentially danger-ous hanges in mood or personality suspeted of being assoiated with the six target drugs. Inhildren, suh reports aounted for 24% of all reported adverse events.A ontrolled linial trial found that uoxetine aused a 6% rate of mania in depressed hildrenand youngsters age 7-17 (Emslie et al., 1997) [408℄. The reations were severe enough to ause thehildren to be dropped out of the trials. By ontrast, none of the depressed youngsters on plaebodeveloped mania. Emslie, as already noted, is losely tied to drug ompanies and heavily promotestheir produts. The 6% mania rate is, of ourse, extremely important and deserved to be mentionedin the abstrat, disussion, and onlusion, but it is buried in the disussion of dropouts. I onlyfound it, after a areful searh of the artile, beause I had been alerted in advane by a report hegave to a psyhiatri newspaper 2 years earlier (Sherman, 1995 [1171℄). In that earlier report, Emsliealso mentioned that several hildren beame aggressive on Proza, but that is nowhere to be foundin the published report.In a most remarkable study, espeially given the prodrug bias of the investigative team, Wilenset al. (2003) [1343℄, of the Clinial and Researh Program in Pediatri Psyhopharmaology at theMassahusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medial Shool, systematially evaluated 82 harts ofhildren treated with SSRIs for depressive or OCD symptoms over a mean period of 26.9 months.The drugs inluded sertraline, paroxetine, uoxetine, uvoxamine, and italopram. The mean age ofthe hildren was 12.2 years. Psyhiatri adverse events (PAEs) were found in 22%, \most ommonlyrelated to disturbanes in mood". The onset was typially 3 months after the beginning of treatment.Remarkably, \re-exposure to an SSRI resulted in another PAE in 44% (n = 13) of the group".The breakdown of PAEs aused by SSRIs in this study was ominous. Of the 82 hildren, 21%developed mood disorders, inluding 15% who beame irritable, 10% who beame anxious, 9% whobeame depressed, and 6% who beame mani. In addition, 4% of the hildren beame; aggressive.Sleep disorders a�ited 35% of the hildren, inluding 23% feeling drowsy and 17% experieninginsomnia. Finally, 10% beame psyhoti!In a sane medial ommunity, this one study would have raised a hue and ry of onern, leadingto the omplete abandonment of SSRI antidepressants for hildren, espeially given their lak ofeÆay. There is not a hint from this Harvard researh team that these �ndings ought to slow downthe drugging of hildren.A team at the University of Pittsburgh (Go et al., 1998 [531℄) reviewed the ases of 40 youths, age11-17, treated with SSRIs for OCD. Twenty reeived SSRIs, and 20 did not. In an open-label linialtreatment regimen, 30% (6 of 20) of the patients treated with SSRIs developed hypomani or manisymptoms. Five were on uoxetine and one on sertraline3. Aording to the authors, \symptoms3The title of this artile does not orrespond with its �ndings: \Mani behaviors assoiated with uoxetine in three128



inluded impulsivity, grandiosity, pressured speeh, and disinhibition". They onluded, \Cliniiansare advised to be aware of the risk and to be vigilant in monitoring mani and hypomani behaviorswhen using SRIs [si℄ to treat OCD in youth, even with low doses and gradual dose elevation."Jain et al. (1992) [662℄ made a retrospetive examination of the medial harts of hildren andyoung men age 8-19 who had taken uoxetine in a university lini setting. The researhers foundthat 23% of uoxetine-treated young people developed mania or manilike symptoms. Another 19%developed drug-indued hostility and aggression, inluding a grinding anger with short temper andinreasing oppositional behavior.Constantino et al. (1997) [309℄ prospetively studied the ourse of aggressive behavior in 19 SSRI-treated psyhiatrially hospitalized adolesents who were not preseleted for potential aggressiveness.They reported symptoms of physial aggression toward self or others in 12 of 19 patients on SSRIs.Of the 19 patients, 13 were assessed both on and o� SSRIs. On the SSRIs, there was inreasedverbal aggression (p = 0.04), inreased physial aggression toward objets (p = 0.05), and inreasedphysial aggression toward self (p < 0.02). No inrease was observed in physial aggression towardothers. The authors warned against using SSRIs to treat aggression in hildren.Another study of hildren and youth age 8-16 in a university setting found that 50% developed twoor more abnormal behavioral reations to uoxetine, inluding aggression, loss of impulse ontrol,agitation, and manilike symptoms (Riddle et al., 1990-1991 [1086℄). The e�ets lasted until theuoxetine was stopped.A seond researh study from the same university setting desribed a number of youngsters (6 of42, or 14% in their ohort) who beame aggressive and even violent while taking uoxetine (King etal., 1991 [760℄). The researhers hypothesized that uoxetine aused aggressive behavior by meansof drug-indued ativation (stimulation) or a spei� serotonergi mediated e�et.The report by King et al. (1991) [760℄ provided a linial window into the development of obsessiveviolene and a shool-shooter mentality. A 12-year-old boy on uoxetine developed nightmares aboutbeoming a shool shooter and then began to lose trak of reality onerning these events. This aseourred in a ontrolled linial trial, and the investigators did not know that the hild was gettinguoxetine until they broke the double-blind ode. The hild's reation ourred long before any ofthe well-known shool shootings had taken plae. Therefore his reation was not inspired by theshool shootings - it was not a opyat fantasy:\Thirty-eight days after beginning the protool, F. experiened a violent nightmare about killinghis lassimates until he himself was shot. He awakened from it only with diÆulty, and thedream ontinued to feel `very real'. He reported having had several days of inreasingly vivid`bad dreams' before this episode; these inluded images of killing himself and his parents dying.When he was seen later that day he was agitated and anxious, refused to go to shool, andreported marked suiidal ideation that made him feel unsafe at home as well." (p. 180)The hild was hospitalized �rst for 3 days, and then for 17 days. He gradually improved. Then,3 weeks after his last hospitalization, his loal physiian - not one of the linial investigators - puthim bak on uoxetine. The hild beame autely suiidal, until the uoxetine was stopped a seondtime.This individual report is important for a variety of reasons:� It took plae in a double-blind ontrolled linial trial.� Entirely new symptoms related to violene developed on the drug (hallenge).12-18-year-olds with obsessive-ompulsive disorder." The artile did present detailed information on only 3 ases butdesribed the ourrene of mania in 6 of 20. 129



� The symptoms terminated after stopping the drug (dehallenge).� Some of the symptoms resumed on starting the drug again (rehallenge).� The symptoms leared for a seond time after the drug was again stopped (demonstratingdehallenge for a seond time).7.8.3 Antidepressant-Indued Apathy in ChildrenReinblatt and Riddle (2006) [1079℄ stated, \Seletive serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI)-induedapathy is haraterized by a lak of motivation that is not a result of sedation or symptoms ofdepression." In a review of 43 partiipants in a uvoxamine pediatri researh projet, the authorsidenti�ed two (5%) ases of apathy, one in a 9-year-old and the other in a 16-year-old, neither ofwhom was depressed. They found that \similarities to existing reports inluded: Lak of insight,delayed onset, dose dependeny, and reversibility with SSRI dose redution or disontinuation".The 16-year-old girl's personality hanged in ways that I witnessed, with more tragi results. Herfriends worried that her personality had hanged as she beame soially withdrawn, began to takeunusual risks, and was overly on�dent with strangers (a grave danger in a teenage girl). Meanwhile,aording to Reinblatt and Riddle (2006) [1079℄, \she was paradoxially simultaneously amotivatedto do her usual daily ativities". In the ase of a 9-year-old boy, when his dose was inreased he\presented with extreme amotivation and apathy, not aring about anything; he did not want to goto shool and didn't are about typial interests".Reinblatt and Riddle (2006) [1079℄ onluded, \SSRI-indued amotivational syndrome is a moreimportant and frequent linial issue than suggested by the pauity of published reports. It may goundeteted in its milder forms owing to delayed onset and variable severity of presentation."Garland and Baerg (2001) [505℄ desribed ases of apathy, one aompanied by disinhibition, ina hild and four adolesents. A 14-year-old boy on paroxetine beame so at that his fae beamemasklike, similar to parkinsonism, but without any other signs of that disorder. His parents and theliniian were onerned about his loss of interest, but typial of severe mediation spellbinding, \thepatient was quite satis�ed with his life and did not reognize a problem".A l5-year-old boy on uoxetine beame \bizarrely" blas�e about his partiipating in ompetitivesports and lost interest in shoolwork. He began negleting his hores, losing items of lothing, andwas generally ritiized as irresponsible by the adults in his life, until the syndrome was reognized. Heremained unonerned. Aording to Garland and Baerg (2001) [505℄, \when the parents onfrontedhim about these behaviors, he was alm, unonerned, and did not seem to pereive a problem".His mediation was disontinued, and he gradually returned to normal over a month. However, hethen asked to be resumed on the mediation at a lower dose to ontrol his anxiety, and \positivebene�ts returned without the amotivational features". Consistent with the brain-disabling priniple,I strongly suspet, however, that the boy was simply experiening a relatively small indution ofapathy that he pereived as reduing his anxiety.A 14-year old boy taking uoxetine again demonstrated mediation spellbinding (Garland et al.,2001 [505℄):\In a follow up visit 6 weeks after the dose inrease, his a�et was at, and he appearedemotionally disonneted and apatheti. However, he reported that he felt `�ne' and was notin any way unhappy or distressed about his situation despite a large drop in his grades."A 10-year-old female taking paroxetine developed disinhibited behavior after a dose inrease (Gar-land et al., 2001 [505℄): 130



\She had interpersonal boundary problems, asking people inappropriate personal questions,having poor judgment and thereby insulting and alienating both peers and adults. This wasquite out of harater for her, as she previously had been quite polite and sensitive to others.She did not seem to have insight into how inappropriate her statements were at the time.. . .When desribing her ations to the psyhiatrist, she showed no appropriate embarrassment.She appeared unusually unonerned and at in a�et."Consistent with the other ases in this setion, she showed no signs of mania to aount for herdisinhibition. She was, instead, apatheti in appearane and a�et.The �fth ase, onerning a 17-year-old girl, desribed how she lost interest in soializing and insports, even though she was realistially working toward a ollege athleti sholarship. She appearedapatheti and at but had few omplaints, exept for tiredness and mild hypersomnia. Consistentwith the brain-disablihg priniple, her parents were \far less onerned about her as she was no longervolatile and there was less onit about urfews as she was less interested in going out with herfriends" (Garland and Baerg, 2001 [505℄). Fortunately, her psyhiatrist beame onerned about herand redued the mediation (while adding bupropion). However, aording to Garland and Baerg(2001) [505℄, \her lak of partiipation in sports during a ruial part of the session had a lastingimpat on her areer plans". She did not go to ollege.As all of the above ases indiate, patients ommonly lak insight into how apatheti they havebeome. In my linial experiene, even when they identify apathy and ask to be withdrawn fromtheir antidepressants, most hildren and adults are surprised and even morti�ed as they realize inwhat an apatheti state they had been when mediated. SSRI-indued apathy is a profound exampleof the brain-disabling e�ets of psyhiatri mediations, inluding mediation spellbinding. Thedisabling e�ets our along a ontinuum so that a mild degree of apathy is often pereived byothers and by the patient as an improvement, while a severe degree will be seen by others, but notneessarily by the patient, as an adverse drug e�et. When aompanied by disinhibition, apathyan lead to espeially tragi results (Breggin, in press). As in the ase of the girl who lost out onher sholarship and never went to ollege, even without disinhibition, even a relatively brief periodof apathy an have lifelong negative results.7.9 Do Antidepressants Work At All?As doumented in hapter 6, the sienti� literature demonstrates, and the FDA admitted at its 2004hearings, that there is no substantial evidene supporting the usefulness of antidepressants in treatingdepression in hildren. What about the treatment of adults? Is it possible that the antidepressantsare not antidepressants at all?At the height of enthusiasm for the older triyli antidepressants, Baldessarini (1978) [91℄ foundlittle sienti� on�rmation. Spontaneous remission and plaebo e�et, he onluded, might aountfor why it usually takes several weeks to obtain a positive response. Even in more severe depressions,he noted, the spontaneous remission rate an exeed 50% in a few months. Similarly, Klerman andCole (1965) [770℄, strong drug advoates, reognized that \depressions, on the whole, are among thepsyhiatri onditions with the best prognosis for symptomati reovery, with or without treatment".They ited data predating the drug era that show improvement rates of \44% of all patients withinthe �rst year and 56% reovery eventually over a longer time period". Like Baldessarini (1978), theyobserved that the time lapse before the antidepressants are alleged to work may oinide with theperiod of spontaneous reovery.Fisher and Greenberg (1989 [448℄, 1995 [449℄) approahed the subjet of antidepressant eÆaywith a systemati analysis of the existing ontrolled studies. They found that antidepressants werelittle or no better than plaebo. When the plaebo had side e�ets, suh as dry mouth or sedation,131



it onvined the observers and the subjets that the plaebo was really an ative drug. As a result,in these studies involving a plaebo with side e�ets (an ative plaebo) there was no di�erenebetween the mediation and the plaebo. Researhers lead by David Antonuio have reviewed theexisting linial studies and literature onerning antidepressant e�etiveness and have found thatany positive drug e�et is negligible (Antonuio et al., 1994 [58℄, 1995 [59℄; Antonuio et al., 2002[57℄). Their researh also on�rmed that psyhotherapy is as good as, or better than, antidepressants.It is obviously muh safer.In 1994, in Talking Bak to Proza, I �rst brought to light the failure of Proza to prove itse�etiveness in the studies done for FDA approval (see Breggin et al., 1994a [219℄). Then, in 2002,a team led by psyhologist Irving Kirsh at the University of Connetiut published an analysis ofeÆay data submitted to the FDA between 1987 and 1999 for six of the most ommonly presribedantidepressants: Proza, Paxil, Zoloft, E�exor, Serzone, and Celexa (Kirsh et al., 2002 [765℄).Eah of the drugs had been approved based on a drug ompany submitting two positive studiesto the FDA. But all of the ompanies onduted numerous additional studies before they were ableto obtain the required two that seemed positive. So Kirsh et al. looked at all the antidepressantstudies - not just the ones submitted for approval.Kirsh et al. [765℄ obtained 47 studies, an average of almost eight per drug, onduted as a partof the FDA approval proess. After examinig all of the studies, they found that any bene�ial orpositive e�ets in omparison to plaebo were negligible.7.10 The ElderlyThis hapter has emphasized the poor risk:bene�t ratio in giving antidepressants to hildren andadults, but the elderly are probably most vulnerable of all to their adverse e�ets. The pratieof presribing antidpressants to older patients with dementia is partiularly inappropriate sine thedrugs worsen their ognitive funtion (Deakin et al., 2004 [341℄). In a study of patients over age55 seen at a day hospital from 1986 to 2005, inluding 824 patients, 600 of whom reeived antide-pressants, apathy subsales of two depression-rating instruments were signi�antly orrelated withthe use of SSRI antidepressants (Wongpakaran et al., 2007 [1362℄). Wongpakaran et al. (2007)onluded, \Even though depression was proved in elderly patients reeiving antidepressants, thedegree of apathy appeared to be greater in patients who were treated with SSRIs than in patientswho were not. Frontal lobe dysfuntion due to alteration of serotonin was onsidered to be one ofthe possibilities."7.11 Professional ReationsHow do psyhiatry and the psyhopharmaeutial omplex reat to the mounting evidene thatantidepressants are not only dangerous, but also useless for both adults and hildren? They generallyignore it. However, the Kirsh et al. (2000) [765℄ study has reeived positive reognition from thosefew professionals brave enough to fae the fats, inluding Angell (2007) [54℄, the former editor ofthe New England Journal of Mediine, and Charles Medwar (Medwar et al., 2004, p. 57 [911℄), therespeted British researher and publi safety advoate.In 2006, British psyhiatrist Joanna Monrie� and Kirsh [942℄ published another review andanalysis of antidepressant e�etiveness in the BMJ. They foused on studies onduted on SSRIssuh as Proza, Zoloft, and Paxil and onluded that these drugs \do not have a linially meaningfuladvantage over plaebo".It is a sad, ironi, and tragi tale: It is impossible to prove that antidepressants atually relieve132



depression, but it is relatively easy to demonstrate that they an worsen depression and ause ma-nia, violene, and suiide. If my olleagues wanted to be sienti� about it, they would all themdepressants, rather than antidepressants, and take them o� the market.
7.12 Underlying Antidepressant-Indued Brain Damage andDysfuntion7.12.1 Permanent Neurologial Adverse E�etsA large perentage of patients su�er from neurologial sexual dysfuntion as a result of taking theSSRI antidepressants. Estimates vary widely but are way beyond the small perentages suggested onSSRI labels. Baton (2006) [109℄ noted rates as high as 80% and suggested that a realisti estimateprobably lies between 30% and 50%.In my linial experiene, many, and probably most, patients taking SSRIs su�er from drug-indued sexual dysfuntion due to suppressed sexual appetite, inhibited sexual funtion, and emo-tional withdrawal, but the SSRIs often make them too apatheti or disinterested to omplain to theirdotors. They are too mediation spellbound to are about their sexual and love life or the e�etson their loved ones and partners.Unfortunately, reports have appeared suggesting that these sexual disorders may remain persistentafter termination of the drug, leaving an otherwise reovered individual su�ering from lifelong sexualdysfuntion (Csoka et al., 2006 [325℄).The risk of ausing EPS, another SSRI-indued neurologist disorder, was apparent from early on.The FDA's Kapit (1986) [731℄ warned, \It is possible that a tardive syndrome related to uoxetinemay exist. It will be neessary to be on the lookout for suh events" (p. 32). By January 1993,more than two dozen reports of Proza-indued tardive dyskinesia had reahed the FDA (1993) [462℄,but the profession has not taken muh notie. Numerous ase reports on�rm that the SSRIs anprodue persistent extrapyramidal reations, inluding tardive dystonia with painful and disablingspasms of the nek and shoulder musulature.In his review of the literature published in 1996 [832℄, Leo already found 42 artiles reporting 71ases of motor symptoms that appeared for the �rst time during SSRI use. Akathisia was reportedin 32 ases, dystonia in 20, parkinsonism in 10, tardive dyskinesia-like movements in 8, and tremorsin 7. Several patients had ombined disorders.Gerber and Lund (1998) [509℄ reviewed the literature and loated 127 ase reports of SSRI-induedabnormal movements. These inluded akathisia (agitation with hyperativity), tardive dyskinesia,parkinsonism, dystonia (mesle spasms), bruxism (tooth grinding), and related disorders. They foundmany additional ase reports from the drug manufaturers, inluding 516 ases of parkinsonism and76 ases of tardive dyskinesia. The term tardive dyskinesia is usually reserved for ases that areirreversible.SSRIs an ause most of the neurologial disorders assoiated with the neurolepti drugs, inlud-ing a serotonergi syndrome that resembles neurolepti malignant syndrome. The similar result isprobably due to the apaity of SSRIs to impat the dopaminergi system. Reent studies (e.g.,Miura et al., 2007 [936℄) ontinue to on�rm the early linial suspiion that SSRIs were not quiteas seletive as their name implies and in fat impinge on other neurotransmitter systems.133



7.12.2 The Brain Resists the Impat of SSRIsTheoretially, Proza is supposed to make more serotonin available in the synapses, but the braintries to overome its e�ets. When an SSRI antidepressant bloks the removal of serotonin from thesynapse, the brain senses that too muh serotonin is pooling in the region, and it shuts down theprodution and release of the serotonin into the synapse. Two of Eli Lilly's top researhers, RayFuller and David Wong [501℄, published a paper in 1977 - more than a deade before Proza reahedthe marketplae - showing how the brain ompensated for SSRI overstimulation by inhibiting theprodution and release of serotonin and the overall ativity of the serotonergi system. When Prozaand similar drugs were given to animals, instead of the antiipated overstimulation, there was atendeny for the system to shut down:\When uoxetine or other e�etive but less spei� serotonin uptake inhibitors are given, a rapidderease in serotonin turnover ours and the rate of �ring of single neural units in the serotoninrih raphe area of the brain is redued. This derease in serotonin turnover and release maybe a ompensatory mehanism in response to an enhaned ation of serotonin on the synaptireeptors."Notie that the atual results are ompletely ontrary to what most health are providers imagine.Proza and the other SSRIs do not ause an immediate enhanement (e.g., overstimulation) of theserotonergi system; they ause a ompensatory shutdown of the system. On the basis of the drugompany-sponsored theory that sluggish serotonin auses violene and suiide, this means that aninitial dose, and probably dose hanges, an ause extreme sluggishness in the system, with thepotential for violene and suiide.Later studies showed that the inhibition lasts about 10 days, but there is evidene that it may lastlonger in other parts of the brain. Thus, from the start, Eli Lilly knew that it was reating omplex,unpreditable biohemial imbalanes and a roller-oaster situation in whih the drug would blokthe removal of serotonin and the brain would resist the proess.Then, in 1999 [1317℄, Wegerer and a team from Germany and the United States disovered thatthe brain had yet another way of ompensating for the SSRI-indued blokade of the transportersystem that removes serotonin from the synapse. To envision the hemial transporter system andthe antidepressant blokage, imagine a onveyor belt that removes valuable roks from deep withina quarry. Putting other roks onto the transporter system (onveyor belt) to take up the spaewould obviously interfere and slow down the onveyer proess. In e�et, Proza, Zoloft, E�exor, andother SSRIs jump onto the transporter system, bloking its funtion of removing serotonin from thesynapse.SSRIs are potent oupiers (blokers) of the serotonin transporter system (Meyer, 2007 [925℄;Meyer et al., 2004 [926℄). Meyer et al. (2004) used PET to study the degree of oupany innormal volunteers and in subjets with mood and anxiety disorders after 4 weeks of exposure to fourommonly presribed SSRIs. They ahieved 80% oupany of the transporter system reeptors at\minimum therapeuti doses". They believed that this blokade was important for the \therapeutie�et". But how does the living brain respond to being oupied in this manner?When antidepressants blok the funtion of the transporter system, Wegerer et al. (1999) [1317℄found, the transporter system grows strong in response by inreasing in density. This e�et wasfound in young rats after only 2 weeks of exposure to Proza.The Wegerer et al. (1999) [1317℄ study found that the inreased transporter system densitypersisted for at least 90 days into the adulthood of the rats. These abnormalities were found in themost highly developed portions of the rat brain, the frontal lobes. Wegerer et al. were unusuallybrave and ethial in pointing out that these �ndings indiated a risk for hildren taking SSRIs.134



After exposure to Proza and other SSRIs, yet another ompensatory biohemial mehanismalled down-regulation quikly begins reduing the number of reeptors in the brain for serotonin (deMontigny et al., 1990 [339℄; Wamsley et al., 1987 [1313℄; Wong et al., 1981 [1360℄; Wong et al., 1985[1361℄). After weeks or months of exposure, a large perentage of the reeptors atually beome un-detetable; that is, they disappear, resulting in redued responsiveness to serotonin (subsensitivity).Wamsley et al. (1987) [1313℄ found that at lower doses, there were both inreases and dereases inreeptor density in various areas of the brain, indiating the omplexity of the brain's response (seealso Fuller et al., 1974 [500℄).Down-regulation begins as soon as 2 days after exposure to Proza in rats. Up to 60% of somesubtypes of serotonin reeptors an disappear. The redution in reeptors and the resulting down-regulation of serotonergi ativity is widespread throughout the brain, involving the frontal lobes andortex-the enters that regulate the emotional and intelletual life of the individual. In the proess,the apaity of the serotonin system for ativation is redued, theoretially produing a sluggishsystem.A number of studies show lengthy periods of time-weeks and months - during whih reeptor lossdoes not reover, but no systemati attempts have been made to determine if reovery ever ours.Longer studies would not be hard to ondut. Nonetheless, Ray Fuller, Lilly's head of researh,delared in deposition testimony that he knew of no studies onerning reovery of down-regulatedserotonin reeptors. Asked if he thought these experiments were important, Fuller sounded a littleummoxed as he responded, \I don't see that that would be of any value to know that" (Fuller,1994, p. 266 [499℄). Oblivious of the potential onsequenes, health are providers too often urgetheir patients to stay on SSRI antidepressants inde�nitely.Clearly antidepressants do not orret biohemial imbalanes in the brain; they ause them. Theyhange the brain for the worse in ways that an persist inde�nitely after the drugs are stopped. Atno point in time an we know what the exat biohemial imbalane in the brain looks like, and itprobably varies in di�erent regions and at di�erent times as the drugs produe their e�ets and thebrain �ghts bak in its varied ways.Advoates of SSRI antidepressants often assert that depression and suiide, and even violene,may be linked to an underative serotonin system, and that SSRIs ativate the system by bloking theremoval of serotonin from the synapse. In reality, the antidepressants produe unpreditable resultswith an overall impat that annot be measured in the living brain, even with animal experiments.At times, when the brain's ompensatory mehanisms overome the drug e�ets, the result of takingSSRIs is likely to be a sluggish serotonergi system. This might aount for why so many bizarre anddestrutive ats are ommitted shortly after starting the mediation, when the initial ompensatoryshutdown takes plae in the serotonin system. All this is speulation, but it is worth undersoringthat the biohemial justi�ations for using antidepressants make no sienti� sense.7.12.3 Causing Brain Dysfuntion and ShrinkageA group from Wayne State University Shool of Mediine studied the volume of the thalamus inhildren diagnosed with OCD before and after being exposed to Paxil and found a loss of braintissue (Gilbert et al., 2000 [518℄). Instead of raising an alarm, the authors tried to justify the useof drugs in hildren on the grounds that in OCD hildren, the thalamus is too large, and the drugsorret the problem by shrinking it. This is very similar to the argument that lobotomies killed badbrain ells or dampened an overative emotion-regulating system, and indeed, the thalamus onnetsto the frontal lobes through some of the same nerve trats that are attaked in lobotomy. Shrinkingthe thalamus of hildren is very likely to have lobotomy-like e�ets, an espeially dreadful exampleof the brain-disabling priniple of psyhiatri treatment.135



By ontrast, Yale researhers found that Proza given to rats for a mere 2-4 weeks aused aproliferation of neurons in the temporal lobes (Malberg et al., 2000 [866℄; Weaver, 2000 [1316℄, forthe aompanying press release quoting the researhers). While the Wayne State researhers arguedthat loss of neurons might be good for hildren, the Yale researhers argued that an abnormal inreasein the growth of brain ells might be good for people. To prove their point, the researhers pointedout that shok treatment auses an abnormal growth of ells in the same temporal region. They donot make the obvious onnetion: The temporal lobe plays a major role in memory funtion, shoktreatment damages the temporal lobe, and postshok patients have devastating, often permanentmemory loss (hapter 9). The abnormal growth in the temporal lobes may explain why, in mylinial experiene, many patients begin to omplain that their memory no longer funtions as wellafter prolonged exposure to SSRI antidepressants.Another study of the impat of Proza on the rat brain found grossly suppressed erebral funtionas measured by sugar metabolism in the brain (Freo et al., 2000 [491℄). In two regions of thebrain, metabolism was redued by 23% and 32%, indiating a substantial ompromise of funtion.Redutions ourred throughout the brain, inluding the erebral ortex and basal ganglia. Theauthors opined that these gross malfuntions may be the soure of the so-alled therapeuti e�et,indiretly on�rming the brain-disabling priniples of psyhiatri treatment.It is not likely that neurons or other ells will turn out to appear or funtion normally whenthey were stimulated to grow by a toxi agent. A study in Brain Researh found that single dosesof Proza, Luvox, or the older antidepressant desipramine aused abnormal neuronal growth in thetemporal region of rats (Norrholm et al., 2000 [994℄). The abnormalities persisted until the end of thestudy 3 weeks after the last doses. The authors o�ered the opinion that these e�ets ould disruptneuronal development into young adulthood. Kalia et al. (2000) [723℄ found that 4 days of highdoses of serotonin-stimulating drugs, inluding Zoloft and Proza, aused abnormalities in the bodyand the axons of neurons. Proza more often produed a large swelling of the neuronal body. Zoloftaused swollen and trunated axons and, in some ases, made the ells look orksrew in form. Thestudy raises questions about the survivability of the damaged ells, but there an be no doubt thatthey were severely injured and malfuntioning. The researhers suggested that their researh mayreet on the potential e�ets of hroni SSRI use in humans.Meanwhile, researhers and medial publiists ontinue to spin SSRI-indued abnormal neuronalgrowth as evidene of a therapeuti mehanism. A Deember 19, 2005, headline in a promotionalbulletin alled Johns Hopkins Mediine delared, \Popular Antidepressants Boost Brain Growth,Hopkins Sientists Report." From the university's OÆe of Corporate Communiations, this JohnsHopkins publi relations release boasted about a newly published study by the medial enter (Zhouet al., 2006 [1382℄).One of the authors, Vassilis Koliatsos, MD, explained, \It appears that SSRI antidepressants rewireareas of the brain that are important for thinking and feeling, as well as operating the autonominervous system." It required only 4 weeks for uoxetine to aomplish this rewiring of the rat's brain.Dr. Koliatsos stated that these abnormal growths of neurons should provide patients \more tangibleevidene of a real e�et in the brain". Yes, but how many patients would welome a potentiallypermanent rewiring of their brains by a toxi drug?The study itself showed very widespread abnormalities, inreasing the density and branhingof axons in the dorsal raphe (the origin point for serotonergi nerves) and in the limbi forebrainand neoortex, the most highly evolved areas of the brain. If one were not ommitted to justifyingpsyhiatri drugs, �ndings suh as these would be viewed as indiators of a widespread, severe diseaseproess with ominous if as yet undetermined impliations for the funtion of the brains and mindsof human beings exposed to these drugs. Instead, paralleling the press release, the sienti� reportsuggested that these brain hanges aused by the antidepressants \may play a role in their linialeÆay". 136



The brain is the fous of this book but it is not the only organ injured by SSRI antidepressants.A reent study of 2,722 older women (mean age 78.5) found that the SSRIs drastially redued theirbone densities (Diem et al., 2007 [360℄). The bone mineral density (BMD) dereased by 0.82% peryear in SSRI users, ompared to 0.47% in nonusers (p < .001). On the other hand, women usingtriyli antidepressants had the same BMD as nonusers. One wonders how this form of SSRI toxiitymight be rationalized as therapeuti. Meanwhile, it is yet one more reason not to presribe the drugs,espeially to older people.Stimulant drugs also impair serotonergi funtion, ontributing to the widespread damage thatthey also produe in the brain (hapter 11). Partiularly in regard to the mood stabilizers and thehighly toxi drug lithium, researhers are laiming that the gross neuronal damage found in animalsmight have a so-alled protetive funtion in living, human patients (hapter 8). There is a veritableresearh industry growing up around this theory, whih must prove pleasing to the drug ompanies,who never want brain damage aused by their drugs to be viewed as harmful.7.13 Older AntidepressantsThe triylis, suh as lomipramine (Anafranil), amitriptyline (Elavil), and imipramine (Tofranil),have been used for several deades. I have previously desribed their entral nervous system toxie�ets in some detail (Breggin, 1983b [181℄; see also Breggin, 1991b [189℄). This setion will thereforebe abbreviated. A list of some of the older antidepressants an be found in the appendix.Most of the older antidepressants are alled triyli beause their hemial nuleus has the basitriyli struture of the original phenothiazine neurolepti, hlorpromazine, or Thorazine (Bassuket al., 1977 [106℄; Pauker, 1981 [1021℄). Of extreme importane, the antidepressant amoxapine(Asendin) is turned into a neurolepti in the body, produing the same problems as any otherneurolepti, inluding tardive dyskinesia (hapters 3 and 4).Bassuk and Shoonover (1977) [106℄ noted that triyli antidepressants an ause a toxi syn-drome similar to the neuroleptis:\Triylis may also ause psyhomotor slowing and diÆulties in onentration and planning.Although more attenuated than with the phenothiazines, some of these properties are simi-lar to the neurolepti syndrome. These e�ets should be explained to the patient if he is in asetting where ative physial or mental performane is required. Weakness and fatigue, nervous-ness, headahes, agitation, vertigo, palsies, tremors, ataxia, paresthesia, dysarthria, nystagmus,and twithing are entral symptoms that oasionally our. Triylis also lower the seizurethreshold in a manner similar to the phenothiazines."In disussing animal behavior, Jarvik (1970) [671℄ noted, \Despite its linial antidepressant ef-fets, imipramine produes a depression of spontaneous motor ativity in laboratory animals." Henoted that it produes \diÆulty in onentrating and thinking omparable to that experiened dur-ing the ourse of similar treatment with hlorpromazine" and stated that \its e�et has been desribedas a dullness of depressive ideation". Byk (1975) [245℄ took the same position in a later edition ofthe same book, inluding the observation that \imipramine seems to produe greater impairment ofognitive and a�etive proesses and less redution in physial movement than does hlorpromazine".Other studies of triylis indiate that they produe \measurable ognitive impairment in normalsubjets following aute or hroni administration" (Judd et al., 1987 [712℄).In my linial pratie, I have oasionally seen otherwise normal patients who were put intostates of apathy or lethargy by very small doses of triyli antidepressants (e.g., 10 mg to 25 mgof amitriptyline) given to them for nonpsyhiatri purposes, espeially to treat headahe or diar-137



rhea. Depressed patients are frequently made more depressed by these drugs without the spellboundpatients or their dotors pereiving that the drug is ausing the worsened ondition.As already desribed, the FDA now requires a broad range of warnings on antidepressant labels.There should no longer be any sienti� doubt about the range and frequeny of abnormal reationsin hildren taking SSRIs and other potentially stimulating antidepressants. The older antidepressantsare also known to ause a variety of expressions of behavioral toxiity in hildren. In disussing theuse of triyli antidepressants in hildren, Dulan (1994) [383℄ observed,\Behavioral toxiity may be manifested by irritability, worsening of psyhosis, mania, agitation,anger, aggression, forgetfulness, or onfusion. CNS toxiity may be mistaken for exaerbationof the primary ondition." (p. 1222)Triyli antidepressants ommonly produe abnormalities in ardiovasular funtion in hildrenand adults, and there are reports of ardia arrest and death in hildren. Cardiovasular funtionshould be arefully monitored in hildren taking these drugs (Dulan, 1994 [383℄).Presribing dangerous, ine�etive antidepressants for hildren is espeially tragi beause depres-sion in hildren is almost always a readily identi�able produt of their environment. Helping a hildoverome depressed feelings involves helping the adults attend better to the needs of the hild. Chil-dren get depressed beause of depressing irumstanes in their lives. Sometimes these irumstanesmay be buried in the past in the form of neglet or physial, emotional, or sexual abuse. Sometimesthey are the obvious produt of urrent irumstanes.7.13.1 Triyli Antidepressants and the Brain-Disabling PrinipieThe so-alled therapeuti e�et of triylis an result from any number of e�ets that vary fromindividual to individual, inluding emotional blunting, sedation, and stimulation. They frequentlyause organi brain syndromes, whih - as in the ase of eletroshok treatment - tend to relieve thegross signs of depression by burying them beneath emotional apathy or an arti�ial high. A studyfrom the Yale University Department of Psyhiatry by Davies et al. (1971) [333℄ indiated that auteorgani brain syndromes are very ommon during routine triyli antidepressant therapy (reviewedin detail in Breggin, 1983b [181℄). Symptoms inluded \forgetfulness, agitation, illogial thoughts,disorientation, inreased insomnia, and, at times, delusional states".Espeially in earlier deades, many liniians purposefully administered triylis until they pro-dueed toxi reations. Goodwin and Ebert (1977) [546℄ advised giving the triylis in doses thatprodue \onfusion" and other signs of toxiity. Amphetamine-like toxi e�ets were onsidered agood sign. Wells and Mendelson (1978) observed, \In our pratie, an adequate trial often onstitutesthe highest dose that the patient an tolerate."As desribed in hapter 1, the patient who experienes drug-indued brain dysfuntion and thepsyhiatrist who indues it ollaborate in a mutual denial of what is going on. Both end up denyingthe patient's drug-indued brain dysfuntion and the patient's real-life personal problems. Wheneuphoria is present, it beomes espeially easy for the patient and the psyhiatrist to deny the realityof what is happening. A drug with suÆient neurotoxiity to produe a mild to severe organi brainsyndrome is espeially suited to reating the illusion of improvement in depressed patients.7.13.2 Triylis: More Cause Than Cure for Suiidality?There is no substantial published evidene that any antidepressants, new or old, ameliorate suiidaltendenies. Instead, there is linial evidene that the triyli antidepressants, like the SSRIs, an138



ause suiide. Baldessarini (1978) [91℄ warned, \The risk of suiide may even inrease with initialimprovement, sine ativity usually inreases before mood elevation." Baldessarini's explanation fordrug-indued suiidality, formulated many years ago, is oversimpli�ed; but the observation remainsorret, that antidepressants ause suiidality, espeially early in treatment or during dose hanges.Damluji and Ferguson (1988) [328℄ reviewed paradoxial worsening of depressive symptomatologyaused by antidepressants in an artile of the same title and reported four ases of their own aused bythe older antidepressants amoxapine, desipramine, nortriptyline, and trazodone. The APA NationalTask Fore on Women and Depression (1990) [39℄ report on benzodiazepines also ited the problemof depression and suiide from triyli antidepressants.Tragially, while the older antidepressant drugs annot prevent suiide and an ause it, in rela-tively small amounts, they an beome lethal instruments in the hands of suiidal patients. As littleas 1 week's supply of most triylis an ause death, often due to ardia dysfuntion. In ombi-nation with other drugs, their lethality inreases. Thus millions of depressed, suiidal patients aregiven the tool with whih to kill themselves. By 1981, the triylis were overtaking the barbituratesas the mediations most frequently involved in serious overdoses (\Triylis," 1981). The triylisremain a major publi health problem as agents of suiide (Henry et al., 1995 [617℄).
7.13.3 Other AntidepressantsMonoamine oxidase inhibitors suh as tranylypromine (Parnate) for a time went into disfavor be-ause of their extreme toxiity to the entral nervous system, their stimulating impat, and theirtendeny to ause severe hypertension rises when ombined with a wide variety of foods and med-iations. They are reviewed more extensively in the 1997 edition, but in this era of exessive over-mediation, they are enjoying something of a omebak.Several so-alled atypial antidepressants are urrently on the market in the United States. Thisbrief review is not intended to be omprehensive in regard to their adverse e�ets.Venlafaxine (E�exor), approved by the FDA in Deember 1993, was desribed in more detailearly in this hapter. It is one of the newer antidepressants impliated in ausing suiidality. It is aNSRI that also strongly inhibits the reuptake of epinephrine. Its pro�le is very similar to the SSRIsin produing stimulation, inluding anxiety, nervousness, insomnia, anorexia, and weight loss. Itauses the various emotional and behavioral abnormalities that go along with stimulation, suh asagitation and mania, and has been assoiated with hostility, paranoid reation, psyhoti depression,and psyhosis. It an ause hypertension.Trazodone (Desyrel) and buproprion (Wellbutrin) are somewhat older atypial antidepressantsthat do not �t the pattern of other groups of agents. Buproprion has an unusually high rate ofseizures assoiated with its use. It an be very stimulating and agitating. Trazodone tends to ausesedation and an also ause dizziness and fainting. It an ause ardia diÆulties for reovering heartpatients. It also produes the potentially disastrous side e�et of priapism: unontrolled, irreversiblepenile eretion, sometimes requiring surgial intervention.In my experiene, any of the antidepressants an produe a variety of unexpeted and sometimessevere emotional reations, inluding apathy, lethargy, and depression, or euphoria, paranoia, andmania. Frequently, these adverse e�ets are mentioned as possibilities on the FDA-approved label.Keep in mind that as a group, antidepressants a�et diverse neurotransmitter systems in a om-plex, little understood manner. Even the supposedly seletive SSRIs end up produing generalizeddysfuntion in the brain and hene the mind. 139



7.14 Antidepressant Withdrawal Reations, Inluding Ma-niaIt is ounterintuitive that a drug that auses mania would also ause it during withdrawal. How-ever, there are ase reports that most types of antidepressants an ause mania during withdrawal,espeially the SSRIs, (Goldstein et al., 1999 [541℄; Sherese et al., 2003 [1170℄). Benazzi (2002) [124℄reported on a ase of sertraline-indued withdrawal mania. He also summarized some of the problemsassoiated with SSRI withdrawal:\Disontinuing seletive serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) may ,indue a syndrome whereinthe main neuropsyhiatri symptoms are dizziness, shok-like sensations, anxiety, irritability,agitation, and insomnia. These symptoms usually develop 1 to 7 days after abrupt or gradualdisontinuation. Antidepressant disontinuation may also indue mania, mainly reported withtriylis and monoamine oxidase inhibitors but also observed with SSRIs."Patients with a history of bipolar disorder are probably more vulnerable to this adverse drugreation. I have observed patients beoming euphori during withdrawal from SSRIs, but none havebeome mani. During withdrawal from antidepressants, I advise patients and their families thatwithdrawal reations are highly variable and unpreditable and that they should be alert for anysigni�ant hange in psyhologial and emotional funtioning.Meanwhile, Benazzi's (2002) [124℄ brief summary does not apture the severity ar wide variety ofwithdrawal reations assoiated with drugs that blok the reuptake of serotonin (SSRIs), espeiallythe overwhelming feelings of depression and despair, with unontrollable weeping (Shipko, 2002[1173℄; see hapter 15 for more details).Psyhiatry has yet to fae the fat that it has trapped millions of patients into taking SSRI andSRI drugs for years on end beause they are unable to endure the withdrawal symptoms. Sometimesthe brain hanges are so persistent or irreversible that the individuals feel ompelled to remain onthe drugs inde�nitely. Often the withdrawal symptoms lead them mistakenly to believe that theysu�er from an underlying mental illness that requires mediation, when instead they have persistentbrain dysfuntion aused by mediation.In reality, most patients quikly stop taking the newer antidepressants beause of their painfuladverse e�ets, thereby proteting themselves from long-term adverse e�ets, inluding withdrawalreations. Others stay on them mainly beause of pressure from their dotors, inluding the lie thatthey have so-alled biohemial imbalanes. The more disturbed or distressed the individual beforestarting the mediation, the more the individual is likely to deteriorate while taking it.Paxil is probably espeially punishing in regard to ausing both aute adverse e�ets and with-drawal. In a double-blind study, Zanardi et al. (1996) administered Zoloft and Paxil to inpatientsdiagnosed with depression with psyhoti features. Within 2 weeks of starting treatment, 41% ofthe Paxil patients dropped out \beause of unpleasant side e�ets suh as anxiety, agitation, andinsomnia". Presribing Paxil is a formula for making psyhoti patients even more disturbed.The older triyli antidepressants and monoamine oxidase inhibitors also ause withdrawal maniaand a variety of other adverse withdrawal e�ets, inluding ognitive. and emotional disturbanesand psyhosis. Many of them have strong antiholinergi e�ets and therefore produe severe anti-holinergi rebound on withdrawal, inluding ardiovasular and gastrointestinal symptoms. I haveseen patients who have taken triylis for many years and then been unable to withdraw from them.Chapter 15 disusses SSRI withdrawal symptoms in more detail and desribes how to suessfullywithdraw from psyhiatri mediations. 140



7.15 My Clinial and Forensi ExperieneI have been a medial expert in dozens of riminal, malpratie, and produt liability legal asesin whih hildren and adults have developed bizarre, irrational, and violent behavior while takingSSRI antidepressants (Breggin, 2006d [216℄; Breggin, in press). In one ase in California, a mandrowned himself and his two small hildren in a bathtub a few days after starting on paroxetine(see http://www.breggin.om for this and other legal ases). Also while taking paroxetine, a man inPennsylvania drove his ar into a polieman to obtain the oÆer's gun to kill himself. In a fourth aseinvolving paroxetine, in Vermont, a 17-year-old boy who had missed one or two doses of paroxetinebludgeoned a lose friend for no apparent reason. In Florida, a teenage girl taking Fluoxetine �reda pistol point-blank at another youngster, but the gun fortunately failed to funtion. None of theseindividuals had any history of violene prior to taking SSRIs. I have desribed several dozen asesof SSRI-indued mania, mayhem, murder and suiide in my book Mediation Madness (in press).7.16 Disussion: \The Drug Made Me Do It"There is a relutane to attribute so-alled bad behavior or loss of ethial restraint to a psyhoativesubstane. Western philosophy, religion, and tradition tend to hold human beings responsible fortheir harmful behaviors and eshew exusing suh behavior on the basis of so-alled mental illness.Indeed, the onept of mental illness has been subjet to hallenge by this author and many others.Nonetheless, the weight of onsiderable evidene indiates that psyhoative substanes an play arole in ausing suiide, violene, and other forms of disinhibited riminal ondut. The e�et shouldnot be attributed to the vague and misleading onept of \mental illness". Instead, the e�et isneurologial in origin - a genuine brain disorder ause by toxiity. Terms with ethial onnotationstend to be expunged from psyhiatry as unsiemi�, and so the hange in ethial restraint aused bymediations is referred to by various more neutral terms, suh as disinhibition, dysontrol, or loss ofimpulse ontrol.The two hapters on antidepressants and upoming hapters on stimulants and benzodiazepinetranquilizers provide ample evidene for how mediations an ause an adverse hange in ethialbehavior. In general, the evidene falls into four ategories:First, ontrolled linial trials omparing any psyhoative drug to a plaebo will typially produeevidene for a pattem of entral nervous system adverse drug e�ets with mental symptoms that arespei� for the drug and not for the plaebo. For example, SSRI antidepressants and amphetamine-like agents both tend to produe a ontinuum of entral nervous system stimulation. This physialstimulation will be assoiated with mental manifestations that range from mild euphoria and irritabil-ity to depression and mania and ultimately to inreased rates of both aggression and suiidality. Thestudies on�rming SSRI-indued suiidality in this hapter should leave no doubt about the apaityof psyhiatri mediations to disrupt the funtion and the brain and mind, leading to destrutivebehavior that would not otherwise have ourred.Seond, pattems of reports made to the FDA's spontaneous reporting system also make apparentthat ertain drugs are assoiated with spei� patterns of extreme mental and behavioral reations(for additional examples and an analysis of methodology, see Breggin, 1997a [198℄, 1998b [201℄). Evennonpsyhiatri mediations have been impliated in ausing depression and suiidality. Isotretinoin(Autane), a mediation used to treat severe ane, has been found to produe depression andsuiidaly, as demonstrated in numerous linial reports and in individual ase studies. In some linialases, \depression subsided with disontinuation of the therapy and reurred with reinstitution oftherapy" (Physiians' Desk Referene, 2003, p. 2872 [1036℄).Third, many physial disorders also a�et mental attitudes and behavior. Hyperthyroidism as141



well as overdoses of thyroid hormone an inrease anxiety, irritability, and other emotions that theindividual would not ordinarily experiene and that an lead to behavioral abnormalities. There are,of ourse, many similar examples involving hormones suh as testosterone and ortisone. More to thepoint, aidental brain injury to the frontal lobes and surgial lobotomy usually impair judgment,ethial restraint, and self-reetion. The harater of the injured individual is often viewed as hangedand worsened.Fourth, as an expert in riminal and ivil ases, I have studied the lives of many individuals who- under the inuene of psyhoative drugs suh as SSRIs, nonseletive serotonin reuptake inhibitors(NSRIs), and benzodiazepines-have ommitted ats of aggression that were wholly alien to theirharater and antithetial to their prior behavior. It is, of ourse, well known that the illegal use ofstimulant drugs, suh as methamphetamine and oaine, an be assoiated with paranoid reationsand violene.The example of involuntary intoxiation under the law helps eluidate the issue of responsibilitywhile under the inuene of psyhoative substanes. Under the law, an individual is held responsiblefor behavior ommitted under the inuene of alohol or other nonpresription intoxiants beauseit is presumed that the individual knew that he or she was taking a psyhoative substane that animpair judgment and self-restraint. However, in most states, an individual an laim involuntaryintoxiation as a mitigating or exonerating fator in a riminal ase. For example, if the individualunknowingly drank alohol from spiked punh, the involuntary nature of the intoxiation mightbeome a mitigating or exonerating fator under the law. Similarly, when an individual is presribedan antidepressant without knowing that it an ause mania, he or she may be exonerated from theonsequenes of manilike behavior.If an individual involuntarily intoxiates another person, the perpetrator trator may be guilty ofa rime, and the vitim may be absolved of any ontributory responsibility. For example, a manan be judged guilty of rape if he has impaired the onsiousness and self-restraint of his vitim bysurreptitiously slipping a sedative into her drink. The vitim, even if physially onsious duringthe sexual at, may be exonerated of seeming aquiesene to the assault on the basis of involuntaryintoxiation.The debate over human responsibility will always remain at root ethial and philosophial. How-ever, empirial data must be taken into aount. A mountain of experimental and linial data, someof it reviewed in this report, supports the onept that psyhoative substanes are frequently asso-iated with an inreased rate of disturbed mental and behavior reations, ausing some individualsto at as if they have lost their ustomary ethial restraint and self-ontrol.It may be argued that some individuals will not lose ethial restraint regardless of the nature orintensity of an involuntary intoxiation. However, even if some individuals are relatively immune tobehaving badly under the inuene of drugs, while others seem espeially suseptible, this merelyreets human variation, a fator that ompliates most researh in mediine and behavioral si-ene. The reality of human variation does not undermine the validity of the assoiation betweenertain drugs and the relatively frequent prodution of ertain kinds of dangerous mental states andbehaviors.I want to reemphasize that drug-indued disturbanes in mood or in behavior should be viewedas genuine neurologial disorders rather than as vague mental illnesses. The apaity of speulativebiohemial imbalanes or geneti fators to ause or ontribute to mania or depression remainsunproven. Nor do we know the spei� biohemial or neurologial mehanisms whereby psyhoativesubstanes ause mental disturbanes. But the apaity for psyhoative substanes to disruptbrain fution and hene mental funtion is beyond dispute. Furthermore, a great deal of empirialdata on�rm their apaity to ause disinhibition, mania, depression, and other mental phenomenaassoiated with violene toward oneself and others, as well as other destrutive behaviors.142



7.17 What Do the Speialists Know?In my linial experiene, inluding reading innumerable depositions given under oath by psyhia-trists in legal ases, I have ome to the dismal onlusion that most psyhiatrists know little morethan what they are told by drug ompany salespersons who visit their oÆes and drug ompanyspokespersons who address them at industry-sponsored seminars. At the 2005 annual meeting ofthe Amerian Psyhiatri Assoiation (Strong, 2007 [1222℄), a survey was onduted of pediatripsyhopharmaologists. The great majority of these professionals are psyhiatrists who identifythemselves as speializing in presribing mediations to hildren and adolesents. These are thedotors to whom other dotors refer their more diÆult patients. These are the dotors who writepapers and teah their olleagues about how to use psyhiatri drugs. It was an experiened groupwho had been in pratie on average for approximately 20 years.Although these speialists knew that the FDA had reently issued a blak-box warning aboutantidepressant-indued suiidality in hildren and youth, hardly any of them took it seriously. Only22% thought that any spei� mediation was more likely to worsen suiidality, with two thirdsof them naming the SSRIs. Thus, less than 15% of the experts (two thirds of 22%) thought thatSSRIs inreased the risk of suiidality in their patients. So muh for the impat of researh and theblak-box warning!By ontrast, 60% ontinued to believe that some mediations were more likely to improve suii-dality, with \the vast majority" iting the SSRIs as most helpful in relieving suiidality in hildrenand youth. This ew in the fae of evidene from ontrolled linial trials and observations by theFDA indiating that antidepressants are no better than plaebos in treating hildhood depression.In summary, only a small perentage of the so-alled experts thought that the SSRIs inreasedthe suiide risk, while most thought they redued it. This survey on�rmed my experiene that thevast majority of speialists and experts in the use of psyhiatri mediation (psyhopharmaologists)are little more than drug-ompany-inspired drug pushers. Tragially, the mediation speialists havebeome the most dangerous people in regard to the avalier promoting of drugs for hildren andyouth, as well as for adults.7.18 ConlusionThe newer antidepressants, espeially the SSRIs, frequently ause mediation spellbinding (intoxia-tion anosognosia) with the assoiated risk of violene, suiide, mania, and other forms of psyhotiand bizarre behavior. Beause of the spellbinding e�et, the vitims of these drug-indued reationsoften do not realize that their mental outlook or behavior has been drastially hanged. They typi-ally attribute any hanges in how they feel to something other than the mediation, often blamingthemselves or other people. At times they believe they are doing better than ever when they are inreality deteriorating. And in the extreme, they an beome driven by suiidal, violent, or bizarreideas that would otherwise seem alien to them.Teiher et al. (1993) [1244℄ suggested nine possible mehanisms for SSRI-indued suiidality: (a)energizing the depressed and suiidal patient, (b) paradoxially worsening the individual's depression,() ausing akathisia, (d) ausing pani and anxiety, (e) ausing mani or mixed mani-depressivestates, (f) ausing insomnia or disturbanes in the sleep arhiteture, (g) ausing obsessive suiidalpreoupations, (h) ausing borderline states with hostility, and (i) ausing alterations in eletroen-ephalogram (EEG) ativity. Teiher et al. (1993) [1244℄ doument eah of these phenomena in theirreview of the literature and, as their artile indiates, the sienti� evidene has grown onsiderablystronger in the intervening deade.With the exeption of the alteration in EEG ativity, the sienti� literature and my linial143



and forensi work have on�rmed that eah of the previously mentioned antidepressant-induedphenomena an ause violent and suiidal behavior. However, my linial and forensi experienesand reviews of the literature indiate that �ve syndromes enompass most of the phenomena anddesribe most of the individual ases:1. The prodution of a stimulant ontinuum that often begins with lesser degrees of insomnia,nervousness, anxiety, hyperativity, and irritability and then progresses toward more severeagitation, aggression, and varying degrees of mania. Mania or manilike symptoms inludedisinhibition, grandiosity, sleep disturbanes, and out-of-ontrol aggressive behavior, inludingyling into depression and suiidality.2. The prodution of a ombined state of stimulation and depression - an agitated depression- with a high risk of suiide and violene. Often the overall depression beomes markedlyworsened.3. The prodution of obsessive preoupations with aggression against self or others, often aom-panied by a worsening of any preexisting depression.4. The prodution of akathisia, an inner agitation or jitteriness that is usually (but not always)aompanied by an inability to stop moving. It is sometimes desribed as psyhomotor agitationor restless leg syndrome. The state auses heightened irritability and frustration with aggressionagainst self or others, and often a general worsening of the mental ondition.5. The prodution of apathy and indi�erene, usually ausing or worsening depression, but some-times resulting in disinhibition from normal restraints, leading to ations that would otherwiseappall the individual.The above syndromes, all of whih are mediation spellbinding, often appear in ombinationwith eah other. Often the syndromes will abate within days after stopping the antidepressant, butsometimes they persist, leading to hospitalization and additional treatment over subsequent weeks ormonths. Reported rates for these syndromes very widely, but eah of them appears to be relativelyommon. They frequently our in individuals with no prior history of similar problems or behaviors(Breggin, in press).In summary, there is inontrovertible evidene that antidepressants ause suiidality, irritability,violene, and mania as well as a wide range of other psyhiatri adverse drug reations often related tooverstimulation, suh as insomnia, anxiety, agitation, emotional instability, and akathisia. They analso ause apathy and emotional indi�erene. There is also strong evidene that they ause lastingabnormalities in brain funtion and even brain anatomy, inluding abnormal brain ell proliferation,death of brain ells, and shrinkage of brain tissue.To ompound the problem, these drugs an ause severe withdrawal problems, inluding agitationand a worsening of depression (see 5). A substantial portion of my psyhiatri pratie involvesworking with patients who su�ered frightening and sometimes agonizing withdrawal symptoms beforeoming to me for help in stopping the newer antidepressants and, on oasion, the older ones.Sometimes these withdrawal symptoms persist for months, or even years, after stopping the drug.Furthermore, even the FDA has admitted that these drugs are ine�etive in hildren, and meta-analyses have shown that they are ine�etive in adults as well. They are no better than plaebo,they ause severe adverse reations, and they annot bring about the positive bene�ts assoiated withpsyhotherapy and other life experienes that an truly improve the individual's quality of living.It bears repeating that antidepressants are dangerous to start taking and dangerous to stop takingas well as ine�etive. The best advie is to stay away from them. In 40 years of psyhiatri pratie, Ihave never started a patient on an antidepressant, although I do presribe them during the withdrawal144



proess or if the patient is unable to go through withdrawal. Although good fortune undoubtedlyplays a role as well, I believe that my refusal to start patients on these drugs has ontributed to mysuess in never having a suiide in my pratie. In addition to preventing antidepressant-induedsuiidality, by not giving the mediations I enourage myself and my patients to work together to�nd more e�etive and hope-inspiring ways of living.
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Chapter 8Lithium and Other Drugs for BipolarDisorderLithium for the treatment of mani episodes or bipolar disorder was originally promoted to the publiand to the mental health profession as the ultimate example of a spei� biohemial treatment for aspei� psyhiatri disorder. To bolster this laim, it was said that lithium laks any brain-disablinge�ets on either patients or normal volunteers. This view lithium diretly hallenges the onept ofmediation spellbinding and brain-disabling priniple of psyhiatri treatment. Although a numberof new drugs have now been added to the mood stabilizer armamentarium, lithium remains theprototype.
8.1 Claims of Lithium Spei�ity for ManiaIn 1970, a booklet published by the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) [971℄ and intendedfor publi onsumption laimed that lithium produes \no unwanted e�ets on mood and behavior"and \only the symptoms are leahed out while the rest of the personality remains una�eted". eNIMH report onludes that \the drug is unique among psyhopharmaeutials in that it rarelyprodue any undesirable e�ets on emotional d intelletual funtioning". It alls the substane \the�rst spei� hemial treatment for a mental disease".Five years later, the Amerian Psyhiatri Assoiation (APA, 1975) [32℄ published \The CurrentStatus of Lithium Therapy: Report of the APA Task Fore." Without iting evidene, the authorsstated, \The task fore has onluded that lithium is a more spei� anti-mani agent than neu-roleptis and that its therapeuti results are ahieved in a unique pharmaologi e�et rather thannonspei� alming ation."Ronald Fieve beame one of the leading advoates of lithium. In his book Moodswing (1989) [432℄,he stated, \I have not found another treatment in psyhiatry that works so quikly, so spei�ally,and so permanently as lithium for reurrent mani and depressive mood states" (p. 4). He desribesthis extraordinary therapeuti e�et as ourring with no disernible adverse e�ets. The evidenewill reveal that instead that lithium is neither quik nor spei� nor permanent in its impat. Noris lithium relatively free of adverse e�ets. It is one of the more deativating, disabling drugs in thepsyhiatri armamentarium. 147



8.2 Brain-Disabling E�ets on Animals, Infants, Patients,and Volunteers8.2.1 Subduing E�ets on AnimalsCade (1949) [248℄ disovered the potential therapeuti value of lithium aidentally while experi-menting with guinea pigs and immediately deided to try administering it to human beings. In hisown words, here is the dedutive leap he made:\A noteworthy result was that after a latent period of about two hours the animals, althoughfully onsious, beame extremely lethargi and unresponsive to stimuli for one to two hoursbefore one again beoming normally ative and timid."\It may seem a long distane from lethargy in guinea pigs to the exitement of psyhotis,but as these investigations had ommened in an attempt to demonstrate some possibly exretedtoxin in the urine of mani patients, the assoiation of ideas is expliable."Cade's leap from produing a toxi lethargy in animals to \treating" human beings shows hisintuitive reognition of the entral role deativation in psyhiatri treatment. As reviews by Shou(1957 [1138℄, 1968 [1139℄, 1976 [1140℄) indiated, no large studies on primate behavior were ondutedbefore the widespread use of lithium in humans. One reason for this be indiated in Shou's summaryof how lithium a�eted mie and rats. In a 1957 review, he noted, \A ertain apathy and slowness ofreation have been frequent symptoms in the experimental animals." Or, as he remarked in a laterreview (Shou, 1976 [1140℄), there is \dereased spontaneous exploratory ativity".This suppression of \spontaneous and exploratory ativity," as well as the suppression of otherexpressions of volition and vitality, are the hallmarks of most biopsyhiatri treatments and helpedto inspire my onept of deativation and the brain-disabling priniples of psyhiatri drugs. Instudies of lobotomy and in the early and most forthright early dies of neurolepti drugs, the primaryor essential e�et was identi�ed the prodution of indi�erene. In the antidepressant literature, thissame e�et is gaining reognition in regard to how these drugs produe apathy in long-term use.Stimulant advoates have failed to reognize these same e�ets in regard to Ritalin, Adderall, andother drugs used for the ontrol of behavior in hildren; but the sienti� literature will on�rm thattheir primary e�et is the rushing of spontaneity with a loss interest in autonomously generated,imaginative, reative, and soial ativities.Lithium is toxi in rats at the same serum onentrations as in humans (Shou, 1976 [1140℄). Ina rat study by Smith and Smith (1973) [1197℄, lithium 'as administered in the low therapeuti rangefor a period of only 1 week. The authors summarized, \The most onsistent e�et of lithium was toderease the voluntary ativity of the rats."The onsistent �nding of generalized behavioral suppression in animals undermines the laim thatlithium is a spei� magi bullet for mania. Suppression of voluntary or spontaneous ativity isperhaps the lost onise desription of the primary impat of all brain-disabling therapies on animalsand humans alike.8.2.2 Subduing E�ets on Normal InfantsIf a drug subdues the human fetus or infant, it is likely that its e�et is not spei� for a partiularpsyhiatri disorder. Lithium freely rosses the plaental barrier in utero and an be passed throughbreast milk (An3nth, 1978). The e�ets of lithium in produing lethargy and hypotonia (loss ofmusle funtion) in babies at relatively low se rum levels has been thoroughly doumented (Raneet al., 1978 [1073℄; Strothers et al., 1973 [1223℄). Hollister (1976) [626℄ noted that lithium auses148



\lethargy, yanosis, poor suk and Moro reexes". Lethargy in an infant desribes the primarybrain-disabling e�et. As in animal studies, linial reports onerning newborn and nursing babiesdemonstrate that lithium suppresses, and even disables, the entral nervous system.8.2.3 Disabling E�ets on Normal VolunteersBeause they onsidered lithium to be disease-spei� for mania, advoates of the drug initiallylaimed that it had little or no e�et normal individuals (Dempsey et al., 1977 [350℄;. Hollister, 1976[627℄). Even van Putten (1975a) [1283℄, usually a keen observer of drug e�ets, stated that \lithiumprophylaxis does not a�et normal mental funtioning or deprive a pane of normal human sorrow orelation".Claims that lithium has no e�et on normal volunteers are often based on a study by Shou etal. (1968) [1141℄, who stated: \The most striking observation seems to be how little lithium a�etsnormal mental funtions: in prophylati dosage not at all and in higher therapeuti dosage onlymoderately."However, Shou et a1.'s (1968) [1141℄ own data do not support this view. It is true that theresearhers found no impat in six volunteers when the drug was given at low doses for only 1week. However, the authors also administered lithium to themselves within the therapeuti dose (1.0mEq/L) for 1-3 weeks. The authors, who now beame the subjets of the experiment, experienedthe ommon initial somati side e�ets, inluding \transient nausea, diarrhea, slight tremor of thehands, et". In addition, they su�ered from a straitjaketing e�et: \A feeling musular weaknessor heaviness was prominent in all the subjets. They had to overome a ertain resistane againstrising and moving and also had a feeling that mental e�ort was needed to undertake any physialtask."The most remarkable e�ets were subjetive. Keep in mind that Shou et al. (1968) [1141℄ aretrying to substantiate how little e�et lithium on normal mental funtion when they desribed thefollowing e�ets themselves:\Psyhologial e�ets were, on the whole, subtle and ill de�ned. There was no onsistenthange of the mood level, but irritability or emotional lability ould at times be noted. Theremight be hypersensitivity to everyday sights and sounds. On other oasions responsiveness toenvironmental stimuli was diminished; this was in one of the ases welomed by the family (`Dadis muh easier and nier than usual'), while the families of the two other subjets omplainedabout their being so dull. The subjetive experiene was primarily one of indi�erene and slightgeneral malaise. This led to a ertain passivity. The subjets often had a feeling of being at adistane from their environment, as if separated from it by a glass wall. The subjetive feelingof having been altered by the treatment was disproportionately strong in relation to objetivebehavioral hanges. The subjets ould engage in disussions and soial ativities but foundit diÆult to omprehend and integrate more than a few elements of a situation. One of thesubjets noted, for example, that whereas he had unaltered ability in a game suh as hess withonly two partiipants, he was less good at bridge with its four players. Intelletual initiativewas diminished, and there was a feeling of lowered ability to onentrate and memorize; butthought proesses were una�eted, and the subjets ould think logially and produe ideas.The assessment of time was often impaired; it was diÆult to deide whether an event had takenplae reently or some time ago."Referenes to diminished \responsiveness to environmental stimuli," diminished \intelletual ini-tiative," \indi�erene and a slight general malaise," and \a ertain passivity" de�nitively desribethe deativating, in-disabling e�ets of lithium (hapter 1). The language used is idential that usedto desribe lobotomy e�ets. 149



Most interesting, perhaps, the authors, in writing about themselves, seem mediation spellbound.That is, they fail to reognize how muh harm the drugs are doing to their mental apaities, even asthey report them. They used their study as the basis for their widely publiized laim that lithiumhas little or no e�et on normal volunteers. Their study was published in suh an obsure foreign-language journal that it was not even available in the National Library of Mediine, and thereforeother researhers and professionals had to rely upon their laims onerning their results1.That one of the author's hildren thought he was improved by deativation on�rms the brain-disabling priniples. At least from this hild's viewpoint, it was a relief to have her father beomesubdued and withdrawn.Small et al. (1972) [1191℄ examined the mental e�ets of lithium on 11 normal volunteers in amore systemati fashion. Three had suh serious reations that there were \objetive indiationsof impairment in work and shool performane". A fourth developed a \severe, preipitous toxidelirium on the tenth day of taking lithium". A �fth volunteer dropped out of the study in the �rstweek with \severe musle weakness, onfusion, and depression," whih, the authors argue, withoutevidene, was \more likely" related to psyhologial fators than to the drug.Linnoila et al. (1974) [845℄ foused on behavioral reations in simulated automobile driving andfound lithium-indued impairment in response and reation times, and in judgment.Judd et al. (1977a&b [710℄ & [711℄) also studied the reations of normal volunteers to lithium(mean, 0.9 mEq/L) over a 2-week period. In one study (Judd et al., 1977 [710℄) they reported thee�ets of lithium on mood and personality in 23 subjets. They expressed surprise at their �ndings,whih inluded a dereased \sense of well-being" among their volunteers and a \large number ofspontaneous omplaints". The authors desribed their results in no unertain terms:\These subjetive hanges are not mood elevating, but rather mood lowering. In general, thesefeeling-tone alterations are dysphori and haraterized by lassitude, lethargy, and feelings ofnegativism and depression. In addition, feelings of agitation, anxiety, tension, and restless-ness are related to lithium arbonate maintenane. There is also some evidene that subjetsindiated they did not want to have to deal with the demands of interating with their hu-man environments. Finally, there are onsistent self-reports of inability to onentrate, mentalonfusion, feeling muddleheaded, and a loss of lear-headedness."Although not as pituresque as Shou et al.'s self-desribed lithium e�ets [1138℄, the impressionof brain-disabling e�ets is similar. In 1979 [709℄, Judd summarized the results of studies with 42healthy young men. He onluded that lithium produes a \general dulling and blunting of variouspersonality funtions" and a \generalized subjetive dysphoria". Consistent with the brain-disablingpriniples, he attributed the therapeuti e�et of lithium to a general slowing of ognitive proesses.An espeially interesting aspet of Judd's researh on�rms the trained independent observers arenot likely to report adverse drug e�ets, even when they are apparent to those who administeredthe drug and to those personally assoiated with the persons reeiving the drug (Judd et al., 1977a[710℄):\It was of interest to �nd that the e�ets of lithium arbonate in normal subjets were not per-eptible to trained independent observers in the experimental situation. We initially speulatedthat these hanges, although profound to the individual experiening them, were not suh thatthey were easily disernible, even to trained observers. In ontrast to this was the fat thatthe `signi�ant other,' an individual who had a muh more extensive interpersonal experienewith the subjet, was able to identify alterations in behavior and mood during the time thesubjets were being maintained on lithium arbonate. Further, their observations were om-pletely onsistent with qualitative hanges obtained from the self-rating data from the subjets1I obtained a translation of the original artile from one of the authors.150



themselves. Thus, these hanges due to lithium arbonate are not just subjetively experiened,but are apparent to independent observers who are well aquainted with the normal range ofbehavior of eah of the subjets."The adverse e�ets most frequently noted by personal assoiates of the subjets inluded \inreasedlevels of drowsiness and lowered ability to work hard and to think learly" (Judd, 1979 [709℄). Thegroup who reported these hanges in the subjets onsisted of \friends, roommates, girlfriends, et."The bakground of the \trained independent observers" not desribed, but presumably they aremental health professionals.It is striking that the trained observers were \unable to detet any behavioral hanges in thesubjets indued by lithium" when they were apparent to personal assoiates and ould be measuredon testing. Judd (1979 [709℄) attributed their failure to a lak of familiarity with the subjets in theirnormal surroundings. But various �ndings in this book on�rm that this failure to observe adversedrug e�ets is harateristi of the vast majority of researh reports and review artiles in the drugliterature. It the dotor's part in iatrogeni denial: the tendeny to deny the brain disabling e�etsof psyhiatri treatments (hapter 1).Studies have ontinued to demonstrate adverse e�ets of lithium on normal subjets (Glue et al.,1987 [530℄; Kroph et al., 1979 [791℄; Muller-Oerlinghausen et al., 1977 [960℄; Weingartner et al.,1985 [1330℄). Shatzberg and Cole (1991) [1127℄ appropriately warned that the patient's subjetiveexperiene of mental dysfuntion should be taken seriously:\Some patients on lithium omplain of slowed mentation and forgetfulness and, on testing, amemory de�it has been found. Although suh patients are often suspeted or aused of `using'suh symptoms to avoid neessary lithium therapy, our impression is that these omplaints areoften real and onstitute a basis for lowering the dos age or trying another therapy." (p. 159)Je�erson (1993) [672℄ summed up the deativating e�et of lithium,\Neurologi adverse e�ets of lithium inlude redued reativity, lak of spontaneity, intelle-tual insuÆieny, memory problems, diÆulty in onentration, dysphoria. Some of these e�etsmay be related to the therapeuti ation of lithium in reduing hypomania. However, hypothy-roidism, weakness and fatigue due to hyperalemia, and breakthrough depression must beonsidered in the presene of these symptoms."The prodution of thyroid disorders by lithium is ommon and requires onstant onern through-out the treatment. Lithium-indued hypothyroidism an produe depression and other mental dys-funtion, greatly onfusing and ompliating the patient's linial piture.In a review of the literature onerning the impat of psyhiatri drugs on ognition in normalsubjets, Judd et al. (1987) [712℄ found the following:\In summary, lithium often indues subjetive feelings of ognitive slowing together with de-reased ability to learn, onentrate and memorize. In addition, ontrolled studies have on-sistently desribed small but onsistent performane derements on various ognitive tests, in-luding memory tests. The available data suggest that the slowing of performane is likely tobe seondary to a slowing in the rate of entral information proessing." (p. 1468)Studies of normal volunteers should lay to rest the laim that lithium only a�ets a disease proess.It should also put an end to the laim that lithium has a spei� antimani e�et, rather than ageneralized brain-disabling, deativating e�et. This e�et may at times redue the ourrene ofmani episodes, but it does so by reduing overall brain funtion. Even in regard to reduing thefrequeny of mani episodes, its eÆay is doubtful and it auses mani withdrawal reations (seefollowing setions). 151



8.2.4 Turning Down the Dial of LifeCon�rming the brain-disabling priniple, lithium has the same subduing e�ets on psyhiatri pa-tients as on normal volunteers. Speaking of individuals suessfully treated with lithium, Dyson andMendelson (1968) [390℄ observed the following:\It is as if their `intensity of living' dial had been turned down a few nothes. Things do notseem so very important or imperative; there is greater aeptane of everyday life as it is ratherthan as one might want it to be; and their spouses report a muh more peaeful existene."As a demonstration of the brain-disabling onept of psyhiatri treatment, the referene to thespouse's report of a more peaeful existene' reminisent of Shou et al.'s (1968) [1141℄ observa-tion that one of the hildren preferred it when Dad's \responsiveness to environmental stimuli wasdiminished". The omparison to neurolepti deativation and to lobotomy again seems apparent.Aording to Dyson and Mendelson (1968) [390℄, even on e�etive maintenane therapy, the dialof life remains turned down. They quoted some of their patients:\I just don't get irritated and upset at things as I used to". \Things that used to bother medon't seem so important anymore". \I don't have any energy, an't aomplish what I used tobe able to.Shlagenhauf et al. (1966) [1134℄ found that \when improvement was �rst noted the patientsomplained of feeling internally 'urbed,' a subjetive experiene that all of them had onsiderablediÆulty in desribing very preisely". The patients felt \unable to talk, think or move as fast asthey would like". Again, lithium is obviously and grossly disabling the brain mind.Demers and Davis (1971) [346℄ examined the attitudes of spouses toward patients treated withlithium. Without intending to emphasize the point, the study made lear that there is an overallredution in all forms of lively expression or vitality:\An apparent unfavorable result of lithium treatment was a redution in enthusiasti behav-ior, as well as sexual responsiveness in the mani-depressive. Hypomani joviality, enthusiasm,and spontaneity are often regarded as soial pluses; and mani-depressives and their spousesomplain about the loss of these valued attributes. When pressed to disuss the sexual om-patibility of the marriage, frequently they will say it is worse sine lithium treatment started,as the lithium-treated spouse has less libidinal strivings."This exerpt illustrates the brain-disabling priniple that the evaluation treatment suess dependsupon the observer's attitude toward the g-indued mental disability. In these instanes, the spousesare desribed as missing their partners' vitality and sexuality. On the other hand, the dotors labelthese valued attributes \hypomani" in order to justify the brain-disabling e�et of their treatments.8.2.5 Crushing CreativityRonald Fieve, of the New York State Psyhiatri Institute, ahieved national attention (\New OldTreatment," 1973) in newspapers and magazines when he presented theatrial produer-diretorJoshua Logan at the annual meeting of the Amerian Medial Assoiation, where Logan ve a testi-monial for lithium.The entire question of testimonials for various treatments is a diÆult and omplex one. Quakures, for example, often have avid supporters. Logan (1976) [851℄, in his autobiography, desribed152



his many ontats with psyhiatri treatment over the years, inluding earlier publi testimonials forpsyhiatry. He expressed surprise that people are ritial of eletroshok treatment, whih he foundto be very \benign".Logan's own psyhiatrist, Fieve, oauthored an artile (Polatin et al., 1971 [1043℄) desribing threeindividuals (rare ases, in the authors' opinion) who rejeted maintenane lithium, two of whom didso spei�ally on the grounds that it interfered with their reativity as writers of bestsellers: \Thesepatients report that lithium arbonate inhibits reativity so that e individual is unable to expresshimself, drive is diminished, and there is no inentive."Despite their laim that lithium does not interfere with reativity Shou and Baastrup (1973)[1142℄ desribed its inhibiting, attening e�et:\It is not always the elation that is missed. An undertaker's ustomers, mistaking depressivesadness for ompassion, omplained about his appearane of indi�erene when he was in lithiumtreatment. Another patient regretted that in disussions he was unable to attain the level ofexitement he onsidered neessary: `Dotor, I am a ommunist and I must get exited whenI disuss.' There are also patients who feel that lithium treatment makes life `at' and lessolorful, `urbs' their ativity, and prevents them from going as fast as they would like. 10 mostases these omplaints disappear when the patients beome used to the stable life ourse."Whether these omplaints do in fat disappear in most ases has never been arefully investigated.Even if the omplaints beome less frequent, there may be many unfortunate reasons for this, inlud-ing the extremely spellbinding e�et of lithium. In my linial experiene, hild and adults exposedto any psyhiatri drug for a lengthy period of time lose their ability to pereive their emotionallysubduing e�ets; but spellbinding e�et of lithium is espeially potentJe�erson (1993) [672℄ and Goodwin and Jamison (1990) [547℄ also on�rmed that loss of reativityis experiened by some patients on lithium; but it did not daunt their advoay for the drug.8.2.6 Cade Supports the Brain-Disabling HypothesisThere is a partiular irony in the date of the �rst publiation on the use lithium in mental patients:Cade's artile [248℄ appeared in 1949, the same year that Cororan et al. [312℄ published \LithiumPoisoning From the Use of S. Substitutes" in the Journal of the Amerian Medial Assoiation.In regard to neuroleptis, we found that pioneers in their use WI most straightforward about itsbrain-disabling e�ets. We �nd the same phenomenon with lithium. Cade (1949) [248℄ indiated thatlithium, when used for other mediinal purposes, produed \atual mental depression in a varietyof patients, not just those su�ering from mania or mani depression. The drug enfored a so-alledquieting e�et on persons onsidered shizophreni (dementia praeox, in his nosology):\An important feature was that, although there was no fundamental improvement in any ofthem, three who were usually restless, noisy and shouting nonsensial abuse . . . lost their ex-itement and restlessness and beame quiet and amenable for the �rst time in years."Cade (1949) [248℄ preferred lithium to lobotomy on \restless and psyhopathi mental defetives"in order \to ontrol their restless impulses and ungovernable tempers".8.3 Spellbinding and Iatrogeni Helplessness and DenialThe previously ited researh by Judd demonstrates how professionals utterly fail to see lithium-indued disabilities that are obvious to friends and detetable with psyhologial testing. Due to153



mediation spellbind" patients themselves have diÆulty evaluating their mental status on lithium.Toxiity often reeps up slowly over many days or weeks so that their judgment is impaired in analmost impereptibly gradual manner. In fat, patients annot be relied on to notie when they arebeoming severely toxi, even though the symptoms inlude marked gastrointestinal disturbanes,tremor, and disturbed mental funtions. Instead of relying on the pereptions of patients, bloodlevels must be arefully monitored and the patients arefully wathed.In keeping with this mediation spellbinding e�et, normal volunteers on small doses su�er im-pairments of their reexes but do not realize aknowledge the impairment (Linnoila et al., 1974[845℄). Lithium patients who report no side e�ets often have grossly obvious tremors. The failureof patients on maintenane therapy to notie their own neurologi defets learly demonstrates thatlong-term treatment with lithium is mediation spellbinding.8.4 Toxiity to the Central Nervous System8.4.1 The Prodution of Cognitive De�itsIt is now generally aepted that lithium an impair intelletual funtion. For example, Shaw et al.(1987) [1163℄ found impairments of memory and hand motor speed on lithium. In Mani-DepressiveIllness, a book written wholly from a biopsyhiatri perspetive, Frederik Goodwin and Kay Jamison(1990) [547℄ nonetheless onluded that lithium does ause serious ognitive impairments. Theysummarized muh of the literature up that time and delared,\Sine the drug's primary ation is mediated through the entral nervous system, it is not sur-prising that lithium an ause ognitive impairments of varying types and degrees of severity.Indeed, memory problems are among the side e�ets of lithium treatment that patients re-port most frequently. Although a�etive illness itself ontributes both to ognitive de�its andomplaints about suh de�its, it is important to bear in mind that impairment of intelletualfuntioning aused by lithium is not unommon and, in many patients, leads to nonompliane.Creativity an also be a�eted." (p. 706)More reently, Stip et al. (2000) [1216℄ summarized the literature on lithium-indued memoryproblems: \Several studies have shown ognitive impairment in short-term memory, long-term mem-ory and psyhomotor speed in bipolar patients taking lithium." Their study aimed at testing thee�et of lithium in normal subjets in a double-blind, 3-week study. They found that lithium-treatedvolunteers had long-term memory de�its on realling words ompared to the plaebo group.8.4.2 Aute Organi Brain SyndromesConsidering how vigorously lithium is promoted as relatively free of overpowering mental e�ets, it issurprising how many ases of toxi delirium during routine lithium therapy were reported soon afterthe drug ame into use (Johnson et al., 1968 [694℄; May�eld et al., 1966 [896℄; Prien et a 1972 [1055℄;Shopsin et al., 1971 [1174℄; Strayhorn et al., 1977) [1219℄. Prien et al. (1972) [1055℄ found thatalmost one-third of the patients in their highly ative ategory su�ered \severe" reations, inludingseveral with toxi onfusion desribed as \disorientation, onfusion, lak of ontinuity of thought,and redued omprehension". Lithium is highly neurotoxi.154



8.4.3 SILENT: Irreversible Lithium-Indued NeurotoxiityIn 1987 [18℄, Adityanjee disussed so-alled lithium poisoning and made an observation that remainstrue today: \There is a general lak of awareness about irreversible and untreatable ompliationsof lithium treatment despite evidene to the ontrary."Originally, it was thought that, exept in extreme ases, lithium indued neurotoxiity was re-versible. However, it eventually beame, apparent that many patients develop irreversible braindamage and dysfuntion, often involving the erebellum (Grignon et al., 1996 [566℄). In the lasttwo deades, researhers have de�ned a syndrome of irreversible lithium-e�etuated neurotoxiity(SILENT). Adityanjee et al. (2005) [17℄ viewed the literature from 1965 to 2004 for ases of lithiumneurotoxiity with the persistene of sequelae for at least 2 months after essation of treatment. Theyfound 90 ases of SILENT, with persistent erebellar dysfuntion as the most ommonly reportedpersistent aftere�et. These hronially disabled patients may need \physial rehabilitation for gaitataxia, speeh training for dysarthria, and ognitive training for dementia memory impairments" (p.47). The most likely ause, aording to the authors, is \demyelination aused by lithium in mul-tiple sites in the nervous system, inluding the erebellum". Not surprisingly, lithium toxiity alsoause hroni neuropsyhologial hanges, inluding impaired memory, attention, exeutive ontrolfuntions, and visuospatial de�its (Brumm et al., 1998 [232℄).Irreversible neurotoxiity an our at relatively low serum doses. Lang and Davis (2002) [811℄desribed \the ase of a 44 year old man who presented with a two-month history of dysarthria,ataxia and leg weakness whilst on maintenane lithium for bipolar disorder". He had signi�anterebellar and pyramidal dysfuntion. His serum lithium was 1.5 mmol/L, a moderate elevation forthis patient. His reovery was only partial, leaving him mainly with erebellar ataxia. The authorswarned about the insidious onset of persistent neurotoxiity during routine treatment.8.5 Neurotoxi E�ets in Low-DosageMaintenane TherapyBranhey et al. (1976) [168℄ published a follow-up of patients on long-term lithium maintenane (6months to 7 years). Only 10 of 36 were \free of neurologi symptoms," even with the low maintenanedoses employed. Four 6 patients had parkinsonian symptoms at a \low level of severity".8.5.1 Abnormal Brain Waves Produed Routine Lithium TherapyFrom early on, the eletroenephalogram (EEG) was found to demonstrate signi�ant pathologiresponse to lithium therapy, on�rming the intoxiating e�et of the drug (Baldessarini, 1977 [90℄;Cororan et al., 1949 [312℄; May�eld et al., 1966 [896℄; Peah, 1975 [1025℄; Shou, 1957 [1138℄; Smallet al., 1972 [1191℄). Consistent with the brain-disabling priniple, May�eld and Brown (1966) [896℄orrelated EEG abnormalities with the therapeuti response to treatment. Muller-Oerlinghausen etal. (1977) [960℄ reported grossly abnormal brain wave patterns in patients and normal volunteers.These persisted in the volunteers at the �nal testing 7 days after the withdrawal of lithium therapy.Two review artiles on�rmed reports of persistent brain wave hanges in patients treated withlithium (Friedman et al., 1977 [496℄; Reisberg et al., 1979 [1080℄). Reisberg and Gershon (1979)delared, wholly without proof, that \the evidene is that these e�ets are benign".Beause some studies had shown hanges in funtional imaging in patients diagnosed with bipolardisorder during ognitive testing, Bell et al. (2005) [121℄ sought to separate out the inuene ofmediation. onduted a double-blind study of volunteers taking lithium or valproate using funtional155



MRI. Both mediation groups showed a signi�ant derease in the magnitude of the blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signal. The authors linked these hanges to the ognitive dysfuntionmeasured in many studies of lithium.8.5.2 Lithium Disruption of the CompromisedBrainIn ombination with neuroleptis, espeially haloperidol, there is an inreased likelihood of severeenephalopathi syndromes that are sometimes irreversible (Baldessarini, 1978 [91℄; Cohen et al.,1974 [298℄). There is a ase report of a similar reation from ombining lithium with the newerneurolepti, risperidone (Swanson et al., 1995 [1230℄).Lithium administered in ombination with eletroshok produes more severe aute organi brainsyndromes (Weiner et al., 1980 [1328℄). Remik (1978) [1081℄ and Hoenig and Chaulk (1977) [624℄reported single ases of an aute severe delirium resulting from this ombination. Mandel et al. (1980)[868℄ reported on two more ases of this nature. In 1980 [1190℄, Small et al. reviewed 25 patients giveneletroshok while being treated with lithium a found that the patients had more severe memory loss,more severe onfusion, and oasional neurologi dysfuntions. The authors reommend, against theuse of eletroonvulsive therapy (ECT) in patients reeiving lithium therapy.The literature onerning lithium administration to individuals with preexisting brain disease issparse but indiates the expeted inrease, brain disability, inluding in the elderly (Baldessarini,1978 [91℄).Beitman (1978) [119℄ desribed a ase of reativation of tardive dyskinesia as a result of lithiumtherapy; the tardive dyskinesia had been quiesent for many years. Crews and Carpenter (1977)[320℄ also desribed a ase whih lithium aggravated a preexisting tardive dyskinesia.8.6 Brain Damage As Treatment8.6.1 General Toxiity to Neurons and Other CellsWriting from the viewpoint of the pharmaologist, rather than the psyhiatrist, Peah (1975) [1025℄observed:\The aumulation of lithium in the intraellular environment ould be envisioned to perturbany event that is modulated by monovalent ations, e.g., sodium or potassium. These possibleinterations signify the enormous magnitude of the task of determining preise mehanisms ofation of the lithium ion."Lithium disrupts almost every measurable ellular ativity pertaining nerve transmission as wellas many other vital funtions. In addition, its distribution is fairly uniform throughout the entralnervous m, with no known areas of spei� onentration. It produes what Wilson et al. (1975)[1345℄ alled a nonseletive diminution in neuronal ativity. The neurophysiology of lithium, evenwithout supporting linial data, renders absurd the notion of a spei� biohemial treatment for aspei� disease and on�rms the brain-disabling e�et.Beause of its neurotoxi impat, lithium appears to inrease the of tardive dyskinesia for patientstaking neuroleptis (Ghadirian et al., 1996 [512℄). Consistent with this, there have been reports ofextrapyramidal symptoms in patients taking lithium without neurolepti exposure, ding parkinson-ism (Leamwasam et al., 1994 [822℄), hore a (Podskalny et al., 1996 [1041℄), tardive parkinsonism156



(Muthane et al., 2000 [964℄), tardive dystonia (Chakrabarti et al., 2002 [271℄), and tardive dyskinesia(Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 1997 [927℄). The existene of extrapyramidal side e�ets on maintenanelithium has been found in numerous studies (e.g., Kane et al., 1978 [729℄; Shopsin et al., 1975[1174℄). Shopsin and Gershon's (1975) [1174℄ patients, like those of Branhey et al. (1976) [168℄,did not omplain about their neurologi symptoms, suggesting further mental impairment and aprofound mediation binding e�et.Lithium also impairs the funtion of the peripheral nervous system, reduing motor nerve on-dution veloity (Faravelli et al., 1999 [417℄). It auses many metaboli adverse e�ets, resulting inhypothyroidism, hyperthyroidism (rare), hyperparathyroidism, and diabetes insipidus (Livingston etal., 2006 [847℄).Psyhiatry has gone from denying that lithium auses kidney damage to trying to ignore it. Thethreat is very real. Lepkifker et al. (2004) [834℄ viewed the �les of 140 patients exposed to lithiumfor at least 4 years and found that 20% developed reeping reatinine (a laboratory test for neymalfuntion) and renal insuÆieny. Overall, lithium is very toxi ells (Yao et al., 1999 [1369℄).8.6.2 The \Protetive" and Therapeuti E�ets of Poisoning Brain CellsAn inreasing number of psyhiatri drugs have been shown to ause abnormal proliferations ofbrain ells. The proess is abnormal, �rst, beause it is aused by the toxi impat of a drug;seond, beause the drugs are already known to ause many linially obvious toxi e�ets on brainells and many organs of the body; and third beause the number and morphology of the ells areabnormal. Yet researhers are dependent on the psyhopharmaeutial omplex, both emotionallyand eonomially, that many persist in seeing these abnormalities as evidene of a spei� therapeutimehanism. Lagae and Eish (2005) [802℄ review the so-alled neuroprotetive e�ets of mood-stabilizing agents, inluding lithium, valproi aid, arbamazepine, and neuroleptis. Two separatee�ets were studied: neuroprotetive and neurogeni hanges aused by mood stabilizers.First, these drugs exert a so-alled protetive e�et on ell ultures, preventing ell death fromourring in response to ertain trauma. For example, a rat is stressed by immobilizing it in a glasstube (Lim et al., 2005 [844℄). This auses hanges to take plae in the responsiveness of brain ells toeletrial stimulation, as measured in the deapitated animal postmortem brain. If 1 hour after death,slies of the animal's brain are bathed in lithium, the brain hanges in response to stimulation do notour. Unbelievably, this laboratory �nding in animal brain slies has been leaped on by researhers,inluding Lagae and Eish (2005) [802℄, as an indiation that this postmortem protetion may havesomething to do with the linial e�et of these drugs in living human beings. Never mind thatlithium, for example, is extremely toxi to the human entral nervous system and peripheral nervoussystem, a virtual poison to brain ells; this quirk in a Petri dish may nonetheless show that thesedrugs protet brain ells.Seond, these drugs produe abnormal ell growth. The researhes all this proess neurogenesisas if it were benign; but the neurons are not normal in appearane. Aording to Lagae and Eish(2005) [802℄,\In general, these studies have assessed neuron proliferation, neurite [axonal℄ outgrowth, re-generation, and di�erentiation. In sensory neurons, lithium, valproi aid, and arbamazapinehave a ommon e�et of inreasing growth of one formation, leading to a spreading of the neu-ron and a shorter neuronal axon . . . .Reently, lithium has been shown to indue proliferationand neuronal di�erentiation of rap hippoampal progenitor ells . . . .Like lithium, valproi aidtreatment has been shown to indue neurogenesis in vitro, spei�ally induing neurite growth,ell reemergene, and the formation of mature neurons in embryoni ortial ells."These authors are a little more skeptial than others; they do want to make the omplete leap157



to linial, therapeuti e�ets. But they are hoping: \To determine if the linial eÆay of mood-stabilizing drugs is dependent on the neuroprotetive or neurogeni properties of these mediations,greater strides need to be made in relating �ndings from ell ulture and animal models to humanimaging and pathology." The obvious brain-disabling, mood-attening e�ets of lithium are ignoredin the interest of promoting a more benign e�et based on the most imsy experimental grounds.Chen et al. (2000) [274℄ gave lithium to rats in their how, ahieving blood levels omparablewith human treatment, and found a proliferation of brain ells in the hippoampus. They made theleap to laim that this neurotrophi e�et may make lithium \of use in long-term treatment of otherneuropsyhiatri disorders". In other words, stimulating the brain to make abnormal brain ells islikely to be good for a variety of psyhiatri disorders. This kind of giant leap, utterly ignoring theobvious toxi e�ets of lithium, has beome ommon in the literature.Not all researhers are so quik to assume that any drug-indued abnormal growth in brain ellswill be bene�ial to human beings. Harada et al. (1996) [596℄ set out to \understand the mehanismunderlying the neurotoxiity of lithium". They found that lithium impaired the funtion of nervegrowth fator in rat ells. In doing so, it aused some of the abnormalities seen in lithium treatedells, inluding attenuated neurite growth.Meanwhile, it does not our to these researhers that lithium auses demonstrable memory dys-funtion and that the hippoampus plays a major role in memory proesses, suggesting instead thatthey were looking at how lithium harms the brain-and not how it might help it. Indeed, there isresearh that addresses the e�et of lithium on biohemial proesses that spei�ally a�et mentalfuntions suh as memory and spatial disrimination. Banhaabouhi et al. (2004) [96℄ gave ratslithium for weeks to reah a typial human therapeuti serum level. This resulted in suppression of abiohemial fator in the hippoampus assoiated with ognitive proesses (Nurr 1) and also resultedin impairment of spatial disrimination in the animal. (Nurr 1 also plays a role in dopamine ellfuntion and perhaps in the development of parkinsonism, Zetterstrom et al., 1997 [1381℄; lithium-indued dysfuntion in Nurr I may be assoiated with the drug's apaity to ause dopamine-relatedneurologial disorders, suh as parkinsonism.)The �nding of abnormal ell growth stimulated by mood stabilizers is onsistent with researhshowing that bipolar patients taking lithium and valproi aid have inreased hippoampal regionsmeasured on MRI. Beyer et al. (2004) [138℄ found that this inrease in hippoampal size orrelatedwith the use of lithium. They also related it to the laboratory studies of neurogenesis. .There are, of ourse, many ontraditory �ndings in the literature, but it is apparent that exposureto mood stabilizers, espeially lithium, profoundly impairs the funtion of the brain, even ausingabnormal ell proliferation in some ases, and ell loss in others (Blumberg et al. 2003 [150℄). Thedistorted thinking in the psyhiatri sienes is so rampant that none of the studies view thesereently doumented abnormalities in ell growth and brain size as a ause for alarm. Instead, theyare automatially promoted as evidene of bene�t and ause for hope.8.7 The Relative Ine�etiveness of Lithium in Aute ManiaThe myth of lithium spei�ity is shattered in exatly that arena in whih one would expet to �ndthe most support: linial use as desribed by its advoates. Early on, it beame generally aeptedthat the neuroleptis, not lithium, are most e�etive in stopping aute mania (Baldessarini, 1978 [91℄;Juhl et al., 1977 [713℄). Even with the development of ombine, neurolepti-lithium therapy, someauthorities advoate ECT, as well, as the ontrol of espeially severe ases (Hollister, 1976 [627℄).The linial preferene for the neuroleptis as the treatment for aute mania was based on thesingle most omprehensive, ontrolled study whih was onduted by Prien et al. (1972) [1055℄. They158



spei�ally ontradited the thesis that lithium has any spei�ity for mania or the \underlying maniproess". They autioned that \unfortunately, these observations have been all but lost in the vastnumber of unquali�ed endorsements of lithium arbonate therapy that have deluged the literature".Alexander et al. (1979) [22℄ and Growe et al. (1979) [572℄ also opined that lithium is not disease-spei� for mania.In the past, a great deal was written about the use of lithium for the ontrol of violene (Fieve,1989 [432℄; Marini et al., 1977 [876℄; Mier et al., 1974 [928℄; Morrison et al., 1973 [949℄; Sheard etal., 1976 [1164℄, reviewed in Breggin, 1983b [181℄). While these laims have not been on�rmed, theyfous one again on the tendeny to use or advoate lithium for a variety of purposes.8.8 How E�etive Is Lithium in Preventing the Reurreneof Mani Episodes?Lithium has been promoted so strongly within psyhiatry and to the publi as a method of preventingreurrenes of mania that few pratitioners or onsumers doubt its eÆay. In reality, lithium'se�etiveness in this regard remains questionable. At the height of lithium's popularity, Prien et al.(1974) [1056℄ reviewed the literature and found that studies showed a relapse rate as high as 50% over2 years during lithium prophylati treatment. Lithium did redue the number of mani episodesin patients o had a history of infrequent attaks. But in patients with a high rate of past maniepisodes, lithium did no better than plaebo, and all patients in this group eventually relapsed. Iflithium were a disease-spei� treatment, it surely would have performed better than this.Continuing researh has been even more disouraging. Gitlin et al. (1995) [521℄ onduted aprospetive study of patients treated with lithium bipolar disorder. The patients were arefullymonitored for e�etive drug treatment. Despite this, 73% of the patients relapsed into mania de-pression within 5 years. Of those who relapsed, two-thirds had multiple episodes. Even among thosepatients who did not ompletely relapse, many su�ered serious emotional diÆulties. The authorsonluded, \even aggressive pharmaologial maintenane treatment does not prevent relatively pooroutome in a signi�ant number of bipolar patients" (p. 1635).8.9 Mania and Depression As LithiumWithdrawal ReationsAlthough little notie was given of the phenomenon within the profession, I reall my own patientstelling me about painful emotional reations that they su�ered during lithium withdrawal. The evi-dene is now substantial in regard to serious adverse psyhiatri e�ets aused by lithium withdrawal.Suppes et al. (1991) [1228℄ analyzed 14 studies and found that the rate of relapse into maniainreased following the disontinuation of lithium. e patients, who tended to yle into mania aboutone a year (mean .6 months), developed a new episode less than 2 months (mean 1.7 months) afterstopping their mediation. In other words, disontinuation treatment with lithium produed a muhmore rapid onset of mania than the untreated patients would have endured.Numerous studies have now on�rmed that withdrawal from lithium auses adverse psyhiatrireations. Cavanagh et al. (2004) [266℄, in a 7-year follow-up, found that lithium withdrawal ausedboth mania and depression. They onluded, \These results on�rm that aute disontinuation oflithium leads to a high immediate relapse rate." However, they did not �nd that this justi�ed theontinuation of lithium. To the ontrary, \outome was not worsened by disontinuation".159



Unfortunately, patients who relapse soon after taking lithium are rarely, if ever, told that theirrelapse was probably aused by lithium withdrawal. Instead, they are told that the new maniepisode proves the need to take the mediation for the rest of their lives.Many psyhiatrists advise patients who are diagnosed bipolar mani that they must take lithiumfor many years, or even for the rest of their lives. They are told that it is irresponsible for them notto do so. Families and psyhotherapists are pressured to urge or oere patients take their lithium.The data do not on�rm this strong advoay for drug.On the basis of the general observation that the brain tends to �ght bak against psyhoativeinterferenes in the brain, any mediation used to ontrol mania should be viewed as having thepotential to ause mania during withdrawal. For example, Jess et al. (2004) [680℄ desribed a aseof rebound mania during withdrawal from arbamazepine.8.10 Other Adverse Reations to Lithium WithdrawalSwartz and Jones (1994) [1235℄ reviewed the literature and presented three ases onerning severeand often persistent adverse reations to the abrupt withdrawal of lithium in patients su�ering fromelevated serum levels during routine treatment. One of the patients beame severely demented. Intheir review of 50 ases obtained from the Lithium Information Center of the University of Wisonsin,they found that many patients beame demented or otherwise deteriorated severely when abruptlywithdrawn from lithium. Patients subjeted to kidney dialysis for lithium toxi' often deterioratedmentally with a rapid drop in lithium levels. Neurologi sequelae persisted in 30% of the 50 patients.The authors found substantial neurotoxi risks in rapidly withdrawing patients from high lithiumlevels.If rapid withdrawal from high lithium levels an produe mania and disable neurologi reations,then it is probable that rapid withdrawal from lower levels may produe more subtle adverse reations.8.11 Lithium in Your Drinking WaterIn 1970 [337℄, Dawson et al. tried to support a fantasti thesis: Inreased rainfall dilutes ertainminerals in reservoirs, inluding lithium, produting a orrelation between areas of lesser rainfall,higher lithium levels in drinking water, and a lower inidene of mental illness as measured byhospital admissions. In Psyhiatri Drugs (1983b), I examined and debunked the study and itsvarious supporters (see Fieve, 1989 [432℄; \Texas," 1971). The researhers reommended puttinglithium in the drinking water, muh like drinking water has been uoridated. Perhaps this is thelogial extension of absurd laims that psyhiatri treatments orret biohemial imbalanes withoutadversely a�eting the brain.8.12 Other So-Called Mood StabilizersThree antiepilepti drugs have now been FDA approved as mood stabilizers for the preventionof reurring episodes of mania: divalproex sodium (Depakote), extended-release arbamazepine(Equetro), and lamotrigine (Lamital). Many of these drugs are presribed to hildren for the ontrolof epilepsy and, inreasingly, for bipolar disorder. A ritial question is their e�et on the developingmental and emotional funtion of hildren, but there is little researh on the subjet (Loring, 2005[853℄). 160



Valproi aid (Depakene), sodium valproate (Depakene syrup), and divalproex sodium (Depakote,enteri-oated ombination of the other two) are forms of an antiepilepti agent that has been ap-proved by the DA for the treatment of bipolar disorder. The drug an be hepatotoxi, espeiallyin hildren. From the brain-disabling perspetive, it an ause sedation, tremor, and ataxia. Morerarely, it an ause adverse hanges in mood and behavior, inluding behavioral automatisms, ag-gression, and onfusion. Somnolene or delirium an develop, espeially when ombined with othersedatives (Silver et al., 1994 [1180℄). There may be \mild impairment of ognitive funtion withhroni use" (Hyman et al. [644℄, 1995, p. 127). Like lithium, valproi aid auses delirium in asigni�ant perentage of older patients (Shulman et al., 2005 [1176℄). It also auses a variety ofendorine disorders and metaboli hanges (Verrotti et al., 2005 [1295℄). Clinially, I have seen thisdrug ause depression and hostility.Of as yet unknown onsequene to the brain and nervous system, here are many studies indiatingthat valproi aid promotes a variety of potentially dangerous viruses (e.g., Fan et al., 2005 [414℄).Both valproi aid and arbamazepine ause a small inrease in the rate of major ongenital mal-formations in infants (Wide et al., 2004 [1341℄). Aute and potentially fatal panreatitis has beenreported with valproi aid (e.g., Grauso-Eby et al., 2003 [558℄). Liver failure is a known problemas wel1. Valproi aid is known to ause hyperammonemia with enephalopathy (e.g., MCall et al.,2004 [899℄). Severe and even lethal skin disorders an our with all of the antiseizure mediationsnow used as mood stabilizers. The various adverse e�ets of valproi aid and other mood stabilizersare not nearly s benign as physiians believe in their eagerness to swith patients from lithium.Carbamazepine (Tegretol) is losely related to the triyli antidepressants. In neurologialmediine, its prinipal uses are as an antionvulsant for partial omplex seizures and in the manage-ment of ti douloureux, a faial pain syndrome. It auses similar brain-disabling e�ets to the olderantidepressants, inluding sedation, tremor, onfusion, depression, psyhosis, and memory distur-banes (hapter 7). Cognitive disturbanes are more ommon with onomitant use of neuroleptis,with preexisting brain damage, and with aging (Hyman et al., 1995 [644℄). In addition, it poses thethreat of potentially lethal agranuloytosis or aplasti anemia. Carbamazepine an ause hypona-tremia (low serum sodium), leading to a syndrome that inludes lethargy, onfusion or hostility, andstupor.Clonazepam (Klonopin), a benzodiazepine tranquilizer, has been used to treat both aute maniaand as prophylaxis. It has all the many, sometimes severe, problems assoiated with the otherbenzodiazepines, inluding sedation, rebound and withdrawal syndromes, addition, and behavioralabnormalities (hapter 12). Neuroleptis remain the mainstay for ontrolling aute mani reations.Verapamil (Calan and others) is a alium hannel bloker used for the treatment of ardiadisorders that has also been used o�-label as mood leveler. It an produe a variety of ardiovasularside e�ets.Clonidine, an antihypertensive drug, also has been used in the treatment of mania. Sudden with-drawal an produe a rebound hypertensive risis. Consistent with the brain-disabling priniples,it an produe a variety of psyhiatri symptoms, inluding sedation, vivid dreams or nightmares,insomnia, restlessness, anxiety, and depression. More rarely, it an ause halluinations. Unfortu-nately, this drug is too ommonly used as so-alled mood stabilizer in hildren. When mistakenlypresribed with stimulants, it auses an elevated risk of ardia arrhythmia and ardia arrest inhildren.Some liniians will add a variety of antidepressants, inluding SSRIs like Proza, to the treatmentof patients with bipolar disorder. Nearly a antidepressants an ause or worsen mania (hapter 7).Nonetheless, Eli Lilly managed to obtain FDA approval for Symbyax, a ombination Zyprexa andProza, for the treatment of depressive episodes assoiate, with bipolar disorder. In reality, Prozashould not be presribed to patients with bipolar disorder, given the frequeny with whih SSRIsause and exaerbate mani reations. 161



The lengthy list of attempts to substitute for lithium suggests, 001 again, that it is hardly aspei� magi bullet for mania or bipolar disorder.8.13 Why So Many \Bipolar" Patients?When I was in my psyhiatri training, we rarely saw a patient undergoing a orid mani episode.When a ase was admitted, it would beome a subjet for grand rounds for everyone to see andevaluate. I an remember only a handful of suh ases during nearly 4 years working in psyhiatrihospitals. Nowadays, the diagnosis of bipolar disorder has beome a fad, and many patients aregiven it without meeting the diagnosti riteria. But many other ases do involve patients whohave undergone manilike episodes. Why the inrease? As we saw in hapters 6 and 7, the newerantidepressant drugs ommonly ause mania.When a patient develops a manilike adverse drug reation, the orret diagnosis, aording to theoÆial Amerian Psyhiatri Assoiation (2000) [44℄ diagnosti manual, is substane-indued mooddisorder. Yet I annot reall a single patient who was properly diagnosed in this manner in eithermy linial or forensi experiene (Breggin, in press). Dotors do not want to admit to their ownmistakes, and they do not want to disease the mistakes of their olleagues, so it is so muh easier todiagnose patient as having a mani episode or bipolar disorder than as having adverse drug reationwith mani features.Even when the drug is suh an obvious ulprit that its role annot be denied, the typial healthare provider is likely to tell the patient and the family that the drug merely unmasked an underlyingdisorder. Instead of withdrawing the patient from the o�ending agent, the health are provider islikely to inrease the dose or to add another drug, ultimately worsening the patient's ondition. Butas the researh in hapters 6 and 7 shows, many people with no past history of mani episodes aredriven into manilike states by antidepressant mediation.Chapter 10 will examine one of the great shames of my profession psyhiatry: the inreasingnumbers of hildren diagnosed with bipolar order and mediated with adult mood stabilizers andneuroleptis.8.14 ConlusionLithium is a highly neurotoxi substane with a generally suppressive e�et on neuronal funtionand mental funtion in the ommonly presribed therapeuti range. It is poisonous to brain ells.The muh promoted onept that lithium and other \mood stabilizers" are somehow \protetive" ofbrain ells is fantastial.Lithium has no spei� therapeuti e�et on mania or other states of overexitement. Its brain-disabling e�et is not spei� for patients diagnosed as mani or bipolar. Lithium will subdueor suppress the mental and physial funtioning of animals, newborn infants and nursing infantsof mothers who take lithium, and normal volunteers, as well as people diagnosed with psyhiatridisorders. Lithium-treated volunteers su�er devastating e�ets on their ability to relate and tofuntion intelletually. Animals show similar taming e�ets.Lithium is highly spellbinding. Normal volunteers fail to pereive how impaired they have beome,and patients given therapeuti doses easily beome severely toxi without pereiving their deterio-rating linial ondition. Patients treated long term with lithium typially fail pereive how subduedthey have beome or how impaired their memories have beome.The various alternatives to lithium have their own brain-disabling e�ets, and none of the drugs162



is spei� for mania.Although lithium possesses these suppressive properties, it is not as e�etive in ontrolling maniaas the neuroleptis, espeially in aute mania or in severe, reurrent mania. This is partly beauselithium is too overwhelming in toxiity in doses suÆient to subdue severely disturbed or rebelliousindividuals.The laim that lithium is a disease-spei� therapy for mania or mani-depressive (bipolar) dis-order has no basis in fat; it is a brain disabling agent. Its eÆay has been exaggerated, and itsadverse e�ets on the brain and mind, as well as the body as a whole, have been too frequentlyminimized.
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Chapter 9Eletroonvulsive Therapy (ECT) forDepressionECT is frequently used and retains enormous support within the medial profession. Despite re-ent sienti� blows to their \treatment," eletroshok advoates remain determined, powerful, andinuential. Anyone 10 doubts this need only read the September 12, 2007, issue of the Journalof the Amerian Mediation Assoiation (JAMA) titled \Interest Surging in Eletroonvulsive andOther Brain Stimulation Therapies" (Lamberg, 2007 [805℄). Beneath a photo of health professionalshovering over unonsious ECT patient, the aption reads, \Although studies have demonstratedthat eletroonvulsive therapy (ECT) is an e�etive and safe treatment for severe major depression,inaurate pereptions of ECT ontribute to lingering stigma and fear regarding its use." This pos-itive and even promotional attitude ies in the fae of deades of researh and heartrending patienttestimonials. The publiation of this pu� piee at this time is probably intended to ounter yet onemore reently published sienti� study that demonstrated the damaging e�ets of eletroshoks tothe brain (Sakeim et al., 2007 [1118℄).Beginning in 1979 with the publiation of my book Eletroshok: Its Brain-Disabling E�ets,followed by many other book hapters and sienti� reports, I have marshaled innumerable studies,bolstered by my linial experiene, to show that eletroonvulsive therapy (ECT) auses permanentbrain dysfuntion and damage, inluding widespread memory and ognitive de�its. I have alsoevaluated evidene that ontrary laims that ECT prevents suiide, ECT is ine�etive and atuallyauses or ontributes to suiide.Sine the 1997 edition of this book, my task has been lightened researh from the heart of the ECTestablishment on�rming that ECT auses permanent brain damage and dysfuntion with widespreadognitive de�its and that ECT greatly elevates the suiide risk, espeially in the �rst week followingtreatment. In addition, a reent review of ontrolled linial trials for ECT demonstrated oneagain that the so-alled treatment is ine�etive. And �nally, for the �rst time in history, an ECTmalpratie ase has been won in ourt.Sine the ECT literature almost never provides linial ases that desribe the damage aused bythe treatment, I will begin with a ase from my own linial pratie.9.1 A Life Destroyed By ECTSarah Williams was 55 years old when her husband died of a sudden heart attak in the early spring.She managed to teah musi in high shool for the remainder of the year, but by the summer, her\blues" worsened. She lost weight, had diÆulty staying asleep at night, and even lost her zest forvisiting with her grown hildren. Her oldest daughter Jeannette, beame onerned and in June165



took her to a psyhiatrist. On the �rst visit, he put her on a triyli antidepressant, doxepin, thatmade her feel too groggy, so she stopped taking it. Then he put her on Proza whih made her feelagitated. She was now both depressed and agitated and her psyhiatrist admitted her to a hospitalfor ECT.Jeannette was very relutant to submit her mother to ECT, but was onvined by the dotor anda video �lm that shok was the e�etive modality for depression. Jeannette and her mother were thatthe eletrial urrent and the grand mal onvulsion that it produed were virtually harmless. Theeletrodes would be plaed on only one of the head (unilateral ECT), with the latest modi�ationsto prevent injury.Mrs. Williams herself protested about having eletriity passed through her brain, and she won-dered why no one seemed to want to with her about her feelings. Didn't psyhiatrists do talkingtherapy anymore? But she was willing to aept anything that promised an end to the hopelessnessthat pervaded her life. She espeially wanted to stop being burden to her daughter Jeannette.After the �rst shok treatment, Mrs. Williams developed a headahe and sti� nek. She wassomewhat nauseated. By the third treatment, given every other day, she was onfused and ouldnot reall her daughter's previous visit. Her daughter was reassured by the dotor that this was\normal" for ECT, that all the e�ets were temporary, and that it would be best if she did not seeher mother until the series of 10 ECTs was ompleted.The nurse's notes from the hospitalization showed inreasing \omplaints" of memory diÆultiesby Mrs. Williams as the treatments progressed in number. However, after the eighth ECT, shestopped ommuniating about anything. The dotor's progress note at this point stated, \Improved.No longer omplaining of feelings of depression." The nurse's progress note indiated, \No omplaints.Sits quietly."By the 10th treatment, Mrs. Williams ould not �nd her way around the ward. The head ofoupational therapy noted that the patient was too \disoriented and onfused" to partiipate in themusi and art ativities.When Jeannette visited her mother again at the onlusion of the treatments, she hardly reognizedher. The expression on her mother's fae was bland and indi�erent, rather than pained. Sometimesher mother got a silly, almost goofy look that espeially upset Jeannette. Her mother had alwaysbeen so serious and digni�ed. To her daughter's dismay, her mother ould not remember any of theevents of the previous summer, inluding the visits to the psyhiatrist. She ould not remember whohad ome to her husband's funeral the previous April. She ould not remember muh about teahingfor two semesters during the shool year.Mrs. Williams stayed in the hospital for 1 week after the ompletion of the ECT. At that time,her insurane ran out, and she was disharged me. Her disharged diagnosis was \major depressionin remission".Jeannette ould see that her mom looked onfused as she drove her home. She did not seem toreognize the neighborhood where she had lived for 30 years and raised her hildren. At home, hermother ould not d the o�ee or the sugar. She did not reognize the blender that Jeanette hadbought her the previous Christmas.A week later, Jeannette went to see the psyhiatrist with her mother. The psyhiatrist reassuredher that he had never seen a ase of permanent memory loss following eletroshok, exept formemory blanks for the period immediately around the shok treatment.In September, 2 months after the ECT, Mrs. Williams tried to return to teahing but quit after2 weeks. She ould not remember the books or teahing materials she had been using for severalyears. The prinipal, who had started at the shool a year earlier, looked like a stranger to her. Shehad trouble reognizing most of her previous students, inluding some who had been in musi lass166



with her for several years.For the �rst time in her life, Mrs. Williams found she was having diÆulty hearing musi in herhead. She was slow reading musi and was distraught that she ould not learn new piees by heartanymore. She felt like a beginner in musi, exept she ould not learn as well as a beginner. Shewanted to die and beame suiidal for the �rst time in her life.Jeannette took her mother bak to the psyhiatrist, who insisted t none of these problems ouldbe from the shoks administered to her mother's head. He said that Mrs. Williams was depressedand need, more ECT. Instead, Jeannette took her mother home to live with her.It was now January, and her mother was not getting any better. Mom was a hanged person. Herpersonality was gone. So was her vitality. She ould not remember the simplest things suh as aphone all message a list of three items to get at the groery store.Jeannette took her mom to the university medial enter for evaluation. Lengthy neuropsyho-logial testing over a 2-day period indiated that her mother had major impairments in anterogradememory (learning and realling new material) and in retrograde memory (remembering past events).Some of her memory losses extended bak several years. She had diÆulty onentrating, and therewere impairments of abstrat reasoning. Formerly very quik mathematially, she was now poor atsimple alulating. Her overall IQ had dropped 20 points. She beame very fatigued and frustratedfrom the e�ort of trying so hard on the tests.The neuropsyhologist desribed the pattern as typial of traumati brain injury, but after aonsultation with Mrs. Williams's former psyhiatrist, he avoided any suggestion that the de�itsould have been aused by a series of eletroshoks to the brain. Brain wave studies showed thatMrs. Williams had abnormal slow waves on her eletroenephalogram (EEG) onsistent with braininjury to the right frontal lobe and the anterior portion of the right temporal lobe (the two sites ofeletrode plaement). A brain san (MRI) showed possible atrophy in the same region.To this day, Mrs. Williams's psyhiatrist states that he has never seen a ase of permanent memoryloss, or any other permanent neuropsyhologial de�its, following ECT. He did not report the asein the literature to the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), or to the manufaturer of the shokmahine.Mrs. Williams remains hronially depressed and refuses to go any dotors for anything. She liveswith her daughter, who supports �nanially.Cases like Mrs. Williams's have beome inreasingly ommon psyhiatry relies more and moreexlusively on drugs and ECT. The last deade has seen a resurgene in the promotion and use ofECT, alled eletroshok, or simply shok treatment. For a brief time before the 1997 edition ofthis book, the press had taken note of the esalating ontroversy surrounding its use (Boodman,1996 [156℄). A ritial artile Cauhon (1995) [265℄ in USA Today was followed up by a remarkableeditorial (\Patients, Publi Need," 1995), delaring that \the long-term e�ets e devastating. Theyinlude onfusion, memory loss, heart failure, in some patients, death". In more reent years, theshok dotors have been working hard to promote this barbari treatment and have reeived lessritiism from the media.ECT is a treatment that originated in Italy in 1938 for produing onvulsions in psyhiatripatients. At the time, it was thought that onvulsions indued by a variety of methods, inlud-ing insulin oma and stimulant mediation, were useful in treating psyhiatri disorders, espeiallyshizophrenia.Nowadays, ECT is reommended for major depression, usually other approahes have failed.However, some dotors quikly resort to it. Probably more than 100,000 patients a year in theUnited Sates are shoked. The majority are women, and many are elderly. Advoates of shok haveresisted the reation or maintenane of state registers for shok treatment, so most of the data on167



the frequeny of its use are relatively old. In California, for example, two-thirds of shok patientswere reported to be women, more than half of whom were 65 or older (Department of Mental Health,1989). Data (1989-1993) from Vermont onerning ECT showed that 77% of shok patients werefemale (W. Sullivan, personal ommuniation, 1996). For all sexes, 58% were at least 65 years old,and 20% were at least 80 years old. During this time, one Vermont hospital, Hithok Psyhiatri,shoked 35 women and 1 man were 80 and older. Overall, the hospital shoked 112 women and 26during those 5 years.The use of ECT tends to vary from institution to institution. At s Hopkins, for example, abiologially oriented enter, 20% of the inpatients may be on a regimen of ECT at any one time(Wirth, 1991 [1349℄). The data was obtained under oath in a deposition, and I'm unaware of morereent data, but shok treatment in general has inreased in usage sine then.9.2 Breaking News in ECT Researh:Shok Treatment Causes Irreversible Brain Damage andDysfuntionBeginning in 1979, when I published Eletroshok: Its Brain-Disabling E�ets [175℄, through the1997 edition of Brain-Disabling Treatments in Psyhiatry [198℄, and even until 2006, during my mostreent trial testimony in an ECT malpratie ase, I have had to marshal sophistiated, detailed,sienti� arguments to show that shok treatment auses permanent memory loss and ognitivedysfuntion. In presenting my evidene and my onlusions, I had to overome uniform disapprovaland disagreement from the eletroshok establishment that dominates the sienti� ourse. Evenpsyhiatrists who rejeted ECT in their own praties would not risk standing up in opposition tothe powerful ECT lobby.Then something remarkable happened. In 2007, a team led by 101 time, staunh eletroshokadvoate Harold Sakeim et al. [1118℄ published follow-up study of patients given eletroshok. Theresearhers found that the patients were devastated with widespread losses not only in memory, butalso in ognitive funtioning-the ability to think and learn.Sakeim et al. (2007) [1118℄ followed up 347 patients given the range urrently available meth-ods of eletroshok, inluding the supposedly newer and most benign forms, and on�rmed thateletroshok auses permanent brain damage and dysfuntion. The patients were seleted from theommunity, that is, from patients in the real world of linial pratie rather than from an experi-mental study.When tested 6 months after the last ECT, eah form of treatment was found to ause lasting mem-ory and ognitive dysfuntion. The losses extended far beyond the erasure of memories surroundinga few months before and after the treatment. Many patients never reovered normal memory fun-tion. They desribed diÆulties learning new things and su�ered measurable losses on testing in\global ognitive status". Although the authors avoided straightforward language, the patients weresu�ering from permanent brain damage a�eting global mental funtion.The results of the Sakeim et al. (2007) [1118℄ study were highly statistially signi�ant (p <.0001 on 10 of 11 tests and p < .003 on the 11th). Adding to the evidene for permanent braindamage, many of the patients also had persistent EEG abnormalities 6 months after the treatmentshad ended. Although the older shok tehniques were the most damaging, they were also the mostommonly used in the ommunity, and the newer tehnologies also produed signi�ant lasting de�itsin memory and ognitive funtion.Despite Sakeim's vigorous opposition to my views over the many years, his study (Sakeim et al.,168



2007 [1118℄) ited my 1986 sienti� artile \Neuropathology and Cognitive Dysfuntion From ECT"published in the Psyhopharmaology Bulletin [182℄, noting that \ritis ontend ECT invariablyresults in substantial and permanent memory loss".9.3 Still Avoiding the FatsRemarkably, the detailed Sakeim et al. (2007) [1118℄ study leaves out some of the most importantdetails, suh as exatly what proportion of patients su�ered from eah of the various de�its inmemory and overall ognitive funtioning. The tone of the artile implies that just about everyonesu�ered from de�its; they are treated as one atastrophi group. But the a11-important detailswere not dislosed. The extraordinarily low p-value on the ognitive testing (p < .0001) provided astrong indiator that the devastation was widespread, involving the vast majority of patients.Sakeim et al. (2007) [1118℄ also failed to address the real-life impat of these losses on individualpatients and did not provide any linial vies. Stating that shok treatment permanently reduesmemory and ognitive funtion, and desribing it statistially, failed to apture the manner in whihthe \treatment" destroyed the minds of these patients wreked their lives. That is why I opened thehapter with the story of Sarah Williams.Did his own researh at last indue Harold Sakeim to make publi statements withdrawing hisprevious wholehearted support for ECT? To the ontrary, shortly after the publiation of his paperI began to reeive nom the media asking me to respond to promotional laims by Dr. Sakeim insupport of a supposedly new and improved form of ECT that sounded very muh like the same oldthing. One is left to wonder 'drives so many mental health professionals in suh an unrelenting,remorseless fashion to damage the brains of their patients.9.4 More Breaking News in ECT Researh: Shok Treat-ment Causes SuiideECT is frequently justi�ed as treatment of last resort in ases at high for suiide. But researhuniformly shows that ECT has no bene�ial e�et on the suiide rate. Indeed, the most thoroughstudy available, published in the British Journal of Psyhiatry in 2007, found an overall inreasedrate of suiide in patients previously given ECT (Munk-Olsen, 2007 [962℄). In addition, \patientstreated with ECT in the past week had a greatly inreased risk of suiide ompared with otherpatients (RR = 4.82, 95% CI 2.22-10.95)" (p. 437, emphasis added).The authors are proshok and minimized the importane of their onerning inreased suiide,not even mentioning it in the title. Furthermore, they failed to make lear that this data whollyontradited the main justi�ation for giving shok treatment: that it is supposedly the quikest andmost e�etive way of preventing aute suiidal ativity. 8d, without evidene the authors repeatedthe old saw that \suiidal intent in patients with depression is rapidly relieved by ECT" (p. 438).Munk-Olsen et al. (2007) [962℄ based their observation on ECT-indued suiidality on a review ofall inpatient admissions to a Danish hospital from 1976 to 2000 where 95% of the treatments wereunilateral, indiating that the more modern tehniques were used. Although the total number ofpatients given ECT was not provided, the numbers were onsiderable, given that 149 patients diedby suiide during the study period.All ECT studies involving larger numbers of patients are onduted by dotors who favor thetreatment and therefore have aess to the data, and invariably they minimize or misrepresent neg-ative results. Munk-Olsen et al. (2007) [962℄ are typial in this regard, not inluding any researh169



ritial of ECT in their bibliography. The study found that mortality from natural auses was alsoelevated during the �rst 7 days after ECT but overall, it was dereased, espeially for respiratorydiseases. How there is no disussion of death due to ECT treatment itself, inluding anesthesia,whih in itself poses a signi�ant risk (Lagasse, 2002 [803℄).In a blatantly misleading fashion, a series of negative studies were ited by the Amerian Psy-hiatri Assoiation (APA; 1990b [40℄) task fore report as showing a positive e�et. For example,a retrospetive study by Avery and Winokur (1976) [74℄ found no improvement in the suiide rateompared to mathed ontrols who had no shok treatment: \In the present study, treatment wasnot shown to a�et the suiide rate" (p. 1033). Yet it was presented in the 1990 task fore reportas supporting that position that ECT results in \a lower inidene of suiide" (p. 53). The taskfore also mentioned three other studies as supporting a bene�ial e�et on suiide. However, two ofthem (Avery et al., 1977 [75℄; Milstein et al., 1986 [931℄) spei�ally found no suh bene�ial e�et,and the third (MCabe, 1977) did not even deal with suiide. Meanwhile, unmentioned were tworetrospetive studies of relatively large populations of ECT patients and mathed ontrols in whihECT had no e�et on the suiide rate (Babigian et al., 1984 [83℄; Blak et al., 1989 [145℄).I have rarely seen so muh outright fabriation in the psyhiatri literature as I have seen in regardto ECT and lobotomy (for more details see Breggin, 1979 [175℄, 1981a&b [177℄ [178℄, 1982 [179℄).Perhaps beause these treatments are so violent and devastating, the dotors who perpetrate them,muh like other perpetrators of violene (Breggin, 1992a [191℄), are espeially prone to hide or to lieabout the harmful e�ets of what they are doing.Overall, there is little or nothing in the literature to suggest that ameliorates suiide, whereasa signi�ant body of literature on�rms that it does not, and the most thorough study shows thatit inreases the all suiide rate, inluding a major inrease within the week after the last ECT.One again, treatment opinions are not driven by empirial data. Instead, empirial data is ignored,distorted, or misrepresented to on�rm treatment opinions.My own linial impression also on�rms that ECT inreases the suiide risk for many patients.After ECT many patients profoundly miss memories of signi�ant past events in their lives and feeloverwhelmed by their inability to learn and to remember as well as they one did. Many feel as iftheir personalities and identities have been destroyed. As a result, they often feel deeply betrayed bytheir dotors. Inevitably some grow inreasingly hopeless and suiidal. It is well known, for example,that Ernest Hemingway attributed his suiide to despair over ECT ruining his memory and renderinghim unable to write (Hothner, 1966 [632℄).As they attempt to reover from the treatment, ECT patients frequently �nd that their prioremotional problems have now been ompliated by brain damage and dysfuntion that will not goaway. If their dotors tell them that ECT never auses any permanent diÆulties, they beomefurther onfused and isolated, reating onditions for suiide.Many shok survivors have told me that reading my artiles and books about ECT was a life-aÆrming experiene for them. Instead of reating with more despair to the on�rmation of theirECT-indued brain age and disability, they have felt understood and empowered for the �rst time.Mental health professionals should be advised that it is both 'al and bene�ial to aknowledge topatients in a supportive, empathi manner that they have been injured by the treatment.9.5 Additional Breaking News: ECT Is Ine�etiveRoss (2006) [1107℄ reently reviewed the sham ECT literature: \The author reed the plaebo-ontrolled literature on eletroonvulsive therapy (ECT) for depression. No study demonstrateda signi�ant di�erene been real and plaebo (sham) ECT at 1 month posttreatment." This was170



rowning summary of onsiderable prior researh on�rming that ECT is ine�etive.Rifkin (1988) [1087℄ noted that the laim is frequently made that ECT is more e�etive and worksmore rapidly than drugs in the treatment of depression. He found nine ontrolled studies omparingthe two treatments, but they were badly awed. He ould �nd no onlusive evidene that ECT wasbetter than antidepressant treatment.Crow and Johnstone (1986) [322℄, in a review of ontrolled studies of ECT eÆay, found thatboth ECT and sham ECT were assoiated with \substantial improvements" and that there was littleor no di�erene between the two. Crow and Johnstone onluded, \Whether eletrially induedonvulsions exert therapeuti e�ets in ertain types of depression that annot be ahieved by othermeans has yet to be learly established" (p. 27).Crow and Johnstone's (1986) [322℄ ritial review, whih was presented large onferene of shokadvoates, is not ited in the APA report on ECT. Instead, the APA (1990b) [40℄ task fore'sproposal for a \sample patient information sheet" delared that \ECT is an extremely e�etive formof treatment" (p. 160).At the June 1985 Consensus Conferene on ECT, ritis and a advoates of ECT debated theissue of eÆay. The advoates were unable ome forth with a single study showing that ECT hada positive e�et beyond 4 weeks. Many studies showed no e�et, and in the positive studies theimprovements were not dramati. That the treatment had no positive e�et after 4 weeks on�rmedthe brain-disabling priniple sine 4 weeks is the approximate time for reovery from the most mind-numbing e�ets of the ECT-indued aute organi brain syndrome or delirium.The Consensus Conferene panel onluded in its report that ECT had no doumented positivee�et beyond 4 weeks. Aute brain damage and dysfuntion, with a high probability of permanentadverse e�ets, are inited upon the patient in order to ahieve a brief period traumatially induedemotional blunting or euphoria. ECT is a wholly irrational, unjusti�able treatment.9.6 Another Dramati Event in the World of Shok Treat-mentFor several deades, I have been a medial expert in lawsuits against dotors and hospitals for ausingpermanent brain damage with eletroshok treatment. I have also been an expert in produt liabilitysuits against the manufaturers of the mahines. A number of the suits against dotors, hospitals,and shok manufaturing ompanies were resolved, often substantial settlements for the vitims. Buton several oasions, when ases against dotors went to trial, they were lost. The ases in whih Itesti�ed were not the only ones that failed to win a jury verdit. Until 2006, not a single eletroshokmalpratie ase had ever been won ourt anywhere in the world.Why were the ases lost in trial? There are no easy answers. In several of the ases in whih Iwas involved, our side presented two, three, and even four medial experts who on�rmed that shokauses brain damage. At the same time, the defendants ould always �nd well-known professors ofpsyhiatry to defend the treatment as essentially harmless and enormously bene�ial. Probably ithas been hard for juries to disentangle totally oniting evidene from ritis and advoates of thetreatment. In addition, ritis like me refuse to send patients for shok treatment and of ourse, wedo not administer it to patients, so the advoates an present themselves as the only experts with the\linial experiene". In addition, it must be hard for juries to believe that so many dotors and somany medial groups would support a treatment that routinely damages the brain. They must �nd ithard to believe that dotors would simply lie about the damaging e�ets of their treatments. Finally,vitims of shok treatment often remain irritable and angry for the rest of their lives, su�ering fromthe emotional instability and poor impulse ontrol assoiated with brain damage and dysfuntion.171



As a result, they sometimes present unsympathetially when they testify before juries.Finally, in 2006, an eletroshok ase was won against a physiian. But even then, the verditwas quirky. The jury found the presribing physiian negligent. He was the one who initiallyreommended the treatment. But it exonerated the physiians who administered the treatment,even though they broke numerous standards, inluding giving the treatment on an outpatient basison a muh more frequent basis than is usually done in the hospital. I thought the dotors who arriedout the treatment in suh an exessive and avalier manner were far more to blame than the dotorwho reommended it.The ase involved a nurse who believed she had previously bene�ted the treatment. This time,the series of losely paked treatments obliterated her nursing training and her personal memoriesextending years and aused ontinued memory and ognitive dysfuntion. I annot explain why thisase was won, while so many others have been lost. In most of the prior ECT trials, I was oneamong several experts testifying on behalf of the vitim; but this time I was by myself. How, thepatient's psyhotherapist, an empathi and ourageous woman, desribed the devastating e�ets ofthe treatment on her lient. The attorney was exellent; but I have worked with good attorneys onearlier shok suits. A key defense expert in many ases, Max Fink (see subsequent disussion), wasnot alled to the witness stand, and this probably hampered the dotors' ase. Fink had admittedin deposition that he had read the vitim's medial reord but that he had already deided to testifyon behalf of the dotors that they had done nothing wrong. It seemed to ompromise his redibilityand perhaps kept the defense from alling him to the stand. Whatever the reasons for this vitory,in the future, medial experts who are ritial of shok treatment will now be armed with Sakeim etal.'s (2007) [1118℄ researh, reating a major breah in the professional wall of silene about shok'sdamaging e�ets.9.7 The Food and Drug Administration and ECTIn 1979, the FDA lassi�ed shok devies as demonstrating \an unreasonable risk of illness or injury"(see Food and Drug Administration [FDA℄, 1990 [459℄). This would have required animal testing forsafety. However, under pressure from the APA, the FDA gave notie of its intent to reonsider itsoriginal deision and to relassify ECT mahines as safe. The APA's (1990b) [40℄ task fore reportwas timed to ome out in the midst of the FDA's politial squirming over ECT.The FDA's (1990) [459℄ �nal report reads remarkably like the APA's (1990b) [40℄ report, inludingthe mistaken or false itations mentioned earlier in this hapter. Although no large animal studieshave been done with shok vies sine the 1950s (some have been done with rats) and although thoseearlier large animal studies onsistently demonstrated brain damage (see subsequent disussion), theFDA panel reommended de�ning ECT devies as safe for depressed patients. It did so ambivalently,reommending that the approval be delayed until the establishment of engineering safety standardsfor the mahines. The approval proess ontinues to be delayed by the lak of approved standards,and ECT exists in a kind  FDA limbo, whih has not disouraged psyhiatrists from using it.I have reviewed what the FDA has made available through the Freedom of Information At as itsomplete �le on ECT. There are dozens of reommendations from state-funded and private patientrights and advoay groups to ban ECT, and hundreds more from patients who feel that they havebeen permanently damaged by the treatment. It is astonish' that the FDA has ignored or rejetedsuh an avalanhe of oÆial reommendations and personal reports and protests.In reommending the approval of ECT as safe and e�etive, the FDA ignored a most remarkablesituation. Before being put on the mark, the ECT mahines, suh as the ommonly used MECTA,were not tested for safety on animals or humans. There were no systemati or ontrolled studies toevaluate their impat on the living brains of animals or humans. The FDA simply took the word of172



organized psyhiatry and ECT advoates that the treatment is safe and e�etive. One again I amleft to wonder if we are dealing with a treatment that is so egregiously abusive that the perpetrators,inluding the APA and the FDA, feel ompelled hide the fats from the publi.9.8 The Politis of the 1990 Amerian Psyhiatri Assoia-tion ReportThe politial nature of the APA (1990b) [40℄ task fore report is reeted in the membership of thepanel that wrote it. The hairperson, Rihard Weiner, was APA's oÆial representative in defenseof ECT at the FDA hearings and has for some time been APA's hief spokesperson on subjet. Twoof the other six members are psyhiatrist Max Fink and psyhologist Harold Sakeim, whom wehave already met as among the nation's most zealous promoters of the treatment. Fink (1994 [438℄,1995 [439℄) has atively pressed for the inreased use of shok treatment for hildren and adolesents.Sakeim et al. (1993) [1117℄ wrote an artile alling for a return to muh higher eletrial doses, giventhe \old-fashioned way," with bilateral eletrode plaement (see subsequent disussion) to inreasethe intensity of the shoks.By ontrast, the task fore (APA, 1990b [40℄) sought no input from the several patient organiza-tions that oppose the treatment, and none from psyhologists, psyhiatrists, neurologists, and otherprofessionals who are ritial of it.The APA (1990b) [40℄ task fore report, in its aknowledgments, thanked the manufaturers ofeletroshok mahines for their ontributions; ompany advertising handouts are listed as usefulsoures of publi information; and the names, addresses, and phone numbers of these ompaniesare provided in the report. The task fore is partiularly positive toward Somatis In., whose solefuntion is to manufature the eletroshok mahine Thymatron. Somatis In. is aknowledged forproviding \input into the guidelines". Under the heading \Materials for Patients and Their Families,"the task fore ited a pamphlet by Rihard Abrams and Conrad Swartz and a videotape by MaxFink, both of whih are advertising materials for Thymatron and an only be obtained by writing tothe manufaturer.The report (APA, 1990b) [40℄ nowhere mentions any link between Thymatron and RihardAbrams, who would appear to be the task fore's most valued expert. One of Abrams's artilesis reommended under \Materials for Patients and Their Families" and another under \Materialsfor Professionals". Nine of his publiations are ited in the report's general bibliography, makinghim by far the most heavily represented author. Abrams is also listed among those individuals who\provided omment on the draft of the ECT Task Fore Report". However, his most interestingaÆliation is unmentioned: Abrams owns Somatis In. In a deposition in whih he was a medialexpert (DeToma v. Brohamer, 1991 [355℄), as a result of my prompting the defense attorney to askthe question, Abrams had to aknowledge under questioning that Somatis In. is soure of 50% ofhis inome.9.9 ECT, Women, and Memory LossWomen have always been the main vitims of the most destrutive psyhiatri treatments, inludinglobotomy. In reent deades, older women have beome the major population for ECT, despite theabsene of ontrolled studies on safety or eÆay in the elderly.One of the most remarkable reports in the ECT literature was published by Warren (1988) [1315℄,who studied 10 women post-ECT, inluding their family relationships. Many of the women thought173



that the purpose of the treatment was to erase their memory. While some felt it was help to forgetpainful memories, they \uniformly disliked the loss of everyday memory, as well as assoiated e�etssuh as losing one's train of thought, inoherent speeh, or slowness of a�et. What spei�ally wasforgotten varied from matters of everyday routine to the existene of one or more of one's hildren".Warren is not a physiian and perhaps without knowing about the spei� linial syndrome, shedesribed mild to moderate dementia aused by losed-head injury in the form of ECT.Aording to Warren, family members sometimes approved of the memory loss. One husband said,\They did a good job there," referring to his wife's loss of memory onerning their past maritalonits. A patient who had been molested by her mother's brother believed that her mother wantedher to have \the full treatment" to \make me forget all those things that happened".Three of the 10 women lived in dread of ECT for years afterward, but were afraid to expresstheir angry feelings for fear of being sent bak to the hospital for involuntary shok treatment. Inmy linial experiene, this is a realisti fear. Dotors frequently respond to omplains about thetreatment by deiding that the patient is in need of more treatment. Repeated \treatment" anusually be relied on to put an end to protests.Shok treatment has been used even more blatantly to erase memories and even the personalities ofpatients, usually women. H. C. Tien, in the early 1970s, desribed the use of unmodi�ed ECT to erasethe personalities of women, then to \reprogram" them as more suitable wives-with their husbands'help (\Eletroshok,", \From Couh to Co�ee Shop," 1972). World-renowned Canadian psyhiatristD. Ewen Cameron at MGill University, in part utilizing seret funds from the Central IntelligeneAgeny, used multiple ECTs to obliterate the minds of his patients and then to reprogram them(Cameron et al., 1962 [251℄; more details on the Tien and Cameron ontroversies, see also Breggin,1979 [175℄, 1991b [189℄).9.10 ECT and the ElderlyAs already noted, elderly women have beome the most frequent target of ECT. The elderly, ofourse, have more fragile brains and are espeially sensitive to biopsyhiatri interventions, evenrelatively mild doses of drugs. In addition, many elderly already su�er from memory dysfuntiondue to a variety of auses, making them espeially vulnerable to the worst e�ets of ECT.Against all ommon sense, the APA (1990b) [40℄ task fore advised that an be used \regardlessof age" (p. 15) and ited the suessful treatment of a patient aged 102 (pp. 71-72). It did warn,however, that \some elderly patients may have an inreased likelihood of appreiable memory de�itsand onfusion during the ourse of treatment" (p. 72).The aged are, in fat, gravely at risk when exposed to any form of head trauma, inluding ele-trially indued, losed-head injury from ECT. There are a growing number of reports of speialdangers to the elderly that were not mentioned in the APA (1990b) [40℄ or FDA (1990) [459℄ reviews(Figiel et al., 1990 [433℄; Pettinati et al., 1984 [1030℄). In a urious twist, an artile by Burke etal. (1987) [241℄ was listed in the bibliography of the APA report but ited in the atual disussionsof the elderly. Burke et al. [241℄ found a high (35%) of ompliations among the elderly. Theynoted, \Common ompliations in the elderly inlude severe onfusion, falls, and ardiorespiratoryproblems" (p. 516).In a study involving 3 times as many women as men, Kroessler and Fogel (1993) [790℄ produeddata indiating that ECT an ause a devastating deline in longevity:\This is a longitudinal study of 65 patients who were 80 years old or older at the time theywere hospitalized for depression. Thirty-seven were treated with ECT and 28 with mediation.Survival after 1, 2, and 3 years in the ECT group was 73.0%, 54.1%, and 51.4% respetively.174



Survival after 1, 2, and 3 years in the non-ECT group was 96.4%, 90.5%, and 75.0% respetively."(p. 30)These are extraordinary �ndings, indiating a very high inrease in mortality in the elderly whoreeived ECT. The authors, however, argued that the patients reeiving ECT were more physiallyill and hene at greater risk of dying. They provided no data to justify this speulation or otherwiseexplain suh a vast di�erene in mortality.In the Kroessler and Fogel (1993) [790℄ study, the tragi lethality of ECT was ompounded by itslak of eÆay. ECT patients were muh more frequently rehospitalized for depression than non-ECTpatients (41% vs. 15%). The reurrene rate of depression was more than twie as high among theECT patients ompared to the non-ECT patients (54.1% vs. 25%). Lasting reovery from depressionwas muh lower in ECT patients (22% vs. 71%). If psyhiatry were pratied in a rational manner,a study like this would have brought a halt to giving ECT to the elderly.Elderly women are partiularly vulnerable to being diagnosed with depression, with the assoiatedrisk of having ECT imposed upon them. Older women often have many reasons - psyhosoial andeonomi, some of them rooted in the ageist and sexist attitudes of our soiety - for feeling depressed.Often, these women need improved medial are, soial servies, family involvement, and loving arefrom friends and volunteers. Too often, their depression is being aused or aggravated multiplemediations for elevated hypertension or elevated holesterol that an ause feelings of fatigue anddepression. Even the so-alled antidepressants that have been given to them prior to ECT an ausesuiidal depression and an overall worsening of their mental state. Instead of ECT, they need theirmediations and their overall health are reevaluated, along with all of their basi needs. Meanwhile,they typially do not have the strength to resist a dotor's proposal that they undergo eletroshok.There may be no family members available or willing to protet them. One thing the elderly do notneed is more brain ell death, mental dysfuntion, and memory de�its.I have been a onsultant or a medial expert in several suits in whih psyhiatrists have triedto administer eletroshok against the will of elderly women who had no family to defend them.Eah time, the dotors, have baked down or, as in the ase of Luille Austwik, they have lost inourt (Boodman, 1996 [156℄). However, many other elderly women are pro ably getting shokedinvoluntarily without their situation gaining pub attention. In addition, in my experiene, manyseemingly voluntary patients are badgered or misled into taking the treatment.9.11 Brain Injury By Eletroshok9.11.1 The Prodution of Delirium (Aute Organi Brain Syndrome)After one or more shok treatments, ECT routinely produes delirium or an aute organi brainsyndrome. Abrams (1988) [7℄, although an advoate of the treatment, has himself observed that\a patient reovering onsiousness from ECT understandably exhibits multiform abnormal-ities of all aspets of thinking, feeling, and behaving, inluding disturbed memory, impairedomprehension, automati movements, a dazed faial expression, and motor restlessness." (pp.130-131)At times, patients are so organially impaired following ECT that they will sit around apathetiallyon the ward, unable to engage in any ativities. On oasion, the patients' neurologial dilapidationfrom routine ECT will redue them to lying in a fetal position for many hours. In malpratie suitsin whih I have been a medial expert for plainti�s, psyhiatrists for the defense have laimed thatthis kind of neurologial ollapse following ECT is normal and harmless.175



Given that ECT routinely produes aute, marked brain dysfuntion, there an be no real dis-agreement about its damaging e�ets. The only legitimate question is, \How omplete is reovery?"Even without all the on�rmatory evidene presented in this hapter, basi neurology warns that itwill frequently be inomplete.9.11.2 ECT As Closed-Head Eletrial InjuryNeurology reognizes that relatively minor head trauma-even without delirium, loss of onsiousness,and seizures assoiated with ECT frequently produes hroni mental dysfuntion and personalitydeterioration (Bernat et al., 1987). If a woman ame to an emergeny room in a onfusional state froman aidental eletrial shok to the head, perhaps from a short iruit in her kithen, she wouldbe treated as an aute medial emergeny. If the eletrial trauma had aused a onvulsion, shemight be plaed on antionvulsants to prevent a reurrene of seizures. If she developed a headahe,sti� nek, and nausea - a triad of symptoms typial of post-ECT patients - she would probably beadmitted for observation to the intensive are unit. Yet ECT delivers the same eletrial losed-headinjury, repeated several times a week, as an alleged means of improving mental funtion. ECT iseletrially indued losed-head injury.The symptoms of mild to severe losed-head injury were listed in detail by Fisher (1985) [445℄.They inlude impairment of every area of mental, emotional, and behavioral funtion, and on�rmthat the multiple adverse e�ets of ECT on the mind and brain are lassi symptoms of losed headinjury. MClelland et al. (1994) [900℄ desribed the postonussive syndrome in terms of\the emergene and variable persistene of a luster of symptoms following mild head injury.Common to most desriptions are somati symptoms (headahe, dizziness, fatiguability) aom-panied by psyhologial symptoms (memory and onentration diÆulties, irritability, emotionallability, depression and anxiety)."The authors observed that between one-third and one-half of head injury vitims experiene thissymptom luster over the �rst few weeks and a \substantial minority" ontinue to experiene it formonths or a year or more.Head injury vitims, inluding post-ECT patients, frequently develop an organi personality syn-drome with shallow a�et, poor judgment, irritability, and impulsivity. They seem \hanged" or\di�erent" to people around them, muh as lobotomy patients often seem to their families. Some-times they beome slightly lumsy, moving awkwardly or dropping things. Often they have \lapses"where they annot think or annot voie their thoughts. Sometimes their handwriting deteriorates.Headahes frequently begin with the traumati treatment and may reur inde�nitely.Many post-ECT patients su�er from irreversible generalized mental dysfuntion with apathy, de-terioration of soial skills, trouble fousing attention, and diÆulties in remembering new things.I have worked with a number of them who su�er from dementia, on�rmed by neuropsyhologialtesting. Several have developed partial omplex seizures or psyhomotor epilepsy, permanently ab-normal EEGs, and atrophy on brain sans. Many have been deprived of the experiene of years oftheir lives, their professional areers, and their mental ability following ECT (Breggin, 1979 [175℄,1981a [177℄).9.11.3 Death, Suiide, and Autopsy FindingsMany deaths were reported in assoiation with ECT in the �rst few' ades of use. An extensiveautopsy series indiated that many su�ered from trauma to the brain resulting in visible pathology(Impastato, 1957 [647℄). Advoates for ECT have laimed the death rate is very small or nearly176



nonexistent; but I have suspeted that deaths are simply no longer reported. For example, I knowof deaths of ECT reipients in the Baltimore - Washington, DC, area that have gone unreported.There has been some epidemiologial on�rmation of the probability of a signi�ant death rate.A law passed in Texas in the early 1990s required the reporting of death within 2 weeks after ECT.From June 1993 through August 1994, 8 deaths were reported among nearly 1,700 patients subjetedto shok treatment. Controversy surrounds ausation, and ritis of ECT attempted without suessto obtain more autopsy details (Smith, 1995 [1195℄).9.11.4 Memory De�itsEletroshok speialists almost never seriously onsider the memory de�its of their patients. In aseafter ase that I have evaluated for linial or forensi purposes, I have been the �rst dotor to takethe symptoms seriously, let alone to take a omplete inventory of memory losses and ongoing mentaldiÆulties. I have previously outlined a method for evaluating memory de�its from ECT (Breggin,1979 [175℄).The reent study by Sakeim et al. (2007) [1118℄ desribed earlier in the hapter should put torest the question of whether or not ECT auses permanent ognitive dysfuntion and memory loss.However, psyhiatry has a long history of ignoring negative researh about its treatments.For example, the APA (1990b) [40℄ task fore report, like the FDA (1990) [459℄ report, disregardedall of the relevant researh on memory loss, exept for Freeman and Kendell's (1986) [489℄ study,whih the task fore mentions and then grossly misrepresents. That study asked patients to assesstheir memory funtion a year or more after eletroshok treatment. The authors themselves remarkedthat the study was biased toward a low reporting of memory dysfuntion beause the patients wereinterviewed the same dotor who had treated them. Nonetheless, 74% mentioned \memory impair-ment" as a ontinuing problem, and \a striking 30% felt that their memory had been permanentlya�eted". In de�ane of the fats, the APA (1990b) [40℄ task fore ited Freeman and Kendell (1986)[489℄ as indiating that \a small minority of patients, however, report persistent de�its".Squire and Slater's (1983) [1210℄ study, also omitted by the APA (1990b) [40℄ task fore, found that7 months after treatment, patients reported an average loss of memory spanning 27 months. Squire,in a personal ommuniation to me at the June 1985 Consensus Conferene on ECT, explained thatone patient lost the reolletion of 10 years of her life. He told me that he felt it was not neessaryto report this in his atual publiation.The Consensus Conferene on ECT (1985) used Squire and Slater's (1983) [1210℄ results to on-lude that \on average, patients endure memory loss ending from 6 months prior to the treatmentto 3 months afterward". These data, while serious enough in themselves, are misleading. The datareported at 7 months following treatment, ited in the above paragraph, are more likely to be a-urate. The brain annot regenerate lost brain ells or lost memories. With the passage of moretime, there is little likelihood of inreased improvement, but muh likelihood of a growing tendenyto deny the losses.The APA (1990b) [40℄ task fore also ignored older ontrolled linial studies by Janis (1948[665℄, 1950 [666℄; Janis et al., 1951 [667℄) showing extensive, permanent loss of important personalmemories and life history following routine ECT. Janis (1948 [665℄, 1950 [666℄; Janis & Astrahan,1951 [667℄) interviewed 19 patients before and after routine ECT, and 11 ontrol patients with similardiagnoses in the same hospitals. The results 1 month postshok were striking: Every shok patienthad signi�ant memory losses. Many patients were unable to reall 10-20 life experienes whih hadbeen available to reall prior to eletroshok treatment.Janis (1950) [666℄ followed up �ve of the patients at 2.5-3.5 months later. Most of the lost memoriesremained lost. Another follow-up 1 year later owed ontinuing losses (see review in Breggin, 1979177



[175℄).The data generated by Janis (1948) [665℄ on�rmed the importane of ECT spellbinding withdenial and anosognosia. Patients tended to minimize or even onfabulate to over up their memorylosses, rather than to exaggerate them. One patient, for example, in his pre-ECT interview, reportedthat he had been unable to work for several months prior to oming to the hospital. The historialfats were on�rmed by the family. But after 12 ECTs, he was unable to reall the period of unem-ployment. Instead, he laimed that he worked right up to his hospitalization. As Janis on�rmed,patients often do not omplain spontaneously to dotors about their memory loss; they tend to denyit. Not only was Janis's researh left out of the 1990 APA report [40℄, but over the years, his workhas been wholly misrepresented by shok advoates. Two of the more important reviews ommonlyread during my psyhiatri training atually ited Janis as evidene that ECT did not harm memory(reviewed in Breggin, 1979 [175℄). IIn 1986, Weiner et al. [1327℄ attempted to measure the loss of personal subjetive reolletionsfollowing ECT beause these are \most onsistent with the nature of memory omplaints by ECTpatients themselves". The memory inventory in the study spanned several years prior to the shoktreatment. The group found \objetive personal memory losses" that lasted through the 6-monthduration of the study.In an earlier artile by a team that also inluded Weiner (Daniel et al., 1982 [329℄), there wasemphasis on the potentially injurious e�et the patient and the patient's family of losing autobio-graphial memories. The authors observed that \autobiographial memory failures, if ad aross aourse of ECT, may produe gross autobiographial men gaps that may be disonerting to a pa-tient and a patient's family ause the patient's sense of ontinuity with his or her own past maybe disrupted" (p. 923).Yet their subsequent study, in whih they demonstrated the existene of theautobiographial memory losses, failed mention how distressing they an be (Weiner et al., 1986[1327℄).One of the newer tehniques of shok treatment-multiple monitored eletroonvulsive therapy(MMECT)-employs four eletroshoks, in one session, while reording EEG, eletroardiogram, andvital signs. Barry Maletzky, an advoate of the treatment, is one of the few who have asked patientsin detail about their memory funtion following ECT. After pointing out that psyhologial testinghas sometimes failed to on�rm ognitive deterioration (Maletzky, 1981 [867℄), he observed,\However, if one listens to what patients say who are treated with either onventional ECT orMMECT, subtle ognitive de�its, not easily tested, are disussed. Some patients will mentionde�its only if areful inquiry is pursued. Most will not identify these problems even if asked,thus indiating that either they are absent or so subtle as to be impereivable to the patient."(p. 180)Maletzky (1981) [867℄ then goes on to desribe a series of 47 MMECT patients who were inter-viewed 3-6 months after ECT treatment. Thirty-six perent identi�ed a ognitive problem, inludingdiÆulty �nding their way around, realling past events in sequene, and understanding TV shows.In another ECT follow-up study by Maletzky (1981) [867℄ reported be same book, patients weregiven a questionnaire and interviews and 23% reported \long-term memory de�its". The problemsdesribed by Maletzky's patients extend beyond memory dysfuntion to substantial ognitive de�itssuh as a math student's loss of his ability to do omputations in his head.Devanand et al. (1994) [356℄, in their review, skated over the surfae of the many ognitivestudies, dismissing most of them, failing to mention any of the Janis studies, ignoring follow-upstudies indiating that patients frequently experiene permanent memory loss, and raising no issuesabout the improbability of full reovery from traumati aute organi brain syndromes. Appearing178



in the Amerian Journal of Psyhiatry amid wing ontroversy surrounding ECT, Devanand et al.'s(1994) [356℄ review was seemingly intended as an establishment response to ritiism. For this reasonn, I shall examine its onlusions at relevant points in this hapter.9.12 Studies of Brain Damage From ECTThe reent study by Sakeim et al. (2007) [1118℄ that found widespread, persisting generalizedognitive dysfuntion provides proof that ECT auses brain damage. There is also an extensiveliterature on�rming brain damage from ECT. The damage is demonstrated in many large animalstudies, human autopsy studies, brain wave studies, and an oasional CT san study.Animal and human autopsy studies show that shok routinely auses widespread pinpoint hem-orrhages and sattered ell death. While the damage an be found throughout the brain, it is oftenworst beneath the eletrodes. Sine at least one eletrode always lies over the frontal lobe, it 10exaggeration to all eletroshok an eletrial lobotomy.In 1976 [493℄, Friedberg published the �rst review of brain damage from ECT. This was followedby my own detailed ritiques (Breggin, 1979 [175℄, 1981a [177℄, 1986 [182℄). None of these studiesand none of the reviews on brain mage were mentioned in the 1990 APA task fore report [40℄.The original animal studies are from the 1940s and 1950s, but they are still valid. Several ofthem were elegant by any sienti� standard. The model for these studies was onduted by HansHartelius on ats a published in 1952 [602℄ in a book-length publiation titled \Cerebral ChangesFollowing Eletrially Indued Convulsions".In the double-blind mirosopi pathology examination, Hartelius (1952) [602℄ was able to dis-riminate between the eight shoked animals and the eight nonshoked animals with remarkableauray. The experimental animals showed vessel wall hanges, gliosis, and nerve ell hanges:\The vessel wall hanges found more frequently and more distintly in the animals subjetedto ECT onsist of harateristi sa-like dilatations of the perivasular spaes, whih in someases ontain histioyti elements. The glial reation, of the progressive type, onsists of aninrease in the number of the small glial elements in the parenhyma and satellitosis beside thenerve ells. The nerve ell hanges observed are in the form of various stages of hromophobia,frequently with oinident nulear hyperhromatism. The arrangement of suh ells is mainlyfoal."The hanges were statistially signi�ant. Con�rming their basis in sound pathology, the ab-normalities were found most heavily in the animals given the greater numbers of ECTs, were mostdense in the frontal lobe, and were orrelated with inreased age of the animal (implying inreasedvulnerability).Hartelius (1952) [602℄ was autious in his determination of irreversibility. He required the detetionof shadow ells and neuronophagia (the removal of dead or diseased nerve ells by phagoytes). Onthe basis these �ndings, he onluded, \The question whether or not irreversible damage to the nerveells may our in assoiation with ECT must therefore be answered in the aÆrmative."Hartelius (1952) [602℄ used relatively small doses of ECT. In fat, amount of eletrial energy heused was a fration of that urrently applied to the heads of shok patients. In general, however,animals are less suseptible to eletroshok trauma to the head than humans and require moreintensive eletrial urrents to ahieve the same degree of damage. If given the doses used in linialpratie, the damage to the ats would almost ertainly have been even greater.Ferraro et al. (1946 [431℄, 1949 [430℄), of Columbia University and the New York State PsyhiatriInstitute, onduted ontrolled studies involving linial doses of ECT on rhesus monkeys. The179



researhers used regular ECT mahines, smaller-sized eletrodes to �t the monkey heads, restraint tokeep the heads from banging, and the minimally neessary dose of eletriity to ause a onvulsion,thereby approximating the intensity of urrent and voltage used to treat human beings (Ferraro andRoizen, 1949 [430℄). The total energy dose was less than that routinely used in modern ECT.In the 1946 study [431℄, Ferraro and Helfand administered ECT three times per week to themonkeys in relatively short ourses of 4 to 18 in number. As a result of only 4 ECT, one animalhad mirosopi �ndings: \Here and there in the erebral ortex there were some areas of rarefation[ell loss℄." After 12 ECT, another showed \small areas of rarefation" as well as other evideneof ell deterioration and death. Another, again after 12 ECT, displayed \slight rarefation of nerveells and a few aellular areas in the front lobes". In addition to areas of ell death, they also foundells in various states of degeneration, loss of myelin sheaths, glial proliferation, dilated blood vessels,mirosopi e�usions of blood, petehial hemorrhages, and other neuropathology that they assoiatedwith the ECT. The pathologial �ndings were roughly proportional to the numbers of ECTs. Theiroverall �ndings were very onsistent with, although more severe than, those reported by Hartelius inats.In their 1949 study [430℄, Ferraro and Roizin, used larger numbers of ECTs (32-100). Althoughexessive by some standards in psyhiatry, many patients in fat reeive suh larger numbers of shoktreatments, usually spread over a number of years. After the fewest eletroshoks, the researhersfound evidene of ell death in the form of \moderate nerve ell rarefation" and \aellular areas,again proportionate to the urrent intensity and the number of ECT". Photographs of the mirosopi�ndings were reprodued in both papers.Alpers and Hughes (1942a) [28℄ studied the e�ets of ECT on ats and found evidene of subarah-noid hemorrhages and sattered puntate hemorrhages in the brain. They orrelated this damagewith autopsy �ndings in two human ases (Alpers and Hughes, 1942b [29℄). Alpers (1946) reviewedthe literature on ECT experiments involving animals, inluding additional studies of ell death indogs (Neuberger et al., 1942 [978℄) and rabbits (Heilbrunn et al., 1942 [611℄). Alpers noted that evenstudies that laimed to show little or no e�ets from ECT in fat often provided evidene of ellularabnormalities and even ell death in the brain.Neither the Hartelius (1952) [602℄ study nor any of the other studies using large animals itedin this setion were inluded in the 1990 APA [40℄ task fore report on ECT. An oversight suh asthat annot our by hane but instead must have reeted a onsious attempt to withhold vitalinformation about the dangerousness of ECT.The Russians arried out a variety of neuropathology studies on animals subjeted to linial ECTto determine if there is permanent brain damage. Babayan [82℄ alled for a ban on the treatment in1985, iting work the USSR Aademy of Medial Sienes as \onvining proof . . . pointing to gravehanges in the entral nervous system, the nerve ells, the glial-tissue apparatus" (p. 37). At anotherinstitute, studies of the brains of animals led to a \drasti redution in the use of eletroshok therapyin linial pratie" (p. 134). Babayan [82℄ ompared the treatment to lobotomy.There have been no studies of large animals using modi�ed ECT under linial onditions, eventhough this so-alled new form of ECT was developed in the 1960s. Meldrum and Brierley (1973)[916℄ studied drug-indued (biuulline) lengthy seizures in baboons and found widespread ishemi(due to lak of blood ow) hanges. Meldrum et al. (1973) repeated their earlier experiment, nowemploying modi�ed ECT, and found similar but lesser ishemi hanges in neurons. They onludedthat modifying the ECT gave some inomplete protetion. However, the seizures were very long.Meldrum et al. (1974) [917℄ one again studied the impat of drug-indued (allylglyine) seizures inbaboons under modi�ed onditions. They used 13 animals, and in 8, the seizures were brief, reurring6-63 times in 2-11 hours, followed by reovery. The short-duration seizures produed no detetablepathology. 180



Templer (1992) [1248℄ reviewed the question of ECT and permanent brain damage. In regard toanimal studies, he foused on Hartelius (1952) [602℄ and also pointed out that animals given arti�ialventilation (modi�ed ECT) in other studies also had \brain damage of somewhat lesser magnitude".While few psyhiatrists are willing to admit in publi that ECT auses brain damage, a largesurvey of the APA membership, onduted with anonymity in the 1970s, showed that 41% of therespondents agreed with the statement \It is likely that ECT produes slight or subtle brain damage".Only 26% responded that it did not (APA, 1978 [33℄).As noted previously, Devanand et al. (1994) [356℄ published an artile titled \Does ECT AlterBrain Struture?"1 They onluded that animal studies do not show brain damage. They did this bydismissing the best studies. Hartelius (1952) [602℄, for example, was ritiized for applying a seriesof four ECTs, with eah one spaed at 2 hours. But there is no reason to assume that this methodis more damaging than larger numbers of shoks spaed over longer intervals. As urrently used,multiple-monitored ECT inits four shoks within the spae of an hour or so. In addition, it isextremely misleading of Devanand et al. (1994) [356℄ to fous on that one group of animals. Some ofHartelius's animals, for example, were given one ECT per day for 4 days, others were treated \withlinial frequeny (three per week), and many showed evidene of brain damage.Devanand et al. (1994) [356℄ dismissed Ferraro and Roizen (1949) [430℄ for using a \large numberof ECSs [eletroonvulsive shoks℄ relative to linial pratie," but in fat, many patients are given32 or more treatments, sometimes in one series, more often in several. Ferraro et al. (1946) [431℄,Utilizing fewer shoks, were dismissed on the speulation that the urrent went through the brainstem.Devanand et al. (1994) [356℄ did not deal with the fat that almost every study using large animals,by their own table, showed damage. My review indiated that even purportedly negative studies,on atual reading, indiated harmful e�ets (Breggin, 1979 [175℄). For example, Devanand et al.(1994) [356℄ desribed Lidbek's (1944) three dogs as developing \minimal perivasular and ishemihanges". They left out that in two of the four animals, \nerve ells were shrunken and there was aderease in the number of stainable granules" (Lidbek, 1944 [839℄). Nor did they mention that ofthe animals developed blood lots in its brain.Even if Devanand et al. (1994) [356℄ had valid points to make, ritiizing a raft of animal studiesthat show damage annot be used as a method for proving the safety of ECT. To be ethial andsienti�, shok advoates would have to produe arefully onduted, large-animal studies thatshow no damage. In fat, the only studies that Devanand et al. (1994) [356℄ found aeptable wereperformed on rats, rather than dogs, ats, and primates, whose brains are more akin to humans andmore sensitive to damage. In omparison to monkeys, ats, and dogs, rats, with their smaller brainsand thik skulls, are notoriously resistant to head trauma.The prospets of more modern ECT being safe are nil. The newer methods add the risk of anes-thesia, often ompliated by multiple psyhiatri drugs administered simultaneously. The eletrialtrauma must be suÆient to ause a grand mal seizure. Grand mal seizures, when repeated andespeially when as severe as those aused by ECT, are in themselves harmful to the brain. Nor aremodern variations in urrent intensity neessarily more benign beause, in order to ause a seizurewith the weaker urrents, exposure time is often inreased by 10-fold or more over earlier ECTmethods. Also, in order to overome the antionvulsive e�ets of the sedatives administered to putthe patients to sleep, modern ECT often inits more intense eletrial energy on the brain thanthe older animal studies and older forms of ECT (see the setion \Modi�ed ECT"). Perhaps mostobvious and important, the study by Sakeim et al. (2007) [1118℄ shows that the e�ets of modernECT ontinue to be devastating.1Devanand is one of the authors in Sakeim et al. (1993) [1117℄ alling for the use of intensive eletroshok using2.5 times the eletrial urrent required to produe a onvulsion.181



In addition to demonstrating safety, shok advoates would also have to prove eÆay throughdouble-blind linial trials omparing ECT to sham or plaebo in whih the subjet is put to sleepwithout the atually administering the shok. Thus far, plaebo-ontrolled trials have failed to showany signi�ant superiority of ECT over sham ECT.9.12.1 Brain SansThere has been ontraditory evidene of ECT damage in brain san studies, most of whih havebeen arried out by staunh advoates of the treatment. Using CT sans, Weinberger et al. (1979)[1326℄ found that hroni patients with shizophrenia who had ECT had more enlargement of theirventriles (erebral atrophy) than those who had no ECT. Strething exonerate ECT, they delared,\Either ECT further enlarged the ventriles of the patients treated with it, or it was used withgreater frequeny patients who tended to have larger ventriles." In another CT study, Calloway etal. (1981) [250℄ found a orrelation between frontal lobe atrophy and ECT in 41 \elderly depressives".Co�ey et al. (1991) [292℄, using MRI, studied 35 patients before and after ECT. The follow-ups were 2 or 3 days after and 6 months after. In �ve subjets, they found \an apparent inreasein subortial hyperintensity". Co�ey, a strong ECT advoate who has performed shok on manypatients, dismissed his own �nding as \most likely seondary to progression of ongoing erebrovasulardisease during follow up". I have seen several other patients with very similar post-ECT MRI �ndings.Pande et al. (1990) [1018℄ found no MRI pathology in seven ECT patients. However, the studieswere performed I week after the last ECT so that late-maturing pathology would not have beendisovered. Bergsholm et al. (1989) [133℄ found no pathology on MRI in 40 patients, with theexeption of a 69-year-old man, who su�ered a dilatation of the left temporal horn, whih the authorsdismissed as unrelated to ECT.Devanand et al. (1994) [356℄ reviewed the brain san literature and found the evidene for braindamage unonvining. They aepted Co�ey et al.'s (1991) [292℄ unsubstantiated laim that thefour damaged patients had progressive erebral vasular disease, rather than ECT pathology. Theydismissed studies showing damage.In reality, brain sans are not an appropriate instrument for measuring ECT brain damage. Noneof the damage found in the large-animal studies-suh as small areas of dead and dying ells and smallpinpoint hemorrhages sattered throughout the brain-would show up on brain sans, whih annotdetet damage at a mirosopi level until it is massive enough to result in gross atrophy or tissueshrinkage. To use brain sans to show that ECT is harmless is a sienti� sam. On the other hand,in my medial-legal work I have on oasion seen patients whose before-and-after brains sans diddetet atrophy following ECT.9.13 Modi�ed ECTFor the past 40 and more years, a modi�ed form of ECT has been standard, involving sedation witha short-ating barbiturate, musle paralysis with a urare derivative or similar drugs that preventativation of musles of the body, and arti�ial respiration with oxygen. The purpose of thesemodi�ations was not, as some advoates laim, to redue memory loss and brain damage. Musleparalysis was intended to prevent fratures from severe musle spasms, while the arti�ial respirationkept the paralyzed patient breathing.The modi�ations used in ontemporary ECT make it lear that ECT-indued onvulsions arefar more severe than the spontaneous onvulsions in grand mal epilepsy. Patients with spontaneousseizures of unknown origin, or with seizures due to brain injury, rarely break their limbs or their182



vertebrate during the onvulsion. The musle spasms are not intense enough to produe thesedramati e�ets. Yet these fratures were ommon with unmodi�ed ECT.Shok advoates laim that newer modi�ations have made the treatment muh safer and that itsnegative publi image is unfairly based on the older methods. However, the most basi modi�ations-anesthesia, paralysis, and arti�ial respiration-are not new at all. I presribed and administered thiskind of modi�ed treatment more than four deades ago (1963-1964) as a resident at Harvard MedialShool's main psyhiatri teahing faility, the Massahusetts Mental Health Center.The publi's so-alled \mistaken" image of ECT is, in reality, based on modern modi�ed ECT,whih has been around for a long time. As mentioned earlier, it is atually more dangerous than theolder forms. The eletrial urrents must be more intense to overome the antionvulsant e�ets ofthe sedatives that are given during modi�ed ECT (Breggin, 1979 [175℄). Too frequently, the patient isroutinely given a sleeping mediation or tranquilizer the night before, further inreasing the brain'sresistane to having a seizure. Although ECT experts reommend against it, ommonly patientsare presribed multiple psyhiatri drugs at the same time. In addition, patients are exposed tothe added risk of anesthesia. Other modi�ations inlude hanges in the type of eletrial energyemployed and the use of unilateral shoks applied to the nondominant (nonverbal) side of the brain.However, the eÆay of these modi�ations remains ontroversial among shok advoates and, asa result, older methods ontinue to be used muh or even most of the time (Sakeim et al., 2007[1118℄).Sine the APA (1990b) [40℄ task fore does not exlusively endorse the modi�ed forms of ECT, thelaim that modern ECT is somehow muh safer is again underut. Besides, as already emphasized,some ECT advoates give exessive doses-beyond the dose required to produe a onvulsion. Sakeimhas advoated using eletrial doses so large that the safety ontrols on the mahines have to bedisabled (Sakeim et al., 1993 [1117℄).There is no reason to believe that shoking the nonverbal side of the brain is less harmful. AsBlakeslie (1983) [146℄ on�rmed, damage and dysfuntion on the nonverbal side are more diÆultfor the individual to reognize or desribe (see disussion of anosognosia in hapter 1). But thedefets are no less devastating. Injury to the nonverbal side impairs visual memory, spatial relations,musial and artisti abilities, judgment and insight, intuition, and personality. Beause of the vitim'sdiÆulty pereiving damage to the nondominant side of the brain, and beause it impairs judgmentand insight, modi�ed nondominant ECT is probably more spellbinding. Meanwhile, it is ironi thatbiopsyhiatry promotes sari�ing the nonverbal side of the brain, while humanisti psyhology isemphasizing its importane to the full development of human potential.9.13.1 The Brain-Disabling PrinipleBeginning with Cerletti and Bini, who introdued eletroshok in 1938 in Italy, many advoates of thetreatment have not wanted to make the treatment less harmful to the brain. They have onsideredbrain damage neessary for the ure and often spoke openly about it (Cerletti, 1940 [268℄; reviewedin Breggin, 1979 [175℄).Fink, himself a member of the 1978 [33℄ and 1990 [40℄ APA ECT task fore for deades arguedand demonstrated sienti�ally that ECT's \therapeuti" e�et is produed by brain dysfuntionand damage. He pointed out in his 1979 textbook that \patients beome more ompliant andaquiesent with treatment" (p. 139). He onneted the so-alled improvement with \denial,"\disorientation" (p. 165), and other signs of trauma brain injury and an organi brain syndrome. Thisis a diret on�rmation of the brain-disabling treatment and the use of iatrogeni denial authoritarianpsyhiatry.Fink was even more expliit in earlier studies. In 1957, he stated that the basis for improvement183



from ECT is \ranioerebral trauma". In 1966 [436℄, Fink ited researh indiating that after ECT,\the behavioral hanges related to the degree of indued trauma" (p. 475). Referring to the multiabnormalities produed in the brain following ECT, he wrote, \In these regards, indued onvulsionsin man are more similar to erebral trauma than to spontaneous seizures" (p. 481). He stated thatimprovement depends on the development of an abnormal EEG and other hanges in the brain andspinal uid typial of trauma and ompared ECT to \erebral trauma" (p. 48). Fink (1966) [436℄ited Tower and MEahern (1949) [1261℄, orretly stating that they \onluded that spinal uidhanges in indued onvulsions were more like those of ranioerebral trauma than those spontaneousepilepsy". He then gave further evidene for this omparison between ECT and traumati braininjury.Up to at least 1974 [437℄, Fink ontinued to propose that ECT has its e�et by traumatizing ordamaging the brain. He began his disussion by noting that psyhiatri treatments have often been\drasti" and then ited, among other examples, heat and burning, bleeding, water immersion, andraniotomy. He then went on to present several axioms of ECT, inluding the onnetion between thesupposed therapeuti e�et and traumati hanges in the brain. He spoke diretly of the produing\erebral `trauma' " (p. 9) reeted in EEG slow wave ativity. He ompared indued onvulsions to\ranioerebral trauma" (p. 10). He attributed improvement to the inreased use of \denial" by thepatient and to the development of \hypomania" (p. 14)-both linial signs of profound irrationalityaused by brain damage and dysfuntion.Psyhiatry's more reent emphasis on proving that ECT is harm has developed in response tosienti� ritiism of the damaging e�ets made by me and by others, suh as neurologist JohnFriedberg (1976 [493℄, 1977 [494℄) and shok survivor Leonard Frank (1979 [482℄, 1980 [483℄, 1990[484℄, 2001 [486℄). Thus, the APA (1990b) [40℄ task fore report, despite Fink's partiipation, madeno suh omparisons between head injury and ECT; instead, the report dismissed any suggestionthat the treatment is severely traumati. In depositions and trial testimony in defense of dotorswho give ECT, Fink now takes the position that ECT auses no brain damage.The 1990 APA task fore [40℄ report noted that low-dose unilateral ECT is often less e�etivethan forms of ECT that deliver more eletrial energy. This observation tends to on�rm the brain-disabling priniple that so alled therapeuti eÆay is a funtion of the degree of treatment-indueddamage.Sakeim et al. (1993) [1117℄ overtly revived the onept promoted by ECT pioneers that atherapeuti response depends on initing brain damage and dysfuntion. They advoated bilateralECT - the most obviously aging method - using a dose of eletriity 2.5 times that required toindue a onvulsion in the patient. I evaluated a ase in whih a dotor followed Sakeim et al.'spublished reommendation and gave his patient the inreased dosage. The patient su�ered severe,irreversible memory loss and hroni mental dysfuntion, rendering her permanently unable to workat her previously high intelletual level.Psyhiatri drugs are nowadays frequently justi�ed on the grounds that they orret biohemialimbalanes. Like Proza, shok treatment is said to work by enhaning serotonin (e.g., Abrams, 1988[7℄). Aepting this rationale requires ignoring the more gross damage being done: The shoked brainis so traumatized that the patient is rendered too onfused and blunted to feel any subtle emotions.Even psyhosurgery is nowadays sometimes justi�ed on the grounds that it orrets biohemialimbalanes. One advoate looks forward to delivering serotonin \psyhosurgially" to \serotonin-depleted sites" in the brain (Rodgers, 1992 [1092℄, p. 106).
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9.13.2 Iatrogeni Helplessness and Denial, and SpellbindingECT provides a prototype for the onept of iatrogeni helplessness and denial, and spellbinding(hapter 1). Controlled studies of ECT show that any therapeuti e�et evaporates after 4 weeks-theapproximate time it takes to reover from the most severe symptoms of organi brain syndrome ordelirium. Exept for psyhosurgery, ECT provides the most extreme example in whih the psyhi-atrist denies the damage he is doing to the patient, and then utilizes the e�ets of that damage toprodue a less emotionally aware, less autonomous, and more manageable patient. As Max Fink'searlier work openly desribed, through brain damage and the exerise of medial authority, patientsare pushed deep into denial about the harm done to them as well as about their still unresolvedpersonal problems. This is an example of profound spellbinding intentionally inited on the patientunder the guise of treatment.Consistent with other vitims of entral nervous system damage, most ECT patients minimize ordeny their real losses of mental funtion. This denial of mental dysfuntion in brain-damaged patientsis all anosognosia (disussed in hapter 1). While damage to either side of the brain an produeanosognosia, it seems more ommon following damage to the nondominant side (in right-handedindividuals, the right is usually nondominant). In eletroshok treatment, at least one eletrode liesover the nondominant side. In ontemporary ECT, both eletrodes are frequently plaed over thenondominant side. As already noted, damage to the nondominant side of the brain impairs judgmentand insight without the patient realizing it, making the treatment very spellbinding.Nondominant shok starkly illustrates the priniple of iatrogeni helplessness and denial: Thedotor damages the brain in suh a way to onfound the patient's ability to pereive the resultingdysfuntion.Advoates of ECT are well aware that shok patients su�er from anosognosia and denial andtherefore annot fully report the extent their memory losses and mental dysfuntion. Yet these sameadvoates laim that patients exaggerate their post-ECT problems.Interviews with family and friends of patients often dislose that they are painfully aware ofthe damage done to their loved ones. Often, the psyhiatrist is the only one who onsistently andunequivoally denies the patient's damaged state.9.14 A Long Controversy Surrounding ECTThe 1978 APA [33℄ task fore report labeled eletroshok treatment ontroversial. The 1985 Consen-sus Conferene on ECT report stated, \Eletroonvulsive therapy is the most ontroversial treatmentin psyhiatry" and referred to 45 years of dispute surrounding issues suh as eÆay and \possibleompliations". In the opening sentene of the introdution to Abrams's (1988) book [7℄, Finkreferred to the \more than 50 years of ontroversy" surrounding ECT.Sine my 1979 book [175℄, I have hammered at the right of patients to know that ECT is a ontro-versial treatment, and I have ited the previous quotations in medial-legal reports and testimony.Many survivors of shok treatment, suh as David Oaks of MindFreedom and Leonard Frank, havemade similar points. Perhaps as a result, the 1990 APA task fore report said not a word about on-troversy. ECT is presented as if no one in the profession has ever ritiized it. Psyhosurgery remainsthe only treatment surrounded by more ontroversy than ECT, but it is used muh less frequently(Breggin et al., 1994b [220℄). The two treatments are losely related in many ways. Eletroshokan be understood as \losed-head eletrial lobotomy".The most signi�ant hallenge to ECT within the medial profession was launhed by neurologistJohn Friedberg (1976) [493℄, whose book for laypersons was followed by a journal review (Friedberg,1977 [494℄). Friedberg's publiations were quikly followed by a volume edited by Leonard Frank185



(1978) [481℄ and a book by this writer (Breggin, 1979 [175℄). Reviews of ECT-indued damage to thebrain and mind have ontinued to be published in professional journals (Cameron, 1994 [252℄; Frank,1990 [484℄; Templer, 1992 [1248℄). Templer and Veleber (1982) [1250℄, for example, summarized theirreview of literature:\Some human and animal autopsies reveal permanent brain pathology. Some patients havepersisting spontaneous seizures after having reeived ECT. Patients having reeived many ECTssore lower than ontrol patients on psyhologial tests of organiity, even when degree ofpsyhosis is ontrolled for."\A onvergene of evidene indiates the importane of the number of ECTs . . . .Our positionremains that ECT has aused and an ause permanent brain pathology."Boyle (1986) [164℄ reviewed the literature and stated,\In onlusion, there is onsiderable empirial evidene that ECT indues signi�ant and tosome extent lasting brain impairment. The studies ited above are but a few whih suggest thatECT is potentially a harmful proedure, as indeed are most naturally ourring episodes of braintrauma resulting in onussion, unonsiousness and grand mal epilepti seizures. Aordingly,the ontinued use of ECT in psyhiatry must be questioned very seriously." (p. 23)After hearing evidene presented to the Food and Drug Administration's Respiratory and NervousSystem Devie Panel, onsumer representative Susan Bartlett Foote (1983) [478℄ reported bak tothe FDA that\evidene of the safety and eÆay of ECT devies remains ontroversial and oniting. The`new evidene' submitted [by the Amerian Psyhiatri Assoiation℄ petition did not, by anymeans, eliminate the unanswered or troubling questions surrounding safety and eÆay of themahines." (p. 2)Consider that all of this was published before Sakeim et al.'s (2007) [1118℄ study showing per-manent harm to the brain and mind aused by ECT. Psyhiatry has ignored the deades of researhthat long ago should have brought the treatment to a halt.Survivors of shok treatment have beome an inreasingly ative fore. In addition to writing andappearing in the media, many who have undergone ECT ontinue to protest at national psyhiatrionventions and shok symposia and even hain themselves to the gates and doors so-alled \shokmills".More than 30 states have passed legislation to monitor ECT, limits on the number of treatmentsor the age at whih it an be given, and require seond opinions and informed onsent. Four stateshave banned its use on hildren, most reently Texas. While e�orts to quire informed onsenthave proved almost impossible to enfore in fae of psyhiatri resistane, they have raised furtherquestions about the use of shok treatment. However, ritis of shok have relatively little lout orfunding ompared with the Amerian Psyhiatri Assoiation and organized shok advoates, whohave fought ontinuously against any monitoring or any restraint of ECT; little progress in reformhas made in reent years.The most dramati threat to shok treatment beame known as the\Berkeley ban". Ted Chabasin-ski, who had been subjeted to eletroshok as a hild, organized a grassroots itizens' movement insupport of a referendum to ban ECT in Berkeley, California. After the proposition was overwhelm-ingly approved by the eletorate, the psyhiatri establishment, led by the APA, intervened and hadthe ban overturned ourt. But the survivors ould laim a partial vitory-a so-alled \power outage"of 41 days at Herrik Hospital, the ity's only ECT faility, in the winter of 1982.186



California again beame the enter of publi ritiism of eletroshok. Inspired by a oalition offormer patients and onerned professionals, Angela Alioto, a member of the San Franiso Boardof Supervisors held hearings on ECT. About two dozen \shok survivors" testi�ed about permanentdamage to their brains and minds. Although both sides had ample time to organize, no shok patientsshowed up to o�er testimonials in favor of the treatment (Breggin, 1991b [189℄, 1991 [190℄; Frank,1991 [485℄).The reommendations of Alioto's ommittee were adopted by the ity's governing body and signedby Mayor Art Agnos on February 20, 1990. The resolution delared the opposition of the Board ofSupervisors the \use and �naning" of ECT in San Franiso (Figueroa, 1991 [434℄). It also alled forthe state legislature to develop more strit requirements for informed onsent, inluding the exposureof potential patients to live or videotaped presentations by ritis of the treatment. The resolution,whih followed the reommendations made in my testimony at the Alioto hearings, was not legallybinding. While the resolution has been an important moral and eduational vitory for eletroshokopponents, its atual impat was negligible.David Oaks is the exeutive diretor of MindFreedom(http://www.mindfreedom.org), the leading survivor organization in the world �ghting for psyhi-atri patient rights and resisting psyhiatri abuses. He edits the group's magazine, organizes protestsagainst psyhiatri abuses like eletroshok treatment, and in general inspires reform-minded profes-sionals and vitims alike.9.15 The Need to Ban ECTThe 1990 APA [40℄ task fore report represented a disillusioning and disappointing watershed formy own reform ativities around ECT. I had long argued that ECT was an ine�etive, dangerous,anahronisti treatment that should be abandoned by modern psyhiatry. Yet, despite the urgingmany vitims of ECT, I refused for many years to endorse publi or legislative e�orts to ban it. It wasmy position that the pratie of mediine and the rights of patients were better served by insistingon informed onsent-and by holding liable those psyhiatrists who fail to onvey to their patientsthe ontroversial nature of ECT and its potentially damaging e�ets. Unfortunately, the 1990 APAreport [40℄ and the APA's politial pressuring of the FDA demonstrated that organized psyhiatrywas determined not to inform professionals or patients about the risk of ECT. Despite the dislaimertuked away on its opyright page, the APA report provided a shield for those who reommend andadminister ECT -an \oÆial" onlusion that there is no serious risk of harm. Dotors who presribeor reommend ECT an try to hide behind this report when their injured patients protest to themor bring legal ations.In the environment reated by the APA, informed onsent for ECT beame a mirage. Therefore,after muh initial hesitation, I deided to endorse publi e�orts to ban ECT. I believe that allonerned mental health professionals should support the banning of ECT.Given that even the APA and the FDA published fraudulent laims about the harmlessness ofECT, it is fair to onlude that patients are rarely if ever going to be given informed onsent bydotors who advoate the treatment. Beause ECT promoters like Max Fink, Rihard Abrams, andHarold Sakeim are onsidered believable authorities by their olleagues, pratiing psyhiatrists feelsafe in telling their patients that ECT is relatively harmless and very e�etive.I have read sworn testimony by many shok dotors, reviewed the medial harts of their patients,and seen the \onsent" forms that they give to their patients-and I have never seen a ase in whih apatient was given adequate information about the treatment's brain-damaging e�ets. If they wereinformed about the results of animal experiments or the results of Sakeim et al.'s (2007) [1118℄ reentresearh, all but the most self destrutive patients would refuse the treatment. Beause ECT patient187



will never be given informed onsent, the only alternative is a ban on the treatment. Some patients dofeel \helped" by ECT. Often, they have been so damaged that they annot judge their own onditions.They su�er from ECT spellbinding, as well as iatrogeni denial and helplessness. But should atreatment be banned when some people believe they are helped by it? In fat, it is ommonplaein mediine and psyhiatry to withdraw treatments and devies that have aused serious harm to asmall perentage of people, even though they may have helped a very large perentage. The risk ofserious injury to a few outweighs helping many. In the ase of ECT, a large perentage of people arebeing harmed, and there is little evidene that any are being helped.9.16 ConlusionBased on the original large-animal studies that demonstrated ECT indued brain damage, organizedpsyhiatry should have banned the \treatment" deades ago. Even without the animal studies,Sakeim et al.'s (2007) [1118℄ demonstration of permanent ECT-indued memory loss and otherognitive de�its onsistent with dementia should have been suÆient to stop all use of the treatment.This hapter has also reviewed, mountain of additional researh on�rming that ECT damages boththe brain and the mind.There is no need to advoate for additional researh. Why damage the brains of more animalsand more people? The fats have been onlusively established. Shok treatment physially damagesthe brain, irreversibly impairs mental funtion, and ruins the lives of many if not most patients whoare subjeted to it. On top of that, ontrolled linial trials omparing ECT to sham ECT showno advantage to the treatment. ECT should be utterly disarded as a useless, damaging reli frompsyhiatry's more violent past.Unfortunately, psyhiatry shows not the slightest inlination to rein its ompulsion to damage thebrains of its patients in the name of \treatment". Sakeim et al.'s (2007) [1118℄ study aroused noonern whatsoever within the profession. Psyhiatry's more abusive treatments, suh as ECT, willnever be stopped by psyhiatry itself. ECT will have to be stopped by fores outside the professioninluding publi outrage, ourt deisions prohibiting its use, and legislation banning it.
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Chapter 10From Attention-De�it / HyperativityDisorder (ADHD) to Bipolar Disorder:Diagnosing Ameria's ChildrenThe Web site sounds innoent enough: ADHDinfo.om. But it is sponsored by Novartis, the manu-faturer of Ritalin. It opens with the question, What auses attention-de�it /hyperativity disorder(ADHD) in shool age hildren? It answers, \The exat ause of ADHD is not known. Sientiststhink that ADHD may be aused by an imbalane of hemials in brain that help to ontrol behav-ior." So your hyperative hild does not need better disipline; he needs a orreted biohemialimbalane. Our inattentive daughter does not need a more interesting lassroom; she, too, just needsto get those pesky hemials orreted.Beneath the suggestion that biohemials are the ulprits, the drug ompany ontinues withseemingly wonderful news for overburdened parents, stressed shoolteahers, or rotten shools: Re-searhers have on�rmed that ADHD is not aused by� poor parenting� family problems� bad teahers� ine�etive shoolsIs it any wonder that the drugging of the nation's hildren is esalating? The drug ompanies areteahing soiety that no one is to blame and that no one needs to take responsibility for improvingthe behavior of hildren. Hardly anyone realizes that this onstitutes a virtual abandonment of ourhildren to the medial authorities and their drugs. Han anyone realizes that this disempowers thevery people who are best positioned to save our hildren, both individually and olletively: theparents and teahers.The Novartis Web site goes on to deny basi fats about stimulants, laiming, for example, thatthey do not stunt growth. They paint a piture of an enormous market for their produts:An estimated 3% to 5% of shool-age hildren and 2% to 4% of adults have ADHD. As many as 2million Amerian hildren may have the disorder. It is estimated that every lassroom in the UnitedStates has 1 to 3 hildren with ADHD.No wonder teahers have gone into the business of diagnosing hildren. Every one of them hasdiagnosable kids in his or her lassroom. The front page of Novartis's ADHDinfo.om has a headline189



and setion titled \Shool Personnel: Do You Have a Child With ADHD in Your Class?" If you likon it, you will get information like the following: \Find what you need to know about your role inhelping hildren taking mediation for ADHD."But even though ADHD is a biohemial disorder, you an have ADHD and yet beome a house-hold name, indeed, one of the world's greatest people. Aording to Novartis,\you might be surprised to learn of some very famous people who had the disorder. All of thefollowing are believed to have had ADHD:"� Thomas Edison� Babe Ruth� Eleanor Roosevelt� Albert Einstein� Alexander Graham Bell� Walt Disney� Ludwig van Beethoven� Winston Churhill� Agatha ChristieLed by drug ompany publi relations ampaigns and advertising, over the last few years, therehas been a massive inrease in the presription of stimulant drugs to hildren for the treatment ofADHD. Meanwhile, the ontroversy surrounding them has never been resolved if anything, ontinuesto heat up. Perhaps in response to the e�orts of reformers, the publi is beoming more skeptial ofmediating hildren. A reent survey found (Pesosolido et al., 2007 [1029℄) that\most respondents believed that psyhiatri mediations a�et development (68%), give hildrena �at, `zombie'-like a�et (53%), and delay solving `real' behavior-related problems (66%). Most(86%) believe that physiians overmediate hildren for ommon problems."I have been doumenting and publiizing these unfortunate realities for deades, and the Amerianpubli is athing on. But to the authors of the survey study, these are false and stigmatizingattitudes. The ors ome from the heart of the psyhopharmaeutial omplex, with study reeivingfunding from as seemingly diverse entities as the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) andEli Lilly and Company. Ironially, drug promoter Peter Jensen (1989) [676℄, one of the authors ofthe report, has himself written about how stimulants an ause zombielike behavior in hildren (seesubsequent disussion).Meanwhile, the number of hildren involved is staggering. Aording to the Centers for DiseaseControl (CDC), estimates for the number of hildren a�ited with AOHO vary widely from 2% to18%, with onsiderable variation in the numbers treated in di�erent parts of the nation (Visser etal., 2005 [1299℄). On the basis of 2003 data, the COC found that 11% of hildren had been diagnosedwith AOHO at some time in their lives, inluding 6% of 4- to 8-year-olds, 13.5% of 9- to 12-year-olds,and 13.9% of 13- to 17 -year-olds. The COC further determined that 6.2% of boys and 2.4% ofgirls were urrently being treated with mediation for ADHD. Overall, 4.3% of hildren were beingmediated.One partiular study in the Amerian Journal of Psyhiatry made an unusually low estimate forstimulant presriptions to hildren and laimed, against all other estimates, that there had beenno inrease in rates over the past deade (Zuvekas et al., 2006 [1384℄). I puzzled over what hadmotivated publiation of the study. Then, some time later, I ame on an unashamed, boastful190



explanation by editor Robert Freedman (2006) [488℄ about how the Zuvekas artile was rushed toprint to disourage the Food and Drug Administration from plaing additional warnings on stimulantlabels. The following is taken from an annual review by the editors of espeially memorable eventsand ahievements (Zuvekas et al., 2006 [1384℄):\This study, whih was sheduled for publiation several months later, showed that the pre-sription of stimulants to hildren had been remarkably stable over the past deade and that,if anything, too few hildren are treated. The �nal version of the April issue had already goneto our printer the morning that we deided this artile needed to be published sooner thanits sheduled time. Fortunately, beause the printers were out to lunh and work had not yetstarted we ould hold the issue for this artile . . . .The only artile we ould displae immediatelywas a review artile by Kenneth Kendler, M.D., who told us that the needs of hildren shouldome �rst. The artile appeared while the FDA hearings were ongoing, and the FDA deidednot to issue a more severe warning about the safety and use of drugs that have a unique valuein the treatment of hildhood mental disorder."How driven are the leaders in psyhiatry to defend their drugs? Driven enough to stop the pressesin their rush to publish an artile, however idiosynrati in its onlusions, to inuene the FDA.The editors were driven enough to bump an artile that instead urged that needs of hildren shouldome �rst. They seem to have no idea how their onfessions make them look.In a letter to the ating ommissioner of the FDA in 2006, U.S. senator Charles E. Grassley [556℄,head of the Senate Finane Committee, expressed, onern about new data highlighting psyhiatriand ardiovasular assoiated with stimulant drugs for the treatment of ADHD and about the lakof assessment of long-term risks in general for these drugs.Grassley (2006) [556℄ ited reports that ADHD drug sales had skyroketed with a threefold inreasein sales between 2000 and 2004, from a total of $759 million to $3.1 billion, and that more than 2.5million hildren under age 17 were taking the drugs. He demanded to know why the FDA was so laxin evaluating the risks of these drugs. It is not just the FDA; it is the entire psyhopharmaeutialomplex, inluding the sienti� journal of the Amerian Psyhiatri Assoiation.10.1 The ADHD/Stimulant Market10.1.1 Shifting Patterns of Use in the United StatesBoys have always been the most frequently mediated with stimulant drugs. In 2002, an estimated14% of U.S. boys were on stimulant (Vedantam, 2004 [1292℄), a �gure that has probably grownonsiderably sine then. The Pharmaeutial Business Review noted that the United States, beomea so-alled mature market for ADHD drugs, with relatively little room for expansion. In reality, thedrug ompanies hit up a whole new market within the United States-adults with ADHD.The use of presription mediation for ADHD doubled 2000 and 2004 (Hitti, 2005 [622℄; Elias, 2005[401℄), aording to data ompiled by Medo Health Solutions, one of the nation's largest presriptionbene�t managers. The inreases were largest among adults age 20-44, espeially women, but a 56%inrease was also seen among hildren. Aording to Medo, nearly 1.5 million Amerians age 20and older (about 1% of the population) were using drugs for ADHD.Advertising plays a role in inreased use of ADHD drugs, with the manufatures of Adderall XR(Shire) and Conerta (MNeil) advertising magazines geared to parents and the maker of Strattera(Eli Lilly [402℄) advertising on television to promote the drug for adults. But the overall pushto mediate Ameria and the world omes from all the omponents of the psyhopharmaeutial191



omplex-drug ompanies and those in �nanial thrall, inluding physiians, medial organizations,medial journals, medial shools, and also health insurers, who prefer the osts of drugs to thehigher osts of psyhosoial and eduational interventions. On the other hand, drug advoates, whosee these trends as good, delared that the diagnosis of ADHD was missed in little girls due tothe lak of hyperativity but was showing itself among women as they grew older in the form ofonentration de�its.The onveniene of one-a-day dosing for some drugs may also help inrease sales. To make iteven easier for parents to administer drugs to hildren, on April 6, 2006, the FDA approved a skinpath for the delivery of methylphenidate (Ritalin) to hildren. A path sounds a lot less ominousthan a drug. Called Daytrana, the path an be slapped on the hild's hip for up to 9 hours at atime. When taken orally, methylphenidate has a shorter duration of ation (3-6 hours), typiallyrequiring a seond dose handed out by the shool nurse during the shool day.10.1.2 The Worldwide MarketThe onept of ADHD and the use of stimulants to ontrol the behavior shoolhildren is beginningto spread from Ameria aross the world as drug ompanies vigorously seek new markets for theirproduts (Kean, 15, 2006 [748℄).Here is how the online Pharmaeutial Business Review saw the growing ADHD market and itsfuture as of September 2005 (Fousing attention on ADHD, 2005):\In April, the World Federation for Mental Health launhed an international ampaign toimprove the diagnosis and treatment of hildren with ADHD. While awareness of ADHD is in-reasing, the ondition is still assoiated with signi�ant soial stigma, espeially in onservativesoieties like Japan. Meanwhile, researh shows that the Amerian ADHD market dwarfs allothers in terms of revenues."\While over 20 million hildren globally have been diagnosed with ADHD, it is estimatedthat only 5-10% of hildren su�ering are ever atually diagnosed . . . .Datamonitor researhreveals that the Amerian ADHD market overshadows all others, with 2004 revenues of over$2.5 billion-97% of ADHD drug revenues."The Pharmaeutial Business Review goes on to say in a subhead, \Not Just an Amerian Prob-lem;" but that some onservative soieties are more relutant to drug their hildren. It laments,\Unlike the US, there is some relutane to presribe drugs to hildren in the EU." That is an im-portant onept: Pharmaeutial marketing speialists see no relutane in the United States on thepart of parents to drug their hildren. \There is de�nitely a higher willingness to presribe drugs andaeptane by families to have their hildren on drugs in the US, where parents in the EU generallyprefer to try other non-drug interventions �rst."The business review onludes on an upbeat note and an exhortation for everyone-parents, teah-ers, dotors, parents' groups, a media-to get behind the drugging of hildren:\Despite the low rate of diagnosis, Datamonitor foreasts the global ADHD market to grow from$2.7 billion in 2005 to $3.3 billion in 2015. However, it is the suess of awareness ampaigns toenourage physiians, teahers, the media and parent support organizations to work together toensure the proper treatment and management of hildren with ADHD and to redue the publistigma of the disease and its treatment that will be a more telling statisti."Can anyone doubt that the spreading of the ADHD diagnosis aross Ameria-and soon the world-has more to do with marketing than with treating a genuine disease?192



10.2 The ADHD DiagnosisSeemingly reputable soures like the New England Journal of Mediine bandy about statistis suhas \ADHD is the most ommon hildhood psyhiatri disorder, a�eting 4 to 10 perent of youngpeople United States, with as many as half of them ontinuing to have symptoms into adulthood"(Kadison, 2005 [716℄).ADHD is the diagnosti justi�ation for the often avalier presription of stimulants to youngpeople and, inreasingly, to older people as well. Although few professionals an reite the Ameri-an Psyhiatri Assoiation (APA; 2000 [44℄) diagnosti riteria as delineated in the Diagnose andStatistial Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV-TR [44℄), their existene reates a strong, albeitmisleading, impression of validity diagnosis of ADHD.10.3 Diagnosing Bipolar Disorder in ChildrenIn the last deade and espeially in the past few years, prodrug interests have rallied behind thediagnosis of hildhood bipolar disorder to justify presribing adult mood stabilizers and even thehighly toxi neurolepti drugs to hildren. Between 1994 and 2003, there was a 40-fold inrease indiagnosing bipolar disorder in hildren (Moreno et al., 2007 [947℄), and trend has been esalatingsine then (Carey, 2007 [257℄). Before the mid 1990s, dotors hardly ever diagnosed bipolar disorderin young hildren only rarely in adolesents; now they do it on a routine basis. The inrease inthe diagnosis of bipolar disorder has gone hand-in-hand with an equally huge inrease in presribingadult antipsyhoti and mood stabilizing drugs to hildren. Moreno et al. (2007) [947℄ found 90.6%of the hildren reeived psyhiatri mediations, inluding 60.3% on mood , stabilizers and 47.7% onantipsyhotis, with most on ombinations.10.3.1 How Dotors Learn to Diagnose and Mediate So-Called BipolarChildrenAt the annual meeting of the APA in Atlanta, Georgia, in 2005, a symposium was presented onBipolar Disorder Management: A New Edition (\Bipolar Disorder," 2005). Physiians attendingthis partiular seminar ould get free redits toward maintaining their medial lienses and profes-sional organization memberships. The program overview stated, \One the most signi�ant gaps inour knowledge of how to diagnose and treat bipolar disorder relates to hildren and new �ndingswill be presented." Even the psyhologial issues will be geared to drugs, aording the programoverview: \Psyhologial fators with an emphasis on reasons for non-ompliane will be reviewed."Nonompliane refers to hildren or their parents refusing to take the drugs.The program is straightforward in its all to start drugging hildren the absene of any sienti�basis: \In the absene of treatment data, treatment of hildhood bipolar illness is modeled on that ofadults." Even if the hild shows no signs of psyhosis, the most toxi adult drugs are reommended:\For non-psyhoti hildren, in desending order, treatment should be tried with lithium, divalproex,atypial antipsyhoti, ombining any of these approahes, and other antionvulsants plus atypialantipsyhotis or onventional antipsyhoti."The referene to \ombining any of these approahes" indiates why so many hildren are nowbeing treated with oktails of several toxi hemials at one; the drug ompany-paid \experts" atprofessional seminars are enouraging them. In my linial pratie, I am frequently faed with havingto withdraw preadolesent and adolesent hildren from ombinations of four or �ve mediations, allof whih ausing them adverse mental and emotional reations and doing muh more harm thangood. 193



In regard to bipolar disorder in hildren, the program booklet was summarizing the views ofGabrielle A. Carlson, Diretor, Division of Child and Adolesent Psyhiatry, and Professor of Psy-hiatry and Pediatris, Stony Brook University of Mediine, Stony Brook, N York. But Dr. Carlsonhas some other redentials that ome out in the Dislosure Information setion of the booklet. Sheis on the Speakers' Bureau of Abbot Laboratories and Eli Lilly and Company, and she gets researhgrants from Janssen Pharmaeutia Johnson & Johnson, Otsuka, and Shire Pharmaeutials. Thenumber of drugs she advoates for hildren reets the numbers of drug ompanies that sponsor here�orts.But-Carlson's list of drug ompany aÆliations is hardly the longest among the other speakers.Frederik Goodwin - who lost his job as diretor of NIMH when my wife and I ritiized his raistbiopsyhiatri initiatives in Ameria's inner ities (Breggin et al., 1994b [220℄) - lists himself asa onsultant to six drug ompanies, a researh grant reipient from nine drug ompanies, and aSpeakers' Bureau member for seven drug ompanies. But even Fred Goodwin is not the reordholder for pharmaeutial orporation aÆliations. Another speaker, Terene Ketter, has even longerlist. He is also a professor of psyhiatry at Stanford University Shool of Mediine and an exampleof how drug ompany tentales have a stranglehold on aademi mediine.Who is paying for the seminar itself and the glossy 12-page booklet - this free opportunity forpsyhiatrists to get CME (Continuing Medial Eduation) redits? It was sponsored by an edua-tional grant from GlaxoSmithKline. But the booklet appears to be distributed by the APA, whoseseal, name, and address appear on the bak over, along with statement \Commerially SupportedAtivities". The seminar is part of onerted e�ort by the pharmaeutial omplex, inluding APA,to push more drugs on Ameria's hildren, in this ase by �rst diagnosing them with bipolar disorder.10.3.2 Developing Guidelines for Mediating ChildrenIn 2005, the pharmaeutially oriented Journal of the Amerian Aademy of Child and AdolesentPsyhiatry published guidelines for the diagnosis and treatment of bipolar disorder (Kowath et al.,2005 [784℄). Martha Hellander, a oauthor of the guidelines, delared, \These kids su�er so badly,and deserve to have evidene-based treatment as early in life as possible. Many respond quikly tomood stabilizing mediation."The phrase evidene based in psyhiatry means nothing more nor less than \ditated by the psy-hopharmaeutial omplex". There is no substantial evidene on whih to base diagnosing hildrenwith bipolar disorder and drugging them with adult mediations. In the vast majority of ases, thepratie involves \o� label" presribing, that is, using mediations outside the guidelines providedby the FDA drug approval proess. Often it involves what an be alled \o� label diagnosing," thatis, diagnosing outside the guidelines of the DSM [31℄. These supposedly evidene-based treatmentguidelines are typially written by authors with strong vested interests in drug ompanies (Tayloret al., 2005 [1241℄). These authors see bipolar disorder in hildren as lifelong, meaning that theyoungsters will beome lifetime onsumers of drugs.Abboud (2005b) [5℄ of The Wall Street Journal did a good job exposing the rush to diagnose moreand more hildren with bipolar disorder and to treat them with drugs. She pointed out that a smallgroup of dotors are pushing the diagnosis to as early as age 4, when they begin presribing adultmood stabilizers and neuroleptis suh as Risperdal and Seroquel. On the basis of a huge health areinformation data base, the number of hildren diagnosed with bipolar disorder rose 26% from 2002to 2004. As noted earlier, a more reent study (Moreno et al., 2007 [947℄) found a 40-fold inreasein the diagnosis from 1994-2003. This irrational exuberane about diagnosing hildren with bipolardisorder is the diret result of a drug ompany-inspired promotional ampaign.Aording to Abboud (2005b) [5℄, Joseph Biederman, a Harvard psyhiatrist, believes that dis-194



playing violent outbursts and rages is likely bipolar, even in the absene of more lassi symptoms.Biederman has long been a drug ompany henhman, oming to the fore whenever needed, for exam-ple, to produe researh aimed at minimizing adverse e�ets of stimulants suh as growth suppressionand drug dependene. As Abboud noted, Biederman's group reeives researh funds from the makersof atypial neuroleptis, and Biederman is also a onsultant to these ompanies, whih manufaturethe drugs being presribed o� label to these hildren.Enouraged by the Biedermans of the psyhiatri world, health are providers often diagnosebipolar disorder in hildren on the imsy grounds of temper tantrums, irritability, or hyperativity.In my pratie, I have evaluated hildren who have been diagnosed bipolar when in fat they werenormal hildren responding with typial hildhood exuberane to a lak of parental ontrol. Innumerous ases, hildren have been ontinued on mood stabilizers and neuroleptis for a numberof years by several onseutive dotors until oming to see me. After helping their parents learnand apply a program of onsistent, rational disipline ombined with unonditional love, most of thehildren have been easily withdrawn from the drugs, and they have gone on to live normal hildhoods.In my training and psyhiatri pratie spanning several deades, I rarely if ever saw a hild whohad been diagnosed bipolar. All that hanged in the 1990s. Now I see them on a regular basis.In many ases, the diagnosis simply has no basis. In a number of ases, however, the hildrenhave undergone manilike episodes; but in every single ase, the episode ould be traed to eitherantidepressant or stimulant toxiity. Although stimulants an ause psyhosis and mania (Ross, 2006[1108℄), by far, the major ause of these drug-indued manilike reations have been the SSRIs andE�exor (reviewed in hapter 7).Instead of being diagnosed with bipolar disorder, these hildren should have been diagnosed withantidepressant-indued mood disorder and easily treated by removing the ausative agent. Instead,without removing the o�ending agent, these hildren are almost invariably also treated with moodstabilizers and neuroleptis. By the time I see them, they have lived on a drug-indued roller-oasterride, driven up and do by ompeting toxiities.At the same time, false laims are being made that these hild have biologial disorders. However,as Foltz (2006) [454℄ astutely onlude,\Finally, at a fundamental level, there is no doubt that the brain is ontinually involved in ouremotional and behavioral experiene in every instant. Just as we annot identify the neurologialor neurohemial basis of resilieny, ourage, love, or honesty in the brain, we annot identifymania, delusion, anger, or oppositionality." (p. 154)The ADHD and bipolar diagnoses also inuene how millions of parents and teahers view thehildren in their are. Nowadays, nearly all parents and teahers have heard of hyperativity and,more spei�ally, ADHD. Many teahers believe that they an diagnose it. To my inreasing dismay,teahers have now begun to diagnose bipolar disorder in hildren.10.3.3 Publi BaklashMeanwhile, as noted earlier in the book, there is the beginning of a baklash, with a reent survey�nding that 85% of those interviewed believe that dotors overmediate hildren with depressionand ADHD and that drugs are harmful to a hild's development (Pesosolido et al., 2007 [1029℄).More than half believe that psyhiatri mediations \turn hildren into zombies". One developmentalpediatriian omplained about the publi's growing skeptiism, instead proposing, \We need to viewdepression and ADHD like we do allergies. They are very treatable" (Marus, 2007 [874℄). In ontrast,I am pleased that Amerians are �nally athing on, and hope I have made some ontribution tothat newfound enlightenment. 195



Unfortunately, frontline professionals are not athing up to publi opinion. A 2004 survey demon-strated that shool psyhologists, who literally hold hildren at their mery, ontinue to believe thatADHD has a proven \neurologial/geneti, or otherwise, biologial basis" (Cushman et al., 2004[327℄, p. 187). They are not athing up, in part, beause leaders in the �eld of psyhopharmaology,in ooperation with their pharmaeutial industry patrons, ontinue to push mediations, seeminglyoblivious to their harmful e�ets (Leo, 2005 [831℄).Also along the bittersweet ontinuum, a New York Times artile in Deember 2006 was titled\Parenting As Therapy for Child's Mental Disorders," in whih dotors were advising that parentsof hildren diagnosed with ADHD reeive help with their parenting skills (Carey, 2006 [256℄). Shouldit be news that parenting has something to do with whether or a hild behaves in an undisiplinedfashion? But the dotors are not really reommending improved parenting; they are reommendingarti�ial regimens of reward and punishment alled behavior modi�ation. Children, of ourse, seethrough these manipulations as more adult tatis to ontrol them. As I desribe in Talking Bakto Ritalin (2001) [209℄ and The Ritalin Fat Book (2002b) [211℄, hildren respond quikly to aombination of meaningful diretion and explanation from a aring therapist and, most important,a onsistent parental plan for unonditional love and rational disipline.10.3.4 Growing Conerns About Adverse E�etsThe drug ompanies have had a few sares about their stimulant drugs the past few years but seemto have weathered them easily. In Canada, Adderall XR, a one-a-day formulation, was temporarilyremoved from the market in February 2005 (Branswell, 2005 [169℄). The Canadian regulatory agenymade the deision based on reports of sudden death and stroke in the United States, where 37 millionpresriptions of Adderall and Adderall XR had been written sine 1994. In response to the withdrawalof the drug, there was uproar from physiians and lobbying groups, leading to its reinstatement inAugust 2005. Canadian psyhiatrist Umesh Jain, who ondemned the removal of Adderall XR fromthe market, inadvertently testi�ed to its additive nature when he brought forward one of his patientsto say, \I had a pani the way I would imagine a rak addit would have a pani if he just heardhis dealer had gotten busted" (Branswell, 2005 [169℄).10.4 Rami�ations of the ADHD Diagnosis10.4.1 Destrutive Behavior DisordersAlong with ondut disorder and oppositional de�ant disorder, ADHD was originally onsidered oneof the \disruptive behavior disorders" in the DSM-III-R (APA, 1987 [37℄). In the DSM-IV [43℄,an attempt is made separate ADHD from the other two disruptive disorders, at least when ADHDmanifests itself primarily as inattention, rather than hyperativity. The DSM ommittee found thatwhile disruptive behavior and attention problems often our together, some ADHD hildren are nothyperative and disruptive (Fasnaht, 1993 [420℄).Despite any attempt to separate them, the three diagnoses often overlap eah other, and researhprojets often refer to them as one group: the DBDs. The DSM-IV [43℄ observed that \a substantialportion of hildren referred to linis with Attention-De�it/Hyperativity Disorder also have Op-positional De�ant Disorder or Condut Disorder". An NIMH study similarly onluded that pureondut disorder or pure oppositional disorder are \relatively rare" (Kruesi et al., 1992 [792℄), withmost ases qualifying for an attention-de�it disorder diagnosis. All this asts doubt on the mean-ingful existene of any one of the diagnoses. It adds up to saying that a kid in trouble is a kid introuble or that a kid in onit with adults is a kid in onit with adults, regardless of how you list196



and ategorize the problems or behaviors.The DSM-IV [43℄ does not disuss the de�nition of disruptive behavior disorder. The DSM-III-R[37℄ stated that DBD hildren are \haraterized behavior that is soially disruptive and is oftenmore distressing to others than to the people with the disorders". The so-alled illness onsists ofbeing disruptive to the lives of adults-a de�nition tailored for ontrolling hildren, while exoneratingadults.10.4.2 Add CriteriaThe DSM-IV (1994 [43℄, 2000 [44℄) distinguishes between two types of ADHD: one marked by inat-tention and the other by hyperativity-impulsivity. The oÆial standard for ADHD requires any sixof nine items under eah ategory. For hyperativity-impulsivity, the �rst four items, in desendingorder, inlude the following:� often �dgets with hands or feet or squirms in seat� often leaves seat in lassroom or in other situations in whih remaining seated is expeted� often runs about or limbs exessively in situations in whih it is inappropriate (in adolesentsor adults, may be limited to subjetive feelings of restlessness)� often has diÆulty playing or engaging in leisure ativities quietlyThe �rst four items in the list for diagnosing the inattention form of the disorder inlude thefollowing:� often fails to give dose attention to details or makes mistakes in shoolwork, work, or otherativities� often has diÆulty sustaining attention in tasks or play ativities� often does not seem to listen when spoken to diretly� often does not follow through on instrutions and fails to �nish shoolwork, hores, or dutiesin the workplae (not due to oppositional behavior or failure to understand instrutions)The list appeals to teahers, ontaining virtually every behavior that s them or demands theirattention. Its marketing suess is based on this rede�nition of relatively normal lassroom behaviors,espeially among bored or poorly managed hildren, into a disorder treatable by drugs. The samelist of behaviors in hildren ould be used to identify, nor a disease in the hildren, but inompetentor overstressed teahers, boring lasses, and poor lassroom disipline.10.4.3 Russell Barkley: Rationalizing Oppressive ControlBarkley (1981) [99℄, a man who has done more to suppress Ameria's hildren than perhaps any otherpsyhologist, stated, \Although inattention, over-ativity, and poor impulse ontrol are the mostommon symptoms ited hers as primary in hyperative hildren, my own work with these hildrensuggests that nonompliane is also a primary problem" (p. 13). In other words, an underlying\primary" problem with these hildren is their refusal to omply with adult authority. They aredisobedient! 197



What does Barkley suggest as his approah to disobediene? Not improved disiplinary pra-ties and unonditional love to guide the hildren and to win their ooperation. Barkley uses hisobservation as an authoritarian justi�ation for oppressing and ontrolling hildren with drugs.It is not surprising that many hildren are \nonompliant" with Barkley. Although not a medialdotor, he has been a leader among those who minimize adverse drug e�ets while exaggeratingtheir bene�ts. He not only pushes mediation; he exlusively blames the hildren for onits theyare having with family and shool. As he put it, \There is, in fat, something 'wrong' with thesehildren" (p. 4). In his written words, one an hear ehoes of onfused, frustrated, potentiallyabusive parents yelling at their hildren, \There is something wrong with you!"By inditing the hildren as having \something wrong" with them, Barkley deets parents andteahers from the need to examine improve their own attitudes and behavior toward the hildren inare. Although the behavior of hildren is enormously responsive to adult interventions and althoughthe distress of hildren often results diretly from the ations of adults in their lives, in Barkley'smind the role of the adults an be ignored. The adults, in e�et, get a free pass. They have littleor no role in ausing or ameliorating the emotional su�ering a disturbing ondut of the hildren intheir are.While this \free pass" may relieve some parents and teahers of feeling guilty, it undermines theirsense of responsibility and eÆay in the lives of the hildren. By making parents and teahersbelieve that have no ontrol over the lives of the hildren in their are, drug advoates like Barkleydisempower them. Mistakenly onvined that they annot exert inuene over the hildren in theirare, parents and teahers readily abandon them to authoritarian diagnostiians and drug pusherslike Barkley.To the ontrary of Barkley's oppressive attitudes toward hilden, any adequate, rational, andaring approah to helping hildren view them in the ontext of the family and the shool. Only bylook the whole piture of the hildren's lives an we understand why the distressed or distressing andhow we, as responsible and aring ad an better meet their needs.10.4.4 A Disease that Goes Away with AttentionThe symptoms or manifestations of ADHD often disappear when the hildren have something inter-esting to do or when they reeive a little adult attention. This is agreed on by most or all observersand indiretly �nds its way into the DSM-IV [43℄, where it is spei�ed that the symptoms may beomeapparent when the hild is in settings \that lak intrinsi appeal or novelty". The so-alled disordermay also be minimal or absent when \the person is under very strit ontrol, is in a novel settingengaged in espeially interesting ativities, is in a one-to-one situation," inluding being examinedby the dotor. Most advoates of ADHD as a diagnosis also note that it tends to go away duringsummer vaation.If the list of riteria for ADHD has any use, it identi�es hildren who are bored, anxious, orangry around some of the adults in their lives or in some adult-run institutions suh as a partiularlassroom or family setting. These so-alled symptoms should not red ag the hildren as su�eringfrom psyhiatri disorders. They should signal to adults that renewed e�orts are required to attendto the hild's basi needs (for a disussion of basi needs, see Breggin, 1992a [191℄).When a small hild, perhaps 5 or 6 years old, is persistently disrespetful or angry, there is alwaysa stressor in that hild's life-something whih the hild has little or no ontrol. Sometimes the hildis not being respeted. When treated with respet, hildren tend to respond respetfully. Whenloved, they tend to beome loving.While the soure of the hild's upset may ultimately be more ompliated, often, its roots areobservable in the �rst family session with the hild and parents. Commonly the parents are too198



fearful or distrated to apply rational disipline and let the hild run wild. They have lost all sensetheir own moral authority, and onsequently, the hild no longer treats them with respet. Often theparents annot agree on a rational plan, subjeting the hild to ontraditory ommands. Sometimesthe hild is being abused outside the home or is simply unable to �t into the highly strutured, boringenvironment typial of many lassrooms. Too often, psyhiatrists have instruted the parents thatthe problem lies in the hild therefore they should not bother to examine how they relate to theiro�spring or what may be happening to their hild in the outside world.Small hildren do not, on their own, reate severe emotional onits m themselves and withthe adults around them. When older hildren end up generating severe onit, it usually omesfrom a long history of prior onits with adults. Children are not born bored, inattentive, undis-iplined, resentful, or violent, but the stigmatizing psyhiatri labels imply that they are. Indeed,fabriated theories about the geneti origin of so-alled ADHD are reated for the purpose of provingthe argument hildren are born with problems that, in reality, they develop in response to theirenvironments.In my experiene, hildren labeled ADHD are usually more energeti more spirited, or more in needof an interesting environment, than their parents and teahers an handle. One of the early advoatesof hyperativity as a diagnosis desribes them as unusually dynami bundles of energy (Wender, 1973[1335℄). They sound like prototypes of health, vigor, and youth. Yet they are being diagnosed with apsyhiatri disorder-a label that will follow them into adulthood, forever stigmatizing them in theirown eyes and in the eyes of others.10.4.5 ADD and TADDMany and probably most so-alled ADHD hildren are reeiving insuÆient attention from theirfathers, who may be separated from the family, too preoupied with work and other things, orotherwise impaired in their ability to parent. In many ases the appropriate diagnosis dad attention-de�it disorder (DADD; Breggin, 1991b [189℄; Breggin et 1994b [220℄). A 2007 study in the Journal ofthe Canadian Medial Assoiation on�rms what I have written about for years. Strohshein (2007)analyzed data from Canada's National Longitudinal Survey of Children and Youth from 1994 to 2000.Among those hildren whose parents remained married, 3.3% reeived Ritalin at some time during the7-year period. Among those whose parents divored, 6.1% (almost double) were plaed on Ritalinduring the period. In partial on�rmation of her �ndings, Strohshein ited several other studiesindiating that single-parent households have a higher rate of hildren on stimulant mediation. Inmy linial experiene, onit assoiated with divore, both before and after the atual separation,invariably auses severe stress in hildren. The hildren's distress is a normal reation; but if broughtto a health-are provider, the hildren are almost always given a psyhiatri diagnosis, anythingfrom ADHD or oppositional de�ant disorder to an anxiety or mood disorder. Usually, the soure ofthe problem-parental onit and su�ering-is largely or ompletely ignored, and instead the hild isdiagnosed and mediated. Sadly, this misguided psyhiatri response reinfores the belief ommonlyheld by hildren that they are somehow at fault, and even to blame, for the �ghting among theirparents.After the divore, when living in a single-parent home, usually under the are of the mother, boysin partiular beome diÆult to handle. They su�er from aute and then hroni DADD. Many ofthese hildren in suh great need of male attention that even a one-a-week ounseling session with afatherly therapist is very helpful to them. However, the therapist beomes far more e�etive if ableto inrease the involvement of the father in the hild's life and to help both parents reonile theirdi�ere1 suÆiently to develop a onsistent and loving plan for raising their hildren. The therapistan also help the mother identify other males in the hild's life who may wish to take a more ativerole. In my pratie, if the father is partiipating in the hild's life, I work with the mother and the199



hildren family, helping to provide support for her parenting deisions.Young people are nowadays so hungry for the attention of a father that it an ome from any maleadult. Seemingly impulsive, hostile groups of hildren will alm down when a aring, relaxed, and�rm adult male is around. Arlington High Shool in Indianapolis was aneling many its after-shoolevents beause of unruliness, when a father happened to attend one of them (Smith, 1993 [1192℄):That evening there was an odd quietness on [the father's℄ side of the auditorium. It turned outthat when he would tell his group to settle down, some students would seond him. One said: \That'sLena's father. You heard him. Be quiet; at right." (p. 5)Sine then, the shool has begun to enlist volunteer dads to help supervise after-shool events.At other times, the so-alled disorder should be alled TADD: teaher attention-de�it disorder.Owing more to problems in our eduational system than to the teahers themselves, few studentsget the individualized eduational programs that they need.Overall, in our soiety, parents and teahers reeive too little support for their tasks, whih areamong the most diÆult in soiety. The average parents reeive more training in how to breatheduring the delivery of their hildren than they will reeive in how to relate to their o�spring overthe ensuing 18 years. The average teaher has diÆulty keeping himself or herself aoat amidthe pressures of teahing poorly disiplined hildren in overrowded lasses. The teaher has littletime to individualize his or her instrution to partiular eduational needs and even less to developrelationships with students. Nevertheless, as burdened as parents and teahers may feel, they shouldnot try to esape their responsibilities by drugging hildren. Instead, they should �nd the supportthey need to ontinue improving their skills, while also working toward improving their shools andfamilies.10.5 Critiques of ADHDIn 1993 [112℄, neurologist Fred Baughman Jr. noted that studies have failed to on�rm any de�niteimprovement from the drug treatment of ADHD-labeled hildren. Baughman ited estimates of thefrequeny of ADHD, whih varies from 1 in 3 to 1 in 1,000. He therefore asked, Is attention-de�ithyperativity disorder, after all, in the eye of the beholder?The eye of the beholder theme ehoes Diane MGuinness (1989) [906℄, who has systematiallydebunked ADHD as the emperor's new lothes. In a hapter in The Limits of Biologial Treatmentsfor Psyhologial Distress, she observed,\The past 25 years has led to a phenomenon almost unique in history. Methodologially rigorousresearh . . . .indiates that ADD [attention de�it disorder) and hyperativity as `syndromes'simply do not exist. We have invented a disease, given it medial santion, and now must disownit. The major question is how we go about destroying the monster we have reated. It is noteasy to do this and still save fae." (p. 155)Aording to Vatz (1993) [1291℄, \attention-de�it disorder (ADD) is no more a disease than is`exitability.' It is a psyhiatri, pseudomedial term".Frank Putnam (1990) [484℄, a diretor of one of NIMH's researh units, applauded \the growingnumber of liniians and researhers ondemning the tyranny of our psyhiatri and eduationallassi�ation system". Putnam found that it is \exeedingly diÆult to assign valid lassi�ations[to hildren, and yet℄ hildren are by far the most lassi�ed labeled group in our soiety". He warnedagainst \the institutional presriptions of a system that seeks to pigeonhole them".200



In reent years, the \inattention" aspet of the ADHD diagnosis reeived inreasing emphasis inan e�ort to spread the net wider to inlude girls who display no hyperativity. Eduators ThomasCushman and Thomas Johnson (2001) [326℄ have examined the multiple auses of inattention inhildren inluding stress, feelings of sadness, temperament, nutrition, and genuine medial disorders.They examine soures of so-alled inattention in the eologial environment of the shool. Finally,they hallenge the basi onept of \inattention". In my own linial experiene hildren who display\inattention" on aademi tests or in shool may have a marvelous apaity to involve themselveswholeheartedly in projets they enjoy and have learned how to master.10.5.1 Comorbidity and Misguided DiagnosesThe notion of a spei� ADHD syndrome is further undermined by the tendeny to give the samehild a ombination of several diagnoses. This reality appears throughout the psyhiatri literature.Dulan and Popper (1991) [384℄ observed that multiple diagnoses for a single hild are ommonand that hospitalized hildren average four diagnoses at one. Like proverbial ookie utter, thediagnoses hop the hild into various predesigned shapes that bear little or no resemblane to thehild's underlying psyhosoial problems, family or shool onits, and unmet needs.Without fully exploring the impliations, Dulan and Popper (1991) [384℄ also pointed out thatthe diagnosed behaviors may turn out to be assets in adulthood:\Certain individuals may even learn to turn hildhood de�its suh as exessive sensitivity(separation anxiety), unrelenting stubbornness (oppositional de�ant disorder), or unontrolledativity and enthusiasm (attention de�it hyperativity disorder) into strengths in adulthood."(p. 2)Unfortunately, Dulan and Popper (1991) [384℄ missed the point. The hild does not have de�itsto begin with. The de�its lie within the inability of the adults and their institutions to meetthe hild's needs and to guide his or her energies into positive forms of expression. Indeed, therequirements we plae on hildren for onformity and doility in the lassroom are antithetial tosuess in a ompetitive, mentally demanding adult world. Furthermore, one the hild is labeledas having a disorder or de�it, the view of the hild's behavior beomes entirely negative. Insteadof hanneling the energy, it is viewed as an illness to be eliminated. Time after time, parents ometo me preoupied with their hild's supposed de�its, suh as ADD and dyslexia, without anyorresponding fous on the hild's assets, suh as omputer skills, soial abilities, and imagination.Worse yet, when the hild is drugged, the potentially positive traits are driven underground andpotentially destroyed by a ombination of toxiity and stigmatization.10.5.2 The Supposed Physial Basis for ADHDA study led by NIMH's Alan Zametkin et al. (1990) [1376℄ reeived a great deal of publiity for�nding inreased brain metabolism in PET sans of adults with a history of ADHD in hildhood.However, when the sexes were ompared separately, there was no statistially signi�ant di�erenebetween the ontrols and ADHD adults. To ahieve signi�ane, the data were lumped together toinlude a disproportionate number of women in the ontrols. In addition, when individual areas ofthe brain were ompared between ontrols and ADHD adults, no di�erenes were found. It is usuallypossible to massage data to produe some sort of statistial results, and Zametkin et al.'s study is alassi illustration.Sine the behaviors assoiated with ADHD do not onstitute an organi disorder but, in mostases, a manifestation of onit between hildren and adults, it is unreasonable to expet that a201



biologial ause will ever be found. Put another way, sine the adults have more inuene over theorigins and resolutions of the problem, it is irrational to seek a biologial defet in the hild. Golden(1991) [540℄ put it simply:\Attempts to de�ne a biologial basis for ADHD have been onsistently unsuessful. Theneuroanatomy of the brain, as demonstrated by neuroimaging studies, is normal. No neu-ropathologi substrate has been demonstrated." (p. 36)Meanwhile, the emphasis on possible geneti and biologial auses of upset behaviors in hildrenignores researh on�rming their psyhosoial origins (see earlier in the hapter and Breggin, 1992a[191℄; Green, 1989 [559℄).The neurobiologial basis for ADHD remains a ornerstone of the argument for diagnosing anddrugging hildren, even as the searh for sienti� evidene ontinues to ounder (Seitler, 2006 [1153℄;Stolzer, 2007 [1217℄). The searh for a geneti and biologial ause of ADHD an never sueed usethe biopsyhiatri researhers are looking in the wrong plae. When a hild laks self-disipline orfeels bored and frustrated by shool tasks, the fault does not lie in the hild's biology but in the adultworld's failure to disipline and to engage the hild. There are an in�nite number of psyhosoialand eduational approahes to helping the kind of hildren who get falsely labeled with ADHD, butthese better methods will never be fully implemented until the diagnosis of ADHD and the use oftoxi hemials have been abandoned by the psyhiatri and eduational establishment (Timimi,2004 [1255℄).10.5.3 ADHD: An Amerian Disease? A Boy's DiseaseThrough the 1990s, the United States used 90% or more of the world's Ritalin. The pattern ishanging now, however, as drug ompanies seek new markets. Drug ompany marketing has ledto inreasing worldwide use of the ADHD diagnosis with the presription of stimulants (Kean 2005[747℄, 2006 [748℄).Similarly, males used to be given 90% of the Ritalin in the United States, but drug ompanypromotion of stimulants for inattention has led to more and more girls being diagnosed and pre-sribed mediation. Nonetheless, boys still remain the main target of psyhiatri drugs that aim ateliminating or subduing their more rambuntious or diÆult behaviors. Aside from feeling bored orin onit with adults, why would boys ordinarily tend to at resentfully and rebelliously toward theauthority of their mothers and female teahers? The simplest answer is that the ulture trains themto be disrespetful toward women in general. In fat, many grown men ontinue to resent \beingtold what to do" by women. In some authoritarian soieties, the adult male ontinues to demandunquestioned authority over women.A multipliity of fators ontribute to the onits and onfusion little boys. Respet for authorityin general is on the deline in soiety. Boys are ulturally enouraged, and even trained, to suppresstheir tender (\feminine") sides. Meanwhile, the ulture too often enourages the feel and to atdomineering and hostile toward girls and women. These lessons are imprinted through TV and otherentertainment media and reinfored in sports and on the playground as well as in some families.In our modern soiety, girls also reeive inreasingly onfusing sages about assertiveness, and moreand more of them are being diagnosed with one or another DBD. Often, they are hildren with speialenterprise and boldness. 202



10.6 CHADD: A Drug Company AdvoateFounded in 1987, Children and Adults with Attention De�it Disorders (CHADD) has now expandedits horizons to inlude adults, as well, with ADHD1. Founded and led by parents who have hildrenlabeled with attention de�it disorders, from the beginning, its unoÆial poliy has been \we arenot to blame". CHADD's oÆial poliy views these hildren as su�ering from geneti and biologialproblems. In the words of CHADD president Sandra F. Thomas (1990) [1253℄, \Our kids have aneurologial impairment that is pervasive and a�ets every area of their life, day and night."CHADD leaders laim that their hildren's emotional upset and anger is in no way aused by familyonits, poor parenting, inadequate shools, or broad soial stressors. In a CHADD brohure titledHyperative? Inattentive? Impulsive?, a headline announed, \Dealing with parental guilt. No, it'snot all your fault" (CHADD, n.d.). After stating that ADHD is a neurologial disorder, the brohurewent on to explain,\Frustrated, upset, and anxious parents do not ause their hildren to have ADD. On theontrary, ADD hildren usually ause their parents to be frustrated, upset, and anxious." (p.1)There ould be no more blatant example of hild blaming and parental exoneration.CHADD has followed the model of its adult ounterpart, the National Alliane for the MentallyIll (NAMI; Breggin, 1991b [189℄). Parents who belong to NAMI usually have grown o�spring whoare severely emotionally disabled, and they promote biohemial and geneti explanations, drugs,eletroshok, psyhosurgery, and involuntary treatment. The organization also tries to suppressdissenting views by harassing professionals who disagree with them (Breggin, 1991b [189℄). NAMI hasdeveloped an aÆliate, NAMI-CAN-the National Alliane for the Mentally Ill, Child and AdolesentNetwork (Armstrong, 1993 [67℄). Both NAMI-CAN and CHADD believe in what they all BBBD-biologially based brain diseases.10.6.1 The Power Base of the Parent GroupsParent members of CHADD and NAMI have developed enormous inuene by joining fores withbiologially oriented professionals, national mental health organizations, and the drug industry. Butwhere is the money oming from to support high-pressure lobbying, media ampaigns, and upsalenational onventions at hotels like the Chiago Hyatt Regeny? Pathways to Progress, CHADD's(1992) onvention program, stated,\CHADD appreiates the generous ontribution of an eduational grant in support of ourprojets by CIBA-Geigy Corporation."CIBA-Geigy (now Novartis) manufatures Ritalin, the stimulant that, at the time, held the lion'sshare of the ADHD market.I have been able to obtain a omplete list of ontributions to CHADD by CIBA-Geigy. Theesalating totals are as follows:1989 to year ending June 30, 1992 $170,000Year ending June 30, 1993 $50,000Year ending June 30, 1994 $200,000Year ending June 30, 1995 $398,0001At the time of the �rst edition of this book in 1983, the organization alled itself CH.A.D.D. That has been sim-pli�ed to CHADD. Its oÆial name has been expanded into Children and Adults with Attention De�it HyperativityDisorders. 203



In 1995, CHADD also had smaller grants from Abbott Laboratories ($37,000) and BurroughsWellome ($18,000). Abbott is the manufaturer of the stimulant pemoline (Cylert), used to treatADHD. Burroughs Wellome makes several mediations used in pediatri mediine, inluding well-known antibiotis and old mediations. They also make the highly stimulating antidepressantWellbutrin.CHADD's dependene on drug ompanies ontinues unabated. Aording to CHADD (2007),obtained from its Web site, \total pharmaeutial donation support of CHADD as of June 30,2006 was 28% of CHADD's budget ($1,401,000)". Not inluded in this total are ontributionsfoundations inuened by the drug ompanies suh as Eli Lilly. The omplete list of pharmaeutialsupporters inludes the manufaturers of most stimulants: Cephalon (Provigil, not approved fortreating ADHD), (Strattera), MNeil (Conerta), New River (lisdexamfetamine dimesylate, a newlyapproved drug marketed in ollaboration with Shire), Novartis (Ritalin in various forms), Shire(Adderall; Daytrana), and UBC (Metadate). Exept for orporations making stimulants, CHADDreeived no other pharmaeutial industry support. CHADD is a ommitted group.Does all this money inuene CHADD to defend drug ompany interests, rather than the genuineinterest of parents and their hildren? When the FDA served notie that it might put a new warningonto the label of stimulant drugs onerning ardia risks in hildren, CHADD responded with aFebruary 2006 press release warning that the deision was \premature" and alling for the usual\further researh" (Goodman, 2006). CHADD onluded, \For many persons, ADHD mediationsare an important part of a omprehensive treatment program." In the press release, did CHADDdesribe itself as a drug ompany-funded advoay group? No, it alled itself \the nation's leadingadvoay and family support organization representing people with attention-de�it/hyperativitydisorder (ADHD)".The adult ounterpart of CHADD, NAMI (National Alliane Mental Illness), has had equal suessin its politial e�orts. It, too, is losely aligned with biologial psyhiatry and aepts money fromthe drug ompanies. Eli Lilly reently dislosed the reipients of $11.8 million in largesse for the �rstquarter of 2007 (Johnson, 2007 [693℄). NAMI alone reeived a whopping $544,500.In November 2005, the medial diretor and CEO of the APA wrote a letter to all members,inluding this author, urging us to beome \professional supporters" of NAMI for the prie of $75per year (Sully, 2005 [1148℄). When one organization sends out a mailing urging you to join anotherorganization, you know they are partners. NAMI is an extraordinarily inuential member of thepsyhopharmaeutial omplex.10.6.2 On-The-Spot DiagnosisA CHADD Eduator's Manual was written with the ollaboration of professionals, inluding RussellBarkley (Fowler, 1992 [480℄), the psyhologist whose aim is to rush \nonompliane". It makes learthe intention to diagnose (and subsequently drug) hildren who fail to onform to strit disipline:\Attention De�it Disorder is a hidden disability. No physial marker exists to identify itspresene, yet ADD is not very hard to spot. Just look with your eyes and listen with your earswhen you walk through plaes where hildren are-partiularly those plaes where hildren areexpeted to behave in a quiet, orderly, and produtive fashion. In suh plaes, hildren withADD will identify themselves quite readily. They will be doing or not doing something whihfrequently results in their reeiving a barrage of omments and ritiisms suh as `Why don'tyou ever listen?' `Think before you at'. `Pay attention'."Note that \hildren are expeted to behave in a quiet, orderly and produtive fashion". There isno hint that adults should be expeted to teah hildren disipline and to provide them with plaesin whih they are motivated and enabled to behave in a quiet, orderly, and produtive manner.204



10.7 Mental Health Sreening in Shools: The Latest ThreatI have doumented ases of parents who were fored to mediate their hildren by their spouses,the state, or their publi shool (Breggin, in press). By far the greatest threat to hildren and theirparents lies within the publi shools. They are being turned into triage enters to selet out hildrenfor mediation treatment. Parental onsent will be steamrollered (Jakson, 2006b [659℄). The systemis euphemistially alled mental health sreening. In some states, there are proposals to begin withpreshoolers and infants.The impetus is the federal government's New Freedom Commission whih supports both earlymental health sreening in the shools and the Texas Medial Algorithm Projet, a pharmaeutialompany attempt to enfore guidelines neessitating the use of its produts. Minnesota pediatriianKaren E�rem (2005 [395℄, 2006 [396℄) is leading the �ght against proposed TeenSreening in ourshools. Meanwhile, E�rem's state is moving toward toddler sreening, and even infant sreening,where legislation has been introdued alling for the \soioemotional" sreening of toddlers beforeadmission to kindergarten.Columbia University is the strongest fore in promoting TeenSreen around the nation. EvelynPringle (2007) [1057℄, writing for Independent Media TV, reported on how Columbia's TeenSreenprogram is run by Lauri Flynn, the former exeutive diretor of NAMI, the drug ompany-sponsoredorganization that has led the push for drugging adults and hildren. Flynn distinguished herself in thelate 1980s by leading personal attaks against me beause of my ritiism of psyhiatri mediation.Over the years, NAMI has reeived multimillions from donors like Janssen, Novartis, P�zer, AbbottLabs, Wyeth-Ayerst, Bristol-Myers, and its largest benefator, Eli Lilly, whih for years has given ata lip of over $1 million a year. The Columbia TeenSreen program was developed in ollaborationwith NAMI and therefore with Ameria's pharmaeutial industry. TeenSreen is a pharmaeutialmarketing program aimed ompelling unlimited numbers of hildren and youth to take psyhiatridrugs.If these sreening programs beome fully implemented, \millions more hildren will be pushed intobeoming lifetime onsumers of psyhiatri drugs. The engorged psyho-pharmaeutial omplex willspread its tentales over family and shool alike. Meanwhile, the whole proess will gradually beomeinreasingly involuntary. Given that our hildren need attention to their real eduational and familyneeds, and not diagnosing and drugging, these mental health sreening programs are worth �ghtingagainst!" (Breggin, in press).10.8 Moral, Psyhologial, and SoialHarmChildren are given stimulant drugs for ADHD during a period of time in whih they are developingtheir psyhologial and soial skills, and, indeed, their very identity. What does it mean to a hild,and later to the grown adult, to be told that his or her brain has rossed wires or a biohemialimbalane? What are the reperussions of hildren hearing that mediation is neessary for thembefore they an behave in a \normal" manner that onforms to the standards of their family orshool?In my linial work, it is enormously satisfying to see the reations of hildren when I tell them,\I know you've been told by other dotors that you have ADHD and bipolar disorder, and that youneed drugs; but none of it's true. Like any kid, you need help in learning to ontrol your behavior.You're a wonderful hild and you're going to be �ne. We're all going to work together to help yougrow up." Parents desribe seeing their hildren look happy for the �rst time in years on the way205



home in the ar after the �rst session. Some have told me that within hours their hildren havestarted singing or joking for the �rst time in years as a result of my reassuring them that there'snothing wrong with them and that, with the help of their parents, they an learn to ontrol theirown behavior.It is far more demoralizing for a hild to be told that his or her brain is defetive than to be alledbad. This is beause the diagnosed hild gets the same message - \you are bad" - plus a messagethat he or she is a hopeless freak, a person with an abnormal brain and mind. I never tell hildrenthey are bad, but they often �nd relief in hearing, \You don't have anything wrong with your brain;your parents haven't until now �gured out how to help you stop behaving so badly. But you an seejust from today in our family session how easy it is for you to alm yourself down with only a littlehelp from me. You and your parents will soon be able to do that without my help."As the list of riteria demonstrates, ADHD is one more DBD-another way a hild gets labeledas a soure of frustration or disruption. This is true even in regard to some of the riteria for theinattention aspet of the disorder. As Golden (1991) [540℄ observed, \The behavior is seen as beingdisruptive and unaeptable by parents and teahers, and the hild soially handiapped as a result."Dulan (1994 [383℄; see also Whalen et al., 1991 [1338℄) summarized some of harmful moral,psyhologial, and soial e�ets on hildren who are presribed stimulant mediations suh as Ritalinand Adderall:\indiret and inadvertent ognitive and soial onsequenes, suh as lower self-esteem and self-eÆay; attribution by hild, parents, and teahers of both suess and failure to mediation,rather than to the hild's e�ort; stigmatization by peers; and dependene by parents and teaherson mediation rather than making needed hanges in the environment." (p. 1218)An unpublished report (Jensen et al., n.d. [676℄), ira 1989, \Why Johnny Can't Sit Still:Kids' Ideas on Why They Take Stimulants," was based on researh onduted by physiians PeterJensen, Mihael Bain, and Allen Josephson. Jensen is an experiened researher from the Divisionof Neuropsyhiatry at Walter Reed Army Institute of Researh. Using interviews, hild psyhiatrirating sales, and a projetive test titled Draw a Person Taking the Pill, the authors systematiallyevaluated 20 hildren given Ritalin by their primary are physiians. The researhers onluded thattaking the drugs produed (a) \defetive superego formation"manifested by \disowning responsibilityfor their provoative behavior (b) \impaired self-esteem development"; () \lak of resolution ofritial family events whih preeded the emergene of the hild's hyperative behavior," and (d)displaement of \family diÆulties onto the hild".Many of the hildren thought they were bad and were taking the pill to ontrol themselves. Theyoften attributed their ondut to outside fores, suh as eating sugar or not taking their pill, ratherthan to themselves. Jensen et al. (n.d.) [676℄ warned that the use of stimulant mediation \hassigni�ant e�ets on the psyhologial development of the hild" and distrats parents, teahers, anddotors from solving important problems in the hild's environment.Jensen et al. (n.d.) [676℄ onluded, \Researh investigating hildren's pereptions of the meaningsof stimulant mediation, as mediated by the family ontext, adult and hild attributions, and thehild's developmental level, are long overdue." Unfortunately, Jensen never published the paper andinstead went on to a lurative and inuential areer as one of the nation's most unompromisingadvoates of drugs for hildren.10.8.1 Like Shining StarsOur hildren relate to us mostly through home and shool and, in some families, through hurh,souts, and other ommunity organizations. In eah plae, we need a new dediation to their basi206



needs, rather than to treating presumed psyhiatri disorders. Above all else, our hildren need amore aring onnetion with us, the adults in their lives. This link is now being forged in some shoolsystems that have begun to abandon the large, fatorylike failities of the past in favor of a \smallis beautiful" philosophy.There are many advantages to smaller shools, but perhaps the most signi�ant one is this: Theyallow teahers to get to know their students well enough to understand them personally and tomeet their basi eduational and emotional needs. At the same time, small shools and lasses meetthe teahers' basi needs for a satisfying, e�etive professional identity. Conit an be more readilyresolved as ideally it should be-through mutually satisfying solutions-rather than suppressed throughmedial diagnosis and pharmaologial behavior modi�ation.Some smaller, more hild-oriented shools have shown that the DBDs an virtually disappear.There is no better evidene for how the environment powerfully shapes the behavior that results inhildren being psyhiatrially diagnosed.In a July 14, 1993, New York Times front-page report titled \Is 11 Better? Eduators Now SayYes for High Shool," Susan Chira [278℄ reported,\Students in shools limited to about 400 students have fewer behavior problems, better atten-dane and graduation rates, and sometimes higher grades and sores. At a time when morehildren have less support from their families, students in small shools an form lose relation-ships with teahers."Chira (1993) [278℄ suggests that teahers in these shools have the opportunity \building bondsthat are partiularly vital during the troubled years of adolesene". Even students from troubledhomes respond to smaller, more aring shools. \They are shining stars you thought were dull," saida New York City teaher. \If you're under a lot of pressure and stress, they help you through that,"said a student. \They won't put you down or put you on hold" (Chira, 1993 [278℄).Leila Abboud (2005a) [4℄, the Wall Street Journal writer who dislosed the fats behind the diag-nosis of hildhood bipolar disorder, also examined nondrug approahes to helping hildren. Abboudopened by pointing out, \With persistent onerns about using powerful psyhiatri drugs in hil-dren, there is growing interest in ounseling tehniques troubled kids that aim to hange destrutivebehavior." The suessful, tested methods she desribed always started with the adults in the hild'slife. Parent management training, developed by Yale hild psyhologist Alan Kazdin, involves 5-15weeks of teahing parents how to manage their hild's behavior through role-playing and a disi-plined system of rewards and punishments. The Inredible Years, developed by psyhologist CarolynWebster-Stratton, has a data base of over 8,000 professionals trained in the program. Parents usuallyattend 3 months of group sessions strutured around videos of how to deal with diÆult hildren.There is a module for teahers as well. Multisystem therapy, developed at the Medial University ofSouth Carolina, enters around intense interventions in the families of high-risk juveniles in troublewith the law who might otherwise be sent to residential failities. In addition, I have desribed avariety of approahes to helping hildren through their families and shools in my books Relaim-ing Our Children (2000b) [206℄, Talking Bak to Ritalin (2001) [209℄, and The Ritalin Fat Book(2002b) [211℄.Children respond so quikly to improvements in the way that adults relate to them that mosthildren an be helped without being seen by a mental health onsultant or therapist. Instead, thetherapist an onsult with the parents, teahers, and other onerned adults. In my linial pratie,I often see hildren only one or twie with the parents. After that, I work with the parents bythemselves to help them to develop more onsistent, rational methods of disiplining the hild, alongwith unonditional love and attention to eduational needs. If the parents are willing and able tolearn new ways of approahing their hildren's needs, obvious positive hanges in the hildren beomeapparent within a few day and weeks. 207



Many psyhotherapists routinely help hildren without atually seeing them in their oÆes. As\adult therapists," they help their adult patients beome more loving or disiplined parents throughthe routine work of psyhotherapy, indiretly transforming the lives of their hildren. The hildren getbetter sight unseen. These therapists may not identify themselves professionally as hild psyhiatristsor hild therapists; but they are doing far more good for hildren than those professionals diagnoseand mediate them.Children are not born with emotional disorders; they are born into emotionally disturbing livingonditions. I have reviewed some of researh literature linking disturbed home environments, hildabuse, and other fators to emotional disturbanes in hildren (Breggin, 1991b [189℄, 1992a [191℄).A study by Biederman et al. (1995) on�rmed that there orrelation between adversity in the hild'slife and a diagnosis of ADHD. Adversity inludes suh things as severe marital disord, low soiallass, large family size, foster parent plaement, and mental illness or riminality in the family.Salyer et al. (1991) [1120℄ provided a disussion with itations to literature onerning the roleof environment in ausing a variety of hildhood disorders. The fous of their artile is learningdisability (LD). They pointed out that families with hildren labeled LD are less ohesive and morehaoti, with less eduational stimulation and more eonomi diÆulty. Families with so-alled LDhildren tend to provide less support and less independene, while emphasizing ontrol. In the samevein, they pointed out that even with known biologial and geneti disorders, suh as brain damage,"the psyhosoial environment was found to be the most important preditor of the hild's later levelof funtioning (p. 238).Green (1989) [559℄ provided a omprehensive review showing that virtually every hildhood disor-der an be produed by environmental trauma and stress. The whole range of hildhood disorders,from autisti behavior to hyperativity and violene, an be aused by the environment. The messagefrom this seems lear-ut: Adults, through their ontrol over the environment, are in a position toprovide harmful or healing alternatives to hildren.When adults provide them a better environment, hildren tend to quikly improve their outlookand behavior. Sometimes hildren an bene�t from learning how to help to ease the onitedsituation, but it is futile to ask young hildren to ontribute in a positive fashion to resolving familyproblems unless the adults are simultaneously learning the same onit resolution skills.By the time hildren reah adolesene, self-destrutive patterns an beome so internalized orentrenhed that their parents may be unable to reah them. In addition, rebellious teens may beunwilling or unable to rend to positive hanges in their parents. As a result, some teenagers anbene�t from individual ounseling, espeially if their parents are also getting help. But for theoverwhelming majority of preadolesent hildren, therapeuti interventions an be direted almostexlusively at the adults in their lives, inluding the parents and teahers.If hildren are brought into a therapy setting, they should never be given the idea that they arediseased or defetive. They should never be told that they are the original ause of the onitsthey are having with their shools and families. The fous of hild psyhiatry should not hildren,but parents, families, shools, religious institutions, and the wider soiety. What is most needed isgreater adult responsibility for hildren in all spheres of life, from the personal attention of a parentor teaher to the soial reform of our family, shool, religious, and soial life.Children an bene�t from guidane in learning to be responsible for their own ondut, but theydo not gain from being blamed for the trauma and stress that they are exposed to in the environmentaround them. They need empowerment, not humiliating diagnoses and min-disabling drugs. Mostof all, they thrive when adults show onern and attention to their basi needs as hildren. Theseneeds inlude self-esteem, love, disipline, and eduation. These needs annot be �lled by adults whowant to diagnose and drug the hildren. They an only be ful�lled by adults who are willing to opentheir hearts to hildren and to learn new and better ways to approah troubled and troubling young208



people as individuals.We have lost sight of these truths in Ameria and have beome all too willing to hand over ourso-alled problem hildren to experts with redentials that permit them to reommend or presribedrugs. Our problem hildren reet our problems as adults; in eah and every ase, it is up tous to �nd ways to provide what our hildren need in order to beome responsible, self-disiplined,suessful adults.
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Chapter 11Stimulant-Indued Brain Damage, BrainDysfuntion, and Psyhiatri AdverseReationsEven Newsweek, for whom psyhiatry is usually sarosant, has begun to wonder if too many \quirky"and otherwise normal kids are being stigmatized with psyhiatri labels (Ali, 2007 [25℄). The massiveinrease in diagnosing hildren with ADHD, bipolar disorder, and autism spetrum disorders suh asAsperger's an lead to only one outome - more psyhiatri drugging of Ameria's hildren . . .moredrugs and less attention to their genuine needs for aring adult role models, improved family life,better shools, and eonomi opportunity.Many of the drugs presribed to hildren are FDA-approved exlusively or largely for adults andhave been disussed in earlier hapters. All of them, inluding the neuroleptis, mood stabilizers, andantidepressants, ause basially the same adverse e�ets in hildren as adults, although they mayvary in frequeny and intensity. Children are espeially vulnerable to developing brain-disabling,spellbinding adverse reations to psyhiatri drugs. For example, antidepressant-indued suiidalitywas �rst demonstrated in ontrolled linial trials of hildren and teenagers (hapter 6).This hapter will fous on the drugs most ommonly and spei�ally presribed to hildren: stim-ulants: suh as Ritalin, Conerta, Dexedrine, Adderall, and Strattera. A list an be found in theappendix.11.1 An Ine�etive TreatmentOver the last several years, NIMH has funded a ohort of dediated stimulant/ADHD advoates toondut an expensive, nationwide, longterm study under naturalisti onditions in the ommunity toprove e�etiveness of stimulants in treating so-alled ADHD (Jensen et al., 2001 [677℄). The list ofauthors inludes Peter Jensen, Stephen Hinshaw, James Swanson, Larry Greenhill, and even KeithConners. It was as if the aging Stimulant Club had gone on government relief to produe the NIMHMultimodal Treatment Study of ADHD (MTA), whose results ontin to be published.The MTA researhers led by Swanson [1231℄ were already touting the unpublished results inadvane at the 1998 Consensus Development Conferene on the Diagnosis and Treatment of ADHD.It seemed to be a foregone onlusion that the upoming series of publiations would be mightilyskewed in the diretion of proving drug eÆay. Nonetheless, as the various publiations began toome out over the ensuing years, the study failed to prove the hoped - for results and began toprovide indiret indiators of the superiority of eduational and psyhosoial interventions (Breggin,2000a [205℄, 2001b [208℄; Kean, 2004 [746℄; Leo, 2004 [830℄).211



Finally, in 2007 the MTA authors published their evaluation of longterm e�etiveness. At the36-month assessment, stimulant mediation was no better than any of several other behavioral andeduational approahes (Swanson et al., 2007b [1234℄). Basially, with or without systemati treat-ment of any kind, all the hildren ended up the same. Thus, the best, most experiened minds in theADHD / stimulant lobby ould not put together a study to demonstrate any long-term usefulnessfor the mediations. Meanwhile, they did on�rm that the mediation stunts growth (Swanson etal., 2007a [1233℄; see following disussion). As always, these negative results did not ause any of themany investigators to all for more aution in presribing stimulants to hildren.In defense of their drugs, the MTA authors argued that perhaps all of the hildren simply gotbetter over 36 months; that is, their ADHD went away. First of all, this is ontrary to the persistentargument made by drug advoates that ADHD is a real biologial disease that does not go away andthat requires long-term, even lifetime, treatment. Seond, if it is true that so-alled ADHD lears upon its own, that makes a good argument for never giving toxi drugs to hildren.Ritalin and other stimulants are typially presribed for months and years at a time. Nonetheless,despite deades of e�ort, biopsyhiatry and the drug ompanies have not been able to demonstrateany long-term gain for hildren from taking stimulants. Going bak many years to the present day,the FDA-approved labels for Ritalin as found in the Physiians' Desk Referene (2007) [1036℄ havestated, \Long term e�ets of Ritalin in hildren have not been well established" (p. 2273, under\Pediatri Use"). This aveat applies to all of the stimulant drugs. As the National Institute ofMental Health (NIMH) suintly stated, \The long-term e�ets of stimulants remain in doubt"(Regier et al., 1992 [1078℄). NIMH had hoped to orret this negative onlusion by paying millionsof dollars to drug advoates to ondut the multienter MTA study that one again failed to prove anylong-term e�etiveness. NIMH further stated that studies have demonstrated short-term e�ets suhas reduing \lass room disturbane" and improving \ompliane and sustained attention" (Regieret al., 1992 [1078℄). But it reognized that the drugs seem \less reliable in bringing about assoiatedimprovements, at least of an enduring nature, in soial-emotional and aademi problems, suh asantisoial behavior, poor peer and teaher relationships, and shool failure". Meanwhile, the short-term impats of reduing disturbane and improving ompliane, as well as improving attention, arebrain-disabling e�ets that last only for a few weeks until the brain manages to ompensate for thedrug toxiity (see following disussion).Dulan (1994) [383℄ reviewed stimulant treatment for ADHD hildren. In regard to long-termontrol, she found that \stimulants have not yet been demonstrated to have long-term therapeutie�ets". The not yet, it should be emphasized, referred to three deades of trying to prove itse�etiveness.After deades of researh, there is still no evidene for eÆay beyond a few weeks' exposure, andthat so-alled eÆay is based on the apaity of stimulants to suppress all spontaneous behaviorand to enfore obsessive behavior (Breggin, 1999a [202℄, 2001 [209℄; see subsequent disussion).Solanto and Wender (1989) [1200℄ showed that single linial doses of methylphenidate aused aonstrition of ognitive proesses and overfousing on tasks. In the lassroom, this is mistaken foran improvement, when in fat it is a drug-indued disorder - a lassi example of the braindisablingpriniples of psyhiatri treatment.In regard to improvement in learning or eduational performane, the reord is even worse. Thereis no onvining evidene for either short- or long-term improvement in ognitive ability or aademiperformane (reviewed by Breggin, 1991b [189℄; Coles, 1987 [303℄; MGuinness, 1989 [906℄; Swansonet al., 1992 [1232℄).Dulan (1994) [383℄ also made lear that for the drug to be e�etive, an array of other interventionsare required:\Spei� learning disabilities and gaps in knowledge and skills due to inattention require ed-212



uational remediation. Soial skills de�it and family pathology may need spei� treatment.Parent eduation and training in tehniques of behavior management are virtually always indi-ated." (p. 1214)
A program suh as Dulan suggested would in reality do away with the need for drugging hildren.As a onsultant to state programs and linis, I have found that suh a omprehensive program anhelp the most disturbed and disabled hildren, inluding those with more severe diagnoses thanADHD. Suh programs are o�ered to very few hildren, and even fewer one the deision to mediatehas been made.In May 2006, the Oregon Health and Siene University, Oregon Evidene-Based Pratie Centerissued its �nal report, \Drug Class Review on Pharmaologial Treatments for ADHD" (MDonaghet al., 2006 [903℄). On the basis of a review of all available researh, the 113-page report ontinuedto on�rm the shortomings of the stimulant drugs and, in partiular, researh surrounding thesemediations. After reviewing the available literature, the report onluded, \Good quality evideneon the use of drugs to a�et outomes relating to global aademi performane, onsequenes of riskybehaviors, soial ahievements, et. is laking." The report also found that safety evidene was of\poor quality" and that evidene of the drugs helping adults was \not ompelling".Conerning e�etiveness for reduing ADHD behaviors, the report divided its onlusions into agebrakets. For preshoolers (age 3-5 years), it found evidene \seriously laking". The authors ould�nd only plaebo-ontrolled trials, and only one was of \fair quality". They also found \no evideneof long-term safety" for drugs in this age group. For elementary shool hildren (age 6-12 years), somestudies supported short-term e�etiveness but were generally inadequate. For adolesents (age 13-17),MDonagh and Peterson (2006) [903℄ onluded, \Evidene on the e�etiveness of pharmaotherapyfor ADHD in adolesene is very limited."The study seemed to avoid making de�nitive omments, but the overall impression was apturedin the headline \Are ADHD Drugs Safe? Report Finds Little Proof" (Otto, 2005 [1014℄).

11.2 A Wide Variety of Adverse E�etsThe stimulant drugs, inluding all methylphenidate and amphetamine produts, produe a wide arrayof adverse e�ets on the brain and mind as well as the overall body. Strattera, marketed by Eli Lilly[402℄ as a nonstimulant, shares most of these adverse e�ets. Table 11.1 summarize the adverse drugreation data from eight ontrolled lini trials. Table 11.2 ompiles many of the stimulant adversee�ets. I developed this hart for presentation at the 1998 National Institutes of Health (NIH) [972℄Consensus Development Conferene on the Diagnosis and Treatment of ADHD to on�rm the highfrequeny and the pattern of adverse stimulant e�ets.213



TABLE 11.1a - Methylphenidate (MPH) and D-Amphetamine(AMPH) Adverse Drug Reations (ADRs) in 8 Double-BlindPlaebo-Controlled Studies of Children Diagnosed with ADHDStudy Group� Dose mg/kg DurationSalient Adverse Drug Reations1. Firestone etal. (1998) [442℄ 41, age 4-6 MPH 0.3 and 0.5 BID 7-10 daysMarked deterioration from plaebo to 0.5 mg in Sad/unhappy (69% of hildren), Drowsiness (62%), Unin-terested in others (62%). Loss of appetite (75%).Severe symptoms inreased 12% for \Uninterested inothers" (0-12%) and 28% for \Talks less withothers" (22%-50%). Nightmares inreased 35%(28%-62%); tis or nervous movements inreased9% (3% to 12%).2. Mayes et al.(1994) [895℄�� 69, age 2-13 MPH most ommonly0.3 TID mean 8 days6 disontinued beause of ADRs. 13 \signi�antlyworse" on drug. 5.8% inrease or emergene of\stereotypial behaviors, inluding hand-wringing,"\arm-waving, teethgrinding and foot-tapping".7% severe reations with one manilike.18.8% experiene lethargy: \Children with lethargywere variously desribed by raters as tired,withdrawn, listless, depressed, dopey, dazed, subduedand inative". 26% \irritability".�Plaebo subjets were not inluded in totals.��Only the preshoolers were double-blind plaebo-ontrolled.Note: QD = one daily; BID = 2xdaily; TID = 3xdaily.
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TABLE 11.1b - Methylphenidate (MPH) and D-Amphetamine(AMPH) Adverse Drug Reations (ADRs) in 8 Double-BlindPlaebo-Controlled Studies of Children Diagnosed with ADHDStudy Group� Dose mg/kg DurationSalient Adverse Drug Reations3. Barkley et al.(1990) [100℄ 83, age 5-13 MPH 0.3 and 0.5 BID 14-20 daysDereased appetite, insomnia, stomahahes, andheadahes. Proneness to rying inreased at least10% during low dose. Tis/nervous movements inrea-sed 10% at the high dose. Dereased appetite andinsomnia \serious" in 13% and 18% at both dosesompared to 1% and 7% on plaebo. 3.6% dropped outdue to \serious" ADRs. One ase of \exessivespeeh and disjointed thinking".4. Shahar etal. (1997) [1126℄ 46, age 6-12 MPH approximately0.5-0.6 | BID 4 months10% drop out due to ADRs, 3 due to \sadness andbehavioral deterioration, irritability, withdrawal,lethargy, violent behavior, or rash"; 1 due to\withdrawal and mild mania"; 1 due to \withdrawaland dysphoria". 45% experiened an inrease in atleast 1 ADR (p < .005). Inreased severity ofa�etive ADRs (mostly withdrawal, sadness, rying)(p < .01). Inreased severity of physiologial ADRs(mostly anorexia and stomahahes) (p < .005).5. Gillberg et al.(1997) [517℄ 62, age 6-11 AMPH varying doses 4-15 months3 ases of halluination, 1 with severe tis.32% abdominal pain oasionally or ofen.56% poor appetite.�Plaebo subjets were not inluded in totals.Note: QD = one daily; BID = 2xdaily; TID = 3xdaily.
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TABLE 11.1 - Methylphenidate (MPH) and D-Amphetamine(AMPH) Adverse Drug Reations (ADRs) in 8 Double-BlindPlaebo-Controlled Studies of Children Diagnosed with ADHDStudy Group� Dose mg/kg DurationSalient Adverse Drug Reations6. Borherd-ing et al.(1990) [159℄ 46 boys, age6-12 Average weekly dose:MPH 0.5, 0.8, and 1.3BID. AMPH 0.2, 0.5,and 0.7 BID 3 weeksStudied ompulsive and ti ADRs. 58% deve-lop abnormal movements. 51% develop obses-sive/ompulsive or perseverative ADRs. 1persistent ti. Many severe OCD ADRs.See Table 11.6.7. Solantoand Wender(1989) [1200℄ 19, age 6-10 MPH 0.3, 0.6 and 1.0QD 3 separatedaysStudied ognitive funtions. 42% \overarou-sed" with \ognitive perseveration"(overfoused, OCD reation).8. Castel-lanos et al.(1997) [262℄ 20, age6-13; all o-morbid forTourette's AMPH means 0.2,0.41, 0.64 BID. MPHmeans 0.43, 0.67, and1.20 BID 3 weeks25% develop obsessive ADRs on MPH. 3 stop-ped mediation at ompletion due to inrea-sed tis. One-third experiened worsened tis.�Plaebo subjets were not inluded in totals.Note: QD = one daily; BID = 2xdaily; TID = 3xdaily.
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TABLE 11.2a - Harmful E�ets Caused by Ritalin, Conerta,Dexedrine, Adderall, and Similar StimulantsBrain and Mind Funtion CardiovasularFuntion GastrointestinalFuntionMania, psyhosis, halluinations.Agitation, anxiety, nervousness.Insomnia. Irritability, hostility,aggression. Depression, suiide,emotional sensitivity, easy rying,soial withdrawal. Drowsiness,dopey, redued alertness. Con-fusion, mental impairment(ognition and learning). Zom-bielike (roboti) behavior withloss of emotional spontaneity.Obsessive-ompulsive behavior.Convulsions Dyskinesias, tis,Tourette's. Nervous habits (e.g.,piking at skin, pulling hair).

Palpitations.Tahyardia.Hyperten-sion. Cardiaarrhythmia.Chest pain.Cardiaarrest.
Anorexia.Nausea,vomiting,bad taste.Stomahahe.Cramps.Dry mouth.Constipation,diarrhea.Abnormalliver funtiontests.

TABLE 11.2b - Harmful E�ets Caused by Ritalin, Conerta,Dexedrine, Adderall, and Similar StimulantsEndorine andMetaboli Funtion Other Funtion Withdrawal and Re-bound ReationsPituitary dysfuntion,inluding growth hor-mone and prolatindisruption. Weightloss. Growth suppres-sion. Growth retarda-tion. Sexual dysfun-tion.
Blurred vision.Headahe. Dizzine.Hypersensitivityreation with rash,onjuntivitis, orhives.

Insomnia. Eveningrash. Depression.Hyperativity. Irri-tability. Reboundworsening of ADHD-like symptoms.
Note: Modi�ed from \Psyhostimulants in the Treatment of Children Diagnosed with ADHD, Part I: Aute Risksand Psyhologial E�ets," by P. Breggin, 1999 [204℄, Ethial Human Sienes and Servies, 1, and \Psyhostimulantsin the Treatment of Children Diagnosed with ADHD: Risks and Mehanism of Ation," by P. Breggin, 1999 [204℄,International Journal of Risk and Safety in Mediine, 12. Reprinted with permission of Springer Publishing Company.The information is ompiled from Arnold and Jensen (1995, p. 2306, Table 38-5, p. 2307, Table 38-7 [68℄), DrugEnforement Administration (1995b, p. 23) [376℄, Dulan (1994, p. 1217, Table 35-6 [383℄), and Maxmen and Ward(1995, pp. 365-366). Citations in Breggin (1999a [202℄, 1999 [202℄).The high rates of psyhiatri adverse e�ets in ontrolled linial trials have been largely ignoredby the medial profession. However, they have not gone entirely unaknowledged. Table 11.3 isexerpted from a handbook of psyhiatri mediations (Maxmen et al., 1995 [892℄).The Drug Enforement Administration (DEA, 1995b) [376℄ provided a summary omparing theadverse e�ets of methylphenidate and amphetamine. For the entral nervous system (CNS), itfound exessive CNS stimulation, psyhosis, dizziness, headahe, insomnia, irritability, and attaks217



of Tourette's or other ti syndromes. It also listed for both drugs a variety of ardiovasular symp-toms, inluding inreased blood pressure and heart rate; various gastrointestinal symptoms, inludingvomiting, stomah pain, and anorexia; and weight loss and growth suppression. For methylphenidatealone, it listed leukopenia (abnormally low white ells in the blood), anemia, hypersensitivity rea-tion, and blurred vision. For amphetamine, it lists skin rash or hives.The DEA (1995b) [376℄ ais o observed that adverse e�ets of irritabili or sadness have not beenwell studied but have been reported in up to 22% of hildren on stimulant mediation. EIsewhere inthe same doument, the DEA noted that with both Ritalin and amphetamine, \psyhoti episodes,violent behavior and bizarre mannerisms have been reported" (p. 16). Emotionally disturbingadverse e�ets are even more ommon with the youngest hildren. Dulan and Popper (1991) [384℄noted that in preshool hildren, there is a greater risk of side e�ets, \espeially sadness, irritability,linging, insomnia, and anorexia" (p. 188).TABLE 11.3 - Rates of Adverse Mental E�ets Reported inStimulant Clinial TrialsAdverse Reation Methylphenidate AmphetamineDrowsiness, less alert 5.5% 5.7%Confused, dopey 10.3% (8% to 12%) 3.9% (2% to 10%)Depression 39% 8.7%Agitation, restlessness 10% 6.7% (3.3% to 10%)Irritability, stimulation 25% (17% to 29%) 17.3% (11% to 19%)Note. The data are from Maxmen and Ward (1995, p. 366) [892℄. The numbers are perentagesof patients reported in studies to su�er from the adverse e�et. Numbers in parentheses representthe range reported in studies.Given the high rates of adverse e�ets aused by stimulants, it is a wonder that dotors tend tosee these drugs in suh a benign light, avalierly presribing them to hildren for the ontrol of theirbehavior.11.3 More Extreme Intoxiation ReationsOne way to understand the routine e�et of any psyhiatri drug is to look at its more extreme ortoxi e�ets (Breggin, 1991b [189℄). Aording to the brain-disabling priniples desribed in hapter1, the linial or therapeuti e�et will be nothing more than a less intense expression of the toxie�et. In disussing methylphenidate's so-alled ognitive toxiity, Swanson et al. (1992) [1232℄summarized the literature:\In some disruptive hildren, drug-indued ompliant behavior may be aompanied by isolated,withdrawn, and overfoused behavior. Some mediated hildren may seem `zombie-like' andhigh doses whih make ADHD hildren more `somber,' `quiet,' and `still' may produe soialisolation by inreasing `time spent alone' and dereasing `time spent in positive interation' onthe playground."These �ndings are very similar to even more extreme reations with larger, hroni doses. Shior-ring (as ited by Spotts et al., 1980 [1209℄) studied amphetamine intoxiation in monkeys and inhumans. In monkeys, mothers on amphetamine lost ontat with their infants and beame obsessedin a stereotypial fashion: 218



\In mother-infam dyadi relationships, amphetamine eliminated the eye ontat, the spei�gaze that is an importam ue for ontat in these animals. In addition, the parental arebehavior partem was disrupted. The mother lost her interest in the infant. She did not reat tothe alling signals of the infant, spent most of the time away from the infam and was preoupiedwith stereotyped self-grooming behavior."In amphetamine addits, similar behaviors were observed, inluding stereotypial, bizarre move-ments, repetition of single words or phrases, stereotyped writing or drawing, talking without listening,and soial withdrawal and isolation (see also Shiorring, 1981 [1132℄).In disussing amphetamine abuse, Kramer (1970) [786℄ again ompared the stereotypial behaviorof animals to some of the reations in human beings:\Perhaps the most urious e�et of amphetamines is their apaity to indue behavior whih ispersisted in or repeated for prolonged periods. If the issue is not too disorganized the ativitymay, on the surfaee at least, be usefu!. Dwellings may be leaned, automobiles polished, oritems arranged to an inhuman degree of perfetion. Analogous to this ompulsive behavior inman is what has been termed stereotypy in animals. Rats, mie, guine a pigs,.ats, and squirrelmonkeys, almost without exeption, perform repetitive ats."Notie the author's remark that the behavior may \on the surfaee at least, be useful". In treatinghildren with Ritalin, Conerta, Adderall, and other stimulant mediations, we settle for a surfaeor osmeti hange in behavior without dealing with the underlying problems in the family, shool,and elsewhere. We do so at grave risk to the hild's physial and mental integrity.The label for Ritalin lists the symptoms assoiated with severe intoxiations, while noting thatthese reations an also our at lower doses. Table 11.4 summarizes this information, providinganother window into the primary e�et of the drug.TABLE 11.4 - Toxi Reations to Stimulants: Usually inOverdose and Oasionally at Low DosesPsyhiatri manifestations SweatingAgitation FlushingEuphoria HeadaheConfusion High feverHalluinations Elevated heart rateDelirium PalpitationsPani statesa Cardia arrhythmiasAssaultivenessa HypertensionEnlarged pupilsNonpsyhiatri manifestations Dry mouth, nose, and eyesTremors Inreased respirationaInreases neurologi reexes Nausea, vomiting, diarrhea,and rampsaMusle twithing Musle breakdownaConvulsions Hypotension, shok,Coma and irulatory ollapseaaItem taken from the 2002 FDA-approved overdose setion of the labels for Dexedrine, Adderall,and Adderall XR, but not Ritalin. The remainder was taken from the Ritalin label with some overlap.The Dexedrine and Adderall labels both state that \individual patient responses to amphetaminesvary widely" and \toxi symptoms oasionally our as an idiosynrasy at doses as low as 2 mg".219



The Adderall XR label also states that patient responses \vary widely" and \toxi symptoms" mayour \at low doses". Any of the symptoms an our with any of the stimulants at routine linialdoses.11.4 Atomoxetine (Strattera)Eli Lilly promoted and ontinues to promote Strattera as the nonstimulant drug to treat ADHD (EliLilly and Company, 2006 [402℄). While the ompany maintains this position, the drug is nonethelesslisted under \Central Nervous System Stimulants" in the Physiians' Desk Referene (2007, p. 208[1036℄). Lilly's extremely shrewd marketing ploy of promoting Strattera as a nonstimulant is meantto allay the onerns of parents and dotors about their hildren taking stimulants for ADHD.It is true that Strattera has not been demonstrated to ause dependene and abuse like Ritalin,Adderall, and the other stimulant drugs used to treat ADHD and therefore has not been plaedin Shedule II by the DEA. But Strattera is a highly stimulating drug. Aording to the label forStrattera, as found in the Physiians' Desk Referene (2007, p. 1817, Table 1 [1036℄), in the linialtrials used for FDA approval, irritability was reported in 8% of subjets, rying in 2%, and moodswings in 2%.The real-world e�ets of Strattera are even more ominous in regard to overstimulation. Hendersonand Hartman (2004) [614℄ examined data from 153 sequential patients at two linis: \We haveobserved extreme irritabilility, aggression, mania, or hypomania indution in 51 ases (33%)." Ofthe 51 ases, 88% displayed verbal aggression; 49%, physial aggression; 96%, irritability; 96%, moodswings; 69%, grandiosity; 18%, dereased sleep; 14%, hyperativity; 10%, inreased goal behavior;and 6%, hypersexuality. They diagnosed 10 of the 51 patients with mania, and 3 were hospitalized.Henderson and Hartman (2004) [614℄ reported dramati examples of the symptoms as desribedby parents, inluding \blows up at everything"; \huge tantrums"; \yelling threats, `I'm going to geta gun and shoot you,' 'I'll kill you' "; and \physial aggression, physial attaks on another, punhinga female peer in the fae, strangling a peer, attaking parents, brandishing a weapon". The onset ofthe symptoms overed a broad range, with an average of 6.39 weeks.In overdose, like any stimulant, Strattera an ause severe seizures (Sawant et al., 2004 [1124℄).11.4.1 Strattera-Indued SuiidalityStrattera is the one ADHD treatment that has reeived a blak-box warning onerning inreasedsuiidality. After a review and analysis of 13 linial trials onduted with hildren, all but one forthe treatment of ADHD, the FDA (2005) [469℄ \identi�ed an inreased risk of suiidal thinking forStrattera". The bold blak-box warning inluded in the label an be found in the 2007 Physiians'Desk Referene [1036℄:\Suiidal ideation in Child and Adolesents-STRATIERA (atomoxetine) inreased the risk ofsuiidal ideation in short-term studies in hildren or adolesents with Attention-De�it Hyper-ativity Disorder (ADHD). Anyone onsidering the use of STRATIERA in a hild or adolesentmust balane this risk with the liniGal needs. Patients who are started on therapy should bemonitored losely for suiidality (suiidal thinking and behavior), linial worsening, or unusualhanges in behavior."One again, Eli Lilly has managed to promote one of its drugs as espeially safe, when it is in fatespeially dangerous. 220



11.5 The Food and Drug Administration Continues to Min-imize the Risks of StimulantsFor many years, I have ritiized the FDA-approved labels for stimulant drugs, inluding am-phetamine produts suh as Adderall and Dexedrine and methylphenidate produts suh as Ritalinand Conerta. The labels have been espeially weak in warning about addition and serious psyhi-atri side e�ets suh as psyhosis, mania, aggression, and suiide. The FDA (2006b) [473℄ reentlyadmitted, \Current approved labeling for drug treatments of ADHD does not learly address therisk of drugindued signs of symptoms of psyhosis and mania (suh as halluinations) in patientswithout identi�able risk fators, and ourring at the usual doses" - a point I had been making fornearly a deade.The proess of beginning to reassess the risks of stimulants began in June 2005, when the FDA(2005d) [470℄ �rst gave notie that it was reeiving a large number of reports of adverse psyhiatrireations, inluding suiidality, for methylphenidate produts suh as Conerta and Ritalin:\Post-marketing reports reeived by FDA regarding Conerta and other methylphenidateproduts [e.g., Ritalin℄ inlude psyhiatri events suh as visual halluinations, suiidal ideation,psyhoti behavior, as well as aggression or violent behavior."\We intend to make labeling hanges desribing these events."The FDA provided a summary of 52 adverse psyhiatri reations reported over the prior year forConerta and Ritalin, inluding ases of overstimulation (agitation and mania), depression, psyhosis,aggression and violene, and suiidal behavior (FDA, 2006b [473℄). Notie the similarity to thedangerous e�ets that the FDA previously reognized as assoiated with the newer antidepressants.The similarity between stimulant and antidepressant adverse e�ets is probably due to the stimulatinge�ets of the newer antidepressants.The FDA announed plans for a September 2006 hearing foused on revising the stimulant labelsin regard to ardiovasular and psyhiatri adverse e�ets. The ageny's Division of Drug Risk Eval-uation (Gelperin et al., 2006 [507℄) published an extensive memorandum reviewing reports reeivedonerning \Psyhiatri Adverse Events Assoiated With Drug Treatment of ADHD":\The most important �nding of this review is that signs and symptoms of psyhosis or mania,partiularly halluinations, an our in some patients with no identi�able risk fators, at usualdoses of any of the drugs urrently used to treat ADHD. Current labeling for drug treatmentsof ADHD does not learly address the risk of drug-indued signs or symptoms of psyhosisor mania (suh as halluinations) . . . A substantial proportion of psyhosis related ases werereported to our in hildren age ten years or less, a population in whih halluinations are notommon." (pp. 3-4)Aording to the Marh FDA (2006b) [473℄ report, every type of stimulant drug had ausedpsyhosis, and for eah type of drug, there had been reports of rehallenge, where the drug, whenadministered a seond time, one again aused psyhosis. The drugs shown to ause psyhosis withpositive rehallenge reports inluded all those involved in treating ADHD: various preparations ofamphetamine (Adderall and Dexedrine), various preparations of methylphenidate (Foalin, Conerta,Metadate, Methylin, Ritalin), methylphenidate transdermal systems (skin pathes), Stratera, andProvigil.The FDA's (2006b) [473℄ report also ited reports of stimulant-indued agreession:\Numerous postmarketing reports of aggression or violent behavior during therapy of ADHDhave been reeived, most of whih were lassi�ed as non-serious, although approximately 20%221



of ases overall were onsidered life-threatening or required hospital admission. In addition, afew ases resulted in inareration of juveniles."One again, positive rehallenge reports were found for eah drug.Finally, suiide also appeared as a risk. However, exept for Strattera, there was less demonstrableausality:Suiidality has been identi�ed as a safety issue for STRATTERA (atomoxetine), and this infor-mation is learly onveyed in urrent labeling. A ausal assoiation between other drug therapies ofADHD and suiidality annot be ruled out on the basis of this review. Further evaluation of thisissue is reommended. (FDA, 2006b [473℄)11.6 One Again, Too Little, Too LateIn publishing these observations in Marh 2006, the FDA �nally aught up with strong warningsI had issued 8 years earlier, in November 1998. On that oasion, I was seleted by the diretor'soÆe of the NIH to be the sienti� presenter on adverse drug e�ets at the government's ConsensusDevelopment Conferene on the Diagnosis and Treatment of ADHD. In addition to presenting thesedata in a verbal exhange on a panel with another expert who was denying the risk of stimulant-indued psyhosis, I presented my analysis of the data in my published report in the ConsensusDevelopment Conferene proeedings (Breggin, 1999b [203℄).In preparation for my presentation, I used the Freedom of Information At to obtain a summaryof all adverse event reports for Ritalin sent into the FDA. When I tabulated the results, it beameapparent that there were strong signals indiating that Ritalin was ausing many psyhiatri adverseevents. I found hundreds of psyhiatri adverse drug reations oded in the FDA's summary asagitation, hostility, depression, psyhoti depression, psyhosis, halluinations, emotional lability, andabnormal thinking as well as overdose, overdose intentional, and suiide attempt. I then broadenedthis warning in my publiation \Psyhostimulants in the Treatment of Children Diagnosed withADHD: Risks and Mehanism of Ation" (1999) [204℄ and in my book Talking Bak to Ritalin(2001) [209℄.If I was able to pik up the signal in 1998, then the FDA and the drug manufaturer Novartis,with their vast resoures, should have been able to do so even more easily and more quikly. After Ipubliized the problem at the 1998 onferene, the FDA and the drug ompanies no longer had anyexuse for failing to ondut their own analyses to test and to on�rm my observations. But theydelayed for nearly a deade.I presented at the 2006 FDA hearings on stimulant mediation in the hope of enouraging theageny to take seriously our seemingly mutual onerns about psyhiatri adverse stimulant e�etssuh as suiide and violene. But the FDA was already withdrawing from its previous delarationsabout the risks assoiated with stimulants. Exept for keeping the already existing Strattera blak-box warning about suiide, the Pediatri Advisory Committee deided not to sare parents by addinga blak box warning about suiide to the stimulant labels. In reality, the panel members, manywith ties to drug ompanies, did not want to sare their patrons about potential lost pro�ts. Theommittee did, however, reommend mentioning in the stimulant labels that there have been reportsof aggressive and suiidal events in assoiation with these drugs, but the FDA would not even gothat far.In February 2007, nearly half a year after the onferene, the FDA �nally issued a press releaseannouning its intention to require label hanges indiating psyhiatri side e�ets suh as \hearingvoies, beoming suspiious for no reason, or beoming mani," but at a rate of only 1 per 1,000. This222



rate estimate of 1 per 1,000 (0.1%) atually made the threat seem less than dotors had previouslysupposed sine a higher rate of 1% had been bandied about for many years.There is no basis for the FDA's ridiulously low estimate of the risk of psyhosis and similarreations from stimulants. The study that looked most losely at the rates for psyhoti-like reationsin hildren taking stimulants found that nearly 10% displayed these symptoms at some point duringtreatment (Cherland et al., 1999 [276℄). Even more negligent, the FDA-approved label made nomention of stimulants ausing suiide. One again, the ageny had grossly failed Ameria's hildren.11.7 A Triumph for the Amerian Psyhiatri AssoiationThe FDA's owardly retreat on the issue of stimulant adverse e�ets took plae under �re from thepsyhiatri establishment. Earlier, in February 2006, the FDA's panel of advisors had shoked theageny and medial authorities by reommending a blak-box warning for all stimulant drugs used inthe treatment of ADHD onerning ardiovasular risks, inluding heart attak, stroke, and suddendeath.The impetus ame not from psyhiatrists and psyhopharmaologists in the �nanial thrall of drugompanies, but in partiular, from a ardiologist named Steven Nissen, a onsultant to the panel,and from professor of publi health Curt Furberg, a panel member. The physiians saw a need toalert their olleagues to the risks and hopefully slow down the utilization of these drugs, a real no-noamong the psyhiatri and psyhopharmaologial leadership. Nissen went so far as to say, \I wantto ause people's hands to tremble a little bit before they write that presription" (Rosak, 2006[1099℄). Nissen noted the FDA's estimate that 2.5 million hildren and 1.5 million adults are nowtaking stimulant mediations during any 30-day period, presumably for ADHD. He alled this \amajor publi health onern" and urged the FDA to onsider muh broader issues, inluding thee�ets of pharmaeutial industry marketing and diret-to-onsumer advertising.Did Nissen make the hands of drug presribers shake? Instead, drug ompany hands began totremble, and Steven Sharfstein (2006) [1161℄, as president of the Amerian Psyhiatri Assoiation(APA), ame to their aid, along with drug ompany-funded lobbying groups like CHADD. Sharf-stein - reahing well beyond his role as APA president but well within his role as defender of thepsyhopharmaeutial omplex - responded that the FDA panel's stane was \unsupported by learevidene at this time". Within hours, the APA had issued a formal statement ritiizing some FDApanel members for taking an ation that was \beyond the sope of their mission". He really meantthat they threatened the mission of the APA and its partnership with the drug industry. The FDAlistened and withdrew its fervor for improving the stimulant labels.11.8 Stimulant DependeneAn editorial omment in the 1995 Arhives of General Psyhiatry stated, \Coaine, one of themost reinforing and additive of abuse drugs, has pharmaologial ations very similar to those ofMPH [methylphenidate℄, one of the most ommonly presribed psyhotropi mediations for hildrenin the United States" (\Editorial," 1995). Using PET, Volkow et al. (1995) [1302℄ found that thedistributions of oaine and methylphenidate in the brain were idential, but that the latter remainedfor a longer period of time.Parents are seldom told that methylphenidate is speed - that it is pharmaologially lassi�edwith amphetamines and auses the very same e�ets, side e�ets, and risks. Yet this is well known inthe profession. For example, Treatments of Psyhiatri Disorders (Amerian Psyhiatri Assoiation[APA℄, 1989 [38℄) observed that oaine, amphetamines and methylphenidate are \neuropharma-223



ologially alike" (p. 1221). As evidene, the textbook pointed out that abuse patterns are thesame for the three drugs, that people annot tell their linial e�ets apart in laboratory tests, andthat they an substitute for eah other and ause similar behavior in addited animals (APA, 1989[38℄; see also Breggin, 1991a [188℄; Breggin et al., 1994a [219℄, 1994b [220℄). The Diagnosti andStatistial Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV; APA, 1994 [43℄) on�rmed these observations bylumping oaine, amphetamine, and methylphenidate abuse and addition into one ategory. Thefederal government lassi�es methylphenidate in the highest addition ategory, Shedule II, whihalso inludes amphetamines, morphine, opium, and barbiturates (Goodman et al., 1991 [544℄).Before it was replaed by other stimulants in the 1980s, methylphenidate was one of the mostommonly used street drugs (Spotts et al., 1980 [1209℄). Youngsters in middle shool, high shool,and ollege nowadays self their presribed methylphenidate to lassmates, who abuse it along withother drugs, often by snorting it. In working with ommunity groups, we often hear anedotal reportsof individuals who have graduated from using medially presribed methylphenidate to alohol orstreet drugs. I have seen ases in my own pratie.Youngsters selling their presribed Ritalin made The Washington Post (Welsh, 1995 [1334℄) in adisussion of onditions at loal private shools:\Students report that at two prestigious Virginia boarding shools, boys with presriptions forRitalin - a drug for attention de�it disorder - have been selling their pills to lassmates lookingto get high. At one shool, a student said, `Ritalin rivals aid and marijuana'."Like any additive stimulant, methylphenidate and amphetamine an ause withdrawal symptomssuh as rashing with depression, exhaustion, withdrawal, irritability, and suiidal feelings. However,parents and teahers almost never reognize a withdrawal reation when their student or hild getsupset after missing a single dose. Instead, they mistakenly believe that the hild needs to be kepton the mediation.11.9 Conern At the Drug Enforement AdministrationOn Otober 25, 1995, the DEA (1995a) [375℄ published a press release as an introdution to asubstantial doument (DEA, 1995b [376℄) onerning the extensive use of methylphenidate and theserious hazards assoiated with it. The press release began with the following series of points:\Methylphenidate (MPH), most ommonly known as Ritalin, ranks in the top 10 mostfrequently reported ontrolled pharmaeutials stolen from liensed handlers."\Organized drug traÆking groups in a number of states have utilized various shemes toobtain MPH for resale on the illiit market."\MPH is abused by diverse segments of the population from health are professionals andhildren to street addits."\A signi�ant number of hildren and adolesents are diverting or abusing MPH mediationintended for the treatment of ADHD."\In 1994, a national high shool survey (Monitoring the Future) indiated that more seniorsin high shool in the U.S. abuse Ritalin than are presribed Ritalin legitimately."\Students are giving and selling their mediation to lassmates who are rushing and snortingthe powder like oaine. In Marh of 1995, two deaths in Mississippi and Virginia were assoiatedwith this ativity."The DEA (1995a) [375℄ press release onluded its list of onerns with the following statement:224



\Every indiator available, inluding sienti� abuse liability studies, atual abuse, pauityof sienti� stndies on possible adverse e�ets assoiated with long-term use of stimulants,divergent presribing praties of U.S. physiians, and lak of onurrent medial treatmentand follow-up, urge greater aution and more restritive use of MPH."In 2000, in response to ontinuing drug ompany pressure to view Ritalin as a mild stimulant,the DEA's Christine Sannerud and Grethen Feussner [1123℄ wrote an artile asking \Is Ritalin anAbused Drug? Does It Meet the Criteria of a Shedule II Substane?" They doumented that Ritalinis similar in its e�ets to amphetamine and oaine:\Like amphetamine and oaine, abuse of MPH [Ritalin℄ an lead to marked tolerane andsevere psyhologi dependene. The pattem of abuse is haraterized by esalation in dose,binge use followed by severe depression, and an overpowering desire to ontinue to the use ofthe drug despite negative medial and soial onsequenes. The abuser may alter the modeof administration from oral use to intranasal or intravenous use to intensify the e�ets of thedrug." (p. 35)They desribed physial overstimulation, euphoria, and psyhosis as onsequenes of Ritalin abuse.The two DEA oÆials wrote:\In onlusion, animal studies have shown that MPH has an abuse liability similar to that ofother Shedule II stimulants, inluding amphetamine, methamphetamine, and oaine. Atualdata on abuse indiate that the pattem of MPH abuse is similar to that of other potent psyhos-timulants and that MPH is diverted and abused to a similar extent as other pharmaeutialShedule II substanes. Taken olletively, the data indiate that MPH �ts the pro�le of aShedule lI substane."All of the DEA's observations run ontrary to the Ritalin label as found in the Physiians' DeskReferene (2007) [1036℄, whih ontinues to identify this potent, highly additive drug as a \mild en-tral nervous system (CNS) stimulant" (p. 2269), misleading dotors and onsumers alike. Althoughthe DEA and all responsible pharmaologists view Ritalin as essentially similar to amphetamine,the dependene warnings on the Ritalin label remain extremely weak in omparison to those on theDexedrine and Adderall (amphetamine) labels.Drugs that are additive are espeially brain disabling and spellbinding. The \overpoweringdesire to ontinue the use of the drug despite negative medial and soial onsequenes" desribedby Sannerud and Feussner (2000) [1123℄ is a entral aspet of intoxiation anosognosia or mediationspellbinding. Addition is aused by drug-indued brain dysfuntion that omes to the surfae asthe dose wears o� or is terminated. Addition is an extreme form of spellbinding, rendering theindividual wholly unable to appreiate the adverse psyhiatri e�ets of the drug and often drivingthe vitim to at in ways that would otherwise feel wholly alien and repulsive.11.10 Nadine Lambert StudiesStudies published sine the last edition of this book should have laid to rest the question of whether ornot taking presribed Ritalin predisposes a hild to stimulant abuse as a young adult. Nadine Lambert(Lambert et al., 1998 [807℄; espeially, Lambert, 2005 [806℄) onduted a 28-year prospetive longi-tudinal study of ADHD hildren and normal ontrols identi�ed from among 5,112 elementary shoolstudents. The partiipants were followed through hildhood and adolesene and evaluated threetimes in young adulthood. The authors found that independent of the diagnosis of ADHD, \stimu-lant treatment inreased the odds of dependene on tobao, oaine, and oaine/amphetamine".225



By ontrast, \ADHD and problem behavior did not inrease the odds of either daily smoking or life-time use of any of the substanes". It is not ADHD but the treatment for ADHD that puts hildrenat risk for future drug abuse. This onlusion is entirely onsistent with the fat that animals andhumans ross addit to Ritalin, amphetamine, and oaine and that exposure to Ritalin in younganimals auses permanent hanges in the brain.11.11 The Brain-Disabling, Spellbinding E�ets of Stimu-lantsConsistent with the brain-disabling priniple and mediation spellbindig, experts generally agree thatRitalin a�ets normal hildren in the same way it a�ets diagnosed hildren. Golden (1991) [540℄observed, \The response to the drug annot be used to validate the diagnosis. Normal boys as wellas those with ADHD show similar hanges when given a single dose of a psyhostimulant" (p. 37).Within an hour after taking a single dose of a stimulant drug, any hild tends to beome moreobedient, narrower in fous, and more willing to onentrate on humdrum tasks and instrutions.Parents in onit with a little boy an hand him a pill, knowing he will soon be more doile.It is ommonly held that stimulants have a paradoxial e�et on hildren ompared to adults, butthese drugs probably a�et hildren and adults in the same way. At the doses usually presribed byphysiians, hildren and adults alike are spaed out, rendered less in touh with their real feelings,and hene more willirlg to onentrate on boring, repetitive, shoolroom tasks.At higher doses, both hildren and adults beome more obviously stimulated into exitability orhyperativity. There is, however, great variability among individuals, and a number of hildren andadults will beome more hyperative and inattentive at the lower doses as well.Although drug ompanies are putting market pressure on them, thus far, the British have re-mained more autious than Amerians about using stimulants for hildren. Grahame-Smith andAronson (1992) [552℄, authors of the Oxford Textbook of Clinial Psyhopharmaology and DrugTherapy, suggested that stimulants may work in hildren in the same way they work in rats, by\induing stereotyped behavior in animals, i.e., in reduing the number of behavioural responses"(p. 141). Stereotyped behavior is simple, repetitive, seemingly meaningless ativity, often seen inbrain damaged individuals. The textbook states somewhat suggestively, \It is beyond our sope todisuss whether or not suh behavioural ontrol is desirable" (p. 141).The stereotypial behavior mentioned by Grahame-Smith and Aronson (1992) [552℄ has beenarefully studied in the laboratory in regard to both amphetamine and methylphenidate, whihprodue idential results in animals. Randrup and Munkva (1970) [1072℄ desribed the stereotypialbehavior produed in rats by subutaneous injetions of amphetamine:\It begins within one hour after the injetion and lasts for an hour or two. The behavior onsistsof ontinuous sniÆng, liking, or biting the age oor or the animal's own forelegs. The rat sitsin a rouhed posture and usually presses its body against the age wall. Normal ativities suhas grooming, eating, rearing, and forward loomotion are absent; bakward loomotion is seenoasionally."Randrup and Munkva (1970) [1072℄ noted that the stereotypial behavior varies from speies tospeies but always involves the suppression of normal behavior:\The stereotyped ativities are always performed ontinuously in the absene of normal ativ-ities, but the form of the stereotypy depends on the speies. Rodents gnaw, lik, or sni�; ats226



move their head from side to side; and dogs run in irles or bak and forth along a �xed route.The monkeys perform various repetitious movements with their hands, limbs, body or head,and loomotion along a �xed route has been observed in a few ases."
The authors onsidered stereotypial behavior similar to ertain obsessive and ompulsive behav-iors seen in humans taking stimulants. They ited Sher (1966) [1129℄, who observed,

\One of the most peuliar phenomena whih may our in the ourse of the use of am-phetamines, espeially methamphetamine, is what is alled `being hung up'."\An individual who is `hung up' will literally get stuk in a repetitious thought or at forhours. He may sit in a tub all day long, lean up the house or a partiular item, hold a note orphrase of musi, or engage in nonejaulatory interourse for extended periods. The danger ofgetting `hung up' in this way seems to be peuliar to amphetamines."
Getting \hung up" is a manifestation of stimulant-indued ompulsive behavior that inludesoverfousing and stereotypial or repetitive behavior. Consistent with the brain-disabling priniples,Kramer et al. (1970) [787℄ identi�ed these abnormal ompulsive behavioral reations as the sought-after e�et in hildren and adults:

\They are no longer hyperresponsive to their environment and, for the �rst time, they fouson the objet or task before them. For the �rst time in their lives they an aomplish a tasklike reading, whih requires onentration, without responding to someone who's talking in theroom. Some adults also take amphetamines before going to a party, beause it uts down on theperipheral distration and the noisy bakground din . . . Cats who are in this stereotypy modeannot be distrated by stimuli in their periphery; you an wave your arms, et., to no avail."
Beause of its importane as a demonstration of the brain-disabling priniples, I have previouslyreviewed at length the extensive sienti� literature on�rming the dual ation of stimulant drugs onanimals and hildren alike (a) reduing spontaneous behavior and (b) enforing obsessive-ompulsivebehavior (Breggin, 1999a [202℄, 1999b [203℄, 1999 [204℄). The animal literature dramatially il-lustrates how stimulant drugs redue spontaneity, exploratory behavior, and soial behavior, whileinduing ompulsive behavior (e.g., Arakawa, 1994 [64℄; Bell et al., 1982 [122℄; Hughes, 1972 [638℄;Randrup et al., 1967 [1071℄; Rebe et al., 1997 [1076℄; Shiorring, 1979 [1131℄; Wallah, 1974 [1312℄).Exatly as these drugs turn normal monkeys into passive, obsessive monkeys, they turn normalhildren into ompliant lassroom hildren. 227



TABLE 11.5 - Harmful Stimulant E�ets CommonlyMisidenti�ed as Therapeuti or Bene�ial forChildren Diagnosed With ADHDObsessive-CompulsiveE�ets Soial WithdrawalE�ets Behaviorally Suppres-sive E�etsCompulsive persis-tene at meaninglessativities (alledstereotypial or perse-verative behavior) Soially withdrawnand isolated Compliant in stru-tured environments;soially inhibited,passive, and submis-siveInreased obsessive-ompulsive behavior(e.g., repeating horesendlessly and ine�e-tively) General dampenedsoial behavior Somber, subdued,apatheti, lethargi,drowsy, dopey, dazed,and tiredMental rigidity (alledognitive persevera-tion) Redued ommuni-ating or soializ-ingInexible thinking Dereased respon-siveness to parentsand other hildren Bland; emotion-ally at; humorless;not smiling; depressedand sad, with frequentryingOverly narrow or ex-essive fousing Inreased soli-tary play anddiminished overallplay Laking in initiative orspontaneity, uriosity,surprise, or pleasureNote: Modi�ed from Breggin (1999b [202℄). Reprinred with permission of Springer Publis, Company. Referenesto 20 linial trials provided in Breggin (1999b [203℄, 1999 [204℄).Table 11.5 provides desriptions of stimulant adverse reations from the linial and researhliterature that are onsistent with the brain-disabling priniple. A broad array of stimulant sidee�ets in fat provides the primary e�ets of the drug.Stimulant drugs very ommonly ause obsessive-ompulsive reations in hildren, but teahers,who too often value these traits in hildren, almost never interpret them as negative drug e�ets.The imaginative hild easily beomes distrated by her own thoughts or imaginings, but on stimulantsbeomes ompulsively overfoused, dutifully writing down everything the teaher says. The energetiyoungster who annot sit still all day long beomes drained of spontaneity and now ops into hishair for the duration of the shool day. The soial buttery who wants to hat with her lassmates,espeially when lass gets boring, loses her soial interest and now sits through every lesson as if shehad no friends in lass. Similarly, parents who have grown weary of their hild's need for attentionand resistane to homework or hores �nd a relief in the hild's drug-indued ompulsive attentionto homework or endless preoupation with playing omputer games. These quieter, preoupiedhildren provide a respite for their parents and even seem to be doing \better" when in fat they aresu�ering from stimulant drug toxiity.I ould �nd only one study that spei�ally looked for obsessive ompulsive symptoms in hildrentaking stimulants (Borherding et al., 1990 [159℄), and these reations were identi�ed in 23 of 45hildren taking stimulants. That is, more than 50% of the hildren taking methylphenidate oramphetamine displayed symptoms of drug-indued ompulsivity. I have summarized the 23 ases inTable 11.6. 228



11.12 Brain Damage and Dysfuntion Caused By Stimu-lantsThe following setions examine studies of underlying stimulant-indued abnormalities in variousbrain funtions that in part aount for the broad range of adverse drug reations related to braindysfuntion. We begin with some of the most disturbing data onerning atrophy indued bymethylphenidate.11.12.1 Brain Atrophy Caused By MethylphenidateNasrallah et al. (1986) [970℄ found a small but measurable degree of atrophy of the brain in more thanhalf of 24 young adults with prior stimulant-treated hyperativity during hildhood. The authorssuggested, \Cortial atrophy may be a long-term adverse e�et of [stimulant℄ treatment" (p.245).Several brain san studies have laimed to demonstrate brain abnormalities assoiated with ADHD(Giedd et al., 1994 [516℄; Hynd et al., 1991 [645℄; Lou et al., 1984 [854℄). Most of the studies have foundrelatively small brain strutures in various parts of the frontal lobes and basal ganglia in hildrendiagnosed with ADHD. The di�erenes were based on omparisons between groups of normals andgroups of hildren labeled ADHD. The �ndings are not pereptible on a ase-by-ase basis and annotbe used for diagnosti purposes.TABLE 11.6 - Obsessive-Compulsive Adverse Drug Reations to Methylphenidate (MPH) andAmphetamine (AMPH) in 23 of 45 Children (51%)1. 6 AMPH: Perseverative drawing and writing at home; eounting puzzle piees2. 6 AMPH: Perseverative play with Legos and puzzles (36 hours with Legos with no breaks toeat or sleep)3. 6 MPH: Perseverative playing of piano4. 6 AMPH: Persevera tive speeeh5. 7 AMPH: Rewriting work; overerasingj repetitive eheeking of work; overly neat and organizedat home6. 7 MPH: Rewriting workAMPH: Compulsively lining up erayons7. 8 MPH: Overly detail oriented8. 8 MPH: Coloring over and over the same are aAMPH: Repetitive eheeking of work; frantieally goal direeted; solitary ativities9. 8 MPH: Perseverative playing of video gamesAMPH: Cleaning room eompulsively, buttoning and then folding dirty laundry10. 8 AMPH: Repetitive eheeking of work; perseverative with work in shool11. 8 MPH: Overerasing; redrawing; exeessive pressure on peneilAMPH: Overerasing12. 8 MPH: Markedly detail oriented in drawings229



13. 9 AMPH: Overerasing; making lists (TV shows, model ears)14. 9 AMPH: Cleaning room eompulsively; overly orderly at home15. 9 AMPH: Persevera tive at sehool16. 9 MPH: Overerasing; rewriting; exeessive pressure on peneil and erayons; persevera tive speeehAMPH: Overly metieulous; inability to terminate sehool and play ativities; perseverativespeeeh17. 9 MPH: Inability to terminate sehool and play ativities; repetitive erasing and redoing projets;overly detail oriented18. 10 AMPH: Cleaning room eompulsively; folding dirty laundry19. 10 AMPH: Repetitive eheeking behavior; lining things up; exeessive pressure on peneil; repet-itive erasing and rewriting20. 11 AMPH: Overly metieulous work; overly neat and organizedj leaning room eompulsively;raking leaves (7 hours) and then as they fall individually21. 11 AMPH: Lining up erayons; repetitive erasing and redrawing22. 11 MPH: Repetitive erasing; perfeetionistie; exeessive pressure of speeh23. 12 AMPH: Overly detail oriented; exeessive pressure on peneil and eraNote. From B. Borherding et al. (1990) (p. 87) [159℄. Double-blind plaebo-ontrolled overstudy. Both drugs inreased likelihood of \repetitious, perfetionisti, overfoused behaviors" (p <.01). MPH assoiated with ombination of abnormal movementsand ADRs (p = .009). Fourteenof the 23 (60.8%) su�ered from \orofaial" tis ar \stereol Twelve of the 23 had orofaial tis and6 had stereotypy, inluding 4 who had both.N similarity to animal studies in the ombination ofperseveration and abnormal movements.The di�erenes found between normal brains and those of hildren diagnosed with ADHD in realityare due to mediation e�ets. At the 1998 NIH Consensus Development Conferene on ADHD [972℄,Swanson presented a paper reviewing the range of geneti and brain san studies purporting to showbiologial bases of ADHD (Swanson et al., 1998 [1231℄). A number of the studies involved Swanson'soauthor, Castellanos (Castellanos et al., 1998 [263℄; Giedd et al., 1994 [516℄). My own review(Breggin, 1998a [200℄) indiated that some of the studies failed to mention prior drug treatment,while drawing on populations, suh as the NIH linis, where the diagnosed hildren have extensiveprior drug exposure (e.g., Giedd et al., 1994 [516℄). Other studies alluded to previous drug treatmentwithout attempting to orrelate it with the brain hanges (Hynd et al., 1991 [645℄).In the unpublished publi disussion following Swanson's presentation, neurologist Frederik Baugh-man Jr. asked Swanson if any of the studies in his review involved hildren without a history of drugtreatment. Swanson ould not name a single study based on untreated patients and o�ered theabsurd and untrue explanation that untreated hildren diagnosed with ADHD are diÆult to obtainin the United States. On the basis of Swanson's onfession that all the hildren had been exposedto stimulant drugs, I suggested in my presentation that Swanson's report be inorporated into mineas additional evidene of the brain-damaging e�ets of stimulants.After hearing all the sienti� presentations and disussions, the Consensus Conferene panelonluded that \there are no data to indiate that ADHD is due to a brain malfuntion" (NationalInstitutes of Health, 1998a, p. 2 [972℄). This important onlusion has a sound basis but was removedfrom later editions by NIH authorities after the onsensus panel had been disbanded (1998b [973℄).230



As previously desribed, psyhostimulants have demonstrable toxi e�ets on both gross and bio-hemial funtions of the brain, inluding the frontal lobes and basal ganglia. In sharp ontrast to allthe data on�rming toxi e�ets of stimulants, any assoiation between ADHD and brain pathologyremains speulative and extremely unlikely. No valid ADHD syndrome has been demonstrated, andno neurologial or other physial �ndings have been found in assoiation with it (see subsequentdisussion). Brain strutural abnormalities found in hildren diagnosed with ADHD and treatedwith stimulants - to the extent that they are valid �ndings - are almost ertainly due to the stimu-lants and other psyhiatri mediations to whih they have been exposed. These studies add to theaumulating evidene that psyhostimulants ause irreversible brain damage.11.12.2 Gross Brain Dysfuntion Caused By Methylphenidate and Am-phetamineVolkow et al. (1997) [1303℄, in a PET study of normal adults given methylphenidate, found a reduedrei ative metaboli rate in the basal ganglia and other hanges orrelating with the distribution ofdopamine reeptors. Wang et al. (1994) [1314℄, using the PET san in normal adults, measured thee�et of methylphenidate (0.5 mg/kg IV) and found that methylphenidate dereased the overall owof blood by 23% to 30% into all areas of the brain. The derement was maintained when last tested(30 min after the �nal dose). The researhers warned that these e�ets \should be onsidered whenpresribing this drug hronially" (p. 143). Bell et al. (1982) [122℄, using rat brain tissue, found thatmethylphenidate redued gluose metaboli rates in the motor ortex and inreased in the substantianigra and other deep strutures. Porrino and Luignani (1987) [1046℄, using methylphenidate (1.25-15.0 mg/kg) in onsious rats, found \signi�ant dose-dependent alterations in metaboli ativity"in numerous areas of the brain, even at the lowest dosage.PET sans also reveal that normal adults exposed to an injetion of 0.15 mg/kg of amphetaminewill undergo inreased gluose metabolism throughout most of the brain (Ernst et al., 1997 [409℄).These studies demonstrate the e�et of stimulant drugs on the brains of normal animals persons orpersons.Stimulant-indued redued metaboli rate and redued blood ow in the brain make a mokeryof the onept that the mediations are treating a disorder of the brain. Consistent with the brain-disabling priniples of biopsyhiatri treatment, the stimulants ause gross malfuntions in the brainthat are then mistaken for improvement.11.12.3 Abnormalities of Brain Chemistry and Mirosopi PathologyCaused By StimulantsStudies show that methylphenidate and amphetamine bind to reeptors throughout most of the fore-brain, inluding the basal ganglia and frontal ortex (Unis et al., 1985 [1276℄). Many studies on�rmamphetamine-indued persistent abnormalities in biohemial struture and funtion (Robinson etal., 1998 [1089℄).11.12.3.1 MethamphetamineBeause it is a ommon drug of abuse that is almost always obtained illegally, there is more researhexploring methamphetamine-indued brain abnormalities than the other stimulants that are obtainedby preseription and promoted by liniians and pharmaeutial ompanies. While methamphetamineis FDA approved for the treatment of behavioral disorders in hildren, thankfully I have never seenit presribed. 231



The apaity of methamphetamine to ause neurotoxiity-inluding the destrution of brain ells-has long been demonstrated in animals. Chroni exposure to methamphetamine an produe irre-versible loss of reeptors for dopamine and/or the death of dopaminergi and other neurons in thebrain (Melega et al., 1997b [920℄; Shmued et al., 1997 [1137℄; Sheng et al., 1996 [1167℄; Sonsalla etal., 1996 [1203℄; Wagner et al., 1980 [1310℄; Zazek et al., 1989 [1375℄). Melega et al. (1997b) [920℄,for example, found persistent neurotoxi hanges in dopamine funtion (dopamine depletions of 55%to 85%) in vervet monkeys at 10-12 weeks with doses that were relatively small and aute (two dosesof 2 mg/kg 4 hours apart).After subjeting mie to methamphetamine, Sonsalla et al. (1996) [1203℄ also demonstrateddopaminergi ell loss of 40% to 50% in the substantia nigra. The doses were large but aute (fourinjetions of 10 mg/kg spaed at 2-hour intervals). Battaglia et al. (1987) [111℄ found that largehroni doses of methamphetamine also ause the death of serotonergi nerves in animals. Thehanges were desribed as \long-lasting neurotoxi e�ets with respet to both the funtional andstrutural integrity of serotonergi neurons in brain" (p. 911). Brain levels of norepinephrine arealso depleted in the frontal ortex for at least 6 months or more, indiating irreversible damage tothat system as well (Wagner et al., 1980 [1310℄). Thus methamphetamine auses destrutive hangesin all three of the neurotransmitter systems that are stimulated by the drug (see also Zazek et al.,1989 [1375℄).Methamphetamine has been demonstrated to be irreversibly neurotoxi. Given the biohemialand linial similarities to amphetamine and methylphenidate, this gives ause for grave onern.11.12.3.2 AmphetamineDextroamphetamine, or simply amphetamine (Dexedrine, Adderall), is another FDA-approved drugfor treating behavioral problems in hildren. Yet the existene of amphetamine neurotoxiity hasalso been doumented for more than 30 years (Huang et al., 1997 [635℄).Wagner et al. (1980) [1310℄ found that treating rhesus monkeys with amphetamine leads to a long-lasting loss of dopamine and dopamine uptake sites (reeptors). Juan et al. (1997) [708℄ on�rmedthat amphetamine produes a depletion of striatal dopamine that is measurable on autopsy of mieat 5 days and 2 weeks (the �nal experiment). The animals were administered four doses of 10 mg/kgspaed 2 hours apart.Robinson and Kolb (1997) [1090℄ treated rats with amphetamine twie a day for 5 days a weekfor a total of 5 weeks with a dose that was gradually inreased from 1 mg/kg to 8 mg/kg. Thirty-eight days later, they found lasting strutural modi�ations in the nuleus aumbens and prefrontalortex neurons, inluding inreased length of dendrites and density of spines. In a mirodialysisstudy, Weiss et al. (1997) [1331℄ treated rats with amphetamine (1.5 mg/kg injeted twie a day for14 days). Seven days after withdrawal, the animals ontinued to show a redued dopamine releasein the ventral striatum in response to stress.Camp et al. (1997) [253℄ administered a rising dose of amphetamine (1-10 mg/kg over 10 days) torats and then withdrew the animals for 1-30 days. Using in vivo mirodialysis, they found hangeslasting 1 month in norepinephrine onentrations in the hippoampus as well as altered responses toamphetamine hallenge. They onluded that amphetamine produes biohemial adaptations thatfar outlast the aute drug e�ts and may aount for both transient and more persistent disontinu-ation e�ets in humans.As previously noted, Melega et al. (1997b) [920℄ used PET in vervet monkeys to determinepresynapti striatal dopamine funtion following the administration of amphetamine with small autedoses. The animals were given two doses of 2 mglkg 4 hours apart. These doses produed markeddereases in dopamine synthesis (25% at 10-12 weeks) with a 16% redution in one amphetamine-232



treated animal at 32 weeks. Biohemial analysis showed dereased striatal dopamine onentrationsof 55% at 10-12 weeks. The authors onluded that aute amphetamine doses produe long-lastingneurotoxiity. In another study using larger, more hroni doses (4-18 mg/kg over 10 days), Melegaet al. (1997a) [919℄ found a gradual reovery from neurotoxiity in the striatum over a 2-year periodafter termination of treatment.Addressing the use of stimulants for the treatment of hildren, Ellinwood and Tong (1996) [404℄onluded, \Drug levels in hildren on a mg/kg basis are some times as high as those reported toprodue hroni CNS hanges in animal studies" (p. 14). Juan et al. (1997) [708℄ warned that whenpsyhostimulants are indiated, as in ADHD, \it would seem prudent to presribe methylphenidaterather than amphetamine, sine methylphenidate appears to lak the DA [dopamine℄ neurotoxipotential that has been well doumented for amphetamine" (p. 174). However, amphetamine hasbeome inreasingly popular among liniians.11.12.3.3 MethylphenidateMah et al. (1997) [860℄ used PET in rhesus monkeys to on�rm the similarity of e�ets amongmethylphenidate, amphetamine, methamphetarnine, an oaine on dopamine release in the basalganglia. It is inevitable that methylphenidate will produe similar neurotoxi e�ets as other psy-hostimulants.Barnett and Kuzenksi (1986) [102℄ found down-regulation of dopamine reeptors after methylphenidateadministration to animals but did not test for reovery. Mathieu et al. (1989) [889℄ found redu-tion of the density of the norepinephrine reeptors after treatment with methylphenidate. Laroixand Ferron (1988) [798℄, after 7 days of methylphenidate treatment in rats, found that \the eÆayof ortial NA [noradrenergi℄ neurotransmission is markedly redued following methylphenidatetreatment" (p. 277). Neurons beame less responsive to various forms of stimulation, indiatingdesensitization. The hanges persisted at the last testing, 18 hours after drug exposure. Juan etal. (1997) [708℄ found dopamine depletion in the mouse striatum 5 days after terminating treatmentwith methylphenidate, but not 2 weeks after.The few studies that have tested for longer-term dopamine depletion from methylphenidate havefailed to doument it (Wagner et al., 1980 [1310℄; Yuan et al., 1997 [1374℄; Zazek et al., 1989[1375℄). However, this does not rule out irreversible neurotoxiity. Given the �ndings of short-termabnormalities, and the lessons from amphetamine and methamphetamine, suspiion must remainhigh that irreversible hanges are also aused by methylphenidate.11.13 The Latest Ominous News About RitalinIn 2005, a study appeared in Caner Letters that would have evoked widespread media overage ifit had been about an illegal drug, rather than about a pharmaeutial ompany produt (El-Zein,2005 [398℄). Researhers from the University of Texas examined 12 hildren treated with therapeutie�ets of Ritalin to determine \whether this entral nervous system stimulant produes ytoge-neti abnormalities in pediatri patients at therapeuti doses". Using peripheral blood lymphoytestaken from the hildren, they found a 2.4-fold inrease in hromosome aberrations and similar de-fets. They onluded, \These �ndings warrant further investigations of the possible health e�ets ofmethylphenidate in humans, espeially in view of the well-doumented relationship between elevatedfrequenies of hromosome aberrations and inreased aner risk".More reent studies of the e�et of methylphenidate on the growing animal brain have produedeven more ominous results with diret onnetions to emotional and behavioral development. Car-lezon and Konradi (2004) [259℄, from Harvard's Department of Psyhiatry, observed that some hil-233



dren are being treated with psyhiatri drugs as early as age 2. They summarized their researh:\When we exposed rats to the presription stimulant methylphenidate during eariy adolesene,we disovered long-lasting behavioral and moleular alterations that were onsistent with dra-mati hanges in the funtion of the brain reward systems."In a presentation at the annual meeting of the Amerian College of Neuropsyhopharmaology(ACNP) in late 2004 [259℄, William Carlezon and his ollaborator, Susan Andersen, explained thatfollowing exposure to methylphenidate when young, the animals' behavior beame abnormal in adult-hood. Aording to the reporter (\New Study Shows," 2004 [983℄),\The animals had a redued ability to experiene pleasure and reward, partiularly when it wasmeasured by sensitivity to oaine. In addition, they found that the animals exposed to Ritalinduring pre-adolesene were more prone to express despair-like behaviors in stressful situations(suh as swim tests) as adults. Overall, the animals showed more evidene of dysfuntionalbrain reward systems and depressive-like behaviors in adulthood."In 2005 [864℄, Mague et al. published more on their researh, again �nding that methylphenidateaused hanges in the young rat's brain that persist into adulthood. They onluded, \Reduedsensitivity to these various types of reward may reet general dysfuntions of brain reward systems".None of this is good news for hildren and adolesents who have been treated with Ritalin produts.Nonetheless, the ACNP, an organization of experts beholden to the drug ompanies, ame outspinning on this study, invoking the antiquated, unsienti� myth that methylphenidate is spei� forADHD. Unonsionably, they laimed in a press release that the rat study only had impliations fornormal hildren and that properly diagnosed ADHD hildren would not su�er adverse onsequenes(Lobliner, 2004 [850℄).In an editorial in Ethial Human Psyhology and Psyhiatry, Leo (2005) [831℄ ridiuled the ACNP'sonlusions, whih are based on the premise that the rats have normal brains but ADHD hildren,with abnormal brains, will be �xed by the drugs. Not only is this a bizarrely self-serving strethof redulity on the part of these drug advoates, but it also ies in the fae of the sienti� realitythat stimulant drugs have the same e�ets on normal individuals as hildren labeled ADHD, and infat have been used by everyone from U.S. Army pilots to professional athletes and untold numbersof ollege students to fous more obsessivel for brief spans of time. Moreover, as we have seen, thedrugs even a�et the behavior of normal animals in the same negative way that they a�et hildren.11.14 Developmental NeurotoxiityThe development of the human brain ontinues long after birth and infany, with signi�ant hangestaking plae in the number and organization of brain ells into adolesene. When the NIMH (1995)[976℄ and the FDA held a onferene on the future testing and use of psyhiatri drugs for hildren,Vitiello (1998) [1301℄ made a ritial dislosure:\Now, we know from work in animals that if we interfere with these neurotransmitter systemsat some rueial times, like the prenatal or the perinatal or neonatal phase of their lives, we anhange in these animals the destiny of the neurotransmitters forever. We an ause permanenthanges." (p. 29)The term plastiity has been used to emphasize the brain's responsiveness and ability to adaptto hanging environmental input. The brain reates new brain ell synapses and prunes old ones in234



response to experiene (Greenough et al., 1992 [565℄; Weiler et al., 1995 [1321℄). Caged animals withlimited lpottunities for spontaneous ativity will not develop as many neuronal interonnetions asmore free-ranging animals. It is doubtful that the brains of hildren would be any less responsive tothe environment than those of rats. If environmental inuenes, suh as the frequeny and qualityof ommuniation, an inuene brain development, hroni drug exposure should be viewed aspotentially dangerous. In addition, the stimulants make hildren less spontaneous, reduing theirinterations with the envimnent and hene their brain development.Reviewing the literature (see also Breggin, 1999a [202℄, 1999b [203℄, 1999 [204℄, 2001a [207℄, 2002[210℄) produes a wide variety of brain dysfuntions indued by stimulants, inluding the following:redued blood owredued oxygen supplyredued energy utilizationpersistene biohemial imbalanespersistent sensitization (inreased reativity to stimulants)permanent distortion of brain ell struture and funtionbrain ell death and tissue shrinkageytotoxiity with hromosornal abnormalitiesdependene, tolerane, and withdrawal symptoms
11.15 Growth Suppression Caused ByStimulantsFor many years in many books and artiles, I have made the point that the stimulants ause apersistent suppression of height and weight (e.g., Breggin, 1997a [198℄, 1999 [202℄, 2001 [209℄, 2002b[211℄), and for an equal number of years, mediation advoates have rejeted the evidene. Despiteresistane from stimulant advoates, sienti� researh long ago demonstrated these inhibiting e�etson height and weight (for example, see Klein et al., 1988a&b [768℄ & [769℄).As a result of professional resistane to the fats about stimulant-indued growth suppression,very few young patients and their parents have been informed in advane that stimulant drugs willshorten the height and redue the weight of the hildren.The growth-suppression e�ets of stimulants are not due primarily to loss of appetite, as manydotors have proposed. Instead, it has been known for deades that stimulants impat on the brainand pituitary gland to disrupt growth hormone prodution (Aarskog et al., 1977 [2℄; studies evaluatedin Breggin, 1991 [190℄, 2001 [209℄).Despite its extreme promediation bias, the MTA study settled the question, one again, whenit found onsistent suppression of height and weight in hildren taking stimulants (Swanson et al.,2007a [1233℄; also see MTA Cooperative Group, 2004 [956℄). Children with no previous exposure tostimulant drugs were treated with the mediations for 14 to 36 months. Compared to the ontrolgroup, the mediated hildren showed a 2-m (0.8-inh) redution in height, as well as a 2.7-kg(5.9-pound) redution in weight.Suppression of height, rather than merely weight, is a more serious �nding beause it indiatesa stunting of the growth proesses that annot be aounted for by redued appetite. The FDA-approved label for methylphenidate produts suh as Ritalin now inludes a setion titled \Long-TermSuppression of Growth" that on�rms a suppression of height and weight during treatment with themediation over periods of 14 to 36 months (Physiians' Desk Referene, 2007 [1036℄). There wasno evidene \growth rebound" (p. 2270) or reovery. The FDA-approved labels also note that it is235



\likely" that amphetamine stimulants will have the same e�et.When a drug is generally toxi to the brain and also produes a spei� dysfuntion in theregulation of growth hormone, it should be assumed that brain growth is also being inhibited anddistorted, if not stunted. If it were not for the power of the psyhopharmaeutial omplex, thesuppression of growth by stimulant drugs would, by itself, ontraindiate and ultimately stop theiruse in hildren.11.16 ConlusionStimulants ause permanent abnormalities in brain hemistry and anatomy. Even after only one ortwo doses, they impair metabolism and blood ow in the brain. By disrupting the prodution ofgrowth hormone, they suppress height and weight. They are additive and predispose hildren toabuse oaine in young adulthood.Not only do the stimulants damage and disable the brain, but sienti� researh has also demon-strated how these physial disabilities are manifested in behavior hanges. The stimulants impairbehavior by rushing spontaneity and induing ompulsive behaviors. The less spontaneous, moreompulsive hildren are seen as \improved" when in fat they are biologially and mentally impaired.The e�et of the stimulants provides a lear-ut illustration of the brain-disabling priniples desribedin hapter 1.Meanwhile, the stimulants have no proven therapeuti e�et beyond the �rst few weeks of be-havioral suppression with enfored doility and ompulsivity. Furthermore, they have no positiveimpat on learning, aademi progress, or soialization. Instead, they disrupt learning by ausingabnormal overfousing, and they often indue obsessive-ompulsive behavior, depression, and soialwithdrawal.It is diÆult to �nd strong enough language to ommuniate the folly - indeed, the tragedy -of using drugs to ontrol and improve the behavior of millions of hildren. Children need parents,teahers, oahes, religious leaders, ounselors, and other adults in their lives - not brain-disablingdrugs. Children need the support of families, shools, and ommunity organizations - not drugs intheir brains. Children need healthy brains, not drug-drenhed brains.Ultimately, hildren grow up by learning to take ontrol of their ations - by learning to beresponsible and self-determined - something that diagnoses and drugs ultimately disourage. Whenthey have diÆulty growing up, hildren need inreased attention from adults who are properlyequipped to guide and to eduate them in improving their self-ontrol and aademi skills. In mylinial experiene, when we provide these hildren the needed psyhologial, soial, and eduationalguidane, they thrive without drugs.
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Chapter 12Antianxiety Drugs, Inluding BehavioralAbnormalities Caused by Xanax andHalionNo drugs are more obviously brain-disabling and spellbinding than the benzodiazepines (BZs). Theyprodue a ontinuum of entral nervous system (CNS) e�ets that begins with a feeling of relaxation,progresses toward somnolene, and, in suÆient doses, auses a oma deep enough to use as anesthesiain major surgery. The ontinuum of e�ets is very similar to alohol, but the BZs an suppress theCNS without produing as muh drunkenness (slurred speeh and ataxia) and an more e�etivelyyprodue the depth of oma neessary for surgery.Experts who advoate the use of BZs for the ontrol of anxiety want to believe that these drugsprodue a spei� antianxiety or anxiolyti e�et, but there is no reason to believe this. The on-tinuum of CNS supression is smooth, and anxiety redution is one of the brain-disabling e�ets ofgradually shutting down the brain.12.1 Frontier Researh in Anesthesiology Con�rms the Brain-Disabling PrinipleBeause they have no ax to grind about treating anxiety with BZs and other CNS depressants,anesthesiologists have been more honest in evaluating their e�ets. All urrently used forms ofanesthesia work by enhaning the e�et of the neurotransmitter system reeptors known as gamma-aminobutyri aid (GABA), in partiular the reeptor subtype A, or GABAA. All BZs enhaneGABA, inluding the long-ating diazepam (Valium) used to treat anxiety and the ultra-short-atingmidazollam. (Versed) used intravenously to produe anesthesia.GABAA reeptors exist throughout the brain and an be found on the great majority of neu-rons. This system dampens neuronal ativities, regulating the overalllevel of CNS ativity. Whenstimulated by drugs, GABA produes the ontinuum of CNS depression leading to oma.The subtype GABAA has at least 19 subtypes of its own, and most of those subtypes havesubtypes, produing a dizzying array of reeptor subtypes (Hemmings et al., 2005 [613℄; Orser, 2007[1013℄). In addition, reent researh has demonstrated that GABAA reeptors are not limited, asoriginally thought, to the synapse. They line the outside of neurons as well, where they regulateneurotransmission by potentially inhibiting their apaity to beome exited. Of ourse, this e�etis so generalized that it annot possibly be spei� for one aspet of onsiousness, the generation ofanxiety. 237



In evaluating the latest advanes in anesthesiology, Beverley Orser (2007) [1013℄, Professor ofAnesthesiology and Physiology at the University of Toronto, disussed the mehanism of ation ofanesthetis, inluding BZs. Her desription on�rmed the brain-disabling priniple in regard to thesedrugs:\Beause onsiousness is a omplex experiene whose de�ning properties are still hotly debatedby neurosientists, it is not as easy to pinpoint a single anatomial soure of unonsiousnessduring anesthesia. One leading theory holds that it is simply the result of `ognitive unbinding'- a severing of ommuniation between the many brain regions that usually ooperate in higherognitive proessing. Even at the loal level, if one imagines groups of neurons as forming linesin a vast telephone network, the e�et of general anesthesia is analogous to pulling out the plugsat the swithboard."This kind of general disruption of brain funtion and onsiousness takes plae when an individualundergoes anesthesia - or takes a BZ to relieve anxiety. Unfortunately, Dr. Orser's (2007) [1013℄level of sophistiation about the brain-disabling e�ets of BZs is sorely missing among psyhiatridrug experts who persist in believing that their hemials treat spei� psyhiatri disorders similarto the way insulin treats diabetes.12.2 The DrugsSine the days when Valium was the most presribed drug in Ameria, dotors have beome moreautious about presribing additive BZs. Aording to the Drug Enforement Administration (DEA,2006) [377℄, in 1999, there were about 100 million presriptions written. Aording to IMS Health(2007) [648℄, they have not yet fallen o� the harts. The BZs were 10th in the nation in sales, withover 80 million presriptions written. Antianxiety agents (anxiolytis or minor tranquilizers) remainamong the most ommonly used drugs in both mediine and psyhiatry.I ould not loate any reliable reent estimates for the number of patients taking BZs. More thana deade ago, it was estimated that 15% of Amerian adults used these or similar sedative/hypnotiagents during any given year, usually through a physiian's presription (Gold et al., 1995 [535℄).Almost 2% of the population was using BZs more or less hronially (DuPont, 1986 [386℄). In 1993,Xanax topped the list for frequeny of use, followed by Klonopin.Moore and Jones (1985) [944℄ performed a review of all adverse drug reations reported to theFood and Drug Administration (FDA) from 1968 to 1982 (see hapter 13 for an analysis of the FDA'ssystem). Antibiotis ranked �rst with 33,959 reported adverse reations, but so-alled tranquilizerswere nek and nek with 33,720. The BZs are frequently presribed for anxiety or pani and forsleep. They are also given to ounterat the stimulating e�ets of the antidepressants, espeiallyProza, Paxil, and other SSRIs. Most of the antianxiety agents, inluding the more potent ones, areBZs. This hapter will fous on the brain-disabling e�ets of BZs, espeially the short-ating, high-poteny drugs alprazolam (Xanax) and triazolam (Halion). Beause they produe more frequentand intensive adverse drug reations, Xanax and Halion provide a magnifying glass for investigatingthe more general impat of all BZs.With their trade names and half-lives in parentheses (the units are hours), urrent BZs inludethe following: alprazolam (Xanax, 6-20), hlordiazepoxide (Librium, 30-100), lonazepam (Klonopin,18-50), lorazepate (Tranxene, 30-100 or 200), diazepam (Valium, 30-100), estazolam (ProSom, 10-24), urazepam (Dalmane, 50-160), lorazepam (Ativan, 10-20), midazolam (Versed, 2-3), oxazepam(Serax, 3-21), prazepam (Centrax, 30-100), quazepam (Doral, 50-160), temazepam (Restoril, 8-20),and triazolam (Halion, 1.5-5)1. The appendix ontains a more omplete list.1The data on the half-life were ompiled from varying soures and should be onsidered rough estimates. Half-life238



Some BZs have been marketed as hypnotis or sleeping mediations, or are more frequently pre-sribed for this purpose by physiians, without being substantially di�erent in their harateristisfrom other BZs marketed for anxiety. As Ashton (1995) [70℄ remarked, \The pharmaologial ationsof all benzodiazepines are similar; the distintion between tranquilizers and hypnoti preparationsis based on ommerial, not pharmaologial grounds" (p. 159, note on hart). Flurazepam, for ex-ample, is sold as a sleeping mediation, but its rather lengthy half-life will produe hangover e�etsthe following day. Xanax, and to an even greater extent, Halion, do have a signi�antly di�erentpro�le due to a greater apaity to bind to reeptors and a shorter half-life. Halion's very shorthalf-life led to the hope that it would make a partiularly good sleeping mediation beause its e�etspresumably would wear o� by the morning. Instead, it has proven relatively ine�etive and espeiallydangerous, often ausing withdrawal reations the following morning.The brain-disabling or toxi e�ets of the BZs an be divided into several somewhat overlappingategories:1. The primary linial e�et of induing sedation (tranquility) or hypnosis (sleep), whih isindistinguishable from a toxi e�et, exept in degree2. Aute ognitive dysfuntion, ranging from short-term memory impairment and onfusion todelirium3. Disinhibition and other behavioral aberrations, inluding extreme agitation, psyhosis, para-noia, and depression, sometimes with violene toward self or others4. Withdrawal, in whih the individual experienes a ontinuum of symptoms from anxiety andinsomnia after routine use to psyhosis and seizures after the abrupt termination of long-term,larger doses5. Rebound, an aspet of withdrawal, in whih the individual develops anxiety, insomnia, or otherserious emotional reations that are more intense than before drug treatment began (withdrawaland rebound an take plae between doses during the routine administration of BZs, espeiallythe short-ating ones)6. Habituation and addition, along a ontinuum from feeling dependent on the drug to ompul-sively organizing one's behavior in a self-destrutive manner around obtaining large amountsof the agent7. Persistent ognitive dysfuntion, persistent amnesti syndrome, and persistent dementia12.3 Brain Disability As the Primary Clinial E�etAs muh as any psyhiatri drugs, the brain-disabling e�ets of the BZs (or any sedative-hypnoti,inluding alohol) are readily apparent. Muh as for alohol, there is a ontinuum of CNS depressionfrom relaxation through sleep, and, in the extreme, oma. Presribing is a matter of giving enoughof the mediation to the point where the patient experienes a desired e�et without beoming tooheavily sedated or omatose.Neurophysiologial studies show that the BZs potentiate the neuronal inhibition that is mediatedby GABA. In doses used linially, this results in a generalized suppression of both spontaneous andevoked eletrial ativity of the large neurons throughout all regions of the brain and spinal ord(Ballenger, 1995 [94℄).is the time when 50% of the drug or its ative metabolites have been eliminated.239



The binding of BZs to the GABA reeptors is most intense in the erebral ortex. Some BZs, suhas Xanax and Halion, bind espeially tightly, inreasing their tendeny to produe more intensesedation and hypnosis, and also more severe ognitive de�its, behavioral abnormalities, rebound,and withdrawal.People who use BZs to alm their anxiety will frequently use alohol and other sedatives inter-hangeably for the same purpose, either in onbination or at di�erent times. As they swith fromdrug to drug, they tend to �nd little or no di�erene in the antianxiety e�et. This on�rms thatBZs have no spei�ity for anxiety in omparison to other sedative/hypnoti agents.12.4 Mehanisms for Produing Behavioral AbnormalitiesThere are at least two auses for the abnormal behavior produed by BZs. One mehanism is diretintoxiation, resulting in impaired exeutive and ognitive funtion, inluding redued judgment andimpulse ontrol. Fogel and Stone (1992) [453℄ observed, \Benzodiazepines, given to redue arousal orpossibly to treat a hypomani state, may aggravate impulsive behavior by impairing the inhibitionmehanism of the frontal lobes. Barbiturates may have similar e�ets" (p. 341).Espeially in regard to the BZs, a seond mehanism, withdrawal or rebound, an also ause severepsyhiatri reations. These disontinuation symptoms our when the BZs are withdrawn or whenthey begin to lose their e�etiveness (Amerian Psyhiatri Assoiation [APA℄, 1990a [39℄). Whenexposed to BZs, the brain ompensates by reduing the ativity of the GABA system. The GABAreeptors beome down-regulated (less sensitive). The GABA system, in e�et, beomes sluggish.There may also be a redution in GABA itself to ompensate for the drug e�et, one again leavingthe natural GABA system relatively inative. In short, the natural inhibitory mehanism of thebrain beomes relatively disabled and ine�etive in the presene of BZs. When the BZs are thenwithdrawn, the brain is left with an ine�etive or sluggish inhibitory system, resulting in anxiety,agitation, behavioral disinhibition, and loss of ontrol.BZ disinhibition di�ers in some ways from alohol disinhibition. It an our without a notie-able sedative intoxiation, suh as slurred speeh, lak of oordination, or impaired onsiousness.Furthermore, the BZs are presribed by a physiian, often without providing the patient a warningabout possible disinhibition. Unlike the experiened alohol user, the trusting BZ user has littlereason to antiipate losin ontrol. Expeting to be helped, and not harmed, by the drug, the patientis less able to understand or manage potentially overwhelming feelings of anger or violene or otheruntoward emotional responses. Also, unlike with alohol, some of the worst BZ behavioral reationsour during withdrawal or in between doses, adding to the patient's onfusion onerning what ishappening. At the time, the patient may have little idea what is driving the unfamiliar behavior, andin retrospet, it may seem like a fragmented, poorly realled nightmare. In addition, the BZs are veryspellbinding, so individuals often su�er toxi e�ets on their brains and minds without appreiatingor reognizing them.12.5 Adverse Reations to Benzodiazepines (BZs)The FDA-approved label for Xanax XR, the long-ating preparation of the drug, listed the following\psyhiatri disorders" aused by the drug in short-term plaebo-ontrolled linial trials: depres-sion, dereased libido, disorientation, onfusion, depressed mood, and anxiety. It lists additionalpsyhiatri symptoms under the rubri of \nervous system disorders," inluding sedation, somno-lene, memory impairment, mental impairment, and hypersomnia (Physiians' Desk Referene, 2006,p. 2658 [1036℄). Memory impairment is listed as one of the reasons that patients stopped taking240



the drug. It is unusual for so many adverse psyhiatri symptoms to surfae in short-term plaebo-ontrolled linial trials, indiating that Xanax XR has an unusual apaity to ause them. The labelfor Xanax (not the XR preparation) indiated that it aused \disinhibition," even in the short-termplaebo-ontrolled linial trials (Physiians' Desk Referene, 2005 [1036℄, p. 2766).Standard textbooks and reviews spanning more than two deades as well as a variety of linialstudies on�rm widespread reognition of BZ-indued behavioral abnormalities (Arana et al., 1991[65℄; Ashton, 1995 [69℄; DiMasio et al., 1970 [363℄; Kohansky et al., 1975 [772℄; Maxmen, 1991[891℄; Rosenbaum et al., 1984 [1104℄; Shader et al., 1977 [1159℄). My 1998(b) [201℄ review titled\Analysis of Adverse Behavioral E�ets of Benzodiazepines with a Disussion of Drawing Sienti�Conlusions From the FDA's Spontaneous Reporting System" probably remains one of the mostomplete reviews in the sienti� literature.Salzman et al. (1974) [1122℄, in a plaebo-ontrolled study, showed that volunteers taking hlor-diazepoxide beame more hostile when onfronted with a situation of interpersonal frustration. Salz-man (1992) [1121℄ also reviewed the literature. He pointed out the then ontroversial nature ofBZ-indued violene but went on to assert, \Reent observations, however, have on�rmed thathostility an be seen with all benzodiazepines, inluding alprazolam and lonazepam".Writing in The Pharmaologial Basis of Therapeutis, Rall (1990) [1068℄ summarized:\Adverse psyhologial e�ets: Benzodiazepines may ause paradoxial e�ets. Nitrazepam fre-quently and urazepam oasionally inrease the inidene of nightmares, espeially during the�rst week of use. Flurazepam oasionally auses garrulousness, anxiety, irritability, tahyar-dia, and sweating. Euphoria, restlessness, halluinations, and hypomani behavior have beenreported to our during the use of various benzodiazepines. Antianxiety benzodiazepines havebeen reported to release bizarre uninhibited behavior in some users with low levels of anxiety;hostility and rage may our in others. Paranoia, depression, and suiidal ideation oasionallyalso aompany the use of these agents." (p. 355)Rall believed that \the inidene of suh paradoxial reations is extremely small". Whether ornot that is true, they are extremely hazardous. They are more ommon in regard to the short-atingBZs.Drug-indued disinhibition or loss of impulse ontrol an ause serious harm to self and to others.I have evaluated in depth ases in whih only one or two doses of a BZ suh as alprazolam orlonazepam have led to suiidal or homiidal outbursts.12.5.1 The Prodution of Mania and RageAs the above observations on�rm, reations to BZs an reah psyhoti proportions. As noted inDrug Fats and Comparisons (2003-2007), [379℄, the BZs in general an ause serious psyhiatriproblems, inluding psyhosis. They an disrupt CNS funtion, produing, among other things,\disorientation . . . onfusion . . . delirium . . . euphoria . . . agitation". A speial Preautions setionnoted \paradoxial reations," inluding \exitement, stimulation and aute rage" and \hyperexitedstates, anxiety, halluinations".Mania is a speial danger in regard to Xanax. Unlike any other benzodiazepine, the FDA-approvedlabel for Xanax, as found in the 2007 Physiians' Desk Referene [1036℄, spei�ally mentionedthe risk of mania. Drug Fats and Comparisons (2007) [379℄ also made a spei� referene toXanax under \Preautions," stating that \anger, hostility and episodes of mania and hypomaniahave been reported with alprazolam" (p. 1199). As another example, Maxmen and Ward's (1995)[892℄ Psyhotrapi Drug Fast Fats stated that \mani reations" are \most often reported withalprazolam" (p. 287). It also stated that \rage reations" and \violent episodes" have espeially241



been observed with Xanax and Valium. Yet another example is the Handbook of Psyhiatri DrugTherapy by Hyman et al. (1995) [644℄. It singled out Xanax to observe that \inreased impulsiveness,euphoria, and frank mania have been reported with alprazolam" (p. 177).12.5.2 The Prodution of Depression and SuiideAs already noted, there are reports in the linial literature indiating that the BZs an ause de-pression. Some reviews mention the phenomenon but express skeptiism, while nonetheless delaringthat it should be taken seriously. Arana and Hyman (1991) [65℄, for example, stated:\Depression: All benzodiazepines have been assoiated with the emergene or worsening of de-pression; whether they were ausative or only failed to prevent the depression is unknown. Whendepression ours during the ourse of benzodiazepine treatment, it is prudent to disontinuethe benzodiazepine."Ashton (1995) [69℄ observed that BZs an blunt the emotions in general, produing \emotionalanesthesia". He reported, \Former long-term benzodiazepine users often bitterly regret their lak ofemotional response to family events during the period that they were taking the drugs". Ashton alsoobserved that BZs an preipitate suiide in already depressed patients.The APA (1990a) [39℄ task fore report on BZs, in a disussion of toxiity, also observed that\benzodiazepines have also been reported to ause or to exaerbate symptoms of depression.This, too, is not a frequent side e�et, although the depressive symptoms may be potentiallyserious." (p. 41)Great Britain's Committee on Safety of Mediines (CSM; 1988) [305℄ reommended that \benzo-diazepines should not be used alone to treat depression or anxiety assoiated with depression. Suiidemay be preipitated in suh patients".Some psyhiatrists believe that there is usually a predisposition toward depression and suiidalityin the a�eted individual, but this position laks evidene. As a medial expert, I have extensivelyevaluated ases of depression and suiide indued by benzodiazepines in individuals with no priorhistory of these emotional problems.12.5.3 Cognitive, Emotional, and Behavioral Abnormalities Caused ByHalion and XanaxSeveral studies have demonstrated rebound phenomena the same night or the day following theingestion of the short-ating BZ triazolam (Halion). In a ontrolled study, Moon et al. (1985) [943℄found that \the results support previous reports that early insomnia and an inrease in daytimeanxiety are problems assoiated with short ating benzodiazepines, suh as triazolam".De Tullio et al. (1989) [340℄ reviewed the harts of 72 adult male patients taking triazolam forsleep through an ambulatory Veterans Administration (VA) lini. Thirty-nine of the patients wereavailable for telephone interviews. Most of the patients were elderly (age 60 or older). Of the 39patients interviewed, only 4 reported no adverse e�ets, and 23 experiened more than one. Themost ommon were dizziness, rebound insomnia, and nightmares. \Rebound insomnia was de�nedas waking during the night or waking too early in the morning, and having trouble falling bak tosleep." As a result of the study, the VA faility modi�ed its poliies on triazolam administration: \For242



outpatients on hroni triazolam therapy, a swith to a longer-ating benzodiazepine was institutedwith tapering if therapy was not to be ontinued."Publi and professional awareness of the speial dangers of Halion began in 1978. At that time,C. van der Kroef (as ited in Dukes, 1980 [382℄), a psyhiatrist in The Hague, Netherlands, notiedabnormal reations to Halion in 4 of 11 patients he treated with the drug. Following is van derKroef's desription of one of his patients:\The insomnia improved at one, but psyhially she rapidly went downhill. Progressively shebeame paranoid. Several times she asked me what the hypnoti ontained - LSD perhaps? -for she felt that she was bordering on psyhosis. She felt shut o� from the world; it was as if sheno longer belonged to soiety. Her friends asked her what was happening to her, so strangelywas she behaving After two months I too began to suspet, partiularly in light of experienewith an earlier patient, that all this might be a onsequene of her taking triazolam. The drugwas withdrawn and replaed with nitrazepam. Within a day she felt herself again. The peoplearound her notied the di�erene and reognized her old self again. The paranoid traits, thehypermotility urge and the hyperaesthesia disappeared in the ourse of two days."Dukes (1980) [382℄, a physiian with onsiderable regulatory experiene, ommented on van derKroef's �ndings. He observed that all of the BZs, inluding those used to indue sleep (hypnotis),have been known to produe reations that are \frankly psyhoti". While not ommon, aording toDukes, \virtually every known drug in this lass" has produed \halluinations, delusions, paranoia,amnesia, delirium, hypomania - almost every oneivable symptoms of psyhoti madness".Aording to Dukes (1980) [382℄, all the BZs used for the ontrol of anxiety were also impliatedin ausing violene:\If one - to begin at an arbitrary point - looks to the literature for evidene that the ben-zodiazepines an unleash aggression then one will �nd it. More than a dozen papers in theliterature speak of irritability, de�ane, hostility, aggression, rage or a progressive deve10pmentof hates and dislikes in ertain patients treated with benzodiazepine tranquilizers; all those prod-uts whih are widespread have been inriminated at one time or another. The phenomenonhas been demonstrated in animal studies and it has even been proved possible to show in hu-man volunteers that these drugs an release pent-up hostility, partiularly in highly anxious oration-oriented individuals."Until the advent of Halion, aording to Dukes (1980) [382℄, the older BZs ommonly used toindue sleep were not known to ause violene. We shall �nd his observations on�rmed later on byin - house studies at the FDA indiating that Halion - but not the older hypnotis, Dalmane orRestoril - aused a vastly inreased rate of violent ativities.I have been a medial expert in riminal ases involving abnormal behavior, inluding theft andviolene, related to Xanax intoxiation. I have also been an expert in ivil suits involving suiiderelated to Halion.It is, of ourse, extremely diÆult to demonstrate drug-indued behavioral abnormalities in highlyseletive, short, ontrolled linial trials (see hapter 13 for a detailed analysis of why this is so).Nonethless, several studies have on�rmed some of the hazards assoiated Halion.Gardner and Cowdry (1985) [504℄ found an inrease in dysontrol in borderline patients tak-ing alprazolam in a double-blind, plaebo-ontrolled ross-over study. The dysontrol inluded thefollowing: \Overdose, severe"; \Overdose, moderate"; \Deep nek uts"; \Transverse wrist uts";\Tried to break own arm"; \Threw hair at hild"; and \Arm and head banging; jumped in front ofar". 243



Gardner and Cowdry (1985) [504℄ pointed out that there are some reports of borderline patientsalso improving on alprazolam. They onluded, \Caution should, however, be exerised, partiularlyin treating individuals with a substantial history of dysontrol."Bayer et al. (1986) [113℄ onduted a 9-week, double-blind ontrolled study of triazolam andanother hypnoti, hlormethiazole, in the elderly with sleep disturbanes. They found daytimewithdrawal e�ets from triazolam but not hlormethiazole. At week 3, signi�antly more triazolampatients were rated as more restless during the day, \and they also appeared more hostile, less relaxed,more irritable and more anxious". Patients on triazolam also had more adverse events related to theCNS, requiring 4 of 22 patients to withdraw from the study; 3 of those withdrawn reovered afterterminating the mediation. One patient felt that the tablets were making him nervous. The othersindividually developed paranoid delusions, \inreasing onfusion and irritability," and irrational,irritable, and unooperative behavior.Adam and Oswald (1989) [11℄, in a double-blind, plaebo-ontrolled study of triazolam andlormetazepam with 40 subjets in eah of the three groups, found that \triazolam takers beamemore anxious on self-ratings, were judged more often to have had a bad response by an observer,more often wrote down omplaints of distress, and su�ered weight loss. After about 10 days of reg-ular triazolam they tended to develop panis and depression, felt unreal, and sometimes paranoid".Aording to the authors,\Subjets' written omments suggested that from about 10 days after starting triazolam, theybeame liable to pani attaks, feelings of despair and derealization. There were desriptionsof pani episodes in publi plaes in seven subjets during triazolam intake, but none duringplaebo or lormetazepam. . . . Several reported their family relationships were hanged. Anumber of triazolam subjets beame paranoid. . . . Two men developed paranoid psyhoses.[During the withdrawal period, the anxiety of the triazolam patients℄ fell quikly to normallevels."Soldatos et al. (1986) [1201℄ reported on serious adverse drug reations in all �ve psyhiatriinpatients during a linial trial of 0.5 mg triazolam and plaebo. The patients and nurses were blindin the study, but not the physiian with medial responsibility for the patients. The study onsistedof 1 week of plaebo baseline, 2 weeks of triazolam administration, and 1 week of withdrawal onplaebo. All �ve patients developed severe reations to triazolam. Case 1 developed \anxiety andhalluinations on the last two days of triazolam administration and the �rst withdrawal day". Case2 had a sudden inrease in anxiety and beame \irritable, unooperative, and depressed". Shebeame withdrawn and ried, and showed \onsiderable impairment of memory and orientation".On withdrawal of triazolam, \she beame more inoherent, expressing paranoid ideas of perseutionthat persisted about a week". She required Haldol to ontrol her delusions. Case 3 developedsevere insomnia during withdrawal and \reported onsiderable anxiety and irritability along withan unontrollable fear of death, whih persisted to the next day when she additionally manifesteda marked degree of memory impairment". Case 4, by the end of the seond week of triazolamadministration, \beame more depressed and manifested inreasingly irritability and hostility". Case5, on the seond week of triazolam administration, \experiened inreasing daytime anxiety and hebeame, for the �rst time sine admission, irritable, hostile, and somewhat guarded and paranoidtowards the unit sta�". The authors suggested that some of the symptoms may have been related todisinhibition. They warned that these serious side e�ets \may not be rare when triazolam is usedin patients . . . [with℄ major psyhiatri onditions".Rosenbaum et al. (1984) [1104℄ found that 8 of 80 patients treated with alprazolam in an outpatientlinial setting developed extreme anger or hostile behavior.244



12.5.4 Evidene From the Food and Drug Administration's SpontaneousReporting SystemIn 1987 [144℄, Bixler et al. reviewed adverse reations to BZs reorded in the FDA's spontaneousreporting system (SRS). They ompared triazolam with two other BZs ommonly used to induesleep: temazepam (Restoril) and urazepam (Dalmane). They ontrolled the reports for the numberand size of presriptions for eah of the three drugs. In regard to psyhiatri adverse reations, theyfound:\in general, triazolam had muh higher overall rates than did the other two drugs. Hyperex-itability and withdrawal e�ets were greatest for triazolam and least for urazepam. Amnesiawas reported almost exlusively with triazolam. Rates for other ognitive as well as a�etiveand other behavior e�ets were also muh greater for triazolam and about equal for the othertwo drugs."The a�etive and other behavioral disturbanes ategory of adverse drug reations inluded \De-pression, Psyhoti Depression, Emotional lability, Euphoria, Hostility, Personality disorder, andDereased libido".Epidemiologial studies at the FDA have onsistently shown that alprazolam and, espeially,triazolam produe more frequent and more serious adverse CNS e�ets, inluding drasti and life-threatening behavioral hanges, than any other BZs. I have reviewed the in-house memos withdetailed analyses generated by the Division of Epidemiology and Surveillane, whih is responsiblefor the SRS. This divisian has onsistently shown more onern about triazolam than has PaulLeber's Division of Neuropharmaologial Drug Produts, whih originally approved the drug (seesubsequent disussion; see hapter 13 for more about Leber and the FDA [819℄). In the earlier editionof this book, the data from the epidemiology studies were desribed in detail for the �rst time in theliterature.Robert \Bob" Wise (1989) [1351℄, in a working paper for the FDA's Division of Epidemiologyand Surveillane, made an exeutive summary onerning reports of hostility on triazolam. Wiseaddressed a syndrome that onsists of \anger or rage, aggression, and some atual assaults andmurders". He stated:\More suh reports of this type have been reeived by the FDA for triazolam and alprazolamthan for any other drug produt regulated by the Ageny. Reporting rates, whih adjust fordi�erenes in the extent of eah drug's utilization, reveal muh higher ratios of hostility reportsto drug sales for both triazolam and alprazolam than for other benzodiazepines with similarindiations."\The publi health importane of these reations lies in their severity, with oasionallylethal behavior unleashed, in the ontext of large population exposures as the popularity ofboth drugs ontinues to rise."After a brief history of the FDA's inreased fous on BZ-indued hostility, Wise explained:\Our onern with suh reations then broadened to the lass of triazolobenzodiazepines,when another Inreased Frequeny Report inluded a reation in whih a 57 year old womanfatally shot her mother two hours after taking one-half milligram of triazolam. When we lookedat reports reeived during 1988, we found that triazolam's 1988 reporting rate for hostilityreations was more than twie as high as alprazolam's."\In the entire SRS . . . during early August, 1989, triazolam was the suspet drug in 113reports oded as hostility, more than any other mediation. It was followed by alprazolam,whih aounted for 78 reports. Only nine other drugs were suspeted in more than ten ases245



eah. Another 318 drug produts had fewer hostility reports, most often one (60.4 perent of318) or two (14.8 perent)."Three fatalities were reported to the SRS for triazolam and one for alprazolam. Five reports ofalprazolam overdose were assoiated with assaults, inluding two murders. Reations were reportedaross the dose range. Men (29) and women (26) were almost evenly distributed.Four alprazolam ases showed a redution in hostility and rage reations after a redution in dose(dehallenge), on�rming the drug's role in produing the behavior.Wise (1989) [1350℄ summarized, \This apparently exessive number of rage and similar reportswith triazolam and alprazolam, after adjusting the di�erenes in frequeny of drug use, providesstrong suspiion that a ausal relationship may obtain". It should be added that the relationship toinreased dosage seen in several ases further on�rms ausation. Wise onluded that these reportsannot \prove the presene of a ausal relationship" to the drug but that they do \imply a substantialpubli health importane for the potential hostility syndrome".Wise (1989) [1350℄ missed an extremely important aspet of his own data. Not only were Halionand Xanax �rst and seond in total reports of hostility, midazolam (Versed) was third in order.Versed, like Halion and Xanax, is a very short-ating, tightly binding BZ. It is used exlusively asan intravenous injetion for preoperative sedation and memory impairment. The total numbers ofreports were Halion (112), Xanax (77), and Versed (46). Valium (34 reports) was fourth. Theywere followed by Symmetrel (22) and Proza (20).Thus the data base for all drugs in the SRS of the FDA - whih inludes all presription drugs inthe United States - showed that three short - ating, tightly binding BZs ame in �rst, seond, andthird for reports of hostility as an adverse drug reation. Furthermore, the three drugs are typiallyused under very di�erent linial onditions: Halion orally, with one daily dose at night for sleep;Xanax orally, with several daily doses for daytime anxiety; and Versed intravenously, for preoperativepurposes, usually on one oasion only. Despite the di�erent uses, dosage shedules, and even routesof administration, they luster at the very top of the list for produing hostility. This is onviningand seemingly irrefutable evidene that these kinds of agents an ause violene2.On April 21, 1989 [1350℄, Wise wrote an inreased frequeny report for the FDA on the subjetof alprazolam and rage. Wise explained that the analysis was undertaken beause \over a 12 monthperiod, Upjohn reeived six reports of rage, agitation, anger, aggression, and similar behavioral andemotional symptoms after exposures to alprazolam". All but one involved \manifested or verbalizedmurderous impulses". Aording to Wise:\From spontaneous reports alone, we annot estimate the arual inidene of alprazolam-induedrage reations. But in light nf the widely aknowledged, substantial underreporting to sponta-neous surveillane systems in general and to the FDA's SRS in partiular, ir is entirely possiblethat six reports of this kind of reation within a single year might reet sixty or more inreality."After reviewing all reports made to Upjohn and the FDA, Wise onluded:\An inrease in annual frequeny of `rage' reports with alprazolam prompted us to omparehostility reports more generally aross several anxiolyti benzodiazepines. Alprazolam appearsto have an exessive reporting rate for events oded with `hostility,' even after adjusting fordi�erenes in the extent of eah drug's utilization. The numbers and potential gravity of thesereations and their possible relationship to dos age all appear to onit with urrent labeling'sbrief desription of `paradoxial e�ets' that our only `in rare instanes and in a randomfashion'."2Attorney Mihael Mosher of Paris, Texas, direted me to the signi�ane of the Versed data.246



On Otober 17, 1988 [51℄, Charles Anello, Deputy Diretor of the OÆe of Epidemiology andBiostatistis, referred to an earlier FDA omparison of spontaneous reports onerning triazolamto two other BZs used to treat insomnia, temazepam (Restoril) and urazepam (Dalmane). Anellostated that there was a proportionately inreased number of reports onerning abnormal behaviorin regard to triazolam. Anello reported on a further analysis omparing triazolam and temazepam,showing that for triazolam, the FDA reeived proportionally more adverse drug reation reports(ADRs), more serious ADRs, and more reports of �ve seleted behavioral drug reations.On September 12, 1989 [52℄, Anello reported within the FDA on \Triazolam and Temazepam-Comparison Reporting Rates". He found that adverse drug reations were reported 11 times morefrequently with triazolam than with temazepam. The rei ative reporting rate was 46 to 1 for amnesia,9 to 1 for \agitation, anxiety and nervousness," 16 to 1 for psyhosis (\psyhosis, halluinations,paranoid reation, and aute brain syndrome"), and 19 to 1 for \hostility and intentional injury".Anello's (1989) [52℄ analysis indiated that there were no onvining explanations for these dif-ferenes other than atual drug e�ets, but he did not make a formal determination of ausality.However, in a handwritten analysis attahed to the doument, obtained through the Freedom ofInformation At, there is a summary titled \Other Evidene in Favor of E�et of Triazolam," whihI quote in full:1. Temporal relationship of reations to initial dose2. Large proportion of spontaneous resolution with drug withdrawal (pos[itive℄ dehallenge)33. A few reports of positive rehallenges44. Reports of reations in otherwise normal individuals5. Corroborating reports in literature (inluding WHO data-similar magnitude of reations inCanada in data through 3/87)The above note indiates some of the logial, sienti� steps by whih data from spontaneousreporting were used by an unidenti�ed FDA oÆial to on�rm ausality in regard to Halion andadverse behavioral e�ets. (For a further disussion of the sienti� proess in epidemiologial studies,see hapter 13.)In 1991 [1366℄, Diane Wysowski and David Barash, also from the FDA's Division of Epidemiologyand Surveillane, published a report in the Arhives of Internal Mediine. A footnote stated, \Thisartile ontains the professional views of the authors and does not onstitute the oÆial position ofthe Food and Drug Administration". Using the FDA's SRS, the authors ompared triazolam andtemazepam through 1985 for \onfusion, amnesia, bizarre behavior, agitation, and halluinations".They onluded, \Considering the extent of use, reporting rates for triazolam were 22 to 99 timesthose for temazepam, depending upon the reation". Ehoing the handwritten remarks appended toAnello's (1989) [52℄ in-house report, the authors summarized:\Fators that indiate a ausal assoiation between triazolam and ad. verse behavioral rea-tions inlude orroborating ase reports and sleep laboratory studies in the literature, reportsof reations in otherwise normal persons, aute onset and temporal relationship to reationswith initial dose, spontaneous reoveries and return to normaly with drug disontinuation,and ourrenes of positive rehallenge. Also, the high benzodiazepine reeptor aÆnity withtriazolam has been postulated as a possible biologial mehanism."3In dehallnge, the drug is withdrawn to see if the adverse reation then stops.4In rehallenge, the drug is given again to see if the adverse reation an be repeated.247



While unable to \ompletely exlude the possibility that some seletion fators are operating toprodue higher reporting rates for triazolam," nonetheless, Wysowski and Barash (1991) [1366℄ foundthat the evidene suggested a greater ourrene with triazolam than with temazepam. Andreadisand Shrimer (1992) [47℄ responded ritially for Upjohn with a letter, and Wysowski and Barash(1992) [1367℄ were given the opportunity to try to answer their objetions.12.6 Amerian and British Responses DivergeFinally, in November 1991, the FDA approved new labeling for Halion (Food and Drug Adminis-tration, 1992 [461℄). The new label emphasizes that triazolam is indiated for short-term use andspei�es 7-10 days. Treatment lasting longer than 2-3 weeks requires a omplete reevaluation of thepatient. In addition, the label emphasizes the use of the lowest possible dose.Following is the new warning on the Halion label as found, for example, in the 1995 Physiians'Desk Referene [1036℄:\A variety of abnormal thinking and behavior hanges have been reported to our in assoia-tion with the use of benzodiazepine hypnotis, inluding HALCION. Some of these hanges maybe haraterized by dereased inhibition, e.g., aggressiveness and extroversion that seem exes-sive, similar to that seen with alohol and other CNS depressants (e.g., sedative/hypnotis).Other kinds of behavioral hanges have been reported, for example, bizarre behavior, agitation,halluinations, depersonalization. In primarily depressed patients, the worsening of depression,inluding suiidal thinking, has been reported in assoiation with the use of benzodiazepines."The warning onludes with the following:\As with some, but not all benzodiazepines, anterograde amnesia of varying severity and para-doxial reations have been reported following therapeuti doses of HALCION. Data from sev-eral soures suggest that anterograde amnesia may our at a higher rate with HALCION thanwith other benzodiazepine hypnotis."The �nal label hange was negotiated and approved under the authority of Paul Leber, Diretor ofthe Division of Neuropharmaologial Drug Produts, the division responsible for Halion's originalapproval. In several ways, the label seems to fall far short of onlusions generated by both theliterature and the division responsible for postmarketing surveillane.The FDA label does mention the disproportionate reporting of amnesia, but by omission, it leadsthe reader to believe that the behavioral e�ets did not our with inreased frequeny. Instead oflinking diretly to Halion the enormously inreased risk for violene, psyhosis, and other extremelyhazardous behavioral abnormalities, the label notes that these hanges have been \reported in asso-iation with the use of benzodiazepine hypnotis, inluding triazolam". As we doumented earlierin this hapter, Charles Anello, Deputy Diretor of the OÆe of Epidemiology and Biostatistis,ompared adverse drug reation reports for Halion and Restoril. For Halion versus Restoril, therelative reporting rate for \agitation, anxiety and nervousness" was 9-1; for psyhosis, 16-1; and for\hostility and intentional injury," 19-1.Great Britain took a stronger stand and ended up banning Halion. On Otober 1, 1991 [306℄,the CSM gave notie of the withdrawal of Halion from the market beause of onerns about safety,espeially in regard to ausing memory loss and depression (Assher, 1991 [71℄; Brahams, 1991[167℄). On Deember 9, 1991, the CSM (1991) [306℄ responded to Upjohn's appeal with a de�nitivesienti� onlusion about the dangers of Halion. It found what it alled a learly established ausalrelationship between Halion and adverse psyhiatri e�ets. These adverse e�ets ourred, in the248



CSM's opinion, far more frequently with Halion than with other BZs. The CSM delared that theSRS data from the United States and England on�rmed or strengthened the onnetion betweenHalion and various psyhiatri side e�ets. Conerning the FDA epidemiologial data, the CSMobserved that despite di�erenes of opinion within the FDA, the U.S. data provided a signal requiringfurther investigation.Why would Great Britain take a tougher stand against Halion? The answer lies partly in thegreater power of the psyhopharmaeutial omplex in Ameria and, in partiular, the lavish spendingof Upjohn in the maintenane of its self-avowed partnership with the APA. In response to my ritiismin a letter to The New York Times (Breggin, 1992 [193℄), the medial diretor of the APA (Sabshin,1992 [1114℄) defended taking a gift in the form of a hek for $1.5 million from Upjohn on the groundsthat the drug ompany and the psyhiatri assoiation have a \responsible, ethial partnership".Upjohn on�rmed the so-alled partnership in a letter of its own to Clinial Psyhiatry News (Jonas,1992 [699℄). (Even after the ontroversy, the APA ontinued the theme of \our partners in industry"in a mass mailing to its membership (Benedek, 1993 [125℄).The manufaturer of Halion, Upjohn, has been ritiized in the media and in ourt for allegedlywithholding from the FDA and the profession damaging evidene onerning the drug. Upjohn hasdenied allegations of intentional wrongdoing and has attributed errors in reporting adverse e�ets toinnoent mistakes. The ontroversy ontinues in the FDA, the media, and the ourts (Breggin, 1996[197℄; Carey et al., 1996 [258℄; Kolata, 1992 [776℄; ontroversy summarized from a legal viewpoint inMoh et al., 1995 [937℄).
12.7 Other Risks in Bz Use12.7.1 BZs As Instruments of SuiideSome of the triyli antidepressants and barbiturates are probably more lethal than BZs taken alone.But when BZs are ombined with other drugs, suh as alohol, their lethality is inreased. Overall,the BZs aount for many more suiides than most physiians probably realize.A survey in Britain overing the deade of the 1980s demonstrated large numbers of suessfulsuiides using BZs, either alone or in ombination with alohol (Serfaty et al., 1993 [1157℄; see alsoBukley et al., 1995 [238℄). Serfaty and Masterton (1993) [1157℄ found 891 fatalities with BZs aloneand 591 in ombination with alohoI. The total of all poisonings attributed to BZs was 1,576 duringthe 10-year period, putting them ahead of aspirin/saliylates at 1,308 as well as amitriptyline (1,083)and dothiepin at 981. (The latter two drugs aounted for over half the fatal poisonings attributedto antidepressants.)Among the BZs, two ommonly presribed for sleep, urazepam (Dalmane) and temazepam(Restoril), had the most deaths per million presriptions (15.0 and 11.9, respetively). They weremore dangerous than about half the antidepressants surveyed by the same methods. Triazolam (Hal-ion) had far fewer deaths per million presriptions (5.1) than Dalmane or Restoril, but it was stillabove the mean for anxiolyti BZs (3.2).In estimated deaths per million patients, the rank order among all BZs in Britain was dominatedby the hypnotis. Dalmane (90 per million) was �rst, Restoril (71) was seond, the British hypnotiunitrazepam (Rohypnol; 49) was third, and Halion (30) was fourth. Another British hypnoti,nitrazepam (Mogadon and others; 26) was �fth.In deaths per million patients, among the antianxiety drugs, prazepam (Centrax; 25) and alpra-zolam (Xanax; 24) were lose behind triazolam and nitrazepam.249



12.7.2 E�ets On Sleep and the EletroenephalogramBZs are often taken to indue sleep, but in reality, they ause a disturbed sleep pattern. Disturbanesin sleep pattems are a major soure of abnormal emotional and behavioral reations.The e�ets of the BZs on the eletroenephalogram (EEG) resemble those of other sedative/hypnotiagents, inluding dereased alpha ativity and inreased low-voltage fast ativity, espeially beta a-tivity (Rall, 1990 [1068℄). Their e�ets on sleep are also similar to those of other CNS depressantsand provide a window into the dysfuntions they produe (Rall, 1990 [1068℄).Before the brain rebounds after one or more doses, the BZs derease sleep lateny (the time ittakes to fall asleep) and redue the number of awakenings. The overall time in REM sleep is usuallyshortened, but the number of yles of REM may be inreased later in sleep. Total sleep durarion isusually inreased. There are omplex e�ets on the dream proess.Within a short time of starting Halion, rebound begins to dominate the linial piture, andinsomnia worsens. Nishino et al. (1995) [991℄ observed that short-ating BZs were initially preferredfor elderly patients. They remarked, \However, it has sine been found that short-ating BZs induerebound insomnia (a worsening of sleep beyond baseline levels on disontinuation of a hypnoti),rebound anxiety, anterograde amnesia, and even paradoxial rage."In general, the usefulness of BZs in insomnia is temporary at best. They do not provide for normalsleep, but rather for a disruption in various aspets of the normal yle.12.8 The Diagnosti and Statistial Manual of Mental Dis-orders Con�rms Bz-Indued Persistent Amnesia andDementiaMany physiians seem unaware that the BZs and other sedative drugs an ause persistent or irre-versible harm to the brain in the form of persisting memory dysfuntion and dementia. The failure toappreiate these adverse drug reations ours despite lear on�rmatory diagnoses in the onsensusdoument, the APA (2000) [44℄ Diagnosti and Statistial Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV-TR).In the DSM-IV-TR, the BZ-indued disorders are inluded in the ategory of sedative-, hypnoti-, oranxiolyti-indued disorders. The BZs, suh as Valium, Ativan, and Xanax, meet all three riteria;they are sedative, hypnoti, and anxiolyti. The DSM-IV-TR [44℄ stated, \The sedative-, hypnoti-and anxiolyti (antianxiety) substanes inlude the BZs, BZ-like drugs suh as zolpidem and zale-plon, the arbamates (e.g., glutethimide, meprobamate), the barbiturates (e.g., seobarbital), andthe barbiturate-like hypnotis (e.g. glutethimide, methaqualone)" (p. 284).The DSM-IV-TR [44℄ o�ers spei� diagnosti ategories for persistent disorders resulting fromtranquilizing and sedating agents, inluding sedative-, hypnoti-, and anxiolyti-indued persistingdementia and sedative-, hypnoti-, and anxiolyti-indued persisting amnesti disorder.In disussing the meaning of the diagnosis of substane-indued persisting dementia, the DSM-IV(APA, 1994 [43℄) stated that\this disorder is termed `persisting' beause the dementia persists long after the individual hasexperiened the e�ets of the Substane Intoxiation or Substane Withdrawal." (p. 169)In the preeding disussion, the DSM-IV [43℄ is very spei�, as it is elsewhere, that \Substane-Indued Dementia an our in assoiation with the following lasses of substanes: alohol; inhalants;sedatives, hypnotis, and anxialytis" (p. 169, emphasis added).250



Con�rmation of BZ-indued dementia is also reon�rmed in the DSM-IV-TR [44℄ in its Table I:Diagnosis Assoiated with Class of Substanes. Among 12 lasses of substanes, only 3 are indiatedas ausing persisting dementia: alohol, inhalants, and sedatives, hypnotis, or anxiolytis. Only twoare assoiated with amnesti (memory) disorders: alohol and sedatives, hypnotis, or anxiolytis.The table indiates that BZs are in fat assoiated with the whole range of disorders that are alsoassoiated with alohol, inluding dementia.Thus the APA's ommittee of experts on�rmed a sienti� onsensus in the �eld that the BZdrugs an ause dementia and that the dementia, by de�nition, persists long after the exposure tothe drug. I stress this point beause so many presribing health are providers fail to understand thelong-term risk of BZ-indued dementia and beause I have extensively evaluated several tragi asesof BZ-indued dementia that ould have been avoided had the physiians been alert to the risk andstopped the mediation.
12.8.1 Researh Indiating Persistent Impairment and Dementia FromBZsA number of studies have demonstrated that long-term exposure to BZs an produe persistentmemory and ognitive dysfuntion, inluding dementia (e.g., Ashton, 1984 [69℄, 1995 [70℄; Barker etal., 2004 [98℄; Bergman al., 1989 [131℄; Berzele, 1992 [136℄; Golombok et al., 1988 [542℄; Lagnaoui etal., 2002 [804℄; Petursson et al., 1983 [1031℄; Rikels et al., 1999 [1085℄; Tata et al., 1994 [1240℄).Barker et al. (2004) [98℄ found and evaluated 13 studies that employed neuropsyhologial teststo evaluate ognitive performane after longterm BZ use. Despite the limitations of the studies,they onluded, \The observation that long-term benzodiazepine use leads to a generalised e�et onognition has numerous impliations for the informed and responsible presription of these drugs."The study did not address the potential persistene of these negative e�ets following termination ofdrug exposure.Tata et al. (1994) [1240℄ used psyhometri tests to follow up 21 patients 6 months after abstinenefrom long-term therapeuti doses of presribed BZs. They also examined 21 normal mathed ontrols.Pre- and post-withdrawal and 6 months afterward, \the results demonstrated signi�ant impairmentin patients in verbal learning and memory, psyhomotor, visuo-motor and visuo-oneptual abilities,ompared with ontrols". Lagnaoui et al. (2002) [804℄ found inreased dementia in elderly patientstreated with BZs in a ommunity setting.Several studies demonstrated brain dysfuntion and damage in assoiation with the use of BZs,usually in the form of enlarged erebral ventriles assoiated with shrinkage or atrophy of the brainsubstane, sometimes in assoiation with neuropsyhologial de�its (Bergman et al., 1989 [131℄;Lader et al., 1984 [801℄; Shmauss et al., 1987 [1135℄; Uhde et al., 1987 [1273℄). Shmauss andKrieg (1987) [1135℄ gave CT sans to 17 BZ-dependent in-patients and reorded a dose-dependentenlargement of erebral ventriles. Bergman et al. (1989) [131℄ found an inreased frequeny ofdilated erebral ventriles and intelletual impairments: \The results suggest that despite someneuropsyhologial improvement erebral disorder diagnosed in patients abusing sedative or hypnotisis often permanent through the years and that neuropsyhologial status is linked to long-termprognosis." Several mehanisms are involved in ausing persistent hanges in mental funtion fromBZs, inluding redued erebral blood ow and redued utilization of gluose, atrophy of the brain,and down-regulation of the reeptors (Buhsbaum et al., 1992 [236℄; Mathew et al., 1985 [886℄;Mathew et al., 1991 [885℄). 251



12.9 Other Mediations for SleepAlthough many health are providers have been misled by drug ompany promotional e�orts, thegreat majority of sleep aids share the same risks as the BZs (see the appendix for a list). Almost allare plaed in Shedule IV by the DEA to indiate a risk of abuse and dependene. Aording theDEA (2006) [377℄, Ambien and Sonata (zaleplon) are \benzodiazepine-like CNS depressants".For example, Ambien di�ers in hemial struture from the BZs but a�ets the same neurotrans-mitter system, GABA. The 2007 FDA-approved label for Ambien CR, available in the Physiians'Desk Referene [1036℄, warns that\a variety of abnormal thinking and behavior hanges have been reported to our in assoiationwith the use of sedative/hypnotis. Some of these hanges may be haraterized by dereasedinhibition (e.g., aggressiveness and extroversion that seemed out of harater), similar to thee�ets produed by alohol and other CNS depressants. Visual and auditory halluinations havebeen reported as well as behavior hanges suh as bizarre behavior, agitation, and deperson-alization. Amnesia, anxiety and other neuro-psyhiatri symptoms may our unpreditably.In primarily depressed patients, worsening of depression, inluding suiidal thinking, has beenreported in assoiation with the use of sedative/hypnotis."Also aording to the drug label, in brief, 3-week ontrolled linial trials, patients developed hallu-inations, disorientation, anxiety, depression, psyhomotor retardation (mental and physial slowing),depersonalization, disinhibition, euphori mood, mood swings, and stress symptoms. Halluinationswere reported in 4% of the Ambien patients and none of the plaebo patients.The label for Ambien CR also desribes separate subheadings for the disussion of memory prob-lems, tolerane, dependene, and withdrawl. Another subhead, \Changes in Behavior and Thinking,"lists the following bulleted drug reations:� more outgoing or aggressive behavior than normal� onfusion� strange behavior� agitation� halluinations� worsening of depression� suiidal thoughtsMany health are providers probably have little idea about the range of psyhiatri risks assoiatedwith these drugs or their powerful tendeny to beome spellbinding. On Marh 14, 2007, the FDA(2007) [476℄ issued a new warning for a broad range of sleep mediations, inluding all those in theappendix: \omplex sleep-related behaviors whih may inlude sleep-driving, making phone alls,and preparing and eating food (while asleep)". Sleepwalking in some ways epitomizes spellbinding;the individual is wholly unaware of arrying out potentially dangerous ativities.252



12.10 Dependene and Withdrawalln reent years, the FDA-approved labels for Xanax and Xanax XR have arried extensive warningsabout dependene (addition) and withdrawal. The Xanax XR label found in the 2006 Physiians'Desk Referene [1036℄ warned that dependene ours in small doses over short periods of time. Thelabel desribed both withdrawal and rebound symptoms, with interdose withdrawal ourring whenthe e�et of eah dose wears o� during the day or on awakening in the morning. It reported a broadarray of withdrawal reations based on ontrolled linial trials: heightened sensory pereption, im-paired smell, impaired onentration, louded sensorium [mind℄, parethesias, musle ramps, musletwith, diarrhea, blurred vision, dereased appetitive, and insomnia. Anxiety and insomnia were alsoreported as withdrawal symptoms, but the label suggests that these were diÆult to separate fromthe patients' original psyhiatri disorders. In reality, the abrupt surfaing of anxiety and insomniaon withdrawal from BZs is ommonplae and well established by linial experiene and a variety ofstudies (e.g., Marks et al., 1989 [877℄).The label reported that severe withdrawal reations made it impossible for many patients to stoptaking the mediation after the termination of ontrolled linial trials. In two linial trials of only6 and 8 weeks duration, 7% and 19%, respetively, of patients were unable to withtaw. These arevery high rates for the inability to withdraw from a drug after very short exposures.Earlier in the hapter 1 pointed out that the Xanax label also arried many warnings about adversepsyhiatri e�ets suh as disinhibition, depression, and mania. I suspet that many physiiansreading these new labels would think twie about presribing the mediation. The manufaturer,Pharmaia & Upjohn, apparently ame to the same onlusio beause they deided not to inlude anyinformation about Xanax or Xanax XR in the 2007 Physiians' Desk Referene [1036℄ (PDR). ThePDR is the major soure of data for health are providers onerning mediation adverse e�ets. Asa result of removing Xanax and Xanax XR from the PDR, the drug ompany proteted its valuableproduts from medial srutiny, leaving many presribing physiians to y blind, guided only byvaguely realled older misinformation about the relative safety of Xanax.Among the BZs used primarily for the treatment of anxiety or pani, alprazolam has an espeiallybad reord. In the �eld of drug addition, Xanax is the most frequently impliated psyhiatridrug (Breggin, 1991b [189℄). Often, it ours in ross-addition with alohol and other sedatives.Withdrawal problems and rebound inreases in anxiety and pani were so extreme in key studiesused for FDA approval of Xanax for pani disorder that many or most patients had more frequentor severe symptoms at the end of the studies than before they took the drug, and many had troublewithdrawing (Marks et al., 1989 [877℄; reviewed in Breggin, 1991b [189℄).In regard to short-ating BZs suh as Xanax and Halion, the Amerian Psyhiatri Assoiation(1990a) [39℄ Task Fore task fore report on BZs made the following observations:\Abrupt disontinuation of short half-life benzodiazepines leads to rapid drug removal from theblood and brain, rapid unovering of the reeptor site, and relatively rapid onset of post-drugdisontinuation syndromes. Beause of the severity of symptoms related to its halife, shorthalf-life benzodiazepines given for anxiety are frequently impliated in intense disontinuationsyndromes With very short half-life drugs suh as triazolam, rebound symptomatology hasatually been desribed during the period of ingestion, espeially when it is given nightly." (pp.39-40)Although Xanax is among the worst o�enders, all BZs an ause serious withdrawal problems.The APA (1990a) [39℄ task fore presented a table of disontinuation symptoms. The omplete listof frequent disontinuation symptoms inludes \anxiety, insomnia, restlessness, agitation, irritabil-ity, musle tension" (p. 18). Among many symptoms that are omon but less frequent, it lists\depression" and \nightmares" as well as \lethargy" (p. 18). Clinial experiene indiates that253



the ombination of anxiety, insomnia, restlessness, agitation, irritability, nightmares, and depressionan produe a spetrum of behavioral abnormalities, inluding suiide and violene. Adding to thedangers, the task fore's omplete list of unommon symptoms inludes \psyhosis, seizures, persis-tent tinnitus, onfusion, paranoid delusions, halluinations" (p. 18). There are estimates that 50%or more of patients taking BZs in therapeuti doses over a year will beome physially dependent,developing withdrawal symptoms on abrupt essation (Ashton, 1995 [70℄; Noyes, 1992 [997℄).Abrupt withdrawal from BZs an be extremely painful, both emotionally and physially, and evenlethal in the ase of unontrolled seizures. It is unlear if gradual withdrawal merely extends theproess over time, rather than avoiding it (Noyes, 1992 [997℄); but gradual withdrawal does help toprotet against severe seizures.Many symptoms an take weeks or months to fully subside, leaving the patient with prolongedanxiety or depression (Ashton, 1995 [70℄). Sometimes the withdrawal symptoms never ompletelysubside. I have treated patients who have not regained their predrug ondition many years afterstopping BZs. Some have su�ered from permanent memory problems, diÆulties with onentration,and other ognitive impairments. They have felt depressed and emotionally unstable. Some haveontinued to su�er from poor �ne motor oordination, musle ramps, and parethesias. A few aseshave su�ered from a little-known long-term e�et, peripheral neuritis with extreme pain, espeially inthe feet (for desriptions of severe BZ withdrawal and lasting aftere�ets, see Breggin, in press). Thesee�ets are more aurately viewed as irreversible e�ets of BZ toxiity rather than as withdrawalreations.Severe withdrawal an our after relatively short exposures to BZs. I have treated patients whohave su�ered from severe withdrawal problems after only 2 weeks of low-dose exposure to presribedalprazolam and lonazepam. Lader (1984) [799℄ and the APA (1990a) [39℄ task fore on�rmed thattherapeuti doses ommonly produe severe withdrawal symptoms.Kales et al. (1991) [720℄, in a plaebo-ontrolled sleep lab study, showed that even under \brief,intermittent administration and withdrawal" of triazolam (and, to a lesser extent, temazepam),patients experiened rebound insomnia, \thereby predisposing to drug-taking behavior and inreasingthe potential for drug dependene".Some patients an �nd it diÆult to withdraw from as little as 0.5 mg lonazepam eah night forsleep. Even motivated patients have sometimes developed suh a fear of trying to go to sleep withoutBZs that they annot undertake a serious e�ort. The fear is usually based on previous disturbingexperienes of rebound insomnia.Physiians erroneously presribe BZs in ever-inreasing doses, mistakenly thinking that their pa-tients' anxiety was spontaneously inreasing, rather than rebounding from the drug. Even if theultimate dose remains within the reommended range, patients an roller oaster with anxiety orother mental aberrations through eah day between doses. The patients' lives an beome devotedto �nding the right drug and taking it at the right time.It requires a physiian's patiene and understanding, and often a period of many months, to weansome indi-iiduals from the BZs. At the end of the weaning, patients may disover that nearly allof their supposedly psyhiatri symptoms were in fat drug indued. The general priniples of drugwithdrawal in outpatient pratie are disussed in greater detail in hapter 15. Patients taking largedoses of BZs may need detoxi�ation in a hospital setting.Patients who have not been properly monitored by physiians may end up taking large doses ofBZs for prolonged periods of times. Their daily lives may yle from periods of exessive sedation,when they appear drunk, to periods of hyperarousal and anxiety as they undergo partial withdrawal.Friends and family may attribute their symptoms to mental illness until, for example, the patientbegins to stumble about in a drunken manner or ollapses in a stupor after only one aloholi drinkduring a holiday dinner. In retrospet, it will be apparent that the patient was mediation spellbound254



for months, too intoxiated to properly evaluate his or her own ondition or to exerise judgmentin regard to the drug's e�ets. Often, the patient's memory for the period of time will be severelyimpaired. Sometimes he or she will have ommitted irresponsible and even illegal ats (Breggin, inpress).12.11 ConlusionThe BZs are frankly brain-disabling drugs. Muh like alohol, their linial e�et is no di�erentfrom their toxi e�et-a ontinuum of suppression of neuronal funtion, leading eventually to sleepor oma. The sought-after redution of anxiety or indution of sleep is the diret result of impairedentral nervous system funtion.These drugs are also extremely spellbinding so that individuals frequently beome mentally andeven physially disabled without fully reognizing their deterioration and without attributing it tothe mediation. Instead, they feel ompelled to take more and more psyhiatri drugs in a fruitless,self-defeating e�ort to end their su�ering.BZs an produe a wide variety of abnormal mental responses and very hazardous behavioralabnormalities: rebound anxiety, insomnia, psyhosis, paranoia, violene, antisoial ats, depression,and suiide. They impair ognition, espeially memory, and an ause onfusion. There is strongevidene that they produe persisting memory dysfuntion, dementia, and shrinkage of brain tissuereeted in ventriular dilation.These drugs ommonly ause abuse and dependene (addition), and even in relatively short-termuse at relatively small doses, they an produe severe withdrawal syndromes. Beause the withdrawalsymptoms are so distressing, many patients annot stop taking these drugs. After stopping themediation, some individuals never fully reover from their toxi e�ets, inluding memory andognitive problems, impaired �ne motor oordination, emotional instability, fatigue, and painfulramps or peripheral neuritis.Mixed with alohol and other sedatives, their hazards multiply, and unintentional fatalities arepossible. Suessful suiides involving BZs, espeially those drugs presribed as sleeping mediations- Halion, Dalmane, and Restoril - are muh more frequent than ommonly realized by physiians.Although the shorter-ating BZs suh as Xanax (alprazolam) and Halion (triazolam) seem tobe the most toxi and most prone to ause dependene, any BZ an ause these untoward e�ets,inluding the ommonly used Klonopin (lonazepam) and Ativan (lorazepam). Overall, the BZs andmany related mediations used to treat anxiety and insomnia are potentially very brain disablingand spellbinding, and entail muh graver risks than ommonly reognized by health are providersand their patients.
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Chapter 13The Food and Drug Administration(FDA) and the National Institute ofMental Health (NIMH): Drug CompanyAdvoatesBy now, the reader may be asking, How does the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) allow suhdangerous and often ine�etive psyhiatri drugs to reah the market? In reality, the FDA has beensubjet to onsiderable ritiism and srutiny over the years from the U.S. Congress and the media(summarized in Shulman et al., 1995 [1177℄), inluding allegations that the FDA is beoming moreprotetive of drug ompanies (Skrzyki, 1996 [1186℄).Sine the publiation of the 1997 edition of this book, ritiism of the FDA has heated up on-siderably. In the past few years, a series of regulatory failures, highlighted by the disovery that thepain mediation rofeoxib (Vioxx) and the diabetes treatment rosiglitazone (Avandia) boost the riskof heart disease, has led to inreased ritiism of the FDA.A New York Times artile was aptly headlined \At F.D.A., Strong Drug Ties and Less Monitoring"(Harris, 2004 [598℄). Desribing the travail of FDA whistle-blower David Graham onerning Vioxx,the editor of the British Medial Journal asked, Is drug regulation failing in the United States(Abbasi, 2004 [3℄)? In 2004, the FDA ame under �re from Congress for its handling of SSRI-indued suiidality, espeially in hildren and youth (Rosak, 2004 [1097℄).In 2005 [76℄, Jerry Avorn wrote a prospetive in the New England Journal of Mediine titled\FDA Standards-Good Enough for Government Work?" Avorn pointed out that most of the FDA'senergy was wasted on foring the industry to jump through hoops on issues that had little to do withwhether or not the drugs would help people. Then, in September 2006, the Institute of Mediine of theNational Aademy of Sienes, a government-sponsored organization, ritiized the unresponsivenessof the ageny to potential drug risks and reommended, for example, that the FDA review thepostmarketing safety data of eah drug every 5 years. It also sought to give the ageny more powerto fore ompanies to \omplete required safety studies" (Harris, 2006b [600℄). The FDA itself, afterdeades of ritiism, is reexamining the issue of how many of its advisory ommittee members havedrug ompany ties (Harris, 2006a [599℄), but it seems unlikely that the ageny an disentangle theseties without unraveling the entire psyhopharmaeutial omplex.The FDA responded by proposing a few minor hanges, inluding an experimental program to re-view the safety of two or three drugs eah year after they have been on the market for 18 months. Theageny also delared its intention to start an online newsletter that would publish the safety reviewsgenerated by the pilot program. Meanwhile, the FDA plans to ontinue its poliy of withholding257



on�dential, ommerial data - that is, the sealed information neessary to determine if the ompa-nies are telling the truth about their ommerial produts. The Wall Street Journal ommented thatthis is \a move likely to please the drug industry" (Mathews, 2007a [887℄). Unfortunately, the drugindustry's pleasure omes at the expense of human lives.In Marh 2007, a study ommissioned by the FDA ame out with similar onlusions to mine.The FDA had hoped the study would exonerate the ageny, but instead it lamented the ultureof onit, avoidane, and waste inside the FDA when it omes to traking adverse drug reations(Mathews, 2007b [888℄).Maria Angell (2007) [54℄, former editor of the New England Journal of Mediine and now seniorleturer at Harvard Medial Shool, raised the basi question: Who does the FDA represent, on-sumers or industry? In a olumn titled \Taking Bak the FDA" in the Boston Globe on February26, 2007, she onluded that the FDA was beoming more dediated to serving the ompanies thanto serving the onsumer of psyhiatri drugs.The publi may be athing on. A reent USA Today editorial headline summed up the nationaloutry: \Our View on Pharmaeutial Safety: Latest Drug Sare Shows Need for FDA Overhaul"(Our view on pharmaeutial safety, 2007 [1015℄). Amerians need to know that the FDA is nottheir friend. It is the friend of the pharmaeutial industry.Muh of the tightening of FDA regulations over the years has been in reation to disasters andtragedies. For example, in 1937, over 100 people, mostly hildren, died due to poisoning with anorgani solvent used in the liquid form of the antibioti sulfanilamide. In the following year, Congresspassed the federal Food, Drug, and Cosmeti At. The early legislation made requirements for safety,but not for eÆay.In the early 1960s, thalidomide, a sleeping mediation with no speial advantages in regard toeÆay, aused an epidemi of birth defets. In 1962, the Kefauver-Harris amendment strengthenedthe FDA drug approval proess to inlude ontrolled trials to demonstrate linial eÆay. Theamendment also required manufaturers to submit proof of eÆay for all drugs marketed between1938 and 1962. In The Therapeuti Nightmare, Mintz (1965) [932℄ provided a ritial analysis ofFDA funtioning up to that period of time. In short, ritiism of federal drug monitoring has beengoing on for a long time, with mixed suess in reforming the ageny, whih too often panders to theneeds of industry.13.1 Gaining Approval to Market the DrugThe FDA has evolved a omplex plan for eah drug appliation, beginning with animal experimenta-tion and proeeding through four phases of human experimentation (Food and Drug Administration[FDA℄, 1977 [455℄; Jorgensen et al., 1992 [701℄). Phase 1 and Phase 2 involve experimentation withanimals and human volunteers and early linial testing to determine if larger and more elaboratelinial trials are warranted or safe.In Phase 3, ontrolled linial trials are used to ompare the drug to plaebo and to previouslyapproved, similar mediations. At least two of the ontrolled studies must show a statistiallysigni�ant positive e�et from the drug. A few thousand patients are usually involved in the totaldatabase developed during the psyhiatri drug approval proess, but this number is misleading. Itinludes almost everyone who has taken even one dose of the drug. Only a few hundred patientsmay be involved in the Phase 3 ontrolled linial trails that the FDA �nds adequate for evaluatingeÆay, and many of these subjets have usually dropped out before ompletion of the trials (Bregginet al., 1994a [219℄).The entire drug development proess in the past ould easily take 10-12 years, giving the publi and258



the profession the misleading impression that the atual linial studies were themselves very lengthy.Most of these years were spent ompleting various FDA requirements that did not diretly pertainto linial studies. Several years were often spent by the FDA itself in evaluating the ompany's newdrug appliation (NDA)1, a proess the FDA is now speeding up (see DiMasi et al., 1994 [365℄). Butthe atual linial trials for psyhiatri drugs usually last a mere 4-6 weeks.13.2 Demonstrating EÆay Before the Drug Is MarketedAll of the studies involved in the FDA approval proess are designated ompletely by the drugompanies and onduted by physiians hired and paid for by them. Would physiians be rehiredif they regulary failed to hurn out positive results? In omplex studies involving human beings,statistis an, of ourse, be endlessly massaged until a seemingly signi�ant result is generatedirrespetive of what atually ourred. To prove that a drug is an e�etive antidepressant, forexample, the ompany needs only to develop two positive studies, even if innumerable others areentirely negative. This regulatory poliy is not onsistent with the anons of siene or statistialanalysis. As we found in hapter 7 in regard to the testing of antidepressants, when all of the trialsare taken into aount, antidepressants do not prove to be signi�antly better than plaebo.The main onern of this book is safety, rather than eÆay, but the aws in these trials (seesubsequent disussion) will obviously a�et both.13.3 Creating the Label for the DrugThe FDA approval proess is about reating and obtaining a label for the marketing of the drug.The approval of the label by the FDA is the �nal step in the proess before the government allowsthe drug to go to market.Before approval of the label, the FDA negotiates with the pharmaeutial ompany onemingits ontents. After approval, the label appears in pakage inserts. It is published by the drugompanies in the Physiians' Desk Referene (PDR) [1034℄, a ommerial book sent free to allpratiing physiians and found in most treatment failities and dotors' oÆes. A shortened form ofthe label with emphasis on adverse e�ets must be inluded in advertising and promotional materials.The FDA-approved drug label is very important, espeially in regard to de�ning dangerous sidee�ets. Physiians often use the PDR to alert themselves to the dangers of drugs. Typially, it is the�rst plae that physiians look when they have a question about a drug. Reviews in the literatureare frequently based on it as well.Phase 4 spans the entire period of time after the drug has bee approved and entered the market.Phase 4 studies are implemented when the FDA requests a drug ompany to examine newly disovereddrug hazards. In my interviews with FDA oÆials, they agreed that this ruial proess tends to begiven relatively low priority ompared to the approval proess. They attribute this to ongressionaland onsumer priorities (see Government Aounting OÆe [GAO℄, 1990 [551℄). On oasion, drugompanies simply neglet to pursue Phase 4 trials suggested to them by the FDA. For example,Eli Lilly never onduted Phase 4 trials on Proza-indued suiidality, even though the ageny hadrequired it and the drug ompany had agreed to it. The FDA, in turn, did nothing to fore Eli Lillyto omply with its demand.1The new drug appliation (NDA) is onduted under the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 21, Part 314. [291℄259



13.4 Monitoring After Drug ApprovalAfter the drug has been marketed, the FDA remains responsible for reating to new information. Itan remove a drug from the market if it proves too hazardous. It an also require a drug manufaturerto add newly reognized adverse drug reations to a label or to strengthen the information onerningknown adverse reations.The Amerian Medial Assoiation lobbied Congress to make sure that after a drug is approved,physiians are not legally bound to follow the FDA guidelines. In the ase of Proza, for example,physiians quikly began giving it to hildren, even though it was not approved for them. Drugompanies are not allowed to promote their drugs for unapproved purposes but often do so on thesly through their sales fores.13.5 Continuing Drug Company ResponsibilitiesAfter the FDA approves a drug, the ompanies have ontinuing responsibility to inform the FDAabout adverse drug reations disovered after marketing of the drug. The drug ompanies are alsorequired to monitor the sienti� literature onerning their mediations and to report adverse drugreations found in that soure as well.In some produt liability ases in whih I have been a medial expert for the plainti�, drugompanies have tried to laim that the FDA holds ultimate responsibility for the information thatthe ompany plaes on its label and, in partiular, that the drug ompany annot make hangesto a drug's label without prior FDA approval. This is not true. Every pharmaeutial ompany isempowered by law to make hanges to its drug labels without prior FDA approval, provided thatthe hanges will \add or strengthen a ontraindiation, warning, preaution, or adverse reation" or\add or strengthen a statement about drug abuse, dependene, or overdosage". The ompany analso \delete false, misleading, or unsupported indiations for use or laims for e�etiveness" (Codeof Federal Regulations, 1995, 314.70, p. 124 [291℄) without prior FDA approval. Thus eah drugompany retains responsibility for making sure that its drug labels are as urrent and aurate aspossible onerning risks and hazards, even to taking unilateral ation to upgrade safety aspets ofits labels without prior FDA approval. After the ompany has made and published the hange, theageny may then evaluate it to its own satisfation.13.6 Testing Safety Before the Drug Is MarketedThe media often treat the pronounements of sientists and the results of sienti� researh with anaura of naive and undue respet. Sienti� endeavors are onduted by ordinary human beings, manyof whom ome burdened with heavy biases and overwhelming �nanial interests. Espeially in the�eld of human sienes, where omplexity is made in�nite by the interation between human natureand soiety, bias easily runs rampant. Nearly all the researh onduted in the are a of psyhiatridrugs is funded, designed, and onduted by drug ompanies or their lose assoiates and allies,eliminating any hope of obtaining unbiased results.Fortunately, there are signs of a growing awareness in the media that siene per se annotneessarily be trusted (Hotz, 2007 [633℄). Researhers have also begun to hallenge the myth ofsienti� objetivity. John Loannidis (2005) [849℄ published an essay titled \Why Most PublishedResearh Findings Are False". He pointed out, in e�et, that most researh �ndings do not reetreality as muh as they reet \prevailing bias" in their �eld. This is nowhere truer than in psyhiatry,where bias rules and drug-ompany and professional interests reign triumphant.260



Fousing on a sienti� issue that is ritial to psyhiatri drug treatment, too muh faith an beplaed in premarketing linial trials as a method of deteting adverse drug reations. For example, itan be mistakenly assumed that ontrolled linial trials are the paradigm of sienti� investigation.In my forensi experiene, drug ompanies have defended themselves in produt liability ases byarguing that only a ontrolled linial trial an prove the existene of an adverse drug reation. This isa mistaken interpretation of the nature of siene and sienti� onlusions. (For an extensive reviewof drug produt liability issues, inluding FDA-manufaturer relationships and responsibilities, seeDixon, 1995. [368℄)In reality, proving safety in linial trials for FDA drug approval is an even more awed proessthan proving eÆay. Often, serious and even fatal reations will not be deteted in the studies usedfor drug approval.In the past, the FDA (1995) [463℄ itself has been voal about the limits of premarketing testing andabout the importane of the supposedly less sienti� postmarketing spontaneous reporting system(SRS) in whih professionals like dotors and pharmaists, as well as onerned onsumers, send inreports of possible adverse drug reations. In the mid-1990s, the ageny briey stepped up its e�ortsto inform physiians and other members of the health ommunity that drug approval by no meansguarantees that all serious side e�ets have been deteted and that more attention needs to be givento spontaneous reports generated after the drug has reahed the market. The FDA distributed adramati white on blak poster with the following point emblazoned on it:\When a drug goes to market, we know everything about its safety. Wrong."The FDA's June 1995 publiation [463℄ \A MedWath Continuing Eduation Artile" repliatedthe poster and made the following points in a setion alled Limitations of Premarketing ClinialTrials: Short duration - e�ets that develop with hroni use or those that have a long latenyperiod are impossible to detetNarrow papulation - generally don't inlude speial groups, (e.g., hildren, elderly), to alarge degree and are not always representative of the population that may be exposed to thedrug after approvalNarrow set of indiations - those for whih eÆay is being studied and don't over atualevolving useSmall size (generally inlude 3,000 to 4,000 subjets) - e�ets that our rarely are verydiÆult to detet.The FDA (1995) [463℄ made the following point onerning the probability of deteting an adversereation:\Clinial trials are e�etive tools primarily designed for assessing eÆay and risk-bene�t ratio,but in most ases they are neither large enough nor long enough to provide all information ona drug's safety. Ar the time of approval for marketing, the safety database for a new drug willoften inlude 3,000 to 4,000 exposed individuals, an insuÆient number to detet rare adverseevents. For example, in order to have a 95% hane of deteting an adverse event with aninidene of 1 per 10,000 patients, an exposed population of 30,000 patients would be required."The diretor of the FDA's MedWath program, Dianne Kennedy (Kennedy et al., 1993 [752℄),wrote: 261



\The safety pro�le of a drug ontinually evolves over time. Clinial triais that preede produtapproval typially inlude safety data on only a few thousand patients. New information isexpeted to be disovered as a drug is used in larger and larger populations, in subgroupsnot studied during the linial trials (e.g., pregnant women, the elderly), or in patients withnumerous medial onditions taking multiple other mediations."Writing in the Journal of the Amerian Medial Assoiation on behalf of the FDA, former Com-missioner David Kessler (1993) [754℄ delared:\Even the large, well-designed linial trials that are onduted to gain premarket approvalannot unover every problem that an ome to light one a produt is widely used . . . If anadverse event ours in perhaps one in 5000 or even in 1000 users, it ould be missed m linialtrials but pose a serious safety problem when released to the market."In The Pharmaalagi Basis of Therapeutis, Alan Nies (1996) [989℄ made a similar point:\Sine only a few thousand patients are exposed to experimental drugs in more or less ontrolledand well-de�ned irumstanes during drug development, adverse drug e�ets that our asfrequently as 1 in 1,000 may not be deteted prior to marketing. Postmarketing surveillane oidrug usage is thus impera tive to detet infrequent but signi�ant adverse e�ets." (p. 57)To pursue Kessler and Nies's point, assume as a hypothetial example that Proza auses suiidein 1 in 1,000 patients. If this were true, among the �rst 5 million patients to take the drug, 5,000would die by suiide. Yet the problem ould have gone wholly undeteted in the trials. This, ofourse, gives even more weight to the atual �nding of Proza-indued suiidality in the ontrolledlinial trials (hapter 6).Paul Leber (1992) [821℄, at the time diretor of the FDA's Division of NeuropharmaologialDrug Produts, addressed the limitations of premarket testing and the importane of postmarketingsurveillane. He pointed out that \even the best designed and well-exeuted premarketing evaluationprograms may fail to detet risks that an have extremely serious onsequenes for the publi health".Again using the illustration of a drug testing program involving 1,000 patients, he observed, \Thereremains a 5% hane that the drug, upon marketing, might regularly ause serious, even fatal, injuryto one in every 333 or so patients" treated.Thomas Laughren (1992) [815℄, then the group leader of the psyhiatri drugs setion in Leber'sdivision, reviewed the standards and also the limitations or problems inherent in using linial trialsto determine adverse drug e�ets. (The standards an be found in Center for Drug Evaluationand Researh, 1988 [267℄; see also Castle, 1986 [264℄; Leber, 1992 [821℄; Peae, 1987 [1024℄.) Afterdesribing the small size and short duration of the premarketing linial trials, Laughren (1992) [815℄onluded:\It is important to aknowledge this limitation of the typial developent programs and to reog-nize that areful postmarketing surveillane is the most feasible method for deteting the moreinfrequent adverse events ourring with the use of a new drug."Beause the trials err toward missing adverse reations, Laughren suggested that the FDA shouldlean toward assuming a drug onnetion when adverse events our in assoiation with it.Paul Leber (1992) [821℄ also pointed out that the risks may be even greater statistial analysisindiates. Additional fators inlude the following:1. The patients and volunteers in the study are not likely to represent a true sample of the peoplewho will be treated one the drug is marketed.262



2. The studies are quite brief.3. There may be di�erenes in postmarketing dosing.4. The \unique ombination of onomitant illness, polypharmay, and ompromised physiologialstatus" of real-life patients treated after the drug is approved annot be antiipated.In regard to the �nal point, Leber stated:\In any event, whatever the reasons, it is likely that Phase III testing ordinarily fails to reproduethe onditions of illness and polypharmay that our in atual linial pratie with marketdrugs, and this may generate a misleadingly reassuring piture of a drug's safety in use."Leber (1992) [821℄ onluded, \In sum, at the time a new drug is �rst marketed, a great deal ofunertainty invariably remains about the identity, nature, and frequeny of all but the most ommonand autely expressed risks assoiated with its use."Karl E. Peae (1987) [1024℄, Diretor, Researh Statistis, SmithKline and Frenh Laboratories,pointed out that \it is frequently impossible to design trials to provide de�nitive information aboutsafety-partiularly about adverse events". He desribed oasions when it has been possible to designadequate safety studies, but onluded, \However, for most new drugs in linial development it isnot possible."In reent years, the FDA has beome inreasingly defensive about its approval proess and in-reasingly protetive of the drug ompanies when they are aused of overlooking or hiding dataonerning adverse drug reations. As a result, the FDA has stopped emphasizing and publiizingthe limits of the ontrolled linial trials used to obtain the ageny's approval.13.7 More Subtle DiÆulties in Evaluating Clinial TrialDataThere are other diÆulties that further ompromise the linial trials used for FDA approval. Forexample, the FDA routinely allows the drug ompanies to winnow out patients who might respondto plaebo before plaing them randomly in either the drug or the ontrol group of the plaebo-ontrolled linial trial. During this so-alled washout period, all of the potential subjets for thestudy are given plaebo. If any of them improve on the plaebo, and many usually do, they aredropped from the study. This then gives the drug an unfair advantage in omparison to the plaeboin the subsequent plaebo-ontrolled linial trial, beause the known plaebo responders have beeneliminated. Beause plaebo responders have been thrown out in advane, the drug is likely to lookbetter in omparison to plaebo than it really is. When I �rst disovered and wrote about this(Breggin et al., 1994 [195℄), I ould not believe that the FDA allowed this deeptive pratie intesting psyhiatri drugs and that drug \experts," all of them in the poket of the drug ompanies,universally went along with the ruse. To this day, the FDA ontinues to ondone this fraudulentsiene.The numbers of subjets inluded in linial trials is not nearly as large as the drug ompaniessometimes laim and dotors sometime believe. While a thousand or more patients may enter theontrolled linial trials, the FDA will throw out many of the studies as sienti�ally invalid. Inaddition, not all of the patients will �nish the trials that the FDA onsiders valid. Many subjetswill drop out beause they haven't been helped or beause they have experiened distressing sidee�ets. 263



The gap between drug ompany laims and reality an be enormous in regard to the numbers ofpatients tested. Eli Lilly, for example, gave the impression that between 6,000 and 11,000 patientshad been given Proza during the FDA approval proess. When I laboriously reviewed eah of theProza studies that the FDA onsidered valid enough to use for approval, I disovered that a totalof only 286 patients had ompleted them (Breggin et al., 1994 [195℄).The ability to disern adverse e�ets is ompromised by the fat that many of the individual studiesmay be relatively small, involving only a few dozen patients or less. One prinipal investigator, forexample, may supervise a projet involving only 20 or 30 patients, half of whom are taking theplaebo. He or she then sends in a report to the drug ompany, where its sta� takes on the ultimatetask of looking over the entire database from all of the investigators in searh of patterns of adversedrug reations. Even in the smaller linial trials, the patients are not all taking the drug at thesame time. Patients are inluded in the trial as they beome available and sign up over a periodof weeks or months. Some are starting the trial long after others have �nished it. The prinipalinvestigator and assoiates are therefore not able to survey the group altogether or all at one butmust rely on memory and on reords to disern patterns of adverse drug reations. They must do thisover an extended period of many months while preoupied with many other unrelated professionalativities.If an unexpeted adverse reation were to appear only one in one of the smaller projets, theloal linial investigator might easily miss its signi�ane. He might not even bother to report it.For example, worsening of depression might easily be attributed to the patient's illness, rather thanto the antidepressant drug, and go unreported as an adverse drug reation. A seemingly bizarreabnormal movement may be attributed to the patient's shizophrenia, rather than to a drug-induedneurologial disorder, and again go unreported.Individual projets and investigators will also vary in their approah to evaluating adverse rea-tions. The ultimate database is not drawn from one onsistent soure, but from the variable e�ortsof di�erent investigators often operating under somewhat di�erent experimental protools and withmarkedly di�erent subjetive pereptions2.Leber (1992) [821℄ addressed some of these issues when he stated:\Finally, of ourse, linial testing during premarket development may fail to detet drug asso-iated risks for any number of ommonplae reasons: poor or areless tehnique, unooperativepatients, inompetent professional sta�, lerial mistakes, et. Indeed, even in losely moni-tored inpatient environments, it would be naive to believe that every adverse event that oursis observed. Further, even if an untoward linial event is observed, there is no ertainty thatit will be reognized as drug related, or if it is, that it will be subsequently reorded authorreported."Espeially for readers who have not been exposed to sienti researh, the phrase ontrolled linialtrials is likely to onjure up something muh more rigorous than individual patients signing up atvarious times in a dotor's oÆe or in a lini for an opportunity to partiipate in a projet that isprobably being supervised and onduted by the dotor's assistant or nurse.The treatment subjets in most ontrolled linial trials used for FDA approval are not sequesteredon a hospital ward. They return home to their everyday lives, inluding whatever undislosedpsyhologial or physial problems they may harbor and any legal or illegal drugs whih they maytake without informing the investigator.Clinial experiene and various studies have shown that patient ompliane is spotty in regardto taking drugs at home. Rarely an the investigator be sure that the patient is taking the drug in2A protool is a series of linial trials onduted under the same rules. One protool - that is, one model foronduting studies-may be used at several enters during the drug approval proess. Numerous di�erent protools areutilized in the overall NDA. 264



question at all, let alone in the presribed fashion. E�orts are sei dom made to detet the drug inthe subjet's blood or urine to on�rm that it has been taken. If an individual has signed up for thestudy to earn money rather than to seek a ure, he or she may have little motivation to risk takingthe potentially dangerous drug.The pool of individuals who sign up for drug testing has not been given adequate onsiderationin evaluating the usefulness of linial trials. Often, the subjets are obtained from newspaper andradio advertisements that invite members of the publi to sign up for a linial trial for a newdrug for anxiety, depression, phobia, or some other named disorder. Sometimes yers for the trialare distributed at meetings or onferenes of patients who su�er hronially from these disorders.The individuals to whom these promotions will appeal may be desperate for money, desperate fortherapeuti relief, or both. Why else would they go into an unfamiliar setting to risk taking anexperimental drug whose safety and eÆay have not been demonstrated? Their need to be in theexperiment may inuene what these subjets tell the investigators about their past histories as wellas their responses to the drugs. Their hope for a ure or their desire to please the dotors mayinuene their own pereptions and ommuniations (see subsequent disussion for reent pertinentdislosures).The plaebo ontrol does not ensure that either patients or dotors will in fat remain blind towhat the patients are getting. A drug like Proza or Paxil, for example, often auses stimulatingside e�ets suh as nervousness and insomnia, enabling the investigator to guess that the individualis taking the drug rather than the plaebo. Similarly, a drug like Zyprexa or Risperdal will ausepatients to beome inexpressive and sluggish, again making it easy to distinguish those who aretaking the drug from those who are not. Fisher and Greenberg (1989) [444℄ made the point thatthere are very few truly blind studies, even when ontrols are arefully implemented. The failure tokeep the study blind may easily play into the patient's or the investigator's need to make a positiveevaluation of the drug in regard to both safety and eÆay.Sine the individual drug trials are too small, too short, and otherwise inadequare to the task,it remains the ultimate responsibility of the drug ompany to go rhrough the omplete, ombineddata base in searh of patterns of adverse drug reations. Even if drug ompanies were properlymotivared, there is no foolproof way to oversee the entire group of several thousand patients.Controlled linial trials are not inevitably sienti�. They may meet the anons of siene, orthey may not, depending on their struture and on how they are arried out. But even if they areperformed to a high standard, they still do not by themselves prove anything. Their data must beienti�ally interpreted - that is, subjeted to reasoned analysis.As the FDA has made lear, a reasoned analysis disloses that the ontrolled linial trials used inthe FDA proess have grave limitations in regard to the detetion of adverse drug e�ets. The FDAame to this onlusion without disussing some of the more subtle issues I have raised this hapter.13.8 Other Negleted Areas in the FDA Approval ProessThere are some obvious oversights in the FDA requirements imposed on drug ompanies, inludingsome spei� areas that are wholly negleted. First, the FDA does not require drug manufaturersto demonstrate through animal (or human) researh that the brain reovers from any of the variousbiohemial imbalanes and other malfuntions produed by every psyhiatri mediation. Infor-mation is frequently provided to the FDA onerning the impat of the drug on neurotransmittersand other brain funtions in animals, while no information is provided onerning the potential forreovery. All of the neuroleptis and antidepressants as well as lithium produe profound hangesin brain funtion during treatment, but to this day, there has been little researh on the reovery ofthese funtions (see hapter 6 in regard to Proza; see also Breggin et al., 1994a [219℄).265



Seond, the FDA does not require intensive neuropsyhologial testing of human subjets todoument ognitive impairment or other brain dysfuntion assoiated with drug treatment. There isno follow-up to determine if ognitive and other funtions return to normal after termination of drugtreatment. For example, ir took independenr postmarketing studies to show that antidepressants(hapter 6) and lithium (hapter 8) an impair ognition.Third, the FDA does not require the drug ompany to show that any patients atually reover fromtheir psyhiatri disorders as a result of drug treatment. Instead, all measures aim at demonstratingrelative degrees of improvement in omparison to plaebo or other mediations. To get into anantidepressant study, subjets typially must be shown to su�er from major depression, and to getinto a neurolepti study, they must be shown to su�er from shizophrenia. However, they are notusually evaluated at the end of the study to determine whether or not they have partially, largely, orfully reovered from depression or shizophrenia. Instead, improvement on a few items on a symptomheklist is usually suÆient to determine a positive outome. Thus the drug ompanies avoid askingpotentially embarrassing questions about atual reovery. In reality, drug treatment almost neverleads to reovery, and that is why the drug ompanies never use reovery as one of the standards forevaluating treatment.Fourth, for a drug to be approved, there is no requirement that the patients rate themselvesimproved as a result of it. Cheklist ratings by outside observers, that is, drug ompany-paid re-searhers, are suÆient evidene for FDA approval, even if the patients rate themselves no moreimproved on the drug than on plaebo. In many instanes, psyhiatri drugs are approved despitethe fat that patient self-ratings do not indiate improvement.Fifth, where there are known and even extreme risks in assoiation with a partiular lass of drugs,the FDA does not require that the drug ompany spei�ally determine the new drug's risk in regardto these known dangers. For example, neuroleptis ause tardive dyskinesia (TD) and neuroleptimalignant syndrome (NMS). Yet, during the approval proess of new neuroleptis, the ompaniesare not required to demonstrate the spei� risk that the new drug poses in regard to TD or NMS.A lass warning may be required, for example, for TD or NMS, but there will be no requirement totest for the possibility of an inreased risk with the new agent.Finally, the FDA does not ondut any drug studies on its own. It relies entirely on researhprodued, monitored, and �naned by the pharmaeutial ompanies. In the old days, thousands ofhard-opy pages would be submitted in numerous artons to the FDA for the ageny to examine whilehundreds and hundreds of artons of bakground material remained unexamined at the ompanyheadquarters. Nowadays, the material is sent to the FDA in digital form, but the e�et is thesame. The FDA is inundated with pages of information, but a mountain more remains untouhed byageny eyes. In Talking Bak to Proza (Breggin et al., 1994a [219℄), and more reently in my reportsabout Paxil (Breggin, 2006a- [213℄) I have doumented the far-reahing negative onsequenes ofthe FDA's dependene on data generated, olleted, and analyzed exlusively by drug ompaniesthemselves.13.9 The Pro�t MotiveWhile the FDA has proedures for monitoring the drug ompanies during their appliation for newdrug approval, the validity of the proess nonetheless rests on the ethial and sienti� integrity ofthe orporations. Drug ompanies have a strong �nanial inentive not to fous their attention ondisovering or reporting adverse drug reations that might threaten the approval of their produt orause future legal liability. They often �ght hard against the passage of tougher FDA regulationsand sometimes try to evade them after they are put into e�et.In reading drug ompany in-house ommuniations and depositions, it is apparent that the over-266



riding onern is to market a drug that makes a pro�t. When an adverse drug reation beomes apubli sandal, for example, the tendeny is to ampaign against the bad image, instead of evalu-ating the atual danger. A researher, marketing representative, publiist, attorney, or CEO doesnot overnight beome devoted to the publi good simply beause he or she takes a job with a drugompany. Some produt liability attorneys have told me, to the ontrary, that the highly ompetitivepharmaeutial industry seems espeially self-pratetive.For example, in reviewing an NDA for a produt liability suit against a drug manufaturer, Idisovered that a ompany oÆial had written a memo reommending a omparative study betweenthe ompany's drug and older one. In the hope that his ompany's drug was safer, he wanted toompare the frequeny with whih the two drugs aused the same serious side e�et. Peniled intoone orner of his memo was a note from another ompany exeutive stating that it was a bad ideato ask questions whose answers might prove embarrassing. The study was never done.Bias may a�et a drug ompany's overall analysis of the patterns of adverse reports from thelinial trials. In my forensi experiene, the methodology of the analyses may deviate drastiallyfrom the sienti� proess. In addtion, if the onlusions seem to threaten the future of the drug,the onlusions may be modi�ed or kept seret (see hapter 14). In general, drug ompanies havelearned to employ many of what Sott (2006) [1147℄ alled triks of the trade to make linial trialsprodue exaggeratedly good results.13.10 Monitoring Safety After the Drug Is MarketedBy 1969, the FDA developed a systemati approah to olleting and maintaining adverse drugreations after marketing. For many years, it was alled the SRS. The regulations were updated in1985, and the system has been renamed MedWath (for the basi regulations, see Johnson et al.,1991 [695℄; for ritiques, see the various itations below). Anyone, inluding patients, an initiate anadverse report by writing to the drug ompany or the FDA. In the past, the vast majority ame fromphysiians and from hospital pharmaists, but inreasingly, onsumers have been sending in reports.Unlike in England, in Ameria, there is no formal requirement or readily available mehanism forhealth professionals to make these postmarketing reports. Nies (1996) [989℄ estimated that over 40%of dotors do not even know that they an report adverse e�ets diretly to the FDA.In addition to the larger numbers of patients involved and the longer treatment periods, thepostmarketing SRS has a number of advantages over the premarketing linial trials.First of all, most of the pharmaists and physiians making the reports from the �eld, unlike thoseonduting the linial trials, are not being diretly paid by the drug ompanies. They are likely tohave muh less vested interest in retaining the drug ompany's goodwill.Seond, the largest portion of those who send in spontaneous reports are hospital pharmaists.They are working in institutional settings, where they an overview hundreds of patient experieneswith the drug. They are in an espeially good position to spot something requiring srutinity.Third, spontaneous reports are sent in by professionals who are evaluating the drug under morenatural �eld onditions. These patients have not been presreened by the drug ompany as theyare before linial trials. Many of the patients are reeiving other drugs; su�ering from physialillnesses; or taking large, and sometimes exessive, dosages of the drug. Adverse drug reations aremore likely to show up under these omplex and often more hazardous onditions. For example,adverse drug reations typially our more frequently at doses in exess of those used in the linialtrials. Reations to exessive dosages an provide a signal that these reations are in all probabilityourring at more standard doses as well, although less frequently or less intensively. Advaned ageand in�rmity, usually sreened out and hene untested fators in linial trials, are more likely to267



be enountered in general pratiee and an be bellwethers. Triyli antidepressants, for example,will ause life-threatning ardiovasular problems muh more frequently in the elderly. Similarly,neuroleptis ause TD muh more frequently among the elderly. Beause the SRS inludes a largervariety of patients taking a broader spetrum of doses, it is muh more likely to dislose adversereations than a ontrolled linial trial onduted for FDA approval of the drug.Fourth, the professionals making the reports have been alerted, through their own experiene andthrough reports in the literature, to initially unexpeted adverse reations. They have the bene�tof inreased linial awareness as well as hindsight in identifying adverse drug reations. Physiiansare also more likely to know their patients well ompared to linial trial investigators and, likefamily members, may be better able to notie personality hanges and other more subtle adversedrug reations. Also, physiians are more likely to be in touh with family members who are largelyignored during ontrolled linial trials.13.10.1 The Impat of Medwath (The Spontaneous Reporting System)In desribing the impat of the MedWath spontaneous reporting system (SRS), the FDA's Kessler(1993) [754℄ said:\In response to voluntary reports from physiians to the FDA or the manufaturer, the FDA hasissued warnings, made label hanges, required manufaturers to ondut postmarketing studies,and ordered produt withdrawals that have ultimately prevented patient deaths and su�ering."The FDA (1995) [463℄ MedWath publiation makes lear that the SRS is the most importantsoure of postmarketing information on adverse drug reations. It frequently leads to sienti�determinations for the need to modify drug labels or to withdraw drugs from the market. Aordingto a 1990 Government Aounting OÆe report [551℄, more than 50% of all drugs approved by theFDA between 1976 and 1985 were found during postmarketing to have previously undeteted seriousside e�ets, sometimes requiring removal from the market. Fifteen psyhopharmaeutials wereapproved during this period, nine of whih turned out to have serious risks during postmarketing,leading, in one ase, to removal from the market (GAO, 1990 [551℄). Sine then, additional psyhiatridrugs have been withdrawn from the market. For example, the antidepressant nomifensine (Merital)was found to ause massive intravasular hemolyti anemia - but only after it had been on the marketworldwide for 8 or 9 years (Leber, 1992 [821℄). As another example, the widely used antidepressantnefazodone (Serzone) was approved in Deember 1994 and not withdrawn from the market for another10 years beause of ausing fatal liver failure. At that point, the FDA had reeived 55 reports ofsevere liver failure, 39 ases of less severe liver failure, and 20 deaths attributable to Serzone (Rosak,2004 [1097℄). Even then, the ompany and not the FDA made the deision to stop manufaturingthe drug, in part due to a ood of produt liability lawsuits against it. As a third example, pemoline(Cylert) was approved by the FDA for the treatment of ADHD in 1975 but was not removed fromthe market by the ageny until 2005 - a period of three deades. By that time it had already beenremoved from the market in Great Britain in 1997 and in Canada two years later. Like Serzone,Cylert auses death due to liver failure.In eah of the above three ases, the FDA deision to withdraw the drug had nothing to do withdata generated by ontrolled linial trials. The deision was based on reports made to the FDA'sspontaneous reporting system and linial reports in the sienti� literature.In addition to the three more reent withdrawals of Merital, Serzone, and Cylert, I have alsoreviewed the entire list of serious adverse reations to psyhiatri drugs deteted during the post-marketing period in the GAO (1990) [551℄ study. It seems probable that every one of them wasdisovered and on�rmed through a ombination of the SRS, individual ase reports, and general268



linial experiene. As far as I an asertain, not one of these adverse reations was primarily, if atall, identi�ed by means of a ontrolled linial trial. As a result of postmarket disoveries, alprazolam(Xanax) had rage added to the label as a paradoxial reation, and amoxapine (Asendin) had NMSadded.More reently, the FDA did use ontrolled linial trials to verify that antidepressants ausesuiidality in hildren, adolesents, and young adults. However, glaringly bright signals alreadyexisted from multiple soures (hapters 6 and 7) before the FDA turned to the linial trial data.Furthermore, the drug ompanies failed to detet a signal in these same linial trials until fored toreevaluate them under FDA supervision in 2004-2006.13.10.2 Drawing Sienti� Conlusions From the Medwath SrsThere are a number of approahes that an be used to on�rm from spontaneous reports that a drugis atually ausing the adverse reation. Chapter 12 desribed how several FDA oÆials went abouton�rming for themselves a possible or probable ausal relationship between Halion (and Xanax)and various behavioral abnormalities, inluding violene. To on�rm ausality, some of the followingfators are useful:1. a disproportionately high frequeny of reporting or disproportionately large number of reportsin omparison to other drugs, espeially in the same or similar lass of mediations2. a meaningful or strong enough assoiation, as reeted in epidemiologial and linial data3. an absene of alternative explanations for the inreased frequeny or number of reports4. reports indiating a temporal relationship between the adverse reations and initial doses ofthe drug or inreased doses of the drug5. reports of dose-dependent reations, that is, inreased frequeny or numbers of adverse reationswith higher dosages6. reports of resolution of the adverse reation following drug withdrawal7. reports of positive rehallenge: the adverse reation is provoked one again by resuming thedrug8. reports of adverse reations in individuals with no predrug history of similar symptoms9. orroborating linial experiene (published and unpublished)10. . data from linial trials, inluding ontrolled trials11. . a rational medial andJor neurohemial explanation for a ausal onnetion between thedrug and the adverse reation, and the orresponding absene of a better explanationThe Federal Judiial Center (Bailey et al., 1994 [86℄) has proposed a series of riteria that ompatmany of the points I have made. The di�erene in approah is, in part, due to their epidemiologialemphasis in ontrast to my linial emphasis. Drawing on Koh's postulates, they stated, \Sevenfators should be onsidered when an epidemiologist determines whether the assoiation between anagent and a disease is ausal." Put in the form of questions, they list the following fators:1. How strong is the assoiation between the exposure and the disease?269



2. Is there a temporal relationship?3. Is the assoiation onsistent with other researh?4. Is the assoiation biologially plausible?5. Have alternative explanations been ruled out?6. Does the assoiation exhibit speiity?7. Is there a dose-response relationship?None of the above individual riteria is an absolute requirement for oming to a sienti onlu-sion. One must weigh the best available evidene and ome to as sound a onlusion as possible.Commonly, or even typially, deisions with a high degree of probability will be made with an in-omplete set of data.While it would be helpful to have onrmation from ontrolled linial trials, it is typially im-possible to obtain it, even in regard to known or proven adverse drug reations. As we have alreadyseen, the absene of �ndings from ontrolled linial trials involving a drug annot be used to ruleout a ausal onnetion between a drug and an adverse reation. To illustrate this again, we turn,in the next setion, to the stories of NMS and TD.13.11 Four Approval System Failures13.11.1 Failure to Reognize Neurolepti Malignant SyndromeEarlier in the hapter, I examined several dramati failures on the part of the FDA to withdraw drugsfrom the market until the passage of years and even deades, despite mounting reports of potentiallyfatal adverse e�ets. This setion examines how long it an take before agrant adverse e�ets areeven noted in the drug label.NMS (see hapter 4) provides an example of how a devastating, ommon disorder an be whollymissed in the linial trials during the approval proess. It also illustrates how long it an take drugompanies and the FDA to give formal reognition to suh a disorder.NMS is a potentially fatal reation to neurolepti drugs suh as Haldol, Prolixin, Risperdal,Zyprexa, Seroquel, and Abilify. It ours at a relatively high rate, developing in somewhere from 1.4%to 2.4% of patients exposed to the older neuroleptis and at signi�ant rates to patients exposed to thenewer ones (hapter 4). By ontrast, a reation that ours 1% of the time is onsidered ommon orfrequent by FDA standards. This partiular reation is extremely dramati and therefore not easilyoverlooked. Yet NMS was entirely missed in one study after another onduted by drug ompanieswhen applying for FDA approval of neurolepti drugs.The failure to detet NMS in linial trials annot be attributed to the need for longer studiessine an estimated 80% of NMS reations develop within the �rst few weeks of treatment (Daviset al., 1991 [336℄). Nor an the failure be forgiven on the basis of inadequate knowledge about thedisorder. Suggestions of its existene began soon after the neurolepti drugs went into use, and itwas learly identi�ed in the English language literature by 1968 (hapter 4).In 1986, nearly two deades after NMS had beome an identi�able syndrome, the FDA at lastbegan to fore the drug ompanies to add the adverse drug reation to their neurolepti labels. Sinethe disease is fatal in approximately 20% of ases when it goes unreognized and untreated, thefailure to properly inform physiians ost many lives and untold su�ering.270



There are important lessons from the history of NMS. First, for many years, neither the FDA northe drug ompanies ame lose to ful�lling their ethial and legal obligations by warning physiiansand by adding the disorder to the neurolepti label. The drug ompanies did almost nothing untilfored to at by the FDA. Both the FDA and the drug ompanies were muh too late, ausingunneessary death and su�ering. Seond, the history on�rms that linial trials annot be relied onby themselves to identify even ommon, obvious hazards suh as NMS.13.11.2 The FDA Caves in to Industry on Tardive DyskinesiaTD ours with extreme frequeny in neurolepti-treated patients, inluding both the older neu-roleptis and the newer so-alled atypials (hapter 4). Researh on the older drugs has shown thatin relatively young, physially healthy adults, 4% to 7% per year will develop the disease. After atotal of 5 years' exposure, at least one-third will develop this largely irreversible, dis�guring, andpotentially disabling movement disorder. In older patients, the rate may exeed an astronomial20% or more per year. Patients taking the drug for a lifetime will approah a 100% risk. While therates for TD from the newer neuroleptis remain ontroversial, there is no doubt that they frequentlyause the disorder (hapter 4). In the fae of suh an astronomially frequent risk, why is therenothing in the urrent FDA-required warning label for neuroleptis to alert a physiian or patient tothe extraordinary frequeny of the risk of TD?The neurolepti drugs were in widespread use by 1954, and TD was doumented within the �rstfew years (hapter 4). Yet, for nearly 20 additional years, the drug ompanies and the FDA failedto provide an appropriate warning on the label of neurolepti drugs. In the early 1970s, the ageny�nally fored a very weak uniform label statement about TD on the drug ompanies. It gave no hintabout the frequeny of the disorder, mentioning only that \some patients" might get it.Even as the tragi news about TD aumulated, the drug ompanies did little or nothing toupdate their labels. Then, on February 24, 1984, Paul Leber alled a meeting of the FDA's Psy-hopharmaologi Drugs Advisory Committee (FDA, 1984 [456℄) to disuss the ageny's proposalfor an updated uniform lass warning label for all neuroleptis. Leber explained to the ommitteethat publi pressure had aused the FDA to re-examine the problem. This publi onern about TDhad been generated in large part by a CBS-TV Dan Rather report. I had given CBS an advanedmanusript opy of my 1983 book on psyhiatri drugs. It inspired the Dan Rather show, and Ionsulted on planning the program. Along with the publiation of my book, I had also done my bestto ood the general media with information, inluding many personal appearanes on radio and TVto disuss the danger of TD.In the 1984 meeting, Leber proposed a version of the label that inluded spei� numerial es-timates to undersore the very high rates. Seven expert drug onsultants on�rmed the need formentioning atual numbers, and an eighth sent in a report taking the same viewpoint On the basisof the Amerian Psyhiatri Assoiation (1980b) [35℄ task fore report, some of the experts reom-mended iting a 20% risk in routine neurolepti exposure. Others suggested a �gure of 15% in the�rst 4 years. Leber himself observed that extrapolating from the data indiated that over a lifetime,\100% of patients may in fat develop the disorder" (FDA, 1984, p. 54 [456℄). These are most ex-traordinary estimates for the rate of ontrating a drug-indued, irreversible, and potentially severedisorder.Approximately 5 months after the meeting, in the summer of 1984, Leber sent a formalletter toall neurolepti manufaturers, suggesting a revision of the proposed lass warning label. By then,almost surely in response to industry pressure, the proposed language had already been watereddown. Without mentioning any �gures, Leber's proposed label stated that TD would develop in a\substantial portion of patients treated with neuroleptis" (P. Leber, unpublished letter, 1984, p. 3).The meaning of substantial was left up to interpretation.271



The FDA's Pharmaologi Drugs Advisory Committee met a seond time on January 31, 1985,to disuss TD. Leber again mentioned the impat of the \lamor from the press" in the fall of 1983- the date of Dan Rather's TV report and the simultaneous publiation of my book.Leber told the assembled representatives of the drug ompanies that he would not at withouttheir endorsement or approval. He stated that he had been through \a year and a half of tryingto bring about hange in the labeling of neurolepti produts that would be fair and that would beaeptable to everyone" (FDA, 1985b [458℄, emphasis added).Leber desribed to the meeting partiipants the elaborate bak and forth negotiating that hadalready gone on between the FDA and industry. He said that one of his aims was to obtain \equitablelabeling that did not ause injury to industry, as muh as it also should not ause injury to patientsor physiians who have to use neuroleptis under trying irumstanes" (FDA, 1985b [458℄, p. 9,emphasis added).Can the FDA perform a wathdog funtion without biting industry? Without even growling atthem? If the proess of identifying dangerous drug e�ets were painless to industry (\should not auseinjury to industry"), industry would not need the FDA to regulate it. A properly funtioning FDAwould at times have to ause injury to industry through diminished revenues and other santionsrelated to marketing dangerous drugs. The neuroleptis were being presribed with too little regardfor their devastating adverse e�ets; if the new warning label had done its job, neurolepti saleswould, of neessity, have dropped. There is nothing in the FDA legislation that urges the ageny toprotet industry. It is supposed to protet patients, despite the inevitable painful results for industry.By this seond meeting, Leber and the FDA had surrendered to industry. The somewhat ominousphrase substantial proportion was replaed by the entirely innouous phrase some patients, implyinga minimal risk. Ironially, it was the same phrase that appeared on the outdated 1973 label. Nohange had been made.Ultimately, some patients was also dropped. The warning on the urrent neurolepti label statesthat TD \may develop in patients" treated with neuroleptis - not even a hint of a serious risk,let alone an astronomial one, with millions of vitims. In the ritial arena of TD rates, the lasswarning label is possibly weaker, although more detailed, than the old one.Partly owing to the persistently inadequate label, too many ill informed physiians and theirpatients ontinue to believe that the risk of TD is insigni�ant. Leber sueeded in ausing littleor no injury to industry - but at what ost to patients, their families, and the health are system?Sine that time, Leber has retired and beome a onsultant to the pharmaeutial industry.The story of the FDA's handling of warning labels for NMS and TD leads to a dismal onlusion.When it omes to warning about the dangers of psyhiatri drugs, the FDA is more responsive tothe pro�t needs of industry than to the safety needs of patients.13.11.3 Massaged Data: The Proza Approval ProessIn Talking Bak to Proza (Breggin et al., 1994a [219℄), I examined the overall FDA approval proessin regard to Proza, reon�rming that in regard to psyhiatri drugs, the FDA is more onernedabout industry goodwill than the publi good. What follows is a small taste of what went wrong inthe Proza approval proess.As noted earlier in the hapter, although several thousand patients were involved in studies ofvarious kinds, I ounted only 286 who atually �nished the three plaebo-ontrolled protools (groupsof studies) used for approval. Many patients dropped out beause of adverse stimulant reations.Proza seldom proved any better than plaebo and was not as good as the older antidepressants. Itwas so stimulating that sedatives were often given along with it.272



In perhaps the most important study, alled Protool 27, the results indiated that Proza byitself had no eÆay. To get a positive result, the FDA had to allow the drug ompanies to inludeall the patients who, against the rules, were also given sedative and tranquilizing mediations withtheir Proza.Protool 27 was onduted by several separate investigators at sites in di�erent ities. The indi-vidual study sites ould not show that Proza was any better than plaebo, so the FDA allowed thenegative results be pooled and manipulated until a positive result was barely ahieved.The FDA's Laughren (1992) [815℄, in an analysis of the drug approval proess, observed, \Poolingof e�etiveness data from independent studies is not standard and must be done with great are."Protool 27 was not only made up of independent studies onduted at separate enters, but almostall of them had negative results. Furthermore, in the pooling proess, one enter was dropped entirely,eliminating 25% of the original data.Lilly employees Stark and Hardison (1985) [1214℄ eventually published Protool 27 in the Journalof Clinial Psyhiatry. They did so without mentioning (a) that four of the �ve individual entersprodued negative results before the data were pruned and pooled, (b) that even the pooled datawere negative when Proza patients taking sedatives and tranquilizers were exluded, () that theFDA had many ritiisms of the study and its praties, or (d) that even the apparent suess of thedrug was marginal. The publiation by Stark and Hardison laimed that Proza was omparable toTofranil in eÆay - a myth that gained onsiderable urreny in the profession - when in fat, theolder triyli outperfored Proza most of the time.13.11.4 Failing Behind European Standards: ZoloftThe general pereption in Ameria is that the FDA is far tougher on drug ompanies than omparableEuropean authorities. If that was ever true, it is not anymore, at least in the arena of psyhiatridrugs where I have my greatest familiarity. As desribed earlier in the hapter, regulatory agenies inboth Great Britain and Canada have at times been quiker than the FDA to take lethal psyhiatridrugs o� the market. In addition, as noted in hapter 6 in regard to antidepressants, the British andCanadian agenies were also ahead of the FDA in responding to the risk of suiide and, in regard tothe Canadians, to the risk of harm to self and others.On Deember 10, 1991 [814℄, Thomas Laughren, then group leader for Psyhiatri Drug Produts,wrote amemo onerning Zoloft's upoming approval. Laughren listed a series of onerns aboutthe antidepressant drug expressed by several European nations as well as by FDA advisors. Theseinluded \failure to provide data on depressed inpatients, severely depressed patients, `major depres-sion,' et.; failure to provide long term data, relapse eÆay, et.; failure to provide omparativedata, i.e., for alternative antidepressant agents". Despite these problems with Zoloft, he onludedthat \the data were suÆiently persuasive to justify approval of this produt".Spurred on by Laughren's (1991) [814℄ ritique, an exhange of memos ourred between PaulLeber and his boss, Robert Temple [1247℄, Diretor, OÆe of Drug Evaluation 1. The ontinuingsubjet was the approval of Zoloft, whose eÆay as an antidepressant remained in doubt up to thelast minute. Temple noted that Zoloft was not being approved in some European ountries beauseof its \lak of robustness" in the eÆay trials. Zoloft often failed to do any better than plaebo instudies in the United States and never did as well as the older antidepressant amitriptyline. Despitethese pervasive failures, one positive study and two supportive studies were found suÆient to earnapproval.On Deember 24 - a mere 6 days before the oÆial approval letter was written for Zoloft - Leber(1991) [820℄ responded to Temple's onerns about approving the drug. About the tougher standardsin the European ountries, Leber wrote: 273



\This turn of events may seem somewhat surprising in view of the fat that the ageny is tradi-tionally more onserva tive than its European ounterparts. Obviously, hanges are underwaythroughout Western Europe, perhaps in response to EEC's [European Eonomi Community℄harmonization initiatives. In any ase, with the exeption of the UK's [drug approval author-ity℄, standards for antidepressant drug produt approval seem to be beoming more demandingin regard to (1) the duration of ontrolled trials serving as soures of evidene of eÆay, (2)the need to doument eÆay in hospitalized depressed patients (beause these are presumed,arguably, to be more severely depressed), (3) the need to show eÆay in maintaining remission,(4) the need to show eÆay in preventing relapse in euthymi [normal mood℄ patients with ahistory of reurrent episodes of a�etive illness, and (5) a need to establish equivaleny andJorsuperiority of a new antidepressant to already marketed produts."Having outlined these standards, Leber aknowledged their merit but stated that they ould notbe implemented in Ameria's urrent politial limate:\Many of these foreign regulatory initiatives have potential merit, but, given the pereived ur-geny we express as an institution for expediting the publi's aess to new, potentially promisingdrugs, I do not believe we an suessfully introdue similar, more demanding, requirementsdomestially, at least until there is a signi�ant `sea hange' in our soiety's olletive attitudetoward Federal regulation of new drugs."Leber (1991) [820℄ believed that Zoloft, despite its relative ine�etiveness, had met the FDA'soÆial requirements for approval. He then onluded his memo with the following warning:\Approval [of Zoloft℄ may, however, for the reasons enumerated above, ome under attak byonstituenies that do not believe the ageny is as demanding as it ought to be in regard to itsstandard for establishing the eÆay of antidepressant drug produts."It is striking that these onerns and misgivings are being expressed less than a week before �nalapproval of the drug. Temple did not respond for another week, until Deember 31, 1991 - 1 day afterthe date on the �nal approval letter. He agreed that the drug should be approved but onluded,\I would, however, strongly enourage formal thinking, in whih I would be pleased to partiipate,about whether we should modify the advie we give to ompanies to assure that they examine aspetsof their drug's e�etiveness that are not being well enough studied."Leber's laim, quoted above, that the FDA is stymied by \our soiety's olletive attitude towardFederal regulation of new drugs" is disingenuous and self-serving. Above all others, Leber waspersonally in a position at the FDA to stand up for truth and honesty in drug regulalation, butinstead he onstantly pandered to the drug ompanies, for example, by delaying for years FDAreognition of antidepressant-indued suiidality and by watering down the warnings on TD. Thispermissive and even promotional attitude toward drug ompany interests then allowed him, afterretirement from the FDA, to develop a seond areer. He now owns a onsulting �rm that helps drugompanies get their produts approved by the FDA (Dolan and Altimari, 2003 [369℄).A signi�ant portion of the publi believes that the FDA moves too slowly and plaes too manybarriers in the way of new drug produts. Despite all the bureaurati time it wastes, in the arenaof psyhiatri drugs, the FDA is nowhere near thorough enough. The approval of a psyhiatri drugdoes not in reality demonstrate either its eÆay or safety. The postmarketing surveillane is equallyawed. Not only is the system too haphazard, the division responsible for psyhiatri drugs oftenfails to make an appropriate response to the most extreme drug-indued reations, suh as NMS andTD, produed by neuroleptis like Risperdal and Zyprexa and suiidal, violent, and mani behavioraused by antidepressants like Proza, Zoloft, Paxil, and Celexa.274



The FDA is hampered not only by its own internal failures, but also by its reliane on the po-tentially fraudulent ativities of the pharmaeutial ompanies in developing and marketing theirproduts. Beause the FDA never evaluates the primary data generated by the drug ompanies,instead relying on the sienti� integrity and ethis of eah ompany, the ageny often ends up eval-uating fraudulent sienti� data. Chapter 14 looks further at examples of drug ompany deeption.13.12 NIMHThe NIMH is the federal ageny funded to respond to so-alled mental illness in Ameria. When I wasa full-time onsultant to NIMH (1966-1968), it was fundamentally a psyhosoial and eduationallyoriented institution. It sought ways to improve the nation's mental health through psyhologial,soial, eduational, and eonomi means. For example, it was greatly onerned with improving ourshools and reduing poverty.When I was on the sta� at NIMH, biologial psyhiatry was relegated to a relatively small enterin the larger psyhosoial ontexto But then, with the shift in the politial wind toward medializingpsyhiatry that I doument in Toxi Psyhiatry (Breggin, 1991 [190℄), NIMH was transformed inthe 1970s into an institution for the promotion of biologial psyhiatry and drugs.Eventually, NIMH ompletely shuked o� its patient-servie wing and beame a researh instituteon behalf of biologial psyhiatry and the drug ompanies. As desribed in hapter 6, nowadays,NIMH onduts extremely expensive ontrolled linial trials on behalf of the drug ompanies, try-ing to demonstrate the e�etiveness of their produts. Again, as previously desribed, when theantidepressants ame under �re, the diretion of NIMH spoke out in their defense.In the mid-1990s, my wife Ginger and I disovered that NIMH and NIH, and even the Centersfor Disease Control (CDC), were promoting an interageny raist biopsyhiatri program aimedat identifying innerity hildren as su�ering from violene-induing brain disorders. In additionto funding researh, the aim was to ondut mass sreening and treatment of potentially violenthildren who supposedly su�ered from geneti and biologial abnormalities. Fortunately, our nationalampaign aused the federal agenies to stop their attempts to fund the program (Breggin andBreggin, 1994b [220℄; Breggin and Breggin, 1998 [221℄).The NIMH puts out an enormous amount of literature on behalf of biologial psyhiatry and thedrug ompanies. One example is its booklet Shizophrenia, available on its Web site(http://www.nimh.nih.gov; National Institute of Mental Health [NIMH℄, 2007 [975℄). It promotedevery myth of shizophrenia favorable to the use of drugs. Breggin (1991 [190℄), Cohen and Cohen(1986) [294℄, Harding and Zahniser, (1994) [597℄, Irwin (2004a&b [653℄ & [654℄), Joseph (2004a [704℄,2006 [706℄), Karon and Widener (1999) [743℄, Lidz (1981) [841℄, Mosher and Burti (1989) [954℄, Readand Ross (2003) [1074℄, Read et al. (2005) [1075℄ and Siebert (1999) [1179℄ provide analyses of themyths of shizophrenia.The booklet (NIMH, 2007 [975℄) delared, \Shizophrenia is a hroni, severe, and disabling braindisorder that has been reognized throughout reorded history." It ertainly has not been reognizedas a brain disorder sine reorded history. In fat, it was often seen as a spiritual gift. Nor is thereany substantial evidene that it is a brain disorder (hapter 5). It does not at like any other knownbrain disorder. It has no identi�able underlying pathology, it does not lead to deterioration in mentalor neurologial proesses, and it responds to psyhosoial interventions. That shizophrenia is a braindisorder is speulation, but one that biologial psyhiatry and the drug ompanies have turned intoa battle ry on behalf of their authority, power, and eonomi suess.The NIMH (2007) [975℄ booklet admitted that psyhosoial interventions an help, but witha aveat: \Numerous studies have found that psyhosoial treatments an help patients who are275



already stabilized on antipsyhoti mediation deal with ertain aspets of shizophrenia." Giventhat NIMH estimates that 1% of the population su�ers from this disorder, that is an enormousnumber of people who allegedly annot live without psyhiatri drugs.In deferene to drug ompany interests, NIMH makes no mention of the World Health Organiza-tion studies showing that patients diagnosed with shizophrenia atually do better in Third Worldountries, where they reeive little or no drugs and are supported by an extended family (de Giro-lamo, 1996 [338℄), as well as the many studies of psyhosoial approahes to deeply disturbed personsited in hapter 16.Somewhat to its redit, NIMH (2007) [975℄ does not laim that shizophrenia is a proven genetiallydetermined disorder. The following may ome as a surprise to readers who are onvined thatshizophrenia, above all other psyhiatri disorders, is known to be geneti:\Several of these genes are thought to be assoiated with an inreased risk of shizophrenia,but sientists urrently believe that eah gene has a very small e�et and is not responsible forausing the disease by itself."Then, to save the day, the government booklet (NIMH, 2007 [975℄) added, \Although there isa geneti risk for shizophrenia, genes alone are not likely to be suÆient to ause the disorder.Interations between genes and the environment are thought to be neessary for shizophrenia todevelop." The areful reader may be able to disern that all of this is speulation, laed with hopefor the disovery of some kind of geneti omponent. In fat, deades of researh have failed to reveala geneti omponent, while instead on�rming an environmental one (see Breggin, 1991b [189℄; seealso Joseph, 1999 [703℄, 2004a&b [704℄ & [705℄, 2006 [706℄, and the disussion in hapter 1).Meanwhile, reent researh indiates that \hildhood abuse is a ausal fator for psyhosis and'shizophrenia' and, more spei�ally, for halluinations, partiularly voies ommenting and om-mand halluinaioos" (Read et al., 2005 [1075℄). But even more to the point is a simple summaryfrom Medial News Today (\Shizophrenia," 2005 [1133℄), paraphrasing the onlusions of RihardBental, Professor in Experimental Clinial Psyhology at the University of Manhester:\Shizophrenia has been attributed to everything from geneti predisposition, brain hemistry,su�erers' home environment and even atborne viruses, but no onsistent ausal pattern hasever been identi�ed. As a result, treatment outomes for today's patients are not very di�erentfrom those of patients treated 100 years ago."No suh honest skeptiism in our government agenies. Both the FDA and NIMH are now agentsof the psyhopharmaeutial omplex. They do virtually everything in their power to promotebiologially oriented psyhiatry and the produts of the psyhopharmaeutial industry.
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Chapter 14Drug Company Deeptions\Publi Pereption of US Pharmaeutial Industry at All-Time Low" (2005) [1062℄ warned a headlinein the Pharmaeutial Business Review. The business review explained,\Inreased safety warnings attahed to some drugs (suh as Rohe's Autane and Glaxo-SmithKline's Paxil) and the omplete market withdrawal of others (for example, Merk & Co'sVioxx) have undermined onsumer on�dene in both the pharmaeutial industry and theproduts it produes. As a result, onsumers now question whether pharmaeutial ompanieshave their best interests in mind when marketing a produt."On the brighter side, Pharmaeutial Business Review looks forward to the restoration of thepubli on�dene. The drug ompanies have the leverage to aomplish this. Every area of modernpsyhiatry is permeated, and even inundated, with the inuene of drug ompany money. As I begandoumenting in detail in 1991 in Toxi Psyhiatry [190℄, worldwide linial researh, medial shoolresearh failities and professorships, journal publiations, onferenes, and professional assoiationsall, nowadays, depend on infusions of ash generated by the sale of drugs. The Food and DrugAdministration (FDA) itself now soliits funding from drug ompanies to expedite the proess ofdrug approval.As a reent study found (Cosgrove et al., 2006 [313℄), even the development of oÆial psyhiatridiagnoses takes plae under the sway of the pharmaeutial industry. The Diagnosti and StatistialManual of Mental Disorders (DSM; Amerian Psyhiatri Assoiation, 1994 [43℄, 2000 [44℄) providesthe oÆial diagnoses for use in'linial pratie, insurane ompany reimbursements, basi researh,and the FDA approval of drugs. Nearly all the diagnoses are used for justifying the presriptionof mediations. of the 170 panel members who ontributed to the two most reent editions of themanual, 56% had one or more assoiations with the pharmaeutial industry.Most telling, if not hilling, 100% of the panel members involved in developing diagnoses forthe ategories of mood disorders and shizophrenia and other psyhoti disorders had ties to drugompanies. No wonder these diagnosti ategories have beome pharmaeutial ompany ash ows.The most ommon ties among DSM panel members were through researh funding (42%), on-sultanies (22%), and speakers' bureaus (16%). This puts these professionals in muh more intimateonnetion with their patron drug ompanies than merely aepting free lunhes for the oÆe sta�or a free seminar.Meanwhile, onsiderable ritiism is being leveled at the degree to whih major medial journals,inluding the hallowed New England Journal of Mediine, kowtow to the drug ompanies. Ehoingritiisms I �rst made in Toxi Psyhiatry in 1991, Rihard Smith [1196℄, former editor of the BritishMedial Journal for 25 years, wrote a 2005 analysis alled \Medial Journals Are an Extension ofthe Marketing Arm of Pharmaeutial Companies". Smith admitted, \Journal editors are beoming277



inreasingly aware of how they are being manipulated, but I must onfess that it took me almost aquarter of a entury to wake up to what was happening." He saw the problem as a ombination ofdrug ompany-manipulated trials and the failure of journals, dependent on drug ompany advertising,to do their task of properly evaluating the papers sent in to them. As a former editor of the NewEngland Journal of Mediine, Maria Angell (2004 [53℄, 2007 [54℄) even more vigorously lambastedthe journals, inluding her own former journal, for its willingness to promote pharmaeutial industryinterests.Abramson and Star�eld (2005) [9℄ asked the right question in their artile titled \The E�et ofConit of Interest on Biomedial Researh and Clinial Pratie Guidelines: Can We Trust theEvidene in Evidene-Based Mediine?" Their answer is no. In reality, so-alled evidene-basedmediine is a onept largely owned by drug ompany advoates who are trying to ompel the use oftheir patron's produts. Abramson and Star�eld referred to a British House of Common's report thatfound that \approximately 75% of linial trials published in The Lanet, the New England Journalof Mediine (NEJM) and the Journal of the Amerian Medial Assoiation (JAMA) are industryfunded". Abramson and Star�eld found that ommerially funded studies are 5.3 times more likelyto support their sponsors' produts than nonommerially funded studies. They onluded with apoint I have been emphasizing for many years:\So what are dediated liniians to do? The �rst step is to give up the illusion that theprimary purpose of modern medial researh is to improve Amerians' health most e�etivelyand eÆiently. In our opinion, the primary purpose of ommerially funded linial researh isto maximize �nanial return on investment, not health."14.1 Relying on Junk SieneWorse yet, as already emphasized in hapter 13, the FDA relies on the drug ompanies for the so-alled siene that is used to determine the safety and eÆay of drugs. On Deember 13, 2006, theFDA's Psyhopharmaologial Drugs Advisory Committee held a publi meeting to to disuss andevaluate the risk of antidepressants ausing suiidal behavior in adults. The FDA had already addeda warning to antidepressant labels onerning drug-indued suiidality in hildren and youth underage 18. As I had at earlier FDA hearings on antidepressants, I made a brief, 3-min presentation. AsI also had done on previous oasions, I emphasized that the FDA was relying too muh on datagenerated, ulled, and manipulated by the drug ompanies and that the ageny ought to avail itselfof experts like me, who had atually evaluated the junk siene produed by the drug ompanies. Itold the ageny,\Fifteen years ago, I warned the FDA and I warned the ountry in Toxi Psyhiatry [190℄that antidepressants were ausing a stimulant, amphetaminelike syndrome that was resultingin suiide, violene, and murder. In 1994, in Talking Bak to Proza, I warned the ountry andthe FDA, this time now with tons of sienti� data, on the same issues."\During that period of time, I was asked to be - and this is very relevant to your deliberations- the sienti� investigator for the ombined Proza suits, almost 200 of them. I got to look atall the sealed data that Eli Lilly didn't want anybody else to see."\About 20 books later now, and a few dozen sienti� studies and innumerable produtliability suits where I've looked at sealed data, I have ome to tell you that you are evaluatingjunk. You are evaluating arefully edited expurgated data tbat I have seen and you have not."\This is a most remarkable irumstane: that you . . . have people [like me℄ who have beeninside the drug ompanies who an tell you what is happening inside the drug ompanies. Ofourse, you have avoided it."\All the douments I am going to disuss now are on my Web site, www.breggin.om. Theyhave all been given to you or sent to you via the FDA Committee."278



I went on to desribe how one drug ompany, Eli Lilly, had falsi�ed, hidden, and manipulateddata onerning Proza-indued suiidal behavior in adults. The FDA paid no attention and insteadblithely relied on the integrity of the data given to it by the drug ompanies to whom so many ofthe panel members owned fealty.The publi is beginning to ath on to the untrustworthiness of drug ompany data provided tothe FDA and the medial ommunity. A reent editorial in USA Today titled \Drug Thugs" (2007)[380℄ desribed pharmaeutial ompany harassment of medial ritis, something I am personallyvery familiar with. After disussing various remedies, it made suggestions onsistent with what Ihave been saying for deades:\Another approah would be to insist that the FDA do a better job monitoring and publi-izing studies onduted by the drug ompanies themselves."\More transpareny would make it harder for drug ompanies to distort results. It wouldhelp to protet aademi freedom at Ameria's researh institutions. And it would make patientsmore likely to reeive the safest and most appropriate treatments."This hapter one again presents evidene that drug ompanies annot be relied on to presentvalid data about their drugs to the FDA, the medial profession, or the publi, and instead, thatthey underestimate the risks and overinate the bene�ts of their produts.The fous is on Eli Lilly, the manufaturer of Proza, and on GlaxoSmithKline, the manufaturerof Paxil. I annot say with ertainty that these ompanies are any more negligent than others; theyare simply the ompanies I have learned the most about as a result of my independent researh andmy work as a medial expert in produt liability suits against them.14.2 Eli Lilly and Proza14.2.1 Eli Lilly Knew From the Start that Proza Ats Like A StimulantAfter all the data had been olleted during Proza's new drug appliation (NDA)1 approval proess,FDA psyhiatrist Rihard Kapit (1986b) [732℄ wrote the oÆial safety review of adverse reationsor side e�ets. Kapit summarized, \Most frequently this new drug aused nausea, insomnia, andnervousness, whih resembles the pro�le of a stimulant rather than a sedative drug." He thoughtthis stimulant pro�le would \give rise to the greatest linial liabilities in the use of this mediation,"inluding \insomnia, nervousness, anorexia, and weight loss". Later in his report, Kapit repeatedhis observations, stating that Proza's \pro�le of adverse e�ets more losely resembles that of astimulant drug than one that auses sedation and gain of weight". Kapit onluded:\It is possible that these adverse e�ets of uoxetine treatment may negatively a�et pa-tients with depression. Sine depressed patients frequently su�er from insomnia, nervousness,anorexia, and weight loss, it is possible that uoxetine treatment might, at least temporarily,make their illness worse."Kapit repeated this onern in his summary, stating, \It is possible, therefore that uoxetine mayexaerbate ertain depressive symptoms and signs." He reommended that the label warn physiiansabout these dangers.Later, in his safety update of the NDA on Otober 17, 1986 [731℄, Kapit spoke of several ases of a\syndrome of uoxetine-indued hyper-arousal and exessive stimulation . . . [that℄ resemble episodes1NDA is the manufaturer's basi doumentation for the FDA in support of marketing the drug (see hapter 12).279



of stimulant drug intoxiation". It was espeially likely to our at higher doses, but it ould our atthe standard 20 mgs. The state of overstimulation inluded \anxiety, agitation, insomnia, headahe,onfusion, dizziness, obnubilation [mental louding℄, memory dysfuntion, tremor, impaired motoroordination Hyperativity, hypomania, and mania may sometimes our". In overdose, the drugprodues an even more agrant stimulant syndrome ulminating in seizures. Thus there is a ontin-uum of stimulation e�ets.Showing onern for possible abuse potential that might show up in the future, Kapit (1986 [733℄)warned about \the fat that uoxetine auses a set of adverse e�ets whih resemble those ausedby amphetamine" (p. 23).Despite Kapit's funtion as the hief safety investigator for Proza, the Division of Psyhophar-maologial Drug Produts, under psyhiatrist Paul Leber (see hapter 13), allowed none of Kapit'sonerns to appear on the drug's label. The label does not indiate that Proza is a potentiallystimulant drug or that it an ause or worsen depression.In a Deember 10, 1987, \Review and Evaluation," Kapit [733℄ reommended that the ompanyondut postmarketing tests to study Proza's potential to worsen the ondition of patients alreadysu�ering from weight loss, anorexia, and agitation. Neither the FDA nor the manufaturer followedup on this.It would take the FDA nearly two deades to �nalize a new label for Proza and all the newerantidepressants warning that patients an atually deteriorate as a result of taking these drugs(hapter 6).14.2.2 Eli Lilly Suessfully Bamboozles the Legal SystemMany of my initial revelations about Eli Lilly and its drug Proza in the earlier edition of this bookwere generated through my work as a medial expert in the �rst produt liability ase to go to trialagainst Eli Lilly onerning Proza (Fentress, 1994 [426℄; see Breggin, 1994 [195℄, for my testimony;see also Breggin, in press, for more details). In that ase, Joseph Wesbeker entered his formerplae of employment in 1989, shot 20 people, killing 8 of them, and then ommitted suiide. Hehad been taking Proza as well as other mediations. The plainti�s argued that Eli Lilly had failedto adequately study and then to warn physiians about the potential for Proza-indued violenetoward self and others.Although the Wesbeker ase was seemingly won by Eli Lilly by a divided 9-3 jury vote2, thepresiding judge, John W. Potter, later onluded that Eli Lilly settled seretly with the plainti�sbefore the ase went to the jury (Castellano, 1995 [261℄; Gibeaut, 1996 [515℄; Potter, 1995 [1050℄;Sanlon, 1995 [1125℄; most extensively, Varhaver, 1995 [1290℄). The judge had not been informedof the settlement during the trial. To the ontrary, both sides denied its existene to the judge(Varhaver, 1995 [1290℄).As a part of the settlement, in addition to reeiving money and agreeing not to appeal the ase,the plainti�s agreed to withhold from the jury ertain damaging evidene against Eli Lilly (Gibeaut,1996 [515℄; Potter, 1995 [1050℄; and others in the previous paragraph). Meanwhile, the trial went onas if no speial arrangements had been made. This reated a mok or fake trial.When he found out that the ase had been seretly settled and that the plainti� and defenseattorneys had lied to him, Judge Potter tried to amend the oÆial outome of the ase from dismissedby the jury without prejudie to settled with prejudie. The judge's attorney stated, \There was apayment of money to withhold evidene" (Wolfe, 1995 [1357℄). Initially, an appeals ourt overruledJudge Potter on the grounds that too muh time had elapsed before his attempt to hange the verdit2One more vote against Lilly and it would have been a hung jury.280



(Varhaver, 1995 [1290℄; Wolfe, 1995 [1357℄), but the judge won his appeal to the Supreme Court ofKentuky (Gibeaut, 1996 [515℄).On May 23, 1996 [1050℄, the Supreme Court of Kentuky unanimously agreed in Potter v. EliLilly & Co. that Judge Potter ould proeed to hold a hearing on the seret settlement under aninherent-powers dotrine allowing ourts to protet the integrity of their proedures (Gibeaut, 1996[515℄). The Supreme Court justies wrote, \In this ase, there was a serious lak of andor withthe trial ourt and there may have been deeption, bad faith ondut, abuse of judiial proess orperhaps even fraud" (\Trial Court's Authority . . . ," 1996, p. 35; Gibeaut, 1996, p. 18 [515℄).Estimates of the seret settlement made by Eli Lilly and Company in the Wesbeker ase haveome through unrelated divore suits. One plainti�'s attorney, presumably privy to the Eli Lillysettlement amount and involved in his lient's divore suit, stated, \The amount boggles the mind"(Gibeaut, 1996, p. 18 [515℄).Not only was the Wesbeker ase settled seretly during the trial, but he plainti�s lead attorneyPaul Smith deided to settle all of his several other ases against Eli Lilly at that time. Eli Lilly anno longer laim it has never settled a Proza ase. It has settled several of them involving di�erentattorneys.14.2.3 Eli Lilly Aknowledges to the Food and Drug Administration(FDA) That Proza Frequently Causes DepressionIn preparing my testimony in the Wesbeker ase, I went through an additional mass of FDA dou-ments obtained under the Freedom of Information At (FOIA). I disovered a setion of Eli Lilly's�nal draft of its Proza label that was submitted to the FDA. The setion, in onformity with thestandard label, was titled \Other Events Observed During the Premarketing Evaluation of Proza"(Eli Lilly, n.d. [403℄). It drew on the total database of 5,600 patients given Proza. The label noted,\It is important to emphasize that, although the events reported did our during treatment withProza, they were not neessarily aused by it."In this �nal version of their label, under the heading Nervous System, the ompany listed depres-sion as a frequent adverse e�et of the drug. Frequent is equivalent to ommon and means ourringat least one in 100 ases. But the FDA, supposedly in a last-dith editing attempt to shorten whatit alled Eli Lilly's laundry list onept, srathed a line through depression (Temple, 1987 [1246℄).The approved and urrent label lists only abnormal dreams and agitation as frequent or ommon.Depression went from being listed as a frequent adverse e�et in the proposed oÆial label to beingwholly unmentioned in the �nal, approved label. This transformation took plae at the very lastminute, before the FDA's �nal oval of the drug for marketing.The admission that the drug was frequently reported to ause both agitation and depression isonsistent with Rihard Kapit's original observations and is of great importane. Through researh,linial experiene, and onsulting as a medial expert, I have learned that many of the murdersand suiides reported to have ourred during Proza treatment seemed driven by a ombination ofagitation and depression, spei�ally, Proza-indued agitated depression (Breggin, in press; Bregginet al., 1994a [219℄).As a result, for more than a deade there was nothing in the Proza label, or the label for any otherantidepressant, indiating that the newer antidepressants an ause depression. Therefore, when apatient on Proza beame more depressed, rather than less, the physiian was likely to inrease thedose, rather than to stop or taper the drug. Only with the label revisions of 2004-2005 (hapter 6)did the FDA �nally alert the profession to the fat that antidepressants an in fat make patientsmore depressed and worsen their overall ondition. Unfortunately, the information has taken solong to surfae that most physiians are habituated to the idea that antidepressants annot ause281



depression.14.2.4 Eli Lilly Hides the Impliations of Proza-Indued ManiaEven in the short linial trials for the NDA, Proza aused mania in slightly more than 1% ofpatients (Kapit, 1986 [733℄). But material that I turned up in the NDA indiates that Proza posesa onsiderably greater danger of ausing mania than the triyli antidepressants (Kapit, 1986). Instudies used for FDA approval, only 0.3% of patients on triylis beame mani - a rate one-thirdthat of Proza. In addition, all the patients who beame mani on triylis turned out to have aprior history of mania. Among the 33 reported ases of mania on Proza, 23 ourred in patientswho had never been mani before.Mania frequently results in very destrutive behavior toward oneself or others, inluding outrightviolene (hapter 6; Breggin et al., 1994a [219℄; espeially Breggin, in press). Untold numbers oflives have been ruined by antidepressant-indued mania. The mani person an experiene intenseparanoid feelings and often feels enormous hostility, espeially if thwarted in his or her own ambitionsof the moment. The inreased rates on Proza one again on�rm its stimulant quality.14.2.5 Eli Lilly Con�rms and Hides Proza OverstimulationPressured by the German drug regulatory ageny, Eli Lilly asked Charles Beasley, from its Divisionof Clinial Neurosienes, to ount the ases of agitation in their linial trials (Breggin, 1994 [195℄).He produed a seret in-house report titled \Ativation and Sedation in Fluoxetine Clinial Studies"(Fentress Trial Exhibit 70; available on http://www.breggin.om), dated November 8, 1988. Thereport found that 333 Proza patients beame agitated in the trials, but only 16 plaebo patientsdid so. Beasley alled it an ativation e�et, inluding \nervousness, anxiety, agitation, insomnia".He found that 38% of patients developed this e�et on Proza, and 19% developed it on plaebo.As mentioned in hapter 7, the totals for Proza stimulation should have been even higher, how-ever, beause Beasley did not ount several ategories of overstimulation, inluding euphoria, mania,and hyperativity. The rates of agitation would also have been higher if a large perentage of theProza patients had not been presribed onomitant benzodiazepines and other sedatives.In going through mountains of douments, I found no evidene that the FDA ever saw the ruialBeasley study that on�rmed FDA investigator Kapit's frequently expressed onerns about thedrug's similarity to stimulants, inluding amphetamine (e.g., Kapit, 1986 [733℄).14.2.6 Hiding the Risk of Proza-Indued Mania and Aggression in Chil-drenClinial Psyhiatry News (Sherman, 1995 [1171℄) headlined \Proza for Kids: `Landmark' StudyAÆrms Drug's Use". It desribed a plaebo-ontrolled linial trial led by Graham Emslie [407℄ fromthe University of Texas Southwestern Medial Shool in Dallas. When I evaluated the data from thenewspaper report, the rate of drug-indued mania turned out to be an extraordinary 6% (Breggin,1995 [196℄). In addition, during the question period after the artile was presented, Emslie admittedto an inrease in aggressiveness as well (Sherman, 1995 [1171℄). When the artile was later published,the extraordinarily important 6% mania rate was buried in a setion devoted to dropouts (p. 1003)and left out of the abstrat, disussion, and summary (Emslie et al., 1997 [408℄). The inrease inaggression was wholly unmentioned. The researh was supported by Eli Lilly.282



14.2.7 Eli Lilly and the FDA Ignore Reports of Aggressive Behavior onProzaAs I desribed in Talking Bak to Proza (Breggin et al., 1994a [219℄), the FDA made a presentationat its 1991 hearings on antidepressants and abnormal behavior that showed a disproportionatelyhigh frequeny of reports to the FDA of hostility and intentional injury on Proza ompared totrazodone, an older and less-stimulating drug. (The graph, titled \Hostility and Intentional In-jury: Reports per Million Rx," Food and Drug Administration [FDA℄, 1991 [460℄, is available onhttp://www.breggin.om.) The graph and aompanying data show that in 1998, the �rst yearthat Proza was marketed in the United States - and before there was any publiity surroundingProza-indued violene - there were approximately 10 times as many reports of violene and inten-tional injury per presription for Proza ompared to trazodone. By July 1991, reports of violeneand intentional injury for Proza beame roughly 50 times more frequent per presription than fortrazodone.The reports were sent to the FDA through its postmarketing spontaneous reporting system (SRS).The FDA representative projeted the data onto a sreen, but the data were not inluded in the tran-sript of the meeting. Although this issue was of overriding, entral importane to its deliberations,the FDA advisory panel made no response at all to it. It was as if the data, so ritial to theironlusions, had been presented to an empty room.In response to an FOIA request from me, the FDA laimed that the data ould no longer befound. I ontated the author of the graph, and he, too, told me that the data were lost. However,Eli Lilly was ompelled to produe the data under ourt order in the Wesbeker ase (Trial Exhibit120), and I used it in my ourt testimony (Breggin, 1994 [195℄).As emphasized in hapter 13, the data one again on�rm the importane of the spontaneousreporting system ompared to ontrolled linial trials in revealing dangerous adverse drug reations,in this ase violene and aggression.14.2.8 Eli Lilly and the FDA Ignore Reports of Suiidal Behavior onProzaAnother graph developed by the FDA for the 1991 hearing that ompared Proza to trazodone wasalled \Suiide Attempt, Overdose, and Psyhoti Depression, Reports per Million Rxs" (available onhttp://www.breggin.om). One again, these reports were far more ommon for Proza. Beginningin 1988, the reports in this eluster for suiide, overdose, and depression were 4 times more frequentper presription of Proza. By 1990, they appeared to be approximately 50 times more ommon.The panel, whih was rampant with onits of interest (Breggin et al., 1994a [219℄), gave littleimportane to these �ndings.14.2.9 Eli Lilly Hides Inreased Suiidality onProza in Controlled Clinial TrialsIn materials gained through disovery in the Wesbeker ase, I found inhouse douments from Eli Lillylearly demonstrating an inreased rate of suiide attempts in Proza patients ompared to plaeboand to triyli antidepressants (Breggin, 1994 [195℄; available onhttp://www.breggin.om). This was a shoking disovery as Eli Lilly laimed, and ontinues tolaim, that no suh data exist.In the summer of 1985, Eli Lilly set out to respond to ausations, inluding those from the Germanregulatory ageny, that Proza ould ause or ontribute to suiidality. The ompany evaluated data283



from its basi 4- to 6-week ontrolled linial trials. Twelve reported suiide attempts were foundamong the Proza patients, but only one eah in the plaebo group and the omparison drug group(triyli antidepressant). This 12:1 ratio ould not be explained by di�erenes in size between theProza group and the plaebo and the triyli groups. When the total patient days of exposurewere taken into aount, the ratio remained a signi�ant 6:1 for inreased suiide attempts in theProza group.Consultants hired by Eli Lilly pruned down the original reports, exluding six of the suiideattempts on Proza and one on either the omparison drug or plaebo. That is, they deided tothrow out a substantial portion of the data that reeted badly on their employer's drug. The ratioremained 6:1, and the onsultants ontinued to �nd a borderline statistially signi�ant (p = .051)inreased rate for suiide attempts among the Proza patients.Futhermore, the removal of several of the Proza suiide attempt reports was wholly unjusti�edeven in hindsight. For example, one disarded ase involved a patient who took 10 uoxetine apsulesspaed at 2-hour intervals over 5 hours while drinking a bottle of rum. Taking the pills slowly inthis manner, along with alohol, is done during genuine suiide attempts to avoid vomiting themediation. The omplete data on another exlusion was as follows: \The patient had suiidalideation at the beginning of the study and made a self-inited laeration of the skin with a razorblade."In throwing out these ases, the Lilly onsultants seond-guessed the ompany's own linialinvestigators, who had originally ategorized these reations as drug-related suiide attempts duringthe double blind plaebo-ontrolled linial trials. In fat, this is highly unsienti� and highlyunethial beause it undermines the entire onept of the double-blind study. The purpose of thedouble blind is to prevent exatly this kind of biased reanalysis of the data. Furthermore, theonsultants made their deisions on their own personal impressions based on a mere few lines oflinial desription. Aording to one of the ompany's exeutives, they did not ontat the authorsof the reports - their own linial investigators - for more information (Beasley, 1994a [115℄, p. 245).Yet these linial investigators, based on �rsthand knowledge, had ited the ases as suiide attempts.The blinded data was the only valid data. However, Eli Lilly ran roughshod over siene bybreaking the blind in providing its new evaluators data indiating what eah of the patients weretaking when they were found to have attempted suiide. Thus, when \evidene-based" data didnot meet the ompany's need to promote its produt, the ompany simply ignored the evidene andhired biased investigators to reevaluate the data while knowing whih patients were taking Prozaand whih were not. Eli Lilly's own onsultant, biologial psyhiatrist David Winokur, o�ered anexplanation for how Proza ould inrease the suiide attempt rate: \A possibility whih omes tomind is that Proza might be somewhat more stimulating as a drug and that individuals may beslightly more impulsive although their thinking had not hanged" (Breggin, 1994 [195℄, pp. 3129-3130; available on http://www.breggin.om). Independently, in my writing and testimony, I had alsodeveloped the onept of Proza as a stimulating drug ausing impulsive behavior and suiide.As far as I an asertain, these extremely important fats and analyses about Proza-induedsuiidality were never submitted to the FDA or in any way made available to the government, theprofession, or the publi. To the ontrary, Eli Lilly has maintained - and ontinues to maintain - thatthere is no evidene whatsoever for inreased suiidality on Proza. As an example, Eli Lilly did notmake known its analysis of inreased suiidality on Proza at the 1991 FDA onferene (FDA, 1991[460℄). Nor did they present the Beasley data on inreased ativation (Beasley, 1988 [114℄; as for alldouments in this setion, available on www.breggin.om).
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14.2.10 Eli Lilly Employees Express ShameEli Lilly's suessful attempts to hide suiide attempts by misoding them resulted in expressionsof shame and guilt within the ompany. On November 13, 1990, Eli Lilly employee Claude Bouhy(1990a [162℄; available on www.breggin.om) wrote a memo to Leigh Thompson, a high-rankingU.S. administrator in the ompany, and to �ve other ompany oÆials showing his onern abouthow the ompany was identifying or oding adverse drug events that physiians were reporting tothe ompany. He protested the requirement for safety sta� to hange reports of suiide attemptsto reports of overdoses and to hange reports of suiidal ideation to depression. Bouhy spoke ofanother employee who also had \medial problems with these diretions" and said, \I have graveonerns about it". Bouhy wrote:\I do not think I ould explain to the BGA [the German drug regulatory ageny℄, a judge, to areporter or even to my family why we would do this espeially on the sensitive issue of suiideand suiide ideation."Bouhy then went on to say that the issue had been \argued bak and forth for about a month"between Germany and Indianapolis, Lilly's home oÆe, and that \therefore I am bringing it to yourattention and await your diretions".One day later, on November 14, 1990, Bouhy again wrote from Germany to Leigh Thompsonwith opies to �ve other ompany oÆials, desribing how Lilly was purposely hiding Proza-induedsuiidal ideation and ats under false and misleading ategories. This time Bouhy (1990b) [163℄wrote:\Finally, on a very simple and non-sienti� basis, I personally wonder whether we are reallyhelping the redibility of an exellent ADE [adverse drug event℄ system by alling overdose whata physiian reports as suiide attempt and by alling depression what a physiian is reportingas suiide ideation Of ourse by the end of the day we will do what we are told to do but Hansand I felt that we had to bring these to attention."The FDA reates a list of preferred terms to be used to desribe spei� adverse drug rea-tions. By January 1989, the year before these memos were written, FDA's ditionary, alledCOSTART, learly spei�ed that suiide attempts should be listed as suiide attempts (availableon http://www.breggin.om). But regardless of the FDA ditionary, Eli Lilly was learly trying tohide suiidal thoughts and suiide attempts under more obsure ategories.Eli Lilly not only exluded suiide attempts from the list of adverse drug reations by allingthem depression or even failure to improve (Breggin et al., 1994a [219℄), the ompany instruted itsprinipal investigators not to report possible adverse drug events from the ontrolled linial trials ifthey ould be attributed to the patient's mental disorder (Beasley, 1994b [116℄), further disouragingthem from sending in reports of suiide attempts in depressed patients.14.2.11 Adverse Reations to Proza in Eli Lilly's Earliest ResearhIn the Marh 1986 safety review of the NDA (Kapit, 1986b [732℄), the FDA psyhiatrist summarized�ve \serious linial events" in the �rst 77 patients given Proza, inluding 1 with paranoid psyhosisand 1 with mani psyhosis. There was also evidene in Eli Lilly's �les - presented in my testimony- that some of the �rst human subjets responded very adversely to Proza. In his deposition, EliLilly's top sientist, Ray Fuller (1994) [499℄, on�rmed the existene of an early in-house memo, inwhih he wrote: 285



\Some patients have onverted from severe depression to agitation within a few days. In onease the agitation was marked and the patient had to be taken o� the drug. In future studies,the use of benzodiazepines to ontrol agitation will be permitted."This is a smoking gun, indiating that Eli Lilly knew from the beginning that Proza would makemany patients so agitated that they would need others drugs to ontrol it. Fuller (1994) [499℄ ad-mitted in deposition that the deision was made to add benzodiazepines to the NDA linial studiesbeause patients reportedly were beoming agitated on Proza. As noted, the use of onomitantsedatives and minor tranquilizers beame a ommon pratie in the protools preeding drug ap-proval.It should be emphasized, however, that giving tranquilizers or sedatives along with Proza byno means guarantees that the patient will esape undergoing drug-indued agitation, depression,suiide, or violene. The benzodiazepines an have paradoxial e�ets, inluding agitation. They,too, an ause or aggravate depression, violene, and suiide (hapter 12). Many of the most bizarreadverse reations in my linial experiene ourred on a ombination of SSRI antidepressants andtranquilizers, espeially Xanax. In general, the greater the number of psyhoative drugs the patienttakes, the greater the risk of an adverse drug reation.14.2.12 Proza-Indued Aggression in Eli Lilly's Earliest Animal StudiesIn preparing for the Wesbeker trial, I found more evidene than I originally suspeted onerningProza-indued agitation and even violene in animals. I testi�ed at trial (Breggin, 1994 [195℄)onerning an Eli Lilly animal study doumented by Brophy, an Eli Lilly projet leader. He reported,\A total of six dogs, two males and four females, from the high-dose group were removed fromtreatment for periods of 1 to 17 days due to severe ourrenes of either aggressive behavior, ataxia,or anorexia." In his deposition, Ray Fuller (1994) [499℄, Eli Lilly's highest ranking sientist, statedthat 6 of 20 dogs in the high-dose study group beame unexpetedly aggressive. A number of miewere getting hyperative, but not aggressive, on Proza.Slater et al. [1187℄, from the Eli Lilly Researh Labs, published an artile in 1978 onerning theinhibition of REM sleep in ats. Disruption of REM sleep an ause emotional disturbanes. TheEli Lilly researhers reported that they were \at a loss to explain why ats reeiving uoxetine forseveral days began to hiss and growl or why this behavior dereased with ontinued treatment".In defense of their ompany and their drug, these authors then explained, \The subjets whoreeived uoxetine in Phase I linial trial have not desribed any hange in mood nor have observersnoted any hange in a�et." This laim is not supported by the fats as dislosed in the NDA orin Eli Lilly's own douments. As the previous setion doumented, some of the �rst subjets givenProza showed drasti, even deteriorating3, hanges.I an �nd no evidene that follow-up studies were done to further evaluate Proza-indued agitationor aggression in animals. No primates were tested for behavioral e�ets.14.2.13 British and German Regulatory Authorities Inquire About Proza-Indued Stimulation, Agitation, and DepressionThe FDA was not the only regulatory ageny to show onern about Proza-indued agitation,stimulation, and depression. In my Wesbeker testimony, I desribed how the British Committee onSafety of Mediines (CSM; as ited in Breggin, 1994 [195℄), prior to approval of Proza, raised thesame issue:3We must also doubt Lilly's methods of seleting Phase 1 subjets (see subsequent disussion).286



\It is possible that these adverse e�ets of uoxetine treatment may negatively a�et patientswith depression. Sine depressed patients frequently su�er from insomnia, nervousness, anorexiaand weight loss [Proza e�ets℄, it is possible that uoxetine might at least temporarily maketheir illness worse." (p. 3094)For a time, the CSM seemed determined to make Proza ontraindiated in underweight, anorexi,or agitated patients, but apparently, nothing ame of it.During the mid-1980s, the German Drug Regulatory Ageny (BGA; Bundesgesundheitsamt) alsoraised doubts about approving Proza. The ageny worried about a possible inrease in the suiiderate. They shared Kapit's onern about stimulating e�ets. (Consistent with my own impressions,the BGA also found that dotors in linial studies were more positive about the drug than theatual patients.)In 1984, Eli Lilly employees in Germany named Shenk and Weber (as ited in Breggin, 1994 [195℄)wrote in a ompany memo, \The BGA suspets uoxetine to be a stimulating/ativating drug (side-e�et pro�le, suiides, suiide attempts)" (p. 3151). Remarking on suiide assoiated with Proza,they delared, \This is a very serious issue in the opinion of the BGA." Aording to the memo, theBGA had stated, \Considering the bene�t and the risk we think this preparation totally unsuitablefor the treatment of depression." The BGA was espeially onerned about Proza's potential toause agitation before its antidepressant e�et took plae. The BGA, unknowingly ehoing Kapit, butmore strongly, warned, \During treatment with the drug, some symptoms of the underlying disease(anxiety, insomnia, agitation) inrease, whih as adverse e�ets exeed those whih are onsideredaeptable by medial standards."The onit between the BGA and Eli Lilly went on for many years. On February 6, 1991, HansWeber, representing Eli Lilly in Germany, wrote to Ray Fuller at Eli Lilly. He desribed a meetingheld between Eli Lilly representatives and the BGA. Weber (as ited in Breggin, 1994 [195℄) stated,\The question was raised whether uoxetine ould be an amphetamine-like drug, whih may explainits stimulating and anoreti e�ets" (p. 3154).Eventually, the BGA did approve Proza. Unlike the FDA, however, they required a label warningunder the heading Risk of Suiide. It states that the patient may need an additional sedative alongwith Proza until the antidepressant e�et takes over. It notes that this would also apply to patientswith extreme sleep disturbanes or exitability.Lilly's undislosed in-house studies of inreased ativation and suiidality on Proza were probablydone in the hope of allaying fears expressed in Germany and elsewhere. When the studies insteadon�rmed the worst fears about stimulation and suiidality, they were never made known to therelevant agenies in England, Germany, or the United States.14.3 Eli Lilly Hides AkathisiaAs early as 1979, Meltzer [922℄ and a team at the University of Chiago reognized that Prozasuppresses dopaminergi neurotransmission. Conerned about reports of neurologial side e�etsthat might stem from this dopamine suppression, Baldessarini and Marsh (1990) [93℄ from MLeanHospital and Harvard demonstrated the e�et in Proza-treated animal brains.Drug-indued disruption of dopamine neurotransmission is known to produe a variety of neuro-logial side e�ets (see hapters 3 and 5). The neuroleptis suppress dopamine neurotransmission,ausing a reative hyperativity of the system that produes a high rate of irreversible dyskinesias,ognitive dysfuntion, and dementia.Proza's pharmaologial mehanism for suppressing dopamine is more indiret than that of the287



neuroleptis. However, the linial result an be very similar. Proza an ause akathisia (agitationwith hyperativity), parkinsonism (\Fluoxetine," 1990), and dystonia (musle spasm) (Meltzer etal., 1979 [922℄; Reoppa et al., 1990 [1077℄).Drug-indued akathisia, dystonia, and parkinsonism an produe extreme disomfort. They anbe disabling and feellike torture (see hapter 3 for details). In brief, akathisia an beome an innertorment and anguish that drives the individual into hyperativity.Akathisia an ontribute to the development of psyhosis as well as violene against self or others.Dystonia often produes agonizing musle spasms in the region of the eyes, head, and nek butan also ause spasms that disable the whole body. Parkinsonism produes emotional dulling andimmobilizes the body.The original 1989 Proza label, under the heading \Adverse Reations of the Nervous System,"mentions akathisia as infrequent. However, in the September 1989 issue of the Journal of ClinialPsyhiatry, Joseph Lipinski et al. [846℄ from MLean Hospital and Harvard Medial Shool desribed�ve ases of Proza-indued akathisia, whih they believed ourred \fairly frequently". They esti-mated the rate of akathisia in Proza patients at between 9.7% and 25%. They stated that their aseswere indistinguishable from neurolepti-indued akathisia. In a ase example, 5 days after startingProza, one woman \reported severe anxiety and restlessness. She paed the oor throughout theday, found sleep at night diÆult beause of the restlessness, and onstantly shifted her legs whenseated".One year later, in June 1990, Health Letter (Publi Citizen's Health Researh Group, 1990 [1059℄)estimated that akathisia a�ets a whopping 15% to 25% of Proza patients.How ould suh a frequent, distressing side e�et go almost wholly unreognized among the thou-sands of patients tested by Eli Lilly during the FDA drug approval proess? In reviewing doumentsfor produt liability suits against Eli Lilly, I found that the ompany had not listed akathisia asone of the preferred terms for use in desribing adverse e�ets in its linial trials. That is, theirresearhers were not given the term akathisia as one of the ategories or terms for reporting e�ets.As a result, few reports of akathisia ropped up. Instead, ases of akathisia were listed under moreinnouous terms like hyperativity or agitation, drug-indued symptoms not as losely assoiatedwith suiidality, violene, and overall mental deterioration as akathisia.14.4 Lilly Covers Up Proza Withdrawal ReationsWithdrawal from SSRIs, E�exor, and the newer antidepressants an be diÆult and sometimesimpassible and an involve a broad range of symptoms (hapter 15). Patients an rash oming o�SSRIs and E�exor and undergo severe depression and suiidal ideation (Breggin, 1992b [192℄; Bregginet al., 1994a [219℄). Here I want to emphasize that Eli Lilly knew about withdrawal problems fromProza but hid them from the profession and the publi. Einbinder (1995) [397℄ desribed a patientwho felt fatigue and dizziness with falling on withdrawing from Proza. Interestingly, Einbinderstated, \The manufaturer was unaware of any reports of withdrawal symptoms on essation ofuoxetine."It is most remarkable if Eli Lilly told Einbinder that it was unaware of any reports of withdrawalsymptoms assoiated with the use of Proza. By January 24, 1993, the SRS of the FDA had reeived94 reports of withdrawal syndrome from Proza as well as 26 reports of drug dependeny and 4 ofdrug addition (FDA, 1993 [462℄).I myself made a report in the literature on Proza withdrawal (Breggin, 1992b [192℄), and I sentit diretly to the ompany as well. The ompany aknowledged reeipt of the doument (D. Marvel,personal letter, Marh 15, 1993) and �led it with the FDA using several event terms, inluding288



withdrawal syndrome.There is no way that Eli Lilly ould have been unaware of reports of withdrawal reations fromProza.By the mid-1990s, there were also reports of severe withdrawal from Paxil and Zoloft. Debattistaand Shatzberg (1995) [342℄ reported on physial symptoms assoiated with a ase of paroxetinewithdrawal with vomiting, headahe, and tremulousness, whih they ompared to a similar reportonerning sertraline withdrawal (Louie et al., 1994 [855℄).14.5 Similar Drug Approval Problems with Zoloft and PaxilThrough FOIA, I have had the opportunity to review the Zoloft Summary Basis of Approval (1988).Many of the problems that plagued the NDA of Proza were also rampant in the NDA for Zoloft,inluding numerous violations of protool, the use of onomitant long-ating benzodiazepines, highdropout rates, many negative studies, and no evidene of eÆay in hospitalized patients. In fat, theeÆay of Zoloft was onsidered questionable until the last minute before its �nal approval (disussedin hapter 13).Through FOIA and materials obtained as an expert witness in produt liability ases againstGlaxoSmithKline, I found similar problems to Proza in regard to the approval proess for Paxil,espeially misoding suiidal behavior as \emotional lability" and hiding or misinterpreting data onsuiidality (see subsequent setions in this hapter).14.6 Proza Interation with Monoamine Oxidase Inhibitorsand TryptophanWhen ombined with other drugs that stimulate the serotonergi system, suh as monoamine oxidaseinhibitors, other antidepressants, or tryptophan4, Proza and the other SSRIs, as well as any an-tidepressant that bloks the removal of serotonin from the synapse, an produe a well-doumented,severe ondition alled the serotonin syndrome (Sternbah, 1991 [1215℄). This disorder inludes theusual signs of overstimulation, suh as euphoria and hypomania, agitation, onfusion, and gastroin-testinal upset, inluding diarrhea. However, the serotonin syndrome additionally involves overstim-ulation of the brain stem and spinal ord, produing fever and hills, severe inoordination, muslespasms, and hyperative reexes. It bears some similarity to neurolepti malignant syndrome, andlike NMS it an also be lethal (hapter 4).14.7 Proza in Combination with Triyu AntidepressantsPsyhiatrists and other physiians too frequently ombine Proza with other antidepressants, in-luding the triylis, suh as imipramine (Tofranil) and amitriptyline (Elavil). The ombination isextremely dangerous. In a 1992 study onduted in Eli Lilly's own researh laboratory by the teamof Bergstromm et al. [134℄, Proza was found to inrease the blood onentrations of triylis by asmuh as 10 times.The triylis beome toxi at blood levels not muh higher than their therapeuti ones. A 10-foldor more inrease in onentration of a triyli ould produe, among other things, a fatal heart4The brain synthesizes serotonin from tryptophan, an essential amino aid found in a variety of foods. The ingestionof large amounts of tryptophan inreases the prodution of serotonin.289



arrhythmia, a severe drop in blood pressure, CNS depression, or a grand mal seizure. It ould alsoause abnormal mental reations suh as onfusion, pani, mania, or even depression.One rat brain study showed that Proza and triylis given together aelerate their joint im-pat on the brain (Baron et al., 1988 [104℄). Downregulation of adrenergi reeptors (disussedsubsequently) was greatly inreased in rapidity and intensity by the ombination.14.8 Eli Lilly Mired in Controversies with Life-ThreateningImpliationsMany other ontroversies involving Eli Lilly and Company, the maker of Proza, have raised furtherquestions onerning pharmaeutial industry adherene to ethial praties and FDA standards. Themedia and the FDA have investigated Eli Lilly's use of homeless aloholis as normal experimentalsubjets in Phase I studies (Cohen, 1996 [297℄; \NIH Queries University," 1996 [990℄). This is not anaeptable pratie, aording to the FDA. Beause homeless, addited people might feel ompelledby the o�er of large sums of money and a safe plae to stay, they are not apable of freely onsentingto experiments. The use of homeless, aloholi people ould also ompromise the researh results.Confused by their preexisting drug problems, they might fail to detet adverse reations to theexperimental drug. They might also be unwilling to report adverse e�ets for fear of being droppedfrom the study and left penniless and bak on the streets.An advertising ampaign by Eli Lilly has raised the speter of unleashing more widespread adversedrug reations on the publi before these dangers an be deteted or appreiated by dotors. Writingin The Wall Street Journal, physiian Philip R. Alper (1996) [26℄ asked, \Who to Trust: DrugCompanies or Your Dotor?" Alper ritiized Eli Lilly's promotion of a new, expensive form ofinsulin, Humalog, diretly to the publi through two-page ads in People magazine. The aim ofthese \market blitzes," aording to Alper, \is to reate onsumer demand even before the dotorwould be willing to use the drug spontaneously. Call it an end-run around the dotor, arm-twisting,manipulation, or whatever. The result is the same". These promotional tatis, Alper warned,will ause patients to press dotors to presribe new drugs before their safety has been suÆientlydemonstrated.Before drug ompanies advertised diretly to the publi, the introdution of drugs into the mar-ketplae was more gradual and hene safer. Many prudent dotors would wait to observe the resultswith new drugs before presribing them to their own patients, knowing that serious or life-threateningadverse e�ets might not be deteted before the drug was widely presribed.Alper (1996) [26℄ expressed onern that Humalog and other drugs ould meet the same fate asEli Lilly's earlier mediation, Oraex, whih, he says, was among the �rst to be promoted diretlyto the publi. It aused fatalities and was taken o� the market in 1982. Eli Lilly pleaded guilty toriminal harges in regard to Oraex (FDA, 1985a [457℄; Shenon, 1985 [1168℄). Alper (1996) [26℄lamented bygone days, when Eli Lilly was a \bastion of the ethial drug industry". He attributedthe problem to a general deay of ethial ondut within the pharmaeutial industry.In another ontroversy, National Institutes of Health (NIH) researhers were onduting PhaseI studies for a new Eli Lilly investigational drug alled �aluridine (FIAU), as a treatment for liverdisease (\FDA Tightens," 1994 [425℄). The FDA aused Lilly of serious violations by failing toinform volunteers of all the risks and by failing to report severe drug reations, inluding fatalities,until months, and even a year, afterward (\Hepatitis Drug," 1994 [619℄). An NIH panel attemptedto defend the ompany and the institute from FDA ausations (Altman, 1994 [30℄; Shwartz, 1994a[1145℄; Thompson, 1994 [1254℄). The FDA (1994; Shwartz, 1994b [1146℄) inssued new proposedregulations that ited the failures of Eli Lilly in regard to its FIAU researh.290



Strattera (atomoxetine), the supposedly safer \nonstimulant" treatment for ADHD, turned out tobe highly stimulating and is the only ADHD treatment required to arry a blak-box warning, witha heading about how it an ause \Suiidal Ideation in Children and Adolesents" (hapter 11).Lilly's new antidepressant, Cymbalta (duloxetine), was mired in ontroversy even before it wasapproved when a young woman ommitted suiide while taking the drug in a ontrolled linial trialin whih the drug was being tested for the treatment of stress urinary inontinene. Medial reporterJeanne Lenzer (2005b) [829℄ attempted to pursue the fats about this and other apparent deathsamong patients taking duloxetine. Both Eli Lilly and the FDA stonewalled Lenzer on the groundsthat duloxetine did not win approval for treating stress inontinene and therefore the informationabout that phase of its testing remained the private (and seret) property of Eli Lilly. Meanwhile,marketed as the antidepressant Cymbalta, duloxetine beame another big moneymaking drug for theshrewd ompany. One again, Eli Lilly put its �nanial interests ahead of siene and publi health.Eli Lilly has a long history of minimizing the dangers of its produts, resulting in unneessarypain, su�ering, and death. As an earlier example, several deades ago Eli Lilly began marketingDarvon (propoxyphene) as a relatively nonadditive painkiller; but before long dependene andabuse beame a problem of epidemi poportions. The ontroversy ontinues. The Publi Citizen'sHealth Researh Group (2006) [1061℄ petitioned the the FDA to ban the drug on the gounds thatthere were over 10,000 \on�rmed deaths" and 2,110 \aidental deaths" assoiated with the drugin the U.S. from 1981 through 1999. The analgesi is ommonly presribed in ombination with thedrug aetaminophen (Tylenol) as Darvoet and also as generi produts.Eli Lilly's methadone, used in drug addition linis as a substitute for other narotis, has alsodrawn a great deal of persistent worldwide ritiism. It has been diverted for illegal use as a highlyadditive naroti. It has aused many deaths, inluding a \publi health risis that involved an un-usual spike in methadone overdose deaths in the Portland area," aording to the Drug EnforementAdministration (2007) [378℄.Eager to take advantage of any drug-marketing nihe that it an, Eli Lilly is often in the forefrontof produing deadly hemial agents. This is nowhere more apparent than its attempts to hide thetruth about its urrent big seller, Zyprexa.14.9 Lilly Fights to Hide Data on Deadly Adverse DrugE�etsEli Lilly promoted Zyprexa as an atypial, and hene relatively safe, antipsyhoti drug. It publishedbadly skewed researh trying to show that Zyprexa was relatively free of the risk of ausing tardivedyskinesia when in fat it was not (hapter 4). More shoking, Zyprexa and other so-alled atypialsturned out to produe an espeially lethal adverse e�et: aute and hroni diabetes. One again, theLilly produt seemed to be among the worst o�enders and beame the enter of another ontroversyin whih Eli Lilly fought and ontinues to �ght to hide the inriminating data, while paying out hugesums of hush money.On June 15, 2005, in a multiase produt liability suit, Eli Lilly settled for $690 million. Most of thease involved life-threatening diabetes aused by Zyprexa. I was hired as a medial expert by Hershand Hersh, a California law �rm involved in that multisuit, multistate legal ation, and had the oppor-tunity to evaluate sometimes lethal ases of diabetes and panreatitis aused by Zyprexa. Some asesbeame hroni; other patients died within hours of onset. My Web site (http://www.breggin.om)ontains more details on the Eli Lilly settlement. Meanwhile, similar ases have ontinued to bebrought with potential payouts, or settlements, by the ompany estimated at $1.2 billion (Rosak,2007 [1100℄). 291



Although Eli Lilly denies any wrongdoing whatsoever in the Zyprexa diabetes and panreatitisases, why would a ompany pay more than a billian dollars just to get the lawyers to drop falseharges? That is hardly a nuisane settlement; it is a mammoth settlement. The answer lies in thepart of the agreement that allows all of the inriminating douments to remain sealed.Instead of trying to lear its name, and to anform with priniples of transpareny in businessand mediine, Eli Lilly ontinues to �ght for its right to hide itself beneath the dark mud of orpo-rate serey. But in this ase, the truth emerged (Creswell, 2006 [319℄). Jim Gottstein, presidentof the Law Projet for Psyhiatri Rights (http://psyhrights.org) in Alaska, obtained the sealeddouments5. He then released the douments to the publi, inluding evidene that Eli Lilly pushedthe drug for o�-label (unapproved) uses and hid the risk of Zyprexa ausing pathologial weight gainand diabetes-ausations that the drug ompany has denied (Creswell, 2006 [319℄). The sealed do-uments beame the basis of a series of New York Times artiles (Berenson, 2006a [127℄, b& [128℄ &[129℄; Creswell, 2006 [319℄; \Playing Down the Risks," 2006 [1038℄). In an editorial on Deember 19,2006, The New York Times disussed Lilly's hitherto seret douments and alled for \ongressionalhearings that should fous on how well the industry omplies with existing laws and how e�etivelythe FDA regulates the industry's marketing materials" (\Playing Down the Risks," 2006 [1038℄).Eli Lilly went to ourt to �ght Jim Gottstein's release of the douments and prevailed with thejudge, who ordered them returned, but the douments were already sailing around the Internet.Writing in the Journal of the Amerian Medial Assoiation, physiians Aaron Kesselheim and JerryAvorn (2007) [753℄ viewed this as one of a series of positive events demonstrating the need for greatertranspareny in drug testing.14.10 Glaxosmithkline (GSK) and Paxil14.10.1 Paxil OverstimulationOverstimulation is a ommon problem with all SSRIs and most of the newer antidepressants. ForPaxil, as in the Proza studies, agitation and insomnia were among the reasons for the dropouts.As doumented on its oÆial label, Paxil displays a similar pattern of stimulant e�ets: insomnia,tremor, nervousness, and anxiety. Like Zoloft, it also produes more somnolene and more sexualdysfuntion than Proza. In fat, somnolene (23.3%) is almost twie as frequent as insomnia (13.3%).For Paxil, the list of psyhiatri disorders reported in assoiation with drug treatment is atego-rized under nervous system. Again, the ompany makes the point that these reations were reportedbut not neessarily ausally related. As of the early 1990s, the data base inluded 4,126 patients. Thelist of frequently reported reations inludes, among others, entral nervous system (CNS) stimula-tion, depression, and emotional lability. Chapter 7, table 7.1, lists many stimulant or stimulant-likeadverse e�ets of Paxil summarized from the label, inluding hypomania/mania, euphoria, insom-nia, nervousness, anxiety, agitation, hostility, psyhosis, paranoid reation, entral nervous systemstimulation, emotional labily, tremor, sweating, and palpitation.Probably beause Paxil is the most toxi and the most stimulating of the SSRI antidepressants,in reent years, I have been deluged with inquiries about ases of Paxil-indued mayhem, murder,and suiide (Breggin, in press). My experiene is onsistent with the FDA �nding that among allof the antidepressants only Paxil, by itself and without being pooled with the other antidepressants,aused a statistially signi�ant inrease in suiidality in adults aross the age groups (hapter 6).Most of my inside information onerning Paxil was aumulated in late 1999 and remains validto this day. At that time, I was asked by California attorney Don Farber to be the medial expert in5Jim Gottstein is a board member of the International Center for the Study of Psyhiatry (http://www.ispp.org).292



a produt liability ase that was brought by the family of Reynaldo Lauzong in California againstPaxil manufaturer GlaxoSmithKline (GSK).14.10.2 The Lauzong CaseReynaldo Lauzong6 drowned himself and his two small hildren in a bathtub. There was no evideneof any previous suiidality or violene on his part or of any animosity toward his hildren. He hadnever seen a psyhiatrist, been to ounseling, or displayed symptoms of psyhiatri problems. Foryears, Reynaldo had reeived outstanding evaluations as an employee at a high-teh �rm.What had hanged in his life? He was on the third day of taking Paxil 10 mg, the smallestavailable dose. It had been presribed, most likely, to help him with the tension involved in givingup his ustomary one or two aloholi beverages eah evening.Reynaldo quikly developed akathisia - agitation aompanied by a ompulsive need to move-aswell as other manilike symptoms of irritability and anxiety. As desribed in hapters 6 and 7,antidepressant indued akathisia an ause violene, suiide, psyhosis, and an overall worsening ofthe patient's mental ondition.I beame a medial expert in Reynaldo's ase and was authorized by the judge in the ase toexamine the enormous volume of sealed drug ompany �les onerning Paxil ontained in GSK'sreord room. Attorney Don Farber and I, with the help of my assistant, Ian Goddard, devotedseveral days to examining the materials, inluding linial trial data, adverse drug reation reportsand analyses, and tell tale orrespondene between the drug ompany and the FDA.My July 21, 2001, expert report in the Lauzong ase was very lengthy and detailed harges ofnegligent behavior on the part of GSK, inluding the drug ompany's praties in developing andmarketing Paxil and, in partiular, its mishandling of information about the drug's dangerousnessin regard to produing violene and suiide.The Lauzong produt liability ase against GSK was eventually resolved to the satisfation ofthe Lauzong family. The ompany, of ourse, denied, and ontinues to deny, all of the allegationsmade against it in the lawsuit. The settlement amount was not dislosed, but Mr. Farber went fromworking out of his home to working in a private oÆe and has beome one of a handful of highlyexperiened attorneys in the arena of antidepressant litigation.As a part of the settlement, GlaxoSmithKline was allowed to keep seret its reords, and I was notallowed to make publi my �ndings. Beause my �ndings were of grave publi health signi�ane,inluding my disovery that the ompany had manipulated data to minimize the threat of Paxil-indued suiidality, Mr. Farber went to ourt to ask the judge to unseal the data, but the judgesupported the ompany's right to withhold its proprietary information.A few years later, after the Lauzong ase had been resolved, I beame a medial expert in anotherPaxil suiide ase, and I urged the new attorney to bring in Mr. Farber as a onsultant. My report inthis new ase was limited in sope by the fat that everything I had learned in the earlier Lauzongase was sealed, apparently inluding my original report. After my report was given to the ourt,GSK asked the judge in the U.S. Distrit Court for the Southern Distrit of Mississippi to dismissthe ase on the grounds of insuÆient evidene. Mr. Farber responded by produing my extremelydetailed report in the Lauzong ase to bolster my ausations of negligene. As a result of theadditional evidene, the judge allowed the ase against the ompany to go forward.A ouple of years later, I disovered that the Lauzong report was now available to the publiby the U.S. Distrit Court for the Southern Distrit of Mississippi. Inadvertently, the submission ofthe report in the new ourt turned it into a publi doument available to anyone who requested it6The setion about the Lauzong ase draws on a similar setion in my book Mediation Madness (in press).293



through proper hannels. When I disovered that this was possible, I asked attorney Derek Braslowto obtain a opy of my report from the ourt, and then I plaed the omplete report on my Web site(http://www.breggin.om). I also wrote a series of three artiles for Ethial Human Psyhology andPsyhiatry reviewing and exerpting large portions of it (Breggin, 2006a [213℄, b&d [214℄ [216℄).While I was writing the three artiles in 2006, the FDA was in the proess of requiring theantidepressant manufaturers to reevaluate their ontrolled linial trials in regard to the risk ofantidepressant-indued suiide in adults - the subjet of my Lauzong report. Before the last ofmy three reports was published, in May 2006, GSK published a Dear Healthare Provider letterdoumenting that its reevaluation of its own linial trial data showed that Paxil inreased suiidalityin adults, inluding all ages of adults su�ering from major depressive disorder.An important issue in the Lauzong ase was the apaity of one, two, or three daily doses ofPaxil 10 to ause severe mental disturbanes. During my site visit to the oÆes of GSK, I ombedthrough adverse drug reation reports to determine how early in treatment they began. I disoveredthat the �rst few days were the greatest time of risk.My analysis of GSK's sealed douments on�rmed that the ompany had hidden the true rateof suiidality by failing to report all suiide attempts on Paxil, by arti�ially inating the numberof suiides for patients taking plaebo, and - in a fashion similar to Eli Lilly - by misoding manysuiides. The ompany had listed numerous suiide attempts under the relatively benign ategory ofemotional lability (emotional instability), making it diÆult, if not impossible, to ever loate all ofthem.Again like Eli Lilly, sealed ompany data also showed that the ompany systematially failed toreport ases of akathisia and that some of the suiide ases were related to that angursh-induingdrug reation. Again like Eli Lilly in regard to Proza, the ompany disguised the stimulating e�etsof Paxil by onstruting di�erent subategories for overstimulation, suh as nervousness, anxiety, andhyperativity, without adding them up to show the high overall rates of stimulation.My searh of the ompany �les also dislosed orrespondene from the FDA warning the drugompany that its advertising and marketing praties were promoting an unfairly positive pitureof the drug in omparison to other antidepressants and ordering the ompany to stop. All of these�ndings are doumented in the series of three artiles (Breggin, 2006a [213℄, b&d [214℄ & [216℄) andin the Lauzong report on my Web site.14.11 Paxil and GSK Critiized By Medial Journals andForeign Drug Regulatory AgeniesAlthough the last year or two has seen exeptions (e.g., Kesselheim et al., 2007 [753℄), it is rareindeed for medial journals to ritiize drug ompanies. The journals are well-heeled partners in thepsyhopharmaeutial omplex, deriving huge support from advertising. But the ations of GSKwere so outrageous that journals took notie, at least in Canada and Great Britain.On Marh 2, 2004, the Canadian Medial Assoiation Journal reported on a 1998 internal GSKdoument that had been leaked to it (Kondro et al., 2004 [779℄). The memorandum \advised sta�at the international drug giant GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) to withhold linial trial �nds in 1998 thatindiated the antidepressant paroxetine . . . had no bene�ial e�et in treating adolesents".The leaked position paper prepared by the Central Medial A�airs team, a division of the ompany,referred to the drug by both its U.K. (Seroxat) and North Amerian (Paxil) names, indiatingthat it aimed at inuening both markets. It provided guidane on how to manage two linialtrials onduted by the ompany. Aording to the position paper, the linial trial results were\insuÆiently robust" to support an appliation to regulatory authorities for the use of the drug in294



treating pediatri depression. GSK's Central Medial A�airs team reommended that the ompany\e�etively manage the dissemination of these data in order to minimize any potential negativeommerial impat".The GSK doument addressed two studies: In Study 329, paroxetine was no more e�etive thanplaebo, and in Study 377, plaebo was atully better than paroxetine. The Central Medial A�airsteam then explained that Study 329 would be published as an abstrat (summary), but \it wouldbe unaeptable to inlude a statement that eÆay had not been demonstrated, as this wouldundermine the pro�le of paroxetine".Even worse, GSK made sure that Study 329 was eventually published in a whitewashed form inthe prestigious Journal or the Amerian Aademy or Child and Adolesent Psyhiatry (Keller et al.,2001 [750℄). The title left no doubt about the sienti� nature of the study: \EÆay of Paroxetinein the Treatment of Adolesent Major Depression: A Randomized, Controlled Trial". The onlusionto the lengthy analysis, a mere one sentene long, left no doubt about what the reader was suposedto learn: \Paroxetine is generally well tolerated and e�etive for major depression in adolesents".That one sentene, so prominently displayed as the last line of the abstrat, was a drug ompanypubli relations triumph, one bound to vastly inrease the o�-label presription to hildren of theirine�etive, dangerous drug.With a list of 22 authors, many among the best known in the �eld, the GSK-engineered artile isa living demonstration that Ameria's psyhiatri drug experts serve as a stable of horses kept andrun by the pharmaeutial industry. Colletively, they manufatured a powerful go-ahead signal tothe medial profession to liberally presribe Paxil o�-label to hildren.14.12 The Attorney General of New York State Takes A-tion Against GSK and PaxilWhen a drug fails to get FDA approval for a partiular indiation, suh as GSK's Paxil for thetreatment of depression in hildren, drug ompanies have exerised their proprietary right not torelease information about the testing. In the ase of Paxil, the ompany refused to release its linialtrial data for testing Paxil in hildren and adolesents, but as doumented earlier in this hapter, itnonetheless used its inuene with the journals and its sales fore to spread the lie that the drug wassafe and e�etive for hildren.In withholding its data, the ompany hid behind the fat that the drug was not approved by theFDA for use in anyone under age 18 and therefore the data on testing hildren remained privateproperty and ould be kept seret. In taking this position, the ompany ignored the fat that it wassurreptitiously promoting the drug, whih was being widely presribed to youth - a reality that meantdotors and onsumers urgently needed the truth. It also made a mokery of the need to protetAmeria's hildren from adverse drug e�ets.Partly inspired by the dislosures in the Canadian medial journal (see Sibbald, 2004 [1178℄) andevents in Great Britain (see subsequent setions), on June 2, 2004, the attorney general of New YorkState, Eliot Spitzer, �led suit to fore GSK to release its omplete linial trial data on Paxil andhildren (People of the State of New York v. GlaxoSmithKline, 2004; see also OÆe of New YorkState Attorney General Eliot Spitzer, 2004). This most remarkable doument provided a detailedinditment of the drug ompany's ativities.The Spitzer suit laimed, \GSK has engaged in repeated and persistent fraud by misrepresent-ing, onealing and otherwise failing to dislose to physiians information in its ontrol onerningthe safety and e�etiveness of its antidepressant mediation paroxetine . . . in treating hildren andadolesents with Major Depressive Disorder". 295



The suit provided an analysis of eÆay in GSK's trials, indiating that the drug was often nobetter than plaebo. In an analysis of safety, it found that several ombined studies showed that\possibly suiide related behaviors were approximately two times more likely in the paroxetine groupthan the plaebo group". It dislosed that in �ve studies, \GSK oded suiidal thinking and ats, aswell as mood swings, rying and similar behaviors, as `emotional lability'."Spitzer's report revealed that internal GSK douments disussed how to spin negative studies intopositive ones in an e�ort to \manage the dissemination of these data". As originally disdosed in theCanadian Medial Assoiation Journal, this management induded publishing a positive artile aboutan essentially negative report (Study 329).The suit alleged that GSK misrepresented the safety and eÆay of Paxil for hildren and youthto its own sales fore, falsely stating \Paxil demonstrates remarkable EÆay and Safety in thetreatment of adolesent depression." This not only ignored withheld data but improperly pushed adrug for an unapproved use. Aording to the suit, \GSK would have had no reason to provide thisinformation to sales representatives other than to use it to falsely haraterize study 329 in theirommuniations with physiians." As desribed in the previous setion, the suit also desribed howthe FDA, based an faulty information from GSK, lagged behind the British and Canadian regulatoryagenies.GSK settled the suit with the People of the State of New York and plaed on its Web site thelinial trial data for the use of Paxil in hildren and youth. The Spitzer suit was one of the stepsthat eventually led to the FDA's label hanges (Kesselheim et al., 2007 [753℄).14.13 Britain Takes AtionThe Committee on Safety of Mediines (CSM) of the British drug regulatory ageny (MHRA) begana asading assault on the SSRIs by oming down hard on the use of Paxil to treat depression inhildren and youth. Evidene from various linial trials showed that episodes of suiidal behaviorwere between 1.5 and 3.2 times higher in hildren taking the drug than in those reeiving plaebo(Kondro, 2004 [778℄).In its September 2003 report [307℄, the CSM observed:\An urgent meeting of the Group was onvened on 4 June 2003 to onsider linial trial datawhih had just been reeived by the MHRA on the safety of paroxetine in the treatment ofmajor depressive disorder in hildren and adolesents. Child and adolesent psyhiatrists wereinvited to join the Group as visiting experts for the disussion of the data. The advie ofthe group informed CSM's announement on 10 June, that paroxetine was ontraindiated inpatients under the age of 18 with major depressive disorder."As a result of these British regulatory ations, GlaxoSmithKline was fored to issue a \DearHealthare Professional" letter onerning the risks assoiated with paroxetine, trade name Seroxatin Great Britain, and on�rming that the drug was ontraindiated in hildren and youth (Glaxo-SmithKline, 2003 [522℄):\A reently ompleted programme of linial trials in hildren and adolesents under 18 yearsof age failed to demonstrate eÆay in Major Depressive Disorder and there was a doubling ofthe rate of reporting of adverse events in the paroxetine group ompared with plaebo, inlud-ing: dereased appetite, tremor, sweating, hyperkinesia, hostility, agitation, emotional lability(inluding rying, mood utuations, selfharm, suiidal thoughts and attempted suiide)."\Seroxat is now ontraindiated in patients with major depressive disorder under 18 yearsof age." 296



GSK would never be ompelled to issue a similar warning to U.S. healthare providers, ontraindi-ating the drug for the treatment of depression in those under age 18.Great Britain went on to ban all of the SSRIs for use in depression in hildren exept for Proza,mistakenly giving redene to two linial trials of Proza ondued by Graham Emsley, a loseassoiate of Eli Lilly (hapter 6).Canada's regulatory ageny, Health Canada (2004) [604℄, followed with a warning to patients ofall ages taking the newer antidepressants (SSRIs, plus Wellbutrin, Zyban, and Remeron) about therisk of inreased suiidality and violene (see also Kondro, 2004 [778℄). The warning stated that thesepatients, hildren and adults alike, may \experiene behavioural and/or emotional hanges that mayput them at inreased risk of self-harm or harm to others".Notie how far the FDA has ontinued to lag behind Great Britain. The FDA ould have delaredthe SSRI antidepressants to be ontraindiated in hildhood depression, but it never did. Canada,although not banning the use of these drugs in hildren and youth, warned about inreased suiidalityin hildren and adults of all ages - also something the FDA has yet to do. In addition, onsistentwith warnings I have issued for more than a deade in my books and artiles, Canada also warnedabout harm to others, the risk of violent aggression-something the FDA has yet to do.One the world's model for drug regulatory agenies, the FDA is now a model for aommodatingthe drug ompanies. However, events in Canada and Great Britain made it impossible for the FDAto ontinue to ompletely ignore what I had been warning about sine 1991 in Toxi Psyhiatryand in greater detail in the earlier edition of Brain-Disabling Treatments in Psyhiatry as well as inseveral other books and sieti� artiles. Eventually, it put warnings on the labels for antidepressantsabout an inreased risk of suiidality in hildren, adolesents, and young adults (hapter 6).14.14 British Psyhiatry Versus Amerian PsyhiatryAs already desribed, the British drug regulatory ageny delared that Paxil was \ontraindiated"for hildren, taking a muh stronger stand than the FDA. The Royal College of Psyhiatrists (2003)[1112℄ then released a press release supporting the government's deision:\The Royal College of Psyhiatrists welomes the lear advie from the Mediines and HealthareProduts Regulatory Ageny banning the use of Seroxat [Paxil℄ in hildren and adolesents underthe age of 18 in the treatment of depressive illness."British mediine, inluding the Royal Soiety of Mediine, supported the ban on Paxil for treatingdepression in hildren. But as we have seen throughout this book, Ameria's psyhiatri and medialommunity have onsistently fought against the FDA's label hanges for antidepressants, even thoughthey are weaker and do not all for a ban. As doumented in hapter 6, organizations like theAmerian Psyhiatri Assoiation, the Journal of the Amerian Psyhiatri Assoiation, and theAmerian College of Neuropsyhopharmaology (e.g., Mann et al., 2006) [869℄ rose up in outrageabout the FDA doing anything to disourage the use of these drugs in hildren and adolesents.Similarly, the press in Great Britain led the way in dislosing GSK's orrupt praties and inalling for a ban on the presription of antidepressants to hildren, while the U.S. media did little ornothing. The BBC's Panorama helped push Britain's regulatory ageny to take ation and generatedenough data to warrant analysis in sienti� journals (Medwar et al., 2002 [913℄; Medwar et al., 2003-2004 [912℄). But in the United States, the press has remained largely indi�erent and at times hasstood fast with organized psyhiatry and mediine in its resistane to the FDA's relatively weakmeasures.What is the di�erene between Great Britain and the United States? Quite simply, the psy-hopharmaeutial omplex has far greater inuene in Ameria, virtually dominating the health297



are industry and the media.14.15 Better Than Nothing?Goodman and Gilman's textbook of pharmaology (Nies, 1996 [989℄) warned that patients are un-aware that FDA approval does not protet them from \even relatively ommon risks of new drugs".Not muh has hanged sine then, other than the ritiism of the FDA has esalated. The wathdogrole of the Division of Psyhopharmaologi Drug Produts in partiular is so diluted by its friendlyrelationship with industry, and its total reliane on their awed data, that it often does more harmthan good by lulling the mental health profession and the onsumer into a false sense of seurity inregard to the safety and eÆay of psyhiatri drugs.The problem in regard to psyhiatri drugs is ompounded by the ideology of biologial psyhiatry.Sine its ineption in state ustodial hospitals at the onset of the industrial revolution, psyhiatryhas always promoted the medial and biologial model. Claims that new disoveries have been madethat prove a biologial basis for psyhiatri disorders have been going on for enturies, with littlehange and no greater veri�ation (Breggin, 1991 [190℄; Monrie�, 2001 [939℄).In reality, psyhiatry an laim to be like mediine, but it annot prove it. It an laim thatdepression or shizophrenia is like diabetes or aner, but it an o�er no evidene. There are noknown biologial and physial bases for the range of ommonly diagnosed psyhiatri problems, fromattention-de�it/hyperativity disorder (ADHD) to bipolar disorder and shizophrenia.Approving a drug for the treatment of a real physial disease, suh as pneumonia or diabetes, isvery di�erent from approving the use of spei� drugs for expressions of human su�ering that arepsyhologial, soial, and eduational in origin. By giving its oÆial imprimatur to the use of drugsfor the treatment of everything from ADHD to shizophrenia, the FDA takes sides in the onitbetween biologial and psyhosoial psyhiatry. It gives oÆial government support to biopsyhiatryand to brain-disabling therapies.What is needed? To begin with, mental health professionals, physiians, and the publi mustbeome more skeptial, perhaps even ynial, and ertainly more sophistiated about what psyhi-atri drugs and eletroshok really do to the brain, mind, and person. Awareness of mediationspellbinding and the brain-disabling priniples of psyhiatri treatment is key to this understanding.Psyhiatri drugs do not ure mental disorders. Instead, their primary or essential e�et is to ausebrain dysfuntion and ompromise mental and emotional auity.Drug ompanies, the FDA, organized psyhiatry, and other interest groups try to promote biopsy-hiatri interventions as grounded in good siene. Instead, their widespread use de�es both sieneand ommon sense and inits brain dysfuntion and damage on millions of individuals. Unlessthey are responding to a plaebo e�et, even individuals who feel helped by the drugs are typiallysu�ering from some degree of brain-disability and spellbinding.14.16 A Final Word on SpellbindingHow is it that highly toxi hemials have beome so popular for the treatment of mental and behav-ioral problems, reating a virtual plague of brain and mind dysfuntion among adults and hildren?One answer is ontained in this hapter: drug ompany promotion through every oneivable avenue,inluding the psyhopharmaeutial omplex and its latest innovation, diret-to-onsumer marketing.Another answer is found in human nature, the ageless searh for the easy solution to the inevitablesu�ering and frustration of life. But none of this fully aounts for why year after year, human beingsontinue to imbibe substanes that ause them more harm than good. That answer lies in hapter 1298



in the onept of brain-disabling treatments in psyhiatry, espeially the newly desribed prinipleof mediation spellbinding (intoxiation anosognosia).From alohol and methamphetamine to Proza, Valium, lithium, and Zyprexa, psyhoative sub-stanes disguise their adverse mental e�ets for the user. A person grossly mentally impaired bystimulants, benzodiazepine tranquilizers, mood stabilizers, or neuroleptis is likely to have little ideaabout how dysfuntional he or she has beome. When the individual does pereive a hange inhimself or herself, positive or negative, it is almost never attributed to the ausative agent: thedrug. If the individual feels euphori, it is attributed to good fortune and espeially to extraordinarypersonal attributes. If the individual feels angry or depressed, again, it is attributed to somethingother than the drug and usually blamed on oneself in a guilt fashion or on someone else in an angryfashion. Individuals who are given psyhiatri drugs, espeially stimulating ones like the newer an-tidepressants, often end up feeling that they are doing better than ever, when in reality their livesare falling apart. In the extreme, the drug-enthralled, spellbound individuals feel ompelled to at indangerous, destrutive ways that are out of harater and otherwise would feel wholly alien to them.Even sophistiated individuals, inluding physiians, an fall prey to mediation spellbinding(Breggin, in press). While eduating individual patients and the publi about adverse drug e�ets isimportant, it is not a awless defense against being driven into apathy or mania, suiide or violene,by psyhiatri drugs. The answer lies in restraint - in the medial profession and the publi turningaway from toxi hemials as potential solutions to the frustration and su�ering that a�its so manyhuman beings. It also lies in looking more toward psyhologial, soial, and eduaional solutionsfor the wide variety of mental and emotional problems that are now so freely diagnosed and treatedwith drugs.
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Chapter 15How to More Safely Stop TakingPsyhiatri DrugsThere are no foolproof methods or blueprints for withdrawing from psyhiatri drugs. Unexpetedhazards an arise at any time. The following guidelines are drawn from a ombination of the author'slinial experiene and the sienti� literature but annot possibly over all of the potential hazardsinvolved in withdrawing from psyhiatri drugs.When health are providers deide to supervise withdrawal from psyhiatri drugs, they must payareful attention to the feelings or emotions of their patients or lients. Not only do patients deserve this respet and onern, their emotional reations are the best gauge of how well the taperingproess is going. Drug withdrawal requires a patient-entered approah.When withdrawing a patient from psyhiatri drugs, the health are provider should stay in losetouh with the individual, espeially at the start of the taper and toward the end, the times thatserious problems are most likely to surfae. In my pratie, I try to see the patient at least oneper week throughout the withdrawal proess. Early in the taper or at other times of onern, I mayarrange for phone all ontats in between sessions. If neessary, I will also stay in touh with familymembers who are informed about the drug withdrawal.One again, the patient's feelings are the most important barometer during tapering, and thehealth are provider and patient should stay in lose ommuniation.In general, beause the brain �ghts bak against drug e�ets, withdrawal reations tend to produesymptoms that are more or less the opposite of the drug's primary e�et. That is, when the druge�et is removed, the brain's ompensatory mehanisms are unmasked and take over.For example, igarettes \alm the nerves," and igarette withdrawal auses the brain to generateextreme nervousness. Alohol tends to sedate and suppress brain funtion, and alohol withdrawal-leaves the unmasked brain to reat with overstimulation, anxiety, and even seizures. Similarly, seda-tive or antianxiety drugs suh as the BZs an produe reative overstimulation with insomnia, anxiety,and seizures during withdrawal. Conversely, stimulating drugs suh as Ritalin (methylphenidate) andAdderall (amphetamine) tend to ause the brain to reat during withdrawal with fatigue, sleepiness,and \rashing" during withdrawal. Lithium, a drug used to suppress mani episodes, auses maniepisodes during withdrawal. The antipsyhoti drugs an ause a new or worsening psyhosis duringwithdrawal (tardive psyhosis).The most ommon withdrawal symptoms are emotional in nature, However, the same priniple-that withdrawal reations are the opposite of the primary drug e�et-also applies to physial symp-toms of withdrawal. A drug that ontrols blood pressure is likely to result in a reation withexessively high blood pressure during withdrawal, and a drug that ontrols seizures an result inseizures during withdrawal. 301



There are exeptions, so very unexpeted symptoms an surfae during withdrawal, but it ishelpful to keep in mind that withdrawal symptoms tend to be the opposite of the drug's primary ordiret e�et.15.1 Basi PriniplesThe literature on how to withdraw from psyhiatri drugs is surprisingly sparse and fails to adequatelydesribe the severity of the problem, the extreme are that must be taken. and the frequent need forollaboration. Nor does the literature mention how withdrawal spellbinds individuals, often renderingthem unable to pereive their mental anguish as related to drug withdrawal (a typially insuÆientdisussion an be found in Shelton, 2006 [1165℄). The most detailed disussion of withdrawal frompsyhiatri drugs an be found in Breggin and Cohen's Your Drug May Be Your Problem: How andWhy to Stop Taking Psyhiatri Mediations, �rst published in 1997 and updated in late 2007 [223℄.There are several key safety priniples that should be observed during withdrawal from psyhiatridrugs, espeially if the drug exposure exeeds a few weeks or months or if the individual has seriouspreexisting emotional problems. Some of the most basi safety priniples inlude the following:1. Drug withdrawal requires ollaboration between the health are provider and the patient,in whih a great deal of attention is paid to the patient's feelings about withdrawal and to thepatient's reations during withdrawal.Exept in emergenies, withdrawal should be done at a pae ditated by the patient's wishesand feelings of omfort. In no ase should the patient's onerns be ignored or minimized. Someexamples of emergenies requiring relatively rapid or immediate withdrawal inlude the developmentof signs of tardive dyskinesia or neurolepti malignant syndrome aused by neuroleptis; diabetes orpanreatitis aused by atypial neuroleptis; serotonin syndrome, violene, or suiidality aused byantidepressants; seizures aused by neuroleptis, stimulants, and some antidepressants; and depres-sion or tis aused by stimulant drugs. Many mediations an ause emergenies involving severeskin rashes, liver failure, or kidney disease. Many drugs, as this book has doumented, an ausemania or psyhosis.2. Someone dose to the individual should help in monitoring potentially dangerous moodhanges.Drug withdrawal, like drug use, tends to be spellbinding. The individual undergoing withdrawalis likely to attribute the subsequent emotional instability and su�ering to something other than thedrug, resulting in harmful thoughts direted inward or toward other people. Typially, individualstend to mistakenly attribute their withdrawal symptoms to their own underlying emotional problems,ausing them to fear that they need to ontinue taking the mediation.To help monitor these mood hanges, I usually invite the losest family member to a session withthe individual undergoing the withdrawal. In the session, I desribe typial withdrawal symptoms,espeially the more dangerous ones, and warn that the patient may not reognize them. Also, onoasion, I disourage patients from withdrawing from mediation on an outpatient basis after yearsof exposure to antipsyhoti drugs, espeially if they have an insuÆient family or soial network tosupport them during this potentially distressing and psyhosis-induing proess.3. Supervision by an experiened health are provider an be lifesaving.302



When drug exposure has lasted for years, when multiple drugs are involved, or when the individualsu�ers from serious mental problems, linial supervision during withdrawal is espeially important.4. The time required for tapering varies widely.If the taper lasts at least 10 days, it will probably avoid potentially life-threatening physialreations, suh as seizures or blood pressure spikes, but most individuals need more time to softenthe emotional su�ering and instability that ommonly aompany withdrawal from psyhiatri drugs.As a rough rule of thumb, for every year of drug exposure, a month of drug tapering may berequired. I use this very rough estimate to enourage people to be patient during their withdrawalfrom mediations.5. Informed onsent is an ethial and legal requirement, and also neessary part of eduatingthe patient about potential proble during drug withdrawal.The risks and bene�ts of withdrawal should be disussed with the patient before and during theproess. Consent requires more than the reiting of information by the health are provider. It entailsa bak-and-forth disussion, in whih the patient asks questions and obtains satisfatory answers. Inthe proess, the patient will also beome better eduated about the pitfalls of withdrawal. Wheneverfeasible, I inlude family members in the proess of eduating the patient.Many dotors seem to mistakenly believe that informed onsent is a one-shot e�ort; you warn thepatient about a few potential adverse e�ets and then forget about it. In fat, even patients whoare funtioning on a high intelletual level will misunderstand or forget what they have been toldabout potential side e�ets. During routine mediation treatment and espeially during withdrawal,the aregiver must regularly remind patients about potential adverse e�ets and to ask questionsalulated to eliit information that may unearth a developing problem. For example, if a patientis withdrawing from antidepressants, I will ask eah session about emotional instability, irritability,and angry or depressed feelings, as well as other adverse e�ets suh as imbalane or headahes.Surprisingly, patients will often initially report that they have had an uneventful week but whenasked will reall that in fat they had a nasty temper tantrum or very bleak few hours of feeling verydepressed.Driven by mediation spellbinding, patients frequently fail to identify obvious drug withdrawalreations, suh as an abrupt inrease in irritability or mood instability, and some patients must berepeatedly reminded that they are experiening withdrawal symptoms. As noted earlier, they willtend to attribute their symptoms, suh as irritability or mood instability, to their own emotionalproblems or to provoative ations by other people.15.2 Speial ProblemsA number of issues routinely arise during withdrawal and are worth addressing. Of ourse, these arenot the only speial problems that ome up, but they are among the more salient ones.1. When the patient has been presribed multiple drugs at one, it is usually easier and saferto taper one drug at a time.Removing more than one drug at a time an inrease the hazards of withdrawal. In addition, itmakes it diÆult or impossible to determine whih drug is ausing problems during withdrawal.303



2. In the absene of an emergeny or a speial reason to the ontrary, it is usually easiest andsafest to begin by tapering the drug that has been most reently started. Drugs that have beentaken for a relatively shorter period of time are generally easier to withdraw from.Commonly, a patient taking several drugs will have started one in the last few weeks. This isusually the easiest and quikest one to taper. Sometimes the most reent drug an be stoppedimmediately. If that ours uneventfully, another drug taper an be started the following week.However, I try not to begin a new drug taper until the patient has fully, or nearly fully, reoveredfrom the previous one. If a problem develops while a patient is being withdrawn from more than onedrug at a time, it an be diÆult to �gure out whih mediation is ausing it.3. It is generally preferable to remove sleeping aids last.Loss of sleep is very distressing and an seriously impair any attempt to withdraw from drugs.Therefore, unless the sleeping mediations are posing a serious problem in themselves, I suggestontinuing them until the other drugs are withdrawn. It is espeially neessary to delay remov-ing sleeping aids when the individual is taking stimulants or stimulating antidepressants that maygenerate anxiety and insomnia.4. Seleting the order of drugs for tapering requires taking a areful history of the patient'srelative degree of sedation stimulation.If the patient is experiening too "muh sedation, then it may be best to taper the sedatives �rst.Similarly, if the patient is overstimulated, it is a good idea to start by withdrawing stimulants.5. When the individual is dependent on a ontrolled substane. suh as a benzodiazepine orstimulant, it may be easiest to tapel the patient o� other drugs before addressing the drugdepeno dene. In general, arry out the easier withdrawals �rst, leaving the most diÆult oneuntillast. That way, some of the drugs at least an be withdrawn more rapidly before the moreprolonged withdrawal begins.Withdrawing from benzodiazepines an be exeedingly diÆult. If a patient has been taking Xanaxfor several years, it might be preferable to withdraw mood stabilizers or antidepressants �rst. Whenthe patient gains on�dene withdrawing from the other drugs, he or she may feel more on�dentin approahing the diÆult benzodiazepine taper. As in every important linial deision, this oneshould be made in ollaboration with the patient. Espeially in regard to benzodiazepines, treatmentin a drug rehab faility may be neessary.6. When a drug is taken several times a day, weigh the patient's needs in determining whih ofthe doses to initially redue.For example, if the patient is taking a benzodiazepine three times a day, be autious aboutwithdrawing the morning dose sine it may preipitate or worsen morning withdrawal. Similarly, beautious about removing the nighttime dose sine it may ause or exaerbate insomnia. Beause ofthese onerns, it may be best to redue the middle dose �rst. Also take into aount what time ofday your patient needs to be most alert.7. If a physially painful or emotionally distressing withdra reation develops during the taperingproess, returning to previous dose will usually ameliorate it.304



For example, if a patient beomes extremely anxious or irritable 1-3 days after reduing Paxil from20 mg to 15 mg, returning to the 20 mg dose will usually quikly relieve the withdrawal symptoms.Withdrawal might then be resumed at a later date with a 17.5 mg dose or by spaing 20 mg and15 mg every other day. However, beause it an be disruptive to brain funtion, I prefer not to givedoses on alternate days until the end of tapering when the doses are beoming very small.8. Avoid giving additional psyhoative drugs to treat withdrawal reations.For example, if a patient beomes very anxious while withdrawing from Paxil or Xanax, ratherthan adding another drug, it is best to return to the previous dose. Adding additional drugs makes itmore diÆult to evaluate the patient's progress and ondition during withdrawal. Every psyhiatridrug multiplies the biohemial imbalanes in the patient's brain and makes it more diÆult fordotor and patient alike to evaluate what's happening.9. Very small doses may be useful and even neessary to stave o� withdrawal symptoms duringthe last stages of tapering.Although I know of no sienti� explanation, some patients get relief in the last days or weeks oftapering by taking very small doses of a mediation, for example, by breaking up a tablet of Xanax0.5 mg into several relatively tiny piees or by using an eyedropper to dispense 1 or 2 mg of uidPaxil (paroxetine).15.3 Avoiding Life-Threatening RisksThere are two di�erent kinds of life-threatening adverse events assoiated with drug withdrawal:physial risks and emotional risks. The most ommon physial risks are seizures and blood pressurespikes. The most ommon emotional risks are violene against self and others and mani or psyhotireations.15.3.1 Physial Risks During WithdrawalThe physial risks are the easiest to deal with. In the appendix, the drugs listed in Part III: Sedative,Hypnoti, and Anxiolyti Drugs (Tranquilizers and Sleeping Pills) have the potential to ause seizuresduring withdrawal. The only exeption is Rozerem (ramelteon). In Part V: Lithium and Other DrugsUsed as Mood Stabilizers, those drugs that are labeled as antiepilepti also pose the risk of withdrawalseizures. In regard to all of these drugs, if the gradual taper lasts at least 10 days, there is muh lessrisk of a withdrawal seizure.In the appendix, some of the drugs in Part V are antihypertensive agents. If those drugs arestopped abruptly, a dangerous spike in blood pressure may our. Usually, a short taper is suÆientto redue this risk. To determine how many days this taper should take, hek the drug label in thePhysiians' Desk Referene [1034℄ or another soure of drug information.15.4 Withdrawal Symptoms Assoiated with Spei� Drugs15.4.1 Withdrawal From SSRIsThe SSRI mediations, suh as Proza, Paxil, Zoloft, and Lexapro, and the SRIs, suh as E�exor,almost always produe withdrawal symptoms (see hapter 6). These often severe symptoms were305



ignored for years and even today are too often ignored by a psyhiatri ommunity bent on blamingthe patient's su�ering on so-alled mental illness.Consistent with my own linial experiene, Pasadena, California, psyhiatrist Stuart Shipko(2002) [1173℄ listed the following major ategories of SRI withdrawal symptoms:1. vertigo, tinnitus, and dizziness2. eletri, shoklike sensations, mostly ommonly in the head, nek, and shoulders (zaps)3. nausea and vomiting4. ulike symptoms5. nightmares and insomnia6. irritability7. a severe depressive syndrome with harateristi easy rying, di�erent in quality from anydepression prior to taking the SRI8. new onset of intense somati and mental anxiety lasting minutes to hours not present prior totaking the SRIBeause of the apaity for antidepressant withdrawal to ause mania (Benazzi, 2002) [124℄, Iwould add an additional major ategory:9. euphori or manilike reations, most ommonly with shallow emotions, giddiness, and poorjudgmentWithdrawal symptoms from SSRIs an be very severe and lasting. In a few ases in my linialpratie, patients have hosen to remain on very low doses for sustained periods of time beause theywere unable to tolerate the dizziness (often a sensation of instability) or emotional turmoil resultingfrom the �nal stages of withdrawal. As mentioned earlier, sometimes I presribe the mediation,suh as Proza in liquid form so that the patient an titrate very small doses in the last stagesof withdrawal. Shipko (2002) [1173℄ provided a heklist for SRI withdrawal symptoms that theliniian and the patient may �nd useful. SRI withdrawal is so spellbinding that patients need tobe reminded again and again that they are undergoing a withdrawal reation, not a mental illness.They need regular reassurane from a health are provider with whom they an remain in ontatbetween sessions.15.4.2 Withdrawal From TriylisTriyli antidepressants ommonly produe withdrawal, frequently in the form of holinergi re-bound, with ulike symptoms suh as nausea and vomiting, diarrhea, musle ahes, headahe, fatigue,and anxiety (Breggin, 1991b [189℄). MMahon (1986) [908℄ summarized:\Autonomi symptoms are most ommon and inlude gastrointestinal disturbane (nausea, di-arrhea), general somati distress (myalgias, malaise, headahe, rhinorrhea), sleep disturbanes(insomnia, nightmares), and ardiovasular symptoms (arrhythmias, ventriular etopy). Psy-hoti deompensation, withdrawal mania, and general anxietylike symptoms have been at-tributed to abrupt withdrawal of yeli antidepressants."306



Maxmen and Ward (1995) [892℄ provided an extensive list of triyli antidepressant withdrawalsymptoms. One group of withdrawal symptoms inludes a ulike syndrome without fever: anorexia,nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, queasy stomah, and ramps. A seond group involves sleep disturbanes:insomnia, hypersomnia, exessive dreaming, and nightmares. A third group inludes mania andhypomania. Maxmen and Ward pointed out that these symptoms an also be experiened betweendoses as the blood level drops.In my linial pratie, I have seen relatively few ases of very severe, lasting withdrawal reationsfrom the older antidepressants in omparison to the newer ones, with whih serious withdrawalproblems are frequent.15.4.3 Withdrawal From Lithium and Other Mood StabilizersAs desribed in hapter 8, it is now �rmly established that withdrawal from lithium auses aninreased rate of mani attaks in the 1-2 months after stopping the drug (Suppes et al., 1991[1228℄). Cavanagh et al. (2004) [266℄, in a 7-year follow-up, found that lithium withdrawal ausedboth mania and depression, while stopping the mediation did not worsen long-term outome. Mostliniians seem to believe that mediation is an absolute neessity for warding o� future mamepisodes, but I have not found this to be true, and the study by Cavanagh et al. on�rmed thatmediation treatment leads to withdrawal reations w'hile doing without the mediation does notworsen long-term outome.Withdrawing from lithium must be treated as a potentially high-risk event requiring linialmonitoring and as muh family support as possible. Although the data are sparse, any drug used asa mood stabilizer should be onsidered a risk for ausing withdrawal mania.It bears repeating that any mood stabilizer that is also approved for use as an antiseizure drugpresents the risk of dangerous withdrawal seizures, and any mood stabilizer used as a treatment forhypertension presents the risk of dangerous blood pressure spikes during withdrawal. Some of thesedrugs are listed in the appendix.15.4.4 Withdrawal From NeuroleptisMany neuroleptis produe withdrawal symptoms that mimi the u, inluding emotional upset, in-somnia, nausea and vomiting, diarrhea, anorexia and weight loss, and musle ahes (hapter 4). Thisis partiularly strong in drugs that have antiholinergi properties suh as Thorazine and Mellaril.During withdrawal from both the older and newer neuroleptis, the individual an experienesevere abnormal movements during withdrawal. They an be painful and frightening and an beomepersistent in the form of tardive dyskinesia (hapter 4). Severe emotional su�ering and psyhosis areommon withdrawal reations (hapters 4 and 5). Children may undergo severe behavioral worsening.Depression an our.If an individual has been taking neuroleptis for several months or more, withdrawal an be verydi�ult. If the individual does not have a strong soial and family network, it an be too di�ultto attempt in an outpatient pratie. Yet there are very few hospitals that will withdraw patientsfrom neuroleptis, unless they are su�ering from severe tardive dyskinesia, neurolepti malignantsyndrome, or some other atastrophi adverse drug reation. As mentioned earlier, many patientswho have ome o� neuroleptis after developing signs of tardive dyskinesia go on to enjoy a muhbetter quality of life when drug-free. 307



15.4.5 Withdrawal From StimulantsWith the exeption of Strattera, all of the stimulants approved for the treatment of attention-de�it/hyperativity disorder ause potentially serious withdrawal reations. Typial reations in-luding rashing with depression, exhaustion, soial withdrawal, irritability, and suiidal feelings.They an our between doses or after missing a single dose. Parents and teahers often mistake awithdrawal reation for proof that the hild needs mediation.Children and adults vary widely in the degree they su�er from withdrawal reations. Manyhildren are taken o� stimulants during weekends, vaations, and summer reess without any seriousdiÆulty. If a partiular hild is austomed to these frequent withdrawals lasting a few days ormore, he or she an probably withdrawal from the mediation with little or no diÆulty. However,if the hild has been taking the drug regularly without breaks for months or years, withdrawal mustbe done arefully and autiously.When withdrawing hildren from stimulants, I always work very losely with the parents, enour-aging them to stay in lose touh with how their hildren feel. After learning to hek on how theirhildren are feeling in the morning before shool, in the afternoon and evening, and at bedtime,many parents happily maintain the pratie after the withdrawal is over. I also work with parents onany diÆulties they are having in developing a onsistent plan for rational disipline and unondi-tional love (Breggin, 2001 [209℄ & 2002b [211℄ for more details). Sometimes I work with the hild'steahers as well. Every hild diagnosed with ADHD that I have removed from stimulants has greatlyimproved. Almost invariably, the parents have felt that they \have their hild bak".The more diÆult problems in helping hildren arise after the unfortunate youngsters have beenexposed to long-term drug treatment with multiple mediations that ause persistent harm to brainfuntion. To ompound the problem in those ases involving hildren on multiple drugs, the parentsor adult aregivers are sometimes too dysfuntional to partiipate responsibly in therapy aimedat improving their hildrearing praties. However, where the parents (or the single parent) areresponsible and willing to learn new approahes, I have been able to remove many hildren frommultiple mediations administered to them over many years, leading to muh happier and moreprodutive lives (Breggin, in press).
15.4.6 Withdrawal From BenzodiazepinesWithdrawal signs from benzodiazepines like Xanax, Klonopin, Ativan, and Valium often begin withinsomnia, irritability, and nervousness, progressing to more serious reations suh as abdominalramps, musle ramps, nausea or vomiting, trembling, sweats, hyperarousal and hypersensitivity toenvironmental stimuli, onfusion, depersonalization, loss of impulse ontrol, anxiety and obsessionalstates, psyhosis and organi brain syndrome, and seizures (see hapter 12). Withdrawal from thesedrugs an be diÆult and prolonged and may require hospitalization. Too abrupt a withdrawal anlead to dangerous seizures. Many people �nd that it takes months or years to reover after ompletewithdrawal, and some people manifest ontinuing long-term problems, inluding memory diÆulties,weakness, and fatigue.Most sleeping mediations present similar withdrawal problems. They are listed in the appendix.If dotors hoose to presribe BZs, they need to realize that their antianxiety e�ets are shortlived and that long-term e�ets are potentially disastrous.308



15.5 Psyhotherapy During Drug WithdrawalPsyhotherapy or ounseling during the withdrawal proess should fous, �rst and foremost, onmonitoring the patient for the development of destrutive tendenies suh as suiidal or violentruminations. In addition, therapy should fous on reassuring the individual that any newly developingemotional disturbanes or obsessive ideas are almost ertainly due to the withdrawal proess and willdiminish with time. Finally, the individual should be reassured that absent an emergeny involvinga serious adverse drug reation suh as tardive dyskinesia or antidepressant indued mania, there isno need to rush with the tapering proess. During eah session, patients should be reminded that ifthe withdrawal beomes unendurable, then they should ommuniate with the health are providerand return to the previous dose.Insight therapy, inluding delving into the past, should be avoided during withdrawal. Individualsare sometimes tempted to attribute mood swings to their personal problems or to issues from the past,but little or no bene�t an be gained from suh explorations until withdrawal has been ompleted.The exploration of painful emotional issues during withdrawal an exaggerate them to a dangerousdegree. During withdrawal, patients often feel guilty, frightened, or even horri�ed by unantiipatedhanges in their feelings. They may feel aghast at their desire to withdraw from loved ones, by theirextreme mood swings, or by self-destrutive or angry impulses. At this ritial time, it is harmfulto examine these emotions as if they have roots in the past or in predisposing fators. Instead, theindividual needs to be reminded that he or she is undergoing a time-limited withdrawal. Patientsneed reassurane and ompetent supervision, not depth psyhotherapy, during mediation tapering.The brain dysfuntion that inevitably aompanies withdrawal makes it impossible for the patientto adequately partiipate in insight oriented or depth therapy. Patients an be told that therewill be time to explore suh issues when they have regained their emotional equilibrium after thewithdrawal is omplete. At that time, in some ases, they may �nd that it is worthwhile to lookfor predisposing fators that inuened their emotions during withdrawal, but often, the painfulemotions will disappear, removing any need to think about them further.As a psyhiatrist who o�ers psyhotherapy, I often work with ouples and families beause I �ndthat loved ones an empower eah other to grow. During the tapering proess, I espeially liketo see family members, or at the least to give them ready aess to me, in order to have themhelp in monitoring the withdrawal proess. Always remember that patients beome spellboundby withdrawal and are likely to be the last to reognize that they are su�ering from withdrawalsymptoms.
15.6 Faing the Aftermath of Mediation SpellbindingWhen patients begin to reover from being mediation spellbound, many issues may require attentionfrom the health are provider. A man may realize that he rejeted his beloved wife during a Zoloft-indued mania that lasted weeks or months, or a woman may realize that she negleted her hildrenduring a Xanax haze that lasted for years. These individuals may want help going through a periodof mourning. During and after drug withdrawal, some people will begin to onfront the horri�nature of their ations while spellbound by antidepressants, tranquilizers, or stimulants, inludingviolent and riminal ats. Overome with remorse as well as guilt and shame, they will need help inunderstanding the role played by mediation spellbinding.309



15.7 Celebrating A New LifeSoon after suessfully withdrawing from all psyhiatri mediation, many patients experiene anenormous period of personal growth. In the ase of hildren, they may literally undergo a physi-al growth spurt, and many adults may have a return of energy. But most important for hildrenand adults, when drug-free, they will �nd themselves with more fully funtioning brains and minds.Memory may beome sharper, thinking may beome more nimble, and emotions may grow morefull. Their passion for life will be unleashed from its pharmaologial hains. It an be an espe-ially produtive time for therapy or ounseling, espeially with health are providers who welomespontaneous feeling and reative hange in their patients.15.8 The Therapist's Healing PreseneI have been fousing on what might be alled tehnial issues. It is important for the therapist tohave a good grasp of adverse withdrawal e�ets, but the two main points are sim pie and basi: Goslow and pay attention to the patient's feelings. Regardless of how you view psyhiatri mediations,the deision to withdraw from drugs must be made by your patient. Exept in emergenies, I avoidenouraging patients to stop taking their drugs. I may explain that I will not presribe mediationsinde�nitely but that they an easily �nd other dotors to ontinue their drugs.One the patient has made the deision to withdraw from psyhiatri mediation, the healthare provider an o�er enouragement. But patients should not feel that they are stopping theirmediation beause the dotor wants it. Patients should not feel guilty if they deide to ontinueor resume taking their mediations. They should not feel that they have failed themselves or theirdotors. Withdrawing from psyhiatri drugs an beome an overwhelmingly diÆult experiene,and in suh ases, the patient's desire to remain on mediation should be respeted. In a few ases,when patients of mine have been unable to stop their mediations, I have ontinued to presribe forthem. Although I never start my patients on psyhiatri drugs, I respet that some of them may notbe able to go through the proess of withdrawing from them.In addition to knowledge and experiene, the health are provider o�ers what I have alled ahealing presene. Healing presene is the ability to be present, aring, and involved with patientswhile maintaining an ethial perspetive that ompletely respets their autonomy and separateness.In The Heart of Being Helpful (Breggin, 1997b [199℄), I desribed the ative proess involved indeveloping a healing presene: To reate a healing presene, we �ne-tune oue inner experiene to theinner state of the other person. We transform ourselves in response to the basi needs of the personwe are trying to heal and help. Ultimately, we �nd within ourselves the psyhologial and spiritualresoures required to nourish and empower the other human being.The �nal hapter ontinues the disussion of therapy and proposes 20 guidelines for working withvery disturbed people without resort to psyhiatri drugs, eletroshok, or involuntary treatment.
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Chapter 16Failed Promises, Last Resorts, andPsyhotherapyAlthough the fous of this book is on the brain-disabling, spellbinding e�ets of biologial treatmentsin psyhiatry, it is important to onlude with a reminder that there are better alternatives in theform of psyhologial, soial, and eduational interventions.Adults who are negotiating life relatively well an often nonetheless bene�t from individual ounsel-ing or therapy. Couples therapy an often help people lead happier, more ful�lled lives. Emotionallydisabled adults, inluding those diagnosed as shizophreni, usually need omprehensive help thatinvolves responsible members of the family and ommunity resoures.Children, espeially those who have not reahed adolesene, respond best to therapies that fouson the adults in their lives. When the adults improve their approah to the hild, the hild improves.Even with hildren who have been diagnosed with serious disorders, I spend muh more time withthe parents than with the hild, teahing them improved ways of relating to their o�spring. I mayalso work diretly with the shool to develop a onsistent approah, or I may have the parentsommuniate with the shool about how they are implementing new approahes to their hild.Children who are on the verge of being institutionalized in a mental faility or prison often needsomething more extensive than the servies of a single therapist. They need wraparound servies,whih inludes home visits, family therapy, parenting lasses, guidane in utilizing soial servies, andassistane in getting employment for the parents - all aimed at restoring some order to disintegratingfamilies (Morrison-Velaso 2000a [950℄, 2000b [951℄). I have desribed therapy with hildren in anumber of my books, inluding The War Against Children of Color (1998) [221℄, Talkin Bak toRitalin (2001) [209℄, Relaiming Our Children (2000b) [206℄, and The Ritalin Fat Book (2002b)[211℄.16.1 Atually Talk to Them?Meanwhile, organized psyhiatry has begun to realize that professionals have stopped talking topatients diagnosed with shizophrenia, hene an editorial in the Amerian Journal of Psyhiatry byKeith (2006) [749℄ title, \Are We Still Talking to Our Patients With Shizophrenia?" It goes withoutsaying that the journal is not going to reommend treating these people without drugs, but it doesreognize that the profession has gone overboard, noting that the 30-year war between biologial andpsyhoanalyti psyhiatrists has left Amerian physiians relutant to arry on psyhotherapy withpatients diagnosed with shizophrenia. I would add that they lak not only the will but also theompetene to relate in a aring and insightful manner to deeply disturbed human beings.311



Similarly, in his Marh 3, 2006, olumn in Psyhiatri News, Amerian Psyhiatri Assoiationpresident Steven Sharfstein [1161℄ wrote a feature headlined \Psyhosoial Treatment: We Owe Itto Our Patients". He desribed how at last year's annual meeting, he had \deried the fat that forpsyhiatry the biopsyhosoial model has beome the `bio-bio-bio model'." Ehoing what I wrote inPsyhiatri Drugs in 1983 and in more detail in Toxi Psyhiatry in 1991 [190℄, he observed withunusual andor, \Psyhiatry has, for what I would argue more for eonomi reasons than anythingelse, foused on the psyhopharmaologial model to the detriment of the psyhosoial aspets ofare." Addressing the treatment of \shizophrenia," he onluded, \Bio-bio-bio is not enough. Weowe our patients no less than to reommend and promote the use of psyhosoial interventions thathave been demonstrated to be bene�ial for this devastating disorder." Of ourse, he has no planwhatsoever to give up mediating the patients while o�ering them psyhosoial interventions, andas we saw in hapter 11, he fought against any attempt by the Food and Drug Administration(FDA) to inrease the warnings about stimulant drugs for fear of disouraging their already inatedpresription rates for hildren.Meanwhile, the latest push within establishment psyhiatry is for treating patients labeled shizophreniwith ognitive therapy (Turkington et al., 2006 [1269℄), a limited, foused approah to guiding thepatient in replaing self-defeating ideas with more e�etive ones. It laks emphasis on what verydisturbed patients need most of all-a trusting therapeuti relationship - but the modern psyhiatristhas no training or inlination to relate in a aring, therapeuti manner to people whom he diagnosesas shizophreni. Even worse, in a psyhiatri setting, one of the main goals of ognitive therapy isompliane: getting patients to aept the idea of taking psyhiatri mediation. It is a ase of usingtherapy to manipulate patients into submissively aepting highly toxi hemials.16.2 An Extensive LiteratureThere is an extensive literature on nondrug alternatives for every severity of psyhiatri problem,inluding those patients labeled shizophreni (e.g., Bratter et al., 2006 [170℄; Breggin, 1991b [189℄,2006 [215℄; Colbert, 2001 [299℄; Fergusson, 2000 [427℄, 2002 [428℄; Irwin, 2004a [653℄, 2004b [654℄;Karon, 2003 [740℄, 2005 [741℄; Karon et al., 1981 [742℄; Karon et al., 1999 [743℄; MCready, 1995[901℄, 2002 [902℄; Mosher, 1996 [952℄; Mosher et al., 2004a [953℄; Mosher et al., 1989 [954℄; Mosheret al., 2004b [955℄; Read et al., 2003 [1074℄; Stanton, 1999 [1213℄). Most of these reports desribeworking with hildren and adults within institutions. All of them emphasize a nonoerive, nondrug,aring approah, even for the most diÆult patients.Mosher's, MCready's, Fergusson's, Stanton's, and Karon's publiations fous on helping the mostdisturbed hildren and adults, inluding those who would often be inarerated and diagnosed asshizophreni. Mosher (Mosher, 1996 [952℄; Mosher et al., 2004a [953℄; Mosher et al., 1989 [954℄;Mosher et al., 2004b [955℄) developed Soteria, a residential homelike treatment model for patientswith severe, aute emotional breakdowns (\shizophrenia"). He used nonprofessional therapeutiaides seleted for their empathi qualities who were supervised by a soial worker who emphasizedpatient autonomy and healing relationships. In ontrolled trials omparing this nondrug residentialtreatment with admission to a mental hospital, Soteria patients did better, and of ourse, they didnot su�er from multiple, dangerous neurolepti adverse e�ets.I have desribed Soteria and other alternatives, inluding a state hospital volunteer program thatI led in the 1950s, in Toxi Psyhiatry (Breggin, 1991 [190℄). I have also oedited a ompendium ofartiles by therapists who o�er a variety of approahes to helping deeply disturbed patients, inludingpsyhotherapy, family therapy, residential milieu therapy, and peer ounseling (Breggin and Stern,1996 [224℄) and another ompendium that fouses on empathy as the entral aspet of healing for allhuman beings (Breggin et al., 2002 [222℄). In The Heart of Being Helpful (1997) [199℄ I look mostlosely at my own approah to therapy. 312



A Finnish study demonstrated the e�etiveness of using a therapeuti, family-oriented approahto treat persons diagnosed with their �rst shizophreni episodes (Seikkula et al., 2003 [1152℄). Ameta-analysis of existing therapy studies on�rms the eÆay of psyhosoial approahes to peoplelabeled shizophreni (Gottdiener et al., 2002 [550℄). Irwin's (2004b) [654℄ review of ontrolledtrials omparing psyhosoial and drug approahes to patients diagnosed shizophreni summarized,\Neuroleptis interfere with long-term reovery and, if appropriate psyhosoial interventions areavailable, are not even neessary for short-term behavior ontrol" (p. 99).Studies by the World Health Organization have shown that patients diagnosed by onventionalstandards with shizophrenia reover muh more frequently and rapidly in Third World ountries,where they an bene�t from the support of extended family and where they are less likely to re-eive neurolepti drugs (de Girolamo, 1996 [338℄). Conversely, they reover more poorly in Westernountries, where they have weaker family support systems and are exposed to toxi psyhiatri drugs.Antonuio et al. (2002) [57℄ reviewed the literature on�rming the ine�etiveness of antidepres-sants and the literature on the e�etiveness of psyhotherapy in treating depression and onludedthat psyhotherapy is safer and more e�etive. Most of the individuals were treated in outpatientsettings.Not surprising, lifestyle hanges an help more than psyhiatri drugs, with no adverse e�ets onthe brain and mind. A number of studies have also desribed the antidepressant e�ets of exerise(Babyak et al., 2000 [84℄; Blumenthal et al., 1999 [151℄).16.3 Psyhiatri Drugs As A Last ResortA young man named Maurie ame to see me about his episodes of severe anxiety. He would beomeabruptly frightened; adrenaline ooding his body would make his heart beat faster and his palmssweat; and he would feel doomed, as if he were going to die. Maurie knew he was not going todie, but at the moment of these attaks, he felt in aute danger. To abort these episodes, he arrieda plasti pill ontainer with a few tranquilizer tablets. He had not used one in months, but theirpresene in his poket gave him a sense of seurity. He felt sure he would have an anxiety attak ifhe did not arry the pills along with him.Our whole soiety has beome like this young man. Pills have beome our soure of seurity andour last resort. Most of us an imagine life without eletroshok or lobotomy, but few of us seemable to imagine it without having psyhiatri drugs as a soure of seurity and a last resort, if notfor ourselves, than at least for other people. Our soiety now tolerates the psyhiatri drugging of2-year-old hildren, although even some leaders within the medial profession show alarm over this(Coyle, 2000 [314℄).Even for people who do not neessarily turn to them, psyhiatri drugs linger in the baks of theirminds as the last resort. They have heard that so-alled mental disorders are aused by geneti andbiohemial efets in the brain and that psyhiatri drugs an orret these defets. These peopledo not onsiously think to themselves, \I have faith in biohemial imbalanes and drugs," but infat, that is how their minds are working.Even if we do not want to take these drugs for ourselves, we imagine that they must be neessaryfor other people who beome so depressed that they annot get out of bed or so violent that they area menae to soiety. People may not know how to de�ne \shizophrenia" or \bipolar disorder," butthey know that these onditions are psyhiatri disorders that an only be treated with drugs. Theymay have little idea what goes into making the diagnosis of attention-de�it/hyperativity disorder,but they know that some hildren need drugs to ontrol their behavior so that they an go to shooland learn. Many people would fear for soiety if psyhiatri drugs were not readily available and313



widely used.In Maurie's ase, he had ample reason to feel anxious. He had grown up in an aloholi family,and his father had sometimes beaten his mother in front of him. As a hild, Maurie su�ered fromspells of terror in antiipation of his father losing ontrol. When his father hit his mother, littleMaurie would ower in fear, guilt, and shame. As a young adult, Maurie's anxiety attaks eruptedas he tried to ome to grips with beoming an independent man who ould take ommand of hislife. The deepest roots of his anxiety were buried in the feelings of fear and helplessness that wereemblazoned on his mind in hildhood. Now the fear and helplessness resurfaed, making it hard forhim to take harge of his adult life in a brave, loving, and reative manner. During the attaks ofanxiety he reverted to feeling like the hild who had no hope and no options for taking ontrol of hislife. In therapy he learned to identify the hildhood origin of these disabling attaks of anxiety andto use his adult powers to ontrol them in the interest of making rational hoies.In regard to the most ommonly relied on drugs, antidepressants and stimulants, there is so littleevidene for their e�etiveness, and so muh evidene for their dangerousness, that it is a wonder thatanyone wants to resort to their use. Yet millions of hildren and adults are taking these mediations.Drug ompanies, federal agenies, insurane ompanies, and organized mediine and psyhiatry haveombined to push psyhiatri drugs on the onsumer as the �rst and the /ast resort - indeed, the onlyresort - in times of emotional distress and su�ering. The way we see ourselves, eah other, and thesolutions to both psyhologial and ultural problems have been taught to us through a multi-billion-dollar marketing ampaign that began as the ongressionally mandated \Deade of the Brain" in the1990s. More reently, the FDA has allowed the drug ompanies to advertise mediations diretly tothe publi, enouraging millions of people to fear that they have \mental disorders" requiring drugtreatment, thereby leading them to pressure their physiians to write presriptions for them.But even this barrage of prodrug propaganda annot aount for the willingness of so manyindividuals to suumb to these advertising and publi relations ampaigns. The brain-disabling,spellbinding e�ets of all psyhoative drugs reinfore both the propaganda produed by the Psy-hopharmaeutial Complex and the personal desires of many individuals to �nd a shortut to solvingtheir emotional problems.One under the inuene of psyhoative agents, individuals are no longer able to make a learassessment of their ondition. The drugs blunt inner resoures that they might otherwise draw on.Adverse e�ets, suh as emotional rolleroastering, anger, and anxiety, are aepted apathetially.Often, the spellbound vitims blame the drug-indued symptoms on themselves and their mentalillness or on the provoations of other people in their environment. Sometimes patients think thatthey feel better than ever when they are in reality su�ering from adverse psyhiatri reations totheir drugs. And in the extreme, they beome profoundly disturbed, violent, or suiidal.Meanwhile, health are professionals working with these patients tend to ignore the adverse druge�ets until they have devastating results, and even then, they often tend to inrease the dose or addanother drug on the grounds that the patient has been undertreated. When the patient develops aserious drug-indued reation that annot be ignored, suh as psyhosis or mania, then the healthare provider blames the patient's supposed underlying disorder, rather than the o�ending drug, andpresribes yet more of these toxi agents.Even Sigmund Freud began as an advoate for drugs, in his ase, a newly isolated hemial derivedfrom a natural soure, the leaf of a plant. It was alled oaine. Freud saw it not only as a lastresort but also as a healthy solution to the ordinary stresses and disappointments of life (Byk, 1974[246℄). The future founder of psyhoanalysis was positively rhapsodi in promoting oaine in themedial literature and mailed samples for his �an�ee to use. As a result, Freud and many others wholistened to him beame addited to oaine. Freud's disastrous love a�air with oaine was a lassiexample of mediation spellbinding, or intoxiation anosognosia. Drugs - even when advoated byfamous dotors - do not make a good �rst or last resort.314



In the 1960s in Ameria many intelligent and eduated young people deided that their personallives, and even soiety itself, ould bene�t from their smoking marijuana and indulging in a varietyof halluinogeni substanes, from poisonous mushrooms to LSD. When they were indulging theirpassion for psyhoative drugs, many drug-spellbound individuals felt more reative and happierthan ever before, but nearly all of them ended up realizing that they were ausing their lives todeteriorate, and few ontinued inde�nitely to init these toxins on their brains and bodies. In thelast several deades, I have met and treated many of these refugees from the 1960s, many of whomfeel that they permanently impaired their mental funtion during those years of romantiizing drugintoxiation.
16.4 The Surgeon, The Computer Speialist, and The Psy-hiatristNowadays, people are enouraged to believe that going to a psyhiatrist is like going for treatmentto an internist or a surgeon, but the omparison is awed. An internist or surgeon deals with yourbody and not your soul; with physial ailments, rather than spiritual struggles and longings; withthe workings of physiology, rather than mental proesses; with mehanis, rather than with ideas,feelings, values, beliefs, and aspirations. The internist or surgeon tries to �nd out what is wrongwith your body, rather than with your life. Of ourse, a more holisti physiian may indeed dealwith your lifestyle - issues of exerise, good eating, and even psyhology - but he or she does so inresponse to a physial problem in your body.Patients tend to trust their dotor to do a good job and to trust that mediine as pratiedin Ameria today has some rational and sienti� basis. In this regard, going to the physiian issimilar to going to an auto mehani or omputer speialist. The onsumer trusts the person andthe engineering priniples that are being utilized.Unfortunately, going to the psyhiatrist is an entirely di�erent a�air from seeking help for therepair of mehanial devies or the treatment of a physial disorder. When an engine stalls, theonsumer puts his Ford sedan in the mehani's hands. When abone is broken or a heart malfuntions,the patient puts his physial body into the dotor's hands. But when a person su�ers emotionally,the patient puts not only his body but also his mind and his journey through life in the dotor'shands.The auto mehani or the omputer speialist is not going to hange the Ford or the PC in somefundamental way. It will still be the same Ford or the same PC after the repairs. The ar's enginemay be retuned and the omputer's hardware may be upgraded, but the odds are great that thesemodi�ations will improve overall performane without hanging anything essential or fundamentaland without ausing any adverse e�ets in the funtioning of the mahines.When a patient goes to the psyhiatrist and reeives a drug or eletroshok, his or her brainwill be fundamentally hanged. Its proesses will be disrupted. It will not operate on the samephysial priniples thar it operated on before the treatment. The atual funtion of the brain, theway the neurons ommuniate with eah other, will have been distorted, and in some ases, brainells will have been killed or aused to grow abnormally. Instead of having new spark plugs orupgraded memory, the brain will be injured and partially disabled by the treatment. If anything,the treatment will be akin to dirtying the spark plugs of your ar or degrading some of the memoryapaity of your omputer. 315



16.5 The Moral Foundation of Genuine PsyhotherapyPsyhotherapy, unlike psyhiatry, does not - or at least, should not - pretend to be analogous tomedial treatment. The best hospitals in the history of psyhiatry thrived during the era of so-alled moral psyhiarry in the 18th and 19th enturies. Moral hospitals were run by Quakers andother religious denominations, often in outright opposition to medial authorities and approahes(Bokoven, 1963 [153℄, desribed the moral era in detail; see also Breggin, 1991 [190℄). They weresuessful in dealing with the most di�ult patients of the era, inluding so-alled violene maniasand those forsaken by mediine and psyhiatry.Reently, my friend, British psyhiatrist Bob Johnson(http://www.truthtrustonsent.om), gave me a opy of Samuel Tuke's 1813 treatise Desriptionof the Retreat: An Institution Near York for Insane Persons of the Soiety of Friends (Tuke, 1996[1268℄). Tuke learly opposed the then ommonplae use of restraint, exept under direst irum-stanes:\Exept in the ase of violent mania, whih is far from being a frequenr ourrene at theRetreat, oerion, when requisite, is onsidered as a neessary evil; that is, it is thought ab-stratly to have a tendeny to retard the ure, by opposing the inuene of the moral remediesemployed." (p. 166)Why was violent mania infrequent at the Retreat? Aording to Tuke, it is partly beause thesta� were taught not to provoke the inmates into reating with violene.Moral treatment appeals to the remaining free will, or moral powers, of the individual:\Insane persons generally possess a degree of ontrol over their wayward propensities. Theirintelletual, ative, and moral powers, are usually rather perverted than obliterated; and ithappens, not unfrequently, that one faulty only is a�eted. The disorder is sometimes stillmore partial and an only be deteted by erroneous views, on one partiular subjet. On allothers, the mind appears to retain its wonted orretness. . . . "\We have already observed, that most insane persons, have a onsiderable degree of selfommand; and that the employment and ultivation of this remaining power, is found to beattended with the most salutary e�ets." (pp. 133-134, 139-140)In other words, insane individuals retain moral or ethial faulties that make them amenable topsyhologial, moral, or religious interventions. These faulties an be appealed to with patiene,with \kind persuasions" and with \moral and rational induements". This is exatly what manysuessful therapists do when treating deeply disturbed patients.Tuke (1996) [1268℄ desribed the neessity of approahing disturbed patients in a most ethial andonsiderate manner, but unfortunately the aregivers were easily provoked into overreating by the\often half rational, ondut of the patient":\It is therefore an objet of the highest importane, to infuse into the minds of these persons [thearegivers℄, just sentiments, with regard to the poor objets plaed under their are; to impressupon them, that `oerion is only to be onsidered as a proteting and salutary restraint'; andto remind them, that the patient is really under the inuene of a disease, whih deprives himof responsibility; and frequently leads him into expressions and ondut the most opposite tohis harater and natural dispositions." (p. 175)After illustrating his point about empathy with a poem, Tuke went on to say:316



\But even this view of the subjet [as laking responsibility℄ is not exempt from danger; if theattendant does not suÆiently onsider the degree in whih the patient may be inuened bymoral and rational induements." (p. 175)In my linial experiene, Tuke's observations are as pertinent today as they were in the early19th entury. Psyhiatrists, nurses, hospital attendants, and mental health aregivers in general toooften use drugs, threats, and restraints to ontrol their \patients" while forsaking any use of kindnessand moral persuasion. Too often they try to enfore submission or to enourage ompliane ratherthan to empower their patients by respeting and enouraging their autonomy and deision making.Yet in my experiene, beginning as a ollege volunteer on the bak wards of state mental hospitalsin the 1950s (Breggin, 1991 [190℄; Umbarger et al., 1962 [1274℄), I have found that even desperatelydisturbed human beings will almost always respond to patiene, empathy, and respetful guidanegrounded in kindness.Critis may omplain that love annot ure patients; but I make no laim that love or aringby itself is enough. As I desribe in The Heart of Being Helpful, (1997) [199℄, in dealing withvery diÆult, disturbed, and disturbing people, the liniian needs all of the on�dene, moraldetermination, sound priniples of living, and life experiene that one individual an bring to helpinganother. With experiene, the liniian learns not to overreat and not to beome frightened inthe fae of disturbed behavior but instead to welome the expression of feeling and to help withunderstanding it, while explaining the neessity of mutual restraint and onsideration. In The Heartof Being Helpful, I summed up the essene of the liniian's role, espeially in dealing with profoundlyupset people, as \the reation of healing presene".Tuke (1996) [1268℄ understood the dilemma of treating people who have lost their sense of self-ontrol and personal responsibility by enouraging them to restore these qualities. It is an empathihallenge:\To onsider them at the same time both as brothers, and as mere automata; to applaud allthey do right; and pity, without ensuring, whatever they do wrong, requires suh a habit ofphilosophi reetion, and Christian harity, as is ertainly diÆult to atrain." (p. 176)With Tuke, I believe that this haritable habit of philosophi reetion is entral to therapy. Thisis another way of desribing what I all the healing presene and haraterize as empathi relating.Instead of threats and punishments, the patient is o�ered \rational soiety," \di�erent kinds ofamusing employments," and books to read:\Sine whatever tends to promote the happiness of the patient, is found to inrease hisdesire to restrain himself, by exiting the wish not to forfeit his enjoymenrs; and lessening theirritation of mind, whih too frequently aompanies mental derangement."\The omfort of the patients is therefore onsidered of the highest importane, in a urativepoint of view." (pp. 177-178)The ure lies in kindness and onsideration, not in humiliating, punitive measures and deprivationstypial of institutional psyhiatri treatment, then and now.Patiene in the enouragement and promotion of the patient's rationality and reason is anotherkey to ure:\Those who have had the opportunity of observing the restoration of reason, will be aware,that she does not, in general, at one, resume her lost empire over the mind. Her approahresembles rather the gradual inux of the tide; she seems to struggle to advane, but again and317



again is ompelled to reede. During this ontest, the judiious attendant, may prove the mostvaluable ally of reason; and render to her the most essential assistane, in the reovery of herlawful throne." (p. 180)
Tuke (1996) [1268℄ warned on more than one oasion that medial treatment and institutionalare often worsen the onditions of patients. He found that releasing patients from restraint atuallymakes them less dangerous. Even as a ollege student volunteer, I made these same observations andthen implemented them mOre fully as I beame a physiian and a psyhiatrist.Moral treatment grew out of the onverging Enlightenment trends, rational philosophy, and\Christian harity". In keeping with this ombination, Tuke the Quaker (1996) [1268℄ onludedhis work with a quote from Montesquieu about the need for even the most virtuous to be restrainedin their power beause \experiene ontinually demonstrates, that men who possess power, are proneto abuse it: they are apt to go to the utmost limits" (p. 187).I have taken time to quote the lessons of moral treatment beause these ethially based approahesremain alien to modern psyhiatry. Yet these priniples were proven e�etive nearly 200 years ago,when institutions treated people without the so-alled advantage of mindnumbing drugs, eletroshok,and lobotomy.Aording to J. Sanbourne Bokoven (1963) [153℄, himself a former state hospital superintendent,the moral era produed at least as good results relaiming the mentally disturbed as today's besthospitals, and of ourse, it was aomplished without damaging the brains of the patients. All ofTuke's (1996) [1268℄ basi priniples, expressed in the moral era of psyhiatry, are embodied in myguidelines for therapists (see subsequent disussion).Using the same moral terminology, but without the aompanying all-important empathy forsu�ering, Freud thought that psyhotherapists should be viewed as seular moralists or ethial guides.Inspired by this, I devoted one of my earliest artiles to \Psyhotherapy As Applied Ethis" (Breggin,1971 [173℄). Before the 20th entury, psyhology and moral philosophy were one and the same, butthis natural alliane is denied in modern shools of psyhology and philosophy. And the �eld ofpsyhiatry has divored itself from both psyhology and philosophy in its e�ort to laim medial andbiologial legitimay.Some therapists start out with sound ethis; some do not. Some know a great deal about life-thatis, they have wisdom - and some do not. I am not trying to disourage people from pratiing or fromseeking psyhotherapy or ounseling. I am trying to be realisti. There is nothing standardized abouttherapy. Every therapy will vary depending on the therapist's theoretial and pratial approahes,ethis, experiene, and personality. As no two people are alike, no two therapies are alike.Indeed, the term therapy itself is misleading, lending itself too easily to a medial model witharti�ial diagnoses, manipulation, and mediation. The term ounseling is in many ways preferableand arises out of a tradition that is more respetful of the autonomy and human needs of theindividual. Similarly, the word patient is also potentially misleading and might better be replaedwith lient. But sine I am a physiian and psyhiatrist and do not wish to add undue onfusion tothis book, with these aveats I will ontinue to use the terms therapist and patient.At best, therapy and ounseling should be one approah to helping an individual with personalor life problems, but not as another kind of last resort. As a psyhiatrist and therapist, I disouragelients from thinking of me as their last resort. It is not good for my patient to think that any onehuman being is his or her last resort. And it is ertainly not good for me to think about myself insuh unrealisti, grandiose terms. 318



16.5.1 My Clinial Pratie of Psyhiatry and PsyhotherapyMy own areer in psyhiatry began as a ollege student when I was hairman of the Harvard-Radli�eMental Hospital Volunteer Program (Breggin, 1991 [190℄) and oauthored my �rst book (Umbargeret al., 1962 [1274℄). In the mid-1950s, we hanged the environment of the loal state mental hospital,moving it in some ways from a ustodial to a therapeuti milieu. In addition to these more generale�ets on the institution, we developed a ase aide program, in whih individual ollege volunteerswere assigned their own patients.Working under group supervision by a soial worker, in the �rst year of the ase aide program, 11 ofour 14 patients were released from the hospital, and only 3 returned during follow-ups that lasted 1 or2 years. These abandoned people were so-alled bak ward patients, individuals on whom psyhiatryand the ommunity had given up. The sta� referred to many of them as burned-out shizophrenis.But we were able to plae them into muh better irumstanes in muh more advantageous loalommunity homes or with their families. I gained valuable lessons from this experiene, from thefutility and destrutiveness of drugging, shoking, and lobotomizing people to the wonderful powerof o�ering them help and aring guidane.The volunteer program lasted for many years after I had graduated, until �nally, with the domi-nation of biologial psyhiatry, it withered away. Working in the hospitals in those years just beforethe so-alled mirale drugs beame the only treatment, I learned how basi human relationship ouldrevive, and even restore, the lives of the most hronially disturbed patients, even those who hadexperiened years of abuse in a state mental hospital.
16.6 The Funtion of Su�eringSu�ering annot be pulled out of the brain like a splinter from a foot. It annot be obliterated fromthe brain like a tumor subjeted to radiation. Emotional or psyhologial su�ering should not beviewed as something alien to human nature or as something to be gotten rid of. Most of the greatreligions view su�ering as an avenue to understanding life and God. In psyhologial terms, su�eringis a signal. In anxiety and depression, and even in mania, our soul, psyhe, or self is rying out forattention and desperately seeking solutions or relief.In my therapy pratie, I welome su�ering as a sign of life. Instead of trying to dull it or to snu�it out with toxi agents, I enourage my patient to share it with me - to bring it fully out in the openand to examine it with the aim of understanding what the su�ering is saying about the individual'slife.Human su�ering is proportional to our sense that life an and should be better. For example, whenpeople feel depressed, they have lost hope and feel paralyzed in regard to ahieving their goals, suh aslove and happiness. They would not feel this frustration and despair unless they had a orrespondingvision, however unonsious, of a better life that was going unful�lled. My patient's su�ering tellsme that he or she is alive and has a marvelous energy that an be transformed into a reative fore: alove for life. Unlike the biologial psyhiatrists, I have no desire to destroy my patient's su�ering andalong with it my patient's brain funtion. Instead, I want to beome omfortable with the su�ering,to welome it and see through it wfth my patient to the message it is giving about my patient'sunful�lled needs and my patient's desire to �nd a better understanding and approah to life.319



16.7 Drug-Free TherapySine starting my private pratie in 1968, I have treated all of my patients, hildren and adults,many severely disturbed, without resort to mediation. In all my deades in full-time private pra-tie, perhaps half a dozen of my patients have required hospitalization. To my knowledge, noneof my patients has ommitted suiide. Very few have gotten worse during treatment, an unfor-tunate irumstane that frequently ours in traditional praties, where patients are mediated,eletroshoked, or foribly hospitalized.To make it absolutely lear, to this day I never start my patients on psyhiatri drugs. I only pre-sribe drugs to patients who have ome to me already taking mediation, and then almost always forthe purpose of eventually withdrawing them. In a few ases, when withdrawal reations have provenunendurably painful, I have ontinued patients on low doses of antidepressants or benzodiazepinesbeause there has been no satisfatory alternative.In rare ases where patients do not want to try to taper and withdraw from their psyhiatrimediation but want my help as a therapist, I usually reommend that they obtain their mediationfrom other dotors while seeing me for psyhologial help. I do not want to enable the use ofmediations that I feel will harm them in the long run and, of ourse, they have no trouble �ndingsomeone else to presribe for them. Usually the individual has ontinued in therapy and eventuallystopped taking mediation. Despite my rejetion of mediation treatment in my pratie, my linialexperiene with mediation is extensive. As a dotor who works with patients who ome for help inwithdrawing from multiple mediations, I frequently have to presribe mediations as a part of theproess of tapering patients o� them. And as a medial expert in many mediation ases, where Ialso work diretly with the legal lients, I have also garnered onsiderable �rsthand experiene withpsyhiatri mediation over the past 40 and more years. And of ourse, I have extensively researhed,written, and onsulted on the subjet of mediation.In my psyhiatri pratie, I �nd that very disturbed persons respond well to individual and familytherapy aimed, �rst and foremost, at providing them a safe spae in whih to dare to begin trustinganother human being. As I desribed in Toxi Psyhiatry (1991) [190℄ and in The Heart of BeingHelpful (1997b) [199℄, psyhosis is a loss of onnetedness to other human beings. The individualwho withdraws into a fearful, self-protetive, irrational fantasy world responds best to being treatedwith kindness, respet, and the gradual building of rapport. The required skill in working withthe most emotionally disabled persons, espeially during the initial period of emotional risis, hasmore to do with empathi relating and sound guidane than with deep insights or psyhologialinterpretations. More subtle or insightful therapy an be e�etive only after the individual no longerfeels overwhelmed and emotionally helpless.Often, the more aute or agrant symptoms will begin to alm down during an initial session inwhih the vulnerable, overwhelmed person disovers an opportunity to relate to another person in asafe spae. The most diÆult people to help are those who have already been humiliated by oppressivepsyhiatri approahes and whose brains have been damaged by eletroshok and neurolepti drugs.Psyhosis is a loosely de�ned word that reets in its broadest sense \a loss of touh with reality".At least in the extreme, halluinations and delusions are the hallmarks. At its worst, perhaps, psy-hosis beomes a living nightmare, in whih the individual's mental proesses resemble a solipsisti,terrifying nightmare from whih the person annot be fully awakened. The individual beomes sowithdrawn and preoupied with these highly personal and irrational proesses that no one an reahhim.If we look for the ommon element of all psyhoti or profoundly disturbed mental proesses, theyinvolve a loss of onnetion to other human beings. In the extreme, other people beome like frag-mented objets in the individual's shattered awareness. Other people are imagined to be onspiratorswith the FBI or CIA who are out to get the vitim. Or they are seen as aliens from another planet.320



Or they are poisoning the vitim's food. Most ommonly, perhaps, they are whispering humiliatingthings about the vitim.If the psyhosis has a mani, rather than a withdrawn, quality, then other people are seen asmenaing, espeially if they thwart the ambitions of the person who is living on an emotional \high".Or other people are treated as objets without regard for their feelings as the individual grandioselytries to manipulate everyone around him. Underneath all the bravado and displays of superon�-dene, the mani individual feels as overwhelmed as the withdrawn one but ompensates by atingallpowerful.I am not trying to elaborate a new psyhiatri diagnosti system but merely to on�rm that allsevere psyhiatri disturbanes are disturbanes of interpersonal relationship. The deeply disturbedperson is deeply disturbed in his or her relationships with other people. In all these expressionsof psyhosis, the individual feels overwhelmed by other people and by life and unable to onnetto other people and to ompetently handle life. Psyhosis is a breakdown of human relationship, adisturbane in the fabri of the person's soial life, aompanied by an inability to ope with everydaystresses. All e�etive therapies for deeply disturbed persons begin with the onept of building orrebuilding relationship, while providing a ertain amount of guidane in dealing with immediateemergenies and rises. As relationship is restored with one other human being - the therapist - andas the immediate risis no longer seems so atastrophi, the individual an grow less overwhelmed,more trusting, and less disturbed in general. The individual an begin to venture into relationshipswith others and to make more rational deisions.Sometimes this restoration of relationship and rational judgment an begin in minutes if thedisturbed person quikly senses that he or she an dare to trust the new person, the therapist. Onmany oasions, I have been able to alm down seemingly razy persons and to begin a somewhatrational disourse in a matter of minutes. Sometimes the proess will take weeks or months.Sometimes a partiular therapist, inluding me, may not be able to help a partiular patient. Inresponse to the failure of the therapeuti relationship, the therapist should not advoate drugs. Iftherapists fail some of the time, drugs fail all of the time, at best suppressing overall mental funtionand at worst damaging the brain and ruining the individual's apaity to enjoy life for the remainderof his or her life. When a therapeuti relationship is not working, it is best to help the patient�nd other psyhosoial alternatives, inluding a di�erent therapist. However, in my experiene, thetherapist rarely has to diret the patient elsewhere. If the therapist is not oering, manipulating, ordrugging the patient, a disappointed patient will be able to seek help elsewhere on his or her own.In my own experiene, if there are well-intentioned family members, then working with the familyis the most e�etive way of helping a disturbed individual restore his or her relationships with otherhuman beings. It is far better if other family members, rather than the therapist, beome thepatient's primary resort and the plae where relationship is reovered.When the person is so disturbed that he or she annot funtion in a private oÆe or lini setting,a therapeuti setting an be more helpful. The goals, however, remain the same: providing a settingthat is safe and relationships that are safe so that the individual an begin to trust other humanbeings and emerge from his or her deeply disturbed state. Traditional mental hospitals are extremelyontrolling, authoritarian, humiliating, and physially dangerous plaes-exatly the opposite of whatalready overwhelmed people need.I wish I had a range of residential alternatives to o�er prospetive patients and their families,but few exist, and those that work well are often opposed and even destroyed by the psyhopharma-eutial omplex (Breggin, 1991 [190℄). The best soure of potential information about residentialalternatives an be found on the Web site of the International Center for the Study of Psyhiatryand Psyhology (www.ispp.org). Another alternative is to meet therapists and to learn about al-ternatives at the organization's annual onferenes, whih usually takes plae in Otober and whih321



an also be loated on the Web site.Being an e�etive therapist begins with being a person that other people an trust with their mostvulnerable feelings. In this regard, by reating an authoritarian and manipulative attitude, mostontemporary training programs in psyhotherapy do more harm than good. They almost alwaysteah a relativisti, self-protetive ethi (doing what works; ollaborating with psyhiatrists; usingdrugs along with therapy; making ookie-utter diagnoses; referring desperate or suiidal patientsfor drugs, eletroshok, or inareration).There are a handful of inspired and inspiring humanisti psyhotherapy training programs aroundthe ountry. However, they an be hard to loate, and the quality of individual programs may varyfrom year to year. As an aspiring professional or teaher, the best way to �nd these programs isthrough meeting people at the onferenes of the International Center for the Study of Psyhiatryand Psyhology (ICSPP); by looking up the aÆliations of the authors in its journal, Ethia/ HumanPsyhology ar Psyhiatry; or by reviewing the bakground and redentials of authors you respet.By searhing for \humanisti psyhology training programs" on the Internet, I found a number offamiliar and useful soures.16.8 20 Guidelines for Treating Deeply Disturbed PersonsHere are 20 priniples for providing therapy to deeply disturbed persons. Many of them are elaboratedin The Heart of Being Helpful (1997b) [199℄, and all of them draw on the \Priniples of Life" thatI present in Mediation Madness (in press). While the fous is on providing help to emotionallydisturbed and disabled patients who seek individual therapy in a private pratie or lini, the samepriniples apply to residential and milieu treatment as well. In a more general way, these 20 guidelinesan also be applied to our experienes with other people in our workplae, families, and everydaylife.16.8.1 Welome the person as you would a new friendEvery session, welome the person as you would a new friend, someone you havebeen eagerly awaiting, someone you feel privileged to meet, someone you wouldnever o�end, someone whose feelings you will treat with exquisite tenderness.Yet you must be areful not to ome on too strong. To ondut yourself in this well-enteredmanner, you will have to �nd a very omfortable plae inside yourself that is not threatened by otherpeople's raziness, and you will have to see the person and not the symptoms.The Quakers speak of relating to \that of God" in eah person. Find your own way of onep-tualizing your respet and onern for the preiousness of eah human being. Build your helpingrelationships around Martin Buber's (1968) [235℄ I - Thou relationship that treasures the other humanbeing.When you feel a tendeny to look down on your lients, to diagnose them, or to lak empathyfor them, remember how tough their lives have been ompared to your relative safety and seurity.Then repeat to yourself the mantra of good therapists: \There but for the grae of God go I."16.8.2 Dare to be aringA aring relationship is the ore of healing; everything else is iing and omes in many avors. Byaring, I do not mean a sad or even sympatheti attitude. You do not want to be dragged down by322



your patients' plight, or you will drag them further down with you. You want to be interested andempathi. Through your attitude, your questions, your reolletion of what you have already beentold, and your expressed onern, you want to show that you are about your lient.Many aspets of psyhotherapy help di�erent people at di�erent times, but people �nd that themost helpful aspet of therapy is talking to someone who ares about them and their problems andprovides them with an opportunity to develop better self-understanding and on�dene in dealingwith life.As the relationship beomes safer, the therapist an express more of his or her aring feelings andempathy for the patient. In many ases, patients learn to do the same, showing an interest in anotherhuman being - the therapist - perhaps for the �rst time in years. Although proteted and limited byprofessional restraints, a genuine aring relationship an evolve, helping to restore the individual tohuman onnetivity and hene to sanity.16.8.3 Create and maintain a safe and omfortable relationshipThe therapeuti relationship should be as onit-free as possible. It should feel omfortable and safefor both the lient and the therapist. If either the lient or therapist feels disrespeted or threatened,that issue should be addressed and resolved. It is impossible for people to reeive help - or to provideit - when they feel unsafe or unomfortable. To repeat, the lient and the therapist alike need a safe,nurturing environment.In the proess of working on the reation of a mutually safe relationship, the disturbed lientlearns, perhaps for the �rst time, what it is like to feel lose to someone without ausing turmoil andwithout feeling endangered.As a part of reating a safe, omfortable relationship, make your therapy spae more like ahome than an oÆe, lini, or hospital. Pleasant pitures, not framed redentials, should reate theambiene. When lients are espeially frightened, begin by suggesting that they look around yourspae to see how pleasing and safe it is. Very anxious people often begin relaxing when they realizethat they are not in an oÆe as muh as in a omfort zone.Ask if there is anything you an do to make your lients feel more omfortable. Do not be afraidof being soliitous; I guarantee that most patients will immediately sense that there is somethingdi�erent going on in this health are provider's oÆe when you show interest in their reature omfort.In the interest of fousing on your patients' omfort and reating a good relationship, avoid takingnotes during sessions with very disturbed people. Ordinarily, I take notes during the �rst sessionwith patients to establish a base of information for future referene, but I always apologize for anyinterferene it may ause. If lients are very disturbed, frightened, or suspiious, I put aside the notetablet. If they have a tenuous grip on reality, seeing me take notes may frighten and distrat them.They may beome fearful of who will read the notes. If nothing else, they will get stuk wonderingwhy I �nd one thing or another worth writing down. It is best to be able to relax and onverse moreasually during therapy.16.8.4 Create an ideal of the highest ethial and personal standardsCreate an ideal, even utopian environment in whih both you and your lient relateto eah other aording to the highest ethial and personal standards.In keeping with the �rst three guidelines, therapy should be like a mini-utopia, in whih youare absolutely at your best as a person and are therefore able to reah people whom others havefound impossible to deal with. This mini-utopia is made possible by the limits plaed on it suh as323



restriting the relationship to the oÆe, avoiding any outside entanglements, and establishing rulesfor ourteous and rational relating. Within these limits, the therapist should strive to reate an idealrelationship, one that will help the lient learn how best to relate to all the people in his or herpersonal life.16.8.5 Do not ignore or enable obnoxious or threatening behaviorIf your lient, on the �rst visit or any other visit, ats in a disrespetful or threatening manner, do notignore it. As soon as the other person begins making you feel unomfortable with hostile remarks,gently draw attention to it, express your onern, and ask if you have done something to ontributeto the angry reation. Your vulnerability will atually reassure most people. Tell the truth; explainthat it is hard for you to be at your best if you are feeling defensive.If a patient retorts, \I thought this is where I ould say anything I want" or \I thought I wassupposed to say what I feel," you an explain that therapy is intended to be a safe plae where peoplelearn how to talk in a respetful and even aring manner toward eah other. At times, that will meanrestraint on your part and on the patient's part. The objet is to develop good ommuniation - notto express anything that omes to mind without regard for the onsequenes. Always work to reatea aring, respetful atmosphere and tone.Nothing is more frightening to disturbed or out-of-ontrol people than their own out-of-ontrolanger. People, espeially disturbed people, need to learn that they will feel safer when they deideto avoid provoking or esalating onit. Nearly every lient I have known has responded well to myenouragement of a mutually friendly, respetful, and even aring attitude.Through learning how to treat others in a respetful and aring manner, lients also learn howthey should be treated. They learn to no longer tolerate or enable bullying, abusive, and ontrollingbehavior on the part of family members and other people in their lives.16.8.6 Notie odd behavior and ask what it is aboutNotie odd behavior, gently all attention to it, and ask what it is about.If your lient is staring over your head, making odd gestures, or oking his head as if listeningto voies, gently ask about it. Ignoring odd behavior is tantamount to ignoring the person. Takingodd behavior seriously shows your interest for and onern about the patient. Odd behavior alwayshas meaning; it is always arried out for a purpose. It will help both you and your patient to learnwhat the disturbed behavior is about.One you begin to notie odd behavior, it will tend to diminish beause the person will feel thatyou are atually paying attention in an interested fashion. Odd behavior is usually driven by feelingsof loneliness and isolation. Sometimes it is aimed at getting attention; sometimes it is aimed atrelieving awful feelings; sometimes it is an expression of irrational experiene, like hearing voies.By asking about the behavior, you enourage more genuine and diret ommuniation. If you ando it in a aring manner, it is useful to remind the person that odd behaviors distress or sare otherpeople and ause many dotors to implement oerive psyhiatri interventions.Contemporary biologial psyhiatrists tend to treat odd and even bizarre behavior in their oÆesas a sign of mental illness rather than as a form of ativity that hildren and adults an learn toontrol. In e�et, these psyhiatrists enable the hild's self-destrutive ondut by labeling it assymptoms of an illness. As a result of being told that their hildren have disorders, parents also giveup trying to teah their hildren better manners and more soially aeptable behavior. Espeially inregard to hildren, aknowledging odd behavior in a kind and onerned manner, and pointing out its324



negative onsequenes, an have a very bene�ia I e�et in a short period of time. Within minutes,the hildren begin to learn that they an take responsibility for how they ondut themselves andthey quikly see how muh better other people respond to their improved ondut.16.8.7 Get to know the person as a fully developed human beingGet to know the person as a fully developed human being, not narrowly as a mentalpatient.Toward the end of my �rst session with a new patient, I asked her if she felt that I had gottento know her during the hour we had spent together. She replied ironially, \Yeah, if you thinkI'm nothing more than the worst parts of me." I saw immediately that I had spent so muh timeolleting the history of her problems and diÆulties that I had negleted to engage her about heroverall life, inluding the many things she felt good about herself and the many ativities she enjoyed.Fous on the life story of the whole person and do it in a positive light. If a diagnosis omes tomind, suh as shizophrenia or pani disorder, expunge your thoughts and start over again. Themoment you start thinking of diagnoses, you will lose your sense of the person's uniqueness, and youwill stop trying to get to know him or her. People an sense when a mental health professional issqueezing them into a diagnosti ategory and, onversely, they an tell when you are interested inthem as a unique human being.Therapists should not think diagnostially about their patients; emotionally distressed peopledo not have illnesses, they have life stories gone awry. If diagnoses must be made for insuranepurposes or other pratial reasons, disuss the least harmful diagnosis with your patient and reahan agreement on it before writing it down or ommuniating it to anyone else.16.8.8 Help your patients learn their own life storyHelp your patients learn their own life story and help them take harge of how itwill unfold in the future.Instead of diagnosing your patients, learn about their lives, espeially what has helped and harmedthem along the way. Provided that people are not mired down in helplessness and vitimization, anexamination of their stories an be very helpful to them. They reonstrut their own biographies -what happened to them that helped and what happened that harmed; what they did right and whatthey did wrong in response to life's hallenges.If a person has undergone a very abrupt and aute break with reality, it an be very helpful toexamine the' preipitating trauma. The trauma may be ulture shok for a student visiting fromanother ountry. It may be the death of a loved one. It may be an ongoing abusive relationship thatrestimulated the e�ets of even worse abuse in hildhood. Life stories, and the traumati events thatabound in them, are in�nitely varied.Often, an individual's urrent problems stem from self-defeating viewpoints learned in hildhood.It may have been safer as a hild to avoid lose ontat with an aloholi, unpreditable father, but inadulthood, avoiding or shrinking from men in authority will beome self-defeating. It may have beenneessary in hildhood to hide your feelings from other people, but this kind of emotional guardednessimpedes meaningful relationships in adulthood. It may have been neessary in hildhood to remainin a heightened state of suspiion in your dealings with an older, abusive sibling, but in adulthood,this an turn into self-defeating paranoia about your peers. Learning to apply new and better lessonsto life is entral to therapy. 325



Eah person has a di�erent story, and learning that story an help the individual to overomefeelings of being overwhelmed while enouraging the apaity to make better hoies in the future.But it is woth reemphasizing that no attempt to understand the past will be useful as long asthe person feels and ats in a helpless fashion. Instead, past emotional injuries will beome fuelfor inreased helplessness, rather than empowerment. Therefore, feelings of helplessness must beaddressed and overome early in the proess of therapy.16.8.9 Be optimistiThe importane of being optimisti may seem so obvious that it need not be stated, but in fat,modern psyhiatry is deeply pessimisti, even profoundly negative, in its attitude toward patients.Beause psyhiatrists nowadays rarely have the knowledge or indination to build therapeuti rela-tionships with their patients, they have no idea about how to genuinely heal other human beings. Infat, they have been taught that they annot talk to shizophrenia, and so they pessimistially turnto presribing drugs and eletroshok, despite ausing innumerable adverse e�ets and irrevoablydamaging many patients. Commonly, they instrut patients to take their mediations for the restof their lives, sending a learly pessimisti message. Even the often-expressed myth that patientshave a biohemial imbalane is profoundly disouraging. On top of that, psyhiatrists tell theirpatients that they have geneti disorders, adding to their sense of hopelessness and engendering fearsfor their biologial o�spring. Biopsyhiatri pessimism about the apaity of human beings to takeharge of their lives reinfores their patients' worst view of themselves as helpless in the fae of theirproblems. By being pessimisti, health are providers - inluding most psyhiatrists - make theirpatients dependent on them and end up doing far more harm than good.So it is espeially important for therapists to keep in mind that they an help almost all their lientsby starting with a warm, weloming, and aring relationship. Espeially for, disturbed patients whohave already been overwhelmed by psyhiatri pessimism, make lear how optimisti you feel aboutbeing able to help them to live better, happier, more produtive and loving lives.16.8.10 Be on�dentIn keeping with being optimisti about a patient's future suess, be on�dent about your ability tohelp this very disturbed person and expet that he or she will show signs of being less disturbed,even within a few minutes. You might even remind the patient that suess in therapy depends moreon the patient than the therapist. A responsible, hardworking lient is likely to �nd help even froma marginal therapist, while a helpless, dependent lient is likely to �nd little help anywhere.Your goal is to reate an environment that allows or enourages people to relate to you withoutpushing or manipulating them. So while expressing on�dene that this person will shortly disoverhow useful therapy an be, also be humble enough to realize that it is ultimately up to the individualto deide how he or she feels about you and your approah. Trying too hard is one of the worstmistakes a therapist an make. It reeks of desperation and disrespets the autonomy of the other.Yet you want to ommuniate a quiet on�dene that the individual in the room with you an workwith you in an understandable and produtive manner.16.8.11 Be willing to improve your own attitudesIf you are �nding it diÆult to beome aring, empathi, optimisti, or on�dent about a partiularlient, then it is your job - your professional obligation - to �nd those resoures within yourself. InThe Heart of Being Helpful (1997b) [199℄, I all this empathi self-transfarmation - the willingness326



and ability to �nd the human-to-human resoures neessary for the work of being a psyhotherapistwith eah individual patient. In the job of helping people with their psyhologial problems, thetherapist annot self-indulge with feelings of helplessness, resentment, or pessimism. These feelingshave to be overome. Knowing that there are no exeptions to this rule will help you to maintain apositive outlook as a therapist and make your hours of therapy relatively stress-free and satisfyingto you and, ultimately, to your lient.16.8.12 Avoid using arti�ial therapeuti tehniquesAvoid using arti�ial therapeuti tehniques, espeially with very disturbed per-sons.If people have relatively strong egos and feel reasonably seure in themselves, they may be able totolerate or even bene�t from one or another therapeuti tehnique, whether it is role-playing, dreamanalysis, free assoiation, ognitive therapy, behavioral therapy, self-hypnosis, relaxation tehniques,biofeedbak or whatever. But disturbed people will experiene anything that is rote, ontrived, orrepetitive as one more humiliating insult, and even as an assault.Working with disturbed people requires you to o�er them a genuine human relationship, even inthe fae of their raziness. You, in turn, should not introdue anything out of the ordinary into thesession. Your goal is to build a genuine relationship.Again, what makes this possible with disturbed patients is the utopian quality of the therapysetting, inluding its limits, its safety, and the skills of the therapist in maintaining a genuine rela-tionship with people who tend to drive others away.16.8.13 Refuse to start patients on mediationRefuse to start patients on mediation or to refer them for mediation evaluation,espeially if they are very disturbed.The need to keep therapy drug-free is even more imperative with very disturbed or psyhoti pa-tients. When people are already feeling emotionally overwhelmed in the extreme, the last thing theyneed is a big dose of brain dysfuntion. Already struggling to ontrol their feelings and to understandthem, they do not need the bizarre mixture of apathy and emotional lability that haraterizes somany drug e�ets. They do not need the added burden of trying to �gure out from moment tomoment and day to day if they are experiening their own genuine emotions or the emotional e�etsof adverse drug reations.For these already disempowered persons, it is further disempowering for them to be told thattheir salvation, ure, or restoration depends on a physial intervention, rather than learning to takeharge of their lives. They have already given up hope in themselves and in other human beings; donot on�rm their worst fears. They already feel helpless in the fae of their emotions; do not makethem feel even more helpless by telling them that they have a biohemial imbalane that is out oftheir personal ontrol. Do not make them feel more dependent and helpless by ating as if you andiagnose a mythial biohemial imbalane or ure them with a pill.I explain to my patients that I never use psyhiatri mediations as therapy, but that I will ontinueto presribe for them if they annot manage to withdraw from their drugs. All of my patients are freeto obtain mediations from other dotors and to ontinue to see me for therapy and for additionalmonitoring of how the drugs are a�eting them. On rare oasion, some have done this for a while.However, they are likely to disover that taking mediations tends to make them preoupied with327



tampering with their drugs, rather than with learning to take harge of their lives. They will also�nd that it is hard to know what they really feel, and how they are really responding to life, whentoxi agents are jerking around their brains, minds, and emotions.Nowadays, when patients ome to health are providers, they know that the moment they mentionany kind of painful feelings, a drug will be presribed, or a new drug will be added, or doses willbe upped. The modern patient literally lives in a world where onversation onsists of the patientexpressing feelings and the dotor responding with drugs. This truly bizarre relationship ultimatelydevolves into a ritual of mutual manipulation, wherein the patient expresses feelings with an eyeto ontrolling the ow of mediation, while the dotor presribes the mediation to suppress thepatient's feelings. It is, of ourse, impossible to ondut genuine therapy of any kind under suhirumstanes.I believe that my refusal to start patients on drugs is one reason why, sine approximately 1970,I have not had any suiide attempts in my praie where I have been the primary therapist, andonly one where I have been onsulting on mediation withdrawal in a riminal ase where a manwas antiipating going to jail. My patients work with me with unenumbered brains and with theknowledge that they will not be drugged in response to sharing their most desperate feelings with me.On the other hand, our patients have ultimate responsibility for themselves, and any good therapistould experiene an oasional suiide attempt or even a ompleted suiide among his lients.The more disturbed the person, the more the therapy must fous on empowerment. It enormouslyundermines personal on�dene to be diagnosed with a mental illness or biohemial imbalane andto be told that you annot manage your life without drugs. But it is enormously uplifting to learnthat you an learn to manage your feelings, to straighten out your thoughts, and to relate to peopleand life in an e�etive, satisfying manner.16.8.14 Refuse to take any kind of threatening, bullying, or oeriveationsRefuse to take any kind of threatening, bullying, or oerive ations, espeiallyagainst vulnerable, disturbed people who annot resist or �ght bak e�etively.Coerion in the mental health system omes in many forms, from authoritative assertions thatthe person annot do without drugs to outright involuntary ommitment and fored treatment. Forpatients who have already experiened oerion in the mental health system, I quikly mention that Inever ommit patients or treat them against their will. Espeially if the patient has already had badexperienes, I will explain that sine �nishing my training in 1966, I have never signed ommitmentpapers or partiipated in loking up anyone, even people who have had self-destrutive thoughts andfears.There is no law that spei�ally requires a dotor to lok up patients against their will. However,the law in most states does require dotors to take preventive measures of some kind if they havereason to believe that a patient is likely to ommit violene against a spei� person. It is alled\the duty to warn". I an reall exerising this option on only one oasion many years ago and theoutome was most remarkable. I was afraid that a man was going to assault his wife that very nightafter the session was over, so I disussed my legal duty to warn his wife of the danger. I did not wantto do anything behind my patient's bak and, somewhat to my surprise, he gladly went along withmy alling his wife while he sat in the oÆe with me.When I got my patient's wife on the phone and explained to her that I was afraid her husbandwas growing dangerously violent toward her, she angrily told me to stop interfering in her life andhung up. The man ontinued suessfully in therapy without perpetrating violene.328



Most severely disturbed patients will have seen numerous other mental health professionals before�nding their way to me. If mental health professionals have already seen them, then they have alreadyexperiened oerion (Breggin, 1964 [172℄, 1991 [190℄). All or nearly all patients who display seriousmental problems are quikly pressured to take drugs and are threatened, bullied, or loked up if theydisplay too muh relutane.Tragially, people who already feel emotionally overwhelmed are espeially sensitive to and de-moralized by any kind of authoritarianism or manipulation, let alone outright physial oerion.Therefore it provides enormous relief to disturbed persons when the therapist promises to behavedi�erently and never to threaten or bully them, and never to fore them into treatment or a hospital.In addition to feeling safer, they may feel, for the �rst time in their hekered experiene with dotorsand therapists, that they have met someone who feels ompetent and on�dent about o�ering helpto them, rather than imposing it on them. As they begin to trust your word about not ommittingthem, they will usually beome more open and forthright in disussing their feelings with you so thatyou an deal more openly with suiidal or violent feelings.In addition to not giving drugs, I believe that not oering patients has also ontributed to myrelative suess as a therapist. If patients beome suiidal in my pratie, for example, they do nothave to hide it from me for fear of my presribing drugs or loking them up. Instead, they an freelytalk with me.From my viewpoint as a psyhiatrist and psyhotherapist, it has been an enormous help to me toentirely rejet the idea of oering my patients. It means that I must rely on my ability to o�er mypatients, even my most disturbed patients, quality help that they will voluntarily aept and bene�tfrom. When the going gets rough, it means I sometimes have to worry more, are more, think more,and be more available than dotors who ommit their patients, but it has made me a better andhappier therapist.Therapy must be voluntary for the patient; otherwise, it beomes something else, suh as indo-trination, intimidation, or brainwashing. As mentioned earlier in the hapter, this was obvious toTuke in 1813, but it ontinues to elude the modern psyhiatrist, who refuses to let go of the powerto fore patients into \treatment".In reality, there is no suh thing as involuntary therapy. Involuntary treatment is not treatment;it is inareration, fored drugging, fored eletroshoks to the head, and so on.It is ommonplae for psyhiatrists to laim that a patient's irrational or self-destrutive behaviordemonstrates that he or she is asking for someone to take over his or her life. Beause I am un-equivoally against involuntary treatment, I get to hear what patients really think about it. Mostof them resent the humiliation and loss of freedom for the rest of their lives, and many join orga-nizations to oppose it suh as MindFreedom (www.Mindfreedom.org). But even if some individualsseek oppressive treatment, psyhiatrists should view it as a self-defeating pattern that should not beenabled.If involuntary treatment seems to work, it is beause the lient has beome submissive in responseto authority. Involuntary treatment teahes the vitim to beome doile and to manipulate to avoidand esape punishment, and it motivates the so-alled therapist to rationalize abusive ats. As Idesribe in detail in Beyond Conit (1992a) [191℄, vitims of oerion hide their true feelings fromthose who exerise arbitrary power over them.Meanwhile, people who exerise that arbitrary power never want to know what their vitims aretruly feeling. As a result, involuntary treatment alienates the vitim from the oppressor - the patientfrom the dotor - and substitutes a harade for a genuine relationship.Despite hundreds of years of implementation, there are no studies showing that involuntary treat-ment helps people, protets them from suiide, or protets the publi from violene.329



If you deide that it is neessary and right in priniple to lok up and drug any of your patients,inluding the disturbed ones, it will handiap you as a therapist. To be suessful as a therapistfor very disturbed people, you have to be onvined that all human beings an learn to take ontrolof their emotions and their behavior and go on to live useful and happy lives. You will have towelome emotional su�ering as a sign of life and an indiator that the person inside is alive and well,if sreaming in pain, and ready to �nd a better way to live. You also have to respet and treasureeah individual's freedom and responsibility suÆiently to believe that no human being has a rightto lok up another for their own good. To me, loking up people or giving them drugs is quitting onthem by saying, in e�et, \You an't handle your life, and I an't handle you either."Many well-meaning professionals attempt to provide therapy to individuals who are inareratedagainst their will in mental hospitals or prisons. In theory, it might be possible to do this on avoluntary basis. But the therapist must remain autely aware of institutional pressures on howhe onduts his therapy and attempt at all times to serve the lient, rather than the institution.Unfortunately, as I have learned from many olleagues, aligning oneself with the lients, rather thanwith the authorities, in an institution inevitably leads to getting �red. For this reason, it is probablyimpossible to ondut genuinely voluntary therapy within an involuntary institution.Inreasingly, it is also impossible to ondut genuine therapy in publi outpatient linis, beausenearly all of them are under the ontrol of biologial psyhiatrists who will not put up with anyopinions that deviate from their own. I have seen highly ompetent professionals �red from mentalhealth linis for opposing the use of drugs. I always enourage mental health professionals to haveat least a part-time private pratie where they an ondut therapy more as they wish.16.8.15 Welome your patients' most painful feelingsYou will not be able to welome your patients' most desperate feelings if you plan to drug the feelingsinto oblivion or to lok them up for their own safety. Even if you say you want to hear all their mostdesperate feelings, your patients will hesitate to ommuniate them, unless they want to push youto give drugs or to lok them up.When lients tell me that they are feeling suiidal, I explain to them, in e�et, \If you didn't havea sense that life an and should be better, you wouldn't be so despairing over how bad it's gotten.How muh you want to die - that's how muh you want to love your life and how muh you reallywant to live. I'd be more worried if you were indi�erent about life. Life matters to you, and as longas that's so, I know you an learn to live an espeially wonderful life."I also give suiidal or desperate patients a phone number where they an reah me and arrange tosee me as often as neessary. Sine I do not give drugs, I have to give more of myself. If my patientshave a aring family, I will work with them as well.16.8.16 Share your most important values with your patientsShare your most important values with your patients beause new and better valuesare key to an improved life.Values matter. In our personal lives - our relationships with family and friends, and in ourhoie of work and rereation - I believe in individual liberty. People should not aept emotionalor physial bullying or oerion in their personal or professional lives. In the politial realm, theproblem of individual freedom obviously beomes more ompliated, but in our personallives, it anbe straightforward. In our personal lives, we should respet eah other's freedom. As therapists, werespet the freedom of our patients, and we enourage them to respet the freedom of others (see330



my disussions of liberty, love, and oppression from an individual and soietal perspetive in Breggin1988 [183℄, 1988-1989 [184℄, and 1992a [191℄).For many good reasons, adults may hoose to take are of less able hildren or adults. Responsibleadults may also deide to tolerate unpleasant or diÆult people to help them or to ahieve importantgoals. But in our personal lives, helping people should be a hoie rather than the result of beingphysially or emotionally bullied.I also believe that a life without love is more akin to death than to life and that people thrive tothe extent that they love other people, nature, life itself, or God. So my therapy promotes libertyand love.I also believe that we must take omplete responsibility for our ations, moving beyond viewingourselves as vitims. Ultimately everything I do in therapy takes plae in the ontext of promotingliberty, love, and personal responsibility.While there is a great deal of room for disagreement about values, I have tried to get to the rokbottom of those that matter in adult relationships and have summed them up to my own satisfationwith the ideas of personal responsibility, liberty, and love (Breggin, 1988-1989 [184℄; 1992a [191℄).My lients know or quikly learn my values, and of ourse, they an read my books. I believe thatlients have a right to know their therapists' basi values beause those values will inevitably a�etthem.Beyond the right to know what kinds of values are being implemented in the therapy, learning newvalues is among the most important aspets of insight therapy. My patients tend to perk up fromthe moment that I tell them that I believe in promoting their right to live life as they hoose. Theyperk up even more when I expiain that I believe in love and want to help them lead more love-�lledlives.Having said that, I must admit that some patients, and even aquaintanes outside of therapy, getnervous when I then speak about personal responsibility, fearing that it means something onerous.But often, that fear or resentment of personal responsibility is preisely how and why these peoplehave ruined their lives, and they need eventually to fae this reality if they are going to prosper.Therapy an help people overome the guilt they feel about pursuing their own interests, inludingthe expression of love for others, and it an help them overome their self-defeating resentment oftaking responsibility for their lives, inluding the pursuit of love in their lives.16.8.17 Make lear your last resortMake lear your last resort, both to yourself and to your patients.Other professionals often beg me to admit that there are some people I would drug. I make noexeptions, but they sometimes seem desperate to make me admit to at least one exeption. Whyis that? Beause drugs have beome their last resort, their fallbak position, their default position.They annot believe that a therapist an funtion without sharing that same faith - without believingin drugs as a last resort. They feel driven to hope that sometimes I will also turn to presribingpsyhiatri mediations, if only on rare oasions. Otherwise, I am wholly denying their version ofGod - the Almighty Drug As the Last Resort.Other human beings and a personal relationship with God are far better last resorts than drugs.In fat, life itself, with all its varied ways of healing, is the alternative to a mediation-impaired brain.Your lients will do muh better if they understand that the restoration of their mental balane orsanity an best our from a ombination of their own internal resoures and the people in their livesas well as from their most profound values and devotion to ommunity and to a higher power, if theybelieve in one. 331



16.8.18 Address psyhologial or learned helplessness early in the ther-apyAddress psyhologial or learned helplessness early in the therapy, espeially withvery disturbed or emotionally disabled people.People beome overwhelmed when they give up in the fae of enormous stress, onit, disap-pointment, or trauma. Psyhosis and other deep disturbanes are personal surrenders. The failingindividuals suumb to feeling helpless and overwhelmed. Their will is broken, and in the extreme,they give up trying to manage their mental lives or their daily ativities.It is important, in a aring but onsistent manner, to address feelings of helplessness beausetherapy or any other intervention will prove ine�etive until individuals believe that they an learnto ontrol their emotions, behavior, and lives. Make lear that feeling helpless is not the same asating in a helpless fashion. Help them understand that even the most urgent signals of helplessnessmust not be obeyed and, if they are not obeyed, they will eventually weaken. Explain that reason,personal responsibility, respet for the rights of others, and love must beome the �nal guidelines foration. Explain that some people survive and even triumph over the worst kinds of stresses, frommultiple loses, to physial paralysis, to years of inareration, and that their job is to survive andthen to triumph by going on to live an even better life based on sounder priniples.I am not talking about giving letures to patients. I have already written more about helplessnessin this hapter than I will talk about it in most therapies. Usually, a few words at appropriatemoments will get the point aross that helplessness annot be indulged without destroying one's ownlife. The atual therapy work involves learning where helplessness was engendered in hildhood andthen hoosing and learning to overome it in adulthood.One the person begins to grasp the importane of rejeting helpless, vitimized feelings, theadditional work of therapy an begin, inluding the investigation of how the individual learned toreat helplessly to stress and onit.16.8.19 Be willing to o�er pratial advie and guidaneBe willing to o�er pratial advie and guidane, espeially with disturbed personswho lak suessful experienes.Many lients - inluding those who are not deeply disturbed - an bene�t from guidane in how togo about making deisions and resolving onits with loved ones. In ouples therapy, for example, Iobserve how my lients interat with eah other and give them diret advie on how to ommuniatein a more respetful and loving manner. In the proess, I emphasize the entrality of love to allpersonal relationships.Obviously, therapists will vary in their ability and interest in providing guidane, but it an be ahelpful aspet of the therapeuti relationship. In my older years, people seem to bene�t a great dealfrom my advie, and in retrospet, I am glad that I o�ered less of it when I was young.Very disturbed people who require a protetive milieu also require a great deal of guidane, evenabout the most simple ats of everyday survival, but it must always be provided free of authoritari-anism or oerion. Keep in mind how vulnerable to humiliation people feel when they are strugglingwith disturbed feelings and helplessness and o�er any guidane with the utmost respet for theirautonomy. 332



16.8.20 Graiously reognize that you have nomonopoly on helping peopleTherapists will naturally vary in how muh they emphasize relationship, insight, historial reon-strutions, and learning new priniples or behavior. Similarly, patients will vary in how they feelabout di�erent therapists and their therapeuti approahes.Starting with the importane of the empathi relationship, I pratie a mixture of approahes,depending on what my individual lient seems to want or need. Often, I will disuss what seems moreuseful to the lient. I try to guide people through an examination of how self-defeating patterns - badpriniples and awed strategies - developed in hildhood. As they reognize and beome liberatedfrom these self-defeating patterns, they an explore new and more self-ful�lling strategies.Some lients reap great bene�t from looking at the origins of their irrational, self-defeating personalpoliies of life. Some bene�t more from looking at how best to apply good priniples to urrent issues.Some seem to bene�t more when their emotions are touhed; others when they gain intelletual larity.But they all bene�t from whatever apaity I have to take a real, genuine, aring interest in them.From that they learn and gain the ourage to are more positively for themselves.If one of my lients wishes to seek another form of therapy while seeing me, I have no objetion.Instead of feeling ompetitive or possessive, I support my lients' e�orts to obtain all the help theyneed or want. I am not onerned that they will get di�erent or oniting ideas from anothertherapist; that is what a suessful life is about - freely seleting for yourself among life's myriadopportunities and alternatives.Keep in mind that if you or I as therapists annot seem to help some of our patients, the alternativeanswer is not drugs. The alternative ould be another therapist or no therapy at all. No treatment atall is better than being subjeted to toxi hemials that ross the blood-brain barrier and interferewith higher human funtions. With a lear brain and mind, people an take advantage of all thehealing opportunities a�orded by life, from support groups and workshops to ommunity ativitiesand religious worship.This point is so important and so misunderstood that it needs emphasizing. It is the height ofarrogane for therapists to think and say, \My lient wasn't bene�ting enough from therapy, so Isuggested mediation". That implies that lients have only two alternatives in life: their professionalrelationship with you or presribed drugs. In e�et, the reommendation of drugs overs up the realproblem: the therapist's failure to help the patient. It is far better to reommend that the lient shoparound for another therapist or another type of therapy while you ontinue to o�er your therapy tothe individual and try your best to improve your approah. Every therapist should remember, \If Iannot help someone, then another therapist may be able to do so".It is foolish and self-serving for therapists to believe that any partiular patient must bene�t fromtheir relationship and their kind of therapy or aept being mediated. Yet the grip of drugs is sopowerful in the mental health �eld that it is a ommon delusion among therapists that the patient'shoie lies between their partiular therapy or a drug.16.9 ConlusionIn many ways, the priniples for helping deeply disturbed persons are not substantially di�erent fromthe priniples required for relating well to anyone, espeially those nearest and dearest to us. Butif we hoose to help people who are feeling overwhelmed by their own emotions and by life, thenwe must be dediated to onduting ourselves in the most prinipled, aring, and empathi mannerpossible. That is the essene of these guidelines for helping deeply disturbed persons.333
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Chapter 17Appendix
17.1 Psyhiatri Mediations by Category17.1.1 Antidepressants117.1.1.1 Seletive Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors (SSRIs)Celexa (italopram)Lexapro (esitalopram)Luvox (uvoxamine)2Paxil (paroxetine)Proza and Sarafem (uoxetine)Zoloft (sertraline)17.1.1.2 Other Newer AntidepressantsCymbalta (duloxetine)E�exor (venlafaxine)Remeron (mirtazapine)Symbyax (Proza plus Zyprexa, a newer antipsyhoti)Wellbutrin and Zyban (bupropion)17.1.1.3 Older Antidepressants (Partial List)3 1The new Food and Drug Administration (FDA) blak-box warnings apply to all antidepressants but in fat weredeveloped based on the SSRIs and newer antidepressants, and not on the older ones.2The brand name Luvox has been withdrawn from the market, but the drug is still available in the generi form.3All the older antidepressants an ause psyhiatri adverse drug reations, inluding mania and psyhosis, butthey muh less ommonly ome up in my linial and medial legal experiene. A more omplete list an be found invarious textbooks, espeially Drug Fats and Comparisons (2007) [379℄, a readily available annual publiation.335



Anafranil (lomipramine)Asendin (amoxapine)4Elavil (amitriptyline)Norpramin (desipramine)Pamelor (nortriptyline)Parnate (tranylypromine)5Sinequan (doxepin)Surmontil (trimipramine)Tofranil (imipramine)Vivatil (protriptyline)17.1.2 Stimulants17.1.2.1 Classi Stimulants6Adderall, Adderall XR (amphetamine mixture)Desoxyn (methamphetamine)7Dexedrine (dextroamphetamine)Foalin, Foalin XR (dexamethylphenidate)Ritalin, Conerta, Daytrana (methylphenidate)Vyvanse (lisdextroamphetamine)17.1.2.2 OthersCylert (pemoline; no longer available)Strattera (atomoxetine)17.1.3 Sedative, Hypnoti, and Anxiolyti Drugs (Tranquilizers and Sleep-ing Pills)8 4Metabolized into a neurolepti and should be treated as a neurolepti in regard to its adverse e�ets, inludingtardive dyskinesia.5A monoamine oxidase inhibitor with speial adverse reations and dangerous dietary interations.6All are Drug Enforement Administration (DEA) Shedule II narotis, indiating the highest risk of toleraneand dependene (addition).7Few people realize that dotors an presribe methamphetamine, the deadly drug of addition, to hildren forattention-de�it /hyperativity disorder.8All are DEA Shedule IV narotis, indiating a risk of tolerane and dependene (addition), exept Rozerem.336



17.1.3.1 Benzo TranquilizersAtivan (lorazepam)Klonopin (lonazepam)Librium (hlordiazepoxide)Serax (oxazepam)Tranxene (hlorazepate)Valium (diazepam)Xanax (alprazolam)17.1.3.2 Benzo Sleeping PillsDalmane (urazepam)Doral (quazepam)Halion (triazolam)ProSom (estazolam)Restoril (temazepam)17.1.3.3 Non-Benzo Sleeping PillsAmbien (zolpidem)Lunesta (eszopilone)Rozerem (ramelteon)Sonata (zaleplon)17.1.3.4 Barbiturate Sleeping PillsButisol (butabarbital)Carbrital (pentobarbital and arbromal)Seonal (seobarbital)17.1.4 Antipsyhoti Drugs (Neuroleptis)917.1.4.1 Newer (Seond- or Third-Generation or Atypial) Antipsyhotis10 9All drugs listed in this subsetion: Antipsyhoti Drugs (Neuroleptis), an ause extrapyramidal symptoms (EPS)and tardive dyskinesia (TD), although Clozaril and Phenergan are weaker dopamine blokers with less of a tendenyto ause these adverse e�ets.10Sertindole is another atypial neurolepti urrently going through the FDA approval proess.337



Abilify (aripiprazole)Clozaril (lozapine)11Geodon (ziprasidone)Invega (paliperidone)Risperdal (risperidone)Seroquel (quetiapine)Symbyax (olanzapine plus Proza, an SSRI antidepressant)Zyprexa (olanzapine)17.1.4.2 Older Antipsyhoti DrugsEtrafon (antidepressant plus Trilafon)Haldol (haloperidol)Loxitane (loxapine)Mellaril (thioridazine)Moban (molindone)Navane (thiothixene)Prolixin (uphenazine)Serentil (mesoridazine)Stelazine (triuoperazine)Taratan (hlorprothixene)Thorazine (hlorpromazine)Tindal (aetophenazine)Trilafon (perphenazine)Vesprin (triupromazine)17.1.4.3 Neuroleptis Used for Other Medial PurposesCompazine (prohlorperazine)Inapsine (droperidol)Orap (pimozide)Phenergan (promethazine)12Reglan (metolopramide)17.1.5 Lithium and Other Drugs Used as Mood StabilizersDepakote (divalproex sodium; antiepilepti drug)11Atually an older European drug that was revived as an atypial in the United States.12Usually lassi�ed as an antihistamine but has weak neurolepti qualities and an ause tardive dyskinesia.338



Equetro (extended-release arbamazepine; antiepilepti drug)Lamital (lamotrigine; antiepilepti drug)Lithobid, Lithotabs, Eskalith (lithium)17.1.5.1 O�-Label or Unapproved Mood StabilizersCatapres (lonidine; antihypertensive drug)Neurontin (gabapentin; antiepilepti drug)Tegretol (arbamazapine; antiepilepti drug)Tenex (guanfaine; antihypertensive drug)Topamax (topiramate; antiepilepti drug)Trileptal (oxarbazepine; antiepilepti drug)17.2 Author's Note about the BibliographyThis lengthy bibliography has aumulated over 25 years, starting with the initial 1983 edition titledPsyhiatri Drugs: Hazards to the Brain. Instead of pruning out older itations from the text and thebibliography, nearly all of them have been kept. Most of the older itations remain sienti�ally validand in general have been on�rmed by subsequent researh. In addition, they provide a historialperspetive on the growth of knowledge about adverse drug e�ets on the brain and mind. Sineany of the older studies are more detailed and sometimes more frank in their observations, they alsoprovide the liniian or researher with the opportunity to delve more deeply into the subjet matter.
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